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PREFACE.

The main object of this work and the contents of it will be

found specified in the Introductory Chapter. It is intended for

the student who aims at acquiring such a knowledge as can only

be got by a study of the subject in the historical order of its

development, for the investigator who is* specially interested in

this branch of mathematics and wishes to become acquainted

with the various lines of attack opened up by previous workers,

and for the general working mathematician who requires guide-

books and books of reference concerning special domains.

T. M.

Capetown, South Afkica,

IQth July, 1905.
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CHAPTER I.

INTEODUCTION.

The way in which the material for a history of the theory of

Determinants has been accumulated is quite similar to that

which has been observed in the case of other branches of science.

In the middle of the eighteenth century one of the indepen-
dent discoverers of the fundamental idea, viz., Cramer, was

fortunate enough to attract attention to it, and in time it became

the common property of mathematicians in France and else-

where. As it slowly spread it naturally also received accretions

and developments, and of the dozen or so of writers who thus

handled it in the sixty years that followed Cramer's publication
there were of course a few who by a more or less casual refer-

ence kept alive the memory of some of their predecessors. It

was then taken up by Cauchy, and, thanks to the prestige of

his name and to the inherent excellence of his extensive mono-

graph, its position as a theory of importance became more firmly

assured. The thirty years that followed Cauchy's memoir

resembled the sixty that preceded it, save that the number

of contributors was considerably larger. Then another great

analyst, Jacobij, the most noteworthy of those contributors,

produced in Germany a monograph similar in extent and value

to Cauchy's, and the importance of the subject in the eyes of

mathematicians became still more enhanced. As a consequence,
the single decade following gave rise to quite as many new
contributions as the preceding three decades had done, and

closed with the appearance of the first separately published

elementary treatise on the subject, viz., Spottiswoode's. The
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preface to this contains the first notable historical sketch of

the theory, and includes references to the writings of twelve

outstanding mathematicians, beginning with Cramer (1750)

and ending with the author's own contemporaries, Cayley,

Sylvester and Hermite. In the same year (1850) there also

occurred something out of the ordinary, for the correspondence
between Leibnitz and the Marquis de I'Hopital having been

published from manuscripts in the Royal Library at Hanover,

the striking discovery was made that more than half-a-century

before Cramer's time the fundamental idea of determinants had

been clear to Leibnitz, and had been expounded with consider-

able fulness by him in a letter to his friend. So strongly

attractive had the subject now become to mathematicians that

in the single year succeeding the publication of Spottiswoode's
short treatise a greater number of separate contributions to

the theory made their appearance than in the whole sixty-year

period from Cramer to Cauchy. The wants of students every-

where had to be attended to : a second edition of Spottiswoode
was consequently prepared for Crelles Journal in 1853

;
a text-

book by Brioschi was published at Pavia in 1854
;
French and

German translations of Brioschi in 1856
;
and an elementary

exposition by Bellavitis in 1857. So far as historical material

is concerned, the last-mentioned work was of little account ;

that of Brioschi resembled Spottiswoode's, the number of

references, however, being greater. Of quite a different char-

acter was the text-book by Baltzer, which was published at

Leipzig the year after the German translation of Brioschi had

appeared at Berlin, an important part of the new author's

plan being to deal methodically with the history of the subject

by means of footnotes. On the enunciation of almost every
theorem a note with historical references was added at the

foot of the page, the result being that in the portion (thirty-

four pages) devoted expressly to the pure theory of determinants

about as many separate writings are referred to as there are

pages. This was a marked advance, and although during the

next twenty years the publication of text-books became more

frequent in fact, if we include those of every language and

of every scope, we shall find an average of about one per
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year Baltzer's dominated the field; enlarged editions of it

appeared in 1864, 1870, and 1875, and the historical notes

grew correspondingly in number. Of the other text-books

only one, Giinther's, which was published in 1875, sought to

follow the historical line taken by Baltzer and to add to the

supply of material. Then in 1876 another new departure took

place, this being the year in which the first writings were

published which dealt with the history alone, the one being
an academic thesis by E. J. Mellberg printed at Helsingfors,

and the other a memoir presented by F. J. StudniSka to the

Bohemian Society of Sciences.

About this time, while engaged in writing my own so-called
" Treatise on the Theory of Determinants," I had occasion to

look into the question of the authorship and history of the

various theorems, and I was reluctantly forced to the conclusion

that much inaccurate statement prevailed in regard to such

matters and that the whole subject was worthy of serious

investigation. A resolution was accordingly taken to set about

collecting the titles of all the writings which had appeared on

the theory up to the end of 1880. The task was not an easy

one, as will readily be understood by those who know how

scanty and defective are the bibliographical aids at the disposal

of mathematicians, and how often the titles given by investi-

gators to their memoirs are imperfect and even misleading in

regard to the nature of the contents. The outcome of the

search was published in 1881 in the October number of the

Quarterly Journal of Mathematics (vol. xviii. pp. 110-149)
under the title of "A List of Writings on Determinants." It

contained 589 entries arranged in chronological order. Some
three or four years afterwards, when there had been time to

test the completeness of the earlier portion of the list, the

writings included in it were taken up in historical succession

and suitable abstracts or reviews of them made for publication
in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh ;

the

first contribution of this kind was presented to the Society
in the beginning of the year 1886. At the same time there

was being prepared an additional list of writings containing
omitted titles, 84 in number, belonging to the period of the
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first list, and 176 titles belonging to the further period 1881-

1885. This second list appeared in 1886 in the June number

of the Quarteiiy Journal of Mathematics (vol. xxi. pp. 299-

320). In 1890 a collection was made of the contributions, just

mentioned, which had up to that date been printed in the

Edinburgh Proceedings, and with the consent of the Society

was published separately. Unfortunately in that year all this

train of work had to be laid aside on account of the pressure
of official duties, and ten years elapsed before it could be

resumed. It was thus not imtil March 1900 that a second

series of analytic abstracts began to appear in the Edinburgh

Proceedings, and that the preparation of a third list of writings
was methodically undertaken. The period to be covered by this

list was the fifteen years 1886-1900; and as the number of

writers interested in the subject had in these years continued

to increase, and as closer examination of the literature of the

previous periods had led to new finds, the resulting compilation
was more extensive than the first two put together. It was

presented to the South African Association for the Advancement
of Science at its inaugural meeting in April 1903 and was pub-
lished in the Report; it is also to be found in the Quarterly
Journal of Mathematics for December 1904 and February
1905 (vol. xxxvi. pp. l7i-267). The number of titles in the

three lists is about 1740 ; they furnish, it is hoped, an almost

complete guide to the literature of the theory of determinants

from the earliest times to the close of the nineteenth century.
From these later labours it became manifest that it was

undesirable in the way of separate publication to issue merely
another volume as a continuation of, and similar to, that of

the year 1900. The better course clearly was to reproduce the

material of that volume along with the intercalations necessi-

tated in it by the existence of subsequently discovered papers,
and to follow this up in such a way as to give finally within

the compass of a reasonably sized volume a full history of the

subject in all its branches up to about the middle of the

nineteenth century. This is what is here attempted.
The plan followed is not to give one connected history of

determinants as a whole, but to give separately the history of
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each of the sections into which the subject has been divided,

viz., to deal with determinants in general, and thereafter in

order with the various special forms. This will not only tend

to smoothness in the narrative by doing away with the necessity

of frequent barkings back, but it will also be of material im-

portance to investigators who may wish to find out what has

already been done in advancing any particular department of

the subject. To this end, also, each new result as it appears
will be numbered in Roman figures ;

and if the same result be

obtained in a different way, or be generalised, by a subsequent

worker, it will be marked among the contributions of the latter

with the same Roman figures, followed by an Arabic numeral.

Thus the theorem regarding the effect of the transposition of

two rows of a determinant will be found under Vandermonde.

marked with the number xi., and the information intended thus

to be conveyed is that in the order of discovery the said theorem

was the eleventh noteworthy result obtained: while the mark
XI. 2, which occurs under Laplace, is meant to show that the

theorem was not then heard of for the first time, but that

Laplace contributed something additional to our knowledge of

it. Li this way any reader who will take the trouble to look

up the sequence xi., xi. 2, xi. 3, &c., may be certain, it is hoped,
of obtaining the full history of the theorem in question.

The early foreshadowings of a new domain of science, and

tentative gropings at a theory of it, are so difficult for the

historian to represent without either conveying too much or

too little, that the only satisfactory way of dealing with a

subject in its earliest stages seems to be to reproduce the exact

words of the authors where essential parts of the theory are

concerned. This I have resolved to do, although to some it

may have the effect of rendering the account at the commence-

ment somewhat dry and forbidding.



CHAPTER 11.

DETEEMINANTS IN GENERAL, FROM THE YEAR 1693 TO 1779.

The writers here to be dealt with are seven in number, viss.,

Leibnitz, Fontaine, Cramer, Bdzout, Vandermonde, Laplace,

Lagrange. Of these the first two exercised no influence on

the development of the theory; the real moving spirit was

Cramer; Lagrange alone of the others may have been un-

affected by this particular part of Cramer's work.

LEIBNITZ (1693).

[Leibnizens mathematische Schriften, herausg. v. C. I. Gerhardt.

1 Abth. ii. pp. 229, 238-240, 245. Berlin, 1850.]

In the fourth letter of the published correspondence between

Leibnitz and De L'Hospital, the former incidentally mentions

that in his algebraical investigations he occasionally uses

numbers instead of letters, treating the numbers however as if

they were letters. De L'Hospital, in his reply, refers to this,

stating that he has some diflSculty in believing that numbers

can be as convenient or give as general results as letters.

Thereupon Leibnitz, in his next letter (28th April 1693), pro-

ceeds with an explanation :

"Puisque vous dites que vous av^s de la peine k croire qu'il soit

aussi general et aussi commode de se servir des nombres que des

lettres, il faut que je ne me sois pas bien expliqu^. On ne s^auroit
douter de la generality en considerant qu'il est permis de se servir

de 2, 3, etc., comme d' a ou de b, pour veu qu'on considere que ce

ne sont pas de nombres veritables. Ainsi 2.3 ne signifie point 6 mais

autant qu' ab. Pour ce qui est de la commodity, il y en a des tres
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grandes, ce qui fait que je m'en sers souvent, sur tout dans les calculs

longs et diflBciles ou il est aise de se tromper. Car outre la commodity
de T'epreuve par des nombres, et m^me par I'abjection du novenaire,

j'y trouve un tres grand avantage meme pour I'avancement de I'Analyse.
Comme c'est une ouverture assez extraordinaire, je n'en ay pas encor

parl^ k d'autres, mais voicy ce que c'est. Lorsqu'on a besoin de

beaucoup de lettres, n'est il pas vray que ces lettres n'expriment point
les rapports qu'il y a entre les grandeurs qu'elles signifient, au lieu

qu'en me servant des nombres je puis exprimer ce rapport. Par

exemple soyent proposees trois equations simples pour deux inconnues
k dessein d'oster ces deux inconnues, et cela par un canon general.
Je suppose

10+lla;+12y =
(1)

et 20 + 21a; + 22y =
(2)

et 30 + 31a; + 32y = (3)

ou le nombre feint estant de deux characteres, le premier me marque
de quelle equation il est, le second me marque k quelle lettre il

appartient. Ainsi en calculant on trouve par tout des harmonies qui
non seulement nous servent de garans, mais encor nous font entrevoir

d'abord des regies ou theoremes. Par exemple ostant premierement
y par la premiere et la seconde equation, nous aurons :

+ 10.22 + 11.22X
= (4)*

-12.20-12.21..
^ '

et par la premiere et troisieme nous aurons :

+ 10. 32 + 11. 32a;
=

(5)
-12.30-12.31..

^

ou il est aise de connoistre que ces deux equations ne different qu'en ce

que le charactere antecedent 2 est change au charactere antecedent 3.

Du reste, dans un m^me terme d'une meme equation les characteres

antecedens sont les memes, et les characteres posterieurs font une
m^me somme. II reste maintenant d'oster la lettre z par la quatrieme
et cinquieme equation, et pour cet effect nous aurons t

lo-2i
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employant des lettres a, b, c, sur tout lors que le nombre des lettres

et des equations est grand, line partie du secret ~de I'analyse consiste

dans la caracteristique, c'est k dire dans I'art de bien employer les notes

dont on se sert, et vous voyes, Monsieur, par ce petit echantillon,

que Viete et des Cartes n'en ont pas encor connu tons les mysteres.
En poursuivant tant soit peu ce calcul on viendra k un theweme general

pour quelque nombre de lettres et d'equations simples qu'on puisse

prendre. Le voicy comme je I'ay trouve autres fois :

" Datis aequationibus quotcunque sufficientibus ad toUendas quantitates,

quae simplicem gradum non egrediuntur, p-o aequatione prodeunte, pimo
sumeiidae sunt omnes combinationes possibiles, quas ingreditur una tanium

coefficiens uniuscujusque aequationis : secundo, eae combinationes opposita
habent signa, si in eodem aequationis prodeuntis latere ponantur, quae
habent tot coefficientes communes, qvx)t sunt unitates in numero quantitatum
tollendarum unitate minuto : caeterae habent eadem signa.

"J'avoue que dans ce cas des degr^s simples on auroit peut estre

decouvert le meme theoreme en ne se servant que de lettres k I'ordinaire,

mais non pas si aisement, et ces adresses sont encor bien plus necessaires

pour decouvrir des theoremes qui servent k oster les inconnues mont^es
k des degres plus haiits. Par exemple, . . . .

"

It will be seen that what this amounts to is the formation of
a rule for writing out the resultant of a set of linear equations.

When the problem is presented of eliminating x and y from the

equations

a+bx+cy = 0, d-\-ex+fy = 0, g+hx+ky = 0,

Leibnitz in effect says that first of all he prefers to write 10

for a, 11 for b, and so on; that, having done this, he can all

the more readily take the next step, viz., forming every possible

product whose factors are one coefficient from each equation,*
the result being

10.21.32, 10.22.31, 11.20.32,

11.22.30, 12.20.31, 12.21.30;

and thatj then, one being the number which is less by one than

the number of unknowns, he makes those terms different in

sign which have only one factor in common.

The contributions, therefore, which Leibnitz here makes to

algebra may be looked upon as three in number :

(1) A new notation, numerical in character and appearance,
for individual members of an arranged group of magnitudes;
the two members which constitute the notation being like the

* Of course, this is not exactly what Leibnitz meant to say.
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Cartesian co-ordinates of a point in that they denote any one of

the said magnitudes by indicating its position in the group. (l.)

(2) A rule for forming the terms of the expression which

equated to zero is the result of eliminating the unknowns from

a set of simple equations. (ll.)

(3) A rule for determining the signs of the terms in the said

result. (ill.)

The last of these is manifestly the least satisfactory. In

the first place, part of it is awkwardly stated. Making those

terms different in sign ivhich have only as many factors alike a

is indicated by the number which is less by one than the

number of unknown quantities is exactly the same as making
those terms different in sign which have only two f(jbctor

different. Secondly, in form it is very unpractical. The only
methodical way of putting it in use is to select a term and

make it positive ;
then seek out a second term, having all its

factors except two the same as those of the first term, and make
this second term negative ;

then seek out a third term, having
all its factors except two the same as those of the second term,

and make this third term positive ;
and so on.

Although there is evidence that Leibnitz continued, in his

analytical work, to use his new notation for the coefficients of

an equation (see Letters xi., xii., xiii. of the said correspondence),

and that he thought highly of it (see Letter viii.
" chez moi c'est

une des meilleures ouvertures en Analyse "), it does not appear
that by using it in connection with sets of linear equations, or

by any other means, he went further on the way towards the

subject with which we are concerned. Moreover, it must be

remembered that the little he did effect had no influence on

succeeding workers. So far as is known, the passage above

quoted from his correspondence with De L'Hospital was not

published until 1850. Even for some little time after the date

of Gerhardt's publication it escaped observation, Lejeune Dirich-

let being the first to note its historical importance. It is true

that during his own lifetime, Leibnitz's use of numbers in 'place

of letters was made known to the world in the Acta Erudi-

torum of Leipzig for the year 1700 (Responsio ad JDn. Nic.

Fata DuilleHi imputationes, pp. 189-208); but the particular
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application of the new symbols which brings them into con-

nection with determinants was not there given.

In a subsequent volume of Leibnizens mathematische Schrif-

ten, the third volume of the second Abtheilung, published at

Halle in 1863, the following equivalent of the above ' theor^me

gdndral
'

appears (pp. 5-6) :

"Inveni Canonem pro tollendis incognitis quotcunque aequationes
non nisi simplici gradu ingredientibus, ponendo aequationum numerum
excedere unitate numerum incognitarum. Id ita habet.

Fiant omnes combinationes possibiles literarum coeflScientium ita ut

nunquam concurrant plures coefficientes ejusdem incognitae et ejusdem
aequationis. Has combinationes affectae signis, ut mox sequetur,

oomponuntur simul, compositumque aequatum nihilo dabit aequationem
omnibus incognitis carentem.

Lex signorum haec ist. Uni ex combinationibus assignetur signum
pro arbitrio, et caeterae combinationes quae ab hac diflPerunt coefficien-

tibus duabus, quatuor, sex etc. habebunt signum oppositum ipsius

signo : quae vero ab hac differunt coefficientibus tribus, quinque,

septem etc. habebunt signum idem cum ipsius signo. Ex. gr. sit

10 + lla;+12y = 0, 20 + 21z+22y =
0, 30 + 31a; + 32y = 0;

fiet +10.21.32-10.22.31-11.20.32
+ 11 .22.30 + 12.20.31-12.21.30 = 0.

CoeflBcientibus eas literas computo, quae sunt nuUius incognitorum, ut

10, 20, 30."

Although Gerhardt, the editor, states that the original manu-

script of Leibnitz, from which this is taken, bears no date, it is

very probable to date farther back than 1 693, and not impassible

to belong to 1678.*

FONTAINE (1748).

[M^moires donnes a 1'Academic Royale des Sciences, non im-

primis dans leurs temps. Par M. Fontaine t de cette

Academic. 588 pp. Paris, 1764.]

These memoirs of Fontaine's, sixteen in number, cover a con-

siderable variety of mathematical subjects : it is the seventh of

* See also Gerhakdt, K. I., Leibniz fiber die Determinanten, SUzungab
Akad. d. Wiss. (Berlin), 1891, pp. 407-423.

tThe full name is Alexis Fontaine des Berlins. The very same collection was

issued in 1770 under the less appropriate title Trait6 de calctd diffirentiel et

integral. Vaudermonde is said to have been a pupil of Fontaine's (v. Nouv.

Annalea de Math., v. p. 155).
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the series which indirectly concerns determinants. There is

not, however, even the most distant connection between it and

the work of Leibnitz. The heading is "Le calcul integral.

Seconde methode," the sixth memoir having given the first

method. The date is indicated in the margin.
The matter which concerns us appears as a lemma near the

beginning of the memoir (p. 94). The passage is as follows :

" Soient quatre norabres quelconques

al, a2, aS, aA,

at quatre autres nombres aussi quelconques

al, a2, a3, a4
;

faites al a'2 - al a2 = a^l,

a2 a3 - a2 aS =
a}'2,

a3 a4 - a3 a4 = a^3,

al a3 - al a3 = a^l,

a2 a4 - a2 a4 = 0^2,

al a4 - al a4 = a^l,

vous aurez aH a}2 - an aH + aU d>3 = 0."

Manifestly this is the identity which in later times came to be

written

K62I ks&J
- kAI M4I + Kh\ 1^2^31

= 0,

and which, so far as we know, appeared first in its proper con-

nection in the writings of B^zout. (xxill.)

It is curious to note that Fontaine was not satisfied with the

lemma in this form, but proceeded to take " autant de nombres

quelconques que Ton voudra, al, a2, . . . .
, alO, . . . ," and

wrote the identity one hundred and twenty-six times before

he appended
"
et cetera," the 126th being

a^6 an - a^e a?n + a>^ a^S = 0.

CRAMER (1750).

[Introduction a I'Analyse des Lignes Courbes alg^briquea

(Pp. 59, 60, 656-659.) Geneve, 1750.]

The third chapter of Cramer's famous treatise deals with the

different orders (degrees) of curves, and one of the earliest

theorems of the chapter is the well-known one that the equation
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of a curve of the nth. degree is determinable when ^71(71+8)

points of the curve are known. In illustration of this theorem

he deals (p. 59) with the case of finding the equation of the

curve of the second degree which passes through Jive given

points. The equation is taken in the form

A+By+ Cx+ T>yy+Exy+xx = 0;

the five equations for the determination of A, B, C, D, E are

written down
;
and it is pointed out that all that is neceasary

is the solution of the set of five equations, and the substitution

of the values of A, B, C, D, E thus found,
" Le calcul vdritable-

ment en seroit assez long," he says; but in a footnote there is

the remark that it is to algebra we must look for the means of

shortening the process, and we are directed to the appendix for

a convenient general rule which he had discovered for obtaining
the solution of a set of equations of this kind. The following is

the essential part of the passage in which the rule occurs :

" Soient plusieurs inconnues z, y, z, v, &c., et autant d'^quations

Ai = Zh + Y^y + X^x + Yh + &c.

A2 = Zh + Y^y + X^ + Yh} + &c.

A^ = Z^z + Y^y + X^x +YH + &c.

A* = Z^z +YV +X^ + V* + &c.

&c.

ou les lettres A^, A^, A^, A*, &c., ne marquent pas, comma k I'Drdinaire,

les puissances d'A, mais le premier membre, suppos6 connu, de la

premiere, seconde, troisi^me, quatrieme, &c. Equation."

[Here the solutions of the cases of 1, 2, and 3 unknowns are given,
and he then proceeds.]

"L'examen de ces Formules fournit cette R^gle g^n^rale. Le
nombre des Equations et des inconnues ^tant n, on trouvera la valeur

de chaque inconnue en formant n fractions dont le d^nominateur com-

mun a autant de termes qu'il y a de divers arrangements de n choses

diff6rentes. Chaque terme est compos6 des lettres ZYXV, &c.,

toujours Rentes dans le mSme ordre, mais auxquelles on distribue,

comme exposants, les n premiers chiffres ranges en toutes les mani^res

possibles. Ainsi, lorsqu'on a trois inconnues, le d^nominateur a

[1x2x3 =
]
6 termes, composes des trois lettres ZYX, qui recoivent

successivement les exposants 123, 132, 213, 231, 312, 321. On donne

k ces termes les signes + ou -
,
selon la Regie suivante. Quand un

exposant est suivi dans le meme terme, m^diatement ou imm^diate-

ment, d'un exposant plus petit que lui, j'appellerai cela un cUrangement.
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Qu'on compte, pour chaque terme, le nombre des derangements : s'il

est pair ou nul, le terme aura le signe + ;
s'il est impair, le terme

aura le signe
-

. Par ex. dans le terme Z^Y^X^ il n'y a aucun

derangement; ce terme aura done le signe +. Le terme Z^Y^X^
a aussi le signe +, parce qu'il a deux derangements, 3 avant 1 et

3 avant 2. Mais le terme Z^Y^X^ qui a trois derangements, 3 avant

2, 3 avant 1, et 2 avant 1, aura le signe
-

.

"Le d^nominateur commun ^tant ainsi forme, on aura la valeur

de z en donnant k ce d^nominateur le numerateur qui se forme en

changeant, dans tous ces termes, Z en A. Et la valeur d'y est la

fraction qui a le m^me denominateur et pour numerateur la quantite

qui r^sulte quand on change Y en A, dans tous les termes du
d^nominateur. Et on trouve d'une maniere semblable la valeur

des autres inconnues."

It is evident at once that the new results here given are

(1) A rule for fovming the terms of the common denominator

of the fractions which express the values of the unknowns in a

set of linear equations. (iv.)

(2) A rule for determining the sign of any individual term in

the said common denominator (and, included in the rule, the

notion of a "derangement"). (iii. 2)

(3) A rule for obtaining the numerators from the expression
for the common denominator. (v.)

The problem which Cramer set himself at this point in his

book was exactly that which Leibnitz had solved, viz., the

elimination of n quantities from a set oi n+ 1 linear equations.
The solution which Cramer obtained, and which, be it remarked,

was the solution best adapted for his purpose, was quite distinct

in character from that of Leibnitz. Leibnitz gave a rule for

writing out the final result of the elimination; what Cramer

gives is a rule for writing out the values of the n unknowns as

determined from n of the n -f 1 equations, after which we have

got to substitute these values in the remaining (n+ l)th. equation.
The notable point in regard to the two solutions is, that Cramer's

rule for writing the common denominator of the values of the

n unknowns (an expression of the 7ith degree in the coefficients)

is exactly Leibnitz's rule for writing the final result, which is an

expression of the (?i+ l)th degree. Had either discoverer been

aware that the same rule sufficed for obtaining both of these

expressions, he could not have failed, one would think, to
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note the recurrent law of formation of them. The result of

eliminating w, x, y, z from the equations,

arW+ hrX+ Cry+ drZ = Cr (r= l, 2, 3, 4, 5)

is, according to Leibnitz, if we embody his rale in a later

symbolism,
\aAcsd,e,\ = 0;

whereas, according to Cramer, it is

M2VAI M0^2VAI M2VAI M2VAI ^'

and from the collocation of these the one natural step is to the

identity

-|iV3^45l = ail2VAI+M23^Ai+ -eil^zVAI-

The fate of Cramer's rule was very diiSerent from that of

Leibnitz'. It was soon taken up, and after a time found its way
into the schools, where it continued for many years to be taught
as the nutshell form of the theory of the solution of simultaneous

linear equations. Indeed Gergonne is reported* to have said,
"
Cette methode ^tait tellement en faveur, que les examens aux

^coles des services publics ne roulaient, pour ainsi dire, que sur

elle
;
on etait admis ou rejet^ suivant qu'on la possedait bien ou

mal."

Finally, the exact difference between Cramer's notation for the

coeflBcients of the unknowns and the notation of Leibnitz should

be noted, and in connection therewith the fact that when dealing
with the subject of elimination between two equations of the mth
and -nth degrees in x Cramer uses a notation closely resembling
that which Leibnitz employed, viz., [1^] [l^j, &c.

BfiZOUT (1764).

[Recherches sur le degre des t^quations r^sultantes de I'^vanouis-

sement des inconnues, et sur les moyens qu'il convient

d'employer pour trouver ces Equations. Hist, de VAcad.

Roy. des Sciences, Ann. 1764 (pp. 288-338), pp. 291-295.]

The object of B<^zout's memoir is sufficiently apparent from

the title; we may therefore at once give those portions of it

By Studniiika. But see Kliigel's WGrterhtich d. rtinen Math., Suppl. II.. p. 67.
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which directly concern our subject. On p. 291 is the commence-

ment of the following passage :

"M. Cramer a donne una regie g^n^rale pour les exprimer toutes

d^barrassees de ce facteur : j'aurois pu m'en tenir k cette r^gle ;
mais

I'usage m'a fait connoitre que quoiqu'elle soit assez simple, quant aux

lettres, elle ne Test pas de mme k regard des signes lorsqu'on a

au-del4 d'un certain nombre d'inconnues k calculer ; . . . .

Lemme I.

" Si Ton a un nombre n d'equations du premier degr^ qui renferment

chacune un pareil nombre d'inconnues, sans aucun terme absolument

connu, on trouvera par la r^gle suivante la relation que doivent avoir

les coefficiens de ces inconnues pour que toutes ces Equations aient lieu.

"Soient a, b, c, d, &c., les coeflSciens de ces inconnues dans la

premiere equation.

a', V, c', d', &c., les coeflBciens des m^mes inconnues dans
la seconde equation,

a", h", c", d", &c., ceux de la troisieme & ainsi de suite.

" Formez les deux permutations ah & ha & ecrivez ah -ha-, avec ces

deux permutations & la lettre c formez toutes les permutations possibles,
en observant de changez de signe toutes les fois que c changera de

place dans ah & la meme chose k I'egard de ha ; vous aurez

ahc - ach + cah- hoc + bca- cha.

Avec ces six permutations & la lettre d, formez toutes les permutations
possibles, en observant de changer de signe a chaque fois que d changera
de place dans un meme terme ;

vous aurez

ahcd - ahdc + adhc - dabc - acbd + acdh - adch + dach

+ cahd - cadh + cdab - dcab - bacd + hade - hdac + dhac

+ bead - bcda + bdca - dhca - chad + cbda - cdba + dcba

& ainsi de suite jusqu'i ce que vous ayez 6puise tous les coefficiens de
la premiere equation.

*' Alors conservez les lettres qui occupent la premiere place ;
donnez

k celles qui occupent la seconde, la meme marque qu'elles ont dans
la seconde Equation ;

a celles qui occupent la troisieme, la meme
marque qu'elles ont dans la troisieme Equation, & ainsi de suite

; egalez
en fin le tout k z^ro et vous aurez I'equation de condition cherchee.

" Ainsi si vous avez deux equations et deux inconnues comme

ax +by =0
a'x + b'y

=

r^quation de condition sera ab' -ha' = ou ah' -a'b = . . . ."

In the same way the next two cases are given ;
then

". . . . mais comme ces Equations de condition doivent servir de
fonnules pour l'6limination dans les Equations de diff6rens degr6s, il
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convient de leur donner une forme qui rende les substitutions le moins

penibles qu'il se pourra ; pour cet effet, je les mets sous cette forme :

ab' -a'b =

(ab' -a'b)c" +{a"b -ab")c' +{a'b" -a"b')c =

[(ab' -a'b)c" +(a"b -ab")c' +(a'b" -a"b')c ]d"'

+ [(a'b -ab')c"' +{ah"' -a"'b)c' +{a"'b' -a'b"')c\d"
+ [{a"'h

-
ab'") c" + (a6"

-
a"b) c'" + {a"b"'

-
a"'b") c ] d'

+ [{a'b'"
-

a"'b') c" + {a"'b"
-

a"b"') c' + {a"b'
-

a'b") c'"]
d = 0.

Cette nouvelle forme a deux avantages : le premier, de rendre les

substitutions k venir, plus commodes; le deuxieme, c'est d'offrir une

regie encore plus simple pour la formation de ces formules.

"En effet, il est facile de remarquer 1, que le premier terme de
I'une quelconque de ces equations, est forme du premier membre de

I'equation precedente, multiplie par la premiere' des lettres qu'elle ne
renferme point, cette lettre etant affectee de la marque qui suit imme-
diatement la plus haute de celles qui entrent dans ce meme membre.

" 2. Le deuxieme terme se forme du premier, en changeant dans

celui-ci la plus haute marque en celle qui est immediatement au-dessous

& r6ciproquement, & de plus en changeant les signes.
"3. Le troisieme, se forme du premier, en changeant dans celui-ci

la plus haute marque en celle de deux numeros au-dessous & reciproque-

ment, & de plus en changeant les signes.
" 4. Le quatri^me, se forme du premier, en changeant dans celui-ci

la plus haute marque en celle de trois numeros au-dessous & reciproque-

ment, & changeant les signes, & toujours de meme pour les suivans.
" Par exemple, ....
"D'apres ces observations, il sera facile de voir que I'equation de

condition pour cinq inconnues et cinq equations, sera

The latter part of this we are drawn to at once, as it enunciates

quite clearly the Recurrent Law of Formation to which attention

has above been directed. It has to be observed, however, that

the three 'equations of condition' are not in the form got by

merely following the
'

rule,' and that by deriving each 'terme,'

not from the first but from the preceding
' terme

' we should

obtain, viz. :

ah' ah = 0,

(ah' -a'h)c" -{ah" -a"h)c' +{ah" -a"h')c = 0,

[{ah' -a'h)c" -{ab" -a"h)c' +{a'h" -a"h')c]d'"

-[{ah' -a'b)c'" -{ab'" -a"'h)c' +{a'b'" -a'"h')c]d"

+ [{ab" -a"b)c"' -{ah'" -a"'b)c" +{a"h'" -a"'h")c-\d'

-[{a'b" -a"h')o'" -{a'b'" -a'"b')c" +{a"h'" -a"'h")c']d
= 0.
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The notable point in regard to the earlier portion is, that

Bezout throws his rule of term-formation and his rule of signs

into one. In the case of finding the resultant of

arX+ bry+ CrZ = (r=i, 2, 3)

his process consists of four steps, viz. :

(l)a,

(2) ab
\

h a,

(3) ah c a ch +cab h a c -\-b c a ch a,

(4) a^b^c^
-

a^c^b^+ c^a^b^
-

b^a^c^+ b^^c^a^
-

c^b^a^ .

The first term of (2) is got from (1) by affixing b, and the second

is got from the first by advancing the b one place and changing
the sign. The first term of (3) is got from the first term of (2)

by affixing c, the second term is got from the first by advancing
c a place and changing the sign, and the third is got from the

second by advancing c a place and changing the sign ;
the last

three are got from the second term of (2) in the same way as

the first three are got from the first term of (2).

It will thus be seen that while Leibnitz and Cramer direct us

to find the permutations in any way whatever, and thereafter

to fix the sign of each in accordance with a rule, Bezout requires

the permutations to be found by a particular process, and

attention given to the question of sign throughout all this

process, so that when the terms have been found their signs

have likewise been determined.

Bezout's contributions to the subject thus are

(1) A combined rule of term-formation and! , .
.

. ^^^
. n .

\ (n- 2;-f(iii. 3)
rule or signs. j

(2) The recurrent law of formation of the new functions, (vi.)

VANDERMONDE (1771).

[Memoire sur I'elimination. Hist, de VAcad. Roy. des Sciences

(Paris), Ann. 1772, 2 partie (pp. 516-532).]

This important memoir of Vandermonde and that of Laplace,

which is dealt with immediately afterwards, both appear in the

History of the French Academy of Sciences for 1772, Laplace's
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memoir occupying pp. 267-376, and Vandermonde's pp. 516-532.

There is, however, a footnote to the latter, which states that it

was read for the first time to the Academy on 12th January 1771.

The part of it which concerns us is the first article, which

treats of elimination in the case of equations of the fijrat degree.

Vandermonde here writes :

"Je suppose que I'on represent* par , t , &c., 990 ^^

I 9 3
o q &C., &c,, autant de differentes quantites generales, dont Tune

quelconque soit
"

una autre quelconque soit r &&, & que le produit

des deux soit design^ a I'Drdinaire par
'^

7

"Des deux nombres ordinaux a & a, le premier, par exemple,

designera de quelle equation est pris le coefficient & le second
**^

designera le rang que tient ce coefficient dans I'equation, comme on le

verra ci-apres.
"Je suppose encore le syst^me suivant d'abreviations, & que Ton

fasse

a\P a P a P
a\ h~ a.h h .a

a\h\c a.h\c h .e\a c.a\V

a\P\y\^_a P\y\B a f3\y\S a ft\y\S a fi]y\S

a\b\c\d a.SJcJd b .c\d\a'*' e,d \a\b d.a\b\c

.|/3|y|8|c| a P\y\8\.
a\b\e\d\e\ a.b\c\d[e

' ' ' '

"Le symbole J L sert ici de caracteristique. Les seules chosos
I I

a observer sont I'Drdre des signes, et la loi des permutations entre

les lettres a, b, c, d, &c., qui me paroissent suffisamment indiquees
ci-dessus.

"Au lieu de transposer les lettres a, b, c, d, &c., on pouvoit les

laisser dans I'ordre alphabetique, & transposer au contraire les lettres

a, P, y, S, &c., les resultats auroient ete parfaitement les memes ; ce

qui a Ueu aussi par rapport aux conclusions suivantes.

"
Premi^rement, il est clair que ^4^ represente deux tennes diflFerena,

a\ b

I'un positi^ & I'autre negatif, resnltans d'autant de permutations
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possibles de a & b; que * 7 d represente six, trois positifs & trois

a\ b\ c

negatife, r^sultans d'autant de permutations possibles de a, b, & e;

que^JAMi"^""^

a\b\c\d
" Mais de plus, la formation de ces quantit^s est telle que I'unique

cbangement que puisse resulter d'une permutation, quelle qu'elle soit,

feite entre les lettres du meme alphabet, dans I'une de ces abreviations,

sera un cbangement dans le signe de la premiere valeur.
" La demonstration de cette verite & la rechercbe du signe resultant

d'une permutation determinee, dependent generalement de deux pro-

positions qui peuvent etre enonc^es ainsi qu'il suit, en se servant de
nombres pour indiquer le rang des lettres.

" La premiere est que

1 |2|3f...|mlw + l|...
1 j2|3i...|TO|TO+l |...

112 13 1... ln-TO + 1 |n-TO+2i-m+ 3|...| n=
m|m+liwi + 2|...| n

I
1

i
2 |...|to-1

le signe
-

n'ayant lieu que dans le cas oil n & m sont I'un & I'autre

des nombres pairs.
" La seconde est que

l|2l3|...lm|TO+l|...|n
l|2j3|...tm|m+l|...|

l!2i3i...!m-l| m I to + 1 Im-|-2 I. . . !

I|2j3|:..|w-ljm-i-lj m |m+2|..,j

"II sera facile de voir que, la premiere equation supposee, celle-ci

n'a besoin d'etre prouvee que pour un seul cas, comme, par exemple,
celui de m = n -

1, c'est-a dire, celui ou les deux lettres transposees sont

les deux demieres.
" Au lieu de demontrer generalement ces deux equations, ce qui

exigeroit un calcul embarrassant plut6t que difficile, je me contenterai

de developper les exemples les plus simples : cela suffira pour saisir

I'esprit de la demonstration.

(2^ pages are occupied with verifications for the case of

\-r, of 7 ,
and of i'^rij-)

a\b a
1

6
1
c a\b\c \df

" On verra qu'en general la demonstration de notre seconde equation

pour le cas n = a, depend de cette meme equation pour le cas n = a 1,

quel que soit a: d'oii il suit que puisque y-^= ~9iT' ^ ***

generalement vraie.
^

1

^ "^
I
^
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" De ce que nous avons dit jusqu'ici il suit que

H/^|y|g|
a\b\c\d\ . . . ." '

si deux lettres quelconques du mime alphabet sont 4gales entr'elles; car

quelque part que soient les deux lettres ^gales, on pent les transposer
aux deux derni^res places de leur rang, ce qui ne fera au plus que
changer le signe de la valeur

; alors, de leur permutation particuliere,
il ne pent, d'une part, resulter aucun changement, puisqu'elles sont

^gales; d'autre part, selon notre seconde equation ci-dessus, il doit

en resulter un changement de signe ; cette contradiction ne pent ^tre

lev^e qu'en supposant la valeur zero ....
" Tout cela pos^ ; puisque Ton a identiquement,

1 |1 |2 ^1 1|2 1 j_L2 1 J_|2_
l|2|3""l.2|3"*'2.3i V'^S. 1 |2~

'

2|1 [2 _2 1 |2 2 1^2 2 1 |2
1 |2|3~1.2|3'^2.3|l"*'3.1 |2~

'

si Ton propose de trouver les valeurs de ^1 et de ^2 qui satisfont aux

deux Equations

1.^1 + 2.^2 + 3 =

1.^1 + 2.^2 + 3 = 0,

on pourra comparer, & Ton aura

1|2 1|2

^1 =
213

^2
_3|1

112

(Three equations with three unknowns are similarly dealt with.)
" II est clair que ces valeurs n'ont point de facteurs inutiles : mais

pour les rendre aussi commodes qu'il est possible dans les applications,

& particuli^rement dans celles oil Ton veut faire usage des loga-

rithmes, il sera bon d'y employer le plus qu'il se pourra, la multiplication
des facteurs complexes. J'observe done 1 que si Ton substitue dans

'^'^'-z, les valeurs des -^^P' en ^4-^>
d a\ b\ c a\ b

le d^veloppement de
a

\

b
\ c\d'

'~~ ~~

a\ b\ c

aura, en r^duisant & ordonnant, d'apr^s les observations ci-dessus,

on

a\l\y\S^!^a\l
a\ b

\

c \d

+

b

I,
I

c

a|j8

c\d

\8

\d'

W
\8

\b

a
I
c b\d

y\8

d
7 I

^

bTc
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si de m^me on substitue dans le developpement des ^-V-p-r^J rl> l^s

a\3\ ISIe al;8l IS a|o|c|a|e|/
valeurs des 7 P' , ;

en "'\,\'\ , ,
on aura, en reauisant & ordon-

a\ \

c \a\e a\ \

c \d

nant, d'apres les observations ci-dessus,

a\b c

a|/3 7+
h\ c a

c\d a

a|^|y|g|HC /
,

I
I

a\ b\c\d\e\f \ die a

e\f a

C a|/^ y\8\^\C
I

d\e\f a\c b\d\e\f a\d b\c\e\f

siHC I I I I . I III
d\e\f b\d a\c\e\f^ b\e a\c\d\f

+
b\e\f c\e a\ b\d\f c\f a\c\d\e

b\c\f d\f a\b\c\e

b\c\d

+
a\e b\c\d\f a\f b\c\d\e

b\f a\c\d\e

" La loi des permutations & des signes est assez manifesto dans ces

exemples, pour qu'on en puisse conclure des developpemens pareils

pour les cas de huit & dix lettres, &c., du meme alphabet ; alors, en

eniployant les premiers developpemens pour les cas d'un nombre

impair de ces lettres, on aura les formules d'elimination du premier

degre, sous la forme la plus concise qu'il soit possible.
" Si Ton veut exprimer ces formules, generalement pour un nombre

n d'^quations

1 . ^1 + 2 . ^2 + 3 . ^3 + . . . +m.$7n +

1.^1 + 2.^2 + 3.^3+ . . . +m.^m +

&c.

+ 71.^/1 + (W+1) =

2 2

+ n.$n + {n + l}
=

la valeur de I'inconnue quelconque ^m, sera renferm^e dans I'^quation

suivante, k une seule inconnue

11213
^m

1

1|2|3|..

2
I

3
I \n-m\n-m + l\n-m + 2\n-m + 3\...\ n

m+l\m + 2\'m + :i\ n+1 1 Iw-l
=

le signe + ayant lieu seulement dans le cas oil m & w sont impairs
I'un & I'autre."
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Taking this up in order, we observe first that Vandermonde

proposes for coefficients a positional notation essentially the same

as that of Leibnitz, writing where Leibnitz wrote 12 or Ij.

Then he defines a certain class of functions by means of their

recurrent law of formation a law and class of functions at once

seen to be identical with those of Bezout. A special symbolism is

used for the first time to denote the functions; thus, the expression

lo.2j.32 + li.22.3o + l2.2o.3i lo.22.3i li.2o.32 l2.2i.3o,

which occurs in Leibnitz's letter, Vandermonde would have

denoted by
1|2|3
1

I

2
I

3'

and the result of eliminating x, y, z, w from the set of equations

l^+2^y+3^+4^w=0 (r=l, 2, 3, 4)

by
1 |2|3|4
1

I

2
I

3
I
4-

It is next pointed out that permutation of the under row of

indices produces the same result as permutation of the upper

row, that the number of terms is the same as the number of

permutations of either row of indices, and that half of the terms

are positive and half negative.

The part which follows this is a little curious. The proposition

is brought forward that if in the symbolism for one of the

functions a transposition of indices takes place in either row,

the same function is still denoted, the only change thereby

possible being a change of sign. The demonstration is affirmed

to be dependent on two theorems, neither of which is proved,
as the proofs are said to be troublesome to set forth. Now it

will be seen that the second of these theorems is to the eifect

that the transposition of any two consecutive indices causes a

change of sign, and that consequently this alone is sufficient

for the required demonstration. The first of the auxiliary

theorems, in fact, is an immediate deduction from the second, the

particular permutation which it concerns being produced by
(ti m+l)(m 1) transpositions of pairs of consecutive indicea
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Passing over the illustrations of these propositions, we come

next to the theorem that if any two indices of either row be

equal the function vanishes identically, and we note particularly

that the basis of the proof is that the interchange of the two

indices in question changes the sign of the function, and yet
leaves the function unaltered.

Upon this theorem the solution of a set of simultaneous linear

equations is then with much neatness made t6 depend. In more

modem notation Vandermonde's process is as follows: It is

known that

and
Ctg I ^1^2 I

+ ^2 I Cia2 1

+ ^^2 I 1^2 I

=
I 2^lC2 I

= ^>

and a 1-^ 4. h \^^ 4- c -

hence, if the equations

be given us, we know that

. JaAT lAI
IS a solution.

This result, moreover, is generalised ; the solution of

r^x^-\-r^^+ . , . + ra; + r+i = (r=l, 2, , , . w)

being fully and accurately expressed in symbols, although the

numerators of the values of x^, x^, . . . ,Xn are not in so simple a

form as Cramer's rule for obtaining the numerator from the

denominator might have suggested.

Lastly, and almost incidentally, Vandermonde makes known
a case of the widely general theorem nowadays described as

the theorem for expressing a determinant as an aggregate of

products of complementary minors. His case is that in which
the given determinant is of the order 2m, and one factor of each

of the products is of order 2.

Summing up, therefore, we must put the statement of our

indebtedness to Vandermonde as follows :
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(1) A simple and appropriate notation for the new functions,

e....^|.
^

(VII.)

(2) A new mode of defining the functions, viz., using sub-

stantially Bdzout's recurring law of formation. (vm.)

(3) The remark that the ordinary algebraical expression of

any of the functions is obtainable by permutation of either series

of indices. (ix.)

(4) The remark that the positive and negative terms are equal
in number. (x.)

(5) The theorem regarding the effect of interchanging two

consecutive indices. i^^-)

(6) The theorem (with proof) regarding the effect of equality

of two indices belonging to the same series. (^iif)

(7) A reasoned-out solution of a set of n simultaneous linear

equations, by means of the new functions as above defined, (xiii.)

(8) Expression of any of the new functions of order 2m
as an aggregate of products of like functions of orders 2 and

2m 2. (XIV.)

In addition to this, we must view Vandermonde's work as a

whole, and note that he is the first to give a connected exposition
of the theory, defining the functions apart from their connections

with other matter, assigning them a notation, and thereafter

logically developing their properties. After Vandermonde there

could be no absolute necessity for a renovation or reconstruction

on a new basis : his successors had only to extend what he had

done, and, it might be, to perfect certain points of detail. Of
the mathematicians whose work has thus far been passed in

review, the only one fit to be viewed as the founder of the theory
of determinants is Vandermonde.

LAPLACE (1772).

[Recherches sur le calcul integral et sur le systeme du monde.

Hist, de I'Acad. Roy. des Sciences (Paris), Ann. 1772, 2

partie (pp. 267-376) pp. 294-304. CEtivres, viii. pp. 365-406.]

In the course of his work Laplace arrives at a set of linear

equations from which n quantities have to be eliminated.
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This he says can be accomplished by means of rules which

mathematicians have given :

" Mais comme elles ne me paroissent avoir ^t^ jusqu'ici d^montrees

que par induction, et que d'ailleurs elles sont impracticables, pour peu

que le nombre des Equations soit considerable
; je vais reprendre de

nouveau cette matiere, et donner quelques proced^s plus simples que
ceux qui sont d6jk connus, pour ^liminer entre un nombre queiconque

d'equations du premier degre."

Taking n homogeneous linear equations with the coefficients

la, 16, ic, . . . .

%, ^b, ^c, . . . .

he first gives Cramer's rule for writing out what he, Laplace,

calls the Resultant, using in the course of the rule the term

variation instead of Cramer's term "
derangement." Then he

gives the "perhaps simpler" rule of Bdzout, and shows that

of necessity it will lead to the same result as Cramer's.

The theorem in regard to the effect of transposing two letters

is next enunciated, and the blank left by Vandermonde is filled,

for a proof of the theorem is given. The exact words of the

enunciation and proof are

" Si au lieu de combiner d'abord la lettre a avec la lettre b, ensuite

ces deux-ci avec la lettre c, et ainsi de suite ; c'est-^-dire, si au lieu de

combiner les lettres a, b, c, d, e, &c., dans I'ordre a, b, c, d, e, &c., on les

efit combin^es dans I'ordre a, c, b, d, e, &c., ou a, d, b, c, e, &c., ou

a, e, b, c, d, &c., ou &c., je dis qu'on auroit toujours eu la m^me
quantite k la difference des signes prfes.

"Pour demontrer ce Theor^me nommons en general, r^sultante, la

quantite qui resulte de I'une queiconque de ces combinaisons, en sorte

que la premiere rhultante soit celle qui vient de la combinaison suivant

I'ordre a, b, c, d, e, &c., que la seconde r^sultante soit celle qui vient de la

combinaison suivant I'ordre a, c, b, d, e, &c., que la troisihme rdsultante

soit celle qui vient de la combinaison suivant I'ordre a, d, b, c, e, &c.,
et ainsi de suite; cela pose, il est clair que toutes ces resultantes

renferment le meme nombre de termes, et precisement les m^mes,
puisqu'elles renferment tous les termes qui peuvent resulter de la

combinaison des n lettres a, b, c, d, e, &c., dispos^es entre elles de
toutes les manieres possibles ;

il ne peut done y avoir de difference

entre deux resultantes, que dans les signes de chacun de leurs termes ;

or, il est visible que la premiere r^sultante donne la seconde, si I'on

change dans la premiere b en c, et reciproqucment c en b; mais ce

changement augmente ou diminue d'une unite le nombre des variations
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de chaque terme
;
d'ou il suit que dans la seconde r^sultante, tous les

termes dont le nombre des variations est impair, auront le signe +,
et les autres le signe

-
; partant, cette seconde resultante n'est que la

premiere, prise n^gativement.
"
II est visible pareillement que . . . ." &c.

The proof is thus seen to consist in establishing (1) that

the terms of the one "
resultant

"
must, apart from sign, be the

same as those of the other
;
and (2) that the terms of the

one resultant are either all affected with the same sign as

the like terms of the other, or are all affected with the opposite

sign, the comparison of sign being made by comparing the

number of variations.

After this, the theorem that when two letters are alike

the resultant vanishes is established in a way different from

Vandermonde's, but not more satisfactory, viz., by considering

what B^zout's rule would lead to in that case.

Application is then made to the problem of elimination, and to

the solution of a set of linear simultaneous equations, the mode of

treatment being again different from Vandermonde's, but this

time with better cause. He says

" Je suppose maintenant que Ton ait les trois Equations

=
^a.fi. + ^.fjL + ^c./i",

=
^a.fi + %.fj! + '^c./i",

=
^a./x + %.^ + h.fi',

je forme d'abord la resultante des trois lettres a, b, c, suivant I'ordre

a, b, c, ce qui donne,

W^b.h - M.^c.% + hM^b - ^bMM + ^b.hM - hJbM

ou \i.[^b.h
-

2c.36j + 2rt.[ic.36
_

13.3c] + Sa.\%^c
-

h.%];

je multiplie ensuite la premiere des equations prt^c^dentes par
%.h - H.%, la seconde par ^c.% -

^b.h, la troisi^me par ^.'^c -
^c.'^b,

et je les ajoute ensemble, ce qui donne,

=
fi.[ia.(26.3c

- H.%) + 2rt.(ic.36
-

^b.H) + ^a{^b.^c
-

k.%)]

+ /i'.[16.(26.3c
- 2c. 36) + %,(ic.^b

-
^b.H) + 36(16. 2c

-
h.'^b)]

+ /*".[! C.(26.3c
-

2c.36) + 2c.(lc.36
- ^.h) + H{^b.h

-
^C^)];

or, il suit de ce que nous venons do voir, que les coefficiens de
fj.'

et fi",

sont identiquement nuls, puisqu'ils ne sont quo la resultante des trois
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lettres a, b, c, dans laquelle on ^crit b, ou c, par-tout ou est a
; done,

on aura pour I'equation de condition demand^e,

= ^a.{%.h
-

^c.%) + ^a.{h.%
-

^.h) + ^a.{^b.h
-

^crb);

c'est-^-dire, la r^sultante de la combinaison des trois lettres a, b, c

4galee k zero. On d^montreroit la meme chose, quel que soit le

nombre des Equations.
"Pour montrer I'analogie de cette mati^re, avec I'elimination des

Equations du premier degr^, je suppose que Ton ait les trois Equations,

^p
=

ift./x + '^b.fi + h.fx",

2p
= %./* + %.fj.' + h.fi",

^p
=

^a.fj. + %.ij! + ^c.fi".

Je multiplie, comme ci-devant, la premiere par (^fi.^c
- h.%), la seconde

par {h.% -
^.h), et la troisi^me par (^b.h

-
^cM), je les ajoute en-

semble, et j'observe que les coefl&ciens de /x' et de /x", sont indentique-
ment nuls dans I'equation qui en resulte

;
d'oii je conclus,

_ ^p.C^b.h
- ^cM) + Yi^c.% - ^.h) + ^p.(}b}c

- hM)
^ ~

^a{%.h
-

H.%) + ^a{k.%
-

^.h) + ^a(^b:k -
^c.%)

'

on voit done que le numerateur de I'expression de fi, se forme du

denominateur, en y changeant a en p; on aura ensuite /x' ou /x", en

changeant dans I'expression de jj." &c.

This mode of treatment leaves nothing to be desired. It is

that which is most commonly employed in the text-books of the

present day.

The next point taken up is the most important in the memoir,
and requires special attention. It is introduced as "a very

simple process for considerably abridging the calculation of the

equation of condition between a, b, c" &c. that is to say, the

calculation of a resultant. It is, however, something of much
more value than this, involving as it does a widely general

expansion-theorem to which Laplace's name has been attached,

but of which we have already seen special cases stated by
Vandermonde. The theorem may be described as giving an

expansion of a resultant in the form of an aggregate of terms

each of which is a product of resultants of lower degree.

Laplace's exposition is as follows :

" Je suppose que vous ayez deux Equations,

=
ifl./x -I- ^.fi ;

=
^a.fi + %.fx' ;

ecrivez +ab, et donnez I'indice 1 k la premiere lettre, et I'indice 2 k
la seconder I'equation de condition demandee sera 4- ^a.^& - ^5,% = 0.
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" Je suppose que vous ayez trois equations ;
ecrivez + ab, combinez

ce terme avec la lettre c de toutes les mani^res possibles, en changeant
le signe de chaque terme chaque fois que c change de place, vous

aurez ainsi + abc - axb + cab
;
donnez dans chaque terme I'indice 1 k

la premiere lettre, I'indice 2 i la seconde, I'indice 3 k la troisieme, et

vous aurez +'^a.^.h - ^a-^c.^ft + ^c.^a.^b; cela pos^, au lieu de +^a.^6.^c

Ecrivez +(^a.% - '6. 2tt).3c; au lieu de - ' a. ^c.^6 ecrivez -(^a.%
-

'^b.^a).h;

etaulieude + ^c.^a.^6 Ecrivez +{^aM - ^^a)M; I'equation de condition

demandee sera

=
(ia.26

-
i6.2a).3c

-
(^aJb

- ^Myc + {^a.%
- %Hyc.

" Je suppose que vous ayez quatre Equations, ecrivez + ahc - acb + cab,

et combinez ces trois termes avec la lettre d, en observant 1 de

n'admettre que les termes dans lesquels c precede d; 2 de changer
de signe dans chaque terme toutes les fois que d change de place,

et vous aurez

+ abed - acbd + acdb + cabd - cadb + cdab ;

donnez ensuite I'indice 1 k la premiere lettre, I'indice 2 k la seconde,

&c., et vous aurez

+ ^aM.h.'^d - ^aM^bM +MMMAb
+ ^cM%.*d - ^cMM.^b + hMM.^b

;

cela pos^, au lieu de + ^a.^.h.H Ecrivez

+ (ia.26
-

^.^a).{h.H
- HM\

et ainsi des autres termes, et I'equation de condition sera

=
{hi.%

-
^b.H).{H.H

-
H,*c)

- QaM -
^.^a).{h.^d

- ^dM)

+ (ia.^6
-

i6.*ft).(2c.8rf
- H.H) + (2a.36

- %M).Qc.H -
^d.*c)

-
{^a^b

- %*a).QcM -
^d.^c) + (^a.^b

- %*a).QcM -
M.h).

"Je suppose que vous ayez cinq equations, ecrivez les six termes

+ abed- acbd + . . . relatifs a quatre Equations, et combinez-les avec

la lettre e de toutes les mani^res possibles, en observant de changer
de signe chaque fois que e change de place; donnez ensuite I'indice

1, &c., &c., . . . .; au lieu du terme +^a.^e.^b^eM ecrivez

(ia.36
-

^.Sa).{h.H
- H.hye, &c

"Lorsqu'on aura six Equations, on combinera les termes

+ abcde - abeed + &c.,

relatifs k cinq Equations avec la lettre /, en observant 1 de n'admettre

que les termes dans lesquels e precede /; 2 de changer de signe

lorsque / change de place : on transformera ensuite, par la regie

precedente, . . . .

"
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Notwithstanding the multiplicity of instances, the rule here

illustrated is not made altogether clear. This is due to two

causes, first, the linking of one case to the case before it
; and,

second, the want of explicit notification that the letters b,d,f. . .

are combined in one way, and the intervening letters c, e, . . . in

anotiher. For the sake of additional clearness, let us see all the

steps necessary in the case of the resultant of the five equations

arXi+ brX2+ 0^X3+ drXi+ 6^x^= (r=l, 2, 3, 4, 5),

and supposing, as we ought to do, that the case of four equations
has not been already dealt with. These steps are

1. Combining b with a subject to the condition that a

precede 6 : result

ab.

2. Combining c with this in every possible way, the sign

being &c. : result

abc acb+cab.

3. Combining d with each of these terms subject to the

condition that c precede d : result

abed acbd+ acdb+ cabd cadb+ cdab.

4. Combining e with each of these terms in every possible

way: result

abcde abced+ abecd aebcd+ eabcd

acbde-{-acbed

5. Appending indices : result

ajb^Csd^e^-a^b^c^e^d^+

6. Changing a^6 into (aj)n-bman), c^d, into (c^,-rf^,),
&c.: result

(ajb2-b^a2){c^d^-d^c^)e^
-

{(i^b^-b^a^){c^d^-d^c^)e^ + . . . .

This is the required resultant in the required form.

It is of the utmost importance to notice what is accomplished
in 1, 2, 3", 4 is simply (a) the finding of the arrangements of
a, b, c, d, e subject to the conditions that a precede b, and c

precede d, and obtaining each arrangement with the sign which

it ought to have in accordance with Cramers rule. The number
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of necessary directions might thus be reduced to three, viz.,

(a), (5), (6), in which case (1), (2), (3), (4) would take their proper

places as successive steps of a methodic and expeditious way of

accomplishing (a).

Laplace appends a demonstration of the accuracy of this

development of the resultant of the nth degree, the line taken

being that if the multiplications were performed the terms found

would be exactly the 1.2,3....n terms of the resultant, and would

bear the signs proper to them as such.

He then goes on to deal with a rule for obtaining a like

development in which as many as possible of the factors of

the terms are resultants of the third degree.

To do so succinctly he is obliged to introduce a notation for

resultants. On this point his words are

" Je d^signe par {abc) la quantity

dbc - acb + cab - bac + bca- cba,

et par (ab) la quantity ab -
ba, et ainsi de suite ; par (^a.^.h)

j'indiquerai la quantite (abc), dans les termes de laquelle on donne 1

pour indice k la premiere lettre, 2 k la seconds, et 3 a la troisi^me;

par Qa.%), je designerai la quantity (ab) dans les termes de laquelle
on donne 1 pour indice k la premiere lettre, et 2 ^ la seconde ;

et

ainsi de suite."

We can but remark that here again he leaves little room for

improvement : his symbolism is essentially that which is still in

common use.

The exposition of the rule is as follows :

"Je suppose maintenant que vous ayez trois Equations, I'equation
de condition sera

=
(la, 26.3c).

" Je suppose que vous ayez quatre Equations ;
6crivez + abc, et

combinez ce terme de toutes les mani^rts possibles avec la lettre d,

en observant de changer de signe lorsque d change de place, ce qui
donne + abed - oMc + adbc - dabc

;
donnez I'indice 1 a la premiere lettre,

I'indice 2 ^ la seconde, &c., et vous aurez

+ ia.26.3c,4i - ^a.%.H.*c + ^a.H.%.^c - H.^a.^b.*c;

au lieu du terme +'^a.%.h.*d, ^crivez -\-(}a.%.h).*d; au lieu de
- H.%.H.*c, ecrivez -

Qa.%^c).H, et ainsi de suite, et vous formerez

r^quation de condition

= Qa.%.h).*d
-

{^a.%.*cyd + Qa.%.*cyd
-

(^a.^b.*cyd.
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"Je suppose que vous ayez cinq Equations, combinez les termes

+ abed - abdc + &c., relatifs k quatre Equations avec la lettre e en

observant 1 de n'admettre que les termes dans lesquels d precMe e;
2 de changer de signe lorsque e change de place, et vous aurez

+ abode - abdce + abdec + &c.

donnez I'indice 1 i la premiere lettre, I'indiee 2 4 la seconde, &c.,

et vous aurez

+ ^a.%.HM.^e - ^a.^MM.h + ^a.^^dM^c + &c. ;

ensuite, au lieu de + ^aM.h.*d.^e, ecrivez + (^aM.h).{*d.^e) ;
au lieu

de - ^^a.^MM.h, ecrivez -
{^ayb^c).{^d.^e), et ainsi de suite; et en

^galant k zero la somme de tous ces termes, vous formerez I'^quation
de condition demandee.

"Je suppose que vous ayez six equations, combinez les termes

+ abode - &c., relatifs k cinq Equations avec la lettre /, en observant
1 de n'admettre que les termes ou e precede /; 2 de changer de

signe lorsque / change de place : donnez ensuite 1 pour indice k la

premiere lettre, ....
"Si vous avez sept equations, combinez les termes +abc.def-&c.

relatifs a six equations avec la lettre g de toutes les mani^res possibles ;

pour huit equations, combinez les termes relatifs k sept avec la lettre h,

en n'admettant que les termes dans lesquels g pr^cSde h, et ainsi du
reste."

The really important point in all this is in regard to the

manner in vrhich the letters are brought into combination. It

will be seen that the set begun with is abc, consequently a

precedes b, and b precedes c throughout: then d is combined

in every possible way with this : e is combined subject to the

condition that d precede e
; / is combined subject to the condition

that e precede /: g is combined in every way possible: h is

combined subject to the condition that g precede h : and so on.

It would appear therefore that the lettres are to be combined in

every possible way are d and every third one afterwards, and

that each of the other letters is conditioned to be preceded

by the letter which immediately precedes it in the original

arrangement abcdefghi .... Condensing these directions after

the manner of the former case, we should draft the rule as

follows :

(a) Find every possible arrangement of abcdefghi . . . subject
to the conditions that in each arrangement we must have a, b, c

in their natural order
; d, e, f in their natural order

; g, h, i

in their natural order
;
and so on.
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(6) Prefix to each arrangement its proper sign in accordance

with Cramer's rule.

(c) Append in order the indices 1, 2, 3, ... to the letters

of each arrangement.

(d) Change anbnCr into (a.6.Cr), d^exfy into (d^ex-fy), &c.

Without saying anything as to the verification of the

developments thus obtained, Laplace concludes as follows :

"On deconiposeroit de la m^me maniere I'equation R en termes

composes de facteurs de 4, de 5, &c., dimensions."

To show how this could be effected would have been a tedious

matter, if the method of exposition used in the previous cases

had been followed, viz., multiplying instances with wearisome

iteration of language until the laws for the combination of

the letters could with tolerable certainty be guessed. On
the other hand, had Laplace condensed his directions in the

way we have indicated, the rule for the case in which as

many as possible of the factors are of the 4th degree could have

been stated as simply as that for either of the two cases he

has dealt with. The only changes necessary, in fact, are in

parts (1) and (4), and merely amount to writing the letters

in consecutive sets of four instead of two or three.

Further, when the rule is condensed in this way, the

problem of finding the number of terms in any one of the

new developments a problem which Laplace solves in one case

by considering how many terms of the final development each

such term gives rise to is transformed into finding the number of

possible arrangements referred to in part (1) of the rule. Where
the highest degree of the factors of each term is 2 and the

resultant which we wish to develop is of the nth. degree (which
is the case Laplace takes), the number of such arrangements
is evidently (L2.3....7i)/(1 . 2/, 8 being the highest integer

in n/2 ;
if the highest degree of the factors is 3, the number

of arrangements is

1.2.3....n

(1.2.3)' (1.2)''

where s is the highest integer in 7i/3 and t the highest integer

in (n 3)/2 ;
and so on.
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The facts in reduction of the claim which Laplace has to

the expansion-theorem now bearing his name are thus seen to be

(1) that the case in which as many as possible of the factors of

the terms of the expansion are of the 2nd degree had already
been given by Vandermonde; (2) that Laplace did not give
a statement of his rule in a form suitable for application to

aU possible cases, and, indeed, was not sufficiently explicit in the

statement of it for the first two cases to enable one readily
to see what change would be necessary in applying it to

the next case. Notwithstanding these drawbacks, however,

there can be no doubt that if any one name is to be attached

to the theorem it should be that of Laplace.
The sum of his contributions may be put as follows :

(1) A proof of the theorem regarding the efFect of the

transposition of two adjacent letters in any of the new functions.

(XI. 2)

(2) A proof of the theorem regarding the efiect of equalizing
two of the letters. (xiL 2)

(3) A mode of arriving at the known solution of a set of

simultaneous linear equations. (xui. 2)

(4) The name resultant for the new functions. (x^v.)

(5) A notation for a resultant, e.g. {^a.^c.^b). (vn. 2)

(6) A rule for expressing a resultant as an aggregate of terms

composed of factors which are themselves resultants. (xiv. 2)

(7) A mode of finding the number of terms in this aggregate.

(XVL)

LAGRANGE (1773).

[Nouvelle solution du probleme du mouvement de rotation d'un

corps de figure quelconque qui n'est anime par aucune force

acc^^ratrice. Nouv. Meni. de I'Acad. Roy. . . . {de Berlin).

Ann. 1773 (pp. 85-128). (Euvres, iii. pp. 577-616].

The position of Lagrange in regard to the advancement of the

subject is quite different from that of any of the preceding
mathematicians. All of those were explicitly dealing with the

problem of elimination, and therefore directly with the functions

afterwards known as determinants. Lagrange's work, on the
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other hand, consists of a number of incidentally obtained

algebraical identities which we nowadays with more or less

readiness recognise as relations between functions of the kind

referred to, but which unfortunately Lagrange himself did not

view in this light, and consequently left behind him as isolated

instances. With him x, y, z and x, y', z' and c", y" ,
^' occur

primarily as co-ordinates of points in space, and not as

coefficients in a triad of linear equations ;
so that

{xy'z!'+ yz'od'+ zoiiy"
-

xz'y"
-

yx'sf'
-

zy'x"),

when it does make its appearance, comes as representing six

times the bulk of a triangular pyramid and not as the result of

an elimination. In days when space of four dimensions was less

attempted to be thought about than at present, this circumstance

might possibly account for no advance being made to like

identities involving four sets of four letters x, y, z, w;
x\ y\ z\ w'

; &c.

In this first memoir the algebraical identities are brought

together and stated at the outset as follows :

" Lemme.

"
1. Soient neuf quantit^s quelconques

a;, y, z, z', y', z', x'\ y", z"

je dis qu'on aura cette equation identique

{xy'z" + yz'x" + zt'y"
-

xz'y" yx'z"
-

zy'x")^

=
(a;2 + y2 + z^) (x'^ + y'^ + /2) (x"2 + y"2 + z'"^)

+ 2{xx' + yy' +z) {xx" + yy" + z') {x'x" + y'y" + z'z")

-
(a;2 + 2/2 + z^) {x'x" + y'y" + z'z"y

-
(a;'2 + y'2 + a'2) {xx" + yij" + zz"Y

-{x"'^-\-y"'^ + z"^){xz' + yy'-\-zzf.

"CoroUaire 1.

"
2, Done si Ton a antra las neuf quantites precedentes cas six

Equations
aj2 j^y2 ^^2 _

fl^ x'x" + y'y" + z'z" = b,

a;'2 +y'^ +z'^ =
a', xx" +yy" +zz" =

b',

x"^ + y"^ + z"^= a", xx +yy' +zz' =
b",
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et qu'oii fasse pour abr^ger

^ = y'^'-zy", Tj^z'x" -x'^', (=x'y" -i/x\

fS
= J{aa'a" + '2Wb" - ab^ - a'b'^ - a"b"^) ;

On aura de plus les equations identiques suivantes

x'^ + y''n + ^i=0, x"^ + y"r] + ^'C=0,

^^ + rj^ + i^^a'a"-b\

y'i
~

^'v
= ^x' ~ ^'^

"> y"i
-
^"v = ^'^ ~^ ")

^k-xi= by'-dy'\ z"^-x"i = a"y'-by",

x'r)
-

y'^
= bz' - a'z", x"r]

-
y"^ = a"z' - bz",

qui sont tr^s faciles k verifier par le calcul.

"Corollaire 2.

"
3. Si on prend les trois Equations

x$ +yv +4 = P,

xx' +yy' +zz' =
b",

xx" + yy" + zz"= b',

et qu'ou en tire les valeurs des quantit^s x, y, z, on aura par les

formules connues

^^ P {y'z"
-

z'y") + Vj-nz'
-

jy')-^ b"(Cy"
-

')
^

^ {y'z"
-
^y") + V {z'x"

-
x'z") + c{x'f

-
y'x'y

^ l3{z'x"-x'^') + b'(Cx' -^z) +b"{^^'-Cx")
^~

i (y'^"
-
^y") + ^ (^'a^"

-
^^') + i{x!y"- y'x"i

^ ^ Pi^y" - y'x") + b'{^y'
-

r]x') + b"{r}x"
-
^y") .

^(y'z"
-

z'y") + V i^x"
- xV) + ({x'y"

-
y'x")

'

done faisant les substitutions de I'Art. pr^c. et supposant pour abr^gcr

on aura
_ p$ + (a"b"

-
bb')x' + (a'b'

-
bb")x"X >

a

I3r] + {a"b"
-

bb')y' + {a'b'
-
bb")y"

y -,

_ PC+ (a"b"
-

bb')^ + (a'b'
-

bb")z" ,

In regard to the first identity here (the so-called lemma), the

important and notable point is that the right-hand member is

the same kind of function of the nine quantities x^+y^-{-z^,
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xx'-^-yy+zz, xx"+yy"+zz", xx'+yy'+zz, x'^+y"^+z'^,

x'x'+yY+zz", xx"+ yy"+ zz", x'x"+y'y"+z'z", x'"^+ y'"^+ z'"^

as the left-hand member is of the nine x, y, z, x , y', z', x", y" ,
z".

Indeed, without this distinguishing characteristic, the identity

would have been to us of comparatively little moment. Possibly

Lagrange was aware of it
; but, if so, it is remarkable that he

did not draw attention to the fact. It is quite true that

Lagrange's identity and the modem-looking identity

X y z
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is not so readily transformable, the determinantal theorem which

it involves being indeed completely buried. Multiplying both

sides by a
;
then doing away with a, which seems perversely

introduced "
pour abreger

"
when no like symbol of abridgment

takes the place of a"b" hb' or of a'b' bb"
;
and transposing, we

have
^^ ^ ^(^^/^/.

_
^2)

_
a;'(a"6" -bb') + x"{bb"

-
afb'),

that is, finally,

\xyV\.\y'z"\
=
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"3. Or en substituant les valeurs de ^, ^', &c., en x, x', &c., et

faisant pour abr^ger

A = xyV + yz'x" + ziiy"
- x^y"

-
yx'z"

-
zy'xf',

on trouve X = Ax, Y =
A//, Z =

Aar,

X' = /kc', Y' =
Ay', Z' = A2',

X"= Ax", Y"= A/', Z"= Ae",

done mettant ces valeurs dans les dernieres Equations ci-dessus, on
aura en vertu des six Equations suppos^es dans I'Art. 1 .

A = A2a, B = A26,

A' = AV, B' = AW,

A"=A2a", B"= A26",

et de Ik il est facile de tirer la valeur de A2 en a, a', a", b, &c. ; car on
aura d'abord

^,
A a'a"- 13^

a a
'

et substituant les valeurs de a, a" et /3 en a, a', &c. (Art. 1)

A2 = aa'a" + 2bb'b" -ab^- a'b"^ - a'T"^
;

on trouvera la m^me valeur de A2 par les autres Equations. Si on
remet dans cette Equation les quantit^s x, y, z, x, &c., on aura la

meme equation identique que nous avons donn6e dans le Lemme
ci-dessus (p. 86).

"4. II est bon de remarquer que la valeur de A2 pent aussi se

mettre sous cette forme

.2 _ aa + a'a + a"a" + 2{ftb + /S'b' + /3"fe" )^
3

'

or si on multiplie cette equation par A2 et qu'on y substitue eiisuite

A ^ la place de A\ A' a la place de A^a' et ainsi de suite (Art. pi 6c.)
on aura

.,_ Aa +AV + A"a"-i-2(B/3fB'j8' + B";8")

3 '

ou bien en mettant pour A, A', &c., leurs valeurs en a, a, &c (Art. 2)

A4 = aa'a" + 2/3/3'/S"
-
a^^

-
a'/3'2

-
a"^'2 ;

d'oii Ton voit que la quantity A2 et son carr6 A* sont des fonctions

semblables, I'une de a, a', a", b, b', b", I'autre de a, a', a", /3, /3', /3".
"

5. De plus, comme Ton a (Art. 3)

xy'z" + yz'x" + zx'y"
-

xz'y"
-

yx'z"
-

zy'x"

=J(aa'a" + 2bb'b" - ab^ - a'b'^ - a"b"^)
= A,
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et qu'il y a entre les quantites a;, y, z, x', &c., et a, a', a", b, &c., les

memes relations qu'entre les quantites ^, rj, ^, ^', &c., et a, a a", fS,
&c.

(Art. 1), on aura done aussi

$vT + va" + c^w - ^rv -
^rr'

- cvr
= 7 (aa'a" + 2^^'^" - ayS^

-
a'^'2

-
a"/3"2)

= A2.

Done on aura cette equation identique et tr6s remarquable

=
(x2/V + y^'ji' + 2;a;'y"

-
a;^;'?/"

-
y7^^'

-
zy'x"YJ'

The remaining portion is of little importance ;
its main contents

are four sets of nine identities each, viz. :

1. xi+x'i'-\-x"i"= ^, 2/^+2/'f +2/"f'= 0, &c.

2. xi+yr, +z^ =A, x'i+y'f]+z'^ =0, &c.

A
Besides the fact that Art. 3 contains a proof of the Lemma

of the previous memoir, we have to note the new identity

X= Ax,

which in modern determinantal notation is

xz

zx'

yx'

xy'
= X

I xy'2^' I
,

a simple special instance of the theorem regarding what is

nowadays known as "a minor of the determinant adjugate
to another determinant."

The last two lines of Art. 4 by implication make it almost

certain that Lagrange did not look upon

xy'z"+ yz'x" \-zx^y" xz'y" yx'^ zy'x^'

and aaV+266'6"-a62 -a'6'2 _^'y"i.

as functions of the same kind.

The new theorem in Art. 5, which Lagrange justly characterises

as
"
very remarkable," is in modern determinantal notation

yz
zy"

yz

zx

\xz"

2^03'

yx"

xy'

X
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a simple instance of the theorem which gives the relation,

as we now say,
" between a determinant and its adjugate."

In regard to the remaining identities which we have numbered

(1), (2), (3), (4), we note that (1) and (3) are not new, although

(3) is here given almost in the form desiderated above (pp. 36-37) ;

(2) involves the fact that A is the same function of x, x', x", y, y',

y", z, z', z", as it is of x, y, z, x'
, y', z', x", y" ,

z"
\
and

(4) may be transformed as follows :

xL = a^+6Y+ ^'r.

a y z

h" y z

y y" z"

xx' + yy' + zz' y'

xx"+ yy"+ zz" y

so that it may be considered as another disguised instance of

the multiplication-theorem, the determinant just reached being

equal to

X y
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which we at once recognise as tlie simplest case of the theorem

connecting (as we now say) the discriminant of any quantic with

the discriminant of the result of transforming the quantic by
a linear substitution.

Putting now in compact form all the identities obtained from

the three preceding memoirs of Lagrange, we have

( 1 ) {xy'z"+ yzx"+ zxy" xz'y" yx'z" zy'x!'f

= aa'a'+ 2bh'b" ab^ (ib''^ a"b"'^, (xvii.)

where a = x^-{-y^+ z^, a'= ....

(2)
^+ r]~+ ^^

= aa"-b^, where ^=y'z"-zY, r}=^. . . . (xviii.)

(3) y'^zrj hx' a'x". (xix.)

(4) i^ = ax+ ^"x'-\-^'x", wherea = aV-62, fi"
= . . . .

,

and A = xy'z"+ yzx"+ zx'y" xz'y" yx'z" zy'x". (xvii. 2)

(5) X = A^, where X = r,'^"-^'r,". (xx.)

(6) {xy'z"+ yz'x"+ zx'y" xz'y" yx'z" zy'x"y-

=&r+ i"+ ^i'r,"
-aV- riiT- tn'i". (XXI.)

(7) PR-Q2 = (pr-^2)(Mn-Nm)2, (xxii.)

if _p(Ms+ Na;)2+ 2g(Ms-fNa;) {ms+nx)-\-T{ms-\-7ixf

= Ps^+ 2Qs + Rcc^ identically.

BEZOUT (1779).

[Theorie G^n^rale des Equations Algebriques, 195-223,

pp. 171-187
; 252-270, pp. 208-223. Paris.]

In his extensive treatise on algebraical equations Bezout

was bound, as a matter of course, to take up the question of

elimination
; and, as he had dealt with the subject in a separate

memoir in 1704, one might not unreasonably expect to find

the treatise giving merely a reproduction of the contents of

the memoir in a form suited to a didactic work. Such, however,
is far from being the case. He merely mentions the necessary
references to the work of Cramer, himself, Vandermonde, and

Laplace ;
and then adds

" Mais lorsqu'il a ete question d'appliquer ces diff^rentes m^thodes
au probleme de l'6limination, envisage dans touts son etendue, je me
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suis bientdt apper9u qu'ils laissoient tous encore beaucoup k desirer du
c6t6 de la pratique."

His main objection to the said methods is that when one has

to deal with a set of equations of no great generality, with

coefficients, it may be, expressed in figures

"II faut construire ces formules dans toute la gendralit^ dent les

Equations soot susceptibles, et faire par consequent le m^me travail

que si les Equations avoient toute cette generality.

(197). Au lieu done de nous proposer pour but seulement, de donner
des formules gen6rales d'6limination dans les Equations du premier
degre, nous nous proposons de donner une r^gle qui soit indiff(6rem-

ment et egalement applicable aux equations prises dans toute leur

g6n6ralite, et aux Equations considerees avec les simplifications qu'elles

pourront offrir : une regie dont la marche soit la mSme pour les unes

que pour les autres, mais qui ne fasse calculer que ce qui est absolument

indispensable pour avoir la valeur des inconnues que Ton cherche : une

regie qui s'applique indifF^remment aux equations num^riques et aux

Equations litt6rales, sans obliger de recourir a aucune formula. Telle

est, si je ne me trompe, la r^gle suivante.

"
Ehgle g4n6rale pour calculer, tcnUes d, la fois, ou s^parSment, les valeurs

des inconnues dans les Equations du premier degr6, soit litUrales soit

numiriques.

"(198). Soient u, x, y, z. &c., des inconnues dont le nombre soit n,

ainsi qui celui des Equations.
"Soient a, 6, c, d, &c., les coeflBciens respectifs de ces inconnues

dans la premiere Equation.

"a', h\ c', d', &c., les coefficiens des mmes inconnues dans la seconde

Equation.

"a", b", c", d", &c., les coefficiens des m^mes inconnues dana la

troisieme Equation : et ainsi de suite.

"Supposez tacitement que le terme tout connu de chaque Equation
soit affect^ aussi dune inconnue que je represente par /.

"Formez le produit uzyzt de toutes ces inconnues 6crites dans

tel ordre que vous voudrez d'abord
;
mais cet ordre une fois admis,

conservez-le jusqu'^ la fin de I'operation.
"
Echangez successivemeiit, chaque inconnue contre son coefficient

dans la premiere Equation, en observant de changer le signe a chaque

echange pair : ce resultat sera, ce que j'appelle, xine premiere ligne.

"Echangez dans cette premiere ligne, chaque inconnue, contre son

coefficient dans la seconde equation, en observant, comme ci-devant, de

changer le signe a chaque echange pair: et vous aurez une seconde ligne.

"Echangez dans cette seconde ligne, chaque inconnue, contre son

coefficient dans la troisieme Equation, en observant de changer le signe
k chaque echange pair : et vous aurez une troisikme ligne.
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"Coiitinuez de la meme maniere jusqu'a la dernifere Equation
inclusivement

;
et la derniere ligne que vous obtiendrez, vous donnera

les valeurs des inconnues de la maniere suivante.
"
Chaque inconnue aura pour valeur une fraction dont le numerateur

sera le coefficient de cette meme inconnue dans la derniere ou
n' ligne, et qui aura constamment pour denominateur le coefficient

que I'inconnue introduite t se trouvera avoir dans cette m^me w* ligne."

The application of this very curious rule is illustrated by a

considerable number of varied examples, of which we select the

second

"
(200). Soient les trois Equations suivantes

ax +by +CZ +d =0,
a'x + h'y + c'z +d' =0,
a"x + b"y + c"z + d" = 0.

" Je les ecris ainsi

ax +by +CZ +dt =
0,

a'x +b'y +c'z +d't = 0,

a"x + b"y + c"z + d"t= 0.

Je forme le produit xyzt.

Je change successivement x en a, y en b, z en c, t en d, et observant
la regie des signes, j'ai pour premiere ligne

ayzt
- bxzt + cxyt

-
dxyz.

Je change successivement x en a, y en b', z en c', t en d', et observant
la regie des signes, j'ai pour seconde ligne

{ab'
-

a'b)zt -{ad -
a'c)yt + {ad'

-
a'd)yz

+ {be'
-

b'c)xt
-

{bd'
-
b'd)xz + {cd'

-
c'd)xy.

Je change successivement x en a", y en b", z en c", t en d", et observant
la regie des signes j'ai pour troisieme ligne

[{ab'
-

a'b}c"
-
{ad

-
a!d)b" + {bd

-
b'd)a"^t

-
\{ah'

-
a'b) d"

-
{ad'

-
a'd) b" + {bd'

-
b'd) a"] z

+ \{ad
-
a'c)d"

-
{ad'

-
a'd)d' + {cd'

-
dd)a"]y

[{bd
-

b'd)d"
-

{bd'
-

b'd)d' + {cd'
-
dd)b"]x.

D'ou (198) je tire

_ -
[{bd

-
b'c)d"

-
{bd'

-
b'd)c" + {cd'

-
dd)b"]

{ab'
-

a'b)d'
-
{ad

-
a'c)b" + {bd

-
b'd) a"

'

_ + [{ad
-

a'c) d"
-

{ad'
-
a'd) d' + {cd'

-
dd) a"]

{ab'
-

a'b)d'
- (ad -

a'c)b" + {bd
-

b'c)a"]

_ -
[{aV

-
a'b) d"

-
{ad'

-
a'd) b" + {bd'

-
b'd) a"]

{ab'
-
a'b)c"

-
{ad

-
a'c)b" + {bd

-
b'c)a"

'
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Among the other examples are included (1) one in which the

coefficients in the set of equations are given in figures ; (2) one

in which some of the coefficients are zero
; (3) one showing the

simplification possible when the value of only one unknown is

wanted; (4) one showing the signification of the vanishing of

one of the "
lignea

"
; (5) one showing the signification of the

absence of one of the unknowns from the last
"
ligne

"
;
and (6)

one or two concerned with the allied problem of elimination.

B^zout nowhere gives any reason for his rule; it is used

throughout as a pure rule-of-thumb : its effectiveness being

manifest, he leaves on the reader the full burden of its arbi-

trariness. The unreal product xyzt at the very outset must

have been a sore puzzle to students, and none the less so because

of the certainty which many of them must have felt that a real

entity underlay it.

To throw light upon the process, let us compare the above

solution of a set of three linear equations with the following

solution, which from one point of view may be looked upon as

an improvement on the ordinary determinantal modes of solution

as presented to modern readers.

The set of equations being

ax -\-hy +CZ -^d =
ax -\-h'y +CZ -\-d' =

a"x+b"y+ c"z+d"=

we know that the numerators of the values of x, y, z, and the

common denominator are

bed
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let us use [xyz] to stand for the determinant of which x, y, z is

the last row, and whose other rows are the two rows immediately
above x, y, z in A: similarly let [zt] stand for the determinant

of which z, t is the last row, and its other row the row c", d"

immediately above z, ^ in A ; and so on in all possible cases,

including even [xyzt], which of course is A itself.

Then clearly we have

[xyzt]
= a [yzt] b [xzt]+ c [xyt] d [xyz] ( 1 )

Developing in the same w^ay the four determinants here on the

right side, we have as our next step

[xyzt]= a{h'[zt] -c'[yt]+ d'[yz])
-

h{a[zt]
-

c[xt] + d'[xz])

+ c(a'[yt]-b'[xt]+dlxy])
-

d(a'[yz]
-

b'[xz] + c[xy]),

= (a a'b)[zt] {ac' a'c^yt]+ {ad' ad)[yz]

+ (be'
-

b'c)[xt]
-

(bd'
-

b'd)[xz]+ {cd'
-

c'd)[xy\

Again, developing the six determinants [zt], [yt], .... in the

same way, and rearranging the terms, we have finally

[xyzt]= {{ab'-a'b)c" -{ac' -a'c)b"+{bc' -b'c)a"]t

-{{ab'-a'b)d"-{ad'-a'd)b"+{bd'-b'd)a")z
+ {{acf

-
a'c)d"

-
{ad'

-
a'd)c" + {cd'

-
c'd)a"]y

- {{bc'-b'c)d"-{bd'- b'd)c" + {cd' -c'd)b"}x.

But the coeflBcients of x, y, z,t in [xyz t] were seen on starting
to be the numerators and the common denominator of the values

oi X, y, z in the given set of equations : hence

-{{bc'-b'c)d"-{bd'-b'd)c"-\-{cd'-c'd)b"}^~
{{ab'

-
a'b)c"

-
{ac'

- a'c )b"+ {bc'-b'c)a"y

2/=

z=

Now it is at once manifest that the successive developments
here obtained of the determinant [xyzt] are letter by letter

identical with the successive "
lignes

"
obtained by B^zout from

the unreal product xyzt ;
but that instead of having one arbitrary

step succeeding another, as in the application of Bdzout's rule,

there is here a fluent reasonableness characterising the whole
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process.* As for the peculiarities requiring elucidation in the

series of special examples above referred to, they are seen, when
looked at in this light, to be but matters of course.

Not only so, but it will be found that the translation of xy
into \xy\, &c., is an unfailing key to much that follows in Bezoufc

in connection with the subject. For example, let us take the

wide extension of the rule which is expounded later on in the

treatise, in a section headed

Considerations utiles pour ahreger consid^rablement le

calcul des coejfficients qui servent d Velimination.

There are in all fifteen pages (pp. 208-223, 252-270) devoted

to the subject. The contents of three paragraphs will give a

sufficiently clear idea of the nature of the whole. The notation

used is identical with that of Laplace, e.g.,

{ah')
= ah'-a%

{ah'c")
= {ab'-a'h)c" - {ah"-a"h)c + {a'h" -a"h')c,

Two of the three selected paragraphs stand as follows :

"(264.) Cette mani^re de proc6der au calcul des inconnues, en les

grouppant, n'est pas applicable seulement k notre objet; elle peut en

g^n^ral ^tre appliqu^e dans toutes les equations du premier degre.

If the fact at the basis of the process were made use of nowadays, it would

be advantageous, of course, in the first instance to simplify the determinant as

much as possible. For example, the equations being {B^zout, p. 178)
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" Si Ton avoit, par exemple, les quatre equations suivantes

ax +hy +CZ +dt +e =0,
a'x +b'y +c'z +d't +e' =0,
a"x + h"y + c"z + d"t + e" = 0,

a"'x + h"'y + c"'z + d"'t-\-e"'= 0.

En se rappellant que chaque inconnue a pour valeur le coefficient

qu'elle se trouve avoir dans la derniere ligne, divise constamment par
celui que I'inconnue introduite aura dans cette meme ligne, on verra

bientot qu'on peut reduire le calcul a chercher le coefficient de I'une

quelconque des inconnues dans la derniere ligne ; parce que de la

meme maniere qu'on en aura calcule un, on calculera de meme tous

les autres : ou m^me, lorsqu'on en aura calcule un, on pourra en

d^duire tous les autres, lorsque les equations auront toute la generality

possible. Or pour avoir la valeur du coefficient d'une des inconnues

dans la derniere ligne, la question se reduit a calculer la valeur du

produit des autres inconnues. Mais pour ne pas se tromper sur les

signes, il faudra toujours ne pas perdre de vue, la place que cette

inconnue est censee occuper dans le produit de toutes les inconnues.

Ainsi, dans le cas present, au lieu de calculer generalement la derniere

ligne pour avoir xyztu, je calcule seulement cette derniere ligne pour
yztu : et pour I'avoir de la maniere la plus commode, je grouppe en

cette maniere yz . tu, et je procede comme il suit, au calcul des lignes,
observant que y est cens6 k la seconde place.

Premiere ligne. -bz.tu-yz. du,

Seconde ligne. + (6c') .tu-hz. d'u + h'z .du + yz. (de'),

Troisi^me ligne. -(he') .d"u + {hc") .d'u-hz .(d'e")-(b'c") .du + b'z. (de")-b"z.(de'),

Quatri^me ligne. +(5c') . (d"e"')
-

(be") . (d't"') + (be"') . (d'e") + (b'c") . (de'")

-
(b'c'") . (de") + (h"e"') . (de') ;

c'est le coefficient de x dans la derniere ligne.
"Pour avoir celui de w, je calculerois de mSme la valeur de xyzt,

en le grouppant ainsi, xy . zt, et je trouverois pour valeur du coefficient

de u dans la derniere ligne, la quantite

{ah').{c"d"')
-

{ab").{c'd"') + {ab"').{c'd") + {a'h").{cd"')

-
{a'b"').(cd") + {a"b"').(cd') ;

D'ou je conclus

^
-f (be') . (d"e"')

-
(be") . (d'e'")+(bc"') . (d'e")+(b'e") . (de'")

-
(b'c'") . (de")+(b"e"') . (de')^ ~

(ab') . (c"d"') -(ab"). (e'd'") + (ab'") . (e'd") + (a'b") . (cd'")
-
(a'b'") . (cd")+ (a"b"') . (cd')

et ainsi de suite.

(265.") Si j'avois les cinq Equations suivantes

ox +by +CZ +dr +et +f = 0,

a'x +b'y +c'z +d'r +e't +/' =
0,

a"x +b"y +c"z +d"r +e"t +f" =
0,

a"'x + b"'y + c"'z + d"'r + e"'t +/'" = 0,

a"x + b^^y + <^^z + d"r + &H +/'''
= 0.
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Je calculerois, par exeniple, le coefficient de x dans la derniere ligne,
en calculant yzr . tu, ou yz . rtu, ou yz .rt . u.

Si j'avois six (Equations dont les inconnues fussent x, y, z, r, s et f,

je calculerois, par exemple, le coefficient de x, en calculant ou yz . rs . tu,

ou yzrs . tu, ou yzr . stu, et ainsi de suite.

The next paragraph deals with an illustrative example. The
twelve equations

Aa + A'a' + A'V =
Ab + A'b'+A"b" =0
Ac + A'c' + A"c" +Ba + B'a + B"a" =

+ Bb +B'b' +B"b" =0
+ BC + BV+BV' =0
+ Bd + B'd' + B"d" + Ca + C'a' + C"a" =

+ Cb + C'b' + C"b" =0
+ Cc+CV+C"c" =0
+ Cd + C'd' + C"d" + Da + B'a' + D"a" =

+ m+Ub' + -D"b"^.0

+ Dc+DV+D"c" =

Ad + A'd' + A"d" + Da + D'a' + D"a" = 0)

are given, and what is required is the result oi; the elimination

(equation de condition) of the twelve quantities A, A', A",

B, B', B", C, C, C", D, D', D". This is found (the as in the last

equation being misprints for d's) to be

(aUc") . [{hc'd'J
-

{ah'c'Jiah'd")] = 0.

The two paragraphs quoted (^ 264, 265) show that B^zout

could obtain with considerably increased ease and certitude any
one of Laplace's expansions of numerator and denominator.

What it accomplished in the illustrative example is virtually, in

modern symbolism, the reduction of

a a a .

h h' h" . . .

c cf c" a a' a
h h' h"

G C C .

d d' d" a a' a'

d d' d"

h h' h" . . ,

c c c" .

d d' d" a a' a''

. . . b b' h"

. . . c c' c'

. . . d d' d"
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to the form
|

ab'c"
\

.
|

bc'd" ^
-

|

ab'c" ^ .

|

ab'd"
\.

Although this can be done nowadays with ease by means of

Laplace's expansion-theorem in its modern garh, it may be safely

affirmed that Laplace himself, using his own process, would

not have succeeded in making the reduction. Considerable

importance thus attaches from more than one point of view to

B^zout's curious "
rule."

The only other section with which we are concerned bears the

heading

Methode pour trouver des fonctions d'un nombre quelconque
de qvxintiUs, qui soient zero par elles-memes.

In the second paragraph of the section the principle is explained

as follows :

"
(216) Concevons un nombre n d'equations du premier degr^ renfer-

mant un nombre n+l d'inconnues, et sans aucun terme absolument
connu.

"
Imaginons que I'on augmente le nombre de ces Equations de I'une

d'entr'elles
;

alors 11 est clair que ce que nous appellons la derni^re

ligne sera non seulement Tequation de condition necessaire pour que
ce nombre n + 1 d'equations ait lieu

;
mais encore que cette Equation

de condition aura lieu
;
en sorte qu'elle sera une fonction des coefficiens

de ces Equation's, laquelle sera zero par elle-m^me.

"Voila done un moyen tres-simple pour trouver un nombre ti + I*

de fonctions d'un nombre n + 1 de quantites, lesquelles fonctions soient

zEro par elles-m^mes."

For example, the pair of equations

ax +by +CZ =0\
a'x+ b'y+ c'z= Oj

is taken, the first equation is repeated, and for this set of three

equations the equation de condition is found to be

{ab' a'b)c {ac'a'c)b + (bc' b'c)a
= 0.

"Or il est clair que la troisieme equation n'exprimant rien de
different de la premiere, cette derni^re quantity doit ^tre zero par
elle-m^me : done si on a ces deux suites de quantites

a, b, c

a', b', c'

on pent ^tre assure qu'on aura toujours

{ab'-a'b)c
-

(ac'-a'c)b + {bc'-b'c)a
= 0.

* Should be n.
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" Et si au lieu de joindre la premiere Equation, c'eftt ^t^ la seconde,
nous aurions trouv^ de m6me

(a6'-o'6)c'
- {ac'-a'c)V + {he' -h'c)a'

= 0."

Similarly in regard to the quantities

a, b, c, d

a', h', c', d'

a", h", c", d"
the identity

[{ah'-a'b)c" -{ac' -a'c)h" + {hc' -h'c)a"]d
'

^[{ah'-a'b)d"-{ad'-a'd)h"-\-{hd'-'h'd)a"^c

+ [{ac'-a'c)d"-{ad'-a'd)c" +{cd' -c'd)a"]fe

-[{be' -b'c)d" -{W -b'd)c" +{cd' -c'd)b"^a =

and two others are established, the general theorem of course

being merely referred to as easily obtainable.

Thus far there is in substance nothing new. What we have

obtained is simply a different aspect of Vandermonde's theorem,

that when two indices of either set are alike the function

vanishes, or, as we should now say, a determinant with two

rows identical is equal to zero. Indeed the identities are used

by Vandermonde in B^zout's form when solving a set of simul-

taneous equations. But what follows is important.

By taking two of these identities

{ab'-ab)c -{ac'-a'c)b +{bc'-b'c)a =0

{ab'
-

a'b) c'- (ac'
-

a'c)6'+ (6c'
-

b'c)a:
= 0,

multiplying both sides of the first by d', both sides of the second

by d, and subtracting, there is obtained in regard to the

quantities
a, b, c, d

a', 6', c', d'

the identity

{ab'-ab){cd'-c'd)
-

{ac'-a'c){bd'-b'd) + {bc'-b'c){ad'-a'd) =

Similarly by taking the three next identities before obtained,

which for shortness we may write in modern notation,

\ab'c"\d
-

\ab'd"\c + \ac'd"\b
-

\bc'd"\a = 0,

I

ab'c" \d' -\ ab'd"
|

c' +
|

ac'd" \b'
-

\

bc'd"
|

a' = 0,

I
ab'c" \d"-\ ab'd" I c"+ I ac'd" \b"

-
\ bc'd" I a"= 0,
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tiiere is deduced in regard to the quantities

a, 6, c, dy e

a', 6', d*, cT, ^
a'\ h'\ \ <i", ^

the identities

\ah'd'\\dtl I

- |o6'r|.!^ I
+ \cuidr\.\M \

-
\lMfdr\.]cui' I

= 0,

\ab'(r\.\Ur I

-
|a6'<r'|.|oS" I

+ \ac'd"\.\he" j

-
\bc'd:'\.\ae" \

= 0,

\ab'<r\.\d^/'\
-

lab'dTllee"] + \ae'd"\.\h'e"\
-

\bc'd"\.\a'e"\
= 0.

Finally these last three identities are taken, both sides of the

first multiplied by f", both sides of the second by /', both sides

of the third by /, and then by addition there is obtained in

regard to the quantities

a, 6, c, d, e, f
a\ h\ c', <f, ', f
o", 6", c", cT, /', f

the identity

\ah'c"\.\deT\
-

yib'd"\.\(^r\ -\- \aui'dr\.\heT\
-

\hc'dr\.\a'f"\
= 0.

The subject of what may appropriately be called vanishing

aggregaies of detemiinant-products is not pursued farther, the

ooikdadiiig paragraph being
'*

(223) En Yoili assez poor faire connottre la route qa'on doit tenir,

pour trouver ces sortes de theoremes. On voit qu'il y a una infinite

d'autres combinaisons a faire, et qui dormeront chacane de nouvelles

fonctions, qui seront z6ro par elles-mSmes : mais cela est fEicile k trouver

actuellement."*

* It is very carious to observe, in passing, that altlioagh Bezoat does not obtain

all his vanishing aggregates directly by means of the principle which he so

carefully states at the commencement, nevertheless every one of them can be

so obtained. He does not extend the principle beyond the case where only one of

the original equations is repeated. If, however, we take the equations

ax +by +CZ +fac =0,

a'z+ 6'y+ e't+ d'uc= 0,

repeat both, of them so as to hare a set of four, and then proceed by the mAhodt

pomr abriger to find the Sqmatiam de condition, we obtain

|6'|.|ar|
-

|oc'|.|6d'| + \adr\.\bc'\ + \bc'\.\ad'\
-

|M'i.|oc'| + lafj.joi'j = 0,

i.e. 2{|a6'|.ii'l
-

loc'l.IM'l + \atr\.\bc'\} = 0.

This is the identity near the foot of p. 51, and others are readily aeea to be

obtainable in the same way.
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Our second list of Bdzout's contributions thus is :

(1) An unexplained artificial process for finding the numerators

and denominators of fractions which express the values of the

unknowns in a set of linear equations, or for finding the resultant

of the elimination of n quantities from n-\-l linear equations,

a process especially useful when the coeflicients have particular

values. (ii. 3 + iii. 4 + iv. 2)

(2) An improved mode of finding Laplace's expansions, especi-

ally (but not exclusively) useful when the coeflBcients have

particular values, (xiv. 3)

(3) A proof of Vandermonde's theorem regarding the effect of

the equality of two indices belonging to the same set. (xii. 3)

(4) A series of identities regarding vanishing aggregates of

products. (XXIII. 2)



CHAPTER -III.

DETERMINANTS IN GENERAL, FROM THE YEAR 1784 TO 1812.

The writers of this period are eight in number, viz., Hindenburg,

Rothe, Gauss, Monge, Hirsch, Binet, Prasse, Wronski. Of these

the first two and Prasse, belonging as they did to the so-called

Combinatorial School, were not independent of one another;

Hirsch was a mere expositor ;
and the others were authors who

had not specially studied the subject, but who had attained

results in it in the course of other investigations.

HINDENBURG, C. F. (1784).

[Specimen analyticuvi de lineis curvis secundi ordinis, in

delvycidationem Analyseos Finitorwm Kaestneriance.

Auctore Christiano Friderico Rudigero. Gum, "praefatione

Garoli Friderici Hinndenhurgii, professoris Lipsiensis.

(pp. xiv-xlviii.) xlviii+ 74 pp. Lipsice.']

One of the problems dealt with by Riidiger being the finding
of the equation of the conic passing through five given points

(" coejiicientium determinatio Traiectoriae secundi ordinis per
data qiiinque puncta "), Hindenburg, in his preface, takes occa-

sion to show how the generalised problem for ^n{n-\-2>) points
has been treated, pointing out that it is, of course, immediately

dependent on the solution of a set of simultaneous linear

equations. He directs attention to the labours of Cramer and

Bezout, specially lauding the method of the latter given in the

treatise of 1779. Then he says
" Haec de Opere Bezoldino in

universam,, quod plurimis adhuc Lectoribus nostris ignotum,
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erit, dicta sujfflciant Nunc Regulam ipaam proponam." ....
The seventeen pages which follow, contain a tolerably close

Latin translation of the Regie gin^rale pour calcvZer . . . .
,

and the Mdhode pour trouver . . . . , pp. 172-187, 198-223,

which have been expounded above. Cramer's rule is next

given, the second mode of putting it being in words, and the

iirst as follows :

"Sint plures Incognitse z, y, x, w, &c. totidemque Aequationes
simplices indetenninatae

Ai = Zh + yiy + X^x +W% + &c.

A2 = Z%+ Y2j/ + X^x +W% + &c.

A^= Z*z+ Y*y + X'^x + Whv + &c.

&c. &c. &c. &c. &c. &c.

Erit, . . .
., positis terminorum signis, ut praecipitur in fine Tabulae,

pag. seq. A YXWVUT ....
Permut (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, . . . .)

z =
Permut (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, . . . .)

Z YXWVUT . . . ."

(VII. 3)

The similar expressions for y, x, w, v, u, t are given, and then

the "
regula signoi^ra." After an illustrative example, the

question of the sequence of the signs is taken up.

"Quod si itaque +sg{l, 2, 3, . . .
, n) denotet signorum vicissitu-

dines, quibus hie aflBciuntur Permutationum a nunieris 1, 2, 3, ... n

singulae species, et -s^(l, 2, 3, . . . n) signa contraria vel opposita:

appatet fore

s^(l, 2) =+sg{l) -sg{l)

sg(l,2,S) =+sg{l,2) -sgil,2) +6-^(1,2)

sg{l, 2, 3, 4)= +sg{h 2. S)-sg{l, 2, 3) + sg{l, 2, 3) -5^(1, 2, 3)

unde, quia sg(l) est
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Bearing in mind that Hindenburg wrote his permutations in

a definite order, this remark regarding the sequence of signs

entitles us to view him as the author of a combined rule of

term-formation and rule of signs, which may be formulated as

follows :

Write the permutations of 1, 2, 3, . . .
,
n in ascending order

of magnitude as if they were numbers ; make the first sign + ,

the second
,
the next fair contrary in sign to the first paix,

the third pair contrary in sign to the second pair, the next six

(1.2.3) contrary in sign to the first six, the third six contrary
in sign to the second six, the fourth six contrary in sign to the

third six, the next twenty-four (1.2.3.4) contrary in sign to

the first twenty-four, and so on. (ii. 4 + ill. 5)

EOTHE, H. A. (1800).

[Ueber Permutationen, in Beziehung auf die Stellen ihrer

Elemente. Anwendung der daraus abgeleiteten Satze auf

das Eliminationsproblera. Sammlung comhinatorisch-

analytischer Abhandlungen, herausg. v. G. F. Hindenburg,
ii. pp. 263-305.]

Rothe was a follower of Hindenburg, knew Hindenburg's

preface to Rlidiger's Specimen Analyticum, and was familiar

with what had been done by Cramer and Bezout (see his words

at p. 305). His memoir is very explicit and formal, proposition

following definition, and corollary following proposition, in the

most methodical manner.

The idea which is made the basis of it, that of place-index

{" Stellenexponent "), is an ill-advised and purposeless modifica-

tion of Cramer's idea of a "derangement." The definition is

as follows: In any permutation of the first n integers, the

place-index of any integer is got by counting the integer itself

and all the elements after it ivhich are less than it. For

example, in the permutation

6, 4, 3, 9, 8, 10, 1, 7, 2, 5

of the first ten integers, the place-index of 9 is 6, and that of

7 is 3, The counting of the integer itself makes the place-
index always one more than the number of "

derangements
"
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connected with the integer. This necessitates the introduction

of a corresponding modification of Cramer's "
rule of signs," viz,

"3. Willkiihrlicher Satz. Jede Permutation der Elemente 1, 2. 3,

. . .
, r, werde mit dem Zeichen + versehen, wenn entweder gar keine,

oder eine gerade Menge gerader Zahlen, unter ihren Stellenexponenten
vorkommt

;
mit dem Zeichen -

hingegen, wenn die Menge der geraden
Zahlen, unter den Stellenexponenten ungerade ist." (ill. 6)

It is diflScult to suggest any justification for the changes here

introduced. The author himself refers to none. Indeed, in the

very next paragraph he points out that to ascertain whether

there be an even number of even integers among the place-

indices is the same as to diminish each of the place-indices by 1,

and ascertain whether there be an even number of odd integers,

that is, whether the sum of the odd integers be even. He then

concludes

" Man kann also auch die Regel so ausdriicken : Jede Permutation
bekommt das Zeichen + wenn die Summe der um 1 verminderten

Stellenexponenten gerade,
-

hingegen, wenn sie imgerade ist."

This is simply Cramer's rule, and it is the only rule of signs

employed henceforward in the memoir, the expression
"
die

Summe der um 1 verminderten Stellenexponenten," occurring
over and over again as a periphrasis for "the number of

derangements."
The next four pages are occupied with a very lengthy but

thorough investigation of the theorem that two pei^iutations

differ in sign if they be so related that either is got from the

other by the interchange of two of the elements of the latter.

Strictly speaking, however, the proposition proved is something
more definite than this, viz.

// in a permutation of the integers 1 . 2, . . . r thei^e be

d integers intermediate in place and value between any two,

A and B, of the integers, the interchanging of the said two

would increase or diminish the number of inversions of order

by 2d+ l. (III. 7)

The proof consists in finding the sum of the place-indices for

the given permutation in terms of d as just defined, c the number

of elements less than both A and B and situated between them,

/ the number of such elements situated to the right of B, and '
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e the number of elements between A and B in value and situated

to the right of B; then finding in like manner the sum of

the place-indices for the new permutation ;
and finally comparing

the two sums. The concluding sentence is as follows :

" Denn da . . . .
,
so ist die Summe der Stellenexponenten der

zweyten Permutation um d + e+1 -e + d oder urn 2d+l grosser als

bey der ersten Permutation
; folglich gilt das auch bey der Summe

der um 1 verminderten Stellenexponenten, da bey beyden Permu-
tationen r einerley ist. Also ist die eine Summe gerade, die andere

ungerade, folglich haben nach (4) beyde Permutationen verschiedene

Zeichen."

As immediate deductions from this, it is pointed out that

The sign of any one permutation may be determined when

the sign of any other is known, by counting the number of

interchanges necessary to transform the one 'permutation into

the other ; (ill. 8)

and that

If one element of a permutation be made to take up a new

place, by being, as it were, passed over m other elements, the sign

of the new permutation is the same as, or different from, that of
the original according as m. is even or odd. (iii. 9)

A third corollary is given, but it is, strictly speaking, a

self-evident corollary to the second corollary, and is quite

unimportant.
Rothe's next theorem is

The permutations o/ 1, 2, 3, . . . .
,
n beivg arranged after the

manner in which numbers are arranged in ascending order of

magnitude, any two consecutive permutations will have the same

sign, if the first place in which they differ be the (4n-t-3)*'* or

(4n -f- 4)*^ from the end, and will be of opposite sign if the said

place be the (4n-|-l)*'^ or (4n -|- 2)*^ /rom the end. (ill. 10)
Thus if the permutations of 1, 2, 3, . . . ., 10 be taken, and

arranged as specified, two which will occur consecutively are

8, 4, 9, 3, 10, 7, 6, 5, 2, 1

8,4,9,5, 1,2,3,6,7,10;

and as the first place in which these differ is the 7*^^ from the

end, it is affirmed that the signs preceding them must be alike.

The mode of proving the theorem will be readily understood by
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seeing it applied to this illustrative example. Taking the

permutation
8, 4, 9, 3, 10, 7, 6, 5, 2, 1,

and interchanging 3 and 5 we have the permutation

8, 4, 9, 5, 10, 7, 6, 3, 2, 1,

and thence by cyclical changes the permutation

8, 4, 9, 5, 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10,

the number of alterations of sign thus being

l+(5+4+3 + 2+ l)

i.e. 1 + 1(5x6),
an even number.

Annexed to the theorem is the following corollary, which is

not essentially different from Hindenburg's proposition regarding
the sequence of signs,

Jf the permutations of 1, 2, 3, ..., n 1 he arranged after

the manner in which numbers are arranged in ascending order

of magnitude, and also in like manner the permutations of

1, 2, 3, . . . ., n1, n, then those permutations of the latter

arranged set which begin with r, say, have in order the same

signs as the permutations of the former arranged set, or different

signs, according as t is odd or even. (iti. 11)

For example, arranging the permutations of 1, 2, 3, each with

its proper sign in front, we have

+ 1.2,3

-1.3,2
-2,1,3 .^.
+ 2,3,1

^ '

+ 3, 1, 2

-3,2,1;

then arranging those permutations of 1, 2, 3, 4 which begin with

3 say, each with its proper sign, we have

+ 3,1.2,4

-3,1,4,2
o, ^, 1, 4 /gv

+ 3,2,4,1
^ ^

+ 3,4,1,2

-3,4,2,1;
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and the two series of signs are seen to be identical, 3 being an

odd number. Viewing this quite independently of the theorem

to which it is annexed, it is evident that a change of sign at any

point in the series (A) implies a change at the corresponding

point in the other series, and consequently attention need only
be paid to the first sign of (B) as compared with the first sign

of (A). Now the first sign of (A) must necessarily be always

plus, there being no inversions
;
and the first sign of (B) depends

on the changes necessary for the transformation of the natural

order 1, 2, 3, 4, into 3, 1, 2, 4. The truth of the corollary is

thus apparent.
A second corollary is given, but it is of still less consequence,

the difierence between it and the first being that in the arranged
set (B) the place whose occupant remains unchanged may be

any one of the n places. (ill. 12)

The next few paragraphs concern the subject of
"
conjugate

permutations
"
{verwandte Permutationen), apparently a fresh

conception. The definition is

Two permutations of the numhers 1, 2, 3, . . .
,
n are called

CONJUGATE when each number and tlie number of the pkuce which

it occupies in the one permutation are interchanged in the case

of the other permutation. (xxiv.)

For example, the permutations

3, 8,5,10,9,4,6,1,7,2 (A)

8,10,1, 6,3,7,9,2,5,4 (B)

are conjugate, because 3 is in the 1*'' place of (A) and 1 is in the

3"^ place of (B), 8 is in the 2"'^ place of (A), and 2 is in the S^^

place of B, and so on in every case.

The first theorem obtained is

Conjugate permutations have the saTne sign. (ill. 13)

This is proved in a curious and interesting way, a special

conjugate pair being considered, viz., the pair just given as an

example. To commence with, a square divided into 10 x 10

equal squares is drawn, the vertical rows of small squares being
numbered 1, 2, 3, &c. from left to right, and the horizontal rows

1, 2, 3, &c. from the top downwards. The permutation

3, 8, 5, 10, 9, 4, 6, 1, 7, 2
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12345678 9 10

is then represented by putting a dot in each of the horizontal

rows, in the first under 3, in the second under 8, and so on
;
so

that if the rows be taken in order, and the number above each

dot read, the given permutation is obtained. For the represen-

tation of the conjugate permutation nothing further is necessary :

we obtain it at once if we only turn the paper round clockwise

until the vertical rows are horizontal, and read off in order the

numbers above the dots. In the next place the number of
"
derangements

"
belonging to the permutation 3, 8, 5, .... is

indicated by inserting a cross in every small square which is

to the left of one dot and above another ;
thus the two crosses

in the first hoi-zontal row corre-

spond to the two "
derangements

"

32, 31
;
the six crosses in the second

horizontal row to the six
"
derange-

ments "
85, 84, 86, 81, 87, 82

;
and

so on. Then it is observed that if

we turn the paper and try to indi-

cate the "derangements" of the

conjugate permutation by inserting
a cross in every small square which

is to the right of one dot and above

another, we obtain exactly the same

crosses as before. The signs of the two permutations must thus

be alike.

Immediately following this, the 24 permutations of 1, 2, 3, 4

are given in a column, each one having opposite it, in a parallel

column, its conjugate permutation. The existence of aelf-

conjugate permutations, e.g., the permutation 3, 4, 1 2, is thus

brought to notice, and the substance of the following theorem

in regard to them is given :

If U be the number of self-conjugate permutations of the first

n integers, then

U = Vn-i+ {n-l)Un-2 (XXV.)

where Uj = 1 and Ug= 2.

This, however, is the only one of his results which Rothe does

not attempt to prove.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

X X .

XX X X X X .

XX X .

XX X XX X .

XX X XX
X X

X X

X
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In the second part of the memoir, which contains the applica-

tion of the theorems of the first part to the solution of a set

of linear equations, there is not so much that is noteworthy.
Methods previously known are followed, the new features being

formality and rigour of demonstration.

The coeflScients of the equations being

11, 12, 13, .... , Ir

21, 22, 23, . . . .
,
2r

rl, r2, rS, . . . .
,
rr

it is noted, as Vandermonde had remarked, that the common
denominator of the values of the unknown may be got in two

ways, viz., by permuting either all the second integers of the

couples, 11, 22, 33, . . . .
, rr, or all the first integers: but this is

supplemented by a proof, that if any term be taken, e.g.,

16.24.33.47.51.68.79.82.95
vrith the couples so arranged that the first integers are in

ascending order, and the sign be determined from the number of
inversions in the series of second integers, then the sign obtained

xvill be the same as would be got by arranging the couples so as

to have tlie second integers in ascending order, and determining
the sign from the inversions in the series of first integers. The

proof rests entirely on the previous theorem, that conjugate

permutations have the same sign; indeed the new proposition

is little else than another form of this theorem. (ill. 14)

The desirability of an appropriate notation for the cofactor,

which any one of the coefficients has in the common denominator,

is recognised,* and the want supplied by prefixing f to the

coefficient in question ;
for example, the cofactor of 32 is denoted

by f32.

It is thus at once seen that the denominator itself is equal to

In. fin + '2.n.i'ln + .... + rn.irn,

or n\.in\ + n^.inl + .... + nr.inr. (vi. 2)

Also by this means one of Bezout's (or Vandermonde's) general
theorems becomes easily expressible in symbols, viz.,

In.ilm + 2n.f2m + + rn.irm =
0, (xii. 4)

*
Lagrange's use of a corresponding letter from a different alphabet must not be

forgotten.
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the proof of which is given as follows. In all the terms of f Im,

every one of the integers except one occurs as the first integer
of a couple, and every one of the integers except m occurs as the

second integer of a couple : consequently, in every term of

In.ilm the first places of the couples are occupied by the

integers from 1 to r inclusive, while in the second places m is

still the only integer awanting and n occurs twice. Suppose
then all the terms of

In.flm + 271. f2m + .... + m.irm

so written that the first integers of the couples are in ascending
order of magnitude, and let us attend to a single term

'pw -qn-

in which the two couples, having n for second integer, are the

I?"' and q^^. If we inquire from which of the expressions

In.flm, 2n,f2w, .... this term comes, we see that it is a

term of both pn . ipm and qn . iqm, and must, therefore, occur

twice. Further, we see that in^n . fqm it has the sign of the term

pm -qn-

of the common denominator, and that in qn . ipm, it has the

sign of the term

-pn- -qm-

of the common denominator. But these two terms of the

common denominator have dififerent signs : consequently

In.flm + 2w.f2m + .... + rnArm

consists of pairs of equal terms with unlike signs, and thus

vanishes identically. (xii. 4)

These preparations having been attended to, the set of r

equations with r unknowns is solved by Laplace's method
;
and

a verification made after the manner of Vandermonde. It

is also pointed out, that if the solution of a set of equations,

say the four

fiXy+ox^+px^-^ qx^
=

8^
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be Xj^Asj^+ Bs2+ CS3+ DS4

x^=Es^+ Fs2+ GS3+HS4
OJg
=

ISj+ KS.2+ LSg+ MS4

ic^
= Nsi+ 0^2+ Psg+ Qs^^

then the solution of the set

^2/1+ /2/2+%3+ 02/4
=

'^2

C2/i +5^2/2+ ^2/3 +^2/4= '^3

which has the same coefficients differently disposed, will be

2/1
= Avi 4- E-Wg+ IV3+ Nv^^

2/2
= B Vj+ Fv^+ Kvg+ 0^4

3/3
= CVl+ 0^2+ LVg+ PV4

2/4
= Dvi+Hv2+Mv3+QvJ ; (xxvi.)

and hence, that the solution of a set having the special form

acCi+ bx^+ cx^+ dx^= s^'

bxi+6X2+ /%+gx^= 2

CXj^+ /iC2+^3+ '^^4
=

*3

(iiKi+ 9x2+ ix^+ jx^
=

s^^

will itself take the form, viz.

As^+ Bsg+ Csg+ DS4 = aJi

Bsj+ Es2+ Fsg+ GS4= x^

Csj+ Fsg+ Hsg+ IS4
=

x^

Dsj+Gsg+Isg + J84
=

a;J . (xxvi. 2)

GAUSS (1801).

[Disquisitiones Arithmeticce. Auctore D. Carolo Friderico

Oauss. 167 pp. Lips. Werke, I. (1863) Gottingen.]

The connection of Gauss with our theory was very similar to

that of Lagrange, and doubtless was due to the fact that

Lagrange had preceded him. The fifth chapter of his famous

work, which is the only chapter we are concerned with, bears

the title
" De formis cequationibusque indeterminatis secundi

gradus," and its subject may be described in exactly the same

words as Lagrange used in regard to. his memoir Recherches
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d'Arithm^tique (1773 : see above), viz. "les nombres qui peuvent
^tre represent^s par la formule Bt^+Ctu-\-I>u\"

Gauss writes his form of the second degree thus

axx+2bxy+cyy;
and for shortness speaks of it as the form (a, b, c). The

function of the coefficients a, b, c, which was found by Lagrange
to be of notable importance in the discussion of the form, Gauss

calls the " determinant of the form," the exact words of his

definition being

"Numerum bb-ac, a cuius indole proprietates formae (a, b, c)

imprimis pendere in sequentibus docebimus, determinantem huius formae

uocabimus." (xv. 2)

Here then we have the first use of the term which with an

extended signification has in our day come to be so familiar.

It must be carefully noted that the more general functions, to

which the name came afterwards to be given, also repeatedly
occur in the course of Gauss' work, e.g., the function aS - /Sy in

his statement of Lagrange's theorem (xxii.)

6'6'- a'c'= (66
-
ac){aS

-
jByf.

But such functions are not spoken of as belonging to the same

category as bb ae. In fact the new term introduced by Gauss

was not " determinant
"
but " determinant of a form," being thus

perfectly identical in meaning and usage with the modem term
"
discriminant."

Notwithstanding the title of the chapter Gauss did not confine

himself to forms of two variables. A digression is made for the

purpose of considering the ternary quadratic form (" formam

ternariam secundi gradus"),

axx+ a'x'x'+ a"x"x"+ 26a;V+ 2b'xx"+ 2b"xx',

or as he shortly denotes it

/a a, a"\

V6, 6', 6'7.

In the matter of nomenclature the following paragraph of this

digression is interesting,

" Ponendo bb - a'a" = A, b'b' - aa" = A', b"b" -aa' = A",

ab - b'b" = B, a'b' - bb" = B', a"b" - bb' = B",
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oritur alia forma
/A A' A"\ p
\B B' B'7

-^

quam formae

/a a' a"\ ,

\b b' h")
' J

ddjunctam dicemus. Hinc rursus inuenitur, (xxvii.)
denotando breuitatis caussa numerum

abb + a'b'b' + a"b"b" aa'a" - 2bb'b" per D,

BB-A'A" = aD, B'B' - AA" = 'D, B"B" - AA' = a"D,

AB - B'B" = bB, A'B' - BB" = b'D, A"B" - BB' =
b"T>,

unde patet, formae F adjunctam esse formam

^oD, a'D, a"D>/aD, aD, a D\

\bJ), b'J), b"D).

Numerum D, a cuius indole proprietates formae ternariae / imprimis

pendent, determinantem huius formae uocabimus
; (XV. 2)

hoc modo detenninans formae F sit = DD, sive aequalis quadrato
determinantis formae /, cui adjuncta est."

In this there is no advance so far as the theory of modern

determinants is concerned, the identities given being those

numbered (xx) and (xxi) under Lagrange. On the same page,

however, an extension is given of Lagrange's theorem (xxii),

regarding the determinant of the new form obtained by effecting

a linear substitution on a given form. Gauss' words in regard
to this are

" Si forma aliqua ternaria / determinantis D, cuius indeterminatae

sunt X, x', x" (puta prima = a;, &c.) in formam ternariam g determinantis

E, cuius indeterminatae sunt y, y', y", transmutatur per substitutionem

*^^"^^
X =ay +(Sy' +yy",

X = ay + /3'y' + y'y",

x" = a"y 4- (By + y"y",

ubi nouem coefficientes a, /?, &c. omnes supponuntur esse numeri

integri, breuitatis caussa neglectis indeterminatis simpliciter dicemus,

/ transire in g per substitutionem (S)

> A y

"', ^', 7

", ^", y"

atque / implicare ipsam g, siue sub f contentam esse. Ex tali itaque

suppositione sponte sequuntur sex equationes pro sex coefficientibus
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in g, quas apponere non erit necessarium : hinc autem per calculum
facilem sequentes coriclusiones euoluuntur :

"
I. Designate breuitatis caussa numero

o./3'y" + Py'o-" + yo-'P" yP'o-" -y'P" P-'y"

per k inuenitur post debitas reductiones

E = kkl), (XXII. 2)

When freed from its connection with ternary quadratic forms

the theorem in determinants here involved is

If Afl
=

ttQ ttf)'^
+ ftjai^+ 0502*+ib^iO^+ 26,Oq 02 + ^b^Qa^ ,

Ai = aA^ + Oift^ + 02/3/ + 2fco/3,/32+ 2b^PoP^ + 2b^^^ ,

Aa= ttoTo'^ + ai7i^ + QaVa'^ + 26o7i72 + 26i7o7!i + S^aToTi .

Bo= O(^o7o + iJ3i7i + 02/3272 + K (^iJ^+ /SsVi) + &i iPoJa + AYo) + ^i (i3o7i + /3i7o) .

Bi = Oo7o*o + ai7iai + 0^72*2 + ^'0 (71*2 + 7ai) + W (7002 + 72*o) + ^2(7oai + 7io).

B2= Co ao/3o + <h aift + cufi^2 + K (i/3 + 2/3i ) + ^1 (sAs + 2/8o) + ^2 (o/3i + ai/3o),

then

X (oo/^iy-a+ ^oyia2+ roai^2
"
7o^i2

"
aoyi/32

"
^o^iJif-

As thus viewed it is an instance of the multiplication-theorem,

the product of three determinants (in the modem sense) being

expressed as a single determinant.

The multiplication-theorem is also not very distantly connected

with the following other statement of Gauss :

"Si forma ternaria / formam ternariam /' implicat atque haec

formam/": implicabit etiam / ipsam /". Facillime enirn perspicietur,
si tr&nseat

/ in /' per substitutionem
j

/' in /" jier substitutionem

8", e", C
a', i8', y

a", P", y"

f transmutatum iri per substitutionem

aS +/88' +y8", at +^c' + ye", a( + ftC +yC'

a 6 + 13'
8' + y'h", a'e + /3'e' + y'c",

a' C+ft'C + YC"

a"6 + ft"8' + y"S", a"c + /3'V + 7'V', a"C+l3"C + y"C"" (xvir. 3)
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MONGE (1809).

[Essai d'application de I'analyse a quelques parties de la g^om^trie
^l^mentaire. Joum. de I'J^c. Polyt, viii. pp. 107-109.]

Lagrange, as we have already seen, was led to certain identities

regarding the expression

xy'z"+ yz'x"+ zx'y" xz'y" yx'z" zy'x"

in the course of investigations on the subject of triangular

pyramids. The position of Monge is that of Lagrange reversed.

From the theory of equations he derives identities connecting
such expressions, and translates them into geometrical theorems.

The simpler of these identities, as being already chronicled,

we pass over. At p. 107 he takes the three equations

a-^u + l\x+ C{y + d^z+ e^
=

a^u+h^-\-c^y+d^z+ e.^
=

a^u+ 63a; 4- c^y+ d^z+ e^
= 0,

and eliminating every pair of the letters 11, x, y, z, obtains the

six equations

)8M,+ aic+P = (1)

ya;+/82/ + Q = (2)

6y+yz-{-^ = (3)

az+ <5u +N = (4)

yu- ay+ S = (5)

^z- ^a;+R = (6);
the ten letters

, /3, y, S, M, N, P, Q, R, S

being used to stand for the lengthy expressions which we

nowadays denote by

|V2^3l kiCzO'al' kiMsl' kiVsl'

I ^iVs I
'

I ^1^23 I
.

! CW23 I
.

-
I 1<^23 I .

I 0^lC23 I
'

I \'^2^Z I

Then, taking triads of these six equations, e.g., the triads (1), (2),

(5) he derives the identities
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aQ+/3S-yP= 0^

5P+aR-^N=
-yN+ <SS+aM=

-^M+yR+6Q = 0j
or

-lV2<^3!-M23l +

-|lC2<^3l-llV3l + KMsl-klVsl - |aiV3l-M23l =
^^

(xxiii. 3)

which in their turn, he says, by processes of elimination, may
be the source of many others. For example, each of the four

being linear and homogeneous in a, /8, y, S, these letters may
all be eliminated with the result

or

RS+QN-PM = 0,

I lC2e3 I I ^1^23 I

-
I M28 I I ^1Vs I

"
I ^A^3 I I ^ih^Z I

= ^

Also, eliminating P from the first and second, S from the first

and third, Q from the first and fourth, and so on, we have

-i8yN+ <5aQ+ )8^S + ayR= 0,

a/3M.+ y,?P-^yN- SaQ = 0,

a^M-y^P+ /3^S-ayR= 0,

&c. &c.

I.e.

-\a^c^d^\ a^d^ I 1 &iC23 I

-
I "^A^S I I ^lC2<^3 i

I ai&2C3 I I ^l<^23 I
+

I ^^lC2^3 I I 01^2^3!

&c. &c.

ci^d^e^

^1^2*3 }
= o,

(XXVIII.)

Monge does not pursue the subject further. His method,

however, is seen to be quite general ;
and we can readily believe

that he possessed numerous other identities of the same kind.

This is borne out by a statement in Binet's important memoir of

1812. Binet, who was familiar with what had been done by
Vandermonde, Laplace, and Gauss, says (p. 28C): "M. Monge
m'a communique, depuis la lecture de ce mdmoire, d'autres

the'orfemes trfes-remarquables sur ces r^sultantes; mais ila ne

sont pas du genre de ceux que nous nous proposons de donner ici."
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HIRSCH (1809).

[Sammlung von Aufgaben aus der algebraischen Gleichungen,
von Meier Hirsch (pp. 103-107). xvi+ 360 pp. Berlin.]

The 4th Chapter Von der Elimination u. 8. vj., contains

five pages on the subject of the solution of simultaneous linear

equations. These embrace nothing more noteworthy than a

statement, without proof, of Cramer's rule, separated into three

parts (iv., iii. 2, v.), and carefully worded.

BINET (May 1811).

[M^moire sur la theorie des axes conjugu^s et des momens
d'inertie des corps. Journ. de VJ^cole Polytechnique, ix.

(pp. 41-67), pp. 45, 46.]*

In this well-known memoir, in which the conception of the

moment of inertia of a body with respect to a plane was

first made known, there repeatedly occur expressions, which

at the present day would appear in the notation of determinants.

There is only one paragraph, however, containing anything new
in regard to these functions. It stands as follows :

" Le moment d'inertie minimum pris par rapport au plan (C) a pour

ABC-AF2-BE^-CDH2DEF
g%BG-TP) +hHAC-W) + t^(AB-D^) + 2gh(EF-CD) + 2gi(DF-BE) +2hi{DE-AF )

Si, dans le num^rateur,

ABC - AF2 - BE2 - CD2 + 2DEF

on remplace A, B, C, &c. par 'Smx^, Imy^, &c. que ces lettres

representent, on a

'Lm3?'2my^^mz^
- 1mx^(2myzy - '2my^(2mxzy

- '2mz^(^mxyY + 22mxy'2mxz2myz,

et Ton peut s'assurer que cette expression est identique k

'2mm'm"{xy'z" + yz'x" + zx'y"
-

xz'y"
-

yx'z" zy'x"y;

*An abstract of this is given in tlie Nouv. Bull, des Sciences par la Sociiti

PhilomatiqvA, ii. pp. 312-316.
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par une transformation analogue, on peut ramener la quantity

^2(BC-F2) +/i2 (AC-E2) +i2 (AB-D2)
+ 2gh(EF - CD) + 2^i(DF - BE) + 2hi(DE - AF),

k celle-ci

'2,mm'[g{yz'
-

zy') + ^(^o;'
-
x^) + i{xy'

-
yx!)Y"

Now the numerator referred to would at the present day
be written

A D E
DBF
E F C

.

and since 2ma;2, &c. stand for mx^+7n^x^-\-m^^+ ., &c->

the first identity may be put in the form

mxz + m^x^Zi + vrufcf^ + . . myz + m^y^z^ +m^^ +

2

= mmjTn^

2

2/2

^2

+ mm^m^

mxz + TWjXjZj + TTtjX^+ .

myz + m^y^Zi +m^^ + .

mz^ +mjZi^ +mK^ +.

2
*^1

2/1

Z,

2/3

Zo

+ (XVIIL 2)

where x^, y^, - are for convenience written instead of x\

y", ... It will been seen that this is an important extension

of a theorem of Lagrange, the latter theorem being the very

special case of the present obtained by putting 'in = m^ = 7rh^=\,

and m^= 7n^= . . . =0, a fact which is brought still more

clearly into evidence if, instead of the left-hand member of the

identity, we write the modem contraction for it, viz.

mx
my

rrijX^

^22/2

mz m.z, m^z,in "2 -"2

^32/3

m^z^

X
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the second identity may be written

9

h 7nxy+in^x{y^+ .

i rnxz -\-m^Xj^z^-{-.

h

mxy+ mjXjy^+.

my^ -{-'niiyx +
myz-\-m^y^z^+.

= rri7n.

g X x^
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-a result which in modem notation would take the form

2/1

2^1

U2

2/2

U3

2/3

2,

+

2 "3

UX+ -M.^^^^+ .

2/1

2^1

2/2

2^0

2/4

Z,

+

a'2/+ a;i2/i+ ..

fl;2;+a;j2^j +

(XVIII. 3)

^2/+'"'i2/i+-- uz+u^z^+ .

x^ +x^- +.. xy+x{y^-\-.. xz+x^z^+.

y^+ 2/1^+.. 2/^+ 2/12^1+.

2/2; +2/1%+ .. 2^ +^1^ +.

It is thus clear that, in November 1811, Binet was well on

the way towards a great generalisation. He even says that the

three identities may be looked upon
"comma les trois premieres d'une suite de formules construites

d'apr^s une meme loi facile k saisir."

He merely indicates, however, the mode of proof he would adopt
for the results obtained, and refers to possible applications of

them in investigations regarding the Method of Least Squares

(Laplace, Connaissance des Terns, 1813) and the Centre of

Gravity (Lagrange, M^m. de Berlin, 1783). The mode of proof
need not be given here, as it turns up again in the far more

important memoir in which the theorem in all its generality
falls to be considered.

PRASSE (1811).

[Commentationes Mathematicse. Auctore Mauricio de Prasse.

120 pp. Lips., 1804, 1812. (Pp. 89-102
;
Commentatio vii.* :

Demonstratio eliminationis Cramerianae.)]

Of previous writings the one which Prasse's most resembles

is Rothe's. There is less of it, and it shows less freshness ; but

there is the same stiff formality of arrangement, and the same

effort at rigour of demonstration.

*
Separate copies of the Demonstratio diminationis Crameriance are also to

be found, bearing the invitation title-page :

Ad memoriam Kregelio-Stembachiajiam in avditorio philosophorum die xviii

JiUii MDCCCXi. h. ix cdebrandam invitant ordinum AcademicB Lips. Decani

seniores conterique ad-^essores .... Demonstratio eliminationis Crameriance.

It is these copies which fix the date. See Nature, xxxvii. pp. 246, 247.
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The definition of a permutation (variatio) being given, the

first problem (which, however, is called a theorem) is propounded,

viz., to tabulate the permutations of a, ^,y,8, . . . (" Variationuin

ex elementis a, j8, y, . . . constructarum et in Glasses com-

binatoi'ias digestarum Tabulam parare "). The result is

s}

a/3 07
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The first row of the permutations involving two letters is

got by taking the first letter of the previous row and annexing
each of the others to it in succession and in the order of

their occurrence
;
the second row is got in like manner from the

second letter
;
and so on. Similarly the first row of permutations

involving three letters is got from a^ the first obtained

permutation of two letters, the second row from ay the next

obtained permutation of two letters, and so on.*

The second problem (and on this occasion actually so

designated) is somewhat quaint in its indefiniteness, viz., to

prefix to each permutation the sign + or the sign ,
so that

the sum of all the permutations involving the same number of

letters (>1) may vanish {"Singulis Variationibus, omissis

repetitionibus, sigva -\- et ita praejigere, ut summa secundoe

et cujuslibet classis insequentis evanescat"). There is no

indefiniteness or multiplicity about the solution, which in

substance is : Make the permutations in every row of the

preceding table alternately + and
,
the first sign of all

being +, and the first permutation of every other row having
the same sign as the permutation from which it was derived.

In this way the table becomes

+ a,
-
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+ a^yS ^
-

a/357
-
07/35

+ 075/3

+ a5/37

-aS7/3

- ^ayd
+ /3a57

+ /37a5

-/375a

/35o7

+ /357a

+ 70/35
-
7a5/3

-
7/3a5

+ 7/35a

+ 75a/3
-
75/3a

-
5a/37

+ 5a7/3

+ 5/3o7
-

5/370
-

570/3

+ 57/3a /

A proof by the method of mathematical induction (so-called) is

given that with these signs the sum of all the permutations
of any group vanishes.

Up to this point the essence of what has been furnished is a

combined rule of term-formation and rule of signs. (11. 5 -|- iii. 15)

In connection with it Bezout's rule of the year 1764 may be

recalled.

The third problem is to determine the sign of any single

permutation from consideration of the permutation itself. The
solution is: Under each letter of the given permutation put
all the letters which precede it in the natural arrangement and

which are not found to precede it in the given permutation;
and make the sum -f or according as the total number of

such letters is even or odd.

to magnitude if each permutation were viewed as a number of which o, /3, 7, 5

were the digits, a being -<:/3->c7<:5 ("ordo lexicographicus,"
"
lexicographische

AnordnuDg" of Hindenburg).
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" ExEMP. Datse complexiones sint hae :

eyS/?, Saey, Sya, 8/8cy.

Literae secundum I subjiciantur

a a a a a . /3y8 a a a . a a a a

/?^/? /3y ^^^ P.y
7 7 77 7
S S

quarum numeri sunt

9 6 9 7

qui complexionibus datis praefigi jubent signa

+

The proof that this rule of signs, which is manifestly nothing
else than Cramer's, leads to the same results as the previous

rule, is quite easily understood if a particular permutation be

first considered. For example, let the sign of the particular

permutation S^ay be wanted. Following the first rule, we
should require to note four different members, viz.,

(1) the no. of the column in which S^ay occurs in the 4th group,

(2) S^a 3rd

(3) 5/8 2nd

(4) 8 1st

The first of these numbers being 1, we should infer that in fixing

the sign of S^ay in the fourth group there had been no change
from the sign of S^a in the third group; the second number

being also 1, we should make a like inference
;
the third number

being 2, we should infer that in fixing the sign of 5/3 in the

second group there had been 1 change from the sign of 6 in the

first group; and finally, the fourth number being 4, we should

infer that in fixing the sign of S in the first group there had.

been 3 changes from the sign of o in that group. The total

number of changes from the sign of a in the first group being
thus 34-1 + + 0, i.e., 4, the sign would be made +. Now the 3

in this aggregate is simply the number of letters in the first

group which precede S, the 1 is simply the number of letters

taken along with S before /3 comes to be taken along with it

to form 5/8 in the second group, and the two zeros correspond
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to the fact that S^a on the third group and S^ay on the fourth

group have no permutation standing to the left of them. Conse-

quently to count the number of changes (3+ 1 + + 0) from the

sign of a in accordance with the first rule is the same as to count

the number of letters placed under the given permutation, thus,

S^ay
a a. .

y

in accordance with the second rule.

Another point of resemblance between Rothe and Prasse

is thus made manifest, viz., that they both refused to accept

Cramer's rule of signs as fundamental, preferring to base their

work on a rule equally arbitrary, and then to deduce Cramer's

from it.

In case it may have escaped the readet, attention may likewise

be drawn to the fact that Prasse prefixes a sign not only to

permutations involving all the letters dealt with, but also to

any permutation whatever involving a less number
;
so that in

reckoning the sign of aS^, say, the full number of letters from

which a, 8, ^ are chosen must be known.

A theorem like Hindenburg's is next given, viz., If the permuta-
tions of any group be separated into sub-groups (I) those which

begin with a, (2) those which begin with /3, and so on, then the

series of signs of the Srd, 5th, and other odd sub-groups is

identical with the series of signs of the Ist sub-group, avd the

signs of any one of the even sub-groups is got by changing each

sign of the first sub-group into the opposite sign. (in. 16)

It is more extensive than Hindenburg's in that it is true of

permutations which involve less than all the letters, provided
such permutations have had their signs fixed in accordance with

Prasse's rule. The proof depends, of course, on the first rule

of signs, and consists in showing that if the theorem be true

for any group it must, by the said rule, be true for the next

group. It will be remembered that Hindenburg gave no proof.

Following this is Rothe's theorem regarding the interchange
of two elements of a permutation, or rather an extension of the
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theorem to signed permutations involving less than the whole

number of letters. The proof is as lengthy as Uothe's, even more

unnecessary letters than Rothe's c, f, e being introduced, (in. 17)

The last theorem is Vandermonde's (xii.) ;
and this is followed

by two pages of application to the solution of simultaneous linear

equations.

No reference is made by Prasse to Hindenburg, Rothe, or

Vandermonde.

WRONSKI (1812).

[Refutation de la Th^orie des Fonctions Analytiques de Lagrange.
Par Hoen^ Wronski. (pp. 14, 15,..., 132, 133.) 136 pp. Paris.]

In 1810 Wronski presented to the Institute of France a memoir

on the so-called Technie de I'Algorithmie, which with his usual

sanguine enthusiasm he viewed as the essential part of a new
branch of Mathematics. . It contained a very general theorem, now
known as " Wronski's theorem," for the expansion of functions,

a theorem requiring for its expression the use of a notation for

what Wronski styled combinatory sums. The memoir consisted

merely of a statement of results, and probably on this account,

although favourably reported on by Lagrange and Lacroix, was

not printed. The subject of it, however, turns up repeatedly in

the Refutation printed two years later
;
and from the indications

there given we can so far form an idea of the grasp which

Wronski had of the theory of the said sums.

At page 14 the following passage occurs:

" Soient Xj, Xg, Xg, &c. plusieurs fonctions d'uno quantity variable.

Nommons somme combinatoire, et d^signons par la lettre hebraique sin,

de la maui^re que voici

to[AXi. A'Xg. A'Xg . . . A'-X^], (XV. 3) (vii. 4)

la somme des produits des differences de ces fonctions, composes de la

maniere suivante : Formez, avee les exposans u, b, c, . . .
, p des

diff6rences dont il est question, toutes les permutations possibles ;

donnez ces exposans, dans chaque ordie de leurs permutations, aux
differences cons^cutives qui composent le produit

AX1.AX2.AX3 . . . AX,;

donnez de plus, aux produits s^par^s, formes de cette maniere, le signe

positif lorsque le nombre de variations des exposans a, b, c, etc.,
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'

19

consid^res dans leur ordre alphab6tique, est nul ou pair, et le signe

n^gatif lorsque ce nombre de variations est impair ; enfin, prenez la

somme de tous ces produits s6par6s. Vous aurez ainsi, par exemple,

M3[A-XJ = A-X

tt3[A-Xi . A'Xg] = AXi . A^Xg
-
A*Xi . A'^X^,

The new name, combinatory sum, and the new notation, did not

originate in ignorance of the work of previous investigators, for

memoirs of Vandermonde and Laplace are referred to. The only
fresh and real point of interest lies in the fact that the first

index of every pair of indices is not attached to the same letter

as the second index, but belongs to an operational symbol

preceding this letter, and is used for the purpose of denoting

repetition of the operation. This and the allied fact that the

elements are not all independent of each other, A^X^ and A^X^^
for example, being connected by the equation

A2Xi = A(AiX,),

indicate that Wronski's combinatory sums form a special class

with properties peculiar to themselves.



CHAPTER IV.

DETERMINANTS IN GENERAL IN THE YEAR 1812.

Here we have the record of only one year and of only two

authors to deal with
;
but the authors, Binet and Cauchy, are

of supreme importance, and the product of the year probably
exceeded that of all the years that had gone before.

BINET (November 1812).

[M^moire sur un systfeme de formules analytiques, et leur

application a des consid(^rations g^om^triques. Journ.

de I'^c. Polyt, ix. cah. 16, pp. 280-802, . .
.]

It would seem as if the above-noted frequent recurrence of

functions of the same kind had led Binet to a special study of

them. In the memoir we have now come to, his standpoint
towards them is changed. They are viewed as functions having
a, history: for information regarding them, the writings of

Vandermonde, Laplace, Lagrange, and Gauss are referred to :

they are spoken of by Laplace's name for them, resultantes d

deux lettres, a trois lettres, d quatre lettres, &c.
;
and the first

twenty-three pages of the memoir are devoted expressly to

establishing new theorems regarding them.

Of these the fundamental, and by far the most notable, is the

afterwards well-known Tnultiplication-theorem. It is enunciated

at the outset as follows :

"
Lorsqu'on a deux systemes de n lettres chacun, et nous supposerons

chaque systems ecrit avec une seule lettre portant divers accens, qui
scrviront k ranger dans le meme ordre les deux systemes ;

on peut

former avec ces lettres un nombre n- de resultantes k deux lettres,
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en ne prenant dans le second terme de chacune que des lettres portant
les memes accens que celles du premier. Si, avec deux autres systemes
de lettres, on forme encore des resultantes k deux lettres, et qu'on les

multiplie chacune par sa correspondante obtenue des deux premiers

systemes, c'est-^ dire, par celle dont les lettres portent les memes
accens

;
la somme des produits de toutes ces resultantes correspon-

dantes sera elle-meme une r^sultante a deux lettres, dont les termes ou
lettres seront des sommes de produits des el^mens des deux systemes

portant les memes accens. Avec deux groupes de trois systemes de n
lettres chacun, on peut former semblablement deux series de resultantes

k trois lettres
;

faisant ensuite la somme des produits de celles qui se

correspondent par les accens de leurs lettres, on aura encore une
r^sultante k trois lettres. Pareille chose ayant lieu pour des resultantes

k quatre lettres, &c., on peut conclure ce theor^me : Le produit d'un

nombre quelconque de sommes de produits
* de deux resultantes corre-

spondantes de mSme ordre, est encore une r^sultante de cet ordre."

(xvii. 4 + XVIII. 4)

The mode of proof adopted is lengthy, laborious, and not very-

satisfactory, except as affording a verification of the theorem for

the cases of
"
resultantes

"
of low orders. It rests too on certain

identities, the demonstration of which is open to similar criticism.

All that Binet says regarding these absolutely essential identities

is (p. 284)
" Je repr^senterai par 2a la somme a' + a" + a" + &c., des quantit^s

a', a", a'", &c.
; par 2a6 la somme des produits ab + a'b' + a"b" + &c.,

dans chacun desquels les lettres a et 6 ont le mSme accent
; par 2a6'

la somme a'b" + h'a" + a'h'" + &c., 1^ tous les produits d'un des a par un
des h, portent un accent different de celui de a

; par '2ab'c" la somme
a'h"c"' + h'd'a"' + c'a"h"' + &C., et ainsi de suite. Cela pose, on verifie

aisement les formules suivantes ;

2a&' = lalb - 2a6,

'2ab'e" = 2a262c + 22a&c - 2a2Zc - 262ca - 2c2a&,

'2ab'c"d"' = lalh^cld - 62abcd

- 2a262a? - 2a2c25(i - 2a2(/2Jc

- "Zc^dlfab - 'Zb^dlac - 262c2a<i

+ "^ablfcd + ^2uc^bd + 2a6t2&c

+ 22a2icrf + 2'2b'Ecda + 11c2dab + 2^2d^bc,

'2ab'c"d"'e'' = 2a2A2c2c?2e + &c.,

&c."

There is an extension here which one is scarcely prepared for, viz., *He produit
d'un nombre quelconque de sommes de produits," instead of la somme d'un nombre

de produits.

t Meant for 2ad.
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It is thus seen that not only is no general proof of the identities

given, but that even the law of formation of the right-hand
members of the identities themselves is left undivulged. The

exact words employed in the demonstration of the first case of

the multiplication-theorem are (p. 286)

" Avec un nombre n de lettres y', y", y'", &c, at un m^me nombre de

/, z", z"\ &c, on pent former n r^sultantes k deux lettres
{y', z"),

(y'> ^")> &c- (y"> ^") &c. ; ayant form6 pareillement avec les lettres,

v', u", v"', &c., {', t"> C"> &c., les resultantes (v', ^"), (v', ^"'), &c.,

iy'i C"')> <^c-> consid^rons la somme 2(y, ^')(v, ^') des produits des

resultantes qui se correspondent par les accens dans les deux systemes.
On voit, en developpant, par la multiplication, chacun des termes de
cette somme, qu'elle revient a

2yv . z'('
- Ssu . y'C.

A ces deux demi^res int^grales, on pent appliquer la transformation

indiqu^e par la premiere des formules de I'art. 1 : on parvient ainsi k

2(y, z'){v, C) = 2yvlzC-^zv^yC

Ce dernier membre pouvant ^tre assimil6 a Ik forme (y, z'),
il en r^sulte

que le produit d'un nombre quelconque de fonctions, telles que
2(y, z'){v, ('), est lui-mdme de la forme (y, z')."

The application here of the identity

2a6'= 2a26 Safe

requires a little attention. The result of multiplication and

classification of the terms is

or, as it might preferably be written, ^

and this we know from the said identity

= [2^. 2if- 2(^.27)] - [20";7.2^-2(^.^)],

which, because of the equality of 1>{yv . z^) and 2(3i; . y^), becomes

2yi).2iJ- Iz'v.ly^.

The inherent weak points, however, of the mode of demon-

stration stand out more clearly when the next case comes to be

considered, viz., the case for resultants of the third order. From
the three sets of n letters
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y> y\ y", ....

z, z, z
,
....

all possible "resultantes k trois lettres" are formed, and each

resultant is multiplied by the corresponding resultant formed

from other three sets of n letters,

i, i\ i", ....

V, V, V ,
....

^. r. r', ....

Each of these \n{n l'){n 2) products consists of 36 terms,

there being thus 671(71 1) (72,-2) terms in all. But these

67i(n l)(7i 2) terms are found to be separable into six groups,
^i^-

^-^ixi.y'v'.zf'n^ +^{yi.z'v'.x"n,

so that the result which we are able to register at this point is

^{^. y\ 0(e ^'> n = ^^i y'v . zT + ^yi- z'v . x"^"

+ 2;s^ . x'v' . y'T- ^^i z'v . y'T

V -lyi.x'v'.z'^r-llzi.yV.xT-

To the right-hand member of this the substitution

2a6'c"= 2a262c+ 22a6c- 2a26c - 26Sca- ^c^ab

is now applied six times in succession
;
that is to say, for

Xxi.yV.zT
and the five other term-aggregates which follow, we substitute

'Lx$'Zyvlz^+2'Z{xi.yv.z^)
-
Ixilliyv . z^)-lyv^(z^. xi)-Xz^l(xi. yv)

and five other like expressions. By this means we arrive,
"
toute reduction faite," at

2(a;, y', z"){^, v', ^")
= ^x^lyu^z^+^yilzv^x^+Xz^^xvl^y^
-
llxilzv^y^- lyilxvlz^-'ZziXyvXx^,

which is the result desired.

It is easy to imagine the troubles in store for any one who

might have the hardihood to attempt to establish the next case

in the same manner.
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If Binet's multiplication-theorem be described as expressing
a sum of products of resultants as a single resultant, his next

theorem may be said to give a sum of products of sums of
resultants as a sum of resultants. The paragraph in regard to

it is a little too much condensed to be perfectly clear, and must

therefore be given verbatim. It is (p. 288)

"
D^signons par S(y', z") una somme de r^sultantes, telle que

(y;,0+(y;.0+(y.;,0+&c.;
c'est-^-dire,

yX' - ^!y'/ + y,X" -
^.'y." + y.X," - ^JyJ + &c. ;

et continuons d'employer la caracteristique 2 pour les int^grales
relatives aux accens sup^rieurs des lettres. L'expression

2[S(y,.').S(.,0]

devient par le d^veloppement de chacun de ses termes, et en vertu

de la premiere formule de I'art, 1 ou de celle du no. 4,

2y^v^ S^r^^^
-
^zv^ ^y,i, + %,/*', ^^^,

~
^'^//"/^^z/C + &C.

+ 2y,v 2^,C.
-

'^^.-",^yL + '^y.y.i^^.L
-

2^.",AX + &c.

+ &C.

En indiquant done par S^ des int6grales qui supposent, dans chaque
terme, les m^mes accens inf^rieurs aux lettres du m^me alphabet,
ces accens pouvant 6tre ou non les memes pour celles des alphabets
differens, on pourra ^crire la pr^cedente suite, en faisant usage de ce

signe, ce qui donne

2[S(y, z')S(v, O] =
Si[2yv2^C-2^v2yt].

Cette nouvelle quantity est encore de la forme S {y\ z"), en sorte qu'on

peut dire que le produit de fonctions, telles que

2{S(y,/)S(v,0},
sera lui-m^me de la forme S(y', z")."

This, if I understand it correctly, may be paraphrased and

expanded as follows :

Take the product of two sums of s resultants, viz.

{| 2/iV I
+

1 2/2V I

+
I VzW I

+ ... +
i VsW \)

or 2|2/,V|.f|u,^^/|,
=i =i

where, it will be observed, all the resultants in the first facto:

are obtained from the first resultant
| y-^z-^ \ by merely changing

the lower indices into 2, 3, . . . ,
s in succession, and that th
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second factor is got from the first by writing v for y and ^ for z.

Then form all the like products whose first factors are

l2/iVl I2/1VI. , l2/i"-VI;

these being along with
| yi^Zi^\ the ^n{n l) resultants derivable

from the two sets of n quantities

2/i'. Vi^ yi> . . . . , 2/1"

The sum of these ^n{nl) products may be represented, if we

choose, by n=n r .=# .=. -1

m< n

Now if the multiplications be performed, there will be 8^ terms

in each product, and the theorem we are concerned with has

its origin in the fact that the sum of all the first terms of

the products is expressible as a resultant by applying the

multiplication-theorem, likewise the sum of all the second terms,

and so on, the result being an aggregate of 8^ resultants. For

if we fix upon a particular term of the first product, say
^^'^''"^

\ynW\-\-.V\

which arises from the multiplication of the h*'^ term of the first

factor by the k^^ term of the second factor, then take the corre-

sponding term of the other products, and write down their sum

I ynW\ I v,%'\ + I y,W \-\v,'^,'\+ +
1 y,-'^n^ I

.
I u,-^^, I,

it is manifest that this sum is by the multiplication-theorem

yHW+yHW+- . . .+2/.%'^ z^W+zuW+' .+2^^"^*"

yn'^.'+yu'^.'+ +yH%^ Zh'^,'+z,V+ +^n%''

Consequently since h may be any integer from 1 to s, and k

likewise any integer from 1 to s, the theorem arrived at is

accurately expressed in modern notation as follows :

U3 L =i .=1 J

*= *= -.1 1 I

= 22 ykW+yKW+- .+2/aX" z,w+zhW+- +2^'*^*"

yHV+yHV+- '+yHH>r znV+^K%'+- +^."^*"

o^ tt Vh yh ' yn

^h ^h ^h

Vk V*-'-' Vu*

^k ^k '
il
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It is easily seen to be true of resultants of any order, as Binet

himself points out. (xxx.)
When s is put equal to 1, it degenerates into the extended

multiplication-theorem.
The theorem which follows upon this, but which is quite

unconnected with it, may be at once stated in modern notation.

Itis

If 2| aJi2/2^3 1

denote the sum of the resultants obtainable from

the three sets of n quantities

tCj X2 X^ .... Xn

2/1 2/2 2/3 2/*

^1 ^2 ^3 ^m

and 2
1 x^y^ \

denote the like sum obtainable from the first two

sets, then

2
1 x^y^^ I

= 2a; . 2
I yi2r2 1

+ Sy . 2
1 ^lajj I

+ Sar. 2
I x^y^ |. (xxxi.)

This is arrived at by writing out the terms of 2
1 y-^z^ \,oi'Z\ z^x^ |,

and of 2
1 x^y^ \

in parallel columns, thus

I2/1 2^2! \^i 2l la^i 2/2I

I2/1 ^sl 12^1 x^\ la^i 2/3!

\yn-iZn\ |n-ini | a;n-i2/n |
;

then deriving n results from the members of the first row by

multiplying by x^, y^, z^ respectively and adding, multiplying by

ajg, 2/2? 2^2'
^^^ adding, and so on

;
then treating the second and

remaining rows in the same way; and then finally adding all

the 71.^71(71 1) results together. Ekch of these results is a

vanishing or non-vanishing resultant of the 3"* order, and it will

be found that each non-vanishing resultant occurs twice with

the sign + and once with the sign .

This process is readily seen to be simply the same as per-

forming the multiplications indicated in the right-hand member
of (xxxi.), i.e.y -: ,

{x^+x^+.
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summing every three corresponding terms in the products, and

writing the sum as a vanishing or non-vanishing resultant.

There would be n.^n(n l) resultants in all
;
but as each suffix

occurs n 1 times in the second factors and once in the first

factors, there must be in each product n 1 terms having the

said suffix occurring twice: consequently there must be n1
resultants vanishing on account of this recurrence, and therefore

altogether n{n l) vanishing resultants. Of the non-vanishing

resultants, in number equal to n . ^n{n l)n(nl), or

^n(nl){n 2), each one of the form

I ^kVi^i 1

where h<k<l
must be accompanied by two others,

\Xj,y^Zi\ and [xiy^z^l,

and the sum of these is

I oc^yk^i I

-
1 xy^i I

+
I Xj,y^, I

,

i.e.,
I x^y^i I

.

The final result is thus the sum of the resultants of the form

I ^x^hVi^i i

where h<k<l, and i= 3, 4, . . . ,n,

the number of them, as we may see from two different stand-

points, being in(n-l){n-2).

Returning to the series of identities,

^3 I yi^2 I
+ 2/3 I 2^ia'2 I

+ 2^3 I ^l3/2 I

=
I ^l2/2^.<J I

'

4 i 2/l^2 I
+ 2/4 I ^1^2 I

+ 2=4 I a'iy2 I

=
I ^iVi^i I

>

&LC. &C.

which by addition give the result

Ix^ly^z^l + ^yl\z^x^\ + I,zl.\x^y^\
=

^Ix^y^Zs] ,

Binet next raises both sides of all of them to the second power,
and obtains

32|a:,2/2^3|2
= ^^^\y,z^f + ^y^I.\z,x^f + ^z^^\x,y,f ^

+ 21yzY.{\z^x^\.\x^y^\)+2^zx1{\x^y^\.\y^z^\) Uxxxii.)

-\-21acy^{\y^z^\.\z^x^\).]
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:,}

Substituting for 2|2/i^2p 2|^l'^2!^ >
their equivalents as

given by the multiplication-theorem, he then deduces

21^12/2^3!^
=

Sflj^S^/^S^^ + TLyzLzxLxy l.x^{^yzf

-ly^iXzxf - i:z\^yf,

not failing to note that this is not a fresh result, but merely a

case of the multiplication-theorem in which the factors are equal.

By putting the right-hand member here into the form

XyHlz^lx^-{Xyz)^} + XzHXx^Xy^-ilxyf}
-

ljc^{2y^lz^-(lyz)^} + 2i:yz{^zxlxy-2yz^x^},

there is next arrived at the first identity of the set

= ly^i:\z,x,\^+I,z'X\x,y,\'-^x^l\y,z,\^+ 22yzI,\z,x,\\x,y,\A

=
2^22|a;^y^|2+2a;22|y^^^ |2_ 22^22|^^^J2+ 22^x2|a;,2/2|| 2/1^2!,

[(xxxiiiO=
lx^^y,z,\^+2y'l\z,x,\^-lz^i:\x,y,\'+2^yX\y,z,\\z,x,\,]

and immediately from these the set

2|a;i2/22;3p
=

2a;22|2/i2^2p+2a;2|cBi2/2M2/i2^2l+2a;2/2|2/i2'2M2^ia'2lA

=
'Ey^l\z^x^\^+ Xxyl\y^Z2\.\z^X2\+ ^yzX\zjX^\.\Xiy^\UxxxiY.]

= 2^22
1 aj^y/+ 2yz^\ z^x^ \

.
\x^y^ \

+ J.zx1.
\x^y^ |

.
| ^i^a I

-I

We may note in passing that either of these sets leads at once to

the initial theorem

Znx,y,z^\^ = ^x^nyv^.i? + ^y'nz^x^\^ + ^z^nx,y^f

+ 21yz1.\z^x^\.\x{y^\ + 21zx1\x^y^\.\y^z^\

+ ^1xy^y^z^\.\z^x^\,

and that with the multiplication-theorem already established

this reverse order would be the more natural.

The next step taken is the formation of resultants of the 2"*

order from elements which are themselves resultants of the 2*
order

; viz., just as from the three rows of n quantities

x^ x^ x^ .... Xf^

2/12/22/3 2/
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there were formed the three other rows of ^n{n l) quantities

yi^2

z,x,1**'2 I
'

2/l2^3l. .., IVl^nl, 12/223!' .-.., \yn-iZn\,

ZyC^ I

J
.

>
I Z-^n I

,
I Z^^ I

, . . . .
,

\
Zn^ ^Xn

|
,

laJi^al' l^'iysl. ...., !a;i2/n|, 1 2^22/3 1. , kn-i2/n|,

so from the latter three other rows of quantities

1 ^1^2 1
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where of course it has to be noted that in many cases one of the

resultants of the S^^ order will vanish. The quantities, therefore,

to be dealt with, are

^1 I ^l2/23 I
,

. .
, flJfc

I X^yiZj \- X^\ XtViZj I
, . . . ,Xn\ Xn-iVn-iZn 1

1

Vl I ^l2/2^3 I
> > 2/* I Vh'^t^J \- Vhl Vl^i^S I

,
. . yn I Xn-iVn-i^n \

',

^1 I ^l2/2^3 I
. . 2;^

I Zj^Xiy^ \

-
Zj,\ Z^tyj |

,
. . .

,
| Xn-iVn-i^n |.

By raising each of the elements of the first row to the second

power, taking the sum and simplifying, we could, we are told,

show that the result would be

lXj^X\x^y^^\^.

Very prudently, however) another process is chosen. It is re-

called that the quantities in the third triad of rows are related

to those in the second as those in the second are related to those

in the first, and that consequently the required sum of squares of

resultants is, by the multiplication-theorem itself, expressible

as a resultant, viz.,

where the elements of the resultant on the right are sums of

products of quantities in the second triad of rows. Then the

same theorem is used to make a further step backwards, viz., to

express each of these three sums of products of resultants as a

resultant whose elements are sums of products of the quantities

in the first triad of rows, the effect of the substitution being

2|| 2^13^2 1
,

1 x,y,\\'
= {lz,'i:x,^-{^z,x,f}{Ix,'ly,^-(Ix,y,n

-
{Xz^x^Zx^y^

-
Xy^z^'Ea^^}l

Simple multiplication transforms this into

^ 2
f I^^Zy.'lz,^

-
^y^'(^z,x,f

- 2z,^(I^y,f
| ^^

I +2Xy^ZjI.ZjX^'Lx^yj^
-

Iac^\'Ly^z^^ r

which, by still another use of the multiplication-theorem, we

know is equal to

^M^^x^y^z^f,
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The set of six results of which this is one, is

2Z,2 =20,2 ^x,y,z,\\

J.Y^Z^='Ly^z^I.\x^y^z^f,

SZ^Xi = S^i^i 2|a;i2/203p,

if, for shortness, we denote the quantities of the third triad of

rows by
Xj, Xg, ....

Y Y

Zp Zg, . . . .

Following these, and deduced by means of them, is an equally

noteworthy theorem regarding the sums of squares of all the

resultants of the third order, which can be formed from the

quantities of the second triad of rows. Denoting these quantities

I temporarily by i
6l> 62' '

*lv *]2>
' '

Sl> S2'

we know (xxxii.) that

+ 22Y,Z,.2^,^, + 22Z,X,.2^,^,

-whence, by using the set of six results just obtained, we have

32
I ^,,2^3 1^

' '^' l 1+ 2^rj,^,.ly,z, + 21^,i,.Zz,x, + 22^,,;,.2a:i2/J

and therefore, again by (xxxiii.)

2|#i'72^3l'={2|a;i2/2^3in'. (XXXVI.)

It is finally pointed out that from the third triad of rows
there might, in like manner, be formed a fourth triad, and
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analogous identities obtained
;
also that, instead of starting with

three rows, we might start with four,

^l> ^2' ^3' J ^n

^Jj, X^, X^, . . . . , Xfi

Vv 2/2. 2/3, ..... 2/

^l> ^2 ^8 ^ri)

form from them other four

I ^iV^z \>

I 2/l2'2<3 I
,

I ^li^s \>

I ^v^iVz I
>

thence in the same way a third four, and in connection

therewith establish the identity (xxxi. 2)

S<i2 I x^y^z^ I

-
Sa;i2 | y^zj^^ \

+ S^iS | z^t^^ \

-
llz^l \ t^x^y^ \

=

and other analogues. (xxxii. 2+ xxxv. 2)

The rest of the memoir, 52 pages, consists of geometrical

applications of the series of theorems thus obtained.

CAUCHY (1812).

[Memoire sur les fonctions qui ne peuvent obtenir que deux

valeurs ^gales et de signes contraires par suite des trans-

positions op^r^es entre les variables qu'elles renferment.

Journ. de I'Ec. Polyt, x. Cah. 17, pp. 29-112. (Euvres

(2) i.]

This masterly memoir of 84 pages was read to the Institute on

the same day (30th November) as Binet's memoir, of which

we have just given an account. The coincidence of date has

to be carefully noted, because the memoirs have in part a

common ground, and because there is a presumption that the

authors, knowing this beforehand, had, in a friendly way,

arranged for simultaneous publicity. Binet's words on the

matter are (ix. p. 281)
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"Ayant eu derni^rement occasion de parler k M, Cauchy, ing^nieur
des ponts et chauss^es, du th^or^me g6n6ral que j'ai 4nonc^ ci-dessus,
il me dit ^tre parvenu, dans des recherches analogues k celles de M.
Gauss, k des th^oremes d'analyse qui devaient avoir rapport aux miens.
Je m'en suis assur^ en jetant les yeux sur ces formules : mais j'ignore
si elles ont la m^me g^n^ralit^ que les miennes : nous y sommes arrives,

je crois, par des voies tr^s-diff^rentes."

And Cauchy's corroboration is (p. Ill)

"
J'avais rencontr6 I'^te dernier, k Cherbourg, ou j'6tais fix6 par les

travaux de mon ^tat, ce theor^me et quelques autres du m^me genre,
en cherchant k g^neraliser les formules de M. Gauss. M. Binet, dont

je me f6licite d'etre I'ami, avait 6t6 conduit aux m^mes r^sultats par des

recherches diff6rentes. De retour k Paris, j'etais occup6 de poursuivre
mon travail, lorsque j'allai le voir. II me montra son th^or^me qui 6tait

semblable au mien. Seulement il d^signait sous le nom de r^sultante ce

que j'avals appel6 determinant."

Cauchy prefaces his memoir by another, entitled

Sur le nombre des valeurs qu'une fonction peut acqu^rir

lorsqu'on y permute de toutes les manieres possibles Us

quantites qu'elle renferme.

This latter must to a certain extent be taken into account,

because it serves to show the point of view which he considered

most natural for examining the subject, and also the exact

position held by the functions now called determinants,

when functions in general come to be classified according
to the number of values they are able to assume in certain

circumstances.

At the outset of it the writings of Lagrange, Vandermonde,
and Ruffini are referred to; the fact is recalled that the maxi-

mum number of values which a function can acquire by inter-

changes among its n variables is 1 . 2 . 3 . . . . w
;
also that when

the maximum is not obtained, the actual number must be a

factor of the maximum
;
and then proof is given of the very

notable theorem that the number of values cannot be less than

the greatest prime contained in n without being equal to 2.

It is pointed out likewise that functions capable of having only
two values are known from Vandermonde to be constructible

for any number of variables. For example, the number of
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variables being three, a^, a^, a^, all that is needed is to form
their difference-product

(ag-tta) (as-^i) (2-i)

or aj^ttg+ ob^cbi+ o^dz (as^^i+ a2^<^3+ *i^*2)

when it is found that either of the parts

or a^a^-\-a^a^+a^a^,

is an instance of a function capable of only two values by per-
mutation of the variables

;
the result indeed of any permutation

being merely that the one function passes into the other.

Further, the whole expression

a^a^+ 2^<*l+ *1^^3
~"

(^8^*1+ ^2^<^3+ <*l^<^2)

is another example, the difference between the two values which

it can assume being however a difference of sign merely. As a

reference to the title of the memoir of November 1812 will show,

it is functions of this latter class which Cauchy there considers.

At the commencement he contrasts them with functions which

suffer no change whatever by permutation of variables, that is

to say, symmetric functions : and, noting the fact, afterwards

ascertained, that the new functions consist of terms alternately

+ and -
,
and that were it not for this alternation of sign they

would be symmetric functions, he decides to extend the term
"
symmetric

"
to them, and having done so, seeks to distinguish

them from ordinary symmetric functions by calling them "fonc-

tions sym^triques altern^es," and calling the other " fonctions

sym^triques permanentes." Cauchy's view of determinants may
therefore now be described by saying that he considered them

as a special class of alternating symTuetric functions.
To include them, however, either the adoption of a convention

is necessary, or an extension of the definition must be made.

For example, a^b^ a^b^ is not an alternating function, unless

the elements be so related that the interchange of a^ and a^

necessitates the interchange of 6^ and b^ at the same time; or

unless the definition be so worded that interchange shall refer
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to suffixes, not to letters. Cauchy selects the former course

his words being (p. 30)

"
. . . . concevons les diverses suites de quantites

dv
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also, that any non-symmetric function may be taken as the

typical term of a symmetric function, the question arises whether

the like may not be true of alternating functions. A lengthy
examination of the latter point leads to the conclusion that any

non-symmetric function K cannot be the originating or typical

term of an alternating function unless it satisfies a certain

condition, viz., that it be such that any value of it obtained by
an even number of interchanges of indices will be difierent from

any other value obtained by an odd number of interchanges.

Should, however, this condition be satisfied, and Ka, K,s, K^, ....
be all the values of the former kind, and K^, K^, K^, .... all

the values of the latter kind, then

(K<,-}-K^+K,+ )
- (K,+K^+ K,+ )

is an alternating function and is appropriately representable by

S(K)
if the indices appearing in K alone are to be permuted, and by

S"(K)

if the indices to be permuted be 1, 2, 3, . . . , ?i. For example,

taking the typical term a^^ we have

and ^^{a-p^ = a^b^+a^h^+a^bj^ a^b^ a^b^ a^h^,

= S'(=Fa,b,) = S'(=Pa,b,)=

S^{a^b^) is an impossibility, as when there are four indices a^b^

does not satisfy the condition required of a typical term
; indeed,

Cauchy notes that the number of indices in any term must either

be the total number or 1 less.

The number of permutations being even, it is clear that the

number of + terms Ka, K|8, . ... is the same as the number of

negative terms K^, K^, (x. 2)

a generalisation of a remark of Vandermonde's.

Further, since K^, K^, .... are all the terms that arise from

an even number of transpositions, and K^, K^, .... all those

that arise from an odd number of transpositions, it is plain that
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any single transposition performed upon each of the terms of

the function

(K.+Kp+Ky+ )
- (K,+K^+K,+ )

must change it into

(K,+K^+K,+ )
- (K.+K +K,4- )

this is, in fact, the proof that it is an alternating function

consequently each of the parts

K,+ K^+ K^+ ,

Kx+K +K,+ ,

belongs to the class of functions which have only two different

values.

Also it is evident that if throughout the function any par-
ticular index be changed into another and no fv/rther alteration

made, the resulting expression must he equal to zero, (xii. 5)

a theorem regarding alternating functions which is the general-
isation of a theorem of Vandermonde's.

We have lastly to note, that the criterion which determines

whether a particular K belongs to the class Ka, K^, .... or to

the class K^, K^, .... is incidentally shown to be reducible to

a more practical form. For example, if the term be K^, and it

be derivable from K, say, by the change of the suffixes 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 7 into 3, 2, 6, 5, 4, 1, 7, that is to say, in Cauchy's language

by means of the substitution

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, ^/I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7\

\3, 2, 6, 5, 4, 1, 7/,

we transform this substitution into a "product" of "circular'

substitutions, viz., into

G;^;D-(n) (?)

and subtracting the number of "factors," 4, from the total

number of suffixes 7, make the sign + or according as this

difference is even or odd.

Here the subject of general alternating functions may be left

for the present. What remains of the first part of the memoir,

refers to special cases, which naturally fall to be considered
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in another chapter of our history. At the close of the part

Cauchy says (p. 51)

" Je vais maintenant examiner particuli^rement une certaine esp^ce
de fonctions sym^triques altem^es qui s'ofFrent d'elles-m^mes dans un

grand nombre de recherches analytiques. C'est au moyen de ces

fonctidns qu'on exprime les valeurs g^n^rales des inconnues que renfer-

ment plusieurs equations du premier degr^. Elles se representent
toutes les fois qu'on a des Equations k former, ainsi que dans la

th^orie g^nerale de l'6limination."

The writings of Laplace, Vandermonde, Bezout, and Gauss are

referred to, and from the latter the name "determinant" is

adopted.

The second part bears the title

Des fonctions symetriques altern^es designees soils le nom
de ddterminans. (xv. 4)

and opens with the following explanatory definition (p. 51)

"Soient o^, Og, . . . , a plusieurs quantit^s diflP^rentes en nombre

^gal k n. On a fait voir ci-dessus qu'en multipliant le produit de ces

quantiW8,ou
a,a^,....a^

par le produit de leurs differences respectives, ou par

{a^
-

a^){a^
-

a^) . . . (a
-
a^){a^

-
flg) (

-
O2) K "

<-i).

on obtenait pour r^sultat la fonction sym^trique altern^e

qui par consequent se trouve toujours ^gale au produit

a^a^a^ a^

X
(ajj

-
a,)(a3 -a^)... (a

-
a^){as -a^)... (a,

-
^2) K "

-i)-

Supposons maintenant que Ton ddveloppe ce dernier produit, et que
dans chaque terme du d6veloppement on remplace I'exposant de chaque
lettre par un second indice ^gal k I'exposant dont il s'agit, en ecrivant

par exemple a^.. au lieu de a/, et a,^ au lieu de a/, on obtiendra pour
r6sultat une nouvelle fonction sym^trique altern^e, qui, au lieu detre

representee par

sera representee par

le signe S etant relatif aux premiers indices de chaque lettre. TpUe
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est la forme la plus g^nerale des fonctions que je d^signerai dans la

suite sous le nom de (Utermirmns. Si I'on suppose successivement *

n=l, 71 = 2, &c
on trouvera

-
ay^a^.^^.^

-
a^.ia^.jfiy^

-
a2-i*i-2'*8-3

&c

pour les d6terminans du second, du troisi^me ordre, &c "

In regard to this it is important to notice that there are really
two definitions given us. The latter, viz., that involved in the

symbolism of alternating functions,

S(ai.^a^.2a^.^ a.)
contains nothing more than Leibnitz's rule of formation and
an improved rule of signs. The former is new and may be

paraphrased as follows :

If the multiplications indicated in the expression

a^a^a^ ... an

x(2-<*i)(3-ai)- .{dn-aiKa^-a^)- {an-a^). . .(a-a_,)
be performed, and in the result every index of a power be

chaTiged into a second suffix, e.g., a/ i'<^io a,.,, the expression
so obtained is called a determinant, (in. 18), (viii. 2)

and is denoted by q/,^ ^ \ /vtt e^\

In this definition the rule of signs and the rule of term-

formation are inseparable a peculiarity already observed in

the case of Bezout's rule of 1764.

After the definitions various technical terms are introduced.

The n^ difierent quantities involved in

are arranged thus
S( 01.108.203.3 . . .
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" sur un nombre 6gal k n de lignes horizontales et sur autant de

colonnes verticales," and as thus arranged are said to form a

symmetric system, of order n. The individual quantities a^.^, &c.,

are called the terms of the system, and the letter a when free of

suffixes the characteristic. The " terms
"
in a horizontal line are

said to form a suite horizontale, in a vertical column a suite

veriicale. Conjugate terms are defined as those whose suffixes

(" indices ") differ in order, e.g., a^^ and a^^ ;
and terms which

are self-conjugate, e.g., a^.^, a^.^, . . . are called principal terms.

The determinant is said to belong to the system, or to be the

determinant of the system. The parts of the expanded de-

terminant which are connected by the signs -|- and are called

symmetric products, and the product

of the principal
" terms

"
is called the principal product. The

"
principal product," however, is also called the terme indicatif

of the determinant, and thus an awkward double use of the

word " terme
"

is brought into prominence. The system

ti-i 2-i ^s-i <^n-l

h-2 ^2-2 ^3-2 ^n-i

h-ii *2S ^s-s <*n-s

Sh-n *2-n ^S-n ^n-n

derived from the previous system by interchanging the suffixes

of each " terme
"

is said to be conjugate to the previous system.

A symbol for each of these systems is got by taking the last

"terme" of its first "suite horizontale," and enclosing the "terme"

in brackets : in this way we are enabled to say that (a^-n) and

(a^.j) are conjugate systems.

In the course of these explanations a modification of the rule

of term-formation is incidentally noted, the form taken being

specially applicable when the quantities of the system have been

disposed in a square. Cauchy's wording of this now familiar

rule is (p. 55)

. . . . "pour former chacun des termes dont 11 s'agit,
11 suflita de

multiplier entre elles n quantit^s dlff^rentes prises respectlvement dans
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les difFi^rentes colonnes verticales du systeme, et situees en m^me
temps dans les diverses lignes horizontales de ce systeme." (ii. 6)

Here we may note in passing that the disposal of the " termes
"

in a square might have enabled Cauchy to point out (which he

did not do) the diiSerence between Gauss' use of the word
" determinant

"
and his own, by saying that the

" determinant of

a form " had its conjugate
" termes

"
equal.

The rule of signs applicable to alternating functions in general
is modified for the special case of determinants, and takes the

following form (p. 56) :

"Etant donn6 un produit sym6trique quelconque, pour obtenir le

signs dent il est affect^ dans le determinant

B{ayja2.2ays a.)

il suffira d'appliquer la r^gle qui sert k determiner le signe d'un terme

pris k volonte dans une fonction sym^trique altern^e. Soit

tta-l /3-2
.

flf-

le produit sym6trique dont il s'agit, et designons par g le nombre des

substitutions circulaires ^quivalentes k la substitution

/I 2 3 n\

U iS 7 C).

Ce produit devra 6tre affects du signe + si w -
^ est un nombre pair,

et du signe
- dans le cas contraire. (ill. 19)

Thus if the sign of the term

*6'1 ^8-2 %3 ^1-4 *9'5 ^2'6 ^6'1 *4'8 ^7'9

in the determinant

S( a^.^ a^.^ dg.g a^-g),

be wanted, we write the series of first suffixes 6, 8, . . . under

the corresponding suffixes of the "
principal product," that is to

say, under the series 1, 2, 3, . . . , 9, obtaining the substitution

/I 2345678 9\

\6 8319254 7/;

this we separate into circular substitutions, finding them three

in number, viz.,

/3\ /5 7 9\ /I 2 4 6 8\

W, V9 5 7/, \6 8 1 2 4/;
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and the determinant being of the 9*^ order, we thence conclude

that the desired sign is ( )^"^, i.e., +. In connection with this

subject a modification of Cramer's rule is given, no reference

being made to "derangements" at all. Put into the fewest

possible words it is The sign of the term .! ot/j-a a^-n is

the same as the sign of the difference-product of the first suffixes,

that is, the sign of

(^-a)(y-a) .... (^-a)(y-)8) .... (ill. 20)

For example, the sign of

^Vl *8*2% ^Vi *9-6 ^2-6 *6*7 ^4*8 *7*9 '

above sought, is the sign of the difference-product of

6,8,3,1,9,2,5,4,7

I.e., the sign of

(7
_
4)(7

-
5)(7

-
2)(7

- 9)(7 - 1)(7
-

3)(7
-

8)(7
-

6)

x(4-5)(4-2) (4-6)

x(5-2) (5-6)

x(8-6)

The object which Cauchy had in view in stating the rule in this

unnecessarily complex form was doubtless to show its essential

identity with the rule implied in his new definition. He says

(p. 58)-

"On d^montre facilement cette r^gle par ce qui pr^c^de, attendu

qu'une transposition operas entre deux indices change toujours, comme
on I'a fait voir, le signe du produit

{ap-aa){ay-aa) (a^
-
a)(ay- a^)

et par consequent celui du produit

(/3-a)(y-a)...(f-a)(y-/3)....

The way having thus been prepared, the propositions of deter-

minants are entered on. Those known to his predecessors we

may dispose of rapidly, giving little, if anything, more than the

enunciation of them, in order that the new garb in which they

appear may be seen.
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. . . . "le determinant du systeme (a.i) est 4gal k celui du systeme
(Oj.^) .... En consequence, dans I'expression

on pent supposer indifferemment, ou que le signe S se rapporte aux

premiers indices, ou qu'il se rapporte aux seconds. (ix. 2)

Si Ton ^change entre elles deux suites horizontales ou deux suites

verticales du systeme (!.) de maniere k faire passer dans une des

suites tous les termes de I'autre et reciproquement on obtiendra un
nouveau systeme sym6trique, dont le determinant sera ^videmment

^gal mais de signe contraire k celui du systeme (!.). Si Ton r^p^te
la m^me operation plusieurs fois de suite, on obtiendra divers syst^mes
sym^triques dont les determinans seront ^gaux entre eux, mais alter-

nativement positifs et n^gatifs. On pent faire la m^me remarque k

regard du systeme (a.i). (xi. 3)

si Ton developpe la fonction symetrique alternee

S[ a.S( tti.i 02-2 a-i--i)]

tous les termes du developpement seront des produits symetriques
de I'ordre n, qui auront I'unite pour coefficient. Ces termes seront

done respectivement ^gaux k ceux qu'on obtient en developpant le

determinant

D = S(ai.ia2-2 );

et comme le produit principal Oj.i a^2 '^n-n est positif de part et

d'autre, on aura necessairement

D = S[a.S(ai.ia2.2. . . . a_,._,)] (vi. 3)

= & + (^n-l'nK-l-n +... + Ol-nKn'

En general, si Ton designe par fi I'un des indices 1, 2, 3, . . .
,
w on

trouvera de la m^me maniere

D = S[a^.^S( 01.102.2 aM-i-At-i<*M+i-ft+i )] (vi. 4)

Cette demiere equation

=
ai.&i.^ + 02.A->i + . . + o^n-vK-iL (xii. 6)

sera satisfaite toutes les fois que v et /x seront deux nombres differens

I'un de I'autre.

.... on aura done aussi

D =
0^.16^.1 + a^.26^.2 + ....+ o^.&^. (VI. 4)

=
0^.16^.1 + 0^.2&;x.2 + ....+ o.fe^. (XII. 6)

\
les indices /* et v etant censes inegaux."
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The expressions here denoted by b^.^, b^.^, .... are spoken of

as adjugate {" adjointes ") to
ai-j, a^^, . . . .; and the system

'^1 &1-2 Wn
Kl ^!2-2 Kn

Pn'\ ^n-2 ^n'n

as adjugate to the system (!.). Similarly the system (b^-d ^^ ^*^^

to be adjugate to the system (a^.^); and, on the other hand, it is

said to be adjugate and conjugate to the system (a^.^). (xxvii. 2)

Up to this point no new property has been brought forward.

The following paragraph (p. 68), however, opens new ground,
the formula given in it being of some considerable importance
in the after development of the theory.

" Si dans le systems de quantit6s (ai.) on supprime la derniere suite

horizontale et la derniere suite verticale, on aura le syst^me suivant,

&C.

Og.;

que je d6signerai k I'ordinaire par (ai._i).
'* Soit maintenant (i._i) le syst^me adjoint au pr6c6dent. Si dans

I'^quation (13) on change i en e et n en w -
1, on aura en general

Dn-i = ^-n =
flfi-i^ -1 + H-^y.-2 + ... + a^.-ij>-!

Pour d6duire de cette derniere Equation la valeur de 6m., il suflBra en

vertu des regies stabiles, de changer a^. en a.y dans rexpression

prec^dente de ft., et de changer en outre le signe du second membre :

ou aura done g6n6ralement

6^. \P'-\6^.-y + ttn-^H-'i "^ + ^n-n-l^M*n-l/*

Si dans cette Equation on donne successivement k fi toutes les valeurs

enti^res depuis 1 jusqu'4 n- \, et que Ton substitue les valem's qui
en r^sulteront pour bi., 62.nj.--j ^n-i-n ^^a-ns I'^quation

on obtiendra la formule suivante
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Cette Equation peut ^tre mise sous la forme

D = a.D*.i -
S"-^S"-i(a^.a.^e,.^), (xxxvii.)

les deux signes S etant relatifs le premier k I'indice ft et le second k

rindice v."

This is the well-known formula nowadays described as giving
the development of a determinant according to binary products
of a row and column. The special row here used is the n*'^ and

the special column the n^^ likewise.

The four pages regarding the application of determinants to

the solution of a set of simultaneous equations may be passed
over with the remark that they give evidence of the importance
attached by Cauchy to his new definition of determinants, the

solution in the case of the example

a^^i-h^^ = mj
being first put in the form

_ mb(h m) _ am{m a),^~
ah{h-a)'

^~
ah{h-a)

'

and similarly in the case of the example

ct'r^i+ bfX^+ c^3 = rrir (r= 1, 2, 3).

The determinant solution of a set of simultaneous equations
is put to good use by Cauchy to obtain new properties of the

functions. Taking the set of equations

ra^.^x^ + ctra^a + ... + cim^n = '^i

/9nx J ^a-iO'i + 2-2a'2 + + 2-A =
'^2

^^^^

j&c

and solving for x^, x^, . . . he obtains of course the set

'^l^Vl + ^2^2-1 + + ^A-i = ^n^v\

m^\.2 + m^b^.^ + + m6.2 = B^x^,

&c

*
Misprint in original, for D_i.
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where by^, b^.^ have the signification above indicated,

and D^ stands for S(ay^a2.2 (^n-n)- ^^^^ second set may-
be treated in the same way as the first set, the quantities

mj, mg, . . .
, m being viewed as the unknowns. To express

the result the system of quantities adjugate to (6j ) is denoted

by (i-n), and the determinant of the system (b^.^) is denoted by
B, the new set thus being

'<^vA^i + Ci-2Da:2 + + Ci.Da; = B^m^,

<^2-A^l + C2A^2 + + CrrPn^n = K'^2'
(27)

Cnl^n^ + Cn'i^n^i + + ^n-J^n^n = ^n^^n.

Cauchy then proceeds (p. 77)

"Les Equations (27) peuvent encore ^tre mises sous la forme

suivante,

&c

+ <^-n^x
= mi,

D, D.
^Xi + C^.2^n~^ +
B. B

+ c.
B.

x = w.

et comme celles-ci doivent avoir lieu en m^me temps que les Equations

(20), sans que Ton suppose d'ailleurs entre les termes de la suite

Xi, Xa, . . .
,
x et ceux du system e {(h-n) aucune relation particuh^re,

il faudra n^cessairement que Ton ait, quels que soient /* et v,

A, = ttu

ou
B,

*''***'
~
D ''^'^ (xxxviii.)

Cette Equation 6tablit un rapport constant entre les termes du syst^me

(oi-n) et les termes du syst^me adjoint du second ordre (Ci.)."

More definitely, and in more modem nomenclature, the theorem is

The ratio of any element of a determinant to the corresponding
element of the second adjtigate determinant is equal to the ratio

of the determinant itself to its first adjugate. (xxxviii.)

Attention is next directed to the group of equations
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Here there are three symmetric systems of quantities

(rnX (!). (^in).

the first appearing in every column of equations, the second in

every row, and the third only once. The determinants of these

systems are denoted by

respectively : that is to say

M=S(mi.im2.2. . .m.J.
If now in

S(mi.im2.2. . .m.)
there be substituted for m^.^, m^.^, .... their values as given

by the group of equations, there will be obtained a function of

all the a's and a's, which must be an alternating function with

respect to the first indices of the a's and also with respect to

the first indices of the a's. Further, since each of the m's is

of the first degree in the a's and of the first degree also in the

a's, each term of the development of S( 171^.^171^.2
.... w-.)

must evidently be of the form

But the development by reason of its double alternating

character cannot contain such a term without containing all

the terms of the product

S(ai.^a2. . . . a.,)S(ai.^a2.v . a.,).

Consequently it must equal one or more products of this kind.

But again the indices /x, v, . . .
,
tt are either all different or not.

If they be different, we have

S(ai.^a2.v . On-n)
= S( 01.102.2 an-n) = S',

and if any two of them be equal

S(ai.^a2. . .. a.,) = 0.

The like is true in regard to S(ai./X2.^ . .. a,j.,). This
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enables us to conclude that the development of M is equal to

one or more products of the form

m other words, that

where c is a constant. But if we take the very special case

where

and where consequently

we see that
M = l, D = l, S,

= l,

and that therefore

c= l.

Hence the final result is

M= DA- (xviL 5)

This, the now well-known multiplication-theorem of determi-

nants, Cauchy puts in words as follows (p. 82) :

Lorsqu'v/n systeme de quantiUs est determine sym^trique-
Tnent au moyen de deux autres systemes, le determinant du

systeme resultant est toujours ^gal au produit des dMermi-

nans des deux systemes composans. (xvii, 5)

It is quite clear, from what has been said above, that it was

discovered independently, and about the same time, by Binet

and Cauchy, and ought to bear the names of both. Binet has

the further merit of having reached a theorem of which Cauchy's

is a special case, and then made an additional generalisation in

a different direction
;
and Cauchy has the advantage over Binet

of having produced, along with his special case, a satisfactory

proof of it.

From the theorem Cauchy goes on to deduce several results

equally important. Substituting for the system (a^.^) the system

(&!.) adjugate to (!) so that

we know that then

m,i.^
=D and m^.y= 0;
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that consequently M consists of but a single term, viz.

mi-img-g . . . m., i.e. DJI;

and that therefore by the theorem

. d: = BA.
whence B = 'Dl~\ (xxi. 2)

This result, afterwards so well known, Cauchy translates into

words as follows (p. 82):

. . . . le determinant du syst^me (b^-n) adjoint au systhne

(^in) ^*^ ^9^^ ^ ^ {n Vf^ jpuissance du determinant de ce

dernier systhme. (xxi. 2)

Again, by returning to the identity

and substituting the value of B just obtained, there is deduced

the result

c^.^
=

D:-''a^.^; (xxxviii. 2)
or, in words,

. . . etant donni un terme quelconque a^., du systhne (c^.^),

pov/r obtenir le terme correspondant du syst^me adjoint du
second ordre (c^.^) il sujfflra de vnultiplier le terme donn^

par la (71 2)"" puissance du determinant du premier

systems.

A considerable amount of space (pp. 82-92) is devoted to the

consideration of the adjugate systems of

(l-n). (Orn)' (^-n).

and the adjugates of these adjugates; but nothing new is elicited.

The section closes with the manifest identity

(ai.i+ 02-1+ . . + a.i) (ai.i+a2-i+ +<^n-i)

+ (ai.8+ 02-2+ . . . + a^.j) (ai.2+a2'2+ +^n8)
+ &C

+(rn+ 2n+ . + .) (! + a2-n+ +<*n-n)
= mi.i+m2.i+ . . . +m.i
+mi.2+m2.2+ . . . +m^.,
+
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which, using later technical terms, we may express as follows :

If there he two determinants, and the sum of the elements of
one first column he multiplied hy the sum of the elements of the

other first column, the sum of the elements of one second column

hy the sum of the elements of the other second coliunn, and so

on, then the sum of these products is equal to the sum of the

elements of the product of the two determinants. (xxxix.)

The third section breaks entirely fresh ground, its heading

being

Des Systemes de QuantitSs derivees et de leurs

Determinans.

Of the integers 1, 2, 3, . . .
,
-ti all the possible sets of |) integers

are supposed to be taken, and arranged in order on the principle

that any one has precedence of any other if the product of the

members of the former be less than the product of the members

of the latter. The number n{n l). . . . (n ^4- 1)/ 1.2.3 . . . .p
of the said sets being denoted by P, the P'** and last set would

thus be

np+1, np-\-2, , n 1, n.

Now, any two of the sets being fixed upon, say the f^^ and v^^,

the system of quantities (a^.^) is returned to, and from it are

deleted (1) all the "termes" whose first index is not found in

the ij}"^ set, and (2) all the " termes
"
whose second index is not

found in the v^^ set. What is left after this action is clearly

"un syst^me de quantit^s symdtriques de I'ordre p" the deter-

minant of which may be denoted by a'*\ For example, if

yu
= j/=l, all the a*s would be deleted whose first or second index

was not included in the set 1, 2, 3

left the system
a,., a

"21

P, and there would be

"i-p

a,SfP

P'\ ^P*2 Op^p

of which the determinant would be denoted by
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As any one of the P sets could be taken along with any other,

preparatory to forming such a determinant, there would ne-

cessarily be in all PxP possible determinants Arranged in a

square as follows :-

a,^ .... a\'

,(p)
*2i

,(P)

y{P)
'p-2

Jv)

*2P

,(P)

they manifestly form "un systeme symdtrique de I'ordre iP,"

which, in strict accordance with previous convention, is denoted

by

)

Cauchy then proceeds (p. 96)

Si Ton donne successivement k p toutes les valeurs

1, 2, 3, . . . . ,
w - 3, 71 - 2, w - 1

P prendra les valeurs suivantes,

n(n-l) n{n- \){n-2) n{n-\)
1.2.3 '

*

1.2 1.2

at Ton obtiendra par suite un nombre ^gal k n-\ de systfemes

symetriques difF6rens les uns des autres, dont le premier sera le systfeme
donn^ (<*in)- Ces diflP^rens systemes seront d^sign6s respectivement
par

je les appellerai systemes derives de (ai.). Parmi ces systemes, ceux

qui correspondent k des valeurs de p dont la somme est egale k n sont

toujours de meme ordre; je les appellerai systkmes (Uriv4s compUmentaires.
Ainsi 'en g^n^ral

sont deux sysUmes d^riv^s compl6mentaires Tun de I'autre, dont
I'ordre est ^gal a

p _ n(n-l) (n-p+1)
^

1 .2 . 3 . . . p

Up to this point a thorough understanding of the notation

)

is the one essential. Taking the particular instance
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we first call to mind that it is an abbreviation for the "
systfeme

syraetrique
"
whose first row has for its last

" terme
"
the deter-

minant
CD

that is to say, an abbreviation for the system whose deter-

minant we should nowadays write in the form

J2)

,(2)
^2.1

,(2)
h.2

,(2)

J2)

,(2)
*2.10

,(2)
ho.i

,(2)
''10.2

,(2)
10.10

The next point is to realise what determinants are denoted by
(2)

Now the number 10 being of necessity a combinatorial, and, as

the figure in brackets above it indicates, of the form

n{n V)

1.2
'

we see that n must be 5, and that the said determinants are all

derived from
^ri ^1-2 ^T3 *l-4 ^I'i

(Ln*i O/a-n iLn*n CLo'A ^0l

3-2
a.
3-3 3-5

The details of the process of derivation are recalled in connection

with the interpretation of the pairs of suffixes. A requisite

preliminary is to form all the diflferent pairs of the numbers

1, 2, 3, 4, 5
; arrange them in the order

12, 18, 14, 15, 23, 24, 25, 34, 35, 45;

and then number them

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, t), 7, 8, 9, 10.

These last are the numbers from which the suffixes are taken,

and what each one as a suffix refers to, is the combination under

which it is here placed. For example, the first suffix in af\ refers

to the combination 1 2, and implies the deletion of all the rows

of the above determinant of the fifth order except the 1st and
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(XL. 2)
(2) J2)

Interpreting ai g , "li ,

2nd ; the second suffix refers to the same combination, and

implies the deletion of all the columns except the 1st and 2nd ;

and the symbol as a whole thus comes to stand for

^1-1 *l-2

in the same way, we see that

(A) ,

is a compact notation for the system of which the determinant is

ari2-2l> ' ll-42-6

l3-44-5

S-l5-2l' ' l"3-36-4l' \^3 3%'5\' I <*3-45-6

a4-l6-2|. ' l4-354|. I a4-35-5 i I 4-46-6

Similarly (^io)

stands for the system of which the determinant is

%'l*2-2^8-8 I
' 'I ^l'S*2-4%-5

I <*2-1^4-2^5-3 I

I 31*4-2*5-3 I
'

'
I a2-8S-46-6 I

,
I a.2-2^4-4^6-6 I I ^2-3^4'4*6-5 I

and which is called the "complementary derived system." (xl. 3)

To every "terme" of the latter there corresponds a "terme" of

the former, the one "terme" consisting exactly of those as of

the original determinant which are awanting in the other. This

relationship Cauchy goes on to mark by means of a name and a

notation. He calls two such "termes," las.1a4.2S-3 1

^^^ \^va^2-s\
^^^

example,
" termes complementaires des deux systfemes ;

"
(XL. 4)

and if the symbol for the one be by previous agreement
,0>)

the symbol for the other is made *

P-/Lt+l.P-7r+l (XL. 5)

*
If Cauchy had adopted a slightly different principle for determining the

order of combinations, the fi^^ combination of p things and the (P-/1 + I)*'' com-

bination of n-p things would have been mutually exclusive, and the convention

here made in regard to notation would have been unnecessary.
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As for the signs of the " termes
"
in " derived systems," Cauchy's

words are (p. 98)

"En general, il est facile de voir que le produit de deux termes

compl6mentaires pris k volonte est toujours, au signe pres, une portion
de ce meme determinant (D). Cela pose, etant donne le signe de I'un

de ces deux termes, on d6terminera celui de I'autre par la condition

que leur produit soit afFecte de meme signe que la portion correspon-
dante du determinant D"

All these preliminaries having been settled, the weighty
matters of the section are entered on. The first of these is a

\

complete and perfectly accurate statement of the expansion- :

theorem, known by the name of Laplace, but which, as we have
/

seen, Laplace and even Bezout who followed him were very far

from fully formulating. The passage is of the greatest interest.

No better example could be chosen to illustrate the powerful

grasp which Cauchy had of the subject. What Laplace and

Bezout laboured at, lengthily expounding one special case after

another, Cauchy sets forth with ease and in all its generality in

the space of a page. His words are (p. 99)

" On a fait voir dans le 3' que la fonction sym^trique altern^e

S(ai.ia2.2a,.3 . . . a.) = D

6tait 6quivalente k celle-ci

S[ S( ai.ia2.2 . . . a-i._i) .]

On fera voir de m^me qu'elle est encore 6quivalente a

S
[ S( ai.iOaa . . . ttp-p) S( ftp+i-p+i . . . a-i.-i.] ,

les operations indiqu6es par le signe S pouvant etre consid6r6es comme
relatives, soit aux premiers, soit aux seconds indices. On a d'ailleurs

par ce qui precede

S(ai.ia2.2...S._p) =a^^l,

S(dzap+i.p+i . . . a.) = i^;"*.

Enfin les signes des quantit^s de la forme

fjip)
J.n-P)

1.1 ' P.P

doivent ^tre tels que les produits semblables k

,(P)y,(-P)
^l.l'^p.p

k
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soient dans le determinant D afFect^s du signe +. Cela pos6, il

r^sulte de I'^quation

D= S[S(ai.ia2.2...ap.p) . S(p+i .p+j... .)],

que D est la somme de plusieurs produits de la forme

Jp) Jn-p)
"1.1 "P.P

Selon que pour obtenir ces difF^rens produits on 6ch.angera entre eux

les premiers ou les seconds indices du syst^me (i.), on trouvera ou

I'equation
T, - nV Jn-p) (P) Jn-p) , Jp) Jn-p)
^n "l.l"p.P + %l"^P-l.P + + "^p.i'n.p '

ou celle-ci

D= <,af./' + ai^a<;/_\ + . . . + a^^^?"^'.

On aura de meme en general les deux Equations

^n= ^1.7r"P.P-7r+l + %7r %-l.P-n-+l + + "P.,r "I.P-tt+I'

^n- Vl P-Ai+l.P
"^ VZ^P-M+I-P + + VP P-/^+ l-l"

Ces deux Equations sont comprises dans la suivante

qui a lieu ^galement, soit que Ton considere le signe S comme relatif

k I'indice fi, soit qu'on le considfere comme relatif k I'indice w."

Taking as an illustration the case where n = 5, p = 2, and tt = 7

(that is, the ordinal number corresponding to the pair 2 5, of

the suffixes 1
, 2, 3, 4, 5), and translating literally from Cauchy's

notation into our own, we have

kll2233<*4456 I

=
\ ^^U^^M (^Sl<^iS^5i\

"
I 1235 I i a214354 I

+
+ |a42a65Mau2334l-

With the same certainty of touch and with still greater con-

ciseness, all the identities directly obtainable by Bezout's Mdthode

pour trouver des fonctions .... qui soient zero par elles-memes,

are formulated as one general identity, and established on a

proper basis. The paragraph is (p. 100)

" D ^tant une fonction symetrique alternee des indices du systems

(ui-n) doit se reduire k z6ro, lorsqu'on y remplace un de ces indices

par un autre. Si Ton op^re de semblables remplacemens k 1 egard
des indices qui occupent la premiere place dans le systeme (!.), et

qui entrent dans la combinaison (/x),
cette meme combinaison se
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trouvera transformee en une autre que je d6signerai par (y), et a^.^

sera chang6 en ajf^ I)'ailleurs, en supposant le signe S relatif a tt, on a

on aura done par suite

=
S^{a!fi a^;_t+i.p-,+i) (XII. 7

;
xxiii. 4)

On aurait de meme, en supposant le signe S relatif k I'indiee fi, et

en d6signant par (t) une nouvelle combinaison diff6rente de (tt)

= S^lft 4"-t+i.p-.+i)-" (XII. 7
;
xxni. 4)

As this theorem is twin with the preceding, it is best to illustrate

it by the same special case. By so doing, indeed, both theorems

become more readily grasped and their details better understood.

Taking then as before n = o, p = 2 and 7r= 7, we first form the

determinants which Cauchy would have denoted by

"l.7 ' ""2.7 ' ' "l0.7'

and which we denote by

K225l ' l1235l >> |a4255!-

Next, for cofactors, we form the determinants which are comple-

mentary, not of these, as in the preceding theorem, but of the

members of one of the nine other groups corresponding to the

values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10 of tt, say the group

"1.6 ' "2.6 ' %.6-

These complementaries being

we have the desired identity

= K2a25M3143a55l
"

I ^la^S I I 21430^55 1

+ |a4255Mll2335l

the right-hand side of which is nothing more than an expansion
of the zero determinant which arises from the determinant

I *ii<^22^33'*44*55 1

"
lorsquou y remplace un des indices par un

autre," viz., the second 4 by 5.

With the help of these two theorems a third theorem of almost

equal importance is derived^ viz., regarding the product of the

determinants of two complementary systems. Denoting the

determinant of the system

(a[^ by D</'.
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and that of the complementary system

(a;%-^') by DJ*-^),

and multiplying the two determinants together, we see with

Cauchy that by (xiv. 4) the principal
" termes

"
of the resulting

determinant are each equal to

and by (xii. 7) all the other " termes
"
are equal to zero. Conse-

quently
DO.D(-i = (DJP (XLI.)

As an example of this theorem, it may be added that the product
of the two determinants printed above (p. 114) to illustrate the

notation /^( p)\
^

that is to say, the determinants of the systems

l) . Kl.)>
is equal to

I *l-l*2-2<*3-3*4-4%-5 I

In connection with all the three theorems, the special case

p=l, is given, so that their relation to previously well-known

theorems (vi., xii., xxi.) may be noted. It is also pointed out,

that when in the third theorem n is even and p= \n, the result

takes the interesting form

Dp(^>= (D)^ (XLI. 2)

This brings us to the last section of the memoir, the fourth,

bearing the heading

Des Systemes d'Equations dSnvSes et de leur

D4terminans.

What it is concerned with is the relations subsisting between

a " derived system
"
of the product-determinant

Wg-i mg-a . . . ra^^

m.i m.2 . . . m.
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and the corresponding
" derived systems

"
of the factors

119

!., a.

CLifi Cltfo

Vl "n-2

*2-l "2-2 *2"n

*na "n-2

I

in other words, the relations which must connect the systems

by reason of the relations

(given in full above on p. 107) which connect the systems

First of all, attention is concentrated on a single
" terme

"
of

the system

or, as we should nowadays say, on a minor of the product-
determinant. The process of reasoning, which occupies about

four quarto pages, is exactly analogous to that previously
followed in dealing with the product-determinant itself; and

the result obtained is

<!. =
SV.'^a;,^!). (XVIII. 5)

where S^ is meant to indicate that the terms on the right-hand
side are got by changing the second suffixes into 2, 3, 4, ...

,

P in succession. Speaking roughly and in modern phraseology,
we may say that this means that

Any minor of a product-determinant is expressible as a sum

^/products of minors of the two factors. (xviii. 5)

Cauchy then proceeds (p. 107)

"Si dans cette Equation [xviii. 5] on donne successivement k
fj.

et

V toutes les valeurs enti^res depuis 1 jusqu'a P, on aura un systeme
d'^quations symetriques de I'Drdre P, que I'on pourra representer par
le symbole

(63) 2|S^(aS;^i)
=
m^t},
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P 6tant toujours 6gal k

n(n- 1) (n-p+ 1)

1.2.3 . . . p

Pour d^duire des equations

2[S"(a.'.lVl)=^A^.>'l

les Equations (63), il suflSt evidemment de remplacer les trois systemes
de quantities

{<h'n) , {<h-n) , (Wi-)

par les systemes derives de meme ordre

Je dirai pour cette raison que le second systeme d'equations est derive

du premier." (XL. 6)

The close outward resemblance here noted between the original

and the derived system of connecting equations is due of course

to the choice of the notation

"i.p

for the minors of the determinant

and is so far a recommendation of that notation.

From the system of equations (63) two deductions follow

immediately. In regard to the first Cauchy's words are (p. 108)

"
Designons par

les d^terminans des trois systemes

) , {<i) . t) ;

on aura en vertu des Equations (63)

(65) M*;'= D^'8'p^'." (XLii.)

The enunciation of this in modern phraseology would be

Any compound of a product-deterrtiinant is equal to the pro-
duct of the corresponding compounds of the two factors, (xlii.)
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The next deduction is stated equally succinctly (p. 109)

" Si Ton ajoute entre elles les equations (63) on aura la suivante,

(66) S^\ S^(a;ft)S"l) \
=
S^S^Kl)> (XXX. 2>

le premier signe S, c'est-4-dire le signe ext^rieur, 6tant relatif a

Tindice v, et les autres, c'est-^-dire les signes int6rieurs, etant relatifs

a I'indice /x."

This (66) corresponds to (xxxix.) as (65) corresponds to the

multiplication-theorem

the transition from the general to the particular being effected

in both cases by putting p = 1.

With these deductions, the 4th Section practically comes to an

end
;
but one or two results, intentionally omitted in the account

of the 2nd Section because they seemed to belong naturally to

the 4th, fall now to be noted.

The first is very simple. It arises (p. 91) from observing that

(Dn)"-^x(0-^=(DAr-\
and .'. = (MJ"-i

by the multiplication-theorem. The result (xxi. 2) above (p. 1 1 0)^

is then thrice applied, and a theorem at once takes shape, which
in later times we find enunciated as follows :

The adjugate of the product-determinant is equal to the pro-
duct of the adjugates of the two factors. (xLii, 2}

It is not noted, however, by Cauchy that this is but a case of

XLiii., viz., where p = n l.

The next is

2[S"(mi.,^.^)=Da,J,

or ^[S\7n^.,^,.,)
=

S,a^.^]. (XLIIL>

It is nothing more than the result of solving the n.n equations

(33) S[S"(a,.,v,) =m,.J

first, in columns, for all the a's, and secondly, in rows, for all

the a's.
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The last is

or 2[S"(ai., n.^)
=
Dj3^.J (xliii. 2)

where (r^.^) is the system adjugate to (m^.^). It is obtained

from the n.n equations (XLIII.) just as they were obtained from

the n.n equations (33), use being made of the theorem

In concluding, Cauchy refers to Binet's researches on similar

matters. Most of what he says in regard to them has already

been given (see p. 93 above). The rest of it is as follows

<p. Ill):-

"II [Binet] me dit en outre qu'il avait generalise le th^oreme dont
11 s'agit [M = D8], en substituant au produit de deux r^sultantes

des sommes de produits de m^me espece. J'avais des lors deji
d^montre le theoreme suivant :

D'un systkme quelconque (TdqucUions symdtriques on pent dSduire cinq
autres systhmes du mhne ordre ; mais on n'en saurait diduire un plus

grand nombre.

J'ai demontre depuis k I'aide des m^thodes pr^c^dentes cet autre

theoreme :

B'un systeme qudconque d'^qjtations sym6triques de I'ordre n, on pent

ioujours diduire deux syshmes d^iquations symdtriques de I'ordre

n(n-l )

2
'

deux systhnes d'dquations symMriques de I'ordre

n{n-\){n-2)
TTTS '

^"^

En ajoutant entre elles les Equations sym^triques comprises dans

un meme systeme, on obtient, comme on I'a vu, les formules (50), (51)
et (70) qui me paraissent devoir etre semblables a celles dont M. Binet

m'a parl6."

/^ The last sentence here raises an important question for the

/ historian to settle, viz., whether Cauchy is to share with Binet

the credit of the generalisation of the multiplication-theorem.

\ I'he identities on which the claim is based are

S{S(a^..) S(a^.,)} = SS(m^.,) (50)

S-{S(^^..)S"(6^.,)} =SS(r^.,) (51)

S^{ SP(a<^i)S^(a^:) ]
=

S^S^{m;^i) (70)
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The first of these, given formerly (p. 110) in the uncontracted

form

(ai.i+ a2-i+ . . . +a.i)('ri+ 2-i+ +n-i)

+ (01-2+ 02-2+ +a,i.2)(ai.2+ 2-2+ +*n-2)

+
+(rn+2-n+ +-n)('^l-n+ 2-n+ ' +^n-J

=
mi.i+ m2.i+ . . . +7n.i

+ mi.2+ 1712-2+ +*"-2

+

+mi.+m2.+ . . . +m.

where m,^.y
=

0^^1.10^.1 + 0^.20^.2+ . . . +ci^-n(ivn>

may be at once left out of consideration
;

it is not even a case of

the multiplication-theorem. Cauchy, we may be sure, mentioned

it only because it is the first of the series to which (5 1 ) and (70)

belong. The next concerns the systems

adjugate to the systems

(l-n) ' (rn) . (^r)

dealt with in (50). It indeed is comparable with Binet's

theorem
;
but as it is only a case of (70), the minors in (70)

being of any order whatever, whereas in (51) they are the prin-

cipal minors, we may without loss pass it over. Directing our

attention, then, to (70) let us for the sake of greater definiteness

take the case where n = o and p = 2, and where consequently

P= Y~T = 10- The theorem then becomes

For the purpose of comparison with Binet's result, it is absolutely

necessary, however, to depart from this exceedingly condensed

mode of statement. Remembering that the inner S's refer

always to the first suffix, and the outer to the second suffix, we
obtain the more developed form
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+

+(So+So+ . . . +Sxo)Klo+41+ . . . +<.)

+

+ <lo+ <lo+

Interpreting now the suffixes and superfixes of the as, a'a, and

ms, after the manner already described, any suffix r signifying

along with the superfix (2) the r^^ combination of two numbers

taken from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we finally reach the suitable form

{|l-l2-2l +

+ . . . .

+ {|r3a2-5l +
{|ai-32-6l +

+ {ll-42-6l +
{lr4^2-6l +

+ . . . .

l-l8'2l + + l3-l4-2l + |a8-l5-2l + l4-l5 8l}

ai-l3-2l + + l3-l4-2l + i3-l5-2l + l4-l6-2l}

i-3a3-5l +
l-3'*3-6l +

r4a3-6l +

ml.lm3.2l +

+ l3-3a4-5l + \<^3-3<^s4 + l4-35-5|}

+ Ks^^r^l + l3-3a5-6i + Ks^s^}

+ l3-44-5l + l3-45-5l + l4-45-5|}

, . + Ia3.4a4.5l + lag-^a^.J + Ia4.4a5.5l}

+ l^3-1^4-2l + l'^3-1^5-2l + l^4-1^6-2l

+ |mi.3m2.5| + K1.3m3.5l +. . . + Im3.3m4.5l + Im3.3m5.5l + Im4.3m5.5l

+ K4^2-6l + l^r4^3-5l + + K3-4'^4-5l + ^y*'^ ^'sl + h4-4'^4-6lr

where m^.v = a^.ia.i+ a^-ga^a+ + a^.5a.5.

The series of suffixes for the a's, a's, and m's are seen to be the

same, the series of pairs of first suffixes in every row and the

series of pairs of second suffixes in every column being

12, 13, 14, 15, 23, 24, 25, 34, 35, 45;

that is to say, the combinations arranged in ascending order, of

the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, taken two at a time. On the first side

of the identity are 10 products, and as both factors of each
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product contain 10 terms, the result of the multiplication would

be to produce 1000 terms of the form

the whole expansion in fact being

5=5 =5 =5

^ 2j Zj \<^rpasq\.\ampa,
5=2 *=2 n=2
p<q r<s m<n

nq\

On the right-hand side are 100 terms of the form

li^rpm^l,

and if a proof of the identity were wanted, we should only have

to show that each of the 100 terms of the latter kind gives rise

to a particular 10 terms of the former kind. This, too, it is

interesting to note, Cauchy himself could have done. For

example, the last of the 100 terms,

1^^44^551

4141+ 4242+-

5ia41+ 5242+-

+ ^4645

+ 5545

"4151-*"^4252+-

^5151+ 5252+-

+
0^4565|+ 5555 .

a^^ 0^42
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enunciate in all its generality the latter's theorem also. Binet

himself did not do this. After dealing with the case in which

the determinants involved are of the 2nd order, he merely added

(p. 289)

" On aura encore pour les integrales

^{^{x,^,^') S(^,v',r)}, 2{S(^,a;',y",0 S(T,f,v",r)}, &c.

des r^sultats semblables, savoir,

2{S(xy/') s(^,v',r)}

""

H -
2x^2^v2yC

-
^y^'2xv1zl

-
^z^l^yv^x},

2{S(^,a;'y>"') S(T,f,v",r)}

=
^^{ltTlC^l.yv1zi + l.XT^y^y.tvIz^ + &c.}

&c."

With the help of modern phraseology, the general theorem thus

intended to be indicated can be made suflBciently clear. Binet in

effect says :

Take s rectangular arrays each with m elements in the row

and n elements in the column, w, being greater than n, viz.

(ai)i,(ai)i2 . . . (ai)m MiMi)^ (^1)2 {O'lXMi)^ (i)m

(^2)11(0^^2)12 (<*2)lm (^2)21 (^'2)22 \(^2)2m (<^2)l(<^)2 V^Utm

(a)ii(a)i2 . . (a)im. (an)2i(a)22 (a)2m, . (a).i(a)2 (an)m

and other s rectangular arrays of the same kind, viz.

(61)11 (&l)l2 . Q>l)lm (61)21 (61)22 (6l)2m (6i),i (62)^ . . (6i)

(62)11 (61)12 . (62)1^ (62)21 (61)22 . (62)2 . . (62)01 (62)02 (62)

(6)ii(6)i2 . . . (6)i, (6)2i(6)22 . . (6)2m (6).i(6)^ . . . (6)^

From each array, by taking every set of n columns, form C^,

determinants, arranging them in any order, provided it be the

same for all the arrays. Add together all the 1st determinants
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formed from the first s arrays, and multiply the sum by the

corresponding sum for the second 8 arrays; obtain the like

product involving all the 2nd determinants, the like product

involving all the 3rd determinants, and so on. Then, the sum
of these products is equal to the sum of the products obtained

by multiplying each array of the first set by each array of the

second set.

Or we may put it alternatively as a formal proposition, thus :

// s rectangular arrays be taken, each with m elements in the

row and n elements in the column, m being greater than n, viz.

A-i, Xg, , X,

and other s rectangular arrays of the same kind, viz.,

and if the minor determinants of the n'* order formed from X^,

> I Is

^21 '^22

1, K be

^ic ?11 ^12

fe21 ?22

then
Xgi Xgfi ^sC &l is

^2C

+i^)

n.

(ajii+ a;2i+ +'^si) (^11+ ^21"!"

"T C*12 I ^^22 "r "1"*'2) (fcl2"rfc22"r

+
+ ('^1C+^2C+ +^c) (felC+ 62C "^isc)

= (X, +X2+ . . . +X,) (S1+S2+ . . . +K),

where C stands for C^ i.e., m(m 1) (m n+l)/\.2.S .

Now, counting the terms here as we did in the case of Cauchy's

theorem, we see that on the left-hand side there are C multi-

plications to be performed, each giving rise to sxs terms, and

that therefore the full number of terms in the development of

this side is

s'C;

also that on the right-hand side the number is
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In Cauchy's theorem the corresponding numbers were found to

he P^ and P^, P being not any whole number as 8 is, but like

C a combinatorial. Without further investigation, we might

consequently assert that, supposing the two theorems to be alike

in other respects, Binet's must be the more general, the passage
from it to Cauchy's being effected by taking 8= C. A closer

examination, however, will show that this is not the full measure

of the difference between the two theorems as to generality.
Not only must we specialise by putting s = C, but s must become

C in a very special way. In order to make this clear, let us

take the particular case of Binet's theorem which approximates
as nearly as possible to the particular case of Cauchy's given
above. In the latter the determinants were of the 2nd order;

therefore to get the comparable case of Binet's theorem we must

put n= 2. Again, since P in the particular case of Cauchy's
theorem was 10, we must for the same purpose put

s= 10

and C = 10, and .*. m= 5.

The result is

+^11^12 ^21*22

^21^22

_^ ^ j

1113
'

_,_
;

^2123

^1^3 1^21^23

+

+ ...+

+ ... +

"10.1^10,21HI
uai2

'*10.l"l0,3
! I

-j ^11 "13

'^Id ^10.3 -' M HllHlS
+ +

"10.1 "10.2
j

PlO,lPl0.2

10,1 '^10.3

P1O.1P1O.3 I

+ /|1415h

^f|ll12
1'&11^2

fl U12
l!/3iA

'24^26

24'*26 I I

i<*io.4'io.5|\||
aui6

a15

K.

15
I

,

^21^22

^21^22

Ooi CTo

ttoc !

+ ...+
^25

P21P22 P2
+ ...+

'^10,1^^0.2

I ^10.1^10,2

"10.1^10,2

PlO,lPlO,2

+ <*10.4 "10.5

Pl0.4Pia5

^0.6 I v
.6

10.6

<^10.5
1

I

the elements involved being 200 in number, and disposable in

two sets of arrays

ll12

*ii ^12

**16 ^21 *22

^15 > ^21 ^22

^0.1 ^0.2

"10.1 "10.2

^0,5

h
10.5 >
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and

^U 12 <^15 <^21 ^22 ^25 a^Q,! 0^0,2 ' "l0,5

Pll P12 Pl5' P21P22 P25' . . H\Q,\P\Q,t Pl0,5'

In the corresponding identity of Cauchy there are only 50

different elements, viz., the elements of the two square arrays

^11 <*12 *15 "ll 12 "l5

^21 ^22 ^26 **21 *^22
' " ' ^25

^51 ^62 *55' "51 <^52 55*

Indeed, and it is this which brings the comparison to a point,

if from the first of these square arrays we form 10 rectangular

arrays by taking every possible pair of rows, thus using each

row 4 times over, viz.,

<^ll %2 *15 ^11 ^2 *15 *41 <^42 ^45

^21 *22 *25' %1 ^32 ' '
^^35' ' '^Sl '^52

* * *56'

and similarly from the a's form a second set of 10 arrays, viz.,

1112 "15 1112 15 a4142 45

**21 ^2 ^25' ^31 "32 ' ' ^35' ' "51 ^52 "55 '

and then to these two special sets of arrays apply Binet's

theorem, we obtain Cauchy's theorem. Regarding the two

theorems in all their generality, the decision we have reached

may therefore be expressed by saying that Binet's is a theorem

concerning Ismn quantities, where s, m, n are any positive

integers, and Cauchy's is a case of it in which

8 = m(ml)...{mn+ l)/l .2.S...n,

and in which, further, the number of different quantities in-

volved is not
- m(m l)...(m n+ l)

but by reason of repetitions is only

2m^.

Although this decision is against Cauchy's claim as put by
himself, it deserves to be noticed that, apparently by oversight.
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he failed to make his case as strong as he might have done. It

will be remembered that Binet made two advances in tiie

generalisation of* the multiplication-theorem. In the first place,

he gave the generalisation from which the multiplication-theorem

is got by putting w,= 71, or, as we nowadays say, by substituting

two square matric&s for two rectangular matrices, and then

he gave the theorem which we have been comparing with

Cauchy's and which degenerates into his own first theorem when

8 is put equal to 1. Now the first of these generalisations

Cauchy could justly have laid claim to. His identity (xviii. 5)

is not indeed stated or viewed as a generalisation of the multi-

plication-theorem, but it is unquestionably so in reality. Osten-

sibly the identity concerns any minor of a product-determinant,

but every such minor is obtained by multiplying together two

rectangular matrices, and, conversely, every determinant which

is the product of two rectangular matrices may be viewed as a

minor of the product of two determinants.

On looking back, however, at Cauchy's memoir as a whole,

one cannot but be struck with admiration both at the quality

and the quantity of its contents. Supposing that none of its

theorems had been new, and that it had not even presented a

single old theorem in a fresh light, the memoir would have been

most valuable, furnishing, as it did, to the mathematicians of

the time an almost exhaustive treatise on the theory of general

determinants. It is not too much to say, although it may come

to many as a surprise, that the ordinary text-books of deter-

minants supplied to university students of the present day do

not contain much more of the general theory than is to be found

in Cauchy's memoir of about eighty years ago. One apparently
trivial instrument, which Cauchy had not received from his

predecessors and which he did not make for himself, viz., a

notation for determinants whose elements had special values, is

at the foundation of the whole difference between his treatise

and those at present employed. When this want came to be

supplied later on, the functions crept steadily into everyday use,

and a fresh impetus was consequently given to the study of

them. But if from the work of the said eighty years all

researches regarding special forms of determinants be left out,
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and all investigations which ended in mere rediscoveries or

in rehabilitations of old ideas, there is a surprisingly small

proportion left. If one bears this in mind, and recalls the fact,

temporarily set aside, that Cauchy, instead of being a compiler,

presented the entire subject from a perfectly new point of view,

added many results previously unthought of, and opened up a

whole avenue of fresh investigation, one cannot but assign to

him the place of highest honour among all the workers from

1693 to 1812. It is, no doubt, impossible to call him, as some

have done, the formal founder of the theory. This honour is

certainly due to Vandermonde, who, however, erected on the

foundation comparatively little of a superstructure. Those who
followed Vandermonde contributed, knowingly or unknowingly,

only a stone or two, larger or smaller, to the building. Cauchy
relaid the foundation, rebuilt the whole, and initiated new

enlargements ;
the result being an edifice which the architects of

to-day may still admire and find worthy of study.



CHAPTER V.

DETERMINAJ^TS IN GENERAL, FROM 1693 TO 1812;

A RETROSPECT.

From what has just been said by way of estimate of Cauchy's

memoir, it will readily appear that a suitable opportunity has

now presented itself for taking a general retrospect of the work

done from the date at which the history commences. The

system which has been pursued, of numbering the new advances

made by each writer, enables us to do this very conveniently,

and with a tolerable approximation to accuracy by means of a

tabular form. The table, herewith annexed, so far explains
itself. The authors' names, it will be seen, are arranged both

vertically and horizontally in chronological order; and vertical

and horizontal lines of separation are drawn so as to apportion
to each name a gnomon-shaped space. The crediting of any

entirely new result to an author is done by giving its number in

Roman figures after his name in the vertical list. On the other

hand, any mere modification, fresh presentment, or extension of

a previously known result, is notified to the right of the original

number of the result, and under the new writer's name in the

horizontal series. Instead of the Arabic figures placed in the

gnomon-shaped spaces, a cross or other uniform mark would

have sufficed, but in order to increase the usefulness of the table,

a number has been inserted, telling the page at which the result

is to be found. For example, if we look to the space allotted to

Bezout (1779), we find him credited with one entirely new result,

numbered xxiii., and with some contribution to each of five

previously known results, whose numbers are IL, ill., iv., xii.,

XIV.
;

and we likewise see that information regarding them
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all will be got at p. 52 of the History.* Speaking generally, more

importance ought to be attached to the existence of numbers at

the comer of a gnomon than elsewhere, because these indicate

fresh departures in the theory. Sometimes, however, a fresh

departure may have been very trivial, the real advance being
indicated by a number well removed from the corner of a subse-

quent gnomon. Thus if we examine the history of the multipli-

cation-theorem (Nos. XVII., xviii.), we find the first step in the

direction of it credited by the table to Lagrange, and subsequent

steps to Gauss, Binet, and Cauchy ;
whereas careful investigation

at the pages mentioned shows that what Lagrange accomplished
was of exceedingly little moment, in comparison with the magni-
ficent generalisation of Binet and Cauchy. Again, it must be

borne in mind that all the results numbered in Roman figures

are not of equal importance, it being well known that one

theorem in any mathematical subject may have vastly more

influence on the after development of the subject than half a

dozen others. Such imperfections, however, being allowed for,

the table will be found to afford a very ready means of estimat-

ing with considerable accuracy the proportionate importance to

be assigned to the various early investigators of the theory.
If we look for a moment, in conclusion, at the nationality of

the authors, one outstanding fact immediately arrests attention,

viz., that almost every important advance is due to the mathema-

ticians of France. Were the contributions of Bezout, Vander-

monde, Laplace, Lagrange, Monge, Binet, and Cauchy left out,

there would be exceedingly little left to any one else, and even

that little would be of minor interest.

*A8 regards the newness of xxiii. the table is not quite in accord with the

text, an earlier writer's work having been duly noted in the latter (p. 11).
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DETEEMINANTS IN GENERAL, FROM THE YEAR 1813 TO 1825.

The writers of this period are seven in number, viz., Gergonne,

Garnier, Wronski, Desnanot, Cauchy, Scherk, Schweins. Of

these Gergonne, Garnier and Cauchy are merely expository ;

Wronski only recalls an earlier communication
;
Desnanot is a

follower of Bezout; Scherk is a follower of Hindenburg;
Schweins alone stands prominently forward as being well read

in the subject, fit to give a full exposition, and fruitful in new
results,

GEEGONNE (1813).

[Developpement de la th^orie donnde par M. Laplace pour
r^limination au premier degre. Annates de MatMmatiques,
iv. pp. 148-155.]

This is such an exposition of the primary elements of the

theory of determinants and their application to the solution of a

set of simultaneous linear equations as might be given in the

course of an hour's lecture. It is confessedly founded on

Laplace's memoir of 1772
; but, though the matter of it is thus

not original, it is nevertheless noteworthy on account of its

brevity, clearness, and elegance.

The word "inversion" is introduced to denote (ill. 21)

what Cramer called a "
derangemeiit," and then by easy steps

the reader is led up to the theorem regarding the interchange
of two non-contiguous letters.

"
(9) Done, si I'on permute entre elles deux lettres non consecutives,

on changera n6cessairement I'espece du nombre des inversions. Soit

en efFet n le nombre des lettres intermediaires k ces deux-li; on

pourra d'abord porter la lettre la plus k gauche imm^diatement k
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gauche de I'autre, ce qui lui fera parcourir n places ; puis remettre

cette derniere a la place de la premiere ; et, comme elle sera obligee
de passer par-dessus celle-ci, elle se trouvera avoir parcouru n + 1

places. Le nombre total des places parcourues par les deux lettres

sera done 2?i + 1, et cons^quemment I'esp^ce du nombre des inversions

se trouvera cbangee." (ill. 22)

This, it must be noted, is not identical with Rothe's proposition

on the same subject, Gergonne's n being different from Rothe's d.

The proof, that a determinant vanishes if two of the letters

bearing suffixes be the same, proceeds on the same lines as

Rothe's, but is put very shortly and not less convincingly as

follows :

"
Supposons, en eflfet, que Ton change h en g, sans toucher k g ni

aux indices. Soient, pour un terme pris au hasard dans le polynfime,

p et q les indices respectifs de g et h; ce polyndme, renfermant toutes

les permutations, doit avoir un autre terme ne diflF6rant uniquement
de celui li qu'en ce que c'est h qui y porte I'indice p et g I'indice q ;

et de plus (9) ces deux termes* doivent etre afFectes de signes contraires ;

ils se detruiront done, lorsqu'on changera h en g ;
et il en sera de

mime de tous les autres termes pris deux k deux." (xii. 8)

On putting "le polynome D," i.e. the determinant \a'J)2C^ ...|,
in

the form

Aiai+A2a2+A3a3+. .+ A^am,

this theorem of course leads at once to the identities

Aifoi+ Ag^a+AgfegH-. . . . +AJ)m= 0\

AjCj+ A2C2+ A3C3+ . . . . +A^c^=
J-

and these to the solution of m linear equations in m unknowns.

GAENIER (1814).

[Analyse Alg^brique, faisant suite k la premiere section de

I'algfebre. 2 edition, revue et consid^rablement augmentee.
xvi+ 668pp. Paris.]

The title of Gamier's chapter xxvii. (pp. 541-555) is

"
D^veloppement de la tMorie donn^e par M. Laplace pour

V^limination au premier degr4." It consists, however, of

nothing but a simple exposition, confessedly borrowed from

Gergonne's paper of 1813, and six pages of extracts from
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Laplace's original memoir of 1772. As forming part of a

popular text-book, it probably did more service in bringing the

theory to the notice of mathematicians than a memoir in a

recondite serial publication could have done
;
and we certainly

know that Sylvester, who afterwards did so much to advance

the theory, expresses himself indebted to it.

WEONSKI (1815).

[Philosophic de la Technie Algorithmique. Premiere Section,

contenant la loi supreme et universelle des Mathematiques.
Par Hoene Wronski. (pp. 175-181, &c.) Paris.]

Here as in the Refutation of 1812 "combinatory sums" make
their appearance, as being necessary for the expression of the

"loi supreme." Wronski's point of view is unaltered toward

them. He now, however, calls them

Sckin functions, (xv. 5)

from the letter formerly introduced to denote them,
"
et pour ne

pas introduire de noms nouveaux
"

! Two or three pages are

occupied with the statement of the recurrent law of formation

(Bezout, 1764).

DESNANOT, P. (1819).

[Complement de la Theorie des ^^quations du Premier Degre,
contenant Par P. Desnanot, Censeur au College

Royal de Nancy, .... Paris.]

As far as can be gathered, Desnanot was acquainted with the

writings of very few of his predecessors in the investigation of

determinants. The only one he himself mentions is Bezout, and

the first part of his work is in direct continuation of a topic

which the latter had begun. His book is a marvel of laboured

detail. No expositor could take more pains with his reader,

space being held of no moment if clearness had to be secured.

As might be expected, therefore, all that is really M'^orth pre-

serving of his work is but a small fraction of the 264 pages
which he occupies in exposition.

The first chapter bears the heading
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Recherche des Relations qui out lieu entre le <Mnomi-

nateur et les numerateurs des vcdeurs g^nerales des

inconnues dans chaque systeme d'^quations du premier

degr4;

and, after a reference to the impossibility of obtaining any
result in the case of one equation with one unknown, proceeds
as follows :

" Si Ton a les deux equations

ax + by = c, a'x + b'y
=

c',

elles donnent

_ cb' - be' _ ac' - ca'
.

ab' -ba" ^
ab' - ba'

'

nommant D le denominateur commun, N et N' les numerateui-s des

valeurs de x et de y, nous aurons

J) = ab' - ba', N = eft' - be, N' = ac' - ca'.

Multiplions N par a, N' par b et ajoutons, nous trouverons

ttN + bK = c{ab'
-

ba')
= cD

;

done
aN + JN'-cD.

Nous aurions de m^me, en multipliant N par a' et N' par 6', cette

autre Equation
a'N + ^>'N' = c'D."

With this may be compared Bezout's M^thode pour trouver des

fonctions .... qui soient zero par elles-memes (see p. 49).

Exactly the same method is followed with the set of equations

ax -\- by + cz = d
a'x + h'y + c'z = d'

a"x+ h"y+c"z = d'

Here fifteen relations are obtained, only seven of which art-

viewed as necessary, viz.,

{ah' -6a')N'+ {ac' -ca')N"= {ad' -da')m
{ab"-ha")W+ {ac"-ca")W= {ad"- da")Di ,

{da -ad')^ + {dh' -bd')W + {dc' -cd' )N"= 01

{da"-ad")l^ + {db"-bd"W + {dc"-cd")W= 0) ,

a N + 6 N'+ e W= d
D]

a'N + fe'N'+c'N"=d'D[
a"N + 6"M'+ c"W= d"I>\ .
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From a modern point of view there are but two which are really

different, viz.,

\ab'\.\ac'd"\
-

\ac'\.\ab'd"\ + \ad'\.\ab'c"\
=

and a\hc'd"\
-

h\ac'd"\ + c\ab'd"\
-

d\ab'c"\
= 0,

the twelve quantities concerned being

abed
a' b' c' d'

a" b" c" d".

The former is obtainable from Bezout's identity

\ab'c"\.\de'f"\
-

\ab'd"\.\ce'f"\ + \ac'd"\.\be'f"\
-

\bc'd'%\ae'f"\
=

by putting

/,/,/"= 0,0,1

and e, e', g".= a, a', a!'.

The other, as is well known, comes from Vandermonde.

Before proceeding to the case of four unknowns, a notation is

introduced in the following words (p, 6) :

" Soient a, J, c, d^ /, g. A, etc. des lettres repr^sentant des quantit^s

quelconques; h, I, m, p, q, r, etc. des indices d'accens qui doivent

etre places k la droite des lettres. Au lieu de mettre ces indices

comme des exposans, pla9ons-les au-dessus des lettres qu'ils doivent
k

afFecter, de mani^re que ^ d6signe a affect^ du nombre k d'accens;

que (J J indique le produit de ^ par j ; ainsi de suite. Kepr^sentons

la quantity ab~ ba V^^ iab)
^ sorte que nous ayons cette Equation

/ k J \ k I Ik

\ab)
= ab~ba.

This being settled, the similar quantities of higher orders are

defined by the equations

\abc)
~

c\ab) c\ab)^c\ab),
/k I mp\ _ p/h I m\ m/ k lp\ I / km,p\ k/ I mp\
\abcd)

~
d\abc)

~
d\abc)

"^
d\abc)

~
d\abc),

&c. &c. &c.

It is thus seen that Desnanot's definition is almost exactly the
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same as Vandermonde's, and his notation essentially the same

as Laplace's. To this definition and the proof of the theorem

regarding the effect of the interchange of two indices or two

letters seven pages are devoted, and then a fresh step is taken.

The exact words of the original (pp. 13, 14) must be given,

as they distinctly foreshadow a great theorem of later times.

"
14. Si nous d^veloppons cette expression

/* l\/mp\ /kp\/ml\
{ab)[ab)

-
[ab)[ab)

le r^sultat sera
/km\/l p\

_

\a b) [a b)
'

done nous avons cette Equation

fkl\/mp\ /kp\/ml\ /km\/lp\
(A) [ab)[ab)

-
[ab)[ab)

=
[ab)[ab)-

15. De cette formule je vais en d^duire d'autres. Je dis que si

j'introduis la lettre c dans les seconds facteurs de chaque terme et en

meme temps I'indice k, I'^quation subsistera encore, et que j'aurai

(B) {IbjiaV^
-

{ab){aVc)
=

{Tb){lbl)- (^LIV.)

L'6galit6 serait prouv^e si en developpant les deux membres, les

quantit^s multipliees par la m^me lettre c, alFect^e d'indices egaux,
6taient egales dans chaque membre ; or j'ai

+
/ km\/k l\

[ab)[ab)
pfk l\/km\

c\ab)\ab)

m/fkl\/kp\ /kp\/kl\\

-c[\ab)[ab)
-

[ab)[ab))
k//kl\/mp\ /kp\/m.l\\ k/km\/lp\+
c[[a b)\a b)

-
[a b) [a bj)

+
c\a b) [a b)

l/kp\ fkm\ J/fcm\/*p\~
c\ab) \ab) J \~c\ab)\ab)-

} = i

p
I Les quantit^s multipliees par ^, ^

et
^
dans chaque membre sent 6gales

entr'elles, c'est evident; et la formule (A) rend les coefficiens de
^

egaux ;
done puisque dans (B), il n'y a que des termes multiplies par

c c c
^

c i conclus que I'equation (B) est exacte."

Having thus shown that if in each of the second factors of

the identity

lAI|a3&4l
-

lAll'2^4l + |0^All2&3l
=

(A),
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a new letter c be added and the index 1 be prefixed, the sign of

equality may still be retained, so that we have a new identity

lAIIAc4l - I^AIi^iVil + laAlkAcal = (B);

he then goes on to prove in the same fashion that the first factors

of this derived identity may be treated in a similar way with

impunity, viz., that they may be extended by the appending of

the letter c with a new index 5, so that we have a further

derived identity

l^iVsllaA^il
-

lai^s^sll^ACil + K\cMA^z\ = (C),

already known to us from Monge.
And this is not all, for the next paragraph shows that these

two extensions may be repeated in order as often as we please,

the opening of the paragraph being as follows (p. 15):

"
17. G6n6ralisons et prouvons que si la formula

\ah . . c]\a b . . c) \ab . . c)\a b . . c)
-

[ab . . c)\ab . . c)

est vraie dans le cas oil 11 y aurait n lettres comprises dans chaque
facteur, elle sera encore vraie en ajoutant une nouvelle lettre d dans
les seconds factem's de chaque terme avec I'indice / qui n'y entre

pas ;
et qu'ensuite, si Ton ajoute la meme lettre d dans les premiers

facteurs de chaque terme avec un nouvel indice r, I'^galit^ ne sera

pas troublee.

II s'agit done de demontrer que ces deux formules sont exactes :

/* . .q\/km. . I p\ _ /km. .l\/kp . . I q\ _ /k I . .p\/km. . I q\ ^

\ab. .c}\ab, .cd) \ab . .c)\ab . .cd)
-

\ab . . c)\ab . .cd), (xliv. 2)

/k I . .qr\/km. .1 p\ _ /km . . I r\/ k p . . I q\ _ /k I . . p r\/ k m . . I q\
j (XXIII. 5)

\ab. . cd)\ab . .cd) \a b . . c d)\a b . . c d)
~

[a b . . cd)\ab . .cd). ]

The line of proof is still the same, and may be shortly indicated

by treating the case

(D) KftaCjaiVgCiJ
-

laA^iKVs^^sl + KVslK^^XI = 0,

which comes immediately after (C), and is derived from it by
extending the factors in which a^\ does not^ occv/r. Since by
definition

lOifegCgdJ
=

d^\a^h^c^\
-

d^\a^h^c^\ + d^\a^^c^\
-

d^\ajj^c^l

and \a^iC^d^\
=

d^\ayb^c^\
-

dslOiVsl + ^^zKVel - ^\^A<^ii\>
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it follows that

But the cofactor here of d^ is by (C) equal to

and the cofactor of d^

= K\gA^A<^^\ -
l2V4!l2^3C5l.

and therefore by (C)
= -

K\c^\\a^\c^\,

la^CgllagVsl-

Making these substitutions, we have

I a^Cfi 1^162^3^4 1

-
I^1^4 11^1^2^30^51

= -
|aA/3llAc4^5l.

as was to be shown.

The next three cases are

KV5<^6ll1^2^3^4l
-

|ai&2'24^6ll1^2^3<^5l + |o^l^2<'3<^6ll1^24<^5l
= ^ (E)

K&2C3^4ll1^2C3^56l
"

|ai^2^3^5iaiV3^4^6l + Khc^d^lKK^^sd^eJ^ = (F)

\a^b^c^d^e^\\a^b^c^d^e^\
-

la^h^c^d^e^Wa^b^c^d^e^] + |ai&2C3(^67lli^2^3^45l
= ^ (G).

When the factors of each product are of the same order, as in

(C), (E), (G), the identity is, in modern phraseology, an " exten-

sional
"
of (A) ;

that is to say, there is a part common to every
factor of the identity, e.g., a^ in (C), a-p^ ^^ (E), a-p^fz i^ (G),

and this common part being deleted, the result is simply the

identity (A). When the factors of each product are of different

orders, as in (B), (D), (F), the identity is an "
extensional

"
of

something still simpler than (A), viz.,



MM(^yl
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theorem regarding the aggregate of products whose first factors

constitute what Cauchy would have called a "suite verticale,"

and whose second factors are the cofactors, in the determinant of

the system, of another "suite verticale." Desnanot however,

viewing the theorem from a different stand-point, enunciates it

as follows (p. 26) :

"Si Von a n lettres ab cdf, et qu'on les combine n-1 h n-1, on

aura n arravgemens ab cd, ab of, ab df, ,

a cdf, b cdf
; qu'on applique dans chaque arrangement les n-\

indices kl mp, ce qui donnera ces quantiUs

(k
I . .m p\ /k I . .mpX /k I . . m p\ /k I . . m p\ /k I . . m p\

^

ab . . cdjy \ab . . cf) ' [ab . . df) '

[a . . c df) ' [b . .c df) >

et qu'ensuite on les muUiplie chacune par la lettre qui n'entre pas dans

Varrangement en Vaffectant d'un mime indice et donnant au produit le

signe plus ou le signe moins, suivant que la lettre muUiplicateur occupe
un rang impair ou pair dans les n lettres, en partant de la droite, la somm
des produits sera zdro." (xii. 9)

Before proceeding to deduce others from it, he gives a proof of it

for the case

p/ k I . . m p\ p/ k I . .m p\ p/ k I . . m p\

(B'") f[ab..cd)-d[ab..cf) + c[ab..df)-
p/kl..mp\ p/kl..mp\ .

'^h[a..cdf)^a[b..cdf)
= ^'

The method of proof is interesting, because it depends almost

entirely on the definition which Desnanot follows Vandermonde
in using. It will be readily understood by seeing it applied to

the simple case

b^lb^c^d^l
-

feglVs^J + ^slVa^^il
-

^41^2^8 1

= ^^

Expanding each of the determinants \b^^d^\, \b.^c^d^\, in

terms of the 6's and their cofactors, we have

=
^l{ Khd^l -

^3^2^41 +
^4^2^31}'

-
bz{Khd^\

-
^3|CAI + &4kAl}

+ b^{hhd^\
- ^2kAI + h^dzl}

-
b^[b^\c^d^\

-
b^lc^d^l + b^\c^d^\ }J ^

= 0,

for the terms in the expanded form destroy each other in pairs.
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The derived identities are obtained exactly in the manner

followed by Bezout in 1779 (see pp. 51, 52). The fundamental

identity is taken, say in the form

and another instance is put alongside of it, in which the same

letters and suffixes are involved, say

One of the constituent determinants, say the last, ^iC^d^e^f^ is

then eliminated by equalisation of coefficients and subtraction,

the result being

In the next place, two additional instances of this derived

identity are taken along with it, the first differing from it in

having a 2 instead of a 5 in all the first factors, and the

second in having a 2 instead of a 1
; viz.,

and

l2/6lllV3^45l
-

l^25lllV3^4/6l +. IMsll^lWi/sl
-

l2C5lllM34/5l + k2^5lll<^2'^34/5l
= ^'

Multiplication by h^, h^ b^ is then effected and addition per-

formed, when by reason of such identities as

and bilcf'xhl
- W^xh\ - M2&5l = 0'

elimination of \oiiC2d^e^f^\ is produced, and the result takes the

form

\(^M&hxK<^z^4,^h\
-

kiVsllaiVs^^^/sl + laiMsll^iVs**^!

(D'")
-

\a,\c,\\a,h^d^ej,\
= 0.
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The process of derivation may be pursued further, giving next an

identity in which the first factors are all of the fourth order.

Desnanot says (pp. 31, 32)

"Pour ne pas nous r^peter constamment, nous dirons que cette

formule s'etendrait a un nombre quelconque de lettres plac^es dans
les premiers facteurs, et que

(kl...p\/kl...mp\
/k I . . . p\ / k I . . . mp\

ab...f)[ab...cd)
-

[ab . . . d)\ab . . . cf)
^"- '

(k I . . .P\(k I . . . mp\+
[ab...c)\ab...df)

- =0.

Les tennes sont alternativement positifs et negatifs, les indices sent

les memes dans les premiers facteurs de chaque terme, ils font partie
des indices qui se trouvent dans les autres facteurs et sont places
dans le m^me ordre; quant aux lettres, il y a ou une, ou deux, ou

trois, etc. lettres communes aux seconds facteurs ecrites toujours dans
le meme ordre et suivies de la v}^'^ lettre qui n'entre pas dans les

seconds facteurs
;
de sorte que s'il y a. n' lettres communes k tons les

facteurs, le nombre des termes de (H'") sera n - n'." (xxiii. 7) (XLIV. 4)

The general result (H'") is simply what would now be called

the 'extensional' of the identity of Vandermonde from which

Desnanot derives it.

Co-ordinate, in a sense, with the said identity, is that other

which Desnanot uses as a definition
;
and this latter is the next

of which the extensional is found. The process, so far as

indicated, is exactly similar to that employed in the preceding
case. The results obtained are

(p

r\ / k I . . . m p\ /pr\/kl...mp\ / p r\ / k I . . . m p\
a f)\ab . . .cd)

~
\ad)\ab . . .c f) + \ac)\ab . . .df)

~

(B"")^ ' /k r\/kl. . . . m p\ /p\ / k I . . .m p r\+
[ab)[a...cdf)

=
[a)\ab . . .cdf),

and

/k p r\/k I . . . mp\ /k p r\/k I . . .m p\

[abf)[ab...cd)
~
[abd)\ab . . .cf)

(C"")^ ^
fkpr\/kl...mp\ /k p\/ k I . . . mp r\

+ [ahc)[ab...df)
- =

\ab)[ab...cdf);

and the general result including them is referred to. (vi. 4) (XLV.)
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That they are extensionals of the definition is evident from the

fact that the index p may be moved to the left so as to make a

common to every factor of (B""), and a h common to every factor

of(c;o-
still another series of results is obtained, but they are

essentially the same as the foregoing, the difference again being

merely a matter of rows and columns.

All these preparations having been made, Desnanot returns to

the subject of the relations between the numerators and denom-

inators of the values of the unknowns in a set of linear equations.

Thirteen pages are occupied with the case of four unknowns,
the number of relations found being 74, of which, after scrutiny,

14< are retained. The case of five unknowns, and the case of six

unknowns are gone into with about as much detail, and then,

lastly, the general set of n equations with n unknowns is dealt

with. None of the relations obtained need be given, as they are

all included in the identities which have been spoken of above as

extensionals.

The second chapter (p. 94) bears the heading

Simplification des formules gm^rales qui donnent les valeurs

des ijiconnues dans les Equations du premier degre, lorsqu'on

veut les ^valuer en nombres.

Here again the cases of three, four, five, six unknowns are

dwelt upon with equal fulness in succession. The consideration

of one of them will suffice to show the nature of the method,

and will enable the reader to judge of the amount of labour

saved by employing it. Choosing the case of four unknowns,
we find at the outset the equations stated and the solution

condensed as follows (p. 104) :

"Equations donnees.

ax +hy +CZ +dt = f
a'x + h'y + c'z + d't = f
a"x + h"y + c"z + d"t = /"

a"'x + h"'y + c"'z + d"'t = /'".
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Calcul.

ah' ha' =
a,

ah" - b"a =
f3,

a'b" - h"a' = 7,

db'" - ha'" = 8,

a'b'"-b'a'"= ,;

m = c" a-c'fS +cy,

n = c'" a- c'S +ce,

n' =f'"a-f'8 +fe;

D = Uwi(a(i"'
- 8d' + id)

-
n{ad" - ftd' + yd)\ ,

N'" = -( mn' - nm'
j

,

N" = -{m'{ad'"
-W + id)

-
n'(ad"

-
pd' + yd)\ ;

/D - cN" - <^"' = S
,

f'T>-c'W-d'W'= S';

T/ ^S' Sa'N =
,

N =
;

a

_ N _ N' _ N" N"'
'^~

D' ^" D'
^~

D"'
* ~^'

:
The explanation of the mode of procedure is not difficult to see :

(1) The determinants \ah'\,\ah"\,\a'h"\,\ah"'\,\a'h"'\ are cal-

culated.

(2) With the help of these are next got four of a higher order,

viz. \ah'c"\ , \ah'c"'\ ,\ah'f"\ , |a6'/"|.

(3) Two others of the same order, viz.

ad"' - 8d' + ed, ad" - ^d' + yd,

le. \ah'd"'\, \db'd"\,
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having been calculated, the identity

\ab'\ . D =
\ab'c"\ . \ah'd'"\

-
\ab'c"'\ . \ab'd"\

is used to find D.

(4) A similar identity

\ab'\ . N'" = \ab'c"\ . \ab'f"\
-

\ ab'c'"\ . \ab'f'\

is used to find N'".

(5) A similar identity

\ab'\ . N" =
\ab'f'\ . \ab'd'"\

-
\ab'f"\ . \ab'd"\

is used to find N".

(6) Two subsidiary quantities S, S' are calculated, the first being
=

f\ab'c"d'"\
-

c\ab'f'd"'\
-

d\ab'c"f"X

and the second

=
f\ab'c"d:"\

-
c'\ab'f"d"'\

-
d'\ab'c"f"\.

(7) From these N' and N are readily got. For evidently

aS' Sa'

=
\af\ . \ab'c"d:"\

-
\ac'\ . \ab'f"d"'\

-
\ad'\ . \ah'c"f"\

and this by a previous theorem

=
\ab'\.\afc"d"'\,

=
\ab'\ . N'. (xiiL 3)

The third chapter consists of a lengthy examination (pp. 157-

264) of the singular cases met with in the solution of linear

equations, and does not concern us.

CAUCHY (1821).

[Cours d'Analyse de I'Ecole Royale Polytechnique. I. Analyse

Algebrique.* xvi+ 576 pp. Paris. (Euvres, 2* sdr. iii.

pp. 73-82,426-428.]

When Cauchy came to write his Course of Analysis, after-

wards so well known, he did not fail to assign a position in it to '

the subject of his memoir of 1812. The third chapter bears the
|

heading, "Des Fonctions Symetriques et des Fonctions Alternees."
|

No more published.
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It occupies, however, only fifteen pages (pp. 70-84), and of these

only nine are devoted to alternating functions and the solution

of simultaneous linear equations. Of course, in so limited a

space, the merest sketch of a theory is all that is possible. An

alternating function is first defined, the word "alternee" being
now set in contrast with "

sym^trique," and not, as formerly, with
"
permanente." Functions other than those that are rational

and integral being left aside, the latter, if alternating, are shown

(1) to consist of as many positive as negative terms, in each of

which all the variables occur with different indices, and (2) to

be divisible by the simplest of all alternating functions of the

variables, viz., the difference-product. The set of equations

arX-\-hry+ CrZ+ . . .-\-grU+ hrV = kr (')"
=

0, 1,. . .,71 1)

is then attacked, the method being to take the difference-product

of a, 6, ... , h, denote by D what the expansion of this becomes

when exponents are changed into suflBxes, denote by A^ the

co-factor of a^. in D, then obtain the equations

A-QaQ+K^a^+ K^a^+ . . . + K-i^n-i = ^'

A0&0+A161 -I-A262-I- . . . +A_ifo_i = 0,

AqCq-|-AjCi -f-AgCg -f- . . . -\- -^n-l^n-l
~ ^'

and thereafter proceed as Laplace had taught. As in the

memoir of 1812, the "
symbolic" form of the values oi x, y, . . .

is unfailingly given.

A note is added (pp. 521-524) on the development of the

difference product, showing how all the terras may be got from

one by interchanging one exponent with another, how the signs

depend on the number of said interchanges, and how, by counting
the number of cycles (here called groups), it may be ascertained

whether any two given terms have like or unlike signs.

It will thus be seen that not only is the name " determinant
"

never mentioned in the chapter, and the notation Sa^-^c^...h^_^
never used, but that the subject is scarcely so much as touched

upon. Although, therefore, Cauchy's text-book went through
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a considerable number of editions, and had a widespread influence,

it gave no such impulse as it might have done to the study of

the theory of determinants.

SCHERK (1825).

[Mathematische Abhandlungen. Von Dr. Heinrich Ferdinand

Scherk, .... iv+ 116 pp. Berlin. (Pp. 31-66. Zweite

Abhandlung: Allgemeine Auflosung der Gleichungen des

ersten Grades mit jeder beliebigen Anzahl von unbekannten

Grossen, und einige dahin gehorige analytische Unter-

suchungen.)]

The only previous writings of importance known to Scherk

were, according to his own statement, those of Cramer, Bezout

(1764), Vandermonde, Bezout (1779), Hindenburg, and Rothe.

His style bears most resemblance to Rothe's, whose paper, how-

ever, he does not speak of with unmixed eulogy, characterising
it as containing

" eine strenge aber ziemlich weitlaufige Auflosung
der Aufgabe."
The main part of the memoir consists of a lengthy demon-

stration, extending, indeed, to 17 pages quarto, of Cramer's rule,

or rather of Cramer's set of three rules (iv., v., iii. 2), by the

method of so-called mathematical induction. The peculiarity of

the demonstration is that it is entered upon without any previous
examination of the properties of Cramer's functions (deter-

minants); and it is noteworthy on two grounds (1) as being

new, and (2) because the properties, which it really if not

explicitly employs, had also not been previously referred to.

The cases of one equation with one unknown, two equations
with two unknowns, three equations with three unknowns, are

dealt with in succession, the solution of one case being used in

obtaining the solution of the next. All three solutions are noted

as being in accordance with Cramer's rules, and the said rules

being formulated, and upposed to hold for n equations with

n unknowns, it is sought to establish their validity for n+ l

equations with n-\-\ unknowns. In other words, the set of n

equations being
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n n n 1 n 1 n 2 n 2

ax + a X + cb X +11 1

nn n 1 1 n 2 n 2

ax
2

+ a X
2

+ a X +

n n n 1 n 1

ax -^ a X +
n-2 n 2

a X
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with its proper sign : and the second half implying that in every
1

term of this aggregate s is to be substituted for a. A modern
h h

writer would denote the same thing by

2
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In dem letzten Gliede dieser Gleichung kommt aber in jeder Form
n+l n+1
X

,
und zwar zur ersten Potenz, vor

;
x ist also gemeinschaftlicher

Pactor aller Formen, und folglich ist

/n 71+1 +l k\ /n k\ n+l /n n+l k\

P(a;s-a x
, a)

= Fla
; s

, a)
- xYla

;
a

, a).
\n h h h/ \n h h/ \ ft ft/

Macht man diese Substitution fiir A;=l, 2, . . .
, n, in der letzten

Gleichung, und bemerkt, dass

(n

1 1\ /n 2 2\ /n k k\

a
;
a

, a)
= T (a

;
a

, a)
=

. . . .
= Tla ;a, a),

n h h/ \n h h/ \n ft ft/

so geht diese in folgende Gleichung iiber

n+l /n k k\n+l
a P(a ;

a
, a] x

n+l \n ft ft/

S P
n+l

( n /n n\ k /n k\ 1 /n ^\"i

] aP(a;s, )+...+ a Via
;
s

, a) + . . . + aP(a;s,a)v
l^n+l \n ft ft/ n+l \n ft ft/ n+l \n ft ft/J

r n /n n+l n\ ft /n n+l ft\ 1 /n n+l 1\ V
\ aP(a;a,a)+...+ aP(a;a,a)+...+ aP(a;a,a)}-
l^n+l \n ft ft/ n+l \n ft ft/ n+l \n ft ft/J

n ft fc\

a; a, );
n ft ft/

n+l

folglich

1 /n 1\ 2 /n 2\ n /n n\ /n k *\
- aP(a;s,a)- aP(a;s,a)-...- aP(a;s,a)+ sP(a;a,a)

n+l \n ft ft/ n+l \n ft ft/ n+l \n ft ft/ n+l \n ft ft/

1 /n n+l 1\ 2 / n+l 2\ n /n n+l n\ n+l /n ft fc\
'

- a'P(a;a,a)- a Via
; a, a)- . . .

- aP(a;a,a)+ aP(a;a,a)
n+l \n ft ft/ n+l \n ft A/ n+l \n ft ft/ n+l \n ft ft/

The first theorem here made use of and formulated, viz.,

/ n n+l n+l ft \ / n \ / n n+i n+l ft \

P(<x;s a X
, a)

= F(a
;
s

, a) 'P(a
;
a x

, a) (XLVI.)
Vnft ft ft/ Vnftft/ \nft ft/

is the now familiar rule for the partition of a determinant with

a row or column of binomial elements into two determinants,

or for the addition of two determinants which are identical

except in one row or one column. The second theorem, viz.,

/n n+l n+l fc\ n+l /n +l fc\

^ia; a X a) = x Fla; a
, a) XLVII.)Vnft / Vnftft/

is the now equally familiar theorem regarding the multiplication

of a determinant by means of the multiplication of all the

f
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elements of a row or column. That these two very elementary

theorems should not have been noted until the time of Scherk

is rather remarkable.

The consideration of the constitution of

(n+l

it k\

a
;
a

, a)
n+l h hJ

is next entered upon, with the object of showing that the terms

are exactly the terms of the denominator

1 / n n+l 1 \ 2 / n n+l 2 \ n+l / n fc fc \

aP(a; a ,a) aP(a; a ,0-) + aP(a;a,a).
n+l ^ n ft ft / n+l \ n ft ft / n+l \ n ft A /

More than two pages are occupied with this part proof of

Bezout's recurrent law of formation. The identity of the terms

of
/n+l n+l\

P( a
;
s

,
a

)

\n+l ft ft /

with the terms of the numerator then follows at once
;
and the

n+l

desired form for the value of a?
,
so far as the Tnagnitude of

the terms is concerned, is thus obtained. The corresponding
forms for

0;^, x^, . . . are of course immediately deducible.

The rules for obtaining the terms of the numerator and

denominator having been thus established in all their generality,

the rule of signs is next dealt with. The treatment is cumber-

some, but fresh and interesting. It is pointed out, to start with,

that the counting of the inversions of order of a permutation,

is equivalent to subtracting separately from each element all

the elements which follow it, reckoning + 1 as a sign-factor

when the difference is positive, and 1 when the difference is

negative, and then taking the product of all the said factors.

This, it will be recalled, is essentially identical with an ob-

servation of Cauchy's. Scherk, however, goes on to remark

that these sign-factors may be viewed as functions of the

differences which give rise to them, and may be so represented.

Whether there actually be a function which equals +1 for all

positive values of the argument and equals 1 for all negative
values is left for future consideration. Cramer's rule of signs
is thus made to take the following form (p. 45) :
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"Wenn <t>(/3) eine solche Function der ganzen Zahl (3 ist,

welche = + 1 ist wenn /8 positiv, und - 1 wenn /3 negativ ist, so ist

das Vorzeichen Z irgend eines in dem Aggregate

/ h h\

P(a;a,a] enthaltenen Gliedes
\n k k/

1 2 3 fc-l it; ifc--l n

a a a ... a a a . . . a
a a a" a<*-i)a(*)a(*+i) a'")

folgendes :

Z =
4>{(i" -a').<t>{a."' -a')...<^(a'*-i>-a').<^(a'*>

- a' ).<^(a'*+"
- a' )...<^(a'>

- a' )

<t>{a"'
-

a")./>(a""
-

a"). ..<^(a<*'
-

a"). -^(0'*+^'
-

a").<^(a'*+2'
-

a")...<^(a<'"
-

a")

<^(a<*+i'
-

a**') . <^(a<*+2i
_

a'*')
. . . <^(a'"'

-
a<*')

<^(a"'>-a<'-^)." (III. 23)

And it is this form which Scherk seeks to establish. The mode

of proof is again the so-called inductive mode. In the case of

two permutable indices the law is readily seen to hold. We
thus have, preparatory for the next case,

(2

Jc k \ 12 12
a; a, a) =

<p{2 l)a a + 0(1 2)aa,
2 ft A/ 12 2 1

/2 3 1\ 3 2 3 2

P(a; a
, a) = 0(2 1) a a -{ 0(1 2) a a,

\i h h/ 12 2 1

(2

3 2\ 13 13
a; a ,a) = 0(2 \)a a + 0(1 2) a a.
2 h h/ 12 21

But " nach dem Obigem
"

(3

t fc\ 1 /2 3 1\ 2 /2 3 2\ 3 /2 fc J:\

a; a ,a) = dPla; a , a) aP(a; a
, a) + aP(a; a

, a)-
i h k/ S \2 ft ft/ 3 \2 ft ft/ 3 \2 ft ft/

Consequently

(Z

Jc k\ If 32 32^ II

a; a,a) = -a-^0(2-l)aa+ 0(l-2)aa^ II
3 ft ft/ 3 V 12 1 iJ ^U

2 r ' 3~v ^1
-a{0(2-l)a a + 0(l-2)aa^ M

3 [. 12 2 ij

3 / 12 12"!
a]0(2-l)a a + 0(1 2)aaK
S [. 12 2 1 J

+ <
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But as -
<i>{2

-
1)
= 0(1

-
2)

and -1 = 0(2-3)
and -1 = 0(1-3),

we may substitute

0(1-2)0(2-3)0(1-8) for -0(2-1).

This and five other similar substitutions give us

Ha;a,a)= 0(2 -1)0(3- 1)0(3 -2)aa a + </(3- 1)0(2- 1)0(2-3) aa a
\3 A fc/ 12 3 13 2

+ 0(l-2)0(8-2)0(3-l)aaa + 0(3-2)0(1 -2)0(1-3) aaa
'

2 13 2 3 1

+ 0(1 -3)0(2 -3)0(2-1) eta a + 0(2-3)0(1-3)0(1 -2) aaa;
3 2 1

so that the law is seen to hold also for the case of three permu-
table indices. The completion of the proof, giving the transition

from n to n+ 1 permutable indices, occupies three pages.
This is followed by two pages devoted to the subjects tem-

porarily set aside at the outset, viz., the possible existence of

functions having the peculiar properties of 0. Two amusing
instances of such functions are given,

(1) 0(^)= PJ-1+ PJ-2+ PJ-3+ . .

.|
_P/S-l_P/5-2_p^-3_ I

;

(9\ rf^R\- siP^^-'T sin2/37r sin 2^x
K^) 0VP;-

(^_i)27r"^(/3-2)27r'^(/3-3)27r"^-

sin 2|87r sin 2/37r sin 2/37r

=
G

(/3+l)27r + 2)27r (^8+ 3)2,7
'

1 2 3 \sin2/37r

where P^* stands for the k^^ coefficient in the expansion of (a+ b)^.

Success, however far from brilliant it may be, in thus expressing
the rule of signs by means of the symbols of analysis, led Scherk

to try to do the same for the rule of foination of the terms.

Nothing came of the attempt, however. " Bald aber," he says,
"
zeigte es sich dass Permutationen niemals durch andere analy-

tische Zeichen ersetzt werden konnten."
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Such speculations are not altogether uninteresting when later

work like Hankel's comes to be considered.

In an Appendix dealing (1) with the case of a set of linear

equations which are not all independent, (2) with the solution of

particular sets of equations, there is given at the outset a proof
of the theorem regarding the sign of a permutation which is got
from another permutation by the interchange of two elements.

If the under-indices of the one term whose sign is be

,(i-l)(i)(i+l) jt-ir(*)^(*+i)

.(*-!)<(*+)

aa a .... a' wa' ''.... a' 'a: 'a

and of the other whose sign is Z * be

aa a .... a* "a**'a*^*' .... a' 'a a'

it is shown that

,(n)

Jn)

<l>(a''-a*) ^a*-a*+^)

^0(a*-a*)Xa*+^-a')

<p{a''-a*)

i^a'-a")

0(a*-a*-O

and there being here 2k 2i l quotients each = 1
, the result

arrived at is

z = -1 or z = Z,

as was to be proved. (iii. 24)
The body of the Appendix contains, along with other matter

which falls to be considered later, the statement and proof of

propositions identical in essence but not in form with the

following :

(1)

1
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11 2 8 n-i n-1

11 2 2

. + m a
n-i n-i

(2)

1
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Schweins' portly volume consists of seven separate treatises.

It is the third, headed Theorie der Producte mit Versetzungen,

which deals expressly and exclusively with the subject of

deteriliinants. The treatise is logically arranged and carefully

written. It opens with an introduction of 4 pp., the main part

of which serves as a table of contents and as a guide to the

theorems which the author considered his own. It consists of

four Sections (Abtheilungen), subdivided into portions which we

may call chapters, the first section containing five chapters, the

second also five, the third one, and the fourth four.

Schweins' name for the function is

Producte mit Versetzungen ; (xv. 6)

his notation is a modification of Laplace's, viz., he uses

I )
(VII. 6)

where LapL-'ce used simply

( )

and his definition is essentially the same as Vandermonde's
;
that

is to say, he employs Bezout's law of recurring formation. His

words at the outset are

"Die Bildungsweisc der Producte, welche hier untersucht werden

sollen, geben folgende a,. . .en an :

|aJ= A

II

ai aj. \ 11 ai \ 12 11 aj \ ai

|AiAJ
=
|aJ.A2 -||aJ.A2,

II

a, aj as \ II ai aj \ as
||

aj as \ a2 11 aj 3 \ ai

I Ai Ao A3j
=

II A, AJ .A3
-

II A, A2j . A3
+

II A, AJ . A

II

a, 82 as a4 \ 11 a, aa as \ *i
||

! aj aj \ as

I Ai A2 A3 AJ =
II Ai A2 A3J . A,

-
II Ai A2 A3; . A4

a,A2A3).a,-||a,A2A3).a,.
und allgemein

a, 8\ , II 81 ... . 8n-l \ n , \i ll i *"-2 \ s-l

A,....A)= (-)||a,....A_J.A+(-)M|a,....A,._,)a,
+

+
(-)||a, A_jA, ++(-) iA,...A_J,

oder

|a,;v;;a,)
=
S(-)ii,- :*:".-.' ";':':. IJ.r ^=' ' -
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The sequence of propositions as might be expected is not unlike

that found in Vandermonde. The first six propositions are

1. The under elements (A^, Ag, . . .) being allowed to remain

unchanged, the upper elements (a^, ag, . . .) are interchanged in

every possible way to obtain the full development.

2. The sign preceding each term is dependent upon the number

of interchanges of elements necessary to arrive at the term.

3. If two adjacent upper elements be interchanged, the sign of

the determinant is altered.

4. If an upper element be moved a number of places to the

right or left, the sign of the determinant is changed or not

according as the number of places is odd or even.

5. If several upper elements change places, the sign of the

determinant is altered or not according as the number is odd or

even which indicates how many cases there are of an element

following one which in the original order it preceded.

6. If in any terTn the said number of pairs of elements occur-

ring in reversed order be even, the sign preceding the term

must be positive ;
and if the number be odd, the sign must be

negative.

The proof of the 3rd of these, which gave trouble to Vander-

monde, is easily effected in what after all is Vandermonde's way,

viz., by showing that the case for n elements follows with the

help of the definition from the case for n 1 elements. (xi. 4)

Schweins' 7th proposition is that there is an alternative re-

curring law of formation in which the under elements play the

part of the upper elements in the original law, and vice versa.

This amounts to saying, in modem phraseology, that if a deter-

minant has been shown to be developable in terms of the elements

of a row and their complementary minors, it is also developable
in terms of the elements of a column and their complementary
minors. The proof is affected by the so-called method of in-

duction, and is interesting both on its own account and from the

fact that Cauchy's development in terms of binary products of a

row and column turns up in the course of it. The character of

the proof will be understood by the following illustrative

example in the modem notation :
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By the original law of formation we have

llV3^4l = ^llVs^il
-

2lV3<^4l + as1^2^*1
"

^ll V2<^3l

and, as the new law is supposed to have been proved for deter-

minants of the 3rd order, it follows that

klVs^il =
llV3^4l

-
^i{hVzdi\

-
C1IM4I + ^^lIV*!}

-
(^^{^o^d^\

-
c^\h^^\ + c^ilVsl}-

Combining now by the original law the terms involving h^ as a

factor, the terms involving c^, and those involving d^, we obtain

\a^<iC^d^\
= a^Wc^d^\

-
Wa^c^d^\ + c^\a^h^d^\

-
d^\a^b^c^\,

and thus prove that the new law holds for determinants of the

4th order. (vi. 7) (ix. 3)

Cauchy's development above referred to appears in the pen-
ultimate identity in the convenient form of one term a^l 62^36^4 1

followed by a square array of 9 terms. The form in Schweins

is

II

ai a,, \
|{ ai a-i \ a ^

11 / II 1
- 1/ n

l.(xxxvii.2)
, '^ V~^ / \a!+y-l I *i a-a.-i a-x+i a-i \ a.x an I

^

^ Zj^ZjyK )
I Ai . . . A^_j,_iA^_+, . . . K_J

' K '

K-v)

Laplace's expansion-theorem is next taken up. To prepare the

way a theorem in permutations is first given, the enunciation

being as follows : Iffrom n different elements every permutation

of q elements be formed, and every permutation o/n q elements;

and if each of the latter be appended to all such of the former as

have no elements in common with it, all the permutations of the

ivhole n elements will be obtained. Thus, if the permutations
of 1 2 3 4 5, or say P(l 2 3 4 5), be wanted, we first take the

permutations three at a time, viz.,

P(l 2 3), P(l 2 4), P(l 2 5), . . . .
, P(3 4 5)

where 12 3, 12 4, 12 5,..., 345 are the orderly arranged

combinations of three elements
; secondly, we take the permuta-

tions two at a time, viz.,

P(12), P(13), P(14), , P(4 5);
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and, thirdly, we append each of the two permutations included in

P(4 5) to each of the six included in P(l 2 3), each of the two
in P(3 5) to each of the six in P(l 2 4), and so on. The identity
here involved Schweins writes as follows, the only difference

being that P is put instead of V (Versetzungen):

P(12345)= P(12 3)xP(4 5)

+ P(1 2 4)xP(3 5)

+ P(1 2 5)xP(3 4)

+ P(1 3 4)xP(2 5)

+ P(1 3 5)xP(2 4)

+ P(1 4 5)xP(2 3)

+ P(2 3 4)xP(l 5)

+ P(2 3 5)xP(l 4)

+ P(2 4 5)xP(l 3)

+ P(3 4 5)xP(l 2).

Another example is

P(l 2 3 4 5 6) = P(l 2 3) . P(4 5 6)

+ P(1 2 4). P(3 5 6)

+ P(3 5 6).P(1 2 4)

+ P(4 5 6).P(1 2 3).

The proof consists in the assertion that no permutation can occur

twice on the right-hand side, and in showing that the number

of permutations which occur is the full number.

From this lemma Laplace's expansion-theorem is given as an

immediate deduction. The passage (p. 335) is interesting, as the

mode of enunciating the theorem approximates closely to that

of modern writers, and has a certain advantage over Cauchy's,

perfectly accurate, more general and more compact though the

latter be.

"Nach dieser Weise, alle Versetzungen zu bilden, welche wir hier

zuerst bekannt machen, konnen auch die Summen dor Producte mit

Versetzungen und mit veranderlichen Zeichen in niedrigere Summen
zerlegt werden, wenn bei jeder Versetzung nach der oben gefundenen
Vorschrift das zugehorige Zeichen bestimmt wird

;
z. B.
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|A,A2A3A,aJ= llA.A^Agj-lA.Aj
=

| A, A^ Agj-I A, aJ

II

i 2 03 \
II

aj <5 \

lA.A^Aj-llAeAj

A3AJ
<4 <5 \

A^Aj
"4 <5 \

A, AJ
4 "5 \

A2 Ag^

IIa.iJ

<4 "5 \

a,aJ
4 <5 \

A1A3J

04 6 \

A, AJ.

i 2 "1 \
II

"3 os \

Al A2 Agj-ll A4 A5J

II
a, O] 05 \ II 03 04 \

+||a,A2A3)-||a,aJ

II

! 03 ai \ II
"2 05 \

|a,A2A3J-|a,aJ

Ol "3 "5 \
II

2 04 \

Al Ag Agj -11 A4A5J

II

O, rtj 05

I Al Ag A, )||

OS 03 \

IIA4AJ

3)-||a,A5)

<4 "5 \ II "1 '3 \

-||a,a,aJ-|a,aj

I

rt^ 03 aj

Aj Ag A3

II

<2 3 "5

lAiAoA,

II Al Ag Aj

II

ai oj 03

IA1A3A,

II

Ol 02 03

I Al A3 A5

II

a, oj 03

I A, A, A,

-I
ai 03 as

A2 A3 A^

Ol aj 03

I -A-o A-Q A,

ai 02 03

II A2 A4 A,

03 04 n, \
II

Ol oj \

+||a,A2A3J-|a,aJ,
+

11 A3 A, A,

In der ersten Scheitelreihe sind die oberen und in der zweiten die

unteren Elemente veranderlich
;

die Zeichen + und -
befolgen das

Gesetz in
^j
140. Eben so ist

(Another example is given.)

Wir wollen fiir diese Bildungsweise folgende allgemeine Zeichen

wahlen :

(?) (n-g)

|a, . . . A)
=

2^(-)1| A, A, ) -I A,+, A,+2 . A )

und

= lA-y
II (A, , A2 ,

. . .
, A) I (A, , A2 ,

. . .
, A) ),

wo * nach dem Gesetze bestimmt werden muss, welches in 140

gefunden ist." (xiv. 5)

The one imperfection in this is in regard to the question of sign.

It is implied that the sign to precede any product, say the product

% s "4 \
11

"1 H \
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is fixed by making it the same as the sign of the terTn

S % "4 "1 "5

but nothing is said as to how this ensures that the 11 other

terms of the product shall have their proper sign.

Considerably less interest attaches to the next theorem dealt

with, Vandermonde's theorem regarding the effect of the

equality of two upper or two lower elements. All that is

fresh is the lengthy demonstration by the method of so-called

induction. The identities immediately following from it by

expansion Schweins expresses as follows :

lji-r\ A, . . . A._, A,+, A j-A,
= 0'

where x = l
,
2 ,...., n. (xii. 10)

This concludes the first chapter of the first section.

The second chapter deals with a most notable generalisation

and is worthy of being reproduced with little or no abridgment.
The subject may be described as the transformation of an

aggregate of products of pairs of determinants into another

aggregate of similar kind. A special example of the trans-

formation is taken to open the chapter with, the initial aggregate
of products being in this case

Expanding the first factor of each product Schweins obtains

-{4|aA^3|- 3liV4l + e^Kh(^i\- ^iKh^il} Je97\

+ {A\<^ACs\
-

/3IV2C4I + A\(^A<^i\
-

flKh(^i\} 5^6971

-{giKK^^zi
-

s'sl^iVil + 92KK(^i\
-

9i\(^2h(^i\) ^^^JiV

He then combines the terms which contain
[ai^g'^sl

^^ ^ factor,
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the terms which contain l^i^gC^I as a factor, and so forth, the

result being by the law of formation,

The identity of this aggregate with the similar original aggregate
constitutes the theorem.

The only point left in want of explanation in connection with

it is the construction of the aggregate of products presented at

the outset, it being, of course, impossible that any aggregate
taken at will can be so transformable. A moment's examination

suffices to show that when once the first product of all

\aAc^d^\.\eJ^g^\

is chosen, the others are derivable from it in accordance with a

simple law, the requirements being (1) no change of suffixes,

(2) the last letter of the first factor to be replaced by the letters

of the second factor in succession, (3) the signs of the products to

be + and alternately. As for the first product of all, it is

not difficult to see that the orders of the determinants composing
it are quite immaterial. Instead of taking determinants of the

4**' and 3"^ ordera, and producing by transformation an aggregate
of products of determinants of the 3"* and 4*** orders, we might
have taken determinants of the (n+ 1)'^ and tyi}'^ orders, applied

the transformation, and obtained an aggregate of products of

determinants of the v}'^ and {m+ lf^ orders. This is the essence

of Schweins' first generalisation. His own statement and proof
of it leave little to be desired, and are worthy of examination in

order that his firm grasp of the subject and his command of the

notation may be known. He says (p. 345)

" Die Reihe, welche in eine andere iibertragen warden soil, sei

wo x=\, 2, ,
m + 1.

Der erste Factor wird nach 515 in niedere Summen aufgelost

Ai A,B. j
=

Z;,(-) ||a, A,. JB.
wo y=l, 2, . . .

, re+l
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wodurch die vorgegebene Reihe in folgende iibergeht :

(

B,

Es ist aber nach 522

m+l X

n+x-tf\\ a, . . . Oy_i oy+i .... on+l \ 11 i Nn \ ^
I A, A j-||B, . . . B,_, B.^1 . . . BJ B.

m+l-x| 61 bm \ ay 11*1 hn Oy \

2^(-) |b, . . . B,_,B.+, . . . B,J -B.
-

llB, BJ

folglich

m\\ oky bi b% bm \

= (-)|b, B^J;

Q =
2y(-) 11^^ ^- Ml^ ^-+^>''

oder es ist

*-l
II o, o+l \

11
61 6m \

S,(-) II A. A B, j -llB, . . . B,_, B,+, . . . B^J

n-jr+l II ai . . . Oy-i ay+l . . . a+l \ |<>y6i6s 6n \

=
2;/-) 11-^^

^ M^ ^-w
wo a;=l, 2, , m+l,

y=l, 2, ,
71 + 1;

oder es ist

I

a, an+lN 11 61 5m \

A, ....AB, j-||B, BJ

ia,

Ott+lX II 6, bn \

A,....AB3 j-|B,B3 BJ

Iaj

an+l\
|1

6, 6m \

A,....AB3 j-||B,B,B,...BmJ

(-r|A,...A,BmJ-||B, Bmj, J

1<l

On \
II <+l 61 bm \

A, A, j-||B, Bm+xj

ia\
"n-l <n+l\ ||

<n 61 6m \

Aa K)-\^ BmJ

A.10,

... . an-2 "n n+l\ | "%-! 61 .

Ax A. j-lB,...
6m
B

, s_ II "1 n+l\ I i 61 6m

(-)lA....... aJ-|B, BmH-x, (XLIX.)
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The further generalisation of which this is possible, and which

Schweins effects, depends on the fact that the law of formation

twice used in proving the identity is but the simplest case of

Laplace's expansion-theorem, and that the said theorem can be

similarly used in all its generality. In other words, instead of

taking only one of the B's at a time to go along with the A's to

form the first factors of the left-hand aggregate, we may take

any fixed number of them. For example, out of six B's we may
take every set of three to go along with two A's, and we shall

have the aggregate

A, A, B, B, Bj II B, B, BJ
"

|| A, A, B, B, BJ | B3 B, bJ

+
I A, A^B^B^bJI B3B, Bj

-
II A, A, B,B, Bej || B3B,BJ

+
ll A, A, B, B3 BJ II B, B, BJ

-
II A, A, B, B3 BJ |! B^ B, BJ

+
II A, A, B, B3 Bj II B, B, bJ +

II A, A^ B, B, bJ || B^ B3 BJ

II

Ol oj as 04 05 \
II ii ftj 63 \

, II Ol 02 03 '4 5 \ I *1 *2 *3 \

I A, A^ B, B, Bj II B, B3 bJ +
li A, A, B, B, bJ | B, B3 bJ

Ioi

02 03 ai 05 \
II 61 62 *3 \ .11 "1 2 Ci2 ai ai \

\\ bi 62 ^3 \

A, A, B, B3 BJ II B, B, BJ +
I A, A^ B, B3 BJ || B, B, BJ

II

ai 02 "3 1 "5 \ II
*1 *2 *3 \ II 1 <"! "3 4 05 \ 11

*1 *2 *3 \

|a,A2B,B3bJ|b,b,bJ-||AiA2B2B,bJ||b,B3bJ

I a, 02 3 1 5 \ II *l *2 *3 \ 11 "l 02 OS <4 <5 \ 11 *I ^2 *3 \

+
ll A, A, B^ B, BJ II B, B3 BJ

-
|| A, A, B, B, BJ || B, B3 BJ

, 1 Ol 02 03 04 05 \
II 6, 62 *3 \ II o, 02 03 04 as \

II
61 4j 3 \

+ |a,a,B3B,bJ|b,b,bJ-||a,a,B3B,bJ|b,B2bJ

II o, a2 03 aj a., \
|| ii 62 6i \

|| o, oj 03 aj as \
||

ii 63 63 \

+ ||a,a,B3B,bJ||b,B2bJ-|a,a,b,b,bJ||b,b,B3J,

the sign of any term being determined by the number of

inversions of order among the suffixes of all the B's of the term.

In this particular case the first use of Laplace's expansion-
theorem is to transform

1 "2 03 Ol 05 \

A1A2B1B2B3J
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and the other similar determinants each into an aggregate of ten

products, the two factors of any product in the expansion of

II

Oi 02 as 04 aj \

|a,a,b,b,B3)

being, as we should nowadays say, a minor formed from the

first two rows and the complementary minor. In this way
would arise 20 rows of 10 terms each, and these being combined

by a second use of Laplace's expansion-theorem in columns of

20 terms each, the outcome would be an aggregate of 10 products,

viz., the aggregate

A, Aj II B, B, B3 B, B, Bj
-

|| A, aJ || B, B, B3 B, B, bJ

I 11 "1 "* \ II "2 <3 <5 *1 62 *3 \ 11 "l "5 \ II 2 03 04 1 62 63 \+
I A, AJ II B, B, B3 B, B, BJ

-
II A, AJ || B, B, B3 B, B, BJ

II Oj 03 \
II

<*1 "4 <5 *1 *2 *3 \ II 2 '4 \
11

1 3 "5 *1 62 63 \+
II A, AJ II B, B, B3 B, B, Bj

-
|| A, AJ || B, B^ B3 B, B, BJ

, 11 2 "5 \ II 1 3 4 *1 *2 *3 \
, II

3 "4 \ || "l 2 "5 ^1 ^2 *3 \+
II A, AJ II B, B^ B3 B, B, Bj +

|| A, AJ || B, B, B3 B, B, BJ

II

3 <5 \ II "1 2 04 *1 *2 *3 \
, II

4 "i \ 11 "I 'H "3 *1 2 *3 \

I A, A,j II B, B, B3 B, B, bJ +
II A, AJ || B, B^ B3 B, B, bJ.

The following is Schweins' statement of this most general
theorem :

S(-)*j| A, . . . . A,_,B', B'j II BVx B'J
(XLIX. 2)

V~\/ \* II
"1 a'n-g\ || a'n-q + i . . . a'n 6, . . . hmq\= Ij^-y

II A, . A,_J II B, . . B^ j-

The only points about it requiring explanation are the exact

effect to be given to the symbol 2, and the meaning of the dashes

affixed to certain of the letters. The two symbols are connected

with each other, the dashes not being permanently attached to

the letters, but merely put in to assist in explaining the duty of

the 2. On the left-hand member of the identity, the two

symbols indicate that the first term is got by dropping the

dashes, and that from this first term another terra is got, if we
substitute for B^ . . . , B^, some other set of q B's chosen from
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Bj . . . . Bto, and take the remaining B's to form the B's of

the second determinant, the two sets of B's being in both

cases first arranged in ascending order of their suffixes. On
the other side of the identity, the use of the symbols is exactly

similar, n q of the n upper elements a^ , . . . .
, being

taken for the first determinant of any term of the series, and

the remainder for the second determinant. The number of

terms in the series on the one side is evidently 7n\lq\{7n q)\

and on the other n\jq\{n q)\

In the demonstration of the theorem greater fiilness is evidently

necessary than in the case of the previous theorem, the rule of

signs in particular requiring attention. This Schweins does not

give. He merely tells the character of the first transformation,

symbolising the expansion obtainable, and then says that a

recombination is possible, giving the result.

The succeeding five pages (pp. 350-355) are devoted to

evolving and stating special cases. This is by no means

unnecessary work, as in the case of a theorem of so great

generality it is often a matter of some trouble to ascertain

whether a particular given result be really included in it or

not. To students of the history of the subject the special

cases are doubly interesting, because it is in them we may
expect to find links of connection with the work of previous

investigators.

The first descent from generality is made by putting some of

the B's equal to A's, the theorem then being

(-)iA,...A,+.BV...B', j-|BV,..B',^A.---Apj
(XLIX. 3)

(->|Ai A^JiB, B^,A,....Aj-

If in addition to this specialisation, some of the 6's be put equal
to the a's, the result is

S(-)|a, a,^J-||b,....b,^,_,+^, A^j
(xux. 4)

=
2;(-)*|| A, . . . . A^^', . . . B', j II BV, . . B',+,^,_,A, . . aJ
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a notable theorem, which it would not be inappropriate to

consider rather as a generalisation than as a special case of the

theorem from which it is derived. Returning, however, to the

preceding case, and putting k= 0, we obtain

II

ai ^p-t+q\ Vh h\
I A^ . . . Ap+gBj . . . Bg / II Aj Ap^ cxux. 5)

=
2;(-) ||a,......a,J-|b, B,A, aJ.

This may be viewed as an extension of Laplace's expansion-
theorem to which it degenerates when p is put equal to 0.

Though comparatively a very special identity it is considerably

beyond anything attained by Schweins' predecessors. In fact,

we only come upon something like known ground, when in

descending further, we put in it 5= 1. The result thus obtained

is

Iai

^P+>+i\ II
^ *P \

A, . . . . A,+,B, j-|A, Aj

=
2.(-) I A, A,J II B, A, aJ, (xlv. 2)

which closely resembles a theorem of Desnanot's. The difference

between them consists in the fact that here the second factor

on the left-hand side is any determinant of a lower order than

the cofactor, whereas in Desnanot the second factor is a minor
of the cofactor. A further specialisation, viz. putting B^= A^+i,

brings us to the result

S(-)ilv:.::-.A::;)-||lr.'v:;:XJ
=

o.l

or

DC-) |a,....a,bJ-||b',b 3 -^P+S/

-

(xxiii. 8)

The form here is that of a vanishing aggregate of products of

pairs of determinants, and identities of this form we have

already had to consider in dealing with Bezout, Monge, Cauchy,
and Desnanot. To the last of these only does Schweins refer.

His words are (p. 352)
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" Wird in dieser Gleichung s = 2 gesetzt, so entsteht folgende :

1j(-)*\\ Ai . . . a^B'J II B'3B'3 b;+3J
= ^'

wovon Desnanot einige ganz specielle Falle gefunden hat, oder

vielmehr der ganze Inhalt seiner Untersuchung ist in folgenden
dreien Gleichungen begrifFen

2.(-)*| A.A^B'J I B'^B'gB'.B'J
= 0.

S(-)1U,b\)-||b'',b\b\)
= o,

1^(-)*b\'\\b'Xb\b',)
= o,

welche mit ermiidender Weitlaufigkeit bewiesen sind
"

This statement is unfortunately not by any means accurate.

As for the " ermiidende Weitlaufigkeit," there can be no doubt

about it, and to assert its existence is fair criticism
;
but to say

that the whole of Desnanot's results are to be found in the three

identities specified is a misrepresentation of the actual facts, and

therefore quite unfair. The reader has only to turn back for a

moment to our account of Desnanot's work, to verify the fact

that the two most important general results attained by the

latter (xxiil. 7 and xlv.) are ignored by Schweins altogether.

The remaining paragraphs of the chapter are taken up with

the very elementary case in which the products are three in

number, and the theorem itself nothing more than one of the

extensionals so lengthily dwelt upon by Desnanot, viz. the

extensional of

a^\bjC^\
-

Wa^c^l + cjajfegl
= 0.

It is written in several forms, e.g.

(I

ai a+m \
11

ai a++i \

\-^l ^n+m)
*

11 Aj . . . A-iA^I . . . A^^^iB /

ai a+m \
II

ai a+m+i \

Aj.. .A_iA^+i...A+m+i/ II Aj A^, B j

Iai

a+TO\
II

ai an+^+i \ ^
Aj... A_iA+i...A+B /IIAj A+m+i/

~

The next chapter, the third, concerns the solution of a set

of linear equations, although according to the title its subject is
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the transformation of determinants into other determinants when
the elements are connected by linear equations. It presents no

new feature.

The fourth chapter deals with a special form of determinant,

the consideration of which must therefore be deferred. Suffice

it for the present to say, as an evidence of Schweins' grasp of the

subject, that the solution of the problem attempted is complete
and the result very interesting.

The fifth gives the solution of a problem on which the general

Theory of Series is said to depend, the problem being the

transformation of

Iai

"2 aoo \

BA . . .A,_,A,^, A, )

Ax A, A
j

into an unending series. The numerator, it will be observ^ed, is

of the order oo : the denominator is of the same order : and all

the rows of the former except one occur in the latter. Indeed, if

the first row of the numerator were deleted, and the n^^ row of

the denominator, there would be nothing to distinguish the one

from the other. The subject is best illustiated by a special

example in more modern notation. Recurring to the extensional

above referred to as the concluding theorem of the second chapter,

and taking the case where the factors are of the 4*^^ and b^^ orders,

we manifestly have

from which, on dividing by \a^b2C^e^\.\a^b2Cge^d^\ , we obtain

^1^3^4/5 1 _ kiV3^4 l . l 1^2^3^4/5 1 ^ i 0^1^2^3/4 1 ^
I aAc^e^d^ I I (^Ac^e^ \ \ a^Cse^d^ | | aAc^e^ \

Similarly

I 0^1^3/4 I _ IftiVsl. kA^s/tl
_,_

I 1^2/3 I ^
1 aA^S^i I I 1^23 I I ^1^23<^4 I I 1^2^3 I

I 12^3 I i 12 I I l62^3 I I 12 I

and ,L^ - ^i.LfiA-l + = 0,
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the last fraction of each identity, be it observed, being the same

as the first of the next with its sign changed. From the four

by addition we have

I aAcA^S I I (hK^S^i I I 1&2C3^45 I

+
l^lVsl llV34l

|aAlli!2AI+ L3

*i
The general result, as stated by Schweins, is that

BA, . . . A.A..i- K^J
^ ^ II ai a+m+i\

-^1 -^n+m+l/

m+lr W \r{n+m+l)= L'o"*.v'"'-L'r'. v'"^''+L',"'. v'"^''-. . . .(-T^'V:\^.r

where LJI = -^

ai a+m-i\

Aj . . . A.iA^j A
an+m

Ai A,

and "+"' =

7
an+m\

ai a+m\

Ai A ;

(L.)

Since the expression thus expanded is itself one of the L's, viz.,

1^+2 as is readily seen by transferring the B from the beginning

to the end, and denoting it by A^.,+2, and since L|,"'
= l, the

identity may equally appropriately be written with L^^.2 at the

end of the right-hand member, and looked upon as the recurring

law of formation of the L's in terms of the Vs. This Schweins

does, giving indeed the result of solving for Ll"* , L^"' , . . .
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The Second Section (pp. 369-398), consisting of five chapters,

and extending to 30 pp., is devoted to a special form of deter-

minants, viz., those already partly investigated by Cauchy, and

afterwards known as alternants.

The Third Section (pp. 399-403), extending only to 4 pp.,

deals with another special form, whose elements are finite

difi*erences of a set of functions.

The Fourth Section, (pp. 404-431), consisting of four chap-

ters, and extending to 27 pp., has for its subject a third special

form, foreshadowed by Wronski, the characteristic of which is

that one of the indices denotes repetition of an operation in-

volving differentiation.

When these Sections come to be considered in their proper

places, it will be seen that very great credit is due to Schweins

for his labours, and that he has been most undeservedly neglected.

The fact that he had ever written on determinants was only

brought to light in 1884:* and, so far as can be gathered, his

treatise had no influence whatever either on the work of suc-

ceeding investigators, or in diffusing a knowledge of the subject.

*v. Philos. Magazine for November : An overlooked Discoverer in the Theory of
Determinants.



CHAPTER VIL

DETERMINANTS IN GENERAL, FROM THE YEAR 1827 TO 1835.

The writers of this period are six in number, viz., Jacobi,

Reiss, Minding, Cauchy, Drinkwater, Mainardi. Of these by far

the most important both as regards quahty and quantity is

Jacobi; Cauchy contributes an investigation in which deter-

minants are used
; Minding makes some little use of the

functions without knowing it; all the others are unimportant

expositors.

JACOBI (1827).

[Ueber die Hauptaxen der Flachen der zweiten Ordnung.
Crelle's Journal, ii. pp. 227-233

;
or Werke, iii. pp. 45-53.]

[De singular! quadam duplicis Integralis transformations.

Crelle's Journal, ii, pp. 234-242; or Werke, iii. pp. 55-56.]

[Ueber die PfafFsche Methode, eine gewohnliche lineare Differen-

tial-gleichung zwischen 2n Variabeln durch ein System von

n Gleichungen zu integriren. Crelle's Journal, ii. pp.

347-357
;
or Werke, iv. pp. 17-29.]

We come here simultaneously on the names of a great mathe-

matician and a great mathematical journal. Crelle's Journal

fiir die reine und angewandte Mathematik, which began to

appear at the end of the year 1825, and which without any of

the symptoms of old age still survives, has rendered on more

than one occasion important service towards the advancement

of the theory of determinants. Its first contributor on the

subject and one of its greatest was Jacobi. At a later date he

published in the Journal an excellent monograph on Deter-
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minants; but even his earliest papers show that he had begun
to find it a useful weapon of research.

In the first of the memoirs above noted, dealing with the

subject of orthogonal substitution, constant use is, of course,

made of the functions
;
but there is no special notation employed,

nor indeed anything to indicate that the expressions used were

members of a class having properties peculiar to themselves.

In the second memoir, which likewise is taken up with a

transformation, but in which the sets of equations involve four
unknowns, any special notation is still avoided. Expressions,

readily seen to be determinants of the third order, are even not

set down, because, as the author expressly states, they would be

too lengthy. The last clause of the passage in which this

statement occurs is noteworthy. The words are (p. 236)

"Dato systemate aequationum

au + (ix+yy-\-8 z = m,
a u + /3' z + Y y + 8' z = m',

a"u + /3"x + Y'y + 8" z = m",

a"'u + (3"'x + i"y + ^"z = m"\

ponamus earum resolutione erui :

Am + A'm' + A"m" + A"'m"' = u,

Bm + B'm' + B"m" + B"'m"' =
x,

Cm + C'm' + C"m" + C"'m"' =
y,

J)m + J)'m' + D"m" + J)"'m"' = z.

Valores sedecim quantitatum A, B, etc., supprimimus eorum

prolixitatis causa; in libris algebraicis passim traduntur, et algorith-

mus, cuius ope formantur, hodie abunde notus est."

On the next page, in eliminating D, D', D", D'" from the set of

equations

= J){a-x)+T>V +D"6" +D'"6'",
= Bb' +D'(a'+a;)+DV" +D'V',
= D6" + D'c'" + D"(a"+x)+Wc,
= T>h"' +D'c" +DV \-T>"\a"'+x),

he arranges the resultant as one would now do who had

expanded it from the determinant form according to products
of the elements of the principal diagonal, viz., he says (p. 238)
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" Fit ilia, eliminationis negotio rite institute

0= (a-x){a' + x){a" + x){a"' +x)

-{a-x){a' + x)c'c'
-

{a-x){a" + x)c"c"
-

{a-x){a"' + x)c"'c"'

-(a" + x)(a"' + x)b'b'
-

{a'" + x){a' + x)b"b"
-

{a' + x)(a" + x)b"'b"'

+ 2c'c"c"'(a-x) + 2c'b"b"'{a' +x) (hi.)

+ 2c"b"'b'{a"+x) + 2c"'b'b"{a"' + x)

+ b'b'c'c' + b"b"c"c"+b"'b"'c"'c"' - 2b'b"c'c" - 2b"b"'c"c"' - 26"'6'c"'c'."

From the next paragraph we learn his sources of information,

and infer that as yet Cauchy's memoir was unknown to him.

The first sentence is (p. 239)

"Inter sedecim quantitates a, fS, etc. et sedecim, quae ex iis deri-

vantur, A, A', etc. plurimse intercedunt relationes perelegantes, quae
cum analystis ex iis, quae Laplace, Vandermonde, in commentariis
academiae Parisiensis A. 1772 p. ii.. Gauss in disquis. arithm. sectio V.,

J. Binet in vol. ix. diariorum instituti polytechnici Parisiensis, aliique

tradiderunt, satis notae sint, paucas tantum referam, quae casu nostro

speciali ope aequationum (iv) facile ex iis derivantur."

The third memoir is by far the most important to us. In the

course of the investigation a new special form of determinants,

afterwards so well known by the designation skeiv determinants,

turns up ;
and three pages are devoted to an examination of

the final expanded form of it. This examination, we cannot, of

course, now enter upon ;
but it is of importance to note that in

it Jacobi takes the step of adopting the name determinant, a

fact which doubtless was decisive of the fate of the word. The

adoption thus made (although stated to be from Gauss), and the

occurrence of the words "
Horizontalreihen,"

"
Verticalreihen,"

make it probable that Cauchy's memoir had now come to his

notice.

REISS (1829).

[Memoire sur les fonctions semblables de plusieurs groupes d'un

certain nombre de fonctions ou Clemens. Correspondance
math, et 2)hys., v. pp. 201-215.]

In Reiss we have an author who starts to his subject as if it

were entirely new, the only preceding mathematician whom he
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mentions being Lagrange. Like Cauchy he opens by explaining
a mode of forming functions more general than those of which

he afterwards treats, the essence of it being that an expression

involving several of the n.v quantities,

a"*
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be wanted, we divide 23 by 1.2,3, getting the quotient 3 and the

remainder 5, and thence conclude that the sign wanted is got
from the sign of the 5^^ term by multiplying the latter by
( 1)^. Of course 5 has then to be dealt with after the manner

of 23, the quotient and remainder this time being 2 and 1, so

that we conclude that the sign of the 5*^ term is got from the

sign of the 1^* term by multiplying by ( 1)^. And the sign of

the 1** term being + , the sign of the 23'''^ is thus seen to be

(_ 1)3+2 ^g_ __

It would seem at first as if the case where M is itself a factorial

were neglected. This however is not so, the condition w, < 1 +
1.2,3 . . .1 being corrective of the opening statement that M must

lie between 1,2.3,,.^ and 1.2.3 .. .l{l+ l). For example, the

term being the 24*^ we put 24 in the form 3x1.2.3 + 6, and

thus learn that the sign required is different from the sign of

the 6^^ term : then we put 6 in the form 2 x 1.2 + 2, and thus

learn that the sign of the 6^^ term is the same as the sign of the

2*^ term
; finally, we put 2 in the form 1x1 + 1, which shows

that the sign of the 2""^ term differs from the sign of the 1** : the

conclusion of the whole being that the signs of the 24*** and 1*'

terms are the same, or that they are connected by the factor

/_l\3+2+l_

Though interesting in itself, a more troublesome form of the

rule of signs for the purposes of demonstration it is scarcely

possible to conceive, and, as might therefore be expected, it is

on the score of logical development that Reiss's paper is weak.

Through inability to use the rule later in the demonstration

of the so-called Laplace's expansion-theorem, he is forced to

supplement it by another convention. His words are (p. 203)

"Avant d'aller plus loin, faisons encore la determination suivante.

Soit 0) une fonction quelconque dans laquelle les k quantit^s

A,B,C, , . . A* entrent d'une mani^re quelconque. Supposons que ces

derni^res soient les k premieres de r^chelle (,*'', **'
).

\1 2 3 ....... s/

Qu'on fasse avec ces s el^mens toutes les combinaisons sans repe-
tition de la classe k, et qu'on les substitue successivment au lieu de

A,B, . . . A* dans la fonction w
;

c'est-^-dire le premier element de
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chaque combinaison k A, le second k B, etc. Nous obtiendrons par
la autant de fonctions semblables k w qu'il y a de combinaisons
de la classe k de s 6l4mens. Or, entre toutes les combinaisons

qui en precedent une quelconque, il s'en trouvera une qui aura ^ - 1

^l^mens communs avec elle, tandis que les deux 4l6mens qui restent

isoles dans I'une et Tautre se suivent immediatement dans I'echelle.

Donnons k la fonction qui eontient la derniere de ces combinaisons
le signe oppos^ k celui de I'autre fonction

; par consequent les signes
de toutes les fonctions semblables k w seront parfaitement determines,

et d^pendront du signe de la premiere fonction (/(A,B,C, . . . A*)).

Soit, par exemple, 5 = 5, k = 3
;
nous aurons successivement, en rem-

pla9ant A,B,C, . . . S par 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, et en donnant le signe ( + )

kf(123),

+/(123), -/(124), +/(125), +/(134), -/(135)

+/(145), -/(234), +/(235), -/(245), +/(345).

Voici comment on determinera le signe de chaque fonction sem-
blable k w d'apr^s celui d'une autre quelconque. Qu'on cherche les

/A B C A* S\
nombres qui se trouvent dans I'echelle i -. ^ o j )

sous les Siemens de I'une et de I'autre de ces fonctions. Si Ton
nomme h et h' leurs sommes respectives, on trouvera le signe de
Tune des fonctions = (-l)*''*xle signe de I'autre."

Four theorems he considers fundamental, viz., those known to

us as (1) Bezout's recurrent law of formation, in all its generality;

(2) Vandermonde's proposition that permutation of bases leads

to the same result as permutation of exponents; (3) Laplace's

expansion-theorem ; (4) Vandermonde's proposition regarding
the effect of making two bases or two exponents equal. The
two most important, viz. (1) and (3), he leaves without proof,
and the 4i^^ he says he would at once deduce from the 3""^,

doubtless by choosing the expansion in which the first factor

of every term would be of the form

{aa, a^)

and therefore equal to zero.

The proof of the 2"*^ theorem, viz..

h
(abc . . . r

, a/3y . . . p)
= (abc . . . r

, aSy . . .
/o) ,
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is by the method of so-called induction, and may be illustrated

in a later notation by considering the case

^1 K h

From theorem (1) we have

6o

'3
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The remaining six or seven pages of the paper are more

interesting, and concern the subject of vanishing aggregates of

products of pairs of determinants. The theorems were suggested

by taking, as we now say, a determinant of even order having
its last n rows identical with its first n rows, e.g., the determinant

{abab , 1234),

and using theorem (3) to expand it in terms of minors formed

from the first n rows and their complementary minors. When
n is even, a proof is thus obtained, as we have seen in the

footnote to the account of Bezout's paper of 1779, that the first

half of the expansion is equal to zero. When n is odd, the

method fails, although the proposition is still true.* Reiss's

enunciation is as follows (p. 209) :

"Th^or^me V. Soient les ^chelles

/ah ..r
,

a
,

b
,

. . . r \
^^

/a ft y . . . a", a+i ,.../> \

\1 2 .. 71, w + 1
,

71 + 2, ... 2nJ \1 2 3 ... n, n + \
,
... 2nJ ,

qu'on fasse avee les ^l(mens p,y, ...,/> toutes les combinaisons

de la classe (n-l), et qu'on les substitue successivement dans le

premier facteur du produit

(ab . . . r
, a/3y . . . a") . {ab . . . r

,
a"+^ . . p)

au lieu de ^y . . . a"
; qu'on remplace maintenant dans I'autre facteur

r- les exposans a""^^ . . . p par tons ceux qui ne se trouvent pas dans

* It is worthy of note in passing, that a common method does exist for establish-

ing the two cases, a method quite analogous to Reiss's, but difficult of suggestion
to one who used his notation, or indeed to any one who had no notation suitable

for determinants whose elements had special numerical values. All the change

necessary is to make the last n elements of the first column ea^h equal to zero.

This causes no difierence in the result when n is even, e.g. , from the identity

. 60

as 04

b, 64

63 64

=

we have, as before,

\(hh\-\a3h\
- \aA\-\<^i\ + |aA|. 103^31 = 0;

and when n is odd, the second half of the terms which previously gave trouble

do not occur.
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le premier, en ayant soin de les ecrire suivant I'ordre indiqu^ par
les 6chelles. Si I'on donne au premier produit le signe ( + ),

et qu'on
determine les signes de tous les autres d'apr^s (II), la somme

alg6brique en sera =0, que le nombre n soit pair ou impair,"

(xxiii. 9)

An example of it is

(abc, 12S){abc, 456)
-

(abc, 124>)(abc, 356)

+ {abc, 125){abc, 346) -
(abc, Ue)(abc, 345)

+ (abc, I34>)(abc, 256)
-

(abc, lS5)(abc, 246)

+(abc, 136)(a6c, 245) + (abc, U5)(abc, 236)

-(abc, 146)(a6c, 235) + (abc, 156)(a6c, 234) = 0,

the left-hand side being nothing more than the first ten terms of

one of the expansions of the vanishing determinant

W b.2 63

61 62

^4 "'s '"e

64 b, b^

C4 Cg Cg

^4 ttg fte

b, b b

or the other ten terms with their signs changed. Reiss's proof
is lengthy and troublesome, the method being to expand each

factor in terms of the a's and their complementary minors,

perform the multiplications (e.g., in the special case just given
the multiplication of

! I &2C3
-

2 1 K^s I

+ 3 1 ^1^2 1 by aj 65^6 1

-
ttg I b^CQ |

+ a^ | b^c^ \, &c.)

and show that the terms of the final aggregate occur in pairs

which annul themselves.

The next theorem is of still greater interest, because it is that

peculiar generalisation of the preceding which in later times came

to be -known as the '

extensional.' The way in which it is

established is also noteworthy, viz., by deducing it as a special

case from the theorem of which, as we have said, it may be

viewed as a generalisation. The author's words are (p. 213) :
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"Ce th^or^me nous conduit k une relation qui existe dans le cas

le plus general, savoir si v -n est un nombre quelconque ou positif
ou n6gatif, Supposons v>n, et v - ,

=N
;
soieut les echelles,

a b . . . r
,

a
,

h ,... r, A
,

B ,...R
12. ..N, N + 1, N + 2, ...2N, 2N + 1, 2N + 2, .

et

a/?...aN, a^+i, ... p ,
A

,
B ,...P

1 2...N, N+1, ... 2N, 2N+1, 2N + 2, ... v

Qu'on fasse avec les elemens (3, y, . . . a^, a^+^ . . . p toutes les

combinaisons de la classe N - 1
; qu'on les substitue successivement

au lieu de /3 . . . a^ dans le premier facteur du produit

{ah ... rAB . . . R
, a^ ... a^AB . . . P)

x{ah ... rAB . . . R
,

a^'+K .. p AB . . . P) ;

qu'on remplace dans I'autre facteur les exposans a'^^^ . . . p par tous

ceux qui ne se trouvent pas dans le premier : qu'on determine enfin

le signe de chaque produit d'apr^s (II) : la somme algebrique en
sera = 0. (xxiii. 10) (xLiv. 5)
"En effet, supposons les echelles

'ab...r, A
,
B ,... R, a, b, ...r, A

,
B

,
... R

^ 2...N, N + l,N + 2,...v-N,v-N + l, i'-N + 2, ...v
,
v + 1

,
v + 2,

R X

2v-2N;

'a^...aN, a^+i
,

...
/3 , A, B, ...A""^'^, A^-'''+'

, ...P, A
,

... P
^ 2...N, N + 1, ...2N, 2N + 1, 2N + 2, ...v-N, v-N + 1, ...^,^+1, ...2v-2N/'.

Formons avec ces 6l6mens la fonction decrite dans le dernier th^oreme :

la somme totale en sera done = 0, et le premier terme aura la forme

(ab... rAB. . . R
, af3. . .pA... A"-'"")

x{ab... rAB . . . R
,
A^-^^+i ... PA ... P).

Or, on voit facilement que tous les termes qui ne contiennent pas
dans chaque facteur tous les exposans A, B, . . . P, s'^vanouiront

s^par6ment, parce qu'il y aura des exposans identiques dans Tun ou
I'autre des facteurs. II ne restera done que les termes qui, contenant
a dans le premier facteur, y ^puisent successivement toutes les

combinaisons de la classe N - 1 des elemens (3, y, ... p. Mais les

signes de ces termes sont ^videmment determines comme ils devaient
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r^tre; partant la somme alg^brique de tous les termes est =0, ce

qu'il fallait d^montrer."

This will be best understood by considering a special example.

Going back to the previous theorem, and selecting its simplest

case, we have

\<hW'\^zh\
-

\^A\'\^A\ + lAI>2^3l = ^'

Now what the new theorem asserts in regard to this is that we

may with impunity extend each of the determinants occurring in

it, provided the extension be the same throughout. For example,

choosing the extension ^5 ri^ ^7,* we can, in virtue of the new

theorem, assert the truth of the identity

That the two may be viewed as cases of the same theorem will

be apparent when it is pointed out that just as the first is

derivable from

w

K

= 0,

so the second is derivable in exactly the same way from a

perfectly similar identity,i" viz.

* In Reiss's Dotation the extension is
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= 0.

Clj ttg ttg a^ ttg ftg ay ttg O-g tty

^1 ^2 ^3 ^4 h K ^7 ^5 ^6 ^7

M fe2 Z Ci 65 fe 67 65 66 67

'71 '72 '73 '74 '75 '76 '77 '75 '76 '77

Si S2 S3 hi Cs Se S7 fs Se S7

Cl'9 tXq Oy^ (Xf (Xa CCiT (Xc CXo CviT

62 &3 64 h K ^7 ^5 ^6 ^7

62 63 64 65 66 67 65 66 67

'72 '73 '74 '75 '76 '77 '75 '76 '77

C2 is S4 S5 S6 S7 S5 Se S7

Many more products than three (126 in fact) arise in the latter

case
; but, for the reason stated by Reiss, only three of them do

not vanish.

CAUCHY (1829).

[Sur I'equation k I'aide de laquelle on determine les in^galites

s^culaires des mouvements des planetes. Exercices de

Math., iv. pp. 140-160; or (Euvres (2) ix. pp. 172-195.]

As the title would lead one to expect, the determinants which

occur in this important memoir belong to the class afterwards

distinguished by the name "
axisymmetric," and thus fall to be

considered along with others of that class. Since, however, the

proof employed for one of the theorems therein enunciated is

equally applicable to all kinds of determinants, it would be

scarcely fair to omit here all mention of the said theorem.

In modem phraseology its formal enunciation might stand as

follows :

S being any axisymmetric determinant, R the determinant

got by deleting the first row and first column of S, Y the

determinant got by deleting the first row and second column of

S, and Q the determinant got from R as R from S, then, i/ R= 0,

SQ= - Y2;
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and the theorem in general determinants whose validity is

warranted by the proof given is in later notation

If I baCgdJ
= 0, then

\ agCgdJ | b^CgdJ
= -

| a^bgCgdJ | CgdJ. (xx. 2)

This, it is readily seen, is not a very obscure foreshadowing of

Jacobi's identity

JACOBI (1829).

[Exercitatio algebraica circa discerptionem singularem frac-

tionum, quae plures variabiles involvunt. Grelle'a Journ.,

V. pp. 344-364
;
or Werke, iii. pp. 67-90.]

In the ordinary expansion of {ax+hy-\-cz t)~^ there are

evidently only negative powers of x and positive powers of y
and z\ in the like expansion of (b'y+ c'z+ a'x t'y^ there are

only negative powers of y and positive powers of z and x
;
and

similarly for {c"z+ a"x-\-h"y fy^. It follows from this that

the ordinary expansion of

{ax+ hy+cz-t)-'>^ .{h'y+c'z+ a'x-ty^ .{c"z-\-a"x+h"y-t")-\

looked at from the point of view of the powers of x, y, 0,

contains a considerable variety of terms
;
for example, terms in

which negative powers of x occur along with positive powers of

y and z, terms in which x does not occur at all, and so forth.

There is thus suggested the curious problem of partitioning the

fraction

{ax+hy+ cz- t)(b'y+ c'z+ a'x- t'){c"z -h a:'x+ h"y
-

1")

into a number of fractions each of which is the equivalent of

the series of terms of one of those types. This is the problem
with which Jacobi is here concerned.

In the case of two variables he counts three types of terms,

viz., that in which the indices of both x and y are negative, that

I
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in which the index of x only is negative, and that in which the

index of y only is negative, n the case of three variables he

counts seven types, viz., that in which the indices of x, y, z are

all negative, the three in which the index of only one variable is

negative, and the three in which the index of only one variable

is not negative. These two cases are gone fully into, with

the result that the expressions for the three aggregates in the

former are all found to contain the factor (a 6')"^, and the

expressions for the seven aggregates in the latter the factor

{ah'c")-'^. The reciprocal of each of those factors is recognised
as the common denominator of the values of the unknowns in

a set of linear equations, a denominator "
quam quibusdam

determinantem nuncupamus et designemus per A-" Its per-

sistent appearance in the problem under discussion, a persistency,
in fact, sufficient to suggest the change of the numerator of the

given fraction from 1 to (a h') in the case of two variables and

from 1 to (a h'c") in the case of three, is remarked upon :

"Quam determinantem in hac quaestione magnas partes agere

videbimus, videlicet omnes illas series inflnitas, quds ut

coejfflcientes producti propositi evoluti invenimus, ex evolutione

dignitatum negativarum determinantis provenire." Then

fixing the attention on a unique term of the expansion Jacobi

ventures on the generalisation that the coefficient of

in the expansion of

1/{XX^X2. . . -^ji-i)

that is to say, of

(ax+by+cz+...yib'y-{-c'z+... y{c"z+... )-K

is the determinant

(aftV )-i. (Lii.)

No proof, however, is given, save for the cases where n= 2 and

w= 3. The proposition is most noteworthy in that it supplies
the generating function of the reciprocal of a determinant.

To obtain a generalisation in a different direction, viz., from
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(ax+byy^ib^y+a^x)'^ to {ax+by)'^(b^y-^a^x)-'^, Jacobi pro-

ceeds in a very curious and interesting way. Denoting

-}-/3-V-f i8-2a+y8-i+ a-i+ a-2^-(-a-3/32+ ....

or
2^a-'"/3"'-^

by*
1

+
1

$-a
^

a-13 ,

since it is the sum of the infinite series for (/3 a)"^ and (a ^)'\
he proves after a fashion that its product by ^8 a or a /S is 0,

and that therefore its product by

1 1
Qp

y+m(^-a) y+m(a-^)

is simply its product by . Turning then from this lemma

to the product

(
L__. + 1.

) (.
1. + L._)

where u^ = a^ + b^^ , Uj = b^y + a^x , he substitutes for the

first factor of it

hi . h ^

i ^0^k -
i hio I + h (^1

-
^i) i Mo i

-
i %w \^ -hK-y

his justification being the fact that

M^o -
k) =

\(^oW\^
-

I Mo I
+ ^oK -

^i);

but, on account of the said lemma, he leaves the term b^ (Uj t{)

out of both denominators. For the second factor there is there-

upon substituted

|A.| ._..._

W{\%h\y -
\%k\) + aiilao^iiaJ

- IMo|}

. I f^o\\

^{iVii - WiPiW) + oiiiVoi
- WohxM

Jacobi writes it ^ + b with tlie caution that the two parts are not
p a a p

to be taken as cancelling one another. Of course, also, lower down he does not

write
I a^i |

but Oq&x
"

Oii^o '^ ^^xet (oo&i).

I
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on the ground that we have the identity

\%h\' (^1
-

ii)
= h {\%W\y - ko^il} + ! {\%h\^ - IMol) '

the term a^ { | ajbj^ \^
~

\ ^A I } being subsequently left out of

both denominators for the same reason as before. The result

thus reached is consequently

^ ( I..AJ . \3h\
")

( i^^ij . I.S&1.I \

N o^i \y -\ (^oh i
: O^o'^i i

-
I <^oW IW '

or, if we write ^, rj
for the values of x, y which make UQ tQ

= 0,

Uj <i
= 0,

' " ^'
\UQ tQ tQ UQ/Ku^ i^ i^ uj

Since the general terms of the four doubly-infinite series here

are

^o"* ^i" t '?"

we deduce

^.e.,

2 1^:

I ao6i I

M+>' . ^fi+l'J/>'+l
'

Xl^+lyv

where m, % on the one side and /x, v on the other are to have

all integral values from oo to +oo.. Since the coefficients
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of t^t^jxf^y on the two sides must be equal, we obtain the

theorem: The coefficient of ^
in the expansion of

(aoX+ boyr+Xb,y+aix)-+^

is the same as the coefficient of to^tj" in the expansion of

(bitp
-

boti^-Xaoti
-

aitp)--^

|aob,h+''-^

it being rememhered that m and n are of the same sign as

JUL
and V respectively and that m + n=;>t + v 2. (lii. 2)

In similar fashion the author deals with the case of three

functions Uq, u^, u^ of three variables x
, y ,

z
, proving labori-

ously and not very neatly the neat result

'

^ ^'
KuQ tQ tQ UQ/ \u^\ i^ uj Vug ig K~'^J

=(.Vf^ (.=,+,=.) tVF^) <^>

thence deriving

and ending with the theorem :

The coefficient of
-

;;

in the expansion of

1

(aox+ boy+ Coz)'+\biy+ CjZ+ aiX)"+Xc2Z+ a2X+ b^yX+i

is the same as the coeffcient of tJ^tiHi^ in the expansion of

{|biC,|to + |b,co|ti + IboCiitai^^-MMoiti + icpajt, + {c^&^Ky'HKWh +K\h + KhKi'

it being understood that m, n, r are of the same sign as fx, v, p

respectively and that m -f-n 4- r = ij.+ v-\- p ^. (lii. 2)
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The corresponding results for n functions of n variables are

evident. They had already been enunciated in the introductory
section of the paper, and Jacobi now merely adds " Omnino
similia theoremata de numero quolibet variabilium, quae 1

proposuimus, eruuntur." It has to be noted, however, that belief

in the general fundamental theorem, viz., that which includes

(a) and (^) above, is more strongly induced by the elegance of

the form of the theorem than by the mode of proof. In 1 it

stands approximately thus

/ 1

+
I

\(
1

^
1 \

(
1

+
1 \

= i(
'

+
1

) (
1

+
1

) .... (

1
+

1
^

and then follows the passage containing the two deductions, viz.,

"
quam aequationem etiam hunc in modum repraesentare licet :

designantibus ag, a^, etc.
/?(,, ^^, etc. numeros omnes at positives et

negatives a - oo ad + oo . E que theoremate videmus, ceefficientem

termini

1

a;oA)+i x^+^ . . . xflii+^

in expressione

on-l+l

aequalem fere coefficienti termini ^q"^ t^^ . . . ^*-i

in expressione

^Vi^Vx^^-'-Vt-?" (Lii. 3)

The use here of ^^-^-l , ^^-\-\ ,
rather than the change

made in the two special cases to the less natural ^q, /S^, ^ . is

worth noting.

The theorems of the remaining four pages of the paper have a

less direct bearing on our subject.
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MINDING (1829).

[Auflosung einiger Aufgaben der analytischen Geometrie vermit-

telst des baiycentrischen Calculs. Crelles Journal, v. pp.

397-401.]

Unlike Jacobi, Minding was unaware, apparently, of the

existence of a theory of determinants. The functions occur at

every step of his investigation, yet he makes no use of their

known properties to obtain his results.

He deals with four problems in his memoir, the second two

being the analogues, in space, of the first two. Nothing note-

worthy occurs in connection with the latter save that use is

made of the identity,

^Y-^V ^ a{b'e"-b"c') + a'{b"c-hc") + a"{hc'-h'c),

where y8'= ha'- h'a, ^'= h'a"- h"a\

y'
= ca! - c'a, y"= da!'- c"a\

This identity, it may be remembered, we have noted under

Lagrange as an elementary case of the theorem afterwards well

known regarding a minor of the adjugate determinant. Strange
to say, it makes only its second appearance here fifty-six years
afterwards. In the interim, too, no other special case of the

theorem seems to have been established.

The third is that if P, F P", P'" be four points in space, given

by the equations,

q F =aA + bB-{-cC + d'D,

q' F' =a' A + b'B + c' C + d'D,

q"V' = a"A + b"B + c" C + d"D,

q'"?"'=a'"A + 6'"B + c"'C + d"T>;

then for the bulk of the tetrahedron PP'F'F", we have

PFP'F" _ A+A^+A"
ABCD ~

qq'q'q'"
'

where

A = 5'(i8'V"
-rV'l A'= r(|8"V'

-^y"% A"= n^y"-^V),
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and

^ = a' h ah'
, y = a' c a c'

, ^ = a' d a d'
,

/5" = a"6' -- a'6", y" = a" c - a' c"
, T = a" d' - a' d" ,

^"= a"'b"- a"h"', y"'= a"'c"- a"G"', r= a"'d"- a"d"'.

The transformation of A+A'+ A" into the form

a'a"\ah'c"d"'\

a transformation all-important for Minding's purpose is not

made : but in the remark,

"Man kann den Ausdruck A + A' + A" leicht entwickeln, und wird
ihn dann durch a'a" theilbar finden,"

there is evidently a foreshadowing of the identity

\a' h
\, \a' c

\, \a' d \

\a"h'\, \a"c'\, \a"d'\

\a"'h"\, \a"'c"\, \a"'d"\

= -
a'a"\ab'c"d"

"',
and

The fourth theorem, concerning the tetrahedron enclosed by
four given planes,

A+a;B+2/C+ (a +6 x+c y)G ,

A+a:B+ 2/C+ (a' +h' x+c' y)C ,

A+xB+yC+(a" +b"x+c"y)C,

A+xB-{-yC+{a'"+b'"x+c'"y)C ,

is made dependent on the third. The intersections 11, 11', 11", IL"

of the four triads of planes are found to be given by

q U =
(6 c' )A + (c a' )B + (a 6' )C + (a 6 c )D ,

q' W =
(6' c")A + (c' a")B + (a' 6")C + (a' h' c' )D,

g"n" = {h"c"')A. + {c"a"')B + {a"h"')C + {a"h"c")D,

q'"U'"= {h"'c )A + {c"'a )B + {a"'h )C + {a"'h"'c"')'D ,

where

{he')
= h{c'-c") + h'{c"-c) + h"{c-c'),

{ca')
= c(a'-a") + c'(a"-a) + c"{a-a'),

{ah') = a{h'-h") + a'{h"-h) + a"{h-h'),

{ahc) = a{hc') + h{ca') + c{ah') ,

= a{h'c"-h"c') + a'{h"c-hc") + a"{hc'-'h'c):
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A + A'+ A'

r= . . .
.

y = . . . ,

<r"= . . . ,

Hence, by the third theorem,

iiinrir'_
AB C D

"
qqq"q"'{b'c"){h"c"'y

where now

A= <r(/3'V'"
-ry"\ A'= <r'()8"V'

-
^'y"), A"= r{^y"- ^'y') ,

and

^= {h'c"){ca')
- {hc){c'a"), /3"

=

y'={h'c"){ah')-{hc'){a'h"), y" =

<5'= (6'c")(a6c)
-

(6c')(a'6'c'). r=

Minding then continues (pp. 399, 400) :

" Man setze

a"'{hc')
-

a{h'c") + a'(b"c"')
-

a"{b"'c)
= M.

Nach den nothigen Reductionen erhalt man :

p = -(c" -c' )M, y = -(6' -6")M, S' =
-(6' c" -h"c' )M,

;8"
= + (c'"

- c"
) M, y" = + (6"

-
h'") M, 6" = + (6" c'" - h"'c" )M ,

P"= _(c -c"')M, y"'= -(6'" -6 )M, S"'= -(^'c -6 c"')M.

Hieraus erhalt man waiter :

A = -W(b"c' -h' c").{h"c"'),

A' = - W{h"'d' - h" c'") . {{b"c"')
-

(ft"'c)},

A"^ M3(J c"'-h"'c ).{b'c").

Eine weitere Reduction ergiebt :

(bc"'-b"'c)(b'c")
-

{b"'c){b"'c" -b"c"')
=

{c"'b'-c'b"'){b"d").

Hieraus folgt A + A' + A" = W{b'c"){b"c"'), und als Resultat :

nn'n"n"' _ w
ABC D

~
qq'q'Y''

The first point to be noted here is, that since

(be'), (ca'), {ab'),

are in later notation

6
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the identity

a(6c') + b(ca') + c(ab')
= a{h'c"-h"c) + a\h"c - he") + a"(]bc'

-
h'c)

is the same as

h h' h'

+ ca c c c

111
+ 6 a a a

111

a a a

b h' b"

111

a a a

b b' b"

c c' c"

a disguised special case of Vandermonde's theorem (xii.), the

four elements of one row being each unity. (xii. 11)

The next point is, that since the expression denoted by M, viz.,

a"'{bc')
-

a{b'c") + a\b"c") - a"{b"'c)

is in modern notation

a a a" a"

b b' b" h"

c c' c" c"

the identity
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DKINKWATER, J. E. (1831).

[On Simple Elimination. Philosophical Magazine, x. pp. 24-28.]

Up to this date, almost 140 years after the publication of

Leibnitz's letter to De L'Hopital, no English mathematician's

name occurs in connection with the subject of determinants, a

fact most significant of the comparative neglect of mathematical

studies in Britain during the 18th century. Apart from the

contents, therefore, some little interest attaches to Drinkwater's

short paper, as being the first sign to us of that revival which,

as is well known otherwise, had taken place some few years
before.

Drinkwater knew of the investigations of Cramer, Bezout,

and Laplace; and professed only to put the elements of the

subject
" in a more convenient form." His rule of signs is stated

and illustrated as follows (p. 25) :

" Write down the series of natural numbers 1 2 3 4 ... n, and
underneath it all the permutations of these n numbers, prefixing
to each a positive or negative sign according to the following
condition :

"Any permutation may be derived from the first by considering
a requisite number of figures to move from left to right by a certain

number of single steps or descents of a single place. If the whole
number of such single steps necessary to derive any permutation from
the first be even, that permutation has a positive sign prefixed to

it ; the others are negative. For instance, 4 2 1 3 . . . n may be
derived from 12 3 4 .... n, by first causing the 3 to descend below
the 4, requiring one single step : then the 2 below the new place
of the 4, another single step; lastly, the 1 below the new place of

the 2, requiring two more steps, making in all 4. Therefore this

permutation requires the positive sign."

In this there is essentially nothing new: it at once recalls a

theorem of Rothe's (iii. 8). In the following paragraph, how-

ever, we find the discussion of a point not previously dealt with.

The words are (p. 25) :

"The same permutation may be derived in various ways, and it

is necessary, therefore, to show that this rule is not inconsistent

with itself : thus the same permutation 4 2 1 3 . . . n might have

been obtained by first marching 1 through three places, then 2 through
two ; and, lastly, 3 through one

[?], making six
[?]

in all, an even number
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as before. Without accumulating instances, it is plain, if q be the

smallest number of steps by which any number p reaches the place
it is intended finally to occupy in that permutation, that if p should

advance in the first instance m, places beyond this, it must subse-

quently return through m places : or, which is the same thing, it

"must at a later period of the march, allow m of those which it has

passed to repass it, so that it will regain its proper place after the

number of steps has been increased from q %o q+ 2m, which, by
the rule, require the same sign as q. The same reasoning applies
to every other figure ;

and hence the consistency of the rule is

evident." (in. 26)

He then establishes four properties of the functions, viz. (1)

Yandermonde's theorem regarding the effect produced on the

function by transposition of a pair of letters
; (2) Bezout's

recurrent lavr of formation
; (3) Scherk's theorem regarding the

partition of one of the functions into two
;
and (4) Scherk's

theorem regarding the removal of a constant factor from one

of the functions. The two latter theorems, which, as we have

seen, had been stated for the first time only six years before, are

given by Drinkwater in the following form (p. 27):

"(8) If any factor in /{XYZT . . . (n)}, as X, be divided into

two parts, X = V + W, the function may be similarly divided, so

that

/{(V +W)YZT ... (n)} =/{VYZT ... (n)} + /(WYZT ... (n)},

placing each part of X in the same relative position (which in this ex-

ample is the first) which X itself occupied before the division. (XLVI. 2)

(9) If any quantity which does not vary from one equation to the

other, and which, therefore, is not liable to be affected with an index,
is found under the symbol, it may be considered a constant coefficient

of every term of the developed function
;
and written as such on the

outside of the symbol : of this nature are the unknown quantities

themselves, so that for instance,

/{XYxZT . . . . (n)}
= iB/{XYZT . . . (n)},

and so of like quantities." (XLVII. 2)

After these preliminaries the problem of the solution of n linear

equations in n unknowns is taken up. The method followed is

essentially the same as Scherk's.
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MAINARDI (1832).

[Trasformazioni di alcune funzioni algebraiche, e loro uso nella

geometria e nella meccanica. Memoria di Gaspare Mainardi.

44 pp. Pavia, 1832.]

In his preface Mainardi explains that the algebraical functions

referred to in the title are "funzioni risultanti o determinanti.'*

But although he thus speaks of them as if they were known
to mathematicians by name, and mentions the researches of

Monge, Lagrange, Cauchy, and Binet in regard to them, he does

not take for granted that his reader has a knowledge of any
of their properties. The one theorem on determinants, the

multiplication-theorem, which forms the basis of the whole

memoir, is consequently sought to be established without the

use of any previously proved theorem. The attempt, as might
be expected, is interesting.

The first two sections (pp. 9-29) of the three into which the

memoir is divided may be passed over without much comment.

The first deals with the multiplication-theorem for two deter-

minants of the 2nd order, and with those applications of it

to geometry which arise on making the elements of each

determinant the Cartesian co-ordinates of two points in a plane-

No proof is considered necessary for this simple case, the opening

paragraph of the memoir being ;

"Eappresentate con x, , X ^i>> Vm, Vn, Va, Vt otto quantity

qualsivogliano, ed indicati per brevity il binomio

^m'^a+ym-Va COl simbolo (X^iC,),

il binomio
x^.x^ + y^.y, con {x^,)

6 simiU, si proverb facilmente essere

(a)
(^".y-

-
^r&m) (xj/i

-
Xjy^)

All the seven other paragraphs are geometrical.
The second section in like manner opens with an algebraical

theorem, viz. (p. 13)

{^miVp
-

Vn)} MVc- Vb)}

+ {^mi^p
-

Zn)} {Xa (Ze -Zb)}

+ {ym{Zp-Zn)}{ya{Ze-Zb)}
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\Xn'^c)\'^m'^a) i \XpXa){p^w^c) v^p^cX'^n'^a/

+ {X^X],)(XpXa)
-

(x^Xa){XpXj,) + (XnXb){x^Xa)

~-
yXri'^a/Kp^m'^b) i \Xj^b)\XnXa)

~~
\Xjfl'^a)\'^nXh)

+ \X^Xc)\Xj^i)) \XjffiC}))\XpXc) + \XfiXc)(X^i,)

(XnXb){XmXc) + (XpXcXXnXi,)
-

{XpXi,){XnXe), (XXIX. 2)

where {XmiVp yn)} and (x^Xa) stand for

K'^mVp ^pym) "I v^nVm ^myn) "T \Xpyn ^nyp)

and XmXa + 2/m2/a + ^m^a

respectively; and the remainder is occupied with the applica-

tions of the theorem to geometry and dynamics. Each factor of

the left-hand side of the identity is evidently a determinant of

the third order, and the three pairs of lines on the right-hand
side are each the expansion of a determinant of the same order;

so that in the notation of the present day the identity may
be written

"^m
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theorem which both foreshadow, will be most readily brought
into evidence by a little additional transformation. Taking
first the right-hand side of the identity, we observe that the

three determinants have only twelve elements among them,

being obtainable in fact from a single array of three rows and

four columns. Their sum may consequently be put in the form

1
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The constitution of the 3rd section is quite like that of the

others, the first paragraph dealing with the multiplication-

theorem for the case of determinants of the 3rd order, the second

paragraph with the same theorem for determinants of the 4th

order, and the remaining eight paragraphs with geometrical

applications. The mode of proof of the multiplication-theorem

is partly indicated by saying that any particular case is made

dependent on the case immediately preceding it; but its exact

character can only be understood by a somewhat minute ex-

amination. The investigation for the case of determinants of

the 3rd order stands as follows (p. 29) :

" Si considerino i due pohnomj

= {^a,y, ^el-

se ne effettui il prodotto, il quale, mediante requazione (a) del prime
articolo, si potr4 disporre sotto la forma seguente

^n.Xa{yr2jt){ypyc)
-

3:j^'a{y^c){ypyi>)

+ ^nX.{ynuVc){ypyi)
-

^n^a{yr^Mypyc)

+ a:x,(y,^,)(y^)
-

x,^t.{yrj^a){ypyc)

<A) + xMymya){ypyc)
-

^Myn:yc){ypya)

+ Xpi^t{yr^c){y,Ha)
-

xMynj/a)(y,j/c)

+ '^mXc{y,ila)(jJ^i)
-

XraXc{y,JJb){y^a)

+ ^r^c{y,^t){ypya)
-

Xn^Xyr,2i^{y^h)

+ ^Myr^a){y,&b)
-

xMyniib){yjJa)

Esaminando era la quantity

^nS^a{^^b{ypyc) + Vc(y.^6) + a;a;j,x.

-
^^Sypyt)

-
x^biyrifc)

-
2;aycA}

-
^nP^biypyc)

- ^MVr^b) -
XX^jfC,}

+ ayc{a^a;j(y^.) + x^,(y^,) + xx,xx,
-

x^x.iy^v,)
-

xjc,(y^J)
-

x^z^^x^},
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e le due espressioni che si traggono da questa, cambiando, prima a in &,

b in c, cin a; poscia a in c, c in b, b in a
; con facility si scorge che la

somma di questi polinomj 6 nulla identicamente, per cui si potra

aggiungere al prodotto (h) senza punto alterarlo. Fatta quest'

addizione, I'aggregato altro non sara che lo stesso polinomio (h), ove si

supponga che i simboli (y^j), {yp!/c)> 6cc. rappresentino rispettivamente
i trinomj seguenti

^n^b + Vr&b + ^n^M ^A + ^i^c + Vc ^CC.

Se ora si ordineranno le espressioni (Z) portando fuori dalle parentesi

y owero z in luogo di x, formeremo il prodotto delle medesime cosi

scritte, ed opereremo come sopra, il risultato sara il polinomio che si

desume da {h) cambiando le x che sono fuori dalle parentesi in y owero
in z egualmente accentate. Se faremo per ultimo la somma di queste
tre espressioni, tal somma si caverk dal polinomio {h) scrivendo {xjc^
owero iy^a). invece di xjc^; {x^^ in luogo di XpX^ ec. ec. e sar4

eguale al triplo prodotto delle expressioni {I).

Essendo poi quella somma divisibile per tre, efFettuata la divisione

per questo numero, avremo

{Xm, y. ,}.{, yt, ^c}
=

(iCm)(a^a;)(ayCc) + {y^^a){^ph){XJ^c)

+ (a'i;c)(a;a;j)(a;^e)

- (<,) (ayC)(a;c)
-

{Xri^a){XmXi){^^c)

-
(a;^a)(a:)(a;a:)."

(XVII. 6)

That the essential points of this method of demonstration may
be seen, let us apply it as it would be applied if adopted at the

present day :

The given determinants being

lOiftgCsl and laAVsL
we should say

I ai&2^3 i

=
C^l I Vs I

-
2 1 Vs I

+ 3 I K^i I .

and
I aj/Sgys |

=
Oj | ^^y^ \

-
a^\ ^xYs I

+ as I ^lYi I >

hence, using the multiplication-theorem as established for deter-

minants of the 2nd order, and (to save on the breadth of the

page) denoting

aa + 6/8 + cy + ... by ^^i|ifii^-
a,p,y, ...

we should have

lOiVsMaArsI
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= <Xiai

a, a.

+ a^ttg

1^2.72
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+

a^a.

aM'2"8

aM'3"3

"v^vYi a2,/32,y2

^2> ^2' ^2 ^2' ^2' *^2

l'A.yi "2, 182, 72

"I'^'Vl a2'^2>y2

Now by either of the interchanges

V^i , ^2 ' ^3 ' /^i . /32 . 1^3/
'

\Ci , C2 , Cg , yi , 72 . ys/

the first columns of this, and the first columns only, would be

affected, the as and as becoming 6's and ^8 respectively in the

one case, and c's and y's in the other
;
and as neither interchange

could affect the left-hand side of our identity, we should con-

sequently note that thus three different expressions would be at

once obtained for IciibzC^llajfizysl- Adding these together, and

combining the nine determinants of the sum in sets of three by
means of the addition-theorem (XLVi.), we should have finally

^laiVsl-kAys' = 3 CL^t 02> ^2 ^2> ^2> ^2

a^, O3, Cg ctg, O3, C3

s^8'ys

<^2> Og' ^2

3^3'y3

ftg, O3, C3

ai.^i.yi "2,^2'y2 3'^3'y3

from which it is only necessary to delete the common factor 3.

I:

JACOBI (1831-33).

[De transformatione integralis duplicis indefiniti

dcf>dxf^

A + B cos <^ + C sin ^ + (A' + B' cos ^ + C sin ^)cos^ + (A' + B" cos^ +C 8in<^)8ir

in rormam simpliciorem i^^ ru 3 tth- = z-^ JGr-G cos7/cos^-G smj;sm^

Grelle'8 Journal, viii. pp. 253-279, 321-357 ; or Werke, iii.

pp. 91-158.]
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[De transformatione et determinatione integralium duplicium
commentatio tertia. Crelle's Journal, x. pp. 101-128; or

Werke, iii. pp. 159-189,]

[De binis quibuslibet functionibus homogeneis secundi ordinis

per substitutiones lineares in alias binas transformandis,

quae solis quadratis variabilium constant; una cum variis

theorematis de transformatione et determinatione integral-

ium multiplicium. Crelle's Journal, xii. pp. 1-69 ; or Werke,

iii. pp. 191-268.]

The first two of these memoirs may be viewed as continua-

tions of a memoir with a similar title, which appeared in the

second volume of Crelle's Jowmal, and to which we have already

referred. They are noted here merely in order that the thread

of investigation may be preserved unbroken, for the last memoir

practically swallows up, by means of its splendid generalisations,

all those that had gone before.

So long as we confine ourselves, in problems of transformation,

to three independent variables, the explicit employment of the

theory of determinants may be dispensed with. When, however,

a suflficient number of special cases have been investigated, and

an alluring glimpse has thereby been got of a generalisation

involving them all, he who attempts the establishment of the

generalisation must have recourse to the new weapon. In this

latter position Jacobi now found himself. He wished to pass

from the problem of orthogonal substitution in the case of three

variables to the analogous problem in which the number of

variables is n, or in his own words (p. 7) :

"
Investigare substitutiones lineares huiusmodi

yj
=

oj' a;i + og' ^2 + + '

a;,

Vi
= i'X + a2"a;2 + + <'^n,

quibus eflficiatur

yiVi + M2 + + yy =
^i^i + a^g^a + .... + x^,

simulque data functio homogenea secundi ordinis variabilium

jCj, Xg* > ^n transformetur in aliam variabilium yn y^^
de qua binarum producta evanuerunt."

> !fny
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This being the case he introduces determinants at the outset,

fixing upon a notation which is practically Cauchy's, and imme-

diately using properties of them without proof. Much that is

contained in the memoir falls to be considered later, as it

concerns special forms of determinants, those afterwards

known as Jacobians, axisymmetric determinants, and, of course*

determinants of an orthogonal substitution. Indeed, the half-

page of introduction is almost all that is of interest at present,

but even in this a new and important theorem is enunciated.

The first sentence of it stands as follows :

"
Supponamus, desiguantibus a^t'"*' datas quantitates quaslibet, ex

n aequationibus linearibus propositis huiusmodi

y= a^^\ + a^"^\+ . . . . -f- a<'"'a;,

per notas regulas resolutionis algebraicae haberi sequationes formae :

M= ^>i+ ^^^2+ . . . . + /8i"V.

Ipsum A supponimus denominatorem communem valomm incogni-
tarum, qui per algorithmos notes formatur : sive fit

= Z
Oj'ttg . . . . a

,

signo summatorio amplectente terminos omnes, qui indicibus aut

inferioribus aut superioribus omnimodis permutatis proveniunt ; signis
eorum alternantibus secundum notam regulam, quam ita enunciare

licet, ut termino cuilibet per certain permutationem indicum orto

idem signum tribuatur, quo ati&citur productum sequens conflatum e

difFerentiis numerorum 1, 2, ...
,
n

(2-l)(3-l) (7i-l).(3-2)(4-2) (7i-2).(4-3) etc.,

eadem numerorum permutatione facta."

It will be at once observed here that Cauchy's italic letters S, a, h

are simply changed into Greek 2, a, ^.

The next sentence is :

" Eadem notatione adhibita, sit

ubi ipsam B e quantitatibus ^j'' eodem mode compositam accipimus,

quo A ex ipsis aj*"*' componitur. Quibus statutis observe fieri :

B = A'-\
ac generalius :

2 y8;^2" . . . iS!:*
= A-^2 a':+l'a': .... a|r'." (XX.
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As for the first theorem thus formulated, the credit of it is, of

course, due to Cauchy: the second, however, is new, being
indeed the theorem referred to above under Minding as having
been foreshadowed by Lagrange, and left for over fifty years
undisturbed. Jacobi evidently knew it in all its generality,

for he adds

"De qua formula generali cum pro variis valoribus ipsius m, tum
indicibus et superioribus et inferioribus omnimodis permutatis, per-
multae aliae similes formulae profluunt."

Jacobi's mode of proving the two theorems occupies 6 (pp.

9-11). Temporarily denoting by X^ the left-hand member
of the m*^ given equation

a^'^^ + a^^\ + ....+ ai"'>a;
=

2/m,

and by Y the left-hand member of the m}^ derived equation

and explaining that by

[u] 1

he means the coefficient of iCi~*a;2~* . . . x~^ in a certain specified

expansion of U, he recalls his paper of the year 1829 on the
"
discerptio singularis," and affirms that he had there proved

"fore
r 1 -1

LxA...xJ

s'ive etiam, quod idem est,

Ly,y,...yJ

ac generalius

LX/-+^X^'-'+^ .... X/n+^ I

1

1
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A glance, however, suffices to convince one that the concluding

general theorem here given differs considerably from the

theorem which he had previously enunciated and possibly

proved. As originally stated the theorem was

Luo"*+%i''i''"^ . . .
'"'^i^'^^j

a;o^<>+^a?/i+^ , . .

a;f^ji+^

=
j[Po^Pi^''---P^".i'j

which being altered into the notation of his present paper by
the substitutions _

= Xj, Xg,

Y Y~
A' A'

^0 ' "^l '

Po> Pl^

.^0, A,

becomes

=
^1.

A = A,

LXi'->+iX/^+^..X/"+il

1

_^i+o+ . . . ++!
[Y/lY2*^...Y,^n]

Using on both sides of this the fact that if an expanded function

be multiplied by the product of certain powers of the variables,

any particular coefficient in the original expansion has now for

facient its original facient multiplied by the said product, we
obtain

LXin+iX/^+^..X/"+iJ

J^l+li+ +n+l

2/i2/2---y
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a statement differing from Jacobi's in having r's and s's on the

right-hand side where he has s's and r's respectively. The

oversight was probably not noticed by reason of the fact that

in the special instances considered by him the values of any r
and the corresponding s are the same.

In the first of these instances he puts

r^
=

r^
= . . .

= r = - 1

i= 2
= = n= -

1,
and obtains

'-"^
Ly,y,...yJ i__~ ~^'

2/l2/2 yn
thus arriving at Cauchy's theorem regarding the adjugate, viz.,

B = A'^-i. (XXL 3)

In the second instance, he puts

r^
=

rg
= ,. . = r, = -

1, r,+i = r,+2 = . . .
= r = 0,

Sj
=

Sg
=

. . . = 8,ti
= 1

, Sjn+i
= ^w+2 = = ^n ^= ^>

and obtains

1

-A-i-4-1 -A-.nJ-o ... A'jn+l-^Wl+2 J

'[y,y,...yJ
2/l2/2---2/m

He then recalls the fact that by the conditions attaching to the

expansion of the expressions enclosed in rectangular brackets

the powers of x^, x^, .. . x^ contained in the one and the powers
of 2/m+i> Vm+i, '--yn Contained in the other are all positive ;

and

argues that as we are concerned only with terms that do not

involve these variables, it is quite allowable to put them all

equal to 0, This being done it is seen that

r 1

]
1

and

(m+l) (m-t-2) Jn)
*m+l "m+2

Ly,Y3...yJ 1 2i8;^;...ff'
ViVi-'-ym
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SO that there is obtained

as was expected.

The only other point to be noted at present is contained in

the casual remark that the jQ's may be expressed as differential

coefficients of A. When dealing later (p. 20), with a special form

of determinant, he says

" Data occasione observe generaliter, si a^,A. et a^.^ inter se diversi

sunt, propositis n aequationibus linearibus hujusmodi :

Hl'h + l,2^2 + ....+
!,

=
Vi,

2,lWl + "2,2^2 +.-..+ a2,'.
=

V2,

"n.A + a.2W2 + ....+ au = V,
statute

1 = 2,
ai_ia2,2 .... a,,

sequi
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priate to consider the investigation as belonging to the subject of

definite integration. It will suffice, therefore, merely to give a

statement of the theorem arrived at. In Jacobi's own words,

it is,

"Sit propositum inter n incognitas Zi, Z2, . . .
, z^ systerna n aequa-

tionum linearium

611^1 + ^12^2+ + K^r, = rih,

statuamus
X =

[611X1 + h<aX2 + . . . + 6ia:]2

+
[^123^1 + ^222^ + . . . + h^^ 2

+ [K^ + K^2 + . . . + 6a;]2,

M = miXj + r/i22 + . . . + ma;

^n \/(i a^ ^2 ... 3^_i)

radicali positive accepto ; porro ponamus
y = 2M22-..in,

signo ancipiti, ante ipsum 2 posito, ita determinate, ut valor ipsius V
positivus prodeat. Quibus omnibus positis, erit

+ h^x^ + . . . + /!>iX) 8x18x2 Sx_i

porro

ubi

n
z^ _ r''-^M(6iia^

2-iS V J xXi('+2)

+ *2X)^XiSx2...8x_in
Zj, ^ f"-^M(6i^ + h^2 +

2-^S-V J x,.Xi2-^S V J x,.Xi('+2)

M(6ia:i + ftanXa + . . . 4- 6,^)8xiSaij. . . 8x_i
xX4(+2)

integralibus {n- l)tuplicibus extensis ad omnes valores reales ipsorum
Xi, X2, ..., x_i et positives et negatives, pro quibus etiam x realis

sit sive pro quibus

et designante S aut

.
n-l

1 /^\1 aut
1 /^\-

2.4.... in-2)\2) 1.3.5... (n-2)V2/

prout n aut par aut impar." (Lill.) (xill. 6)
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JACOBI (1835).

[De eliminatione variabilis e duabus aequationibus algebraicis.

GreUe's Journal, xv. pp. 101-124; or Nouv. Anncdes de

Math., vii. pp. 158-171, 287-294; or Werke,ni. pp. 295-320.]

In a memoir having for its subject Bezout's method of elimi-

nating X from the equations

a^x*" + a_ia;"-i + .... + ajX-\-aQ
= 0,-\

6a; + &-ia;-i +....+ h^x+ b^
= 0,1

determinants are certain to occur explicitly or implicitly ; and,

the author being Jacobi, one is not surprised to find them

introduced near the outset and employed thenceforward. It is

of course only a special form of them which appears, viz., that

afterwards distinguished by the term persymmetric ; conse-

quently, for the present the main contents of the memoir do

not concern us. Note has to be made, however, of two points

(1) that while Jacobi does not discard his former notation

Srha^ ar , a^^ , he introduces and uses another, viz.,

a\ \
; (VII. 8)

(2) that a page is devoted to a fuller statement of the above-

mentioned theorems regarding the adjugat determinant and a

minor of the adjugate. The final sentence of this statement is

all that need be reproduced. It is

"Sint igitur r, r', r", . . .
,

r<"-" atque s, s', s", . . .
,

a*"-'' numeri

omnes 0, 1, 2, , . .
,
n- 1, quocunque ordine scripti; erit

a\ I = L"-'^+''.a4 y (XX. 5)

]s<',
s""+^', , s'-''J [s,

s', , s"->'J ,"

where L stands for 2ao.oai.i . . On-i.n-i and the adjugate of L

is 2i Ao,oAi,i . . . A-i.n-i. No proofs of the theorems are given.



CHAPTER VIIL

DETERMINANTS IN GENERAL, FROM THE YEAR 1836 TO 1840.

The writers of this period are nine in number, viz. Grunert,

Lebesgue, Reiss, Catalan, Molins, Sylvester, Richelot, Cauchy,
Craufurd. Of these the most prominent is Sylvester, who

apparently in ignorance of all previous work discovers the

functions for himself, gives a fresh investigation of some of

their properties, and in a second paper makes an afterwards

widely-known application of them to the theory of elimination
;

Richelot, Cauchy, Craufurd contribute papers dealing with the

said application; Lebesgue explains the results of another

application previously made by Jacobi and Cauchy; and Grunert

Reiss, Catalan, Molins give elementary expositions of the general

theory.

GRUNERT (1836).

[Supplemente zu Georg Simon Klugel's Worterbuch der reinen

Mathematik. Art. ElimiTiation (I. Gleichungen des ersten

Grades), ii. pp. 52-60.]

With Grunert it is necessary to take a long step backward.

Although the memoirs of Bezout, Vandermonde, and Laplace
were known to him, in addition to those of Hindenburg, Rothe,

and Scherk, he advances only a short distance into the subject ;

his aim, indeed, is little more than the establishment of Cramer's

rule for the solution of a set of simultaneous linear equations.

His mode of presenting the subject, however, is fresh and

interesting, the method of
" undetermined multipliers

"
being

taken to start with.
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Writing his equations in the form

(l\x^ + (2\x^ + {S\x^ +.... + in\x^ = [I];

(1)^^ + (2)^, + (3)2X3 +.... + (n)^^ = [1]2

(1)^ + (2)30:2 + (3)3353 +...+ (n)^r.
=

[lis

(l)a;a + {2)^x^ + (SXx^ + .... + (^)A =
[1],

and taking Pi, P2y Ps> - - > Pn^^ multipliers, he readily shows of

course that if the multipliers can be got to satisfy the conditions

(2)iPi + (2)2^2 + (2)3^3 + .

(3)iPi + (S\p, + (3)3P3 + .

(4)lPl + (4)2^2 + (4)3^3 +

+ (2)nPn
=

01

+ (3)P =

+ (4)Pn =

the value of x^ will be

[IJlPl + [1]2P2 + [Ito + + [^]nPn .

(l)l^l + (1)2^2 + (1)3^3 + + (l)nP'

in other words, that
ic^

can be determined at once if a function

(l)l?>l + (1)2P2 + (1)3^3 + +(l)nPn

can be formed of such a character that it will vanish when
instead of the coeflBcients (1)^, (1)2, (1)3, . .

, (1) we substitute

the members of any one of the n 1 rows

(2), (2)2 (2)3 (2)

(3): (3)2 (8)3

(4)i (4)2 (4)3

(3)

(4)

('^)l (^)2 ('^)3 ('^)n;

the said function itself being the denominator of the value

of ic^ and the numerator being derivable from the denominator

by inserting [1]^, [l]^, [1]^, . . . , [1] in place of {1\, (1\,

(1)3, . . .
, (1). Further, as any one of the unknowns may be

made the first, the complete solution is thus put in prospect.

*'Alle8 kommt demnach auf die Entwickelung einer Function

von der angegebenen BeschafFenheit an." (xiii. 7)
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Two rules, Grunert says, have been given for the construction

of such a function, one by Cramer, the other by Bezout. The

former he states, and illustrates by constructing the desired

function for the case where n = 4t. The proof of it is then

attempted, and is said at the outset to consist essentially in

establishing the proposition that a permutation and any other

derivable from it by the simple interchange of two indices must,

according to Cramer's rule, differ in sign. This proposition is

therefore attacked. The permutation

(k)a (1).+^ A

is taken in which the inferior indices are in their natural order

1, 2,, S, . . .
, n, and k and 1 being interchanged, there arises

the permutation

(l)a {k)a+P B

The part preceding {k)a in A is called I., which thus of course

also denotes the part preceding (!) in B
; the part between (k)a

and (l)a+/3 in A or between (l)a and (/c)a+^ in B is called II.; and

the remaining part common to both A and B is called III. The
number of inversions in both, when 1 and k are left out of

account, is denoted by y ;
the number in both due to k and the

division III. is denoted by X ;
the number in A due to k and the

division II. by X' ;
and the number in both due to the division I.

and k by X". The counting of the inversions then takes place
for the two permutations. In the case of A there are the

inversions due

(1

(2

(3

(4

(5

(6

a
(8

(9

(10

to I. and k, which are X" in number,

to I. and II.

to I. and 1, a 1

to I. and III.

to k and II., X'

to k and 1, 1

to k and III., X

toll, and 1, /3-1
to II. and III.

to 1 and III.,
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and as those not counted here are y in number, the total is seen

to be a + /3 + y + X + V + X" - 1.

Similarly in the case of B the total is found to be

a + i8 + y + X - X' + X" - 2.

But the former total exceeds the latter by 2X'+ 1, and this being-

an odd number, the proposition is proved. (ill. 27)

Before proceeding further it is important to note that Grunert

here establishes a more definite theorem than he proposed to

himself, viz., the theorem of Rothe (III. 7). If he attains greater

simplicity it is in part due to the fact that instead of taking any
two indices for interchange, h and r say, he takes k and 1.

To prove now that the function constructed in accordance

with Cramer's rule will satisfy the requisite conditions, it sufiices

to show by means of this theorem that on making any one of

the n\ specified sets of substitutions the function will be

transformed into one consisting of pairs of terms which annul

each other; in other words, to prove Vandermonde's theorem

regarding the effect of making two indices alike. This is done ;

and then it is shown how x^ can be got by interchanging x^ and

x^ in all the given equations, the first step being of course to

establish the fact that the denominator of x^ and the denominator

of x^ only differ in sign.

Bezout's rule of 1764 is next taken up, and shown to be

identical in effect with Cramer's. The proof, by reason of the

recurring character of the former, is inductive
;
that is to say,

it is demonstrated that, if the two rules agree in the case of n

unknowns, they must also agree in the case of n-\-\. Para-

phrasing the proof, but taking for shortness' sake the case where

7i = 4, we say that it is agreed that both rules give in this case

the signed permutations

1234, -1243, +1423, -4123, -1324, +...
Now for the case where 71= 5 Bezout's rule directs that to the

end of each of these permutations, e.g., the permutation 4123,

a 5 is to be put, and asserts that the result 41235 will be one

of the desired permutations with its proper sign. That it is a

permutation of the first five integers is manifest, and since the

number of inversions in 41235 is necessarily the same as the
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number in 4123, its sign is correct according to Cramer's rule.

In order to obtain four other permutations, Bezout's rule then

proceeds to bid us shift the 5 one place and alter the sign, shift

the 5 another place and alter the sign again, and so on. The

result is

4-41253, -41523, +45123, -54123.

In regard to this, it is clear as before that permutations of the

first five integers have been got, and that the altering of the sign

simultaneously with the shifting of the 5 is in accordance with

Cramer's rule, because every time that the 5 is moved one place

to the left the number of inversions is increased by unity. The

only question remaining is as to whether all the permutations
are thus obtainable

;
and as it is seen that each of the 24 per-

mutations of the first four integers gives rise to 5 permutations
of the first five, we have at once grounds for a satisfactory

answer. (in. 28)

LEBESGUE (1837).

[Theses de Mecanique et d'Astronomie. Premiere Partie : For-

mules pour la transformation des fonctions homogenes du

second degre a plusieurs inconnues. Journal (de LiouvUle)
de Math., ii. pp. 337*-355.]

This simply-worded and clear exposition is a natural outcome

of a study of Jacobi's memoirs on the subject. Like these it

mainly concerns determinants of the special form afterwards

individualised by the term axisymmetric ; and, indeed, it is

notable as being the first memoir in which a special name is given
to a special form, the expression "determinants symetriques"

being repeatedly used for the particular determinants referred to.

His general definition is (p. 343) :

" Si Ton considere le syst^me d'equations

A-i,!*! + ii.12'2 + "t" A.j_f
=

TTlj,

^2,1*1 -f- A^,2''2 + + -^2,11^71 ^2J

^ Aifx + A2t2 + + A,.A ^'71 >

* N.B. There are two pages numbered 337.
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le denominateur commun des inconnues
t^, t^,

. . . ,
t est ce que I'on

nomme le determinant du systeme des nombres

(17)

Comme ce denominateur pent changer de signe, selon le mode de
solution qu'on emploiera, on conviendra de le prendre de sorte que le

terme Ai,iA2,2A3,3 . . . A^, qui en fait partie, soit positif." (Vill. 3)

No use, however, is made of this for the purpose of establishing

the properties of the functions, results being for the most part
taken from previous investigators and merely restated. A nota-

tion for what are nowadays called the minors of a determinant

is given in the following words (p. 344) : (xL. 7)

"Ceci rappele, si Ton repr^sente par D le determinant du systeme

(17), par [g, i]
le determinant du systeme qui se tire du systeme (17)

par la suppression de la serie horizontale de rang g et de la, serie

verticale de rang i, et semblablement par la notation ^' le deter-

minant du systeme qui resulte de I'omission des series horizontales de

rangs ^ et i et des series verticales de rangs i et k dans le systeme (17),
on pourra, ..."

Further, the determinants thus denoted are spoken of on

page 346 as " determinants partiels." (XL. 8)

KEISS (1838).

[Essai analytique et g^ome^trique. Correspondance math, et

phys., X. pp. 229-290.]

Reiss's memoir, the first part of which appeared in 1829, was
never completed. In the course of some remarks introductory
to the present essay, he says by way of excuse :

"Je m'aper9us bientdt, et plusieurs savans me I'ont fait remarquer,
que ces recherches, fussent-elles tr^s-fecondes en r^sultats ei^gans,
etaient trop abstraites pour interesser le public qui n'apprecie
les theories que selon le degre de leur utility. J'ai done t^che de

montrer, par un exemple, de quelle mani^re on pent se servir de ces

fonctions dans la geometric analytique : et j'ai choisi le UtraMre qui,

I
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par le concours de plusieurs circonstances qu'on aura occasion de
reconnaitre plus tard, permettait une application tres-facile et presque
immediate des premieres consequences auxquelles j'6tais parvenu."

The analytical portion of the essay is to a considerable extent

identical with the original memoir. In so far as there is a

difference, the change is towards greater simplicity, less seem-

ingly aimless plunging into widely extensive theorems, and in

general a better and more attractive style of exposition. Less

space too is given to it, not even half what is occupied by the

portion on the tetrahedron, the main aim now being to urge on

mathematicians the capabilities of the analysis in its application

to geometry.
The matters falling to be noted as not having been given in

the original memoir are few in number and of little importance.
In restating the theorem

(abc . . . r, a/3y ... p)
= (abc . . . r, a/3y . p)

the remark is incidentally made that the order of the terms on

the one side is never the same as that on the other except when
the number of bases is 1, 2, or 3

; for example, the number of

bases being 4, we have

whereas

(abed, 1234) = a^b^c^d^ a-p.^c^d^ a-fi^c^d^

{abed, 1234) = a-fi^e^d^ a-p^d^c^ a^c^b^d^

the difference first appearing at the fourth term. (ix. 6)

Bezout's recurrent law of formation, formerly merely enun-

ciated, is now accompanied by a demonstration. This is not

without its weak point, the cause of which, as might be expected,
is the awkwardness of Reiss's rule of signs. The first paragraph,
which will suffice to show its character, is as follows (p. 233) :

"Portons notre attention d'abord, seulement sur la fonction

(abc . . . r, a^y ... p). Si Ton se represente la maniere dont on
fait les permutations des n elemens a,/3,y, . . . p, on verra qu'a partir
de la premiere, il y aura 1.2.3 . . . (w-1) complexions qui commencent

par a, et que, si Ton separe cet element par un trait vertical des autres.
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oil aura k droite toutes les permutations des elemens ^,y, ... p. Les

1.2.3. ... (n-\) premiers termes de (abc . . . r, a/Jy . . . p) com-
mencent done tous par a", et puisque les signes de ces termes sont

determines d'apr^s la mani^re expos^e plus haut, on trouvera leur

somme =a'-{hc . . . r, fSy . . , />)."

Vandermonde's theorem regarding the effect, on the function,

of interchanging two bases is stated generally, and a demonstra-

tion is given. The mode of demonstration, which occupies one

page and a half, will be readily understood by seeing it applied
in later notation to the case where there are four bases, that is

to say, where the theorem to be proved is

\aJ)pCyds\
= -

\baapCyds\.

By repeated use of the recurrent law of formation we have

I aJ)pCyds I

= a
I bpCyds \

-
ap\ b^Cyds |

+ oty | &c^ |

-
| baC^dyl

=
aa{ bp \cyds\- by\ c^s 1

+ &
I c^y \)

-
ap[ba. I Cydt 1

-
by\ Cadi 1

+ 6,1 cdy |j

+
ay^ba. \Cfids\- bp\ c.rf

|
+ bs\ Cadp |}

-
as^b^\cpdy\

-
bp\cj,y\ + by\Cadp\ }.

By collecting the terms which have b^ for a common factor,

bp for a common factor, and so on, this result becomes

I ajbppyds I

= -
6a{a/3 1 Cyds |

- S I ^P^i i
+

I Cpfiy 1}

+ bp^a^ I Cydi I

-
fty I

c^ds
I
+ a

I cj,y ||

-
by^aa. I cpds I

- % I
cjis

|
+

| c^dp |}

-f &{ \cpdy\- ap\ Cady I
+ S I Cadp |} ,

=
b^\ appydi] + bp I a^Cyds \ by\ UaCpcis \

+ bs\ a^Cpdy \
,

= -
\b.apCyds\,

as was to be proved. (xi. 5)

The suggestion readily arises that this process would be equally

applicable in proving Vandermonde's theorem regarding the

vanishing of a function in which two bases are identical, and

the process, it may be remembered, was actually so employed

by Desnanot.
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One of the theorems given by Scherk, and later by Drink-

water, appears in the following form (p. 240), the peculiar notation

adopted for a determinant with a row of unit elements being

constantly employed throughout the remainder of the essay :

" Si une des bases, par example a, est telle que la quantite qu'elle

repr^sente soit la meme quel que soit I'exposant dent elle est affectee,

c'est-^-dire, si a" = a^ = av = . . .
,
on aura

{abc . . . r, a^y .../))

=
a'^\{bc . . . r, f3y .. . p)

-
(be. .r, ay ... p) + (be. ..r, a/38 , . . p) t . .

.].

La quantite qui se trouve sous la parenth^e, peut done etre representee
de la mani^re suivante :

(Ibc . . .r, afty . . . p); (XLVII. 3)

en admettant une fois pour toutes que le chifFre remain I soit tel que
1 = I* = I^ = Iy = . . . II va sans dire que toutes les proprietes qui ont

lieu pour {abc . . . r, ajSy . . . p) se rapportent egalement k

(Ibc.r, apy.,.p)."'

The character of the identities used in the treatment of the

tetrahedron will be learned from a glance at the following

examples :

a^(lhc, 123)
-

\(lac, 123) + c^(lah, 123) = (ahc, 123).

{a^-a^)(lhc, 123)
-

{\-h^)(lac,l2^) + (c-^-c^)(lah, 123) = 0.

{ah, 12)(ac, 34)
-

(ah, 34)(ac, 12) = -
a^(ahc, 234) + a^iabc, 134),

=
-\-a^(ahc, 124)

-
a^{abc, 123).

{lah, 123)(Iac, 124)
-

(lab, 124)(Iac, 123) = -
(a^-a^)(lahc, 1234).

{lab, 123)(a6c, 124)
-

(lah, 124)(a6c, 123) = + (ah, \2)(lahc, 1234).

The first of these we have already seen used by Minding ;
the

second is nothing more than the manifest identity.

a^ a^ a^ a^ a^

h-K h h h
C-i

~ Co 0-1 Co Co

or

1
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the third is evidently the equatement of two expansions of

Cv"!
Cvo tX-q ^A

\ h h h
C-. Cn Co Cj,

or
ttg ! a^ a^

h \ h K

the fourth is a case of the fifth : and the fifth is itself a case

of a theorem (C) of Desnanot's.

CATALAN (1839).

[Sur la transformation des variables dans les int^grales multiples.

Memoires couronnes far I'Academie royale . . . de Brux-

elles, xiv. 2 partie, 49 pp.]

The first of the four parts into which Catalan's memoir is

divided bears the title
" Valeurs g^n^rales des inconnues dans

les Equations du premier degr4, et propri^Ms des denominateurs

coTriTnuns," and in the introduction it is said to contain several

remarkable new properties of the functions called resultants

by Laplace "et connues aujourd'hui sous le nom de d4ter-

minants."

His method of dealing with the opening problem is to derive

the solution of n equations with n unknowns from the solution

oi n 1 equations with n 1 unknowns
;
or more definitely, to

show that if the multipliers X^, Xg, Xg necessary for the solution

of the set of equations,

a^x^ + \x2 + c-^x^
= aA

agOJj + Ogajg + CgiCg
=

agj ^

be the determinants of the systems

^3 ^3 i \

3 ^3' <^1 ^1. ^2 ^2.
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then the multipliers X^, Xg, X3, X4 necessary for the solution of

the set

a^x^ + byX^ + c^x^ + d^x^ = aj'

agiCi + 62^2 + ^2*3 + ^2*4
=

2

agO?! + fegOJa + c^3 4- ^^3^4
=

ag

0^4*1 + ?>42 + ^i'^S + ^4^4 = 4,

are the determinants of the systems

ttg
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" 4 Par suite, le d^nominateur est le m^me pour toutes les inconnues,

pourvu que Ton prenne convenablement le signe du numerateur."

He then proceeds

"
Supposons done que pareille verification ait 6t6 faite pour n - 1

Equations entre n-1 inconnues, je dis qu'elle se fera encore dans le

cas de n Equations."

Now although the statement in 2 is true for the case of three

equations, it is not true generally, and therefore cannot be

proved.*
The theorems which follow this introductory matter concern

a special determinant, viz., the determinant of the system,

ttj &! Cj ^ ^1

h ^2 fcg 02

d-n On Cn /c^ ("nt

in which the elements are connected by the ^n{n l) relations

a^h^ + 0-262 + cta^a + + cinK =

a^C^ + (XgCg + O.2P3 + . . + CinPn =

^ih + cizk + %h +
bjC^ + 62^2 + Vs +

+ aJn =

+ Kcn =

+ bndn = >

61Z1 + 62^2 + hh + . . + bJn =

A/jtj "t" ft2''2 > 3 3 "i ~r ^rJ"n '-'

Such determinants are only a little less special than determinants

of an orthogonal substitution, and thus naturally fall to be con-

sidered later along with those of the latter class.

* In the proof he is fortunate (or unfortunate) enough to use another special

case in which the statement is true. He says : "Les deux termes a^bgCid^e^/^ et

^7f'hp3<^ii^i *3"i entrent dans D4, et qui se d^duisent I'uu de I'autre par une

permutation tournante entre les lettres ont mfime signe."
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SYLVESTER (1839).

[On Derivation of Coexistence : Part I.* Being the Theory of

simultaneous simple homogeneous Equations. Philosophical

Magazine, xvi. pp. 37-43; or Collected Math. Papers, i.

pp. 47-53.]

Sylvester was apparently first brought into contact with deter-

minants while investigating the subject of the elimination of x

between two equations of the m*'^ and n^^ degrees. At the close

of a paper on this subject (Phil. Mag., xv. p. 435) he^ says
"
I

trust to be able to present the readers of this magazine with a

direct and symmetrical method of eliminating any number of

unknown quantities between any number of equations of any

degree, by a newly invented process of symbolical multiplication,

and the use of com'pound symbols of notation." These last

words, indicative of the method, exactly describe the matter

dealt with in the paper we have now come to, and as will soon

be seen, the functions which are the outcome of the said
"
compound symbol

"
of operations are determinants.

It would also appear that Sylvester was unacquainted with

any of the important memoirs of his predecessors regarding the

functions : the twenty-seventh chapter of Gamier's Analyse

Algdhrique, to which he refers, may very probably indicate the

extent of his knowledge.

Premising that he is going to use such symbols as a^, a^, . . .

he calls the letter a the "
base," and the complete symbol

" an

argument of the base," a^ being the first argument, a^ the second,

and so on. Taking then a number of expressions,
" each of

which is made up of one or more terms, consisting solely of

linear arguments of different bases, i.e., characters bearing indices

below but none above," e.g., the expressions,

Ct-l
^^

U-t
y

ijj-t
^"^

Lz-t

he alters them by writing the index-numbers above, e.g.,

a^ b^
,

a^ c^;

takes the product of these resulting expressions in its expanded
form a^ _ ^ifei - a^c^ + b^c^

;

* Misprint for II., as an expression in the paper itself shows.
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and then reverses the operation on the index-numbers, thus

finally obtaining

The full series of these operations he indicates by the letter ^,

and denotes by the name of
"
zeta-ic rmdtiplication." Thus, as

results in zeta-ic multiplication, we have

and ^(C'l+biY = ag-f 20461-1-62.*

Further
^^.^ is used to denote that, after the operations ^ have

been performed, the indices are all to be increased by r, the

result of so doing being called the zeta-ic product in its r** phase.
He nexts recalls a notation previously introduced by him for

the functions which came later to be known shortly as difference-

products ; denoting, for example,

(b-a){c-a){e-b) by PD(a6c),

(b-a){c-a)(c-b){d-a)(d-b)(d-c) by FJ){abcd),

and .. ahc{b a){c a)(c b) by PD(0a6c).

Lastly, he combines the two notations; and any reader who
remembers Cauchy's mode of solving a set of simultaneous

linear equations can with certainty predict the result of the

union to be determinants. A new notation and a new name
for the functions thus come into being together, the determinant

of the system
ttj a^ ttg

61 62 63

Cj Cg Cg

being represented by

^abcFB{abc) or ^PD(0a6c), (vii. 9)

and being called a zeta-ic product of differences. (xv. 7)

These special zeta-ic products being reached, the rest of the

paper is taken up with an account of some of their properties,

and the application of them to the discussion of simultaneous

* He would not hesitate even to extend the use of the symbol, denoting, for

example,
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linear equations. Some of the matter may be passed over as

being already familiar to us, although its earlier appearances
were certainly made in a less picturesque dress. The first

really fresh theorem concerns the zeta-ic multiplication of a

determinant ^PD(0a6c . . . I), by those symmetric functions of

a,h, G, . . . ,1, which we should now denote by

2a, 2a6, 2a6c, ....

but which Sylvester writes in the form

Si(a6c . ..I), ^^{ahc . . .1), S^{abc . . .
I), ....

In his own words it stands as follows (p. 39) :

"Let a, b, c, . . . I denote any number of independent bases, say

(w- 1) ;
but let the argument of each base be periodic, and the number

of terms in each period the same for every base, namely (n), so that

a,.
=

,+
= ar_
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Multiplying the two together
"
zeta-ically," that is to say, in

accordance with the law

we find that 120 of the total 144 terms of the product cancel

each other, and that the remaining 24 terms constitute the

determinant

IttiVAI.

the identity thus reached being

^(1 ajb^c^d^ 1

. 2a6) = 1 01620^^6 1.

Now Sylvester's ^PD notation being unequal to the representa-

tion of the determinant
| a^b^c^d^ \

in which the index-numbers do

not proceed by the common difference 1, he would seem to have

been compelled to give a periodic character to the arguments of

the bases in order to remove the difficulty. At any rate the

difficulty is removed
;

for the number of terms in the period

being 5 the index-numbers 4 and 5 become changeable into

1 and 0, and thus we can have

=
\a_Acidi\,

a determinant in which the index-numbers proceed by the

common difference 1, and which is obtainable from \aJ)2C^d^\ by
diminishing each index-number by 2. Sylvester's form of the

result thus is

^{S^(ahcd).^FD{Oabcd)} = ^_^VT>{Oabcd)*

*
It is rather curious that Sylvester overlooks the fact that the legitimate

equatement of two zeta-ic products implies an identity altogether independent
of the existence of zeta-ic multiplication. Thus, the identity just discussed is

essentially the same as the identity

a2
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Following this comes the application to simultaneous linear

equations, or as they are called
"
equations of coexistence." The

system is represented by the typical equation

a^ \- h^y -{ CrZ + ... -\-l^ = 0,

in which r can take up all integer values from oo to -, oo,

there being really, however, only n equations, because of the

periodicity imposed on the arguments of the bases. One so-

called
"
leading theorem

"
is given in regard to the system, its

subject being the derivation of an equation linear mx,y,z, . . .,t

by a combination of the equations of the system. The theorem

is enunciated as follows (p. 40) :

" Take f, g, . . .
,
h &s the arbitrary bases of new and absolutely

independent but periodic arguments, having the same index of perio-

dicity (n) as a, b, c, . . .
, I, and being in number (n-1), i.e., one

fewer than there are units in that index.

"The number of differing arbitrary constants thus manufactured is

n(n- 1).

"Let Ax + 'By + Cz+ . . . +Lt = he the general pime derivative

from the given equations, then we may make

A=C'^-D{Oafg...k)

B = CTD{Obfg ...k)

C = CPD(0c/5r ...k)

L= CTD(Olfg...ky (XIII. 9)

As in the case of the other theorems, no demonstration is

vouchsafed. In order, however, that the connection between it

and previous work may be more readily manifest, it is desirable

to indicate how it would most probably be established now.

Taking the case where the number of unknowns is three and

the number of given equations four, viz.

a^x -f b{y + c^z
=

a^ + b^y + Cg^
=

a^x + b^y + c^z
=
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we should form an array of 4(4- 1), i.e. 12, arbitrary quantities,

/i 9i K
fl 92 K
/a 93 K
A 94. K'

from which we should select the multiplier !/2g'3^4l for the first

given equation, the multiplier \f-^g^^\ for the second equation,

and so on. The multiplication then being performed we should

by addition obtain

kiA^AI* + \hA9A\y + \<^iA9zK\^ = o,

which is what Sylvester would call
" the general prime deriv-

ative of the four given equations," the process being an instance

of what he would similarly term the " derivation of coexistence.'"

By proper choice of the arbitrary quantities it may be readily

shown, as Sylvester proceeds to do, that the theorem gives (1)

the result of the elimination of n unknowns from n equations ;

(2) the two equations of condition in the case oi n+ 1 equations

connecting n unknowns
; (3) the ratio of any two unknowns in

the case oi nl equations connecting n unknowns
;
and (4) the

relation between any three unknowns in the case of ti 2 equa-
tions connecting n unknowns. For example, the equations being

a^x + b^y + c^z
= 0'

a^ + b^y + c^z
=

y + hy + C^Z
= 0) ,

the theorem gives the general derivative

z = 0.

which is true whatever f^, f^, f^, g^, g^, g^ may be. By putting

fvU fy 9v 92' 9s
=K K K ^v ^2. ^S' this takes the form

IttiVsl* + 1^2^312/ + kA^^al^ = 0'

whence the equation of condition, or resultant of elimination,

I (^A^s 1

= 0.

A 9i
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As a corollary to one of the deductions from the leading-

theorem, the deduction numbered (3) above, the following-

proposition of a different character is given (p. 42) :

"
If there be any number of bases (abc . . .

I),
and any other, twa

fewer in number, (fg ... k),

CFJ){afg . . . k) X CFJ){bc...l)

+ CPD{bfg ...k)x CPD(ac ...I)

+ C^J){afg ...k)x CPD(k ...

+ CFD{lfg...k) X CPD(ak... )
=

0,

a formula that from its very nature suggests and proves a wide
extension of itself." (xxiii. 11)

It belongs evidently to the class of vanishing aggregates of

products of pairs of determinants, of which so many instances

have presented themselves. There is a manifest misprint in the

third product, which should surely be

^FD(cfg ... A;)X^PD(a6 ...I);

and there is an error in the signs connecting the products,

which, instead of being all +, should be + and alternately.

When the determinants involved are of the third order, the

theorem in the later notation is

M29s\'\h(^2^3\
-

l^l/29'3l>i^2^3l + ^1/29^3 1 I^iMs I

"
l^^lAS'sM^lVsl

= ^^

which is readily recognised as an identity given by Bezout.

With this theorem the paper proper ends, but in a postscript
an additional theorem of a curious character is given. As
enunciated by the author even his double mark of exclamation

being reprinted it is (p. 43) :

"Let there be (ra- 1) bases a, b, c, . . .
, I, and let the arguments

of each be "recurrents of the v}^ order," that is to say, let

27ri\ J. ,/ 2\ / 27rt\"
cos ).

27ri\
W[ COS. ).

n J
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Let E denote that any symmetrical function of the r"" degree is

to be taken of the quantities in a parenthesis which come after

it, and let ^ indicate any function whatever. Then the zeta-ic

product,

t(CR,(a6c
. . . /) X Cp^PD(Oa&c . . .

Z))

is equal to the product of the number

// 27r
;

-
. 27r\ / 47r

;
-

. 4jr\
-K^l COS. + V - 1 . sm I , (

COS. + V - 1 . sin I .

( 6n- ,
-

. Gtt

(cos. +V-l.sin
\ n n

cos.

multiplied by the zeta-ic phase

tp-APD(OaAc...O!!"

Unfortunately the meaning of the proposition is seriously

obscured by misprints and inaccurate use of symbols. Instead

of "r*''" degree we should have t^^ degree; the ^ preceding

Rt(a6c ... ^) is meaningless, and should be deleted
; ^ preceding

S^PD {Oahc ... Z) in the first member of the identity is unnecessary

when a ^ has already been printed at the commencement ;
and

the subscript />, although giving an appearance of greater

generality, serves no purpose whatever. Making the corrections

thus suggested, and denoting

2x
, / T . 2x 47r

, / ^ . 47r
cos hv Ism

, cos hv Ism ,
... ,n n n n

which are the roots of the equation

^n-l _j_ a.n-2 ^ a.n-3 _|_ + aJ + 1 =
,

by a, /S, y, . . .
, X, we are enabled to put the theorem in the

more elegant form

^{MO'Ac ..., l).^.'PJ)(0,a,b,c,...,l))

=
^t{R.(a.i8,y, . . .

, X).^. PD(0,a,6,c, . . .
, I)}.

It is readily seen to be a generalisation of the first theorem of

the paper, into which it degenerates when S, instead of being any
function of a,b,c, ... i, is a constant, and R instead of being
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any symmetric function, is one of the series 2a, 2<i6, 2a6c, ....

As, however, the constant E,f(a,y8,y, ... X) on the right-hand side

will then be one of the series, Sa, 1a^, 2a;8y, .... and will

not therefore be +1 unless when t is even, there must be an

inattention to sign in one or other theorem. The matter can be

more appropriately inquired into when we come to the subject

of alternants, because, as has been pointed out in a recent foot-

note, it is to this branch of the subject that identities between

two zeta-ic multiplications of difference-products really belong.

This early paper, one cannot but observe, has all the charac-

teristics afterwards so familiar to readers of Sylvester's writings,

fervid imagination, vigorous originality, bold exuberance of

diction, hasty if not contemptuous disregard of historical

research, the outstripping of demonstration by enunciation, and

an infective enthusiasm as to the vistas opened up by his work.

MOLINS (1839).

[Demonstration de la formule generale qui donne les valeurs

des inconnues dans les equations du premier degrd Journ.

(de Liouville) de Math., iv. pp. 509-515.]

The real object of Molins was simply to give a rigorous
demonstration of Cramer's rules. His literary progenitors, so

far as determinants were concerned, were apparently Cramer,

Bezout, Laplace, and Gergonne, the last of whom, it may be

remembered, wrote a paper which might well have borne the

same title as the above. The writer, however, whose work that

of Molins most closely resembles is Scherk, and very probably
the two were unknown to each other. Both had the same

purpose in view, and both used the method of so-called
" mathematical induction." The difference between them may
be most easily explained by using a special example and modern
notation.

To make the solution of the set of three equations

a^x -\- a^y + a^z
=

a^
b^x + \y -^ h^z

=
64

c^x + c^y + c^z
= cj
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dependent upon the already obtained solution of two, Scherk put
the first pair of equations in the form

=
4
-

^a^l
a^x + a^y = a^ a^z^

\x + \y

solved for x and y, and substituted the values in the third.

equation.

Molins, on the other hand, having used the multipliers m^,

mg ,
1

, with the equations of the given set, performed addition,

solved the pair of equations

m^ttg + ^262 +^2 =

TTh-^a^ + '?7l2^3 + ^3
= 0/

for Tn-i and tyi^ ,
and substituted the obtained values in the result

His exposition is laboured and uninviting.

SYLVESTER (1840).

[A method of determining by mere inspection the derivatives

from two equations of any degree. Philosophical Magazine,
xvi. pp. 132-135

;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 54-57.]

The two equations taken are

ttnX"* + a_ia;"-i + ... + a-^x -\- a^
= 0^

hmX"^ + 6^-103'""^ + . . + 61a; + 60
= 0/ '

and rules are given for attaining three different objects, viz. (1)

a rule for absolutely eliminating a;; (2) a rule for finding the

prime derivative of the first degree, that is to say of the form

Aoj B= 0; (3) a rule for finding the prime derivative of any

degree. The first of these concerns the process afterwards so

well known by the name "
dialytic." Only part of it need be

given (p. 132) :

"Form out of the a progression of coefficients m lines, and in like

manner out of the h progression of coefficients form n lines in the

following manner : Attach m - 1 zeros all to the right of the terms in
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the a progression ;
next attach m - 2 zeros to the right and carry 1 over

to the left
;
next attach m - 3 zeros to the right and carry 2 over to

the left. Proceed in like manner until all the m - 1 zeros are carried

over to the left, and none remain on the right. The m lines thus

formed are to be written under one another.

Proceed in like manner to form n lines out of the h progression by
scattering n-\ zeros between the right and left.

If we write these n lines under the m lines last obtained, we shall

have a solid square m + n terms deep and m + n terms broad," (liv.)

The rest of the rule deals of course with the formation of

the terms from this square of elements, the old and familiar

method being followed of taking all possible permutations and

separating the permutations into positive and negative. As

applied by Sylvester in the case of the elimination of x between

the equations
ax^ + hx + c =0]
Ix^ + nnx + % = OJ

that is to say, as applied to the development of the determinant

of the system
a 6 c
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Taking the first equation followed hymr1 equations derived

from it by repeated multiplication by x, and then the second

equation followed by n i 1 equations derived from it in like

manner, we have in+n 2r equations,

aa^ -h hx^ -h ex + d = 0)

ax^ + bx^ + cx^ + dx = '

aX^ + I3x^ ^ yx^ + Sx -\-
= oj

from which we have to deduce an equation involving no power
of X higher than the 2nd. To do so we employ, as just stated,

exactly the same method as was used in obtaining the "
leading

theorem" of the preceding paper. That is to say, we form

multipliers

a b
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the same year (1764). Euler's method, it will be remembered,

consists in transforming the problem into the simpler one of

eliminating a set of unknowns from a sufficient number of

linear equations ;
and Richelot in a few lines (p. 227) points

out that this may, of course, be done by equating to zero the

determinant of the system of equations. An investigation

connected therewith occupies the main portion of the paper.

Sylvester's method (1840) is described in passing, and the

principle at the basis of it given. We have just seen that, when

originally made known hy the author, it was merely in the

form of a rule without any explanation. Although no doubt

exists as to the mode in which it was obtained, still this first

published description of the mode by Richelot deserves to be

put on record. The whole passage in regard to it is as follows

(p. 226):

"Quam sequationem
* inveniendi methodi diversae a geometris

adhibentur, ex quarum numero eius, quae a clarissimo Sylvester in

diario l%e London and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine arid Journal

of Science nuper exposita est, mentionem faciendi banc occasionem

baud prsetermittere velim. Ibi illius eliminationis problema reducitur

ad problema eliminationis m + n-\ quantitatum ex systemate m + n

aequationum linearium. Multiplicata enim aequatione /i
= ex ordine

per y""^ y"~^ . . . .
, if, nee non aequatione /2

= ex ordine per

y"*"^, y^'^, . . . .
, y^, adipiscimur systerna m + n aequationum linearium

inter quantitates y^*"~^, ^"""^""^ , y'^, quarum m + w - 1 prioribus

eliminatis, aequatio inter coefficientes f a' et a" prodit. Quae eliminatio

facillime ita instituitur, ut determinantem harum m + n aequationum
linearium ponamus =0, Determinans vero, cum quantitates a' et a"

in aequationibus ipsae tantum lineariter involvantur, et quantitates
a' in w, nee non quantitates a" in m ceteris aequationibus solis reperi-

antur, respectu illarum dimensiones ntae est, respectuque harum wtae.

Unde concluditur, eam positam =0, esse quaesitam illam aequationem
finalem X =

0, quae omni factore superflua careat. Notissima enim
est proprietas ab Evlero inventa aequationis X = 0, quod eius dimensio

respectu quantitatum a! est =n, atque respectu quantitatum a" = m,
ita ut quaeque functio integra evanescens, inter quantitates a' et a",

has dimensiones quadrans, pro genuina aequatione finali habenda
sit." (Liv. 3)

*
I.e., sequationem finalem.

t The equations are taken in the form

/i = a'^y + (i'm_iy'-i + .... + ' = 0,

/2 = a"y" + a"-ii/-i + .....+ a"o = 0.
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Taking Sylvester's example,

ax'- + 6a; + c = 01

ao?- + )8a; + y

= 01

= 0J,

and doing as Richelot here directs, we should first multiply both

members of the first equation by o?~'^ and by aj*~^ then both

members of the second by qi?~'^ and by a;^~\ thus obtaining

ax^ + hx'- + ex =0,

ax^ + bx + c = 0,

aOC^ + ySiT^ + yX =0,

ax^ + I3x + y = 0,

^nd finally eliminate from these four equations cc^, x^, x\ by

equating to zero the determinant of the system.

The statement "
Ibi illius linearium," which seems to

contradict what we have above said in regard to the absence

of explanation in Sylvester's paper, is not literally true.

Richelot may have meant by it that Sylvester's result implied
that the problem had been transformed as stated.

CAUCHY (1840).

[M^moire sur I'^limination d'une variable entre deux Equations

algebriques. Exercices cVanalyse et de phys. math., i.

pp. 385-422
;
or (Euvres completes, 2 Sdr. xi.]

After the appearance of the special papers on this subject by
Jacobi", Sylvester, and Richelot, a review of the whole matter

could not but be a desideratum. This was supplied by Cauchy
in the singularly clear and able memoir which we have now
reached. After an introduction of four pages there is an

account (1) of Newton's method as expounded by Euler in 1748
;

<2) of Euler's and Bezout's method of 1764; (3) of Bezout's

abridged method; and (4) of a method* by means of the

differences of the roots of the equations.

Euler's, although not called so.
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Euler and Bezout's method is shown to lead to the same

determinant as Sylvester's, and the cause is made apparent.

Cauchy's says (p. 389):

"Supposons, pour fixer les id^es, que las fonctions f{x), F(a:)
soient Tune du troisi^me degr^, I'autre du second, en sorte qu'on
ait

f{x)
= ax^ + bx^ + ex + d,

F{x) = Aa;2 + Ba; + C.

Alors u, V devront ^tre de la forme

u = Tx + Q,

V = px^ + qx + r
;

et, si Ton ^limine x entre les deux equations

f{x) = 0, F{x) = 0,

I'^quation r^sultante sera precis^ment celle qu'on obtiendra, lorsqu'on
choisera les coefficients

P, q, r, P, Q

de mani^re k faire disparaitre x de la formule

(2) uf{x) + vF(x) =
0,

par consequent de la formule

(Px + Q,)f(x) + {2)x^ + qx + r)F{x)
=

0,

que I'on pent encore 6crire comme il suit :

(3) Fxfix) + Clf{x) + pxW{x) + qxF{x) + rF{x) = 0.

Les valeurs de

P, q, r, P, Q

qui remplissent cette condition sont cellos qui verifient les Equations

lin^ires,

(4)

(a? + A.p =0,

hV + aQ, + Bp + kq =
0,

cP + &Q + Cp + B^ + Ar =
0,

rfP + cQ +Cq + Br =
0,

+ dQ, +0 = 0.

Done, pour obtenir la r^sultante cherch^e, il suffira d'^liminer les

coefficients

P, Q, P, q, r
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entre les Equations (4), ou, ce qui revient au mSme, d'^ealer k z6to

la fonction altem^e form6e avec les quantit^s que pr^sente le tableau

(5)

f a, 0, A, 0, 0,

b, a, B, A, 0,

c, b, C, B, A,

d, c, 0, C, B,

0, d, 0, 0, C.

On arriverait encore aux m^mes conclusions en partant de la

formule (3). En effet, choisir les coeflBcients P, Q, p, q, r, de mani^re
k faire disparaitre de cette formule les diverses puissances

a- 0-2 y3 y+n-l
U,,

J}
, J7-, . . . ,

X
,

de la variable x, c'est ^liminer ces puissances des cinq Equations,

(6) xf{z)
= 0, f(x) = 0, x^F{x) =

0, xF{x) = 0, F(a;)
= 0,

on

(7)

aoc* + bx^ + cx^ + dx =0,

ttsfi+bx^ + cx + d = 0,

Ax* + "33^ + Cx^ =0,

Ax^ + Bx^ + Cz =0,

Aa;2 + Ba; + C = 0.

C'est done ^galer k z6to la fonction altem^e form^e avec les quantity
que pr^sente le tableau,

a, b, c, d, 0,

0, a, b, c, d,

(8) ]
A, B, C, 0, 0,

0, A, B, C, 0,

10, 0, A, B, C.

Or cette fonction altem^e ne diffi^rera pas de celle que nous avons

d^j^ mentionn^e, attendu que, pour passer du tableau (5) au tableau

(8), il suflfit de remplacer les lignes horizontales par les lignes verticales,

et r^ciproquement." (LTV. 4)

Bezout's abridged method for the equations

Oojc" + OiX*-^ + .... + a_ia; + a, =
0|

6oa; + bX'' + .... + K-iX + 6 = OJ
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is shown to lead to the final equation

S ==0,

where S is
" une fonction altem^ de I'ordre n formee avec les

quantity que renferme le tableau,

in which

^,n-2 -^l,n-2 ^-2,n-2 ^-2,n-l

^n-2,n-l -"-Ji-l.n-l

A^l = a2^e+l
"" ^2^+1 "I" -A-i,j+i)

In connection with this, however, no reference is made to

Jacobi's paper of 18.35.

The fourth method, which occupies much the largest space

(pp. 397-442), is not a determinant method.

SYLVESTER (January 1841).

[Examples of the dialytic method of elimination as applied to

ternary systems of equations. Cambridge Math. Joum., ii.

pp. 232-236
;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 61-65.]

In returning to extend the method, here and generally after-

wards called "dialytic," Sylvester takes occasion to say that

"the principle of the rule will be found correctly stated by
Professor Richelot of Konigsberg in a late number of CreUe's

Jov/mal." It may be noted, too, that he now for the first time

uses the word determinant.

Only the first and last of the four examples need be given,

as the subject strictly belongs to the application rather than

the theory of determinants. Even these, however, will suffice

to show the masterly grip which Sylvester had of his own
method.
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" To eliminate
, y, z between the three homogeneous equations

Ay2 -
2C'xy + Ba;2 = (1),

6^2 _
2A!yz + (>/2 = (2),

Gr2 _ 2B'zx + As2 _
(3).

Multiply the equations in order by -
z'^, a;2, y'^,

add together, and
divide out by 2xy ;

we obtain

C'^2 + Cxy - Mxz -
'B'yz

=
(4).

By similar processes we obtain

A'a;2 + A.yz
-

B'yx
- C'zx =

(5),

BY + Bzx -
C'zy

- A'xy = (6).

Between these six, treated as simple equations, the six functions of

X, y, z, viz, x^, y^, z^, xy, xz, yz, treated as independent of each other,

may be eliminated; the result may be seen, by mere inspection, to

come out

ABC(ABC - AB'2 - BC'2 - CA'2 + 2A'B'C')
=

0,

or rejecting the special (N.B. not irrelevant) factor ABC we obtain

ABC - AB'2 _ BC'2 - CA'2 + 2A'B'C' = 0." (liv. 5)

The example, however satisfactory as illustrating the dialytic

method, cannot be passed over without a note in regard to the

unaccountable blunder made in developing the determinant

involved. In later notation the determinant is

. C B
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The fourth example concerns the elimination of x, y, z between

the three equations

Ax^ + B2/2 + Cz^ + 2A> + 2B'0a; + 2G'xy =

La;2 _,_ ^y2 ^ ^^2 ^ 2L'yz + 2Wzx + 2Kxy =

Tx^ + Q.2/2 + R^f + 2P> + 2Q'zx + 2Kxy =

Using each of the three multipliers x, y, z with each of the three

equations, we obtain nine equations linear in the ten quantities,

x^, y^, z^, x^y, x^z, y^x, yH, z^x, z^y, xyz.

Another such equation is thus necessary for success. Sylvester
obtains it very ingeniously by writing the given equations in

the form

(Ax+ B'z + Cy)x + (By +Cx +A'z)y+ (Cz+A'y +B'x)z =
0^

(La; 4-Wz+ 'N'y)x -\-(My+Wx+Vz)y +(Nz +Vy + M'x)z =

(Px+qz +n'y)x + (Qy +U'x + Vz)y +(Rz +ry +q'x)z = oj

and then eliminating x, y, z. The work is not continued further.

We may ourselves note, in conclusion, that the fourth example
includes in a sense the three others, but that it does not follow

therefrom that by giving the requisite special values to the

coeflScients in the result of the general example, we should

obtain the results for the particular examples in the forms

already reached. Indeed, it is on account of this apparent

non-agreement that the dialytic method is valuable to the theory
of determinants, some very remarkable identities being arrived

at by its aid. An explanation is also thus aiforded of the

trouble we have taken to elucidate its history.

CEAUFURD, A. Q. G.* (February 1841).

[On a method of algebraic elimination, Cambridge Math.

Journal, ii. pp. 276-278.]

In Craufurd we have an independent discoverer of the dialytic

method. A full account of his paper is quite unnecessary : the

*Only the initials A. Q. G. C. are appended to the article. There can be

little doubt, however, that they belong to Craufurd, whose name in full appears
elsewhere in the Journal,
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few lines dealing with his introductory example will suffice to

establish the fact. He says :

" Let it be required to eliminate x from the equations

7? -^ fx, +5' =
,

a;2 + /a; +
' = .

Multiply each of the proposed equations by a;, and you obtain

3? + p;2 >r qv,
=

,

Qi? + ^'a;2 + 5'a;
= ,

These two combined with the two given equations make a system of

four equations containing three quantities to be eliminated, viz., x^^,y?\
and they are of the first degree with respect to each of these quantities.
"We may, therefore, ehminate x, x^, a? by the rules for equations of the

first degree. The result is .... "

He enunciates a general rule, and then takes up the analogous

subject in Differential Equations, where successive differentiation

takes the place of successive multiplication by x. In a postscript

he acknowledges Sylvester's priority which the editor had

pointed out to him. He knew nothing of determinants.



CHAPTER IX.

DETERMINANTS IN GENERAL IN THE YEAR 1841.

Like the year 1812 the year 1841 merits a chapter to itself;

and in 1841 as in 1812 it is the work of only two authors that

concerns us. Strange to say, however, the two notable years
had an author in common, the writers of 1812 being Binet and

Cauchy, and those of 1841 being Cauchy and Jacobi.* In 1841

Jacobi's contributions constituted a comprehensive monograph
similar to that produced by Cauchy in 1812, and Cauchy's in

1841, as was to be expected, were more of the nature of an

aftermath.

CAUCHY (March 8, 1841).

[Note sur la formation des fonctions alterne^es qui servent k

r^oudre le probleme de I'elimination. Gomptes Rendus . . .

Paris, xii pp. 414-426; or (Euvres completes d'Augustin

Cauchy, V Ser., vi. pp. 87-90.]

Recalling the fact that the final equation, resulting from the

elimination of several unknowns from a set of linear equations,

has for its first member " une fonction altem^e," and pointing
out the further fact that the same holds good in regard to the

elimination of one unknown from two equations of any degree,
"
puisque les m^thodes de Bezout et d'Euler reduisent ce dernier

probleme au premier," Cauchy aflBrms the importance of being
able easily to write out the full expansion of such functions.

There can be little doubt, however, that it was the second fact

alone, in other words, the discoveries of Jacobi, Sylvester, and

*
Cauchy was born fifteen years before Jacobi and lived six years after him.
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Richelot, which influenced the veteran Cauchy to return to a

subject practically untouched by him for thirty years.

The opening part of the paper is, of course, necessarily old

matter. One thing to be noted is that Cauchy tacitly discards

the term deterTninant, which he was the means of introducing,

using uniformly the more general expression fonction alternee

instead. Another is that he adopts the rule of signs which

makes use of the number of interchanges. From this his own

peculiar rule of signs is deduced, and made the starting point

for the fresh investigation which forms the main portion of the

paper. The exposition of his rule, which differs from that of

1812, is worthy of a little attention, both on its own account

and because otherwise the matter following would be scarcely

intelligible. In the case of any term (" terme
"
or

"
produit ") of

the determinant

say the term

^0,1^,0^2,6^3,3^4,6^6,4^6,2 >

there is an underlying separation of the indices 0, 1, . . . ,6 into

groups (" groupes "), by reason of the system of pairing ;
that is

to say, since an index is found paired along with one index and

not with another, there arises the possibility of looking upon
those which happen to be paired with one another as belonging
to the same family group. Thus, attending to the first a of the

term, we see that 1 and belong to the same group, and as on

scanning the rest of the term, we find neither of them associated

with any other index, we conclude that the group is binary

(" un groupe hinaire "). Again, we see that 2 is paired with 5,

5 with 4, 4 with 6, and 6 with 2
;
this gives us the quaternary

group (2, 5, 4, 6). Lastly, 3 is seen to be paired with 3, and

thus forms a group by itself. Now, if we wish to find how

many interchanges of the second indices are necessary in order

to obtain the given term

^0,1^,0^8,6^3,3^4,6^6,4^6,2

from the typical term

^0,o'^l,l*2,2^3,3^4,4<^6,6^6,6 >

we may do the counting piecemeal, attending at one time to only
that part of the term which corresponds to one of the groups of
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indices. In the case of the group (3), the number of interchanges

is 0; in the case of the binary group (0, 1) it is 1
;
and in the

case of the quaternary group it is 3 the number of interchanges

being
" evidemment

"
one less than the number of indices in the

group. If, therefore, for a given term there be in all nn groups,

viz. / groups of one index each, g groups of two indices each, h

of three, k of four, &c., the number of necessary interchanges

will be

0.f+l.g-h2.h-^S.k+ . . .
,

which
= /+ 2.g -\- S.h + 4>.k-\- . . .

,

-(/+ 9+ h+ k+ ... X

= nm;
and consequently the sign of the term will be + or 1 according
as ?i m is even or odd. (ill. 29)
The first step of the new investigation is to define "termes

semblables ou de meme espfece." Two terms are said to be alike

or of the same species ivhen the one may be obtained from the

other by subjecting both sets of indices in the latter to one and
the same substitution or permutation. Thus recurring to the

term above used,

and substituting in both of its sets of indices 6, 0, 1, 4, 3, 2, 5,

instead of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 respectively in order words, and with

the notation of the memoir of 1812, performing the substitution

/O 1 2 3 4 5 6\

V6 1 4 3 2 5/,

we obtain the like term

*6,0*0,6*1,2*4,4*3,6*2,3*6,1 V^^V

The groups in two like terms are evidently similar, the values of

f,g,h,... for the one being the same as those for the other.

Indeed, since it is in this matter of groups or cycles that the

terms have any likeness at all, the expression
"
cyclically alike

"

would have been a better term for Cauchy to use.

From the definition there arises the self-evident proposition
Terms which have similar index-cycles or are cyclically alike in

their indices have the same sign. (iii. 30)
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Also, tfte full expansion of a deterTninant may he represented

by writing a term of each cyclical species, and prefixing to ecbch

siLch typical term the symbol S with its proper sign, + or .

(LV.2)
To obtain a term of any given cyclical species, that is to say,

corresponding to given values oif,g,h, . . .
,
all the preparation

that is necessary is to write the indices

0, 1, 2, 3, ..., (71-1),

enclose each of the first / of them in brackets, enclose in brackets

each of the next g pairs, then each of the next h triads, and

so on. This gives the groups of the term, and the term itself

readily follows. For example, if we desire in the case of the

determinant 2 (Xoo'ii<*22^330t440t55Ct66 ^ term corresponding to /= 2,

^= 1,^ = 1* we take the indices

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6;
bracket them thus

(0), (1), (2,3). (4.5,6):

and with the help of this, write finally

(^o,oCi'i.i<h.s^3.i0.i,6Ciifiafn. (II. 7)

The number of different cyclical species of terms in a deter-

minant of the n*"^ order is evidently equal to the number of

positive integral solutions of the equation

f+2g + Sh+...-\'nl = n. (lv. 3)

Cauchy's illustration of this is clearness itself. He says

(p. 419):

"Si, pour fixer las id^es, on suppose w = 5, alors. la valeur de

pouvant etre pr6sent^e sous I'une quelconque des formes,

1 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1,

1 + 1 + 1+2,
1 + 2 + 2,

1 + 1 + 3,

2 + 3,

1 + 4.

5,

It would be convenient to say, a term whose index-cycle scheme is

2{1) + I(2) + 1(3).
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les syst^mes de valeurs de

/, g, K k, I,

se r^duiront k Tun des sept systemes

/ = 5, g = 0, h =
0, k = 0, 1 = 0,

/ = 3, g=l, h =
0, k = 0, 1 = 0,

/=!, g =
2, h =

0, k = 0, 1 = 0,

f=2, g = 0, h=l, k = 0, 1 = 0,

f=0, g=l, h=l, k = 0, 1 = 0,

/ = 1, g = 0, h =
0, k=l, 1 = 0,

f =
0, g = 0, h =

0, k = 0, 1 = 1;

et par suite, une fonction altern^e du cinquieme ordre renfermera

sept esp^ces de terraes."

The next question considered is as to the number of terms of

a given cyclical species which exist in any determinant of the

n*'^ order. The species being characterised by / groups of one

index each, g groups of two indices each, h groups of three

indices each, &c., the required number of terms is denoted by

^f, g, h, . . . , I

Now all the terms of the species will certainly be got if we
write in succession the various permutations of the n indices

0, 1, 2, S, . . . .
,
n 1, and then in the usual way mark off each

permutation into the specified groups, viz., first / groups of one

index each, then g groups of two indices each, and so on. As a

rule, however, each term of the species will, in this way, be

obtained more than once. For, if we examine in its grouped
form the particular permutation which was the first to give rise

to a certain term, we shall find that changes are possible upon it

without entailing any change in the term. For example, the set

of groups
(0), (1), (2,3), (4,5,6),

instanced above as corresponding to the term

'^0,0^1,l'^2,3'^3,2*^4,5^5,6^6,4 J

might be changed into

(1), (0), (2, 3), (4, 5, 6)

or (1), (0), (3, 2), (6, 4, 5)

or .
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which, while still corresponding to the term

^0,0^1,1^2,3*^3,2^4,6^6,6^6,4 >

are derivable from different permutations of the seven indices

0,1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6. In fact, the / groups of one index each may
be permuted among themselves in every possible way, so may
the g binary groups, the h ternary groups, &c. Further, with

like immunity to the term, each separate group may be written

in as many ways as there are indices in it, the group (4, 5, 6),

for example, being safely changeable into (5, 6, 4) or (6, 4, 5).

The number, therefore, of different permutations of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, which will give rise to any particular term, is

(1.2.3. ../x 1.2.3. ..^X 1.2.3...;ix...x 1.2. 3...Z)x(K23\..7i'),

or say,

There thus results the equation

(/!sr!A!...n)(K2<'3*...'M')N^.,.* i
= n\,

whence N,.,., i
=

^f^g^h\ ...mV2^2,^ . ..n^
^^''- *>

Following this interesting result a few deductions and verifi-

cations are given. First of all it is pointed out that since the

total number of terms of all species is n ! we must conclude that

~
^(/!^!/i!...n)(1^2'3''...n')'

where / + 2gf + 3A + ... + nl = n.

Cauchy says (p. 423) :

"Cette derni^re fonnule paralt digne d'etre remarqu^e. Si, pour
fixer les id^es, on prend n = b Tequation donnera

1 . 2 . o . 4 1 5 = -M
5,0,0,0,0 + -^3,1,0,0,0 + -^1,2,0,0,0 + -^8,0.1,0,0

+ -^
0,1,1,0,0 + -^1,0.0,1,0 + -W

0,0,0,0,1 >

et par suite

1.2.3.4.5 = 1 + 10 + 15 + 20 + 20 + 30 + 24 = 120,

06 qui est exact."

Again, since the number of positive terms in a determinant is

equal to the number of negative terms, and since the terms,
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whose number N^.^.^ i, has just been found, have all the

sign-factor

(_l)w-(/+fl'+A+...+0

we have on leaving out the common factor (-1)** the identity

= ^{-\y+^+^+'
+i.

n

(f\g\hl...ll){V2^S'* ...n')'

which like its companion may be illustrated by the case oi n = 5,

viz.,

= 1 - 10 + 15 + 20 - 20 - 30 + 24 *

Lastly, attention is directed to the fact that when n is a prime,
and therefore not exactly divisible by any integer less than

itself, the number

Tij

{f\g\h\... n)(K2''3* . . . 71^)

must be exactly divisible by n, except in the case

f=n, g = 0, h = 0, ..., ^ = 0,

when it has the value 1, and in the case

/=0, g = 0, h = 0, ..., 1 = 1,

when it has the value {nl)\ It, therefore, follows from either

of the two preceding identities', that the sum of these two values

must be divisible by n, which is Wilson's theorem.

The remaining two pages are occupied with the expansion of

a determinant of special form, viz., that afterwards known by the

name axisymTnetric.

JACOBI (1841).

[De formatione et proprietatibus Determinantium. Grelle's

Journal, xxii. pp. 285-318; or Werlce, iii. pp. 355-392.]

The value which Jacobi attached to determinants as an instru-

ment of research has already become well known to us : we have

* In connection with this and in illustration of a previous remark regarding a

mode of expressing the full expansion of a determinant, we have

2 aooaiiOt22^*44 ^00'^l'*22'*33'*44
~

^^lxP'nC-W^34P'43

+ 2aoiai2a233440 (lv. 2)
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found him, indeed, in almost constant employment of the

functions. In the memoir now reached, however, we have still

stronger evidence of his interest in the subject, and of his

opinion as to its importance. Knowing of no succinct and logi-

cally arranged exposition of their properties readily accessible

to mathematicians, he deliberately set himself the task of pre-

paring a memoir to supply the want. In his few words of

preface he says :

"Sunt quidem notissimi Algorithmi, qui aequationum linearium

litteralium resolutioni inserviunt. Neque tamen video eorum pro-

prietatee praecipuas, ita breviter enarratas atque in conspectum positas

esse, quantum optare debemus propter earum in gravissimis quaestion-
ibus Analyticis usum. Scilicet illae proprietates quamvis elementares

non omnes ita tritae sunt, ut quas indemonstratas relinquere deceat, et

valde molestum est earum demonstrationibus altiorum ratiociniorum

decursum interrumpere. Cui defectui hie supplere volo quo commodius
in aliis commentationibus ad banc recurrere possim ; neutiquam vero

mihi propono totarn illam materiam absolvere."

While Jacobi was aware, as we have already partly seen, of

the labours of Cramer, Bezout, Vandermonde, Laplace, Gauss,

and Binet, his main source of inspiration is Cauchy. Of all the

writers since Cauchy's time, indeed, he is the first who gives

evidence of having read and mastered the famous memoir of

1812. It scarcely needs be said, however, that his own indi-

viduality and powerful grasp are manifest throughout the

whole exposition.

At the outset there is a reversal of former orders of things;

Cramer's rule of signs for a permutation and Cauchy's rule being
led up to by a series of propositions instead of one of them

being made an initial convention or definition. This implies, of

course, that a new definition of a signed permutation is adopted,

and that conversely this definition must have appeared as a

deduced theorem in any exposition having either of these rules

as its starting point.

The new definition has its source in Cauchy, and rests on the

well-known agreement as to a definite mode of forming the

product P of the differences of an ordered series of quantities.

This being settled to be
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(ai-<*o)(<*2-ao)(3-o) (n-<^o)

(2-ai)(a3-i) K-^i)

(ag-Oj) .... (a^-a^)

(a--i)

for the quantities a^, a^, a^, . . , . a^, while in the order here

written, the definition stands as follows (pp. 285-286) :

" Vocemus eas indicum 0, \, . . . .
,
n permutationes, pro quibus P

valorem eundem servat, positivas ;
eas pro quibus P valorem oppositum

induit, negativas; sive priores dicamus pertinere ad classem positivam

permiUationum, posteriores ad classem negativam."

This implies of course that the original permutation 0, 1, 2, . . . .
,

71 is to be considered positive ; and, such being the case, there

seems to be a certain appropriateness in applying the term

negative to a permutation whose corresponding difference-

product is of the opposite sign from the difference-product

corresponding to 0, 1, 2, . . . . ,
ti.

The propositions which lead from the definition to Cramer's

rule may be enunciated as follows :

(a) One permutation performed upon another gives rise to a

third, and the combined effect produced by performing
the second and first in succession is the same as the

effect of performing the third.

(b) Two given permutations belong to the same class or to

opposite classes according as the permutation by means

of which the one is obtained from the other belongs to

the positive or negative class

(c) If the same permutation be performed on a number of

permutations which all belong to one class, the resulting

permutations will still all belong to one class, viz., the

same or the opposite according as the operating permu-
tation is positive or negative.

(d) The order of compounding a set of permutations is, as a

rule, not immaterial.
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(e) The permutatioiis which arise by compounding a set of

permutations in every possible order belong all to the

same class. (iii. 32)

(/) The interchange of two indices is equivalent to the per-

formance of a negative permutation.

(g) The interchange of two indices causes all the positive per-

mutations to become negative, and all the negative to

become positive.

Definition. Two permutations may be called reciprocal which

being performed in succession do not alter the order

existing before the operations. (xxiv. 2)

(h) Reciprocal permutations belong to the same claas.

In the original, it must be borne in mind, these are not separated
and numbered, but appear merely as consecutive sentences in a

paragraph. The words "classem negativam" of the definition

above given are followed in the same line by

"Binis propositis permutationibus quibuscunque, carta exstabit

permutatio, qua post alteram adhibita altera prodit. Pertinebunt

duae permutatioues propositae ad classem eundem aut ad classes

oppositas, prout permutatio, qua altera ex altera obtinetur, ad classem

positivam aut negativam pertinet," &c.

that is to say, by the propositions which have been paraphrased
into (a), (6), &c
The most essential point to be considered in connection with

them is the probable meaning of the expression
"
permutationem

adhibere," or the free English translation of it, "to perform a

permutation." An example will make it clear. To perform the

permutation 35412 would seem to be the operation of removing
the 3rd member of a series of five things to the first place, the

5th member to the second place, the 4th member to the third

place, and so on. With this explanation the proposition (a) is

self-evident, an example of it being (if we may improvise a

symbolism)
(35412)(41352) = (32541),

where 35412 is the operating permutation. Cauchy's usage, it
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may be remembered, was to speak of
"
applying a substitution

to a permutation."
*

Of the proposition (6) a proof is given, which may be para-

phrased as follows : Let the three permutations referred to

change P, the original product of differences, into e^P, e^, CgP,

respectively, the e's of course being either +1 or 1. Then as

the performance of the first two permutations in succession will

result in the change of P into e^.e^, we must have

SO that gj and e^ have the same or opposite signs according as

^2 is + 1 or 1
;
and this is virtually the proposition to be

proved. (iii. 31)

A demonstration of {d) is also given. The two permutations

being A and B, I the first index of A, and m the first index of B,

the performance of A on B implies that the P^ index in B is to

take the first place, and the performance of B on A that the

TT^^ index of A is to take the first place. The resulting per-

mutations will consequently not agree in the first index, unless

the V^ index of B is the same as the m}^ index of A, which

manifestly need not be the case, t

To prove (/) is of course the same as to prove that the inter-

change of two indices r and s, r being the greater, alters the

sign of the product of differences
;
and this is done by separating

the product into three portions, viz., (1) the portion which con-

tains neither a^ nor a^, (2) the single factor which contains both,

a^ ctg, and (3) the product of all the factors having either one

or the other for a term. It is then asserted that the interchange

of r and s cannot alter the last of these, because it is symmetrical
with respect to a,, and a, ; also, that no alteration is possible in

*He says, for example {Joum. de I'Ec. Polyt., x. p. 10), "Si en appliquant

successivement k la permutation Aj les deux substitutions
{ a^)

et
( *),

on

obtient pour r^ultat la permutation Ag ; la substitution
(

.
^

)
sera ^quivalente

au produit des deux autres et j'indiquerai cette ^uivalence comme il suit

(a;)
=

(a3;(a*

t This also is a paraphrase of Jacobi's proof.
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the first, and consequently that the change in the second accounts

for the validity of the proposition. (ill. 33)
As for the permutations which are called reciprocal they are,

exactly those whose existence we have seen noted by Rothe,

and called by him "verwandte Permutationen." Jacobi's de-

finition, however, presents them in a slightly different light, the

property involved in it being readily deducible from Rothe's.

The latter's illustrative example was, as may be seen on looking

3, 8, 5, 10, 9, 4, 6, 1, 7, 2 A|
8, 10, 1, 6, 3, 7, 9, 2, 5, 4 Bj .

Now the performance of either A on B or B on A* gives rise to

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,

the original arrangement : consequently A and B satisfy Jacobi's

definition. The proposition (h) is also Rothe's.

After these propositions, as already intimated, the subject of

other rules of signs is taken up, the first rule considered being
Cramer's. Since in the product of differences corresponding to

any permutation every factor in which an index is preceded by
a smaller index would require the sign-factor 1 to be annexed

to it in order that the said product might be transformed into

the original product of differences, it is clear that the deter-

mination of the class to which the permutation belongs is

reduced to counting the number of such inversions. But the

pairs of indices in the product of differences corresponding to

the given permutation are exactly the pairs of indices to be

examined in applying Cramer's rule. The identity of the two

rules is thus apparent. (iii. 34)

To the demonstration Jacobi adds "quam regulam olim eel.

Cramer dedit ill. Laplace demonstravit." The last assertion is

notable for two reasons : first, because the rule like Jacobi's own
is incapable of proof being a definition, postulate, or convention

according to the mode in which it is expressed : secondly, because

an examination of Laplace's memoir shows that there is no

ground for the statement. The fitness of the rule for the deter-

*In the compounding of reciprocal permutations the order is immaterial. This

is the exception hinted at in (d).
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mination of the signs of the numerators and denominators of the

unknowns in a set of simultaneous linear equations may of

course be demonstrated, and perhaps this was in Jacobi's mind,
but prior to the statement the abstract subject of permutations
had alone been discussed.

The other rule of signs dealt with is Cauchy's, in which per-

mutation-cycles are counted instead of inversions. The existence

of such cycles is the first point to be established, that is to say,

it has to be shown that any permutation o/ 1 2 3 ... w imay he

obtained from any oilier by the performance of one or more

cyclical permutations. Let 3271654 be the permutation sought,*
and 2647513 the permutation from which it is to be derived.

Pla<jing the former under the latter, thus

2 6 4 7 5 13
3 2 7 16 5 4,

we see that 2 has to be changed into 3, then seeking 3 in the

upper line we see that it has to be changed into 4, similarly

that 4 has to be changed into 7, 7 into 1, 1 into 5, 5 into 6, and

6 into 2, the element with which we started. Now the proof
turns upon the simple fact that the elements in the two lines

being exactly the same, by following a string of changes like

this we are bound sooner or later to reach in the second line the

element we started with in the first. It may be that as here one

cycle

suffices for the second transformation
;
but if not, as in the case

of the two permutations
2 6 4 7 5 13
4 15 7 2 3 6,

where the short cycle 245 is obtained, we turn to the remaining

* This is a paraphrase of Jacobi's demonstration, which is not so simple as it

might have been. The notation of substitutions, which Jacobi did not follow

Cauchy in ixsing, is here a great help toward clearness.
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elements, and knowing that those in the first line are of necessity

the same as those in the second, we see that the application of

the same process to them must, for the same reason as before,

lead to a cycle. The possibility of arriving at any permutation

by means of cyclical permutations alone is thus made manifest.

The next point to be established is that a cyclical permutation

of r elements can be accomplished by r 1 interchanges of pairs

of elements. Little more than the statement of this is necessary.

For if the elements of the cycle be a^, a^, a^, . . .
, ttr, it is clear

that to change a^ into a^, a^ into a^, &c., has the same effect as to

interchange a^ and a^, then a^ and
o.^,

then a^ and a^ and so on,

the final interchange being that of a^ and a^ ;
and there are in

all r1 interchanges. This being proved, the final step is taken

as in Cauchy's Note of 8th March. (iii. 35)

This rule of Cauchy's Jacobi deservedly characterises as

beautiful. It is important, howe\er, to take note that it

possesses the other quality of usefulness in as marked a degree ;

and such being the case one is surprised to find that it has not

received the attention which was its due. Any reader who will

make a comparison of it and Cramer's by actual application of

them to a number of examples will soon find that Cramer's is

more lengthy and requires more care to be given to it to avoid

errors.*

The preliminary subject of permutations having been thus

dealt with, determinants are taken up. In the first section

regarding them there is little noteworthy. Cauchy's word
" terme

"
is supplanted by the fitter word element, and ter^n

(" terminus ") is put to a more appropriate use
;
that is to say,

a^*^ is called an element of the determinant 2 aa\a'\ . . . a*"'

and CL^^fii^'^ a[^* a term. Further, the word degree is em-

ployed in place of Cauchy's more suitable word order,
"
ipsum R

dicam determinans Ti-f-l" gradtis"
A section of two pages is given to considering the effect

*The best way perhaps of applying Cauchy's rule is to write the primitive

permutation, 123456789 say, above the given permut<ation, 683192457 say, draw

the pen through 1 and the figure below it, seek 6 in the upper line and draw the

pen through it and the figure below it, and so on, marking down 1 on the com-

pletion of every cycle.
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produced upon the aggregate of terms by the vanishing of

certain of the elements. The propositions enunciated, with the

exception of one made use of at an earlier date by Scherk, are

as follows (pp. 291, 292):

"
I. Quoties pro indicis k valoribus 0, 1, 2, . . .

,
to - 1 evanescant

elementa af,
a+'* af , determinans

2 aa^a^' .... a'^*

abire in productum a duobus determinantibus

2 a^i' . . . . a'::!' . 2 a ''TyZ+^ ....
a':*. (XIV. 6)

II. Evanescentibus elementis omnibus,

m (m+l) (n)

in quibus respective index inferior k indicibus superioribus m, m + 1,

. . .
,
n minor est, fieri

2 aa^a^' .... a';|'
=

a':'<+;' ....<'. 2 oo^' ... . a'^:;'. (vi. 9)

IV. Evanescentibus elementis omnibus,

(m) {rn+l) (n)

"t J "t 5
.

> t >

in quibus indices inferiores superioribus minores sunt, si insuper habetur,

fit 2 a^iV ' = 2 oa/ . . . .
a';;;:;'.

"
(vi. 9)

As immediate deductions from the definition these are somewhat

out of place, the trouble of demonstrating the first of them being

virtually thrown away. The trouble taken by Jacobi, too, was

less than required, the question of sign, for example, being

inadequately discussed.

In the course of the next section which deals with what we
have called the recurrent law of formation, and with the

vanishing aggregate connected with this law, Jacobi gives an

expression for the complete differential of a determinant, the

elements being viewed as independent variables. The passage
is (p. 293) :

" Determinans E est singularum quantitatum a'** respectu expressio

linearis, atque ipsius a**' coefficientem, qua in determinante R afficitur,
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vocavimus A***; unde adhibita difFerentialium notatione ipsum A'*

exliibere licet per formulam,

o AC) _ ??1^' ^* -
daf

Hinc si quantitatibus a'*' incrementa infinite parva tribuimus,

simulque R incrementum dR capit, fit

4. dR =
2A<i'(fa<. (lvi.)

siquidem sub signo summatorio utrique indici i et k valores 0, 1,

2, . . .
,

71 conferuntur."

The recurrent law of formation and its dependent neighbour
formula he is enabled, by means of (3), to view as the partial

differential equations which the determinant must satisfy. His

words are (p. 295) :

" Substituendo formulas (3), inventas formulas sic quoque exhibere

licet :

Q P _ (0
^^

(*)
^^

()
^^

1 n

3R , 9R /_i3R

1 n

_ 3R , 3R (n)^R- a,^ +
a^^^

+ . . . + a^ _.

Quae sunt aequationes diflferentiales partiales quibus determinans
R satisfacit."

Passing over a section (7) on simultaneous linear equations,

and a short section (8) in which Laplace's expansion-theorem is

enunciated, we come to two sections dealing with what at a

later time would have been called the secondary minors. No
name is given to them by Jacobi

; they only appear as co-factors

of the product of a pair of elements, the aggregate of the terms

containing a!'P a^' as a factor being denoted by

a^at{p.K{'i. (XL. 9)
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From observing that the interchange of / and /' or .of g and g'

alters R into R and cannot alter A^'^ ,
it is concluded that

A/'-'" A/'-/ ^(kf'f

and that the full co-factor of A^'^ is a^ a^' a^a^'' in accord-

ance with the expansion-theorem of the previous section. The

remark that A^' can be expressed in terms of n of the quantities

^g'/g>
leads up to a curious set of equations the determinant of

which belongs to the special class of determinants known
afterwards as zero-axial skew determinants. The passage is

(pp. 300, 301):

"
Designemus br. causa per (k, k') expressionem

10. Aijt/
=

(A;, k ),

ita ut sit
(k, k')

= -
(k', k).

Fit 6 (8) ipsi g substituendo numeros 0, 1, 2, . .
,
n:

'

A'^' = * + a<^''(0, 1) + ai'\0, 2) . . + a|f''(0, )

A'/' = a'^''(l, 0) + * + r'(l, 2) . . -f- af'(l, n)

11. \ A<^' = a''\2, 0) + aY\2, I) + *
. . + ar(2, n)

^
AL" =

a'''\n, 0) + a['\n, 1) + alf\n, 2) . . + *

Similes formulae e (9) derivari possunt. In aequationibus (11) ipsorum
a'-^'', ai'-'', etc. coefficientes in diagonali positi evanescunt, bini quihbet
coefficieiites diagonalis respectu symmetrica positi valoribus oppositis

gaudent. Quae est species aequationum linearium memorabilis in

variis quaestionibus analyticis obveniens." (LVii.)

The simple step from the expression of
A^-'^'

as a differential

coefficient to the similar expression for A^'^! is next made

(p. 301):-

"Ex ipsa enim aggregati A^'^, definitione eruimus formulas

/./' 9'R dm
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By taking the identities

= aA^ + a'A'^ + . . .
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we find the identity to be

+ \aAd^e^Jb,\.\aih^dse^Ji^\ = 0,

a glance at which suffices to show that it is nothing more than

the extensional of

I gA I 1.95^6 1

-
I s'6^8 1 bs^T \

+ \gA\- IgsK |

= o
,

the very identity of Bezout which was taken as a basis for it.

As the same extensional has already been found among those of

Desnanot, any new interest in it is due to the peculiar way in

which Jacobi obtained it. By the same method, viz., by substi-

tuting for secondary minors an expression (4) involving primary
minors and the primitive determinant, he shows that

A^ A^^, + A^'A^,^ + AiJ!A^;
= . (xxiii. 13)

This being translated in the same manner as the preceding,
becomes

I aAdaeJegiK M OLihid^e^X I

-
I (^Ad^^J^^h^ |.| a^h^d^e^^h^ \

+
I a^d^eJ^gX VWihA'^^ih 1

= 0,

and is thus seen to be another of Desnanot's results, viz., the

extensional of

l/e^T Vg^
-

\hgiVg^ + U^g^-gi = o . (xxm. i3)

The deduction

A) A(i)

A<' A<*)A*'*' A<'' A*'") A*'*'

is made from it by substituting appropriate differential co-

efficients for the primary and secondary minors involved in it.

(lviii.)

The eleventh section is devoted to the establishment of the

general theorem which includes the theorem

R A i. i' _ A '*' A '*'' _ A <*' A <*''

^'^k,kf -^k -^k! ^K-^k

of the preceding section, and which, as we have seen, Jacobi had
first enunciated in 1833. To start with it is repeated that the

system of equations
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a < + Oi ^1 + . . . + ttfc ifc + at+ifc+i + . . . + a ^ = n,

a' t + a/ti + . . . + ttfc <j + %+!<*+! + ... + < i = Ui ,

aH + a^, + ... + ai\ + afJA+i + + !f^
= '^.

^

'-'< + afV, + . . . + a^X + <A+i + . . + l\ =
^n>

gives rise to the system

A u 4- A' -?*, + ... + A*Ufc + A<*+'>Ut+, + . . . + A<*>u = R.<
'

A,u + A>, + . . . + AlX + K'^'\+i + . . . + Ai'-'w,
= R.^

A,u + a; 2., + . . . + A?'w, + A^r\+. + . + A-'i*,
= R.<,

A..U + A;,^., + . . . + AJX + Ar^'i.,^, + . . . + Air'u,
=

R.^v

in which

R = 2aa/....a';', AH" = 2aai'....<:|>.

Then taking only the first k+1 equations of the first system
and eliminating t, t^, . . . , t^-i, there is obtained

CA + Ct+A+i +....+ CJ = Du + D^tti + ... + DjUt, (X)

where the multipliers D, Dj, . . .
, D^, by which the elimination

is effected, are

(-l)*2a'ai''-"-*-i.

(-l)*+2aai'....aj_,,

+ 2 aa/ag" .... a^*_ J' ,

and consequently by Ct, Ct+i, ..... C are denoted

2aaiV--tfl+i.

2aaiV....a<;:;a<*'.
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Similarly, taking only the last n k+ 1 equations of the second

system and eliminating u^+i, %+2, . . .
, u^ there is obtained

Eu + EjU^+ ... + E,w, = RF,4 + RF,+i<,+i + . . . + RF^^, (Y)

where the multipliers Fj, F;i.+i ,
. . .

, F,i by which the elimina-

tion is effected are

2, A (fc+1) A (*'+2) A ()

_ y ^ \{k+l) Aik+i) A()

(_])-':2Ai*+^'A';:Jf....Aj!\,

and consequently by E, E^, . . .
, Ej. are denoted

2A,A'^t}>....A!r\

2A;Al-/'....AJr),

2AfA<^+;>....Alr).

These two derived equations (X), (Y), however, must be identi-

cal, because they may be both viewed as giving t^ in terms of

tk+iA+2 , til) u, u^, , Uk, and, as the first system of

equations shows, this can only be done in one way. We thus

have the deduction

D._ E,

a~R.F,'
2 +'....<:}' 2 AfA<*tJ>.... Ai")

^.e.

i:aa,\"....af^ R2 A<^tl'A'!+/'.... A';'

This is the keystone of the demonstration. The simple con-

tinuation of it may for sake of historical colour be given in

Jacobi's own words (p. 304):*

" In hac formula generali ipsi k tribuendo valores

n -
\, n -

2, n -
S, . . .

, 1,

prodit :

The demonstration in the original is considerably disfigured by misprints.
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,(n-l)

RA':'
'

2A'::^'A'::i'A':'

2 /

2 flfti'
.

n-3

2A/A," ,N

2aa/ R2A2"A3"'....A<:f'

" Harum aequationum prima suppeditat,

2 A'::!'A<r = R2 a,' . . . . a<::^'
= ra::1: :,

quae cum formula (4) pr. convenit. Deinde aequationum (10) duas,

tres, quatuor etc. primas inter se multiplicando, prodit formularum

systema hoc :

2A'::;'A':'=R2aa/....a'::^',

2 A<::I' A'::l' A':' = R22 ^
aa,' . . . . a<::'3>.

2Ai'A2"....A':' = aR-'.

Quas formulas amplectitur formula generalis,

2 A'::r A<::i' .... A'r = R-*-' 2 aa\ .... '." (xx. 6)

Cauchy's theorem

2AAi'....A<J = R,

which may be viewed as the ultimate case of this, Jacobi arrives

at by expressing 2 =t AA/ . . . A<;'' in terms of A, A^, . . . ,
A and

their cofactors, substituting for the said cofactors their equiva-

lents as just obtained, viz.

aR-^ aiR"-i, agR^-^, ..... aR"-^

and then using the identity

Ao. + Ajfti + . . . + Aa = R .

Passing over the twelfth section, which relates to certain

special systems of equations, we come to two sections devoted
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to the multiplication-theorem. Of the five formally enunciated

propositions which they contain, two, the second and fourth,

need not be more than referred to, as their substance comes from

Binet and Cauchy, and as the mode in which they are established

will be sufficiently understood from the treatment of one of the

others. The general problem of the two sections is the investi-

gation of the determinant

2j cCjCg .... c^ ,

where

Taking a single term of the determinant, we have of course

CC1C2". ..c^n= (a a + ai (Xi 4- -|- a^a^)

X (aV-|-a/a/-f- . . . . -|- ajap)

X (a(W)-ha'>;"'-h . . . . + 4X"')'

and we see that if the multiplications indicated on the right be

performed there must arise a series of {p+iy+^ terms of the

type
ara,..a:a;.a;'a;' aj^'aj',

or by alteration of the order of the factors

a^a/a/'.-.a;^' . a.a/a/' . . . aj' ,

where each of the inferior indices r, s, t, . . .
,
w may be any

member of the series 0, 1, 2, . . .
, p. If we bear in mind the

meaning which we thereby assign to the summatory symbol S
we may write this in the form

The next point to consider is the transition from the single term

cc^'c^" ...c^l^ to the full aggregate 2 icc/Ca"... c'"l A glance at

the sum of terms denoted by 4*' shows that by permuting the

superior indices of cCj^c^" ...c^l\ the superior indices of the a's

are subjected to the same permutation, and that, on the other

hand, when we permute the inferior indices of cc^'c^" ...c^''^ it

is the as that are afiected, the like permutation being given to
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the superior indices. Making the choice of the superior indices

of the c's, let us permute them in every possible way, and to each

term thus derived from cc^c^' ...(^n prefix the sign + or

according as its superior indices constitute a positive or negative

permutation. By so doing the left-hand side of our identity

becomes 2 dt cc/cg"... c'"'; and, owing to the consequent per-

mutation of the superior indices of the a's, each term on the

right-hand side gives nse to 1.2.3...(^i-|-l) terms whose

signs are the same as the signs of the terms corresponding
to them on the left-hand side; in other words, each term

Ora/a/'.-aJ^* . a^^a^' ...a}^^ gives rise to the compound term

a/iX' ... aj'. 2 a,a.V .... aj' .

We thus reach the result .

2...c(:> = S(a,aX'...a<J. 2 (Mx.V....a!:').

Although the number of terms on the right is the same as before,

viz. (p-|-l)'*+^, arising from giving to each of the 7i-|-l indices

r, 8, t, . . .
,
w any one of the p-\-\ values 0, 1, 2, . . . , j9,

it

has now to be noticed that a goodly proportion of them must

vanish because of the fact that 2 =t a,.a/a/'...a*^'
= when

any two of its inferior indices are alike. The right-hand side

will thus not be altered in substance if the summatory symbol
be now taken to mean that r, s, i, . . .

,
iy are to be any n-f- 1

of the ^-1-1 indices 0, 1, 2, . . . , p- If 2? be less than n it will

be impossible to have r, 8,t, . . .
,
w all different, so that in

that case the right-hand side must be 0. This is Jacobi's first

proposition, and it constitutes his addition to the multiplication-

theorem. His formal enunciation of it is (p. 309):

'Sit

quoties p<n evanescit determinans

2<C2"....c':'." (XVIII. 6)

The consideration of the case when p = n leads to his second

proposition. The natural addendum is then made regarding
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the multiplication of more than two determinants of the same

degree (p. 310):

"Datis quotcunque eiusdem gradus determinantibus, eorum pro-
ductum ut eiusdem gradus exhiberi posse determinans, cuius elementa

expressiones sint rationales integrae elementorum determinantium

propositorum." (xvii. 7)

The equally natural transition to the subject of the multipli-

cation of two determinants of different degrees results in the

proposition (p. 311):

"Sit pro indicis i valoribus 0, 1, 2, . . . .
, m,

Cj
= a a + tti tti + ... + a a ,

pro indicis i valoribus maioribus quam m,

C,^
=

tti + at+itti+i + aj+24+2 + . . . -*- O.nC'n

erit

2 aa/ . . . . a^' . 2 a/ . . . . a';:>
= 2 CC{C^' .... c':;'." (XVII. 8)

Proposition IV. concerns the case where p>n. Proposition V.

is but a corollary to the combined propositions I., II., IV., its

subject being the effect of the specialisation

< = a">.

The enunciation is as follows (p. 312):

"Posito
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The two remaining sections (15 and 16) deal with a special

system of simultaneous linear equations, interesting application

being made to the theory of the Method of Least Squares an

application probably due to a suggestion of Binet's in his note

of November, 1811.

It is important to note, in conclusion, that from one point of

view Jacobi's memoir was but the introduction to two others

of really greater importance, both treating of a special class of

determinants. The first concerns determinants of the kind

afterwards deservedly associated with his name, and bears the

title "De determinantibtis functionalibus." It occupies the

forty-one pages (pp. 319-359) immediately following the general
memoir. The other, with the title

" De functionihus alter-

nantibus earumnque divisione per 'productum e diferentiia

elementoruTn conjiatum," treats of those determinants, first

considered by Cauchy, in which the members of one set of

indices represent powers, and to which the name alternants

afterwards came to be assigned. It extends to twelve pages

(pp. 360-371). The three memoirs together constitute an ex-

cellent treatise on the subject, and are known to have been

markedly influential in spreading a knowledge of it among
mathematicians.

The second and third memoirs, from the nature of their

subject-matter, fall to be considered later. On the last page of

the third memoir, however, where a possible simplification of

a special determinant has to be efiected, the general theorem on

which the simplifying operation rests is enunciated
;
and as this

theorem does not appear in the first memoir, it calls for attention

now.^ The wording is :

" Constat enim non mutari Determinans si singulis seriei horizontali

terminis addantur earundem serierum verticalium termini multiplicati

per quantitates quascunque, quae tamen pro omnibus eiusdem seriei

horizontali terminis eaedem esse debent." (lix.)

One cannot but wonder why the afterwards familiar fact re-

garding the efiect of
"
increasing a row by a multiple of another

row
"
was not formulated long before this date.
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CAUCHY (1841).

[Note sur les diverses suites que Ton peut former avec des

termes donnes. Exercices cVannalyse et de phys. math., ii.

pp. 145-150
;
or (Euvres completes, 2 Ser. xii.]

[Mdmoire sur les fonctions altemees et sur les sommes alterndes.

Exercices d'analyse et de phys. math., ii. pp. 151-159; or

(Euvres completes, 2^ S^r. xii.]

[M^moire sur les sommes altemees, connues sous le nom de

r^sultantes. Exercices d'analyse et de phys. math., ii.

pp. 160-176
;
or (Euvres completes, 2^ S^r. xii.]

[M^moire sur les fonctions diflfdrentielles altemees. Exercices

d'analyse et de phys. math., ii. pp. 176-187 ; or (Euvres

computes, 2^ Ser. xii.]

From internal evidence there can be little doubt that this

series of papers, containing the fundamental conceptions and

salient propositions of the theory of determinants, was prompted

by the appearance of Jacobi's memoirs, and by the consequent
conviction that the work of 1812 had begun to bear fruit. The

first paper, called a "note," is introductory, on the subject of

signed permutations; the three others, called" memoirs," corre-

spond to Jacobi's, the first of them to Jacob's third, the second

to Jacobi's first, and the third to Jacobi's second.

The note, although on so trite a subject as the division of

permutations into positive and negative, is most interesting.

Cauchy's original stand-point with regard to the subject is so

far unaltered that the rule of signs specially known by his name
is made fundamental, and all others deduced from it. The ex-

planations preparatory for the rule are, however, on the lines of

his paper of 1840, that is to say, it is groups and not circular

substitutions that are spoken of. The preference is a little

difficult to justify ;
for notwithstanding Cauchy's assertion that

groups come naturally into evidence, the idea is far-fetched as

compared with that of circular substitutions. He says (p. 145):

" Si Ton compare una quelconque des nouvelles suites* k la premiere,
on se trouvera naturellement conduit par cette comparaison k distribuer

es divers termes , ,

a, 0, c, a, ... .

*
I.e., permutations of a, b, c, d, . . .
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en plusieurs groupes, en faisant entrer deux tennes dans un m^me
groupe, toutes les fois qu'ils occuperont le mdme rang dans la premiere
suite et dans la nouvelle, et en formant un groupe isole de chaque terme

qui n'aura pas change de rang dans le passage d'une suite k I'autre."

The question of the natural order of ideas and the best mode
of presentment is really, however, of small importance, for in

application a group and a circular substitution are essentially

the same. The difference is entirely one of stand-point, nomen-

clature, and notation. The permutation

e, a, b, d, c, g, f,

being in question, and comparison between it and the primitive

permutation
a, b, c, d, e, f, g,

having been instituted, we are directed to form the members

(" termes ") of the permutation into groups, commencing to form

a group with e and a, because they occupy like positions in the

two permutations, putting b in the same group because it

occupies the same position in the second permutation as one

already in the group occupies in the first permutation, putting c

in for the same reason, making d constitute a group by itself,

and finally putting / and g together to form a third group.

We are directed further, to write the members of each group in

such an order that any member and the one following it may
be found to occupy like positions in the primitive and derived

permutations respectively. The result thus is

(a, e, c, b), (d), {f, g),

or (c, c, 6, a), {d), (g, /),

or

it being possible to write the first group in four ways, and the

last in two. Now all this is nothing more than an unreasoning

way of arriving at the circular substitutions which are necessary

for the derivation of the given permutation from the primitive

one. Cauchy himself, indeed, in pointing out that there would

only be one way of writing a group if the members were dis-

posed in a circumference instead of in a straight line, says:
"
C'est par ce motif que dans le tome x du Journal de I'J^cole
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Polytechnique j'ai ddsigne sous le nom de substitution circulaire

roperation qui embrasse le systfeme entier des remplacements

indiqu^s par un meme groupe." It must be borne in mind,

however, that not only the operation, but the symbol of the

operation, was so denoted, and such being the case, we may
then very pertinently ask, What is a group in Cauchy's usage
but the symbol of a circular substitution ?

The peculiarity of using the number of groups to separate
the various permutations of a, b, c, d, . . . . into two classes

makes its appearance in the following sentence (p. 147):

"De plus, ces m^mes suites ou arrangements se partageront en
deux classes bien distinctes, la comparaison de chaque nouvel arrange-
ment au premier

a, b, c, d, . . . .

pouvant donner naissance k un nombre pair ou k un nombre impair
de groupes."

Of course, the primitive permutation is looked upon as having
its groups also, viz., one for every letter in the permutation.

Then comes the important proposition The interchange of
two letters increases or diminishes the number of groups

(substitution-cycles) by unity. In proving it the two letters

are first taken in different groups,

(a,b,c, . . .
, h,k), {l,m,n, . . . , r,s) ;

and since any member of a group may occupy the first place,

the letters a and I are fixed upon. Now what the groups imply
is that the letters

a,by c, .... h,k,l,m,n, ... . r, a

in the primitive permutation are changed into

b,c, . . . . k, a, m, n, .... s, I

respectively to form the given permutation. If therefore in

the given permutation the letters a and I be interchanged, the

new permutation so obtained will be got from the primitive by

changing
a,b,c,...,h,k,l,7n,n,..., r, s

into

b,c, k,l,m,n, , s, a ;
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that is to say, by the changes indicated by the single group

(a,b,c, . . . , h,k,l,m,n, . . .
, r,s).

The interchange of two letters belonging to different groups is

thus seen to reduce the number of groups by one. On the other

hand, it is clear that had this single group belonged to the given

permutation, the interchange of two letters, a and I say, would

have had the effect of breaking up the group into two,

(a,b,c, . . . , h,k) and {l,m,n, . . .
, r,8).

The theorem is thus established. (iii. 36)

It is next pointed out that the transformation of the primitive

permutation into any other may be accomplished by inter-

changes only, because by this means any given letter may be

made to occupy the first place, then any other given letter to

occupy the second place, and so on. From this also it follows

that any system of circular substitutions may be replaced by a

system of interchanges. Should the transformation of one

permutation into another be effected by interchanges, the number

of these will be even or odd according as the two permutations

belong to the same or different classes; for, by the above

theorem, every interchange makes only one group more or one

group less, and consequently the total number of interchanges,

and the net increase or diminution of the number of groups,
must be both even or both odd. The counting of interchanges

may thus be substituted for the counting of cyclea (ill. 37)

Finally, Cramer's rule is introduced, in which, as we know,
it is neither cycles nor interchanges that are counted, but

inverted-pairs, or, as Cauchy, like Gergonne, calls them,

inversions. To establish the rule, it is clear that two courses

were open, viz., to connect inversions directly with cycles or to

connect them with interchanges. The latter course is taken,

the requisite connecting theorem being that the interchange of

two elements of a permutation increases or diminishes the

number of inversions by an odd number, an odd number of

interchanges thus corresponding to an odd number of inversions,

and an even to an even. The proof is not direct, like Rothe's,

being effected with the help of a fourth related entity, the

difference-product. The order of thought in it is as follows :

I
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If we define the difference-product of the primitive permutation

a, b, c, d, . . . to be

(a h){a c) .... (b c) . . . .
,

then it is clear that in the difference-product of any derived

permutation there will be found exactly as many factors with

changed sign as there are inversions of order in the permutation.
A change of sign in the difference-product thus becomes a test

for the existence of an odd number of inversions, and conse-

quently, instead of the theorem just enunciated, it will suflBce

to show that the interchange of two elements of a permutation
alters the sign of the difference-product. This Cauchy says must

be true, for, the elements being h and k, it is manifest that the

factor which involves them both,

h kovk h,

must change sign, but that the factors which involve them and

any third element s constitute a partial product

(h8)(Jc s) or (h s){8k),

the sign of which cannot change. (ill. 38)
Of the three memoirs, the first and third, like Jacobi's third

and second, do not at present require attention. A slight

reference to the first on alternating functions is, however,

necessary, because Cauchy, unlike Jacobi, makes determinants

a special class of alternating functions, and it is therefore of

importance to see the exact position he assigns to them. It wiU

be remembered that in 1812 he partitioned symmetric functions

into permanent and alternating, and made determinants a class

of the latter; that is to say, his scheme of logical relationship

was

((a) Determinants.

[{a) Alternating-^
[{A) Symmetric-! {

Functions-! {(b) Permanent

1(B)

The memoirs we have now come to indicate a departure from

this, both verbal and substantial. The change is made too

without any reason being assigned; indeed, there is not even
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a word to imply that any change had taken place. Alternating

functions are, as in his Govts d'analyse, put on the same level

as symmetric fanctions
;
the term permanent is dispensed with ;

a new entity, alternating aggregates, is introduced ;
what were

formeriy called determinants are made a class of these alternating

aggregates; and for the name determinant resultant is sub-

stituted. The scheme of relationship is thus transformed into

( (a) Resultants,

{(a)

Alternating Aggregates-^

(h)
Functions-' (B) Symmetric

Neither scheme, we must at the same time remember, is really

as simple as here indicated, being complicated by the fact that a

function may be alternating in more than one way. This is

brought out much more explicitly and clearly in the present

memoirs than in that of 1812, as the following quotations will

show. We have first of all (p. 151), an altefi^nating function of

several variables.

"Una fonction altem^e de plusieurs variables x, y, 0, . . .
,

est

celle qui change de signe, en conservant, au signe pr6s, la mme valeur

lorsqu'on ^change deux de ces variables entre elles."

Next we have an alternating function with respect to several

indices (p. 155):

"
Quelquefois on repr6sente ces m^mes variables par une seule lettre

afiFect^e de divers indices

0, 1, 2, 3, . . . .
, n,

at Ton pent dire alors qua la fonction ou la somme dent il s'agit est

(dtern6e par rapport h ces indices, Ainsi, par axemple, la produit

(xo-ai)(o-a;2)(^i-2)

est une fonction altam^ par rapport aux variables

''O* ^V ^2>

ou, ca qui revient au mSma, par rapport aux indices

0, 1, 2."
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This example being an alternating function according to the

first definition, it would seem that here we have a mere abbre-

viation or variation of language. There are, however, it must

be borne in mind, functions which are alternating with respect

to indices, and are not alternating according to the first definition.

For example, any determinant, like

is alternating with respect to all the indices involved, but is not

alternating with respect to all or any other number of the

variables a^,a^,a^, h^,h^,h^, c^,c^,c^. Strange to say, Cauchy makes

no mention of this, but goes on to a third definition, by means

of which alternating functions are made in another way to

include determinants. He says (p. 156):

" On pourrait obtenir aussi des fonctions qui seraient cUtemdes par
rapport d, diverses suites, c'est k dire, des fonctions qui auraient la pro-

pri^t4 de changer de signe, en conservant, au signe pr6s, la mdme
valeur quand on ^changerait entre eux les termes correspondants
de ces memes suites. Consid^rons, par exemple, m suites difFi^rentes

composees chacune de n termes qui se trouvent reprdsent^s, pour la

premiere suite, par

%> -^IJ ) ^n-H

pour la seconde suite, par

pour la troisi^me suite, par

Zq, Z^f
. . . .

, 5!,_i,

etc., . . . .
; et soit

'\^0> ^' > ^n-\ > Vof Vv '') Vn-l J ^0 ^1' > ^n-1 ') )

une fonction donn^e de ces divers termes. Si k cette fonction Ton

ajoute toutes celles que Ton pent en d^duire, k I'aide d'un ou de

plusieurs Changes op^r^s entre les lettres

X, y, z,

prises deux a deux, chacune des nouvelles fonctions etant prise avec le

signe + ou avec le signe
-

,
suivant qu'elle se d^duit de la premiere

par un nombre pair, ou par un nombre impair d'^changes ; le r^ultat
de cette addition sera une somme alternee par rapport aux suites dont
il s'agit."

It is a little unfortunate that this definition proceeds on dififerent

lines from the others, being rather indeed a rule for the forma-
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tion of an alternating function with respect to several sets of

variables than a definition of such a function. It would have

been much more appropriate and instructive to have said that

a function was called alternating with respect to two or more

sets of the same number of variables when the interchange of

each member of a set with the corresponding member of another

set altered the function in sign merely. Examples like the

following could then have been given to make the two usages of

the term perfectly clear, and to show the exact relation between

them. To illustrate the first usage, the expressions

ac bc,

(a b)(c d),

{a b){a c){b c),

might be taken, where acbc is an alternating function with

respect to the variables a, 6; (a b)(c d) an alternating

function with respect to a, b, and also with respect to c, d; and

(a 6)(a c)(6 c) an alternating function with respect to a, b,

with respect to a, c, and with respect to b, c, or shortly, an

alternating function of all its variables. On the other hand,

the expressions
a% c^d ,

a b c d,

would illustrate the second usage ;
a^b <p-d being an alternating

function with respect to the sets of variables a6, cd
;
and ab cd

an alternating function with respect to the sets ab, cd, and also

with respect to the sets ac, bd. In a word, the alteration which

produces change of sign is, in the case of the first usage, inter-

change of two individual elements; in the case of the second

usage it is interchange of two ranks or sets of elements.

The entity to which the new name somme alternde is given is

explained as follows (p. 160) :

" Soit

i(x, y, z, .. . .)

une fonction quelconque de n variables

X, y, z,
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et ajoutons k cette fonction toutes celles qu'on peut en deduire par la

transposition des variables, ou, ce qui revient au m^me, par un ou

plusieurs ^changes op6r^s chacun entre deux variables seulement,

chaque nouvelle fonction etant prise avee le signe + ou le signe
-

,

suivant qu'elle se d^duit de la premiere k I'aide d'un nombre pair ou

impair de semblables ^changes. La somme s ainsi obtenue sera la

somme altemSe que nous representons par la notation

S[i{z, y, z, )].

On trouvera, par exemple, en supposant n='2,

s = f
(a;, y)

-
i{y, z) ;

en supposant w = 3,

s = i{x,y,z)
-

i{x,z,y) + i{y,z,x)
-

i(i/,x,z)

etc."

The only matter now remaining for explanation is the mode
of transition from sommes alternees to resultantes, the difficult

point being, as in the memoir of 1812, to include all kinds of

the latter as special cases of the former. The two pages which

Cauchy devotes to the subject are curious to read, and deserve

a little attention. He says (p. 161):

" Concevons maintenant que la fonction

i{x,y,z, . . .

)

se reduise au produit de divers facteurs dont chacun renferme une
suite des variables

X, y, z, . . . .

en sorte que Ton ait, par exemple,

i{z,y,z, . . . )
=

4>{x)x{y)^{z)

alors, pour obtenir la somme alternee

s = S[</.(a;)x(y)-/'()...]
il suflSra ..."

and having shown the mode of formation, and given the examples

s = ^ix)x{y)
-

<p{y)x(^l

s = <p{x)x{y)ir(z)
-

<t>{x)x{z)ylr{y) + . . .

he adds

"Les sommes de cette esp^ce sont celles que M. Laplace a d^sign^es
sous le nom de r4sultantes."
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In regard to this the first comment clearly must be that it is not

a little misleading. The sums referred to are only a very special

class of those functions which Laplace called resultants; they

belong, in fact, to that peculiar type for which in later times the

name alternant was coined. In the second place, Cauchy's
virtual renunciation of his own word "determinant" must be

noted, a renunciation all the more curious when we consider

that the word had now been adopted by Jacobi, and had thereby
become the recognised term in Germany. It may be that

Laplace's word "resultant" had proved more acceptable in

France, and that Cauchy merely bowed to the fact
;
but there is

little or no evidence to support this.*

In the paragraph following the above Cauchy proceeds, as it

were, to rectify matters. He says (p. 162) :

" Les formes des fonctions d^ign^es par

H^\ X{^\ ^(). etc.

etant arbitraires, aussi bien que les variables

X, y, z, . . .
,

pennettent aux divers termes qui composent le tableau (2) d'acqu^rir
des valours quelconques, et repr^sentons ces variables k I'aide de lettres

diverses

X, y, z, . . . .
,

t

aflFect^s d'indices difP^rents

0, 1, 2, , -l,

dans les diverses lignes verticales. Alors, au lieu du tableau (2),

on obtiendra le suivant

(5)

iCo,
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et la r^sultante s des termes dans ce dernier tableau sera

The general determinant is doubtless here reached, but the

transition requisite for the attainment of it, viz., from <p(x), x(^)>

ylr{x), .... to the perfectly independent x^, x^, x^, . . . . m not

made without considerable strain. This is all the more sur-

prising, too, when we consider, that a much less troublesome and

less objectionable mode of bringing determinants under alter-

nating aggregates lay ready to Cauchy's hand. Bearing in

mind the definition given above, of fonctioTis alternees par

rapport d diverses suites, we see that a determinant of the n*"^

order could have been made to appear as an alternating function

with respect to n ranks of n variables each. For example, the

determinant

could have been introduced as a function alternating with

respect to any two of the three ranks,

ttj (Xj (Xg ,

\ \ 63 ,

^\ ^2 ^3 '

and indeed, as we know, it is alternating also with respect to

any two of the ranks

1 \ G^ ,

^2 ^^2 '^2 '

*3 ^3 ^3'

that is to say, according to another phrase of Cauchy's, used

above, it is alternating with respect to the indices, 1, 2, 3.

The fourteen pages (pp. 163-176) which follow, are taken up
with the properties of determinants as thus defined and with

the application of them to the solution of simultaneous linear

equations. Most of the matter is already familiar to us, and

may be altogether passed over. One of the theorems it is

necessary to give verbatim, not because of its importance, but
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because it serves to make evident the untenable position Cauchy
had taken up in so peculiarly bringing determinants under the

head of alternating aggregates. The theorem is (p. 164):

"
Si, avec les variables comprises dans le tableau (5), on forme una

fonction enti^re, du degre n, qui offre, dans chaque terme, n facteurs

dont un seul appartienne a chacune des suites horizontales de ce tableau,

et qui soit altemee par rapport k ces memes suites, la fonction enti^re

dont il s'agit devra se reduire, au signe pres, k la r^sultante s."

This not only justifies the definition proposed above to be sub-

stituted for Cauchy's, but it also entitles us to say that Cauchy

having started by including determinants among alternating

functions of one kind, viz., functions alternating with respect to

every pair of n variables, soon succeeds in showing that they are

alternating functions of an entirely difierent kind, viz., functions

alternating with respect to every pair of n ranks of variables.

The only other noteworthy matter is a theorem in regard to

the solution of a set of simultaneous equations. Viewing the

equations

a^x + b^y + CjZ
= ^

"

a^ -\-b^y + c^ =
rj

as giving each of the three variables ^, ri, f,
in terms of the other

three x, y, z, we see that on solving for x, y, z, we obtain a con-

verse system, that is to say, a system giving each of the three

X, y, z, YD, terms of ^, tj, ^.
The latter system is, as we know,

^ = 1^+1' + !^

where A is the determinant of the original system and

-^i> -Oj, O]^, Ag, . . .
,

are the cofactors in A of a^, 6^, c^, a^, . . . .
, respectively. Multi-
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plying the determinants of the two systems, we obtain the

determinant of the quantities



CHAPTER X.

DETERMINANTS IN GENERAL, FROM 1818 TO 1841:

A RETROSPECT.

The characteristics of this period are best brought out by
comparison with those of the preceding period, it being carefully

borne in mind, in making the comparison, that the two are

markedly unequal in length, the period of pioneering, as we may
term it, extending to 120 years, and the next to only about 30.

In the first place, then, the evidence shows that as time went

on there was considerable increase of interest in the subject, and

a more widely spread knowledge of it
; for, whereas to the longer

period there belong 21 papers by 16 writers, for the shorter

period the corresponding numbers are 38 and 19. Among the

19 writers, too, are represented nationalities which had previously
not put in an appearance, viz., English, Italian, and Polish.

In both periods the French language greatly predominates in

the writings, even although in the second period the number of

German contributors is about equal to the number of French.

The details on this point are :

(1693-1812) (1813-1841)

French, - - - - 16 17

Latin, - - - - 3 9

German, - - - - 2 6

English,
- - - - 5

Italian,
- . - - 1

The Latin papers are mainly those of Germans, Jacobi alone

being responsible for 8 in the later period.
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In the second place, we have proof that the early period was

by far the more fruitful in original results. The pioneers had

mapped out most of the prominent features of the new country ;

their successors had consequently to concern themselves in a

considerable degree with filling in the details. During the

second period one finds the fundamental propositions of the first

period reproduced in new varieties of form
; also, there are not

awanting new proofs, extensions, and specialisations of old

theorems; but of absolutely fresh departures there are com-

paratively few. An examination of the results numbered XLIV.-

Lix. will show the character of these departures. It will be

seen that they are due to Desnanot, Scherk, Schweins, Jacobi,

Sylvester, and Cauchy. The most notable name of the period is

Jacobi's, and next to it perhaps that of Schweins. There is no

one name, however, which stands out in this period so con-

spicuously as Cauchy's does in the first period. Sylvester, unlike

the others, it must be remembered, was only beginning his

career, and we have yet to see him in the fulness of his power.
It is worthy of note, too, that the striking figure of the first

period is not by any means dwarfed in the second, his name

occurring five times in the chronological list, and his papers at

the close of the period showing much of his old insight and

vigour.

In the next place, the second period contrasts with the first in

that during it important work was done on the subject of special

forms of determinants. This will become more apparent after

consideration of the chapters which follow. It will then be seen

that of the five most important forms there dealt with, viz.,

those subsequently known as Axisymmetric Determinants, Alter-

nants, Jacobians, Skew Determinants, Orthogonants, three had

their origin during the second period ; and, further, that although
the two others originated during the first period the greater
bulk of the work done on them belongs to the second. Here,

again, the noteworthy names are those of Jacobi, Cauchy, and

Schweins.

Lastly, it having been noted in the retrospect of the first

period that the subject of determinants was almost entirely

a creation of the French intellect, we must not fail to take
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cognisance now of the fact that in the second period the pre-

eminence belongs to Germany, France however taking still a

fairly good second place.

To aid in bringing all these facts more clearly home to the

reader a table similar to that supplied for the elucidation of the

first period (see page 132) is annexed. The cautions formerly

given as regards the imperfections of such a table and the care

consequently necessary in using it are expected to be again
borne in mind.
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CHAPTER XL

AXISYMMETKIC DETEEMINANTS, FEOM 1773 TO 1841.

Attention has already been drawn to certain identities of

Lagrange's which might possibly be viewed as contributions to

the theory of determinants. Among these were the following

published in 1773 :

{xy'z"+ yz'x"+ zx'y" xz'y" yx'z" zy'x"'f

= {X^+ 2/H Z^){X'^+ 2/'2+ 0'2)(a;"2+ y"1.+ ^"2)

+ 2{xx'+ yy'+ zz'){xx"+yy"+ Z2f'){x'x''+ y'y"-\- z!z!')

- (a;2+2/H^2)(a;V'+2/y'+0V7
-

{x"'+y'^-^z'^){x:>^'^yy"^zz'J

-ix"^+y"^+z"%xx'+yy'+zzy;

{y'z"-y"zy + {z'x"-z"xj + {xy"-x"y'f
= {x^+y'^^-z'^){x"^+y"-^+z"^)

- {xx':+y'y"+z'z"f-
and

(pMN+ gM'n+gNm+rm%)2.

Four of the expressions here occurring would doubtless at a

later date have been viewed as axisymmetric determinants, and

in Cayley's notation of 1841 would have been written

x^ +2/^ + z^ xx' + yy' + zz' xx" + yy" + zz"

xx' + yy' + zz' x'^ + y'^ + z- x'x"+ y'y"+ z'z'

xx"+ yy"+ zz" x'x"+ y'y"+ z'z" x"^ + y'"^ + z'"^
, etc.;

but a reference to the original papers, already described, will
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make it almost perfectly certain that Lagrange did not view

them in this light.

The like is true of Gauss (1801) who discovered the next case

of the third of the preceding identities.

ROTHE (1800).

[Ueber Permutationen, in Beziehung auf die Stellen ihrer

Elemente. Anwendung der daraus abgeleiteten Satzen

auf das Eliminations-problem. Sammlung comhinatorisch-

analytischer Abhandlungen, herausg. v. C. F. Hindenburg,
ii. pp. 263-305.]

The position of Rothe was quite different from that of

Lagrange and Gauss, as his paper dealt explicitly with

determinants (or, rather, with the functions afterwards known
as determinants), and the case of axisymmetry is definitely

referred to, although not by name.

His one theorem may be illustrated by the case where the

number of given equations is 4, and is then to the effect that if

we have

aXj^ + 6^2 + cx^ + dx^ = 8{

bxj^ + eajg + fx^ + gx^ = s^

cx-^ + fx^ + AiCg + ix^
=

Sj

dx^ + gx^ + ix^ + jx^ = s^

where the array of coefficients on the left is axisymmetric, then

the same peculiarity of axisymmetry must make its appearance
in the derived set which gives each of the x'a in terms of the

four s's.

Starting with the more general set of n equations

ILa?! + 12.
.-Tg + . . . + In.Xn = s/

21.
a;^ + 22.052 + + 27i.Xn = s^

nl.x^+n2.X2+ + 'n'n,.Xn = Sn) ,

and denoting the determinant formed from the coefficients on

the left by N, and the cofactor in N of any coefficient pq by ipq,

he proves in Laplace's method that
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fll.Sl+ f21.S2+ . .

fl2.Si + f22.S2 + . .
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"
1st endlich fur jedes p und q, pq = qp, oder ist bey den gegebenen

Gleichungen, fiir jedes m, die mte Horizontalreihe der Coefficienten

mit der mten Verticalreihe derselben einerley ;
die Horizontalreihen

nehmlich von oben herab, und die Verticalreihen, von der Linken nach
der Rechten zu gerechnet, so ist auch allgemein ipq

=
fqp, oder die mte

Horizontalreihe der Coefficienten, mit der mten Verticalreihe derselben,
auch bey den Auflosungsgleichungen eineriey."

It may be noticed in passing that as the determinant of

the coefficients in the derived set of equations is the conjugate
of the adjugate of the determinant of the original set, there

is involved in Rothe's proposition the well-known proposition

of later times, viz., that the adjugate of an axisymmetric
determinant is also axisymmetric.

BINET (1811).

[M^moire sur la theorie des axes conjugu^s .... Joum. de

VJ^cole Polytechnique, ix. (pp. 41-67), pp. 45, 46.]

[Sur quelques formules d'algfebre, et sur leur application a des

expressions qui ont rapport aux axes conjugu^s des corps.

Nouv. Bull, des Sciences par la SociMe Philomatique, ii.

pp. 389-392.]

With Binet we have a recurrence to those axisymmetric
determinants which appear as equivalents to second powers of

determinants or to sums of second powers. His theorems

mxy + m^x^y^ + m^^^ +

my'^ + m^y-^ + m^^ +

myz + m^y^z^ + m,^^^ +

mxz + m^x^z^ + m^^^ +

myz + m-^y-yZ^ + m^^^ +

m^^-\-m-^z^ +m<^^ +

= m7n{m^

9

y Vi

g mx^ +m^x^ +
h mxy-\-m^x^y^-\-

i mxz -\-7nyX^z^ +

x^
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= m/m.

g X x^
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the first of which explicitly deals with the transformation of the

ternary quadric

Aa;2 + By^ + Cz^ + 2ayz + 2hzx + 2cxy

into the form

and the other implicitly with the corresponding change in the

case of a quaternary quadric. The papers will be fully discussed

when we come to deal with "determinants of an orthogonal
substitution." It suflBces for the present to note that in the

first Jacobi virtually gives as an equivalent for the axisymmetric
determinant which we should now write in the form

xA
ajcos vc
X cos

/ii
b

the expansion

*-A)(a;-B)(a;-C) -(- A)(a;cos A-a)2
-

(x
-
B) (x cos fi-b)^

-
(

-
C){x cos V -

c)2 + 2
(a;

cos \-a){x cos /t
-

6)(a; cos v-c) ;

and in the second paper for the axisymmetric determinant

X COS V c
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CAUCHY (1829).

[Sur I'equation a I'aide de laquelle on determine les in^galit^s

seculaires des mouvements des planfetes. Exercices de Math.,

iv. pp. 140-160 ; or (Euvres completes, 2* ser. ix, pp. 172-195.]

The equation which Cauchy refers to in his title is exactly
the equation with which we have just seen Jacobi occupied.

Cauchy, however, comes upon it from a different direction, and

it is no longer with hira a cubic or quartic, but an ti**"'*^.

The problem he sets out to solve is the finding of the

maxima and minima of what we should nowadays call an n-ary

quadric, viz.,

Axjfic^ + Aj^2/^ + ^zz^^ + . . . + 2AxyXy + 2Aaaa;2; + . . . .

subject to the condition that the sum of the squares of the n
variables x, y, z, . . . equals 1. In a few lines it is ascertained

that the equation in s, S = say, whose roots are the extreme

values in question, is obtainable on eliminating x, y, z, . . . from

the set of n equations

(A^-s)x + A^y + A^zZ + .... =

Aj^ + {Ayy-8)y + Ay^z + .... =

A^ + A^yy + {Ag2-8)z + .... =

where Aj^= A^y, .... Kemembering Cauchy's great paper of

1812, we are quite prepared to find him at this stage proceeding
to say :

" S sera une fonction altemee des quantites comprises dans le Tableau

A s A^j, A^ ....

*y -^yjf
~

-^
-^jn ....

A A, A,, S ....

savoir celle dont les difFerents termes sent representees, aux signes pres,

par les produits qu'on obtient, lorsqu'on multiplie ces quantites, n k n,

de toutes les manieres possibles, en ayant soin de faire entrer dans

chaque produit un facteur pris dans chacune des lignes horizontales du
Tableau et un facteur pris dans chacune des lignes verticales."



I
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The lengthy discussion of the character of the roots of S =
which thereupon follows, and in which the properties of

"fonctions alterndes" are freely used, belongs almost entirely

to a different portion of our subject: for the present there

concerns us only one theorem subsidiary to the said discussion.

In modern phraseology this lemma is S being any axisyminetric
deterDiinant, R the determinant got by deleting the first row and

first column of S, Y the determinant got by deleting the first row

and second column of S, and Q the determinant got from R
as R from S, then i/ R = 0, SQ= Y^. The mode adopted for

testing the truth of this is applicable to any determinant S,

whether axisymmetric or not; and when the second condition,

viz., the vanishing of R, is also removed, there emerges the

simplest case of Jacobi's theorem of 1833 regarding a minor

of the adjugate.

JACOBI (1831 Dec).

[De transformatione integralis duplicis indefiniti

dcf>dxjy

A + B cos ^ + (J sin
</> + (A' + B' cos ^ + C sin <^)cos \p + (A" + B" cos<^ +C sin</>) sin \p-

in formam simpliciorem \t^ j-r, \ tttt-- = a-'^
JGr-G COS 7/ cos ^-Gr sm t;

sm cT

Crelle's Jov/mal, viii. pp. 253-279, 321-357 ; or Werke, iii.

pp. 91-158.]

As the algebraical transformation effected in this paper is an

extension of that dealt with in Jacobi's second paper of 1827, it

is only what might have been expected to find expressions
contained in it which may be viewed as axisymmetric deter-

minants. Such expressions are two forms of the square of

A(B'C" - B"C') + B(C'A" -
C"A') + C(A'B"- A"B'), or A,

and the non-zero side of the cubic equation therewith connected^

upon which the whole investigation depends, viz.,

a^ - a;2{A2 + B^ + C^ + A'^ + B'^ + C'^ + A"^ + B'^ + C"^}

+ a;{(B'C''-B"C7+ .... }

-
{A(B'C"- B"C') + B(C'A"-CA') + C(A'B" - A'B'^^.
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No hint, however, is given of these expressions being deter-

minants, a fact which is all the more noteworthy in view of

the reference made in the second paper of 1827 to the writings
of Laplace, Vandermonde, . . . ,

and in view of the reference

made on p. 350 of his present paper to Cauchy's of 1829, where,

as we have just seen,
" fonctions alternees

"
are explicitly used

throughout. As a mere aid to the memory it would appear
to have been worth while to note that if one of the said squares
of A be the determinant formed from

I
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where the first and last coefficients are in modern notation

aft
f h d

e d c

\
a f e

\f V d'

1
e' d' c'

the second coefficient from the beginning is

a' f e'

f b d

e d c
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(pp. 8-11) may be referred to, sections which on account of

being concerned with determinants in general have already been

dealt with in the proper place. Even when he comes, as before

in the particular cases, to his equation for determining the coeffi-

cients of the squares of the new variables, that is, the equation

r =

where T is described as the expression got from ^a^^a^ . . .

by changing a^^, a^^, ... into
a^-^ x, a^ x, ... he gives an

expansion of F according to ascending powers of x, which holds

whether a^ = a^K or not. The passage is

"Quod attinet ipsam ipsius F fonnationem, observo, si signo
summatorio S amplectamur expressiones inter se diversas, quae permutatis
indicibus 1, 2, 3, . . .

,
n proveniunt, fieri :

r = 2aa22 -. . a

- xS2a^^a^ ... a_i,n-i

+ x^S^a^^a^^ . . . a_2.n-2

af.

Qua in formula, expressio

designat summam ^'^~ ; (^-^+ )
expressionum,

1.2 ... m
quae e

2aiia22 ... a^
proveniunt, si in

loco indicum priorum simul ac posteriorum 1, 2, . . .
,
m scribimus

omnibus modis, quibus fieri potest, m alios e numeris 1, 2, 3, . . .
,
n."

There are, however, two minor instances in which it is the

special determinant that is alone concerned. The first occurs

after proving (p. 13, footnote) the theorem (see Rothe's paper of

1800) that if the solution of

O'lx.Xi + a^X2 + . . . + ar^Xn = Uk (X= 1, 2, . . .
, n)

be

x^'Zaiia^ ... an = KiUi-\-b^u^+ ... +6^Un (k= 1, 2, . . .
, n)
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then the solution of

axi2/i + ax22/2 + + axn2/n
=

-^x (X = 1, 2, ... , n)

must be

2/2 a 22 ttrin
= K'f^i+h2KV2+ . +hnKVn (k

= 1, 2, . . .
, Tl)

when he adds the corollary that if a^^.
= (^\k then also h^ = h^^.

The second occurs quite similarly when, having pointed out

(p. 20) that the coefficients 6<x in either solution are expressible

as differential-quotients of 2 iajiOaa . . , he adds the

sentence, "Quoties a^x.
=

clxk differentialis semisse tantum sumi

debet si /c et X diversi sunt."

JACOBI (1834).

[Dato systemate n aequationum linearium inter n incognitas,

valores incognitarum per integralia definita (n l)tuplicia

exhibentur. Grelle's Journal, xiv. pp. 51-55; or Werke, vi.

pp. 79-85.]

Jacobi having already pointed out in his long memoir of the

preceding year that the cofactor of a^ in

2aiia22 . . . a, or N say,
is

9N_.

and having now to deal with the case where a^^ = a^x, draws

attention again to the fact that in solving the equations

a2i3/i + 222/2 +....+ a^nVn = '"h^

we no longer obtain

but
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his explanation being that the differential-quotient of N with

respect to a^x. where k and X are unequal, is obtained by first

viewing a^x and ax* as being different, adding together the

differential-quotient with respect to a^x and the differential-

quotient with respect to a^^, and then putting a^^ = a^K- His

own words are

" Si vero a^x = "ak difFerentiale partiale secundum a^^x sumtum, quoties
non K X, obtinetur, si primum a^x et ax* diversae statuuntur, atque
diflferentialia partialia secundum a^x et secundum ax* sumta iunguntur,
ac deinde a^x = a.k statuitur : quo facto cum utraque difFerentialia

aequalia fiant, casu quo a^x = O'Kk valor duplus emergit eius qui in

formulis (3) locum habere debet."

LEBESGUE (1837).

[Theses de Me'eanique et d'Astronomic. Premiere Partie :

Formules pour la transformation des fonctions homogfenes
du second degre a plusieurs inconnues. Journ. (de Liou-

ville) de Math., ii. pp. 337-355.]

Lebesgue's subject is exactly that dealt with in the first part
of Jacobi's memoir of 1833, viz., the transformation of a general

homogeneous function of the second degree into one containing

only squares of the variables. Indebtedness to Jacobi, Cauchy,
and Sturm is indirectly intimated at the outset, and the paper is

modestly offered as being new in manner rather than in matter.

Like Cauchy and Jacobi, the author of course is led to the set

of equations from which by elimination there is deduced the

equation for the determination of the coefficients of the new

variables; and recognising that "le premier membre de cette

Equation n'est qu'une de ces fonctions nommees determinants,"

he devotes his second section of five pages to the properties of

these functions. Throughout this section prominence is notably

given to determinants having the elements A^/s, A^s^ equal ;
and

such determinants are spoken of as "symetriques," a noteworthy

fact, since up to this time no separate name had been applied to

any specific form.
" On peut dire alors," Lebesgue says,

"
que le systeme est symetrique, puisque les nombres qui le forment

sent places symetriquement par rapport aux nombres k indices egaux
A^j, A22, . . . .

,
A qui forme la diagonale du systeme."
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The first proposition is that in a symmetric determinant

[g, i]
=

[i, g], where [g, i] is used to denote the determinant got
from the original determinant D by suppressing the g^^ row
and i^ column.

The second is that

" Pour tout determinant nul on a

[ffy 9] [h i]
=

[i, 9] . [9, i]

et par consequent pour un determinant a la fois nul et sym^trique

[9,9]-[hi] = [h9f =
[9,if-"

This is proved independently, but, of course, it is nowadays
best viewed as a special case of Jacobi's theorem (1833) regarding
a minor of the adjugate. The third and fourth propositions
combined are to the effect that in every perfectly general
determinant

while in a symmetric determinant

A proof of the last of these is given,* the starting-point being
the identity

where D is expressed in terms of the elements of the last row

and their cofactors. By differentiating both sides of this with

respect to the particvlar non-diagonal element A,n_i there is

obtained

^^---0 ^Vn,n l]-fA,_,
^^^^_^ ]

+ K,n-.
^A,_,

The differentiands on the right of this, viz. [n^n X], \n,n2'\, . . .

although not involving A_i do involve A_i, which is the

same as A_j : consequently their differential coefficients are

other than zero and have to be found, that is, we have to find

* There are several misprints in the original, and the paging of the volume is

hereabouts all wrong.
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d[n,i]

dA.n-l,ri

where i < n.

Expanding [n, i] after the manner of D above, but now in

terms of the elements of the last column, we obtain

-] =
^-L!'!:J -

^.-L!^:J + ^.-[js!J -

and therefore, since the second factors on the right do not

contain A_i or A,_i (both the n^^ row and n*-^ column being

gone in all of them), there results

d[n, i]

d^n-l,n
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JACOBI (1841).

fDe formatione et proprietatibus Determinantium. CreUe's

Journal, xxii. pp. 285-318
;
or Werke, iii. pp. 355-392

;
or

Stackel's translation 'Die Bildung und die Eigenschaften
der Determinanten,' 73 pp., Leipzig, 1896.]

As already noted (see above p. 271) Jacobi formally enunciated

in this his great memoir Binet's case of the multiplication-

theorem when the product-determinant is axisymmetric.

CAUCHY (1841).

[Note sur la formation des fonctions altem^es qui servent k

resoudre le probleme de I'dlimination. Comptes Rendus . . .

Paris, xii. pp. 414-426
;

or CEnvres completes, V^ sdr. vi.

pp. 87-99.]

The early part of this paper, in which the finding of the terms

of a general determinant ("fonction altem^e") is made dependent
on a study of the properties of

"
groups," or index-cycles as they

would more appropriately be called, has already been described.

The nature of it will be readily recalled from the mode of writing
the expansion of the determinant of the 4^^^ order, viz.,

^11*22^33*44 ^ *11*22*34*43 "r -^ *11*23*34*42

+ 2j ttj2Cf'2i<^34<5t43
2j ^12*23*34*41

where under the last 2 are included all terms (6 in number)
whose indices form one quaternary cycle, under the preceding
2 all terms (3 in number) whose indices form two binary cycles,

and so on.

On coming to consider a determinant in which a^= aji,

Oauchy points out that because of this peculiarity every term

will be found repeated unless those whose index-cycles are all

lower than ternary : for example, in the case of the determinant

of the 4*** order, the six terms having a quaternary index-cycle

are condensed into three with the coefficient 2 prefixed, and the

eight terms having a ternary index-cycle into four with the

same coefficient, the whole result being
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'^''11^22*33^44 ^ Ctiifl'22'^34 "l ^ -^ *11*23'^34'^24

+ 2j(livf(l2i- Z 2j (li2C('23(j('3i(t'ii'

The definite theorem reached by him on this point may be

formulated in later phraseology as follows :

// j/g, 1/4,
. . . he the number of ternary, quaternary, and higher

index-cycles in any term of an axisymmetric determinant,

the coeffi.cient of the term when condensation takes place is

2''3+''4+-

By way of proof it is stated that when we have got a term with

index-cycles higher than binary, we may, by reversing the order

of the indices in one of the said cycles, obtain another term of

the development, and that this will be equal to the former. For

example, if a term have the quaternary cycle (1, 2, 3, 4), another

teian is obtainable by simply changing this into (4, 3, 2, 1), the

effect on the original term being to change it from

.... %2*23*34*^41
into

.... Ct43<*32*2l'^14

which, in the circumstances, is equivalent to no substantial

change at all.

" Pour fixer les idees
"

he takes the case of the 6*^ order,

giving the following as the development of what we should

nowadays denote by |ttiia22''%<*44<^66Ct66 1 r=sr> viz.,22 I "N^ 2 2 ^^ 2 2 2

.. ^ .^ .^ <^llCf22*33*44*56 "l" -^ *11*22'^34<^66
""

^^12*34*^66

+ ziZja-j^^a^^a^^a^ai^aQi 2 z^ (XjiOf'23tt45(X66Ct64 ~r 4Zi,ai2ft23*3i<^46'^66*64

2 Z/ ftii0^22*34<^46*56'*63 "t" ^^(^n(^^^^^^b&^ei I
^ .^ <^llf*'23*34*46'^66*62

2i2j Cti2*23*34*46*66^61 >

where it will be seen that the first four types of terms correspond

to the following partitions of 6, viz.,

1,1,1,1,1,1 1,1,1,1,2 1,1.2,2 2,2,2

and the remaining types to the remaining partitions,

1,1,1,3 1,2,3 3,3

1,1,4 2,4 1,5

6.



CHAPTER XII.

ALTERNANTS FROM THE YEAR 1771 TO 1841.

The first traces of the special functions now known as alter-

nating functions are said by Cauchy to be discernible in certain

work of Vandermonde's ; and if we view the functions as

originating in the study of the number of values which a

function can assume through permutation of its variables,* such

an early date may in a ceiiain sense be justifiable. To all

intents and purposes, however, the theory is a creation of

Cauchy's, and it is almost absolutely certain that its connection

with determinants was never thought of until his time.

PEONY (1795).

[Lemons d'analyse. Considerations sur les principes de la

methode inverse des differences. Joum. de Vc. Polyt, i.

(pp. 211-273) pp. 264, 265.]

In the course of his investigations Prony comes upon a set of

equations
fJ-l+ //2 + . . . . 4- IXn

=
Zq

Plfil + Pi^2 +-...+ /OnMn
=

Zi

/)JMi + pj^g + . . + P,>^
=

z.

^1 M, + Aj Mg + + prVn = vJ
* The history of this subject is referred to in Serret, M. J. -A. : "Sur le nombre

<le valeurs qui peut prendre une fonction quand on y permute les lettres qu'elle

renferme," Joum. {de Lioumlle) de Math., xv. pp. 1-70 (1849).
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where the coefficients of each unknown are the 0***, P'', 2**, &-c.,

powers of one and the same quantity, and where, therefore, the

determinant of the set is that special form long afterwards

known as the simplest form of alternant. The full solution is

given for the first four cases, but without any indication of the

method employed. Thus for four variables the results appear in

the form

^

(Pl- P2)(P1- PsKpl- Pi)

^
-

PlPaPi^O + (PlP3+ PlPi+ PzPi)^l
-

(Pl-^ P3+ Pi)^2 + ^3
^

(p-2- Pl)iP2- P.i)(pi- Pi)

M3
=

M4
=

and the writer then adds :

" En general, quelque soit le iiombre n, pour avoir le nutnerateur

de la fraction qui donne la constante n^, il faut prendre toutes les

racines, excepte la racine p^, et des n-l racines restantes, en trouver

le produit total, la somme des produits h - 2 k n-'2, n-3 k n-3,
n- 4: k n- i, . . . .

,
2 k 2, 1 a 1, multiplier, respectivement, le

produit total et chacune des sommes par Zq, z^, z^,
. . . .

, z_2,

ajouter z^_i, et donner a tous les termes des signes alternatifs, en

commen9ant par
- ou +

,
selon que v est pair ou impair.

"Pour avoir le denoniinateur, on soustraira, successivement, de

p^ chacune des autres racines, et on fera un produit de toutes les

differences donn^es par ces soustractions."

It is, of course, quite possible that Prony was not acquainted

with Vandermonde's memoir of 1771, or Laplace's of 1772, or

Bezout's of 1779
; and, further, that in seeking for the solution

of his equations he was lucky enough to hit upon the set of

multipliers which, being used, would, on the performance of

addition, eliminate all the unknowns except one
; e.g.,

in the case

of four variables the multipliers

-
P2p3pi'

+ ( P2PS-^ p2Pi+ PzPi) '

-
P +Pz+ Pi)>

1.

If, however, he was familiar with the method of any one of
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these memoirs, and applied it to the set of equations under

discussion, it would scarcely be possible for him not to anticipate

Cauchy and Schweins in the discovery of the elementary pro-

perties of alternants. Thus, to take again the case of four

variables, say the equations

+ 2/+ z -\- w = p
ax -{ hy + cz -\- dw = q

ahi + h^y -f c^z -h d^tv = r

a?x + h^y ->r c^z -\- dhv = s

Laplace's process would have given the value of x in the form

I

b^cH^
I

ao -
I

b'^c^d^
|

a +
|

b^chl''
|

a^ -
1

6cy^
|

a*
'

and Prony obtaining it in the form

bed. p (bc+ bd+cd)q + {b+c-^d)r 8

bcd.a^ - (bc+bd+cd,)a + (b+c+d)a^ - a*

could not have failed to know in their general forms the theorems

\b^cW\-r- |6V(i2| = bed,

\eH^\ -f- |6Vd^| = be-{-bd + ed,

|6V#|--|?>Vd2| = b + c + d,

and

la'^b^eH^l -r- |6V(i2|
= (d-a){e-a){b-a),

and . .
I

a6Vd
\

= (d- a)(c
-

a)(b
-

a)(e
-

b)(e
-
a){b

-
a).

CAUCHY (1812).

[Me'moire sur les fonctions qui ne peuvent obtenir que deux

valeurs e'gales et de signes contraires par suite des trans-

positions opdr^es entre les variables qu'elles renferment.

Joum. de P^c. Polyt, x. pp. 29-51, 51-112; or (Euvres

completes, 2" b6t. i.]

By reason of the fact that Cauchy viewed determinants as a

class of alternating functions, it has already been necessary to

give an account of a considerable portion of the first part
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(pp. 29-51) of this memoir: in fact, only five pages (pp. 45-51)
remain to be dealt with if the portion referred to be borne in

mind.

From observing the substitutions which result in the vanishing
of the function, he derives the following theorem :

"Soit S(K) une fonction symetrique alternee quelconque. De-

signons par a, /3, y, &c., les indices qu'elle renferme, et par

rtai 0,^, O'yi
....

K, bp> K' ....

Ca, Cp, Cy, ....

les quantites qui dans cette fonction se trouvent affectees des indices

"> A 7> Si Ton remplace

Oat <'0> > ^Pf Cp, . . . .
, Oy, Cy . . . . ,

par des fonctions semblables des quantites aa, a^, a^, . . . . ;
la fonction

symetrique alternee deviendra divisible par chacune des quantites

fta
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Mais les facteurs du produit A [i.e., (rt2~<h)(%~^i) {<^n
-

C'n-i)]

^tant aussi en nombre egal k ^n(n-l), la somme des exposans des

lettres a^, a^,
. . . .

,
a dans chaque terme du d^veloppement de ce

produit sera encore 6gale k ce nombre
; par suite, le quotient qu'on

obtiendra, en divisant la fonction sym^trique altern^e par le produit^
sera une quantity constante. Soit c la quantity dont il s'agit, on aura

Pour determiner c on observera que le terme

a pour coefficient Tunit^ dans la fonction donn^e et dans le produit A ;

on doit done avoir c = 1."

Before proceeding to the next case he calls to mind the fact that

the product or quotient of two alternating functions of order n

is a symmetric function of the same order,

and is thus enabled to amplify one of the preceding propositions

by affirming that

the result of dividing S(afa^ ^) ^V S(=taja2 . . . a^~') is

a symmetric function o/ aj, aj, . . .
,
a.

(2) In the case of S(aJo4 ^l-l^l) ^^^ quotient is found

to be ai+a2+ ... +a.
For the quotient "sera necessairement du premier degr^ par

rapport aux quantites a^, a^, . . .
, a: et comme elle doit etre

sym^trique et permanente par rapport a ces quantites, on sera

oblig^ de supposer ^gale k

c(ai+ a2+ . . . +a) =
cS"(ai),

c ^tant une constante qui ne peut diff^rer ici de I'unitd"

(3) In the case of S{^a\a?^ '*)
*^ quotient is, of course,

found to be a^a^ ... a.

The memoir closes with the conditions for the identity of two

alternating functions, these being stated to be (1) that all the

terms of the first functions be contained in the second
; (2) that

the terms have the same numerical coefficients in both
; (3) that

one of the terms of the first has the same sign as the correspond-

ing terra of the second.
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SCHWEINS (1825).

[Theorie der DifFerenzen und DifFerentiale, u. s. w. Von Ferd.

Schweins. vi+ 666 pp. Heidelberg, 1825. (Pp. 317-431 :

Theorie der Producte mit Versetzungeii.)]

It may be remembered that Schweins' large volume contains

seven separate treatises, that the third treatise deals with deter-

minants (Frodiuete mit Versetzungen), and is divided into four

sections (Abtheilungen). The first of the four almost entirely

concerns general determinants, and consequently an account of

it has already been given. The second section (pp. 369-398)
now falls to be undertaken, its heading being

" Determinants in

which the upper index denotes a power
"
{Producte mit Versetz-

ungen, wenn die oheren Elemente das Potentiiren angeben).

His first theorem is

h h h ^
II 1l 12 "-3 <*"\ II ^+<h 'i+''2 ^^+"3 ''+ \

AjAgAg ... A '

||Aj A.2 Ag Aj^ / ||Aj Ag Ag .... A ),

which is seen to be an extension of one of Cauchy's ; but,

besides this, in the first chapter there is practically nothing
worth noting. The remaining four chapters, however, are full

of interest, and deserve every attention, as until the present day

they have been utterly lost sight of and contain a theorem or

two which are still quite new.

The second chapter concerns the multiplication of an alternant

of the n^^ order by the sum of the |?-ary combinations of the

variables in their U^ power. In Schweins' notation this product
is represented by

(h
h ^ \p ll 1 <H f^nX

Ai,A2, ....,Aj .||Ai A2 ....A^ j;

in later notation, the case where n = Z, p = 2, /t= 5 would be

written

{a^b^+ a^c^-{-b^c^).\
a'' a* a'

'

6'- b' b'

c c c'

or 2a56^.|a'"6V|

The case where p = l is first dealt with, and the proof is

written out at length without specialising n; but as this does
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not add to clearness or conviction, n may here, for convenience

in writing, be taken = 4. Let, then, the alternant be

\arh*&d''\

80 that the multiplier is

Expanding the multiplicand first according to powers of a, we

perform the multiplication by a^
; expanding next according to

powers of 6, we perform the multiplication by 6*; and so on,

the sum of the products being naturally arrangeable as a square

array of sixteen terms, viz.,

+ c'-+*|a6'c?''|
-

c*+*|a'-6'c?''| + c+*|a'"fe*d''|
-

c'^^\arW}\

Recombination of these, however, is possible by taking them ia

vertical sets of four, and the result of doing this is

so that we have

and generally

|a'"6*c'd"e^ ....[. Sa" =
|

a''+*6*c'ci"e'' . . . .
|
+ |a'"6+*c'c?"e'' . . . .

|

+ |a'"6V+*d"e".... I
+ ....

The special case where r, s,t,u, proceed by a common differ-

ence, h, is drawn attention to, as then all the alternants on the

right vanish except the last : that is to say, we have

a result which may be looked upon as an immediate generalisa-
tion of one of Cauchy's.
When p>l, the mode of proof is totally different, being an

attempt at so-called
"
mathematical induction." It is not by any

means readily convincing, and is much less so than it might have
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been, as, although there are two general integers involved, viz., p
and n, Schweins attends only to the second of them. He begins

with the case oin = 4>,p
= 2, that is to say, the multiplication of

|a'-6V(^"l by 2a''6^

the result being

{aaaaJ .\\a,a,a,aJ= II a, A^ A3 aJ
+

||a, A^ A3 A, )

+
||a, a^ A3 a, j

+ |a,A2 A3 Aj
+ IA1A2 A3 A, j

ll oi 02 A+03 fc+a4\+ Ka,A3 a, j.

To indicate the mode of formation of the alternants on the

right from the given alternant on the left, he says :

"Hier entstehen alle Vertheilungen von h, h zu zweien in vier

Abtheilungen namlich

h +
ttj^
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and gives as his result

H / h h h h \(

\-A-j, Ag, Ag, A4, A^j
\(3)

+

<1 S OS i "5\

Aj A^ Ag A^ Ag J

Aj Aj

|Ai a^

+, *+Oi +aj 04 ajX

Aj Aj Ag A4 A^ J

Ag A4 A5 j

I
Ox oj fc+os *+at +a5

A-l Ag Ag A4 A, ).

wo h, h, hin fiinf Abtheilungen zu dreien vertheilt werden, namlich

h + a^
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is attempted to be shown to hold for

/ h h h h\(,P)
II

l "-i n-l an\

[A^, Ag, . . .
, A^_i, AJ .

II Aj A2 . . . A_;^A^ J ;

that is to say, the case for n variables, A^, . . .
, A, is sought to

be made dependent on the case for n 1 variables, A^, . . .
, A^_j,

p remaining the same in both. The process followed is to

change the first factor into

I
h h h h h\(p)

\Aj, A2, . . . , Aa;_i, Aj+j^, , . .
, Ajj/

/ /i A h h ^ \(p -
1) h

\Aj, Ag, . . .
, Aj;_i, Ax+i, . . .

, A^j . Ax

express the second factor the alternant in terms of n alter-

nants of the (n iy^ order, and then perform the required

multiplication and condense the result. This being satisfactorily

accomplished, it would not of course follow from the two special

cases previously dealt with that the theorem had been established"

in all its generality, but merely that it held for any number of

variables A^, Ag, . . . so long as p was not greater than 3. The

passage from one value of p to the next higher which is left

unattempted by Schweins is not free from diflficulty, as will be

seen on trying a particular instance, say the passage from

to

I

a''b'c^d"
I

. (a'^b^c"+ a^b^d^+ a^c^d"+ b^c^d").

Several special cases of the general theorem are noted, where

a number of the alternants on the right vanish and where con-

sequently a comparatively simple result is attained. The first

of these is where the indices of the alternant to be multiplied

proceed by a common difference h : the identity then is

/ h h 't\(p) I a+7t a+2h a+nh\

lA-i, Ag, ..., AJ .|Aj Ag A,^ )

II

a+h a+2h a+(n-p)h a+(n-p + 2)h a+(n+l)h\

1-^1 -^2 ...A_p An-p+i . . . . Ajj /.

The second is where h= h, and the indices proceed by a

common difference ft, the result then being
/ -ft -h -hVp)

II

a+ h a+2k a+nh\

(A, ,A^ ,....,A ; .|Ai A2 .... A ;

10
o+/t a+(p-l)7i a+(p+l)h a+nh\

A1A2 ....Ap A^+i ....A ;.
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The third is where the series of indices consists of two pro-

gressions proceeding by the common difference h, and where, of

course, there are fewer vanishing terms in the product.

In the next chapter the subject matter is quite similar : in fact,

the only difference is in the constitution of the multiplier, which

is more extensive than before by reason of the fact that in

forming the jo-ary combinations there is now no restriction as to

non-repetition of an element. Thus, instead of the example

\arb'&\ . {a^h^+ aJ'd'+ lf'c^)

we should now have

|a'-6V| . (a*fe*+ci''c*-|-6*c*+a2*+6^-|-c^).

The method followed is exactly the same as before. Three simple
cases are carefully worked out, viz.,

|a'-fe'|.(a'*+ 6^+a"6''),

\arW\ . (a^+6^-|-c^+ a=^6*-|-'*c*-|-6^a*-|-6'*c*+ca*-f c^6*+a*6*c*),

the results in Schweina' notation where the change to rect-

angular brackets should be noted being

LaaJ .|a,aJ= |a, A,j + |iA, A, )
+ |a,a, )

LAj.A^.aJ .|A,A,A3J
=

|a, A2A3J +||a,A2 A3J

+ |a,a,A3 ) +|a, a, A3J

+
|a, A2A3 ) +h,A, A3 ),

[Ai.A^.AgJ .||A,A2A3J= |A, A,AJ -^[A,K AJ

+
||a,A2A3 ) +||a, A2 A3;

,

II 2A+ai as A+a,\ , || oi 2A+a, A+a,\+
11A, A, A3 j +||a,A2 A3 )

I A+Oi 2A+a2 OjX H A+Oj o^ 2A+o,\+
|a, A^ A3) +|a, A, A, )

+ IA1A2 A., j+|A, A, A3 ).
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Each result is seen, as in the preceding case, to be a sum of

alternants differing only in the indices from the alternant which

is the subject of multiplication. Further, it is observed that this

difference is a difference in excess, the indices of the multiplicand

appearing in all the terms of the product, so that the only

difficulty is to ascertain what addendum is to be made to each.

The next observation is that the addendum is a multiple of h,

and that in the three cases the multiples are the following :

2h, Oh 2h, Oh, Oh Sh, Oh, Oh

Ih, Ih Oh, 2h, Oh Oh, Sh, Oh

Oh, 2h Oh, Oh, 2h Oh, Oh, Sh

Ih,
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Assuming this law to hold in the case of n 1 variables Aj,

A^_j, his mode of writing it being

r h h h -\{p)
II

oj a, n-i\ _ ^ II
P't+Oi ('2 On-l\

LAj, Ag, ...., A_iJ .|{ Aj Ag .... A_ij
-

Z^p,n-i|Ai A.2 .... An-J .

he tries to show that it will hold in the case of one additional

variable A, the possible variation of p being ignored as before.

To do this he changes the first factor

r h h

|_Aj, A,, .,aJ
into

L-A-i, Ag, . A^-iJ L^i, Ag, ..... A_jJ ,A,

and the second factor exactly as it was changed in the preceding

chapter, performs the required multiplication, and condenses

the result.

The rest of the chapter is occupied with the consideration

of special cases, the lines of specialisation being exactly those

followed in the case of the previous general theorem. Only the

first need be noted : it is

u;,
A A"1(P)

II

a+A a+ik a+nA\

Ag, , AJ .IJAj Aj A )

Ia+h
a+ 2Ji a+(n-l)A a+(n+p)A\

Ai Ag ....A_i A; ;

The fourth chapter does not impress one favourably, although

the author speaks of its importance in connection with later

investigations. It is almost entirely dependent on a very special

case of the theorem of the second chapter, viz., the case where

all the indices, except the last, of the multiplicand proceed by a

common difference h, and where consequently all the alternants

in the result vanish except two. In the original notation it is

/ h h h\{n-p) (i+A +2A

\Aj, A.^, . . . . , Aj,/ . Aj A2
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Using it np+ 1 times in succession, we have

-'^ n-p "-$ ^^p+\,s+h "I" ^p,s >

-l^n-p-l -^s+ft
=

^p+2,s+2h
~

^p+l,s+h>

-'^ n-p-2 -A-8+2A ^p+3,s+3h '^ ^p+2,8+2h>

~~ ^ n-p-3 -^s+Zh
~

^p+i,s+ih
~

^p+Z,s+3h>

(-)" ^Nj) . Ag^(_p)^ + (-)" ^M_g+(,j_p)A,

and therefore by addition

^p,*
= ^n-p ' ^s ~ ^n-p-1 -^s+h + ^ n-p-2 -^s+ih

~
("") -'^ ' ^s-Hnp)ht

or

a+h a+2h a+(p-l)h a+(p+l)ft a+nh s \

Aj Ag .... Ap_i Ap .... A^_j A/
/A /t h\(n-p)

II
a+^ a+(n-l)^ \

= (Ai, A2,.... Aj .||Ai ....A,,_i Aj

- Ui, A2, .... AJ . I Ai .... A_i A ;

/ h h ^\(n-p-2)
II

a+h a+(n-l)h s+2k\

+ \^Ai, Ag, AJ .\\A^ A_;^ A
j

n-p/ A /i A\(0)
II

a+h o+(n-iyj s+(H-p)A\

+ (-1) Ux,A2,....aJ .|A, ..A,_i A ;,

a theorem which may be described as giving an expression for

an alternant having two breaks in its series of indices in

terms of alternants which have only one such break and that

at the very last index. On account of the fact, however, that

alternants of the latter kind are multiples of the alternant

which has no break at all- that is to say on account of the

theorem

r A h ''"Kp)
II

a+h a+2h a+nh\

LAj , Ag ,
. . . .

,
A J .

II Aj Ag , ... A^ J

II

a+h a+2h a+(n-l)h a+(n+p)/A

: Ai A2 A_i A /

above given as an important special case of the general theorem

of the third chapter substitutions may be made which will

result in the appearance of the last mentioned simple alternant

I
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in every term. Consequently, if we divide by this alternant

and put s= a-{-{n-\-m)h, we have the theorem

II

a+h a+2h a+(p-l)h a+(p+l)h a+nh o+('*+')A\

|A^ Ag . . . . Ap_i Ap . . . . A n-l An /

II

x+h a+ 2h a+nh\

l-A-i Ag An /

/ h h h\(n-p) r h h h-}(m)~
\Ai> Ag, . . .-, AjJ . LA^, A^, . .

, AjjJ

/ h h hUn-p-l) r h h A-Vni+l)

vAj, Ag, . . .
, A,J . LAj, Ag, . . . , A^J

+
(Aj, A2, ..., Aj . LAi, Ag, ..., aJ

(-) (Aj, A2,..., Aj . LAj.a^, .... aJ

Again starting from the same initial identity we obtain the

analogous series

Mp_i_,_fe Mp_2,,_2A
= ~ N_p^2 A,_2A,

4- Mp_2,_2/i + Mp_3,g_3A
= + N_p+3 . A,_3A,

(-)P-iM:,,_(p_i), + = (-)P-iN . A,.p;i,

and therefore by addition have

Mp,,
= N_p+i. A,_A - N_p+2. A,_2A + .... (-)p-iN. A,_pA,

or

a+\ a+2h o+(p-l)* a+(p+l)h a+nh t\

Ai Ag Ap_j Ap A_i A/
_ / h h h\(n-p+l)

I
o+A 0+2A a+(n-l)A *-k \

~~
V-^i. Aj. > Aj . |Ai Ag A_j A,j /

/A /i

AY-j)+2) II

a+h a+2h a+(n-\)h t-ik\~
\Ai, Aj, ...

, A/ . ||Ai Ag A_i A J

. (
h h /i\(n-p+3) I

a+h a+2k a+{n-\)h -SA\
+

VAj, Ag, . .. , Aj .|Aj Ag A_j A^ )

p-l/ h h /i\(") 11 a+h a+2h a+in-l)h *-ph\

(-) \Ai, Aj, ... , A^j . IIAj A2 A_i A^ );
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80 that by substituting as above for each of the alternants on the

II

a+h a+2h a+nh\

I Aj Ag . . . A ) there

results the alternative theorem

a+k a+2h a+(p-\)h a+(p+l)h a+nh a+(n+'m)h\

Ai A, . . A^,, A^ ....A_, A,, ;
a+h a+2k a+nh\

Aj A, A.
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alternants with one break in the continuity of the equidiff'erent

progression of their indices. Using this we obtain

\a%''cH^\
=

{d?-d\a,h,cY+ d{a,h,cf-{a,h,cf).\aPh'<?\,

=
[d^-d\a-\-h+c)-{-d{ab+ac+hc)-ahc] . |a6V|,

= {d-a){d-h){d-c).yh'(^\,

when it only remains to continue the selfsame process upon
the alternant of lower order now reached.

It may be remarked in passing that the identity

which expresses the alternant in descending powers of d, when
taken along with the identity known to Cauchy

|afeVd3| = (^d-c){d-h){d-a){c-h){c-a){h-a),

the right side of which may likewise be arranged in descending

powers of d, viz.,

[d^-d^{a-{-h-\-c)+ d{ah+(Ui+hc)-ahc]{c-h){c-a){h--a),

may have been the means of suggesting to Schweins his theorem

regarding alternants like |a^6*c^|, \a%^c^\ which have one break

in their series of indices. In other words, the order in which

he gives his theorems was very probably not the order of

discovery.

The remaining portion of the chapter is an investigation of

the quotient of two alternants of infinite order, viz.,

a a+A a+2A o+(n-l)fc a+nh oo\

B A^ Ag A_^ A^.^ A j
a a+h 0+2A oo \

*

SYLVESTER (1839).

[On Derivation of Coexistence : Part I. Being the theory of

simultaneous simple homogeneous equations. Philos.

Magazine, xvi. pp. 37-43; or Collected Math. Papers, i.

pp. 47-53.]

As has been already shown, Sylvester's first approach to the

subject of determinants was similar to Cauchy's, the basis of

both being the outward resemblance of the two expressions
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6c2 + a^c + ah^ - a^b - ac^ - b^c,

b^c^ + ttgCj + a.fi^ (Xg^i o^iCa &2^i-

As the former is equal to

{c-b)(c-a)(b-a) or PD (a6c),

i.e., product of the differences of a, b, c, Sylvester denoted the

other, viz., the determinant

1 a a?'

1 6 62

1 c c^

by ^PD(a6c), ^ being the sign for multiplication according to

the law a,..a,= a^+^. Using this notation he rediscovered, as

has also already been seen, Schweins' theorem regarding the

multiplication of the alternant

I

a^W(^<P ....
I

by such symmetric functions as

(a+6+c+...), (a6+ac+ . .. +6c+ . .. ), ,

his form of statement being

^{S^(a6c ...I). ^PD(0a6c ...I)]
= ^_,PD(0a6c ...I),

where f_,. implies that after
'

zeta-ic
'

multiplication the sub-

scripts are all to be diminished by r.

His attempted generalisation of this theorem has likewise

been spoken of, its validity, however, being left undecided upon.
Instead of the multiplier SXa^bc . . .1) he proposed to take any
symmetric function whatever of a, 6, c, ...

, I, or, rather,

any function whatever followed by any symmetric function.
This would have been a most noteworthy extension which

Schweins had not foreseen, but unfortunately there are grave
doubts as to the truth of it, indeed, one may go so far as to

say that there would be no doubt whatever about the author's

inaccuracy, were it not that there are doubts also as to his

meaning. By way of test let us take the case where the

multiplier of \a^b^c^d*\ is the symmetric function ^^bc. From
later work * it is known that

I

a^6V(i*
1

. 2 a^bhH'' =
\

a%^<^d^
|

- 3
1

a^c*d'
\

,

See Muir, "Theory of Determinants," p. 176 (1882).
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whereas, according to Sylvester, there ought to be on the left

only one alternant. Now although we know that Sylvester was
in the habit of making guesses, and that these guesses though
often brilliant were not always so,

*
it would be next to

impossible to find a generalisation of his which had no individual

instances in support of it. There thus remains the curious

and interesting question as to what amount of truth there

is in the theorem as enunciated, and whether an amendment
of the enunciation would not give something not merely

unexceptionable but of important value.

In trying to pass from symmetric functions like 2a, 2a6,

Za6c, . . . which are linear in regard to each of the variables,

and to extend the theorem to any symmetric function,

Sylvester probably thought at least it would be quite natural

for him to do so of expressing the latter in terms of the former

and then applying the theorem already obtained. It is desirable,

therefore, to see what such a process may lead to. Taking
the case of the multiplier ^La^hc we have

|a^62c3d*1.2a26c = |ai6V<Z*|. {2a.2a6c-42a6cd} ,

=
{|a^6Vd*|. 2a|.2a6c- |ai6V(i*|.42a6aZ,

=
I

a}b^(^d^
1

. 2afec - 4
1

a^cH^
\.

At this point we encounter a difficulty, for the previous theorem,

although it teaches us to multiply \a^h^(?d*\ by 2a6, does

not help us in the case where the multiplicand is \a}h^(?d^\.

Proceeding, however, with other assistance we find the desired

product
=

I

a^J^c^d^
I
+

I

ai6V(i
|

- 4
1

a^tVd^
|,

= |ai6Vd|-3|a263c*d|,

agreeing of course with what has already been found. Now the

difficulty referred to would present itself to Sylvester also, but

in a slightly different form by reason of the periodicity which he

assumed in the elements. Thus, instead of writing

{I
aW<?d*'

1

. 2a} 2a6c =
I

a}h^<?d^
\

. 2a6c,

= \a^hh^d^\ + \a}b^(^df'l

* See Crelle's Journal, Ixxxix. pp. 82-85.
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he would write

^[^FD{Oabcd).S^{abcd)yS^(abcd)
=

^[^_^?'D(Oabcd).S^{abcd)}

and there pause for a little, not having specifically provided for the

'zeta-ic' multiplication of such an expression as ^_^VD{Oabcd)

by S^(abcd). The result forced upon him, however, would be the

single term

^_J^'D{Oabcd),

which in modem notation is

Id'bh^d^.

In the course of the work, therefore, the term
|

a}b^c*d^
\

would be

dropped altogether out of sight. The cause of this is undoubtedly
the imposition of the condition just mentioned; indeed, if we
take the result of the work as above performed in the modern

notation, viz. :

and make the elements periodic, i.e., make

a^ W, c\ d^ = a>, b\ c\ d\

the first alternant will vanish by reason of having two indices

alike, and we shall be left with a result agreeing with Sylvester's.

The conclusion, therefore, which we are tempted to draw is

that if Sylvester's general theorem be correct it is only when the

elements are subjected to periodicity.

JACOBI (1841).

[De functionibus altemantibus earumque divisione per product-
um e differentiis elementorum conflatum. Crelle's Journal,
xxii. pp. 360-371

;
or Werke, iii. pp. 439-452

;
or Stackel's

translation in 'Ueber die Bildung und die Eigenschaften
der Determinanten,' 73 pp., Leipzig (1896).]

After having treated of determinants in general (pp. 285-318),
and of the special form which afterwards came to bear his own
name (pp. 319-359), Jacobi turned to another special form which

he had learned about from his great predecessor Cauchy. As

however, he differed from Cauchy in his mode of defining a
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determinant, Cauchy's definition, which, it will be remembered,

made use of the difference-product, now appears as a theorem,

and with it Jacobi makes his start
;
that is to say, he proves that

If in the determinant

Sia^biCadg .. . l_i

the sujffixes be changed into exponents of 'powers, the result

obtained is equal to the product of the ^n(n 1) differences of

a, b, c, . . . , 1, viz., the product

(b-a)(c-a)(d-a) .... (1-a)

(c-b)(d-b) .... (1-b)

(d-c) .... (1-c)

With the help of Sylvester's notation, which symbolizes the

opposite change, viz., from exponents of powers to suflBxes, this

may be expressed in the compact form

fPD (a6c ...l)= 2 ^aJbjC^ . . . In-i-

In proving it he takes for granted (1) that the product in

question merely changes sign on the interchange of any two of
the elements, and (2) that in the development of any function

of this character there can be no term in which two or more

exponents are equal, for the reason that, if there were one such,

there must be another exactly like it but of the opposite sign.

Combining with this latter which includes of course the case

where the index is repeated the fact that, for the particular

fimction under consideration, the indices must all be + and

the sum of them equal to \n{n \), he concludes that no term

can have any other indices than

0, 1, 2, . . . ,
n-\.

Next, as there is only one way of getting an element, k say, in

the {n \f^ power, viz., by multiplying all the n\ binomial

factors k a, k b, ... in which k occurs, and after that only
one way of getting an element, h say, in the {n 2)'^ power, viz.,

by taking from out the remaining binomial factors all the n 2

factors in which h occurs, and so on, it is inferred that no term

can have any other coefficient than +1 or 1. Summing up
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rather hurriedly, he consequently finds that the development of

the product may be got by permuting in every possible way the

indices of the term
a%^c^ . . . Z"-!

and determining the signs in accordance with the law that the

interchange of any pair causes the aggregate of all the terms to

pass into the opposite value. This being exactly the mode of

formation of the determinant 2 ib a^^iCg ^n-i with the difier-

ence that suffixes take the place of exponents of powers, the

theorem is held to be established (. . . . "signis insuper ea lege

definitis ut binorum indicum commutatione Aggregatum omnium
terminorum in valorem oppositum abeat. Quae ipsa est Determin-

antis formatio, siquidem exponentes pro indicibus habentur ").

In passing, he remarks on the large number of vanishing
terms in the development of the product, viz., 2i"<'**-'> ti!, and

the consequent desirability of obtaining this development from

that of the determinant and not vice versa.

The fundamental relation between the determinant

and the product of the differences of a, 6, c, . . . ,
Z having been

established, it is then sought to find properties of the latter from

the known properties of the former. What properties of the

determinant are used Jacobi does not mention, all that is given

being a bare enunciation of the results. It may be as well, how-

ever, to point out at once that all of them flow from one general

theorem, viz., that of Laplace regarding the expansion of a

determinant in terms of products of its minors.

The first is indicated by using as examples the case of three

elements, a^, (Xg, a^ and the case of four elements, a^, a^ a^ a^, viz.,

(a2-i)(s'-iXa3-2) = a2C^3(3-2)

+aia2(a2-ai),

(ttg
-

ttiXag
-

ftj) (a^
-

^3)
=

a^a^a^{a^
-

a^){a^
-
a^)(a^

-
a^)

-
a^a^a^{a^

-
a^){a^

-
a^{a^

-
a^)

4- a^a^a^{a^
-
a^{a^

-
a^{a^

-
a^)
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it being pointed out that any term of the expression is got from

the preceding by cyclical permutation of the suffixes, and that

the signs are all + when the number of elements is odd, and

alternately + and when the number of elements is even.

The case of Laplace's expansion-theorem, which is here used,

is easily seen to be that where the orders of the minors are

n 1 and 1. Thus using later notation, we have

^^(abcd) =

1 a a^ a^

1 6 62 63

1 c c^ c^

1 d d^ d^

=
bcdlb^'cH^l

-
acd|aVci2| + ahdla'^b^d^l

-
abela'^b^c^],

which is the desired result.

In connection with this, it is perhaps worth noting that the

result being, by the same case of Laplace's theorem, also equal to

I a a^ bed

1 6 6^ cda

1 c c^ dab

1 d d^ abc

we may view Jacobi's first theorem as being equivalent to one of

later date, viz.

^^(a^a^a^ ...) = (-),n-l 1
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^^(ahcd) = a a^ a**

6 62 63

c (? (?

d d^ d^

1 a

1 6
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The meaning will be made quite apparent by taking a case

other than Jacobi's above referred to, say the case where there

are six elements, a^, a^, a^, ...., a^. According to the rule,

what we have got to do at the outset is to form the term

then derive from it two others by the cyclical substitution

/3 4 ^sA

and finally, from each of these three derive four others by
the cyclical substitution

/! a^ dg a^ a^\

W2 3 CL^ 0^5 %/

This being done, the sum of the fifteen terms so obtained

can be taken as an expansion of the difference-product of

O/Q, dj, ftg,
. . . . , ttg.

Although, as has been said, the theorem is given without

proof, it has to be noted that Jacobi draws attention to the

fact that the number of ultimate terms in the expansion of

the compound term

is 2-.
(1.2.3.... "i):

that the number of ultimate terms obtainable from all the

compound terms of this form is

n+l"

(1.2.3....^). (3.5.... n):

and finally that this is equal to

1.2.3. ...(w+1),

a result which agrees with what we know of the difference-

product from its determinant form.

From this general theorem regarding the difference-product

of an even number of elements, an advance is made to a theorem

of still greater generality, the means employed in obtaining it
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being in all probability the same as before, viz., Laplace's

expansion-theorem. The most general form of the latter

theorem, it will be remembered, gives an expansion in terms

of products of more than two minors. Jacobi was familiar

with this, for in his famous fundamental memoir regarding

general determinants a whole page (pp. 298, 299) is devoted

to an illustration of it. Now, if we take the case where the

number of minors is three, and apply it to the determinant

which is the equivalent of the difference-product, we obtain a

result which is transformable without difficulty into

I X n(ao, !, , ai)n(ai+iaf+2 %)n(%+i%+2 . . . )/
'

and this is the theorem "
of still greater generality

"
above

referred to.

Jacobi then proceeds to the consideration of alternating
functions in general.

The definition which he gives, and to which he attaches

Cauchy's name, is somewhat different from Cauchy's, being to

the effect that an alternating function is one which, by

permutation of its variables, is either not changed at all, or is

changed only in sign.

In the matter of notation he also introduces a variation, but

this time with more success. It will be remembered that, when

Cauchy denoted a determinant by prefixing S it to the typical

term, he was simply following his practice in regard to alter-

nating functions in general, which he denoted by

S0(a,6,c, ... ,1),

the rule for determining the sign of any term of the aggregate

being left unexpressed. Instead of this, Jacobi uses

p'^/0(a,6,c, . . .
, ^\

where P stands for the product of the diflferences oi a,b,c, . ..
, I;

and as the P which is inside the brackets is subject to permuta-
tion of its variables, and therefore automatically, as it were,

changes sign with every interchange of a pair of variables.
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while the P which is outside the brackets remains unaltered,

it is clear that the rule of signs is here fully expressed. Thus

if <p(a,b,c, ..., I) were ah^<^, we should have

S(- P / {b-a){c-a){c-b)^ {c-a){b-a){b-c)

b^a^c*
,

b^c^a*
+ 7z iXTz rm r\ +

(a 6)(c 6)(c a) (c b){a b){a c)

(a-c)(b-c){b-a)
^

(b-c){a-'cXa-hy

gih^c*- aic%*- b^a^c*+ b^c^a*+ c^a^b*- cWa*~
{b a){c a){c b)

and therefore

pV(^^^)
= a^h^c* - ah^b'' - b^ah^ + b^c^a*-\-cW - c^^a*,

which is an alternating function written by Cauchy in the form

S(a^6V), and which, being a determinant, was written by
Jacobi himself also in the form 2 a}bh*.

It is pointed out that any term of
<p
which remains unchanged

by the interchange of two of the variables may be left out of

account; but the question raised by Cauchy regarding possible

and impossible forms of <p is not touched upon. As a corollary,

it is stated that if

the indices Oq, a^, . . .
, a must be all different if the alternating

function is not to vanish.

He then recalls the known fact that, when the indices

Oq, Oj, ..., a are integral, the alternating function

2a-<.....ar or P^^'p^^^
is divisible by P, the difference-product of a^, a^, . . .

, a^, and

puts to himself the problem of finding the generating function

of the quotient

i
.... a^

Zj P

In the course of this quest his first proposition is
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If (}>be any rational integral function o/ m+ 1 variables, 11 their

difference-jproduct, and i he a function of the (n+ 1)*'' degree
in one variable and be of the form (x ao)(x a^) (x a^),

then when n\> n no single term of the expansion of

IKtp, tp . . .
, tm) 0(to, tp . . . . , tm)

f(to)f (t,) .... f(t,)

Ojccording to descending powers of t^, t^,
. . .

, tn,, can contain

negative powers of all these variables.

To prove it he of course uses the identity

1 . 1
I.e.,

f{x)
'

ix- a^){x -a^) ....{x-am)11 1
+ .v/ X . -T + +

/'K)-(^-o) /(i)-(^-ai) /'(am)-(-am)'

and thus changes the expression into the form

I

1 1 1 \

l/"(o)-(*o-ao) /(!) Oo-i)
'"""

f'{a.m)-{tQ-a,n))

""

[fia,).{t,-a,)-^ f{a,).{t,-a,)
+" +

f{aj.{t,-aj

X f
1

,

1 1 \

He then says that the result of performing the multiplication

of these bracketed factors is to produce terms of the form

n.0
f(a)f'(b)....f(p).{t,-a){t,-b)....(t,,-py

where each of the m+ 1 quantities a, b, . . .
, p is necessarily one

of the n+ 1 quantities a^, o.^,
. . .

, a^, and where, therefore, on

account of m being greater than n, the quantities a, b, . . . , p
cannot be all different. But terms of this form can be changed
into

<p n / 1 1_1 1

[a)f{b)...,f{p)'t,-b-t,+ a\t,-a t,-bj (t,-c)(t^-d)....(t^-p)'
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which shows that in the case of two of the quantities a,b, ..., p
being alike, say a and b, the second factor would become

n

and therefore could be simplified by having t^ t^
struck out of

both numerator and denominator. This means that when 7n>n
the second factor, like the first, can have only positive integral

powers of the variables. As for the third and fourth factors,

their product is the difference of the two fractions

and
{t,-a){t^-c)(t^-d)...(t^-p) ^t,-a)(t^-c){t^-d)...{t,n-py

the former of which yields no negative powers of
t^,

and the

latter no negative powers of
Iq.

The proposition is thus

established.

To prove the next proposition he utilizes the theorem that

// F be any rational integral function of a number of

variables, the coefficient o/x~^y"^z"^ in the eocpansion of

F(x, y, z, . . . .)

(x-a)(y-b)(z-c)....

according to descending powers o/ x, y, z, is

F(a,b,c, .:..).

This is spoken of as being well-known, and no proof of it is

given. It is readily seen, however, that as the expansion
referred to is got by performing the multiplications indicated in

F(x,y,z, ....). {x-^-\-ax-^+a^x-^+ ....}

{y-i^by-^+b^y-s+ ....}

any term in F, say the term Ax'^y^z'' ,
would require to be

multiplied by 05"*"^ y~^"\ z~''~^, in order to produce a

term in a;~^y~^2"^ . ..., and that these multipliers being only

found associated with the coefficients a*, 6^, c^, the term so

produced would have for its coefficient Aa'^b^cy .... The full

coefficient of x~^y~^z~^ would thus be F(a,b,c, ).
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He also uses an identity regarding difference-products which
it may be as well to state separately *viz., that

{(IqiCLi, O-n) i-i-\^n-Tn>(^n-m+i> > ^n)

=
(-l)i-(+l)n(ao, !,...., a_,_i) . /(a-n)/(n-m+i) .... /'(),

where f{(ir) stands for the product of the n factors got by sub-

tracting from a^ each of the quantities a^, a^, . . . .
,
a except a^.

This he holds to be true,* because the product

/(a-m)/'(an-+l) . . /'(^n)

* The factors of a diflference-product may always be, and usually are, arranged
in the form of a right-angled isosceles triangle ; for example,

i^{dbc(hfg) = {h-a){c-a){d-a)(e-a)(f-a)(<j-a)

{c-b)(d-b)(e-b)(/-b)(g-b)

{d-c)(e-c){f-c){g-c)

(e-d)[f-d){g-d)
{f-e)(g-.)

ig-f)-

Consequently there must be an algebraic identity corresponding to the geometrical

proposition Iffrom a point in the hypotenuse of an isosceles right-angled triangle

straight lines be drawn parallel to the other sides, the triangle is thereby divided

into two triangles of the same kind and a rectangle. This identity it is which is at

the basis of Jacobi's, for drawing the lines thus

{b-a){c-a){d-a)

(c-b)(d- b)

(d-c)

(e-a){f-a)[g-a)

{e-b){f-b){g-b)

{e-c){f-c){g-c)

(e-d){f-d]{g-d)

(>

(f-e)(g-e)

{g-f),
we obtain

^habcdefg) = l^^abcd) . tHefg) . (
- a)(f- a)(g

-
a)

(e-b}(f~b){g-b)

(e-c)(f-c){g-c)

{e-d){f-d){g-d).

But the expression here which corresponds to the rectangle in the geometrical

proposition
= {e-a)(f-a)(g-a)-'

(e-bnf-b)(g-b)
(e-c){f-c)(g-c)

(e-d){f-d)(g-d) Ki-V<7).f*{a/e)
. {f-e){g-e)

(e-/) . ig-f)

{e-g){f-g) .

=
/'(e) ./'(/) ./'{</) -r {

-nh^g) . thefg) .
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contains as fa/Ctors the differences of all the elements a^, 0^, ..., a,

except those which go to make n(ao, a^, . . .
, ttn-m-i) ^^^ contains

a second time but with opposite signs the ^m(m-{-l) factors

which go to make n(a_, a,m) "' m+l> , )

These preliminaries having been given, the second proposition

may now be proceeded with. It is

If <pbe any rational integral function ofm+ 1 variables, n their

difference-product, and i be a function of the (n+ 1/'' degree in

Consequently

i:habcdefg).^hefg)

tHabcd)

= (-fne).f(f).f(g). (0)

which is Jacobi's identity.

It is easily seen that there is a corresponding theorem to (w) obtained when
the point through which the parallels are drawn is taken inside the triangle :

thus, corresponding to the diagram

.(f-a)(g-a)(f-h)(g-h). (')

we have the identity

r(crfe)

Here, however, it is no longer possible to treat the final group of factors as was
done in the case of (w).

To Jacobi's identity (0) the absolutely perfect geometrical analogue is got by

taking a rectilineal figure of the form ABODE, where AB= BC, CD= DE,
B=C=D = 90, and then equating the sum of the two parts got by drawing CE
to the sum of the two parts got by producing DE to meet AB in F. Further,

the exact analogue to his proof would be to say that the rectangle BCDF contains

all of the triangle ABC except the triangle AEF, and contains the triangle CDE
in addition.

A, B
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one variable and be of the form (x ao)(x aj) (x an), then

when m > n the coefficient of to~Hi~^ ti~^ in the expansion of

n(to, ti, . . .
, tm) . 0(to, ti, . . . , tm)

f(to)f(to....f(U

according to descending powers 0/ t^, tj, , t,n -is

^ ^ ^ n(ao,ai, ....,a)

effect being given to the sign of summation by permuting in

every possible way the quantities a^, a^, , a^.

As has already been seen the expression to be expanded is equal
to an aggregate of terms of the form

0\^O> ^i> ) *m) 'J-V^O) *iJ . . . .
, tm.)

f{a)f(b)....f(p) . (t,-a)(t,-b).... {t^-pY

where each of the m+ 1 quantities a, b, , p is one of the

71+ 1 quantities a^, a^, , a,j. Since, however, we are now in

search of the coefficient of t~H~^ t~^ we may leave out of

account all terms of this aggregate which have two or more of

the m+ 1 quantities a, b, ...., p alike, for it has been shown

that the expansion of such a term cannot contain t~^t~^ f^.

We are thus left with an aggregate which may be represented

by

Q 0\^O> ^1) ) *m) 11(^0) ^1) > *m)

/ \^n-m)j \On-m+i) - J (<^n) (*o ^n-mjiPi ^^n - m+i) " (tm ^n)

it being understood that for a^.^, a,i_,rt+i, , is to be taken

any permutation of m+ 1 quantities of the group a^, a^, ,
a.

But, if the coefficient of t~H~^ t~^ in this be denoted by H,

we have by the first of our auxiliary theorems

TT Q y\^n-m><^n-m+i) , an) ii(,^n-m)<^-m+l> > <^w)~ ^
/'(-m)/'(n-m+i) /'(n)

and using the second to substitute

(_l)iOH+i)n(ao, !,...., a_^_i)n(ao,ai, . . . .
, a)

tor n(an_m><^n-m+i, , <*n)// {ttn-m)f {dn-m+i) / {(X'n)>
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we have

g_/ I'ani(m-I-1^
-'^V^^0>^1> > <^n-w-i)' 0(Qn-tinQ^n-i>i+i <")

where, be it remembered, the n-\-l elements a^, j , a are

to be separated in every possible way into two classes containing
n m and m+1 elements respectively, and all permutations of

the elements of the second class are to be taken. In this

expression, however, another substitution can be made by reason

of the identity

n(ao,a^. . . . .
, a.-M-i) _V<I ^I^:!

p ~Zj p

where under the sign 2 all possible permutations of the indices

0, 1, n m 1 are to be taken. When this substitution has

been made, we shall consequently have to take every possible

permutation of both classes of elements. But to take every

possible separation into two classes and permute the elements

of each of the classes in every possible way is the same as to

take every possible permutation of all the elements. Our result

will therefore be

H =
( i)i.>.r.-uny

^>I ' ^^"-1 0K-i>-.+u ' o
.

if it be understood that under the sign of siunmation all possible

permutations of a^, Oj, . . . . ,
a are to be taken : and this is what

we set out to prove.

The case where m=7i is then considered, because of its special

interest. The first expression obtained above for H becomes in

this case

2 P.0(ao .at gj
/(o)/K) .../()'

where under 2 all permutations of a^, a^ ,
a are to be

taken. Making in this the substitution which is possible by
reason of the identity

/'(ao)/(i) /'() = (-l)*-(''+^>P.

we have

H =
( i\t>.^.-i-ng

0(^*O'^i ^n)
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The formal enunciation of the result thus obtained is :

// (f>
he any rational integral function o/ n+1 variables, 11

their difference-product, and ihe a function of the (n+ !)** degree

in one variable and be of the fonn (x a(,)(x a^) (x On);

then the coefficient of t^^tf^ . . . . t^^ in the expansion of

(_ 1 Un(n+1) n(to, \, , tn) . ^(tp, t^, , tp)
^ '^

f(to)f(ti)....f(tn)

is

Z/n(ao,ai, ...., an)'

effect being given to the sign of summation by permuting in

every possible way the elements a^, a^, . . . . , an.

As we have seen above that

yv 0(^0,^1 ,aj

is the quotient of any rational integral alternating function by
the difference-product of its elements, and that this quotient is

often in request, it is important for practical purposes to note

that what this last theorem of Jacobi's gives is the generating
function of the said quotient.

After giving a line or two to the case where m=nl, Jacobi

returns to the general theorem and speciaKzes in another

direction, viz., by putting

<p{io> ^v y tm) =^
<o^r C

Division of both sides by </>
is in this case possible, and the

resulting theorem is one of considerable importance :

The expression

(% - ao)(a2
-

ao) . . . . (an
- an - 1)

which is the quotient of an alternating function by the

difference-product of its elements, is equal to the coefficient of

^-(y+i)^-(vi+i) t-(y-+i)
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in the expansion of

(to-t,)(to-t,)....(tn_a-t..)

f(to)f(t,)....f(U)

according to descending powers of \,\, , tm, where

f(x) = (x-ao)(x-4)....(x-an).

This is followed up by actually working out the expansion in

question, the numerator being of course changed into

and its cofactor

1 1 1

into

\m+\^M+i^M+3~ ^ .n+l+t^ I

VO ^0 ^0 ^0 /

^ /JL+A+A+ +_c^ . \

\ m TO in m /

where C is the sum of all the products of 8 elements, different or

equal, taken from a^, ttj, ,
a. Multiplication of these m+ 1

partial factors has next to be performed, the general term of the

result being seen to be

C^C^ C^
h h ^w

All that remains, then, is the multiplication of this result by the

corresponding expression for the original numerator, i.e., by

2CC~^ ^m-i' which, be it noted, consists of (m+1)* terms,

the 2 referring to permutation of the indices, m,ml, 1, 0.

"Without further delay, Jacobi merely adds that the general term

will therefore become

/.^ .-m+l+ojrt-TO+l+i .n-m+l+'
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and that consequently the proposition last formulated will
"
suggest

"
the identity

AJ (ai-ao)(2-o) (- -i)

= ^ 3:
Oy-|-jn-n'--^Yj+7ii-n- 1 \Jy^^-ny

where the S in the first case refers to permutation of

(), ttj, , an, and in the second case to permutation of

y, y^, , y,. In a couple of lines it is next pointed out that

the putting of 7)i = 0,m= \, in this suggested identity gives

ai"2 n-i< _ n
p

-
'"^-"'

then, rather unexpectedly, there is given a mere restatement of

the identity itself, viz. :

" Generaliter cequatur quotiens propositus

> "l"'2 n-w-1 n-M n-m+1 n

determinanti quod pertinet ad systema quantitatum

y^y+m-n '-^Yj+m-n
....

Kjy^+rn.-n

t^V+m-n-1 '-^yj+m-n-1
.... Cy^+t-n-l

L-y-n '-'yi-"
....

Kj^^^n.

This is the last result of the memoir, the few additional lines

used being merely for the purpose of showing how the deter-

minant just mentioned may be simplified. The simplification
consists in leaving out the element a in forming the C's of the

second row from the end, the elements a^, a_i in forming the

C's of the third row from the end, and so on. The reason in

the first case is that this will have the same effect as subtracting
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from each element of the row a times the corresponding element

of the last row, and the reason in other cases is similar. If C
be used to stand for the same as C, but to concern one element

less, viz., an, and C" be used in similar manner, the identities

at the bottom of the simplification are

C,+i aC, = C'^i,

C,+2
-

(a,-l-a-i)C,+j + aa_iC, =
(7^-2,

the truth of which is apparent when we remember that Cj,

Cj, are practically defined by the equation

I L + _Cl +^ +
{x
-

ao)(a: -a^) ....{x- a) aj^+i
^

a;+2
^

a;'+
^

It is noted also that in the determinant a C with the sufiix

is to be taken as 1, and a C with a negative suffix as 0.

CAUCHY (1841).

[M^moire sur les fonctions altemees et sur les sommes altemees.

Eocercices d'analyse et de phys. math., ii pp. 151-169
;
or

(Euvres completes, 2* s^r. xii.]

As has before been pointed out, the preceding paper of

Jacobi's was the last of a triad which was followed up by a

similar triad from the pen of Cauchy. Cauchy's first paper,
which corresponds in subject to Jacobi's third, comes up there-

fore quite appropriately for discussion now.

What is really new in the first part of it concerns the finding
of the sjonmetric function which is the quotient of an alternating
function by the difierence-product of the elements; that is to

say, in Cauchy's notation, the finding of

^[f(x,y,z )]

{x-y){x-z)....(y-z)...:

or, in Jacobi's notation, the finding of

^U(x,y,z,....)
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It therefore opens with the reminder :

"Une fraction rationnelle qui a pour d^nominateur une fonction

symetrique et pour num^rateur une fonction altern^e des variables

X, y, z, . . . . est ^videmment elle nieme une fonction altern^e de ces

variables. E^ciproquement, si une fonction altern^e de x, y, z, . . . . se

trouve representee par une fraction rationnelle dont le d^nominateur
se reduise k une fonction symetrique, le numerateur de la meme
fraction rationnelle sera n^cessairement une autre fonction altern^e

de x,y,z
"

This prepares us for the consideration of the alternating

aggregate
S[/(x.y,. )].

where / is fractional and rational, and where, although Cauchy
does not explicitly say so, the numerator and denominator are

integral. In regard to this he asserts that the various fractions

which compose the aggregate may be combined into one fraction

U/V, where V is an integral symmetric function divisible by all

the denominators, and where, therefore, U will necessarily be an

integral alternating function and, as such, be divisible by the

difference-product of its variables. We are thus led to the pro-

position that the given alternating function of x, y, z, can be

resolved into two factors, one of which is the difference-product

(P) of X, y, z, ...., and the other of the form W/V, where W
and V are integral symmetric functions of the same variables.

As an illustration of this, full consideration is given to the

case where

^^'''^'''"-"^ =
(x-a)(y-b)(z-c)....'

the number of variables being n. The appropriate symmetric
function V, which is divisible by all the denominators of the

aggregate 1,[f{x, y,z, )] is evidently in this case

(x-a)(x-h)(x-c) . . .{y-aXy-h)(y -c) . . .(z^a)(z-bXz-c) . . .

''''^^'
F(x).F(y).F(z)....',

and the corresponding numerater U, always divisible by the

difference-product of x, y, z, is in this case, because of the

peculiar form* of the denominator of the function /, also

The form is such that the result of any interchange among a;, y, z, .... is

^attainable by a corresponding interchange among a, b, c, . . , ,
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divisible by the difference-product of a,h, c, .... It is thus seen

that the given alternating aggregate

Zj[.~{x-a){x h){x-c) I

PF

where P, P', V are known, and k has still to be found. An easy

step further is made by inquiring as to the degree of h, it being
noted in this connection that the degree on the one side is n,

and that on the other side the degree of P= |w('n 1), the

degree of P' likewise =Jn(7i 1), and the degree of V= n*.

The resultant degree of PP'/V on the right is therefore inferred

to be

= 71

and as a consequence the degree of k must be zero. In other

words, k must be constant in regard to x,y,z, , a,b,c,

so that for its full determination the best thing to do is to select

as easy a special case as possible. Cauchy's choice falls on the

case where x= a, y= b, z= c, ;
and preparatory for this

substitution he transforms the above result,

into
2^l'^{x-a){y-bXz-c)....l

- ^- Y '

k.FF = V.y r, r^ 1^, r 1.
-^^ L (x a)(y b){z c) 1

"
^Jl'^ix-aXy-bXz-c)....]'

As for the right side of this, it has to be noted that, since V
contains each of the binomials xa, y b, zc, once and

once only, any one of the 1.2.3 .... w terms under 2 will vanish

when the substitution

x,y,z, .... = a,b,c, ....

is made, unless the denominator of the term also contains cdl

the said binomials. But by reason of the interchanges which

produce the other denominators, the first term is the only one
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of this kind : and the value of it after the substitution has

been made is

(a b){a c) (6 a){b c) {c a){c b)

an expression which, as we have already seen in the preceding

paper of Jacobi's,* is equal to

(_l)jH(n-l)p2_

As the left-hand side, /cPP', becomes under the same circumstances

A;.P2,

we have as our last desideratum

k =
(-l)i"("-l),

and are thus enabled to formulate the proposition

2jl'^(x-a)(y-b)(z-c)..J

= (-l)Mn-i)
F(x,y,z,...).V(a,b,c, . . .)

{x-a){x-b)(x-c) . . . {y-a){y-b){y-c) . . . {z-a){z-b){z-c) . . .

'

a noteworthy result which in later notation takes the form

(a;~a)-i {x-by {x-cy ...

(2/-<*)-^ iy-h)-^ (y-c)-' ...

(z-ay (z^by (z-cy ...

^ ^

F{x).F(y).F{z)...
'

where n is the number of variables, and

F{x) = (x-a)(x-b)(x-c)

Since Y= F(x).F(y).F{z) . . . . , the first term of the alternating aggregate

may be written

x-a' y-b
'

z-c'
' ' '

which, on the substitution being made, becomes

F(a).F'(6).F'(f)....;

and it is this form which in Jacobi is replaced by (-l)i"('''"i)p2.



CHAPTER XIII.

JACOBIANS FROM THE YEAR 1815 TO 1841.

It is not improbable that determinants in which the number of

a row is distinguished by differentiation with respect to a

definite variable, and in which the number of a column is

distinguished by a particular function set for differentiation,

may have appeared long before the time of Cauchy and Jacobi,

the likelihood probably being the greater the fewer the number

of functions and variables involved. There can be little doubt,

for example, that expressions like

du dv du dv

dx "dy dy dx

may be found repeatedly in the writings of mathematicians

belonging to the eighteenth century. It would appear, however,
that the first who got beyond the second order, and clearly

associated the expressions with determinants, was Cauchy.

CAUCHY (1815).

[Thdorie de la propagation des ondes k la surface d'un fluide

pesant d'une profondeur indefinie. M^m. pr^ent^ par
divers savants d VAcad. roy. des Sci. de I'Inst. de

France .... i. pp. 1-312 (1827) ;
or (Euvres completes,

V s^r. i. pp. 5-318.]

Cauchy was a competitor for the prize for mathematical

analysis in the 'concours' of 1815, and gained the prize. His

work, however, like others belonging to that interesting political
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period, was not printed until long afterwards. In the form

which it takes in the collected works the essay proper extends

to only 108 pages, the remaining 210 being occupied with notes :

this was probably due to the circumstances under which the

paper was first written. In the same way is explained the

writer's action in referring in it to himself by name, the object

being to preserve his anonymity.
There is only one passage in it which directly concerns the

student of determinants, but it is interesting from more than

one point of view. The exact wording of the passage (pp. 11,12)
is as follows:

"Cela pose, concevons que le sommet de la molecule m, auquel
appartenaient, dans le premier instant, les trois coordonnees a, h, c,

se trouve, au bout de temps t, transporte en un point dont les

coordonn6es soient x, y, z. Les trois aretes de la molecule qui
aboutissaient au sommet dont il s'agit, et qui, dans Torigine, se

trouvaient parall^les aux trois axes des coordonnees, auront alors

cess6 de I'Stre, et les projections de ces memes aretes sur les axes
dont il s'agit, projections qui dans I'origine etaient respectivement
egales,

pour la premiere arete a da, 0, 0,

pour la seconde, a . . . . 0, db, 0,

pour la troisi^me, k ... 0, 0, dc,

seront alors devenues

pour la premiere arete -^da, -^da, ~ da,
da da da

pour la seconde -?r^^> tt ^^> ^-r-db,
db do do

pour la troisi^me -r-dc, -^dc, i^dc.
dc dc dc

II est ais^ d'en conclure (voir la Note I.) que le volume de la molecule,
qui ^tait primitivement egal k

da db dc,

sera devenu, aut bout du temps t,

/dx dy dz dz dy dz dx dy dz dx dy dz

\da db dc da dc db db da dc db dc da

_(hdydz dz dy dz\
;

ji j

dc db da dc dadbj
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et, comme ces deux volumes doivent etre equivalents, on aura, par
suite,

dx dy dz dx dy dz dx dy dz dx dy dz

du db dc da dc db db da dc db dc da

dx dy dz dx dy dz _ ^

dc db da dc da db

Si, pour plus de simplicite, on fait usage de la notation adoptee par
M. Cauchy dans son Mimoire sur les fondums symMriques* I'equation

prendra la forme suivante :

K"^ dadb dc)
~

'

le signe S etant relatif k la permutation des trois lettres a, b, c."

Here we have clearly the Jacobian of x, y, z with respect to

a, b, c: and we have it expressed also in the determinant

notation then in use.

The second point of interest is centred in the note to which

the author directs his reader. This note, which consists merely
of the formal statement of a theorem, and extends to only ten

lines, is as follows :

"Si Ton rapporte la position des sommets d'un parallelepipede a
trois plans rectangulaires des x, y, et z; que Ton designe par A, B, C,
les longueurs des trois aretes de ce parallel6pipede qui aboutissent k

un meme sommet, et par

Aj, Bj, Cp
Aj, ij2> ^2

A3, -D3, L-g,

les projections respectives des memes aretes sur les axes des x, y, et z,

le volume du parallelepipede aura pour mesure

AjB^Cg
-
AjBgCa + A2B3Cj

-
A2BiC3 + AgBjCg

-
AjBgCj

= S( A.B^Cg)."

* There is a curious oversight here. In a footnote, Cauchy says
" Le M^moire

dont il est ici question a ^t4 imprim^ en partie dans le xvii*. Cahier du Journal

de r^cole Polytechnique." Now, as a matter of fact, there is no memoir bearing
this title. The well-known memoirs contained in Cahier xvii. are headed
" M^moire sur le nombre des valeurs . . . ." and '* Memoire sur les fonctions

qui . . . ." The second part of the latter bears the approximate designation,

"Des fonctions sym^triques altem^es . . . ."; but the notation in question
occurs in both parts. It is also not clear what was intended by the words
'

imprim^ en partie
'

in Cauchy's footnote. Both in the original and in the

reprint four signs are twice printed incorrectly, and in the reprint 3'a have been

substituted for d's of the original.
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Here we have one of those so-called "applications of deter-

minants to geometry
"
which are often supposed to belong to

a much later date.

CAUCHY (1822).

[Memoire sur I'int^gration des equations lineaires aux differences

partielles et a coefficiens constans. Journ. de VJ^c. Polyt,
xii. 19 Cahier pp. 511-592

;
or (Euvres completes, 2 ser. i.]

Here again but under quite different circumstances the same

form of determinant presents itself to Cauchy. Having found

the value of a certain multiple integral to be

(2x)

where D = 2 ab'c" . . .
,
he adds

"
II est essential d'observer que si Ton d^signe par L le denominateur

commun des fractions qui represents les valeurs de
, v, w, . . . . tirees

des Equations
dU dU dM
U^ + V-r- + lO-j + . . . = 1,

(Ifj,
av air

cm dN rfN
u-j y- v-j- + w^ + . . .

=
1,

dfi dv d-rr

d? dP dP
U-j h V-y- + W-j h . . .

=
1,

dfi. dv dir

et par L^ ce qui devient L quand on y pose

/*
=

/*0'
" = "c ^^ = ^0.

on aura identiquement
D = Lo."

JACOBI (1829).

[Exercitatio algebraica circa discerptionem singularem frac-

tionum, quae plures variabiles involvunt. Crelle's Journal,

V. pp. 344-364
;
or Werke, iii. pp. 67-90 : also abstract in

Nouv. Annates de Math., iv. pp. 533-535.]

To the great mathematician whose name was ultimately
associated with determinants of this special form, they first
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appeared in a totally different connection. He was considering^
a problem of the partition of a fraction with composite de-

nominator into others whose denominators are factors of the

original, and the paper to which we have come concerns given
fractions of the form

{ax+by-t)-\h'y+ afx - f)
" ^

,

{ax+ hy-\-c2-ty\h'y-\-c'z+a'x-t')-\c"z+a"x-\-h"y^t'')-\

The expansions of these clearly contain a variety of terms, the

reciprocal of each linear expression contributing negative powers
of its first term and positive powers of the others; and the

'discerptio singularis' consists in obtaining fractions which

produce, each of them, the aggregate of the terms of a par-
ticular type found in the expansion. Thus, to take the simplest

example, viz.,
{ax+ hy)-\h'y-^ax)-\

it is seen that the expansion of {ax+hy)'^ will contain one term

with negative power of x and others with a negative power of

X and a positive power of y, that the reverse will be the case

in the expansion of (h'y+ a'x)'^, and that the product of the

two expansions will therefore contain a term \nx~^y-^,a. series

of terms with negative powers of x and positive powers of y,

and a series of terms with positive powers of x and negative

powers of y. Now Jacobi establishes the identity

{ax+hyY^h'y-^a'xy = |a6'|-i(
- 1. A^ - 1. ^__\^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ' '

\xy X ax+lyy y by-\-ax)

where on the right there are three parts ;
and as the first is a

term in x~^y~^, the second equivalent to a series of terms con-

sisting of negative powers of x and positive powers of y, and the

third equivalent to a series of terms consisting of negative

powers of y and positive powers of x, it is clear that the three

portions of the expansion of (ax+by)-\b'y-{-a'x)-^ have been

isolated and summed.

Now it will be noticed that a common factor of the three parts

is the reciprocal of the determinant |a6'|, or as Jacobi, following

Cauchy, writes it (ab'). The corresponding factor in the next

case, where there are three linear expressions and three variables,
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is found to be {ab'c")~^ ;
and Jacobi then makes a generalisation

regarding the first of the partial fractions in each case, viz., to

the effect that the coefficient of

in the expansion of

i.e. of

(ax+bx^+cx2+ ....)-'^(b\+ c'x.^+ . . . .)-^ {c"x^+ ....)"^
is

(ab'c"....)-\

the result being, so to speak, the discovery of the generating
function of the reciprocal of a determinant.

Shortly after this follows the passage which is interesting in

the history of Jacobians. It stands as follows :

" At theorematis, de quibus in hac commentatione agimus et quorum
mode mentionem injecimus, latissimam coiiciliare licet extensionem,

Ponamus enim, u-t, u^-t', ... . iam series esse quaslibet, sive finitas

sive infinitas, ad dignitates integras positivas elementorum x, a^j,
. . . .

procedentes, quarum serierum t, t', . . . . sint termini constantes. Sint

porro in seriebus illis u, u^, u.2, termini, qui primus ipsorum x, x^y

X.2,
.... dignitates continent, respective ax, b'x^, c'x^, ... ., ac ponamus,

uti in casu lineari, fractiones (u
-
ty^, (u^

-
/')~^, {u.2

-
t")~^, evolvi

respective ad dignitates descendentes terminorum ax, h'Xy^, d'x^,
Vocemus porro A determinantem difFerentialium partialium sequentium :

3m 3w 9tt 3m

3x' Sxj' BiCg'

'

3a;_i
*

3mj 3mj ?>u^ Smj
'dx* S^i' 9X2' ^-Cn-l'

91*2 ^2 ^'^-2 ^"2
"dx

'

Bxj' ^Xo'
'

^-i'

3m_i 9m_i 3w_i 3w-i
9z '

3^1
'

Sxg
'

' *
'

3a;_i
"

Erit e.g. pro tribus functionibus u, u^, u^, tribusque variabilibus x, y, z:

dx dy dz dx dz 'dy dy dx dz

3u2 3m 3mi 3m 3mj 3m2 du du^ du^
dz dy dx dy dz dx dz dx dy

^
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quam patet expressionem casu, quo m, Mj, u^, sunt expressiones lineares,

in expressionem ipsius A supra exhibitam redire. Quibus positis dico,

siquidem x=p, x^=Pi, ^'^^P^^ ...., x,i-i=Pn-\ satisfaciant aequa-
tionibus u = t, u^

=
t', u^

= t"
, , m_i = ^'""^', producti

A

{u-t){u,-f){u^-t")....{u,,_^-t^'^-'^y

dictum in modum evoluti, partem eam, quae omnium simul elementorum

z, x^, . . . dignitates negativas neque ullius positivas continet, ut supra
in casu multo simpliciore, fieri

1

It will be observed that Jacobi looks temporarily upon the

ordinary determinant (ab'c" ...) as the particular case of the

Jacobian in which the involved functions are linear in all

the variables concerned.

JACOBI (1830).

[De resolutione aequationum per series infinitas. Crelle's

Journal, vi. pp. 257-286
;
or Werke, vi. pp. 26-61.]

Although the general subject here is new, there is a certain

link of connection with the preceding paper, in that one of

the results of that paper is employed, and also that Jacobi is

using once more the method of 'generating functions.'

Passing over the first two cases, let us note how he proceeds
with a set of three equations and three variables. As a pre-

liminary he introduces after the manner of the preceding cases

the determinant of the partial differential coefficients, the

sentence in regard to it being [page 263]

"Ut similia eruamus de tribus functionibus, tres variabiles z, y, z

involventibus f{x, y, z), ij>{x, y, z), \^(.r, y, z) adnotetur aequatio identica :

'

d[4>'{yW{z)-4>'{^W{y)] ^ d[<i>'(z),p'(x)-<t>'(x)^(.'iz)]

'dx dy

d[<t>'{x)i.'(y)-<f>'(y)rp'(x)] _^
dz

"'

quam differentiationibus exactis facile probas. E qua, posito brevitatis

causa

V= f'{x)[<l>'(y)rP'{z)-<i>'{z)^/.'{y)]

+ f{z)[<i>'(x)^'{y)-<f>'{y)^P'{x)],
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fluit sequens :

-df[<i>'{yW{z)-4>'{z)rp'{y)\
^

df[<i.'(z)f(x)-<t>'{x)r}^'iz)]

3a; 'dy

dz

Here the concluding identity has to be noted. He then

establishes certain results concerning the coefficient of x~^y~^z~^
in the expansion of V, or, as he writes this coefficient,

Thus prepared he attacks the given equations (p. 284)

a = ax +hy + ez + dx'^ + exy + ,

T = a'x + h'y + c'z + d'x^ + ^'xy + . . . ,

i; = a"x 4- h"y + c"z + d"x'^ + e"xy + . . . ;

obtains first the derived set

8 Ax + ax^ + ^xy + yy^ + . . .

t = Ay + a'x^ + I3'xy + y'^/^ + . . .

u = Az + aV + /3"xy + y"2/' +
*

where the values of s, A, a, . . .
, t, A, a, ... , u, A, a", . . . are

sufficiently suggested* by giving one of them, viz.,

A = (a6V');

and then seeks to find any function of the roots, F(x, y, z) say,

in the form of a series proceeding according to powers of the

constants s, t, u, the result being that the coefficient of s^i^u*" in

the said series is shown to be in general

[ Fjx, y,z).V
-]

Lx^+iY?+iZ'-+iJa;-i2/-i^-i,

where X, Y, Z are the variable members of the derived set of

equations, and V is the determinant of their partial differential

coefficients with respect to x, y, z.

In later notation the derived equations would of course be written-

ff
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No other case is dealt with, but the paper closes with the

sentence

"Quae autem hactenus de duabus, tribus aequationibus inter duas,
tres variabiles propositis protulimus, eadem facilitate ad numerum

guemlibet aequationwr^ et variabilium extenduntur."

JACOBI (1832, 1833).

[De transformatione et determinatione integralium duplicium
commentatio tertia. Grelle's Journal, x. pp. 101-128; or

Werke, iii. pp. 159-189.]

[De binis quibuslibet functionibus homogeneis secundi ordinis

per substitutiones lineares in alias binas transformandis,

quae solis quadratis variabilium constant; una cum variis

theorematis de transformatione et determinatione integral-

ium multiplicium. Grelle's Journal, xii. pp. 1-69 ; or

Werke, iii. pp. 191-268.]

The latter of these memoirs is by far the more important ;
in

fact, it may be fully described as the summation and develop-
ment of a series of memoirs of which the former is the last. As
is natural, therefore, six pages of it at the outset are occupied
with an introduction, in which the main points of the said series

of papers are recapitulated. Seven-and twenty pages are then

devoted to
" Problema I," which may be roughly characterised in

later phraseology as the problem of the linear transformation

of an 7i-ary quadric. Then follows " Problema II," the solution

of which occupies pages 34-50. Its subject is the transformation

of a very general multiple integral, and is closely connected with

the subject of the preceding problem by reason of the fact

that the integrand involves a power of an 7i-ary quadric. It is

in this portion of the memoir that the special form of deter-

minant which we are now considering makes its appearance.
From two particular results in the previous papers referred to,

Jacobi infers the existence of a general theorem which he states,

adding that the demonstration is, however, not so easy, and that

as a contribution towards it he wiU enunciate certain general

theorems, the proofs of which for the sake of brevity are

suppressed. His starting-point is the following :
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^f iv $2' '
> ^n-2 ^^ (^'^y given functions of i/j, ug,

. . . , Un-2 then

From this he proceeds to cases where there are additional ^
functions not independent of the others, enunciating and proving
the result where there is one connecting equation, contenting
himself with the mere enunciation for the case where there are

two connecting equations, and leaving these to suggest the

general theorem. The two enunciations are

Theorema 1. Datis ^i, ^a? > ^n-i ^ functionibvs ipsarum Vj, v^, ...
,

^n-u si inter variabiles illas datur aequaiio

F(^i, ^..., ^-i) = 0,
erit

~W^ V^ Bvj 9v2

*

3v_J 3F

Theorema 2. Z^a^w ^j, ^2* ^n ut fundioniims ipsarum v^, v^, . . .
, v,

t inter variabiles illas proponuntur diuie aequationes :

F(^i,^2, ....,^) = 0, ^{^ $...., U = 0,

His third theorem is a special case of his first, and may therefore

be passed over. Then we have

Theorema 4. Supponamus ^j, ^2 > ^n-i <^a^ esse sub forma
fradionum

^1
~

u ' ^2
-

u ' ' Cn-i
-

^

9uj 9^2 9v_i u" ^ dv^ dv^ 9v_i

ubi in altera summa inter indices permutandos etiam referri debet index

seu index deficiens.

From this is deduced

Theorema 5. Si loco fundionum u, u^, U2, . . . . Un_i ponitur

u u, Uo u_,
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designa/nie t aliam furidionem guamlibet, eapressio

/ J i u

obit in

I

LV J.11 ?lil 5}!2 ^n-l

9ti m differentiationiius instituendis denominaiorem communem t it/ con-

stantem considerare licet.

The last of the series is

Theoreha 6. Sint u, Uj, Hj, . . .
, u^.i expressiones lineares aliarium

fundionum w, Wj, Wg, . . .
, w_i, datae per aeqtuUiones huius modi

fii

Uk = OfcW + O^Wj + O^Wj + ... + Ok 'w_i

*"s^^ 3^ =
(S*'"'"'

"- JiS*" a;;,' a^j
to which is added the remark that if there were one additional

independent variable v we should similariy have

CATALAN (1839).

[Sur la transformation des variables dans les int^grales multiples.

M^moires cowronnis par VAcad4m,ie . . . de BnuceUes,
xiv. 2* partie, 47 pp.]

Having devoted the first part (pp. 7-18) of his memoir to

the properties of determinants (see above pp. 224-226) Catalan

is ready to use them in the second part in dealing with his

main problem, viz., that specified in the title.

The integral as given being

JF(a;i,
iCj,

. . .
, xjda^ .dx^.... dx^,

and the equations connecting x^, x^, ..., x^ with the new vari-

ables Uj, Uj, . . .
,
u being

01
= 0. 02

= 0' . 0n = 0.

he first seeks to remove the variable x^. In doing this
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X2, ajg,
. . .

,
aj are constants, and the connecting equations in-

volve the n-\-l variables
x^^, u^, u^, . . .

, u^, so that he obtain

d(j)^ ^01
^'^i + ;7?^'^i + ;7p^^2++ ;7?^^n = 0,

du^ du.

^dx 4-^du 4-^dv -4-

#1,
du^

A.^(JU -

dx^
^

rtUi
^

aitg

and thence j^
(XfiXj-t ^^ ^"

-pv Ot''W'-| .

^1

+^:'^''"='

By dealing similarly with x^, x^,

reached is

in succession the result

dx
N N N

J
. dX^ . . dX-n = ( i) ^ y^ yT-

. 0(Uj duo dur,

and as N2=Dj, N3=D2, ,
N = D^_i, the ultimate form is

N
dx^ . dx^ dxn = (-)" j^ du^ . du^ dun,

where "
Nj est le denominateur de la valeur des inconnues dans

les Equations

^z 4-^z -\- 4-^z - 1

du^

^z 4-^2 -I- 4-^2 -1
du^ dUa

dur,

d<t>2

dUr.

O^Wo ciu-.

tandis que D est celui qui correspond aux Equations

^l-y +^y + 4.^1/ -1 1J^ yi T^ J i/2 T^ T 7 Un i.

dx^ dx. Q/Oufi

^y A.^y A. -L^ y -1
C&, da;, CLOufi

^y +^y A. A-^y -1
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a lengthy and (because of its y's and z'q and I's) an awkward

way of saying that

N = Vfi^.^ .... ^^
^ ^\ dub^ du^ duj

and D =
S(=tg-|--^>

Catalan refers to Lagrange and 'others' for the cases w= 2,

71= 3, but does not mention Jacobi's paper of 1833.*

JACOBI (1841).

[De determinantibus functionalibus. Crelle's Journal, xxii. pp.

319-359 ; or Werke, iii. pp. 393-438
;
or Stackel's translation

' Ueber die Functionaldeterminanten,' 72 pp. Leipzig (1896).]

Up to this point, as will have been evident, the special

determinants which we are considering have turned up merely

incidentally in the course of other work. Now, however, we

come upon a separate and direct investigation of their properties,

the memoir under consideration being the second of the three

portions into which Jacobi divided his formal exposition of the

theory of determinants. From the mere fact that separate

treatment is bestowed by him on only one other special form, it

is clear that the subject of the memoir had come to be considered

of particular importance. The same is rendered still more

strikingly apparent when it is recalled that of the 87 pages

occupied by the whole expasition, as many as 41 are devoted to

this second portion concerning a subordinate form, while only 34

are assigned to what we are bound to consider the main portion,

viz., that dealing with determinants in general.

At the outset the preceding memoir ' De formatione et pro-

prietatibu8 determinantium
'

is referred to, and intimation made

that there is now about to be considered the special case where

the elements are partial differential-quotients of a set of n
functions each of the same n independent variables, and that in

this case the special name functional determinants may with

*0n the question of the authorship of the theorem of transformation see

Mansion, P. : Discours sur les travaux math^matiques de M. Eugene-Charles
Catalan. M^. de la Soc. B. des Sci. (Li6ge), 2 s^r. xii. pp. (1-38) 10-12.
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convenience be used. Jacobi takes pains, however, to explain
that this relation of general to particular may appropriately be

taken in reverse order, going, in fact, so far as to say that from

the properties of functional determinants the properties of what
he calls algebraic determinants may be deduced. He is careful

to note also another relationship of the same kind, his statement

being that in various questions relating to a system of functions

the functional determinant is the analogue of the single differ-

ential-quotient in the case of a function of one variable.

The subject of the notation of partial differential-quotients is

then entered on at some length (pp. 320-323), and the decision

made to use d in the manner which soon afterwards came to be

familiar. The insufficiency of this notation is not forgotten,

however, although its advantages over the different devices of

Euler and Lagrange are recognised, his illustrative example

being the case of where is a function of x and u, and u is

a function of x and y. He puts the whole matter in a nutshell

when he says that it is not enough to specify the function to be

operated on and the particular independent variable with respect

to which the differentiation is to be performed, but that it is

equally necessary to indicate the involved quantities which are

to be viewed as constants during the operation.*

*
I may state in passing that in 1869 when lecturing on the subject I found

it very useful to write

<px, !/, z, JSf t,UfV, ....
in place of

^(x,y,z), f(s,t,u,v), ....

and then indicate the number of times the function had to be differentiated with

respect to any one of the variables by writing that number on the opposite side

of the vinculum from the said variable ; thus

13 2

<t>x,y,z

meant the result of dififerentiating once with respect to x, thrice with respect to y,

and twice with respect to z.

Using this notation to illustrate Jacobi's example, we see that if it were given
that

z = <^x,u
we should have

^5- <px,u ;ox T^ > '

but that if it were given that

2 = (fiXyU and u = Y^fV
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The dependence or independence of equations is the next pre-

liminary subject (pp. 323-325), the starting-point being the

definition of an identical equation as one in which every term is

destructive of another, and from which, therefore, it is impossible
to express one of the involved quantities in terms of the rest.

On this the definition of mutually independent equations is

made to hang, such equations being defined as those of which no

one at the outset is an identical equation nor can be transformed

into an identical equation by aid of the others. Then taking

m+1 equations,

u = 0, Uj = 0, , u, =

involving n-\-l quantities x, x^, ..., x^ he contemplates the

possibility of solving u = for x in terms of
ajj, x^, . . .

, x^, and

the substitution of the expression in place of x in the remaining

equations. The latter equations as altered he supposes to be

dealt with in the same way, and the process continued until

A;-f 1 quantities have been eliininated and 7n k equations left

involving a;j4.j, Xf.^^^ *. Reasoning from this, he concludes

that a number of given equations are mutually independent
or not according as by their help the same number of involved

quantities can or can not be expressed in terms of the remaining

quantities. In this connection he does not omit to draw

attention to the existence of exceptional cases, such as that in

which two of the quantities, x,^, x^, say, occur indeed in all

the equations, but always in the form x^+Xj,; and this leads

him, for the sake of greater definiteness, to introduce the

qualifying phrase,
' with respect to certain quantities

'

in using
the expression

'

mutually independent.' His words are

"Aequationes u = 0, u^
= 0, ..,, m,

= quibus totidem quantitates
X, x^, . . .

, c,'quas involvant, determinantur, harum quantitatum respedu
dico a se independentes."

From the independence of equations he naturally passes ( 4)

to the independence of functions, with the remark that exactly

Ptz.

then we should not be certain as to the meaning of .5, as it would stand for
ox

I 1 1 J

<f>x,u or <f>z,u + <f>x,u.^x,i/

according as u or y was to be considered constant.
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similar propositions are found to hold in regard to the latter, a

statement which it is not hard to believe when we recall that

any function, x^-\-y^ ^y say, may be denoted by a functional

symbol, / say, the equation f=x'--\-y^ ^xy thus resulting;

and that any non-identical equation connecting two or more

quantities implies that any one of the latter is a function of

the others. Functions of several variables are said to be

mutually independent when no one of them is constant or can be

expressed in terms of the rest. This is extended and made more

definite by saying that if functions of x, x-^^
. . . . ,

involve

also the quantities a, a^, a^, . . .
,

the functions are said

to be mutually independent with respect to the quantities

X, iCj, . . .
, Xn if no equation subsists between the functions

and the quantities a, a^, a^, . . . These definitions will suJEce to

indicate the analogy above referred to, and the deduced

propositions (pp. 325-327) need not be entered on.

All this introductory matter having been disposed of, Jacobi

proceeds ( 5, p. 327) to deal with the subject proper, his

starting-point being the fact that if there be n-l-l functions

/, /i, /g, ...,/ of the same number of variables x, x^, . . .
, a;

there arise in connection with these the (n+ l)^ quantities

-dx^

The determinant formed therefrom, viz.,

^ dx dx-^

'

dXn

he calls the " determinant pertaining to the functions /, /j, ", fn
of the variables x, x^, ..., x,,," or the "determinant of the

functions /, /i, .,/, with respect to the variables x, ajj,
. . .

, x,^"

The case where n = is then referred to in a line, after

which cases are taken up where it is the functions that are

specialised. The first of these is that in which

Jm+l ^^
^m+l) Jm+2 ^^

"^m+i) > Jn ^^ ^n>

it being pointed out of course that the order of the determinant

is then lowered, being equal to

y+?/.M .... ?^.
^~dx 90?! dXm
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Another is that in which the functions fm+i, fm+2, . /n do not

involve the variables x, x^, ... , ic^, the peculiarity then being
that the determinant breaks up into two factors similar to itself,

being equal to

dX dx^ dXm''^ 9aJm+i ^m+2 ^n'

The important proposition regarding a vanishing functional

determinant is then dealt with ( 6), viz., the proposition
" functionum a se non independentium evanescere Determinans,

functiones quarum Determinans evanescat non esse a se inde-

pendentes." The proof of the first part of it opens with the

assertion that since the functions are not mutually independent,

there must exist an equation

n(/,/i,....,/) = o

such that on substituting for /, /j, . . . . /n their expressions in

terms oi x, x^, . . . .
, Xn we shall obtain an identity. From this

by differentiating separately with respect to x, x^^,
. . . . ,Xn there

is obtained the set of equations

= ^ an 9A m -dU m

dXn df dXn 3/i

'

dXn S/n
*

Then it is recalled that in a set of linear equations

OiiO;, + Ui^i + . . . + aia;, = 01

^iH^l "T *n2^2 4" + (^nnf^n "J

the determinant of the coefiicients must vanish unless all the

unknowns vanish. And as the vanishing of

an an an
a/' a/,'

'

a/n

would imply that the expression n(/,/i, ,/n) was free of
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/,/i, ,/, the conclusion is reached that the determinant

of the coeflBcients of these differential-quotients must vanish,

i.e., that the functional determinant

V-t^t.M Ml = 0.
dx dx^ dXn

The proof of the converse proposition, Jacobi owns, is
*

paullo

prolixior.' It is of the kind improperly known as 'inductive,'

and the first part ( 7) of it goes to show that if the proposition

holds in the case of y]7^-~ " ^ it will also hold in the
OCj 0X2 OXn

case of S^ 'o^ "*
^"T-

-^ ^ preliminary, there is estab-

lished the lemma that

J/ f, fj, fg, . . .
, fn are mutuxdly independent, then

y 3f 3f, Sfn ^ /3i\y_^3fi_ 9^2 ^^ dx dx^'" 3Xn \dxJ
^

""9xi

*

3x2
' '

9^n'

where the brackets enclosing a differential-quotient are Tneant

to indicate that f there is to be taken as a function of
X f f f

' 1> 2' ' 'n*

Denoting the cofactors of

^ 9/ ^
?>X' dx^'

' ' '
'

dXn

in the determinant 2 =r^ ^ . ::/^ by
dx Saij dXn

A, Aj, . . .
,
A

we have of course

dx dx^
^

dx dx^
^
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remaining variable x and /i, /2, . . . , /nJ and as a consequence
it is possible by substituting for x^, x^, . . .

, a; to obtain / in

terms also of x, f^, f^, ... , /. Differentiating / with respect

to 33, ajj,
. . .

, ajft, and using brackets to indicate that the /
within them is to be viewed as a function not of a;, Xj, . .

,

but of aj, /i, . . . , /n, we have

3a; \dx)
"^

\dfj 'dx
"^

XdfJ 9x
'^ ' ^

\dfj 3x'

"dx \dfj -dx^
"^

Va/^y 3a;
"^ "^

Va/y 9x-

From these, on multiplying both sides of the first by A, both

sides of the second by A^, and so on, and then adding in columns,

there is obtained, with the help of the w+l equations immedi-

ately preceding,

S-|f--i =
(|)A + OH.O+.... + 0,

which is what was to be proved.*

Now suppose that in any way it has been established that if

S ^ :4^ = 0, the functions involved are not mutually

*
Using this theorem upon itself we have

provided that on the right /is expressed as a function of x, f\, f^, ....,/, and

/i as a function of x, Xj, /j, f; and ultimately

^-t Ox dx^ da;,, \ox)\dxj \ox/

provided that in every instance on the right /^ is expressed as a function of

A theorem like this ultimate case Jacobi enunciates and proves quite indepen-

dently at the end of his memoir (v. 18). The one, however, is seen to include

the other if we note the simple fact that

3'3xi 9x, ^ 3ii*3,., 5c
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independent, and that the next higher case is to be investigated,

viz., where S^-|^ '-"^ = ^' Of the w+1 functions

involved in the latter determinant the last n of them must

either be independent or not. If they are not independent,
there is nothing more to be proved. And if they be mutually

independent, then the lemma gives

and therefore

(I)
= 0.

for it is impossible that the functional determinant A could be 0,

as the functions involved in it are by hypothesis mutually inde-

pendent. The vanishing of (:^j however implies that x is not

involved in/; and this, if we bear in mind the meaning of the

brackets, further implies that / is a function of only fi,/^, ,fn

that is to say, that /, /i, /2 , , / are not mutually independent.
There now only remains to establish the proposition for the

case where the determinant is of the second order, that is to

say, where

^.^ _ ^.M =

Here the function /^ must involve both variables, or only one of

them, X say, or be a constant. If it be not a constant, x^ is

expressible in terms of /^ or at most in terms of /^ and x, and

thus, by substitution, / is expressible in terms of the same. In

this way we have

'dx \dx)
^

XdfJ -dx

?)x^ \df-^/ dx^ ^

and therefore, by elimination of (:^ )
>

\dx/ dx^ dx oCj dx-j^
'dx

'

= 0.
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Now it cannot be that the second factor on the left vanishes,

because /j is known to involve
ajj ; consequently

\dx)
0.

From this it follows that of the two variables /^ and x,

supposed to be involved in /, the second is awanting, and that

therefore / is expressible in terms of /^ alone. Our result thus

is that either /^ is a constant or that / and /^ are dependent.
The general theorem being thus established, Jacobi refers in

a line or two to the corresponding contrapositive proposition,

viz., that if the functional determinant do not vanish, the

functions are mutuaUy in^dependent, and to the contrapositive

of the converse, viz., that if the functions be Tnutv/iUy in-

dependent, the functionnal determinant cannot vanish. Finally,

in recalling the ultimate case where the determinant is of

order 1, he notes that, as in that case, so generally the four

propositions may be combined in a single enunciation, viz.,

According as the functions f, f^, . . .
, f^ of x, Xj, . . . , x^ are

n^t or are mutually independent, the functional deterTninant

does or does not vanish.

The next subject taken up ( 8) is the solution of a set of

linear equations

-bx""^ -bxj^^
'

^f^r + ^^^r +
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mutually independent. But this being the case it follows that

X, x^, ...,Xn are expressible in terms of /, /j, ..., /, and, as

a consequence of substitution, that any other function
(j>

of

a;, ccj, ..., is expressible in terms of the same, thus giving us

dfk

~
dx

'

9/t dXj^

'

9/ifc

+ 90 dx^

9 S/fc

Now if we turn to our set of equations, and multiply by

9a5fc SiCj.

respectively, with the result

(a).

9/

dx df
^

dx^ df
1 ^

dx d/\
^

dx, df,
"^1 ^

+
dxn df"^^- df''

+
9^. 9//-9//i'

dx dfj^dx^'dfj^'^
dfn ^ _ dXj,

it is evident from (a) that on adding column-wise we shall

find the coefficients of all the unknowns equal to zero, except
the coefficient of x^ which is unity, and therefore that

9/71

Jacobi is thus led to formulate the proposition :

"Sint variabilium x, x . . .
,
x functiones/, /j, ...,/ a se invicem

independentes, si proponetur hoc aequationum linearium systema,

dx dx. ^

9/

dx dx- dx

dx 9xj
^

9a;/''
"
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earum resolutio semper est possibilis et determinata eruntique in-

cognitarum valores :

dx dx dx '
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expression for the cofactor of any element of the functional

determinant.

Before leaving this part of the subject it may be noted that

Jacobi discusses with equal fulness a set of linear equations
in which the determinant of the coefficients is the conjugate

(as it afterwards came to be called) of the functional deter-

minant, with the result that the practical 'rule' above given
is shown to hold here also.

The expression obtained for the cofactor of any element of the

functional determinant is utilised ( 9) to find an equally

interesting expression for the differential-quotient of the func-

tional determinant with respect to a quantity a which may
be X, x^, ... or any other involved in the functions. As R

can be considered a function of its {n+Vf elements ~, it is

3R
3a

9&'
clear that :^ is expressible as the sum of {n+Vf terms of the

form

9R a^Cfc

This, however, by substitution of the expression just referred to,

becomes

T> "Bj OX^

or

so that we have

3^

i=n k=n on/i

3R _pV V_3a 9^
da -^Zj Zj-dx,' -df,'
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or, as Jacobi puts it,

d log R __ da da da

~^d;r~ df
+

df,
"^ +

df/
With this theorem is associated another having no connection

with it save the fact that the proof of it is dependent on the use

of the same expression for the cofactor of an element of the

functional determinant. Recalling the general theorem proved
in his memoir De formatioTie . . . viz.,

S AA; . . . AL""
= (2 aa; . . . aj^^. 2 ai^^ . . . af',

he applies it to the functional determinant, viz., to the case where

a'f' =

and where the cofactor
dxt'

aH) _ p^t

The immediate result, on dividing both sides by R**, is

dx dx^

The theorem

9/n dx dx^

aaj'Saji

""
dXn'

"^
df'dfi

dXn

9/
= S -^frTO+1

dx:

^1 = s-l 3

already obtained, is the special case of this wherem= 0. Another

special case is at the other extreme, viz., where m= n, when we
have

-^ dx dx^

^^df'Wx
dx^

-dfn ^ dx dXj^ dXn

the generalisation- or the analogue, as Jacobi would seem to

prefer to view it of the theorem

^ = 1
.

dx cl^'

dy

The next part (10) of the subject relates to the case where

the functions, whose functional determinant is sought, are not
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given explicitly in terms of the variables where, in fact, we
have n+1 functions of x, x^, ..., x^, f, /j, , /, viz.,

F = 0, Fi = 0, , F, = 0,

and where we are asked to find

Differentiating any one of the F's with respect to any one of the

x'a we have

3F,3F,^3I\3^ 3F,3^
dx,

"^
df dx,'^ 3/i dx,

"^ "^
df^'dx^'

7)F
which may be viewed as giving an expression for

^--*. Using

this expression (n+iy times we obtain for

^ ^ ^ dx dXi dXn

an equivalent determinant each of whose elements is the sum of

71+1 products, and which from the multiplication-theorem we
know to be equal to

^ SF 3Fj aPV, ^ df 3A ^
^"^df d/\ dfn ^"^dX dX^ -dXn

It thus follows that the result sought is

^ -bx -dx^

'

-dXn
^ ^ ^ 3F 3Fj 3F

a theorem which Jacobi again takes pains to have noted as the

analogue of the theorem which holds when F(/, a3)
= 0, viz.,

^= _3F^5F
dx~ 'df

'

'dx'

By way of corollary it is remarked that as the equations

F = 0, Fi = 0, ,
F =

cannot be more appropriately viewed as giving the /'s in terms
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of the x's than as giving the a;'s in terms of the f's, we therefore

have the twin result

^
'dx 'dx^ dXn

and consequently from the two a theorem already obtained by a

different method, viz.,

^j^-Af
dx BcCi dXn

9/9/1 9/n y^'^fM....^'^ dx dx^ dXn

Steadily pursuing his analogy, Jacobi next takes up (11) the

case where the /'s are not given immediately in terms of the x's,

but are given in terms of functions
fp, ^i, . . .

, <pp of the x's.

Here, of course, we have

M = M.^ + :^.M + .... + M.5^
dx^ 30 dXic d<p^ "dXt d(pp dX/,.

and therefore by (w-J-l)^ substitutions there is obtained for

^ dx dx-^ d^n

an equivalent determinant, each of whose elements is the sum of

7?+ 1 products. This latter determinant, however, we know from

Binet's multipKcation-theorem is equal to when 'p<n; is equal
to the product of two determinants

S9^.9A .... Ml . V^-^ ...Ml
90 301 30

^ dx dx^ dXn

when p = n\ and when p> -n, is equal to a sum of such products,

viz.,

^\^ 30 301 30
^ dx dx^ dXn]

where the different terms included under the S are got by taking
all the different sets of w+ 1 0*8 from the p+ 1 available. This

tripartite result Jacobi carefully enunciates at length in the form

of three propositions. He notes, too, that the first is practically
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a result already obtained, because the functions in that case are

not independent ;
that the second has for its analogue or ultimate

case the theorem

dx dy dx'

and similarly that the third is the extension of a result actually

used in the proof, viz.,

^ = ^.^ +^ .Ml + . ^.?^.
dx d(p dx 301 ?ix dipp dx

'

He even enunciates formally a variant of the second proposition,

calling the variant "
Proposition iv," viz.. If f, f^, . . .

, f^ be

functions of y, y^, . . .
, jj^, and it be possible to express both the

i's and the y's in terms o/ n+1 other quantities x, x^, ..., x^,

then
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o/ X, Xj, . . . , Xn, then the functional determinant of f
,
f
j t',

vdth respect to x, x^, . . . , Xn

= y> . ^.^ .... ^m . ^fm+l .... _Sfn.y^5^m+l ....^
-^ SX SXj 3Xn, 30ni+l ^0n

'^
^^m+l ^"

Here the first factor would reduce to

^ 'dx 3CCj SOTm

if it were possible to put

^m+i = ym+ij 0n+2 fm+i> <fhi
=

fn'i

hence there follows the further proposition, which Jacobi

speaks of as "prae ceteris memorabilis," that the functional
determinant of f, fj,

. . .
, fn tinth respect to x, x,, . . .

,
x

is equal to

^"^Vax/ VSxy VsxJ ^ 3x+, 9x+, 9x'

i/ </ic brackets in the first factor he taken to mean tJiat the

functions therein occurriTig, viz., f, f,,..., f are considered

to be expressed in tei'ms of x, x,, ...,x, f^.i, fm+j, . .., fn-

An extreme case of this, viz., where the first determinant factor

is of the order 1, has already been given.

In order that we may be able to substitute

\ for V j_
^0m+l . ^0m+

, ^^^

in the former of these two propositions it is necessary that from

the equations which give 0+i, 0+8, . . . , 0, in terms of x,

x^,...,x^ we obtain a;+i, +>>' in terms of the other

oj's and ^m+i, 0m+8 . 0- Consequently, we have the

proposition. If i,i^ f^ and x+,, x+j, . . . ,
x be ex-

pressed in terms of x, Xj, !.., x, ^+ 0n,+8, ..., ^ the

functional determinant of f, f,, . . .
, f^ vAth respect to

X, X,, . . .
, Xn is equal to
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M.^ .... ^ . 5Iei . ^^S2 .... ^
V*+?^1 .5s? ^^n

Similarly, in order to be able to substitute

I fQP y_i.5AnI.42 .... Ml

in the other proposition it is necessary that from the equations
which give fm+i, fm+2, ..-,/ in terms of x, x^, . . . , a; we
obtain oj^+i, 03^+2, . . .

, x^ in terms of the other x'a and

fm+i> fm+i, -, fn- Wc therefore have the result If

5e expressed in terms of

X, Xj^,
. .

, Xm, Im+ij Im+2> > 'n>

the functional determinant of f, fj, ...,fn with respect to

X, Xp , . .
, Xn, is equal to

M.^ .... ^
"3x 9x, dx^H.

9fm+l ^fm+2 ^fn

Leaving this, Jacobi harks back ( 13) to an earlier pro-

position with a view to a generalisation now possible, viz., the

proposition where the functions are given implicitly in terms of

the independent variables by means of 'Ji+ l equations

F = 0, Fi = 0, . . .
, F, = 0.

The extension arises from the number of equations now given

being n-\-m,, viz.,

F = 0, F, = 0, ..., F+ = 0,

and each of the F's being a function not only of x, x^, ..., x^
/>/i, .--^/nbut also of

Jn+l> Jn+2> fn+m'
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If the last m of the equations were solved for the last m of the

fa, and these /s thus eliminated from the other n+1 equations,

the functional determinant desired would, by the proposition

sought to be generalised, be equal to

(-1)
,n+l

where the brackets are used to indicate that the enclosed F's are

in the altered forms resulting from the substitution referred to.

Multipljring numerator and denominator by

9F-^, 3F^9 dFs +l ^ n+2 ^'- n+n

^/+l 9/n+2 9/,n+m

we obtain a new numerator which by a later proposition is equal
to

yv_^3F 3Fj dFn 9F^.n dF^+z ^F^+m

and a new denominator which for a similar reason is equal to

The functional determinant desired is thus found to be equal to

y>9F ^ 3Fj 3Fn
^
3F+i dF^^^ ^^n+m

^ ^^ ^ 9F 9f; aK+n.
'

where, it will be observed, all the F's are in their original form.

As usual, the extreme case is noted, viz., the case where a

single function/ of one variable x is given by means of m+1
equations connecting x,f,f^, " ,fn the result then being

df 3F 9Fj WZ'
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and also, as usual, the occasion is utilised to draw attention to

the analogy between the differential-quotient and the functional-

determinant. " Quam formulam si cum generali comparas, et

hie vides perfectam locum habere analogiam inter differentiale

primum functionis unius variabilis atque Determinans systematis
functionum plurium variabilium."

The theorem next brought forward ( 14) is said to be useful

in connection with the preceding general theorem for finding the

functional determinant when the functions '

quocumque modo

impllcito dantur,' and is also spoken of as being in itself 'prae
ceteris memorabilis.' It is If f, f^, . . ,

, f^ he functions of

X, Xj, . . ,
, Xq and there be given the equations

f = a, fi
=

ttp . . .
, fn

= On

in which a, a^, ... , an dfc constants, then the functional
determinant

y^9f.9fi .... 3fn^ 9x 3Xj 3Xn

will not be altered by any transformation made upon the f's by
the use of the given equations, it being understood, of course,

that the equation i\
= ai is not used in the transformation of fj.

Taking first the case where only one of the functions, say /, is

transformed, this becoming by the use of the equations

we see that in addition to x,X-^^, ... , Xn may involve a^, a^, ..., any

and that therefore we have

3/^30 +M.M +^.M + . . . +1^.4,
Saj ?ix da^ dx da2 '^x

' ' '

?)an ^

dx^ dx^ da-^ dx-^ da^ 'dx^

' ' '

dan ^i
'

"dXn "dXn 3ai "dXn da2 dXn
' ' '

9an 'dXn

By substituting in the functional determinant

^ 9a; 'dx^ 'bxj
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the equivalents here given for

"dx dx-^ dXn
'

there is obtained a determinant which is expressible as the sum
of 71+1 determinants, all of which vanish except the first. We
thus arrive at

V_j-^.^ .... M* = y?^.^ .... Ml,^^ dx dx-i dXn ^ 'dx dx^ dXn'

as was to be proved.

Passing to the case where two of the functions are changed, he

says, first, that if, by the use of the equations

<t> o., /g
=

a^, /a
=

Og, . . . , fn = an

the function /^ is changed into ^j, then exactly as before it can

be shown that

S-t?^.M....
M* = y*?^.^.^ ^/n

dx dXi dXn
^ dx dx^ dx^ dx^'

More questionable is the logic of his second step, which is to the

efiect that from this and the previous result it follows that

VM-^ .... ^ = V?^.?^.^ ^/n
^-^ dx dXi dXn ^ dx BOJ, dXi dXn

His third step is simply the assertion that by proceeding in this

way we may prove generally that if by use of the equations

/ = a /i
= Oi, , /i-i

=
a<_i, /<+!

=
ai+i, ...., /n = a

fi becomes changed into 0,, then

dx dXi dXn ^ dx dXi dx^
'

and the matter is concluded with the further assertion that if in

the elements of the second determinant there be substituted for

a, di, " , On the functions which they represent, that determinant

will be identically equal to the other.

Considerable space is next given (15) to the discussion of

the case where the number of variables x, Xi, ..., x^.^ which
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the functions involve is m greater than the number of

functions. First it is noted that if the functions be not

mutually independent, they are not independent with respect

to any n+ 1 of the variables, and therefore each functional

determinant formed with respect to n+1 of the n+m-^l
variables must vanish. Then the converse proposition is taken

up, viz., that if all these determinants vanish, the functions

are not independent. The method of proof is that known as

mathematical induction, that is to say, the assumption being
made that the proposition holds for n functions f,fi,---, fn-i

it is shown to hold for n-fl. Clearly we may start by view-

ing /, /i, .. .
, /_i as being independent, for if they be not,

there is nothing to prove ;
and this being the case, the various

determinants of these functions with respect to n of the

variables cannot vanish. Denoting the first of the said

determinants, viz.,

and choosing from the given vanishing determinants of the

(ii+ iy* order those having n of their variables the same as

those of B, viz., the m+ l determinants,

^ -^ dx dxi 3a3_i dxj

"dx dXi dx^_i dXn+i

3/ 9/i 3/.-1 3/
dx dXi dx^_i dXr,+rn'

we see that from a previous proposition these are respectively

equal to

Kfj. -m <m ' <&
where the operation indicated within brackets is meant to be

performed on / as expressed in terms of

J> Jl> > Jn-\> ^U) ^n+i> > ^n+m-
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As B does not vanish, it follows from this that

\dxj
'

\dx,^J
~

' * ' *
'

\dXn+,J
~

'

and consequently that / involves only /, /i, . . .
, fn-i', that

is to say, that f,fi,...,fn are not independent. This result

being obtained, it only needs to be noted that the proposition

being manifestly true in the case where the number of functions

is one, must be true generally.

As an addendum, it is pointed out that since the vanishing
of the 7n-\-l determinants

^ dX dXi ^n-l ^n

'dx doci 3iCn-i 9^1 +i

'dx dXi dx^^i 9ar+

when the determinant, B, and the n^ elements common to all

these do not vanish, implies that/n is a function of /,/i, . . .
, fn-i-

and since this mutual dependence of /, /i, ... ,/n-i, fn implies

the vanishing of all the functional determinants formed with

respect to any n+ 1 of the w+7/1+1 independent variables, we
are led to the conclusion that, provided B does not vanish, the

vanishing of all these functional determinants of which the

number is

(n+ m+l)(7i+7n) . . . (m+1) (n+vi-\-l)(n+'in) . . . (ii+ l)

1.2.3 ... (71+1)
^

1.2.3 .. . (m+1)
is a consequence of the vanishing of a certain m+1 of them.

In order that the connection between the members of this

group of functional determinants formed from the differential-

quotients of f, fi, , fn with respect to any 7i+ 1 of the

variables x, Xi, . . .
, Xn+m naay be better looked into, several

identities regarding square arrays of functional determinants

are next given ( 16).

Taking in addition to f, fi, ...,/n the m arbitrary functions

Jn+i> Jn-i-i Jn+m
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of the same n+ 'ni+ l variables, and denoting the determinant

y^.A .... Mini.Mti bv U^

where i, h may each have the values 0, 1, 2, . . .
, w., we see

that from a previous result we have

if fn+i within the brackets involves
/", /i, . . . , /_i in place of

X, x^, . . .
, Xn-i- From this it immediately follows that

s^ . . . . r = B- .s (^i) i^).- (fe).
But the theorem already obtained regarding the factorisation

of any functional determinant gives

^ dx dxi 'dXn+m

^ dx dxi dx^_, ^-\dxJ\dx^+J \dx^+J'

Consequently, by substitution we have finally

^ ^ "" ^ dx ?)Xi 3a;+

a result which Jacobi says is of frequent use in dealing with

questions regarding determinants.*

* A curious interest attaches to this result. On the right-hand side are two
determinants whose elements are differential-quotients ; but the first, B, being
a minor of the second, the total number of different elements is simply the

number in the second determinant, viz., {n +m + l)"^. On the left-hand side is

a compound determinant of the (m+ l)^^ order, each of whose elements is a

determinant of the (vn-l)**" order ; nevertheless the number of different elements

is again (n + m-l-l)^ and not (m-i- l)'^(7i-l-l)^ because all the (m-f-l)^ elements of

the compoimd determinant have the v? elements of B in common, and of the

'2n + \ which border these n^ elements, only one, viz., the cofactor of B, is

different throughout, each of the 2ra others being repeated m-t-1 times, so
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Next, ^l^ being used to stand for

2 3/ 3/, 3/,-, 3/, 3/,+, 3/,
3a; SoJi ^aj^.i 3a3+fc '^i^i 3a;-i

it is sought to find an equivalent for 2 dsz/301^ ^^\ Clearly

^^^ is the determinant formed from B by using x^+u as ^^

independent variable instead of ic, ; but for our purpose it is of

more importance to note that it is the cofactor of -^^ in 6^*\

for then the determinant under consideration, viz.,

being thus the cofactor of

^/n
.
9/>4-l '^fn+m

in the left-hand member of the identity just found, it only
remains to seek the cofactor of the same expression in the

that the total number of diflferent elements is n^ + (m+iy + 2n{m + V){m + l).

Further, on both sides the degree in these {n+m+ 1)^ differential-quotients is

the same, being clearly (n + l){m + l) on the left, and mn + {n +m + l) on the

right. It is thus at once suggested to us that the identity is not necessarily
an identity connecting differential-quotients only, but is true of any {n +m + l)^

elements whatever ; and the suggestion is readily verified when the ubiquitous

presence of B as a coaxial minor raises the suspicion that the identity must
be an 'extensional.' The case where n= 2 and m=3 is given on p. 215 of my
text-book (Treatise on the Theory of Determinants) in the form

l&i Cg/el 1 62 65 /el 1 6365/8! 16465/8!

I Ci 65 /el I Ca 65 /! I c, 65 /e! ! c^ 65 /g!

\dies/s\ I'ijes/el Ic'sfis/el l^4 6/l

where it is viewed as an extensional of the manifest identity

=
I 016203^465/8

O] 02 03 04

bi 62 63 64

Ci <h Cs C4

d^ d^ d^ d^

=
!Oi62<V^4|-

The theorem in its general form may be enunciated as follows : Iffrom the

determinant
| ai,++i |

there he formed all minora of the (n -f- 1 )*^ order which

have
I
ai | for the cofactor of their final element, and these be orderly arranged

in square array, the determinant of this nqvare array of the (m + 1 )* order is

egval to 11-1 1

I
Oln

I I Ol.n-t-m-l-l |.
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right-hand member. Now, in the first factor, B, of this right-

hand member the expression does not occur at all, and in the

other factor, which is transformable into

/_j\n(m+l)'y>Hj__L_._^LL_
^fn-l

,
^/n ___ '^Jn+m

^

it occurs multiplied by

/-_2\n(OT+l) "V I

^/ ^/l ^/w-1

^m+1 "''m+2 ^m+n
The desired result thus is

S=tm" ' = (-i)"""^"B'" SJ^ #- #^'
<-^'*'m+l '-^in+2 <^'*'in+

which Jacobi formally enunciates as follows :

" E Determinante

deducantur (m + l)^ alia Detenninantia, uni cuilibet differentialium

ipsarum x, iCj, ..., x^ respectu sumtorum substituendo successive

difFerentialia ipsarum a;, a;+i, ..., a;+ respectu sumta: illanuu

(m + l)^ quantitatum Determinans aequatur expressioni

/_|\(m+l)(+l)B" V*^_5/__ _5n_ ^/n-l "

From equating cofactors of

da;

*

3a?i

* ' " '

dx^

Jacobi proceeds to equate cofactors of

in the same fundamental identity, the resulting theorem now

being

2feAiS; .... A"*-^'
= (-ir^-^^B^Si^-^ J^;

and then he adds,

"Eodem modo obtinetur generaliter
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qua in formula signo substituendum est aut (-1)"'"'+^* aut (-l)"^"^"

prout i par aut impar est."*

The second derived identity, that is to say, the case of the

final general identity where i= l, Jacobi proceeds to utilise for

the purpose of proving his proposition regarding the effect of the

vanishing of certain wi+1 functional determinants. The path
which he follows to reach his result is not a little surprising.

Instead of saying that the vanishing of h, \, b^, . . .
, b^ for

these are the m+ 1 determinants in question, entails the

vanishing of the left-hand side of the identity, viz.,

2 6M'' .... ^:-'\

* The fact that these identities can be derived in the way here indicated from

another which the preceding footnote has shown to be true, not merely of

functional determinants but of determinants in general, is convincing proof that

they also (i.e., the derived identities) are not restricted to any special form of

determinant. Using the fundamental identity as enunciated in the footnote, and

taking the special case of it where n=4 and m=2, and where therefore the given
determinant may be written

| Oi^a'^Wi^s/efi'? I >
^ have

laiftjCarf^egl {aib^Csd^efl {a^b^Cidte^l

\<hhcsdtfs\ 1 0162^3^4/6 1 loi^aCs^*/?!

la^b^c^d^g^l laib^CidtQgl 1016403^4.97!

Now in each of the determinants forming the first row on the left here, Ci

occurs as an element, in the second row /g similarly occurs, and in the third

row g^, while on the right these only occur in 10162^3^465/8^71. Consequently,

equating cofactors of 65/2^3 we have

1026304^5! |a26,C4dj| 1036304(^7]

-1016304^5! -1016304^8! -|ai63C4<i7|

1016204^5! 1016204^8! 1016204^7!

which when pat in the form

|056aC3</4| |Og6jC3rf4| |a76jCsrf4|

1016503^4! 1016803^41 1016703^4!

1016205^4! |a,6aC8d4| 1016207^4!

is a case of the first derived theorem.

The original theorem, it should be noted, is true for all values of n and m ;

the derived holds only when m < n, in fact, if we do not, in seeking to obtain

the latter, take m<.n in the former, we shall fail in our aim. Thus, taking
n=2= m in the former, the given determinant being 1016203^4651, we have quite

correctly

I Oi 62 Cj I I Oi 62 C4 I I Oi 62 O5 I

I ! 62 ^3 I I Oi 62 0^4 ( I a, 6j (fg I

|ai6, 6,1 1016264! 10,6265!

= !ai6,03rf4!*. !ai6jC3d4e5/"8flf7|.

= Ioi6j0jd4!2.!a4 6508d7|

= -|Oi62C,d4!V!a465C8(i7|

= !oi6a|'. (ai62C3rf465|;
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and that therefore, if the factor B on the right-hand side do not

vanish, the other factor

must vanish, he takes some pains to obtain a new identity and

then applies this very reasoning to it. Denoting the cofactors

of h, b....,h^ in 26ft/3W..../3|^-i) by X, X....,\^, he

points out that as none of the ^'s involves fn the same is true

of the X's. On the other hand, the 6's do involve /, but only
one of them, viz., b^, involves the differential-quotients of fn with

respect to a?+fc, this differential-quotient being in fact the last

element of all and having B for its cofactor. In this way it

appears that on the left-hand side of the identity

the cofactor of "^^
is XB.

If in the same manner we take ^.^;^-
'^^ ^^ and

denote* the cofactor of in it by /j.^,
it must follow that on

but while q occurs in each element of the first row on the left, and dg similarly
in the second row, eg does not so occur in the third, and consequently the cofactor

of 01^2^3 on the left takes a different form from that given by Jacobi.

The first derived theorem in its general form may be enunciated as follows :

If there be two determitiants D and A of the n'' order such that the last n - m
columns of D are the same as the first n - m columns of A, and if there beformed a

square array of new determinants by supplanting each of the first m columns of D
by each of the last m columns of A, the determinant of this square array of tht

m* order is equal to

(_l)m(n+l) Dm-IA.

To illustrate the second derived theorem we may equate cofactors of /i(/2 where

we formerly equated cofactors of e^fggs, the result clearly being

Zj ^2 C3 ^4 % I I % h C3 C?4 6 I I ^ h C3 (^i ^
"2 h C4 C?5 I i 2 h C4 e^6 I I 2 ^3 C4 (i?

Oj 63 C4 rfj I I tti 63 C4 dg I \ Ory 63 C4 C?7

The next of the series would be got by equating cofactors of g^.

* This is not the same as putting, with Jacobi,

^^:^ M ^^ = M+.^4.+ + 9/n
^

for the determinant on the left being of the (n+1)* order there should be re+1

terms on the right instead of ot+ 1.

= -loib^Csd^y^lasb^c^dee^l.
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the right-hand side

the cofactor of ^^ is (-l)'<+>>B^t.

The connection between the X's and the /x's is thus

80 that

X6 + Xx6i + . . . + X6 = (-ir"'+^)B'"-HAt6+Mi6i+ . . . +Mn.&).

The left-hand member here, however, being equal to the left-

hand member of the identity with which we started, it follows

that the two right-hand members must also be equal, and

therefore that

Of course this shows, exactly as the original identity did, that if

6 = 61 =....= 6, = and B ^
then

that is to say, the functional determinant of /,/i, . . . ,/ with

respect to another set of n-f 1 variables vanishes also. Jacobi,

however, does not at once say this, but drawing his reader's

attention to the fact that the new set of variables contains n iin

taken from a;, ajj, ..., a;_i and m-f-l others, viz., , ,+... ,

25n+m> ^6 affirms that the identity reached shows how the

functional determinant of /, /i, ...,/ with respect to any set of

71-4-1 variables is expressible in terms of the m-f-l functional

determinants whose variables are

His words are-

cc, Xy, . . . .
, aj_^, aJ+w

"Unde formula docet quomodo e functionum /, /j, ...,/, Deter-

minantibus 6* per idoneos factores multiplicatis et additis proveniat
earundem functionum Determinans quarumcunque variabilium respectu
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formatum atque per ipsum B multiplicatum. Hinc bene patet, quod
pr. demonstravi, quomodo omnibus b^. evanescentibus neque ipso B

evanescente, simul cuncta ilia Determinantia evanescant."*

Continuing the work of deduction, Jacobi lastly equates the

cofactors of :^ in the two members of the identity

noting that this differential-quotient does not occur at all on the

right-hand side, nor in the ^a's on the left-hand side, but in

64 occurs with the cofactor

The result is the proposition t

"Sit p^ functionum /, /j, . . .
, /_i Determinans quod in Determinante

y.^^..^/i M^

per _
^"

multiphcatur, ubi m^n, erit

^^
3a;, ?>x^ dx^ 3x_i

+ /*iS
3/ df, df, df_,

^"^^ dx+ dx^ dz^ dx.-,

The case where m= n is specially noted.

* Of course this theorem also is not limited to determinants having difiF6rential-

quotients for their elements. The general enunciation may be put as follows :

1/ m determinants of the n'* order all have the same n - 1 columns in common, and

vanish independently, then every determinant of the n'* order whose n columns are

chosen from the m + n - 1 different columns must vanish likewise. (See Proc. Roy.
Soc. Edin., xviii. pp. 73-82.)

tThis proposition, and that from which it is derived, are again propositions
which hold regarding determinants in general, the class to which they belong

being that which concerns aggregates of products of pairs of determinants, a

class, the first instances of which have been seen to occur in Bezout (1779). In

connection with Jacobi's remark regarding the case where m,= n, it is worth

while to note Sylvester's enunciation in Philos. Magazine (1839), xvi. p. 42.
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Leaving now these general theorems which involve two suffixes

7n and n, and which concern groups of functional determinants,

Jacobi returns ( 17) to the consideration of the properties of a

single functional determinant, the specialisation being made, not

by giving a particular value to m the second suffix introduced,

but by leaving it unrestricted, and putting the original n= \. In

the theorem

S+ 5j(i) ^f"") = B"' V+^.^ ^/m+i

B then stands for -^ and W for V-^--^^^. Making in this
'dx

" ^ 'dx 3fc+i
^

the further specialisation, /= 0, so that x has to be considered

as a function oi x^, x^, , _i we have

and consequently

dxt+i 'dx BXfc+i

*
' '

dx dx^+i ^*+i dx

dx\dXt^i dx SaJjt+J'

if the brackets in the last line be taken to indicate that the /<^.,

enclosed by them does not involve x but its equivalent in terms

of
flJi, fljg, , '^m- By use of this substitute for

J^*'
there results

3/,m+l

dx.

and if we denote the cofactor of ^ in the determinant on the
Al-

right by Ajfc we have of course the said determinant

-
^dx^^'dx^^-'-'^^'^^'-dx^^,'

^""^ ~
^3a; ^laa; 3a;,

"
^+>3a; 3a;,+,''

i
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by reason of the deduction from/= 0. Division by^ thus gives

us the ' formula memorabihs
'

Bajg
"TO-t-i

g^^

where A = V+^. '^A ....%.A = S:
'm+l

and Afc is derivable from A by putting differentiation with

respect to oj in place of differentiation with respect to ic^, and

prefixing the proper sign.

Jacobi adds " Formula inter egregia inventa illustrissimi

Lagrange censetur," and asserts that for the purposes of proof
it is not necessary to put /= 0.*

This is immediately followed by the theorem If u, u^ , Ug, . . . ,

Un hefumctions o/ x^, Xg, . . .
, x^, then

-^"^Xj 3x2 3xn
~
u+^^~^'3x/'9x/*"3x^'

the connection being somewhat distant, and probably lying in

the fact that in both the 6's are of the 2nd order. The mode of

proof is curious. In the first place, by putting

* No indication is given of where Lagrange published the theorem attributed

to him. As for the particular way in which x is given as a function of

Xj^, X2, ... , Xm+i, whether by the equation /=:0 or not, it is clear that this

cannot afifect the truth of the result, because the latter contains no/at all, the

requisites for validity being (1) that/j, f^, ... , fm+i are functions of x, x-y,

x,2, . . . , Xm+i ; (2) that x is a function of a;j, a;,, ... , Xm+i ; (3) that on the left

the/'s have by substitution been freed of x before differentiation ; (4) that on the

right this has not been done, but they are there differentiated as if x were a

constant. The subsidiary result

Zu^'dx 3a:t+i 3ar\9xt+i/

is certainly true whether/=0 or not, all that is requisite (see p. 374 above) being

that/i+i on the right shall be what/i+i becomes by substituting for x its value in

terms of/, Xj, x^, . . . , a^m+ij and that in the differentiation of it / shall be

viewed as constant.
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and therefore

there is obtained the identity

^ztlUlK... j;^>
= a^Sdboaf

(1) (m+l)
m+l

Then since the a's here may denote any quantities whatever

(" qua in formula cum ipsa af quantitates quascunque designare

possint ") a further substitution *
bringing us back to differential-

quotients is made, viz.,

"
"'<+l' "'fc+1

~
7s^

'

where u, u^, u^, . . .
, Uj^+i are functions oi x^, x^, . . . , ic^+i.

In this way u^
hf = U . :^-^

-
-Ui+i . = UU.. ,

OXk+l C)^*+l 0**+l

and the aforesaid identity gives us

as was to be proved.
As a corollary to this it follows that if in the determinant

^ '

3a;i

"

3032 ^n
'

tu,tu^, . . . , be put instead of u, u^, . . .
,

t being any function

whatever, the effect is the same as if the determinant were

simply multiplied by <"+^ "Quod iam olim alia occasione

adnotavi," the reference being to the 5th theorem of his paper of

the year 1833, already dealt with.

* A combination of the successive substitutions is impossible, by reason of the

fact that in the second case the equation

is not meant, as in the first case, to include the definition of a(<+i), which has thus

to be defined by a supplementary equation.
The result of the first substitution is very noteworthy, in view of previous

footnotes.
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The next section, the 18th and penultimate, shows how by
modifications made upon the functions, the functional deter-

minant may reduce to one term. The first function / being

expressed in terms of cc, ^j, ajg, . . .
, aj^, it follows that theoreti-

cally X is expressible in terms of f,x^,x^,...,x^, and that

therefore by substitution so also are /j, , /. Similarly f^,

being now a function of f,x-^,x^,...,x^, we conclude that

theoretically x^ is expressible in terms oi f,f^,x^, ..., a;, and

that therefore by substitution so also are f^yfz^ >/, Suppos-

ing this process to be completed, Jacobi denotes the new forms

of /i. A. >/ by
/iv/' ^l> ^2> ' ^n)'

J2\J> Jv *2' ' *7i)'

and the difierence between any one of the old forms and the

corresponding new by F with the appropriate suffix. He thus

has 71 4-1 equations

U = r =
y J (if, Xi, X^, . . . , Xn),

'^ = -^
1 Jl

~
Jl (/> ^1) ^2j > ^n))

^ = -'^ 2 J2
~

Ji (/> Jl) ^2> > ^n)}

^ ~ ^ n
~ In Jn\f> /i> > Jn~l> ^n)>

connecting In+ 2 variables

X, Xi, ..., X^^, J, Jl, ..., f^

now viewed as independent. By a previous theorem there is

thus obtained

^ 3F SFi dFn

^~dx'dxi"" dxn
^~ ^ ^ 9F aFj dFn

Now the numerator here reduces to one term, viz.,

3F^9Fi^ 3F^
dx dXi dXn'
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and the denominator in similar fashion to

as Jacobi might briefly have justified by a reference to Prop. III.

of 5 of his
" De formatione et proprietatibus Determinantium

"

this proposition being that which concerns a determinant

whose elements on one side of the 'diagonal,' as it afterwards

came to be called, all vanish. Further, the factors of the

reduced numerator are equal to

\dxJ' \dxj' \dxj'

and those of the reduced denominator to

1, 1, 1,

Our final result thus is

^ dx dxi ?a; xdxJ \dXiJ ^"^J'

where the brackets on the right are meant as a reminder that

fi is there expressed in terms of /, /j, . . . , /<_i, <, (+,, ..., Xn.

The last section ( 19) is occupied with a theorem of the

Integral Calculus, already twice enunciated (see pp. 357-358),

namely,

|u3/.3/,,...3/
=
|u.(s|.|....^j.a..c,....a..,

it being noted that the cases where the number of variables

to be changed are 2 and 3 had been already dealt with

by Euler and Lagrange.* Catalan's memoir of 1839 is not

referred to. Then come the final words, "Et haec formula

egregie analogiam differentialis et Determinantis functionalis

declarat," a not inappropriate ending in view of the author's

attitude throughout the memoir.

* The memoirs referred to here and by Catalan seem to be

Euler, L. De formulis integralibus duplicatis. . . . Nov. Comm. Acad.

Petrop. (1769), xiv. i. pp. 72-103.

Lagrange, J. L. Sur I'attraction des sph^^roides elliptiques. Nouv. M6m.
Acad. . . . Berlin (1773), pp. 121-148; or (Etivres, iii. pp. 619-658.
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CAUCHY (1841).

[Memoire sur les fonctions differentielles alternees. Exercices

d'analyse et de phys. math., ii. pp. 177-187
;

or (Euvres

completes, 2^ ser. xii.]

This was evidently suggested by Jacobi's memoir just dealt

with, but it belongs to a quite different class, being merely a

simply-written exposition containing two of the fundamental

properties of the functions and a few illustrations.

In the first part (' Conside'rations gene'rales ') he explains the

meaning of

S[D,,x.D,y.D,z....D,t]

on the understanding that the n variables

X, y, z, . . . , t

are connected with the n others

X, y, z, . . .
,

t

by n equations : and then establishes the theorems

S[r).x . Dy .... D,t] . S[D^ . D,i/ ... . D.] =
1, (a)

S[D.x.Dy....D.t] =
(-l)|[|M^D^^^] (^)

making reference in both cases to Jacobi's memoir, and pointing
out in connection with the latter theorem that it leads to "la

formule donnee par M. Catalan pour la transformation d'une

integrale multiple."

In the second part ('Exemples') he instances first the case

where x, y, z, . . . . t are linear functions of x, y, z, . . . . t,

and shows how a result obtained in a previous memoir (see

above, p. 285) affords a verification of the theorem (a). The
next example is of greater interest, being the case where

X = A{x a)(y a)(z a) (t a),

y= B(x-b)(y-h){z-b)....(t-b),

z = C{x- c){y
-

c)(z
-

c) . . . . {t- c),

t = 'ii(x-h)(y-h){z-h)....{t-h).
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As is readily seen we have here

S[D^x.D,y.D,z....D,t]

= xyz...t.s[^~ --^i^]

which, according to a previously obtained result (see above, p. 345),

= (-l)i('-i).xyz...t

S[a<>6V . . /t"-i] . S[ A'g' <'*']

(x-a){x-b) . . . (y-a)(y-b) . . . {z-a){z-b) . . . {t-a){t-h) . . .

so that if we substitute the given expressions for x, y, z, . . . . t

there is obtained finally

S[D^x.Dyy.D,z....D,t]

The third example is equally worth attention, the connecting

equations being

_ . {x-a){y-a)(z-a) .... (t-a)

{x-k){y-k){z-k)....{t-k)'

_ (x-b)(y-b){z-b)....{t-b)
y ~

{x-k){y-k){z-k) . . . . (t-k)'

_ p {x-c){y-c){z-c) ....{t-c)~
^{x-k){y-k){z-k)....{t-ky

_ {x-h)(y-h){z-h)....{t-h) ^

^ ~
^{x-k){y-k){z-k)....{t-k)

'

so that at the outset it is found that

S[D,x.D,y.D,z....D,t]
. {a-k)....{h-k) ^\^J}: L _1_ 1

1=
xyz....t.^^_^^ {t-k)^\j^x^a y-b e-c""<^J'

and ultimately after substituting as before

S[Dx.Dj,y.D,z....D,t]
- ( l\i-(-.i) ABC H (^-^)---(^-^)
_(-l)^

^Al50....n.^^^_^^ ^^_^^j+i



CHAPTER XIV.

SKEW DETERMINANTS FEOM 1827 TO 1845.

Sets of equations of the form

aia^Jl + <*2?3 + 244 +....+ (l<^n^^
=

^2

"laa^i
- a232 + a34a^4 +....+ a3n = 6

^^14^1 ^24^2 ^34'^3 + . . . . + O'l^r^n
^^

fc4

(Xifl3i Cl2'''2 ^Sn-^a ^in'^i .... ^^
fen

'

where the coefficient of Xr in the s**' equation differs only in sign

from the coefficient of x^ in the r*** equation, had often made

their appearance in analytical investigations before the deter-

minant of such a set came to be considered. An instance is to

be found in a memoir of Poisson's, read before the Institute in

October 1809, and printed in the Journal de I'^cole Polytechnique,

viii. pp. 266-344;* and similar instances of an earlier date in

writings of Lagrange and Laplace are therein referred to. A
curious example occurs in one of Monge's papers already dealt

with (see above, pp. 67, 68), there being additional interest

attaching to it by reason of the fact that in it the a's and x'a are

themselves determinants. It is to be found in an earlier portion

(pp. 107-109) of the same volume as Poisson's. Denoting by

a,l3,y,S; M,N,P,Q,R,S
the six-termed expressions which at a later date would have

been written

Wc^d^l, kiCgrfgl, laA^al, laiVsh

lA3l' IV23l' kA^sl' -IM263I' \(h(^2^3\> IM2^3 I'

* See especially p. 288.
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Monge established the set of equations

Qa+ S^-Py =

Ra-N/3 -\-PS =

Ma - Ny + SS =0
-M/3 + Ry + QS =

from which he eliminated a, /3, y, S, and obtained

RS+QN- PM = 0.

On altering the signs of the last two equations the result of

the elimination would a generation afterwards have been put at

once in the form

Q S -P
R -N P

-M . N -S
M -R -Q

= 0,

and the left-hand side would have been recognised as a * skew
'

determinant and altered into

{RS+QN-PMf = 0.

No prophetic glimpse of this, however, occurred to Monge. The

mathematician who first referred definitely to the determinant

appears to have been Jacobi.

PFAFF (1815).

[Methodus generalis, aequationes difFerentiarum partialium,

nee non aequationes differentiales vulgares, utrasque

primi ordinis, inter quotcunque variabiles, completi in-

tegrandi. Abhandl Akad. der Wiss. (math. Klasse),

Berlin, 1814-1815, pp. 76-136; or Kowalewski's German

Translation, 84 pp., Leipzig, 1902.]

After seven pages of historical introduction and preliminary

explanation PfafF arranges the subject of his memoir in the

form of a series of fourteen problems with their solutions.

Problem i. is to integrate completely a partial differential

equation in three variables; problem ii. is to transform any
differential equation of the first order in four variables into
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an equation in three variables, and to integrate the latter by
means of a system of two equations ;

and problem iii. is to

integrate an ordinary differential equation of the first order

in five variables by means of a system of three equations.

Problems iv., v., vi. correspond respectively to i., ii., iii., the

number of variables being one more in any problem of the

second triad than in the corresponding problem of the first

triad. A similar step onward is taken in problems vii., viii., ix.

which form a third triad, and again in problems x., xi., which

are the first two members of a fourth triad. At this stage

the 'methodus generalis' is supposed to be sufficiently fore-

shadowed, and in the remaining three problems the restriction

to a definite number of variables is withdrawn.

Of these three it is the thirteenth (xiii.) which concerns us

here, namely, the reduction of an ordinary equation of the

first order between 2m variables to a similar equation between

2m 1 variables, and the performance of the integration by
means of a system of m equations. It (xiii.) is the generalization

of problems ii., v., viii., xi., these being the cases of it where

m = 2, 3, 4, 5.

The solution consists in expressing 27n 1 of the given
variables as functions of the 2m}^ and 27n l new quantities,

and introducing the latter in place of the former. By con-

sidering the new quantities as constants 2m 1 auxiliary

differential-equations arise, the integration of which supplies

the desired functions; and for the formation of the auxiliary

equations 2m 1 quantities are needed whose values are

determinable from the same number of conditional equations.

It is in the solution of this set of conditional equations that

our interest centres. As Cramer and Bezout had dealt with

a more general set, Pfaff" naturally made trial of their methods
;

but they were found, he says, of little service. He therefore

sought for and discovered two laws of formation which sufficed

for his wants. His words are (p. 119)

"Haec determinatio, si consueta eliminandi methodo tractetur,
calculos nimium complicatos et operosos postulat : ipsaque precepta

generalia, quae Bezout et Cramer de eliminatione tradiderunt, in

casu substrate parum commodi afFerre videntur. Accuratius vero
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considerando praedictas aequationes conditionales et formulas ex
earum solutione actu evolutas, ad duas leges satis simplices easque

generates perveni, quas hie breviter exponere sufficiat."

In exposition of the first law he begins by repeating the

results for the cases m= 2, 3, 4, using for brevity's sake the

symbol*
^^^^^

to stand for

AdC-CdA CdE-EdC EdA-AdE
de da do

'

That is to say, he recalls (1) that when the given equation is

Ada + Bdb + Cdc + Ede =

the auxiliary equations are

n
da dh _" ~

(BCE)'*"(ACE)
~

'

(2) that when the given equation is

Ada + Bdb -\- Cdc + Ede + Edf -\- Gdg = 0,

the auxiliary equations are

da=
(CBE)(CFG) - (CBF)(CEG) + (CBG)(CEF)

db

(CAE)(CFG) - (CAF)(CEG) + (CAG)(CEF)'

and (3) that when the given equation is

Ada + Bdb + Cdc + Ede + Fdf + Gdg + Kdh + Idi = 0,

the auxiliary equations are

* This may be nothing more than a coincidence ; but if so, it is a curious one,

the expression replaced by (ACE) being the determinant

A rfA -L
da

C dC 1
dc I

E rfE i-
ae I

,

and PfaflF even drawing attention to the fact that

(AEG) = - (ACE).
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where

% = (BCE)(BFG)(BHI) - (BCE)(BFH)(BGI) + (BCE)(BFI)(BGH)
- (BCF)(BEG)(BHI) + (BCF)(BEH)(BGI) - (BCF)(BEI)(BGH)

+ (BCG)(BEF)(BHI) - (BCG)(BEH)(BFI) + (BCG)(BEI)(BFH)
- (BCH)(BEF)(BGI) + (BCH)(BEG)(BFI) - (BCH)(BEI)(BFG)

+ (BCI)(BEF)(BGH) - (BCI)(BEG)(BFH) +(BCI)(BEH)(BFG).

Now the denominators here are functions of the kind afterwards

known as Pfaffians, and such as would now be written

(BCE), I (CBE) (CBF) (CBG)

(CEF) (CEG)

(CFG)

I (BCE) (BCF) (BCG) (BCH) (BCI)

(BEF) (BEG) (BEH) (BEI)

(BFG) (BFH) (BFI)

(BGH) (BGI)

(BHI)

Their law of formation as given by PfafF is therefore of the

greatest interest. His words as regards 21 are (p. 124):

"Separando litteram B, termini hujus expressionis complectuntur

pennutationes litterarum reliquarum C, E, F, G, H, I (exclusa prima
A), quae sub hac restrictione fieri possunt, ut litterae in quavis

complexione (ex. gr, C, G, E, H, F, I in termino octavo tov 21) prima,

tertia, quinta (ex. gr. C, E, F) in genere imparem locum obtinentes

inter se rite sint ordinatae, et litterarum quaevis pari loco constituta

(G, H, I) sit ordine alphabetico posterior littera in loco impari proximo
praecedente (C, E, F). His formis rite inter se ordinatis i.e. secundum
ordinem lexicographicum (e.g. C, G, E, H, F, I ante C, G, E, I, F, H)
terminorum signa alternant. Haec lex restrictiva permutationum
etiam sic enuntiari potest, ut singulas complexiones dispertiendo in

dyades, sive classes binorum elementorura, ipsae dyades tam quoad sua

elementa, quam inter se invicem rite debeant esse ordinatae."

This practically means that the terms of 21 are got (1) by

taking every permutation of C, E, F, G, H, I which is such

that each odd-placed letter in it and the letter immediately

following are not an inverted-pair, and that the full group of odd-

placed letters is also free of inversions
; (2) by placing a B before
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each odd-placed letter and marking off with brackets the triads

so formed
;
and (3) by making the signs alternately + and

when the terms have been arranged in dictionary order.

Not content, however, with this rule Pfaff immediately gives
another of equal interest, the passage being (p. 125) :

"Processus autem combinatorius, quo permutationes praedictae
exhibentur, satis commodus hie est : Sint litterae, quarum permu-
tationes sub restrictione supra commemorata quaeruntur a,h,c,e,...,

k, I, m, n: supponamus inventas esse permutationes litterarum c, e, ...
,

m, n, exclusas duabus a, b: tum 1) singulis his permutationibus vel

complexionibus praeponatur binio ab; 2) ex hac prima serie com-

plexiones totidem aliae formentur, permutando b et c; 3) ex his porro
aliae, permutando c et d, sicque progrediendo ex quavis serie com-

plexionum nova formetur, litteram aliquam cum proximo sequente

permutando, donee postremo m et n invicem permutentur. Qua
ratione obtinentur omnes permutationes litterarum a, b, c, ...

, m, n

quas restrictio praedicta admittit."

Here the case for 2m letters is made dependent on the case for

2wi 2 letters, so that if six letters a, h, c, d, e, f were given, we
should begin by forming the permutation for the last two letters,

namely -

to this we should prefix cd, and by performing the interchanges

d^e, e^f obtain the permutations for the four letters c, d, e, f,

^
cd.ef ce.df + cf.de ',

and lastly we should prefix ab to each of these and perform the

interchanges h^c, c^d, d^e, e ^/, the result reached being

ah.cd.ef ac.hd.ef -\- ad .beef ae.bc.df -\- af. be . de

ab. ce.df -^ ac.be. df ad.be. cf+ a.bd.cf af. bd . ce

+ ab . cf. de ac. bf. de -{- ad. bf. ce ae. bf. cd + af. be . cd.

As a manifest deduction from this rule* Pfaff* states that for

2w, letters the number of such restricted permutations is

1.3.5...(27n,-l).

The other rule, however, would have been equally useful towards this end.

For if we remove the restriction each one of the N restricted permutations would

give rise to2.(1.2.3...m) unrestricted permutations ; so that we should have

2^.(l.2.3...m).N = 1.2.3... (2m) ;

and therefore

V 1.2. 3 .(2m) _ , o ^ ,o n
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Later he points out that since each factor of each of the fifteen

terms of 21 is itself six-termed, the total number of terms in the

final expansion of 2t ought to be

6M5, i.e. 3240;

but that 2400 of them cancel each other. To obtain the 840

really needed is the reason for his propounding a second law,

which he does in 18 (pp. 126-129).

JACOB! (1827).

[Ueber die PfaflFsche Methode, eine gewohnliche lineare Differen-

tial-gleichung zwischen 2n Variabeln durch ein System
von n Gleichungen zu integriren. Grelles Journal, ii.

pp. 347-357; or Werke, iv. pp. 17-29.]

An essential part of PfafF's method is the solution of a set

of equations which Jacobi writes in the form

'^Xdx = * + (0,1)33^1 + (0,2)3a;2+ .... + {0,p)dXp'

NXi3a; =
(l,0)Sa; + * + (1,2)3^, + ....+ {l,p)dXp

NXpa; =
(2,0)Ba; + (2,1)3^1 + * +....+ {2,p)-dXp

NXp9a; = ip,0)'dx + (p,l)dx^ + {p,2)dx,^ +....+ *

where (0,0)= -(1,0) and generally {a,l3)+ {/3,a)
= 0. This form

of his own he frankly characterises as
"
elegant and completely

symmetrical"; but the same description would apply equally

appropriately to the solution which' he gives. Unfortunately,

the method by which the latter was obtained is not indicated,

and we can only hazard a guess in regard to it. The balance

of probability would seem to be in favour of the method of

devising a set of multipliers which, when applied to the given

equations, would after the performance of addition bring about

the elimination of all the unknowns except one. In the case

of four equations this would not be at all difficult. For
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example, if we wish to eliminate x^, iCg, x^ from the equations

ax^ + bxs + cx^ = ^i

cwji . + dxs + eXi = ^2

bxi-dXi . + fXi = ^3

CXi 6X2 JX^ .
=

^4^

the multipliers are readily seen to be

0, /, e, d,

so that after multiplication and addition there results

(-af+be-cd)x, = fii-e^s+di^.

Similarly by using the multipliers /, 0, c, b, we find

{-af+be-cd)x,= -fii+c^s-bi^;

and the other two are

(
-af+ be- cd)x^ = e^,

-
c^j+ a^4 ,

( af-\-be-cd)Xt = c^^i+b^g-a^s-

Jacobi's corresponding result is to the effect that the ^

numerators of the values of the four unknowns are

N3a;{
* + (2,3)Xi + (3,1)X, + (1,2)X3} ,

N3a;{(3,2)X +
* + (0,3)X2 + (2,0)X3} ,

N3a;{(l,3)X + (3.0)Xi + *
+(0,1)X3},

Nax{(2,l)X + (0,2)Xi + (l,0)X,+
*

}.

and the common denominator

(0,1)(3,2) + (0,3)(2,1) + (0,2)(1,3),

or, as he thereafter writes it

(0,1,3,2).

When the similar set of six equations had to be dealt with,

the devising of the multipliers requisite for elimination would

i
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necessarily be harder; but keeping in view the analogous
mode of arriving at the solution of

biXi + 62^2 = ^2 i

and then proceeding to the solution of

hiXi + 62^2 + b^3 = ^2
f

Cifl?! + C2flJ2 + C^fJC^
= f3 y >

where, it will be remembered, the multipliers requisite for

elimination are of the same form as the common denominator

of the values of the unknowns in the preceding case, Jacobi

would have little real difficulty in finding that corresponding
to the four multipliers requisite for eliminating dx^^, dx^, dx^ in

his first case, viz.,

0, (2,3), (3,1), (1,2)

he would now require to have the six multipliers

0, (2345), (3451), (4512), (5123), (1234).

As a matter of fact, he gives for the numerator of the first

unknown

^dx{
*
+(2345)Xi+(3451)X2+(4512)X3+(5123)X4+(1234)X5},

the others being

N3a;{(3245)X+
*
+(4350)X2+(5402)X3+(0523)X,+(2034)X5}

The common denominator is not mentioned
;
we should have

expected him to say that it was

(10)(2345) + (20)(3451) + (30)(4512) + (40)(5123) + (50)(1234)

or -
(012345).

It is then pointed out that when the first coefficient has been

got in one of the numerators, the others are arrived at by
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circular permutation, the elements permuted being 12345 in the

case of the first numerator, 02345 in the case of the second,

01345 in the case of the third, and so on; also that the first

coefficient in one line is got from the last in the preceding line

by changing 012345 into 123450 and then transposing the first

two elements
;
and that these laws hold generally.

A general mode of finding the ordinary expression for the

new functions here introduced and symbolized by

(1234), (123456), ....

is next explained. It is first stated that the number of terms

represented by

(2,3,4,...,p)

where p is necessarily an odd integer is

1.3.5 (p-2),

and that one of them is

(23).(45).(67)....(p-l,p).

We are then told to permute cyclically the last p 2 elements

3, 4, 5 ..., p, and we shall obtain from this p 2 terms in all
;

thereafter to permute cyclically the last p 4 elements 5,6,

*J, ... p in each of the p l terms just obtained, and so on.

For example,

(234567) = (23)(45)(67) + (23)(46)(75) + (23)(47)(56)

+ (24)(56)(73) + (24)(57)(36) + (24)(53)(67)

+ (25)(67)(34) + (25)(63)(47) + (25)(64)(73)

+ (26)(73)(45) + (26)(74)(53) + (26)(75)(34)

+ (27)(34)(56) + (27)(35)(64) + (27)(36)(45).

It is important to note in conclusion, that the case of an odd

number of equations is not neglected by Jacobi, a proof being

given by him that in that case the determinant of the system
vanishes. In his own words which are interesting in view of

what has been said elsewhere regarding the evidence which the
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paper affords of the progress made by him in the study of

determinants

"Nun bleibt nach dem bekannten Algorithmus, nach welchem die

Determinante gebildet wird, diese unverandert, wenn man die

Horizontalreihen und Verticalreihen der Coefficienten mit einander

vertauscht. Fiir unsern besondern Fall nun wird, wenn wir die

Determinante mit A bezeichnen, hieraus folgen : A = (-1)''"^^A, da

jedes Glied der Determinante ein Product aus ^ + 1 Coefficienten

ist, von denen jeder durch Vertauschung der Horizontal- und
Verticalreihen sich in sein Negatives verwandelt. Diese Gleichung
A = (-iy+^A aber kann nur bestehen, wenn p+l eine gerade Zahl

ist, wofern nicht A = sein soil."

Thus, though only Pfaff's expositor as regards the functions

which came long afterwards to be known and are still known as
' Pfaffians,' Jacobi was the first to discover and prove the now
familiar-worded theorem "A zero-axial skew deterTninant of
odd order vanishes."

JACOBI (1845).

[Theoria novi multiplicatoris systemati sequationum differen-

tialium vulgarium applicandi. Crelle's Journal, xxvii.

pp. 199-268, xxix. pp. 213-279, 333-376; or Math.

Werke (1846), i. pp. 47-226; or Oesammelte Werke* iv.

pp. 317-509.]

As is well known, this long and exhaustive memoir of Jacobi's

is broken up into three chapters, the first giving the definition

and various properties of the new muitiplier, the second ex-

plaining the application of it to the integration of differential

equations, and the third illustrating this application by means

of particular differential equations of historical interest. One of

the latter is the equation associated then, and still more since,

with the name of Pfaff, the discussion of it occupying 20, 21

on pp. 236-253 of vol. xxix. We are thus prepared to find

the function, defined by Jacobi eighteen years before, again
referred to.

The old definition of the function, which he here denotes by
R, is practically repeated, the initial and originating term being

* In all preceding references of this kind Werke has been used for Gesammelte

Werke : here the longer but more correct name is necessary for distinction's sake.
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now of the form 042^*34 ^2n-i,2<n: and then he makes the

pregnant general remark that the properties of R are analogous
to those of determinants. Prominence is given to the theorem

regarding the effect of interchanging two indices. This is

followed by the twin pair of identities

-r> 3R SR
,

3R

^ 3R
.

3R
.

9R

3R
in the latter of which s differs from r, and the term a. , tz is

awanting; and finally, it is pointed out that the differential-

quotients of R with respect to one or more elements are functions

of the same kind as the original, and, probably as a consequence,
that certain second differential-quotients are identical. No
proofs are given ; indeed, the statements themselves are in the

most concise form possible, the whole passage being as follows:

"
Designantibus i, i', i", etc., indices inter se diversos, si sumuntur

differentialia partialia

_3R ggR

ea erunt aggregata ad instar aggregati R formata, respective reiectis

CoeflBcientium binis, quatuor, , . . seriebus cum horizontalibus tum
verticalibus, eritque

g^R ^ 92R ^ gR
3a/ 9a, f,. "dai ;., 3aj._ j- '^a^ j, 3a,, ,.,

'

It should be carefully noted that both in this paper and in the

preceding, Jacobi views the new functions as separate from and

independent of determinants, and not at all in the light in which,

at a later time, they came to be looked upon viz., as a subsidiary
function arising out of the study of a particular kind of deter-

minant with which it had a definite quantitative relation.



CHAPTER XV.

OETHOGONANTS FROM THE YEAR 1827 TO 1841.

The special form of determinant to which we have now come

is connected with a problem in coordinate geometry the problem
of transformation from one set of rectangular axes to another set

having the same origin. The actual appearance of determinants

in any of the attempts to solve the geometrical problem did

not take place until comparatively late in its history, probably
because the connection between the two subjects was less patent
than in other cases, the problem when transformed into alge-

braical language being not a mere matter of elimination of

unknowns from a set of linear equations. The earlier portion of

the history of orthogonal substitution, although of considerable

interest, is thus not sufficiently germane to our subject to warrant

detailed treatment of it. For those interested in this earlier

portion it will suffice to give the following chronologically

arranged list of papers from 1770 to 1840 :

1748. EuLER. Introductio in Analysin Infinitorum. Tomi duo.

Lausannae et Genevas (v. ii. Appendix de Superficiebus *).

1770. EuLER. Problema algebraicum ob affectiones prorsus singulares

memorabile. Novi Commentarii Acad. Petrop., xv. pp. 75-106
;

or Commentationes Arith. Colledae, i, pp. 427-443.

1772. Laplace. Recherches sur le calcul integral et sur le systeme du

monde. Hist, de Vacad. roy. des sciences (Paris), 2" partie,

pp. 267-376.

Or in Labey's French Translation, ii. pp. 370-378.
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1773. Lagrange. Nouvelle solution du probleme du mouvement de

rotation d'un corps de figure quelconque qui n'est anime par

aucune force acceleratrice. Nouv. wAm. de Tacad. roy. . . .

(Berlin), pp. 85-120.

1775. EuLER. Formulae generales pro translatione quacunque cor-

porum rigidorum. Novi Commentarii Acad. Petrop., xx.

pp. 189-207.

1776. EuLER. Nova methodus motum corporum rigidorum deter-

minandi. Novi Commentarii Acad. Petrop., xx. pp. 208-238.

1776. Lexell. Theoremata nonnulla generalia de translatione cor-

porum rigidorum. Novi Commentaiii Acad. Petrop., xx.

pp. 239-270.

1784. MONGE. Sur I'expression analytique de la g^n^ration des

surfaces courbes. Mdm. de Vacad. roy. des sciences (Paris)

[pp. 85-117], p. 114.

1802. Hachette et Poisson. Addition au m^moire precMent.
Jouin. de V6c. polyt., cahier xi. pp. 170-172.

1806. Carnot, L. N. M. Sur la relation qui existe entre les distances

respectives de cinq points quelconques pris dans I'espace,

suivi d'un . . . Paris, 1806.

1810. Lacroix, S. F. Traite du calcul diflR^rentiel et du calcul

integral. 2* ^ition, i. p. 533 ....

1811. Lagrange. M^canique analytique. 2' ^dit., i. p. 267.

1818. Gauss. Determinatio attractionis. . . . Cammentatumes Soc. . . .

Gottingensis, {Classis math.) iv. pp. 21-48; or Werke, iii.

pp. 331-355.

1827. Jacobi. Euleri formulae de transformatione coordinatarum.

Crelle's Journal, ii. pp. 188-189; or Gesammelte JVerke, vii.

pp. 3-5.

1827. Jacobi. Ueber die Hauptaxen der Flachen der zweiten Ord-

nung. Crelle's Journal, ii. pp. 227-233
;
or Gesammelte fFerke,

iii. pp. 45-53.

1827. Jacobi. De singulari quadam duplicis integralis transforma-

tione. Crelle's Journal, ii. pp. 234-242
;
or Gesammelte fFerke,

iii. pp. 55-66.

1828. Cauchy. Sur les centres, les plans principaux et les axes

principaux des surfaces du second degr6. Exercices de Math.,

iii. pp. 1-22
; or (Eumes completes, 2' s6r. viii. pp. 8-35.
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1828. Cauchy. Discussion des lignes et des surfaces du second degre.

Exercices de Math., iii. pp. 65-120
;
or CEuvres complHes, 2' ser.

viii. pp. 83-149.

1829. Chasles. Sur les proprietes des diametres conjugues des hyper-

boloides. Corresp. math, et phys., v. pp. [137-157] 139-141.

1829. Clausen. Ueber die Bestimmung der Lage des Haupt-Umdre-

hungs-Axen eines Korpers Crelle's Journal, v. pp. 383-385 ;

or Nouv. Annates de Math., v. pp. 81-83.

1829. Cauchy. Sur I'equation a I'aide de laquelle on determine les

inegalites seculaires des mouvements des planetes. Exercices

de Math., iv. pp. 140-160; or (Eum-es complHes, 2^ ser. ix.

pp. 172-195.

1831. Jacobi. De transformatione integralis duplicis indefiniti ....

in formam simpliciorem Crelle's Journal, viii. pp.

253-279, 321-357 ;
or Gesammelte Werke, iii. pp. 91-158.

1832. Grunert. Ueber die Verwandlung der Coordinaten im Raume.

Crelle's Journal, viii. pp. 153-159 ; or Nmiv. Annates de Math.,

V. pp. 414-419.

1832. Encke. Ableitung der Formeln von Monge fiir die Trans-

formation der Coordinaten in Raume. Berliner Astron. Jahr-

huch (1832), pp. 305-310; or Corresp. math, et phys., vii.

pp. 273-277.

1832. Jacobi. De transformatione et determinatione integralium

duplicium commentatio tertia. Crelle's Journal, x. pp. 101-

128; or Gesammelte Werke, iii. pp. 159-189.

1833. Jacobi. De finis quibuslibet functionibus homogeneis secundi

ordinis. . . . Crelle's Journal, xii. pp. 1-69
;

or Gesammelte

Werke, iii. pp. 191-268.

1833. Grunert. Supplemente zu Kliigel's Worterbuch : Art. "Co-

ordinaten."

1835. Jacobi. Observationes geometricae. Crelle's Journal, xv. pp.

309-312; or Gesammelte Werke, vii. pp. 20-23.

1839. Catalan. Sur la transformation des variables dans les integrales

multiples. M6m. couronnAs par I'Acad. de Bruxelles, xiv. ii.

pp. 1-47.

1839. Reiss. Sur les neuf angles que forment reciproquement deux

systemes d'axes rectangulaires. Correspond, math, et phys., xi.

pp. 119-173.
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1840. RoDRiGUES. Des lois g^ometriques qui r^gissent les d^place-

ments d'un syst^me solide dans I'espace, . . . Joum. (de

U&uvUle) de Math., v. pp. [380-440] 404-405.

Of these only seven need be taken account of because of their

connection with determinants, viz., two by Jacobi in 1827, one

by Cauchy in 1829, three by Jacobi in 1831-3, and one by
Catalan in 1839.

JACOBI (1827).

[Ueber die Hauptaxen der Flachen der zweiten Ordnung.
Crelles Journal, ii. pp. 227-233

;
or Gesammelte Werke, iii.

pp. 45-53.]

Without unnecessary preliminaries Jacobi enunciates the

problem which he wishes to solve, viz., the transformation of

an expression of the form

Ax^ + By^ + Cz^ + 2ayz + 2bzx + 2cxy,

where x, y, z are the coordinates of a point referred to an

oblique coordinate-system, into an expression of the form

where ^, t], ^ are the coordinates of the same point referred to a

rectangular system having the same origin. This implies that

the things directly sought are the nine coeflScients which give
each of the original coordinates in terms of the new.

Jacobi, however, prefers to begin with a related set of

unknowns, taking the equations which give the new coordinates

in terms of the old. These being assumed to be

i= ax + ^y +yz \

rj
= a'x + ^y + y'z \

^=a'x + ^y + y"z J ,

the equivalent set giving the old in terms of the new is of course

A.a: =
(/3y'

- ^'y)t + {^'y - ^yln +W - ^yH
]^y =

(y'a"
-

y"a')^ + (y"a
- yO'/ + (ya

-
y'a)^ \

A.z = (a'r - c^"^)i + (a"/S
- a^l + {a^ " a'^H J .

where

A = a^y" + /8y'a" + ya'/8" a/S"-/' ^y"a ya"/8'.
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Denoting the known angles between the original axes by X, fx, v,

there is obtained at once the set of six equations

a2 + a'2 + a"2. = 1
,

^ +)8'2 +/3"2 ^1^
+ y^ +y" 1,

y a + y a = cos fx ,

a/B + a^ + a"/3"
= cos i/ ;

and, since the expression

Liax+^y+ yzy + M(a'a;+/3'2/+ y'^)2 + 'i!i{a"x+^"y+ y"zf

has to be identical with

Ax^ + B2/2 + Cs^ + 2a2/0 + 262;a5 + 2cxy ,

we have thus by implication another set of six equations, viz, :

La2 +Ma'2 +Na"2 = A,

L^2 +W + N/3"2 = B
,

Ly2 + My'2 + Ny"2 = C ,

Ly6y + M^V + N^V = ^'

Lya + My'a' + Ny"a" = 6
,

La/3 + Ma'
13' + Na"/3" = c .

What, therefore, remains to be done is the solution of these

twelve equations in the twelve unknowns

a,^, y: a',/3',y': a", /3", y" : L, M, N.

Jacobi's mode of accomplishing this is very interesting. He
notes first that A may be looked upon as known, by reason of

the fact that it is expressible in terms of X, ju, v, the connection

in modern notation being

|a2+a'2 +a"2 a/3 +a'^' +a"/3'

a^+ a'^'+ a"^" ^ + ^'^ +^"2

ay+aV+ a"y" i^y+ ^'y'+i^V
1

cos J/

A2 =
ay + ay + a"y"

y/5+y'/3'+y"/3"

y' +y2 +y"2

COSl/

1

COS fx cos X

COS /A

cosX

1
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In the next place he draws attention to the resemblance between

the two sets of six equations, and points out that as a

consequence any equation legitimately obtainable from the

second set is matched by an equation which might in like

manner be obtained from the first set, but which is much more

readily got by using the substitution

L = M = N = A = B = C = 1,

a, b, c = cosX, cos
JUL,

cosv }.

He then from the second set of six equations forms three

groups
La. a + Ma' . a + Na" . a" = A ^

La.i8 + Ma'./8'+Na".i8" = c i

La.y + Ma'.y' + Na".y" = 6 J

L^.a +M/3'.a' + N/3".a" =c
j

L/3.y + M/3'.y' + N/3".y" = a J

Ly.a +My'.a' +Ny".a" = b \

Ly./3 + My'./3' + Ny"./3" = a
[

Ly.y + My'.y' + Ny".y" = C I,

and solves the first group for La, Ma', Na" ; the second for L^,
M^, N/3" ; and the third for Ly, My', Ny" ; the results being

A. La =(/3'y"-;8V)A + (y'a"-y"a> + {a'^'- a"/3')b

A. Ma' = (^'y-^y")A + (y"a -ya")c + (a"/8 -a/S")6

A.Na" = (/3y -/8'y)A + (ya' -y'a)c + (a/3' -a'/8)6 J

A.L^ = (/3V-^"y')c +(yV'-y"a')B +(a'^'-a''/3')a \

A . M/3' = {I3"y
-
^y")c + (y"a

- ya")B + (a")8
-

a/3")a I

A.N^"=(^y -^'y)c +(ya' -y'a)B + (a.8' -a'^)a J

A . Ly = (^Y'-^Y)6 + (ya"-y"a')a + (a'/8"-a"/3')C \

A.My'=(^'y-)8y")6 + (y"a -ya")a ^{a'^-a^')C
[

A.Ny" =
(/3y' -^y)b + (ya' -y'a)a + (a^ -a'^)C J.

Making the substitution above referred to he derives the
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corresponding results which are obtainable from the first set

of six, viz. :

A. a =(/3Y-/3y) +(yV'-yV)cosv + (a ^'
- a"^')cos jm

A.a =
(/3'V

-
/3y'0 + (y"a

-
ya")cos p + (a"/3

-
a^")cos jm

A. a" =
(/3y' /3'y) + (y' y'a)cosi' + (a/3' a'/3)cos^

A . /3
=

(/3'y"
-
I3"y) cos j/ + (y'a"

-
y"a') + (a'^"

-
a"/30cos X

A . ^' = (^'V
-

;8y")cos V + (y"a
-
ya") + (a"/3

-
a/3")cos X

A . /3"
=

(/3y'
-

;6'y) cos V + (ya
-

y'a) + (a/S'
-

a(3)c08 X

A. y = (/3'y"-^"y')cos/i + (y'a"-y"a')cosX + (a'/3"-a"^)

A . y'
= (^"y -/3y")coSyu + (y"a -ya")cosX + (a"^ -a/8")

A.y" =
(/Sy' -/3'y)coS/x + (ya' -y'a)cosX +(a/3' -a'^S)

He then takes each of these nine equations along with the one

of which it is a special case, and by subtraction obtains nine new

equations, which he groups as follows :

0= (L-A)-(/3Y'-/3"7') + {Lcosj'-c)-(7'a"-7"a') + (Lcos/t-6)-(a'i3"-a"^')
= (Lcos'-c)-(i3V'-/3"y) + (L-B){y'a"-y"a') + (Lcos\-ay(a'^" -a"^')
= (L cos fj.

- by {^'y"-^"y') + (L coaX- ay (y'a" -y"a') + (L-C)-(a'/3"-a"|3')

= (M-A)-(j3"7 -
^y") + (Mcos;'-c)-(7"a -

7a") + (Lcoa fi-b)- {a"^ -
aj3")

= (M.cosv-cy(^"y -
jSy') + (M-B)-(7"a -

7a") + (M cosX-a)-(a"/3 -
0|8")

= (M COS /JL- by (p"y -
/Sy') + (M cos X- a) -(y'a

-
7a") + (M-C)-(a"|8 -

ayS")

0= (N-A)-(j37'
-

^3 7) + (N cos I' -c)- (7a'
-

7'o) + (NcoSM-6)'(aj3' -
a'/3)

0= (Ncosj'-c)-(/37'
-

/3'7) + (N-B)-{7a' -
7'a) + (NcosX-a)-(a^' -

a'/3)

0= (Ncos/i-6)-((8y -
)3'7) + (N cos X- a) -(70'

- ya) + (N-C)-(ai3' -
a'/3).

Now from the first of these groups of three it is possible to

eliminate ^'y"-^"y', ya"-y"a', a'/3"-a"/3'; from the second,

/3"y /3y", y'a yd', d'^ a^"\ and from the third, ^y' ^'y,

yd y'a, a^' a'^', and this being done there is obtained the

set of three equations

) = (L-A)(L-B)(L-C) + 2(LcosX-a)(Lcosyot-6)(Lcos^-c)

-(L-A)(LcosX-a)2-(L-B)(Lcos/>t-6)2-(L-C)(Lcos,/-c)2,

) = (M-A)(M-B)(M-C) + 2(McosX-a)(Mcos^-6)(Mcos,/-c)
- (M - A)(M cos X- a)2

-(M- B)(M cos ^- 6)2
- (M - C)(M cos u-cf,

) = (N-A)(N-B)(N-C) + 2(NcosX-a)(Ncos/.-6)(Ncos,/-c)

-(N-A)(NcosX-a)'-(N-B)(Ncos/x-6)2-(N-C)(Ncosi/-c)2;
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from which it is clear that the unknowns L, M, N are the three

roots of the equation in x
,

: (x A)(x B)(x C) + 2(xcosX a)(xcos/i 6)(xcosi/ c)

(x A)(x cos \ af {x B)(x cos /x 6)^ (x C)(x cos v cf,

and therefore may be considered as expressible in terms of the

nine knowns, A, B, C, a, b, c, X, /*, v.

To obtain the remaining unknowns which, be it noted, are not

a ' /5 . y
a p . y
a , p , y

but
^y"-^'y', i8"y-;8y", )8y'-^y.

I n II I II It II
ya y a , y a ya , ya y a,

a'/8" a^ , a"/3 a^" , a^ a^ ,

recourse is had to the two original sets of six equations. In

the first equation of each set a^ occurs, in the second ^, and

in the sixth a/3. Eliminating these in succession we have

(L-M)a'2 +(L-N)a"2 =L-A,
(L-M)^2 +(L-N)^'2 =L-B,
(L-M)a'/S' + (L-N)a"|3" = Lcosv-c;

and thence

(L-M)(L-N)(a'^"-a")8')' = (L-A)(L-B) - (Lcosv-c)2;

so that one of the nine unknowns

/(L-A)(L-B)
- (L cos v-cf~

"^^1 (L-M)(L-N)
the others being like it, and indeed derivable from it, although
Jacobi does not say so, by cyclical permutation of triads of

letters.

The solution thus reached we may formulate as follows :

TJie Cartesian equation

Ax^ + B?/2 + Cz^ 4- 2ayz + 2bzx + 2cxy = 0,

wheve the axes are inclined to one another at angles X, /x, v,

may he transformed into
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where the axes are rectangular, by means of the substitution

_ /(L
- B)(L - C)

- (L cos A - af\h ^ /(M - B)(M - C)
- (M cos A - aY\\

'~l A2(L-M)(L-N) /^"^t A2(M-N)(M-L) J
"^

/(N - B)(N - C)
- (N C08 A - af\i.

"^
I A2(N-L)(N-M) J

'

_ /(L
- C)(L - A) - (L cos

ji
- hf\ i

f.

~\ A2(L-M)(L-N) J
^*'

A2(L-M)(L-N)
f(L - A)(L - B) - (L cos V - cf\h .

I A2(L-M)(L-N) / s +

where L, M, N are the roots of the equation

and

a? A
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The double integral referred to is

II
sm-yjr.d-yjr.d^

where

+ 26'cos
x/r+ 26"sin

i/r cos + 26"'sin
yp-

sin
<p

+ 2c'sin2\/r cos (p
sin + 2c"cos xp sin

\}r
sin + 2c"'cos

\fr
sin

^/r
cos 0,

that is to say, where p is a quadratic function of cos^,
sin \p cos

<p,
sin

i/r
sin ^ ;

and the purpose of the paper is to show

that the integral can be transformed into

sin P. 3P.30

wG 4- G'cos^P+ G"sin2P cos20+ G'"sin2p sin^O
'

where the denominator is a quadratic function of cos P,

sin P cos 6, sin P sin 6, but contains only the squares of these

quantities. The transformation is avowedly suggested by Gauss'

solution of a simpler problem of the same kind, viz., the

transformation of

f 3E

J ^[(A- a cos E)2 + (B- 6 sin E)^ + C^]
into the form

r sp

Jx/(G+G'cos2P+G"sin2P)*

As in the preceding paper, Jacobi does not begin with the

substitution which is really sought, but with the reverse sub-

stitution, that is to say, the substitution necessary for the

transformation of

CC sin F.dF.dO . r fsini/r.9x/r.g0

JjG+ G'cos2P+G"sin2Pcos20+ G"'sin2Psin2t^ JJ p

knowing that from the latter substitution, when found, the

former will be obtainable. This substitution he takes in the form

p _ a + a cos
\/r 4- a" sin

xf/-
cos

(p + a'" sin i/r
sin

<f)~
S + 6' cos \}r + S" sin

\fr
COS + S"' sin

\/r
sin

'

^inPpnfl - jQ + /^'cos x/r + ^"siu x/r
COS (^ + ^"^sin ^r sin

sinrcosa -
^ + ^' cos x/r + r sin

i/r
cos + ^" sin

x/^
sin

'

ir, P ir, A - y + y COS
Xfr + y^sJU ^r COS + 7 "siu

x/r
siu

Sm X sin a -^ ; x-, ; ; ^, :
; ; ;

K/T? =
;

= T
S -\- S coa\fr + S sm

\/r
cos -f <5 sin \Jr

sin
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the three new facients, cosP, sinPeosO, sin P sin being ex-

pressible as fractions whose numerators and common denomi-

nator are linear functions of the original facients. It rests with

him therefore to prove that the sixteen quantities
/ // ///

a, a , a , a

A ^\ ^", r
y> y . y ' y
<5, S', 8", r

and the four

are so determinable that the performance of the substitution

may bring back the original integral.

By reason of the fact that

cos^P + sin^Pcos^^ + sin^Psin^O = 1

for all values of P and Q, it follows that the expression

(a + a cos
y\r+ a sin

y\r
cos + d" sin

i/r
sin 0)^

+ (j8+ /3'cos x/^ 4- |8"sin i/r
cos + ^"^in i/r

sin 0)?

+ (y+ y' cos i//-+ y" sin
\/r

cos + y'"sin \/r
sin 0)^

.- (5 + ^' cos
i/r+ (5" sin

i/r
cos + (5'" sin \/r

sin ^J

must vanish for all values of
\/r

and 0, and that therefore a

number of relations must exist between products of pairs of

the coefficients. These relations Jacobi might have obtained by

giving special values to
y\r

and : for example, by putting x/r
=

and
>/r
= TT he might have obtained

<a2+ /32+y2-(52)+2(aa +/3^'+yy'-^^')+(a''+ /3'Hy'2-5'2)
=

and

and thence

aa'+ /3/3'+ yy'-(5^'
=

and aH /3H y"- 8^ = -(a'2+ ^'2+ y2_^'2)^

As a matter of fact, however, taking a hint from Gauss, he con-

cludes that since

cos2\/r-|-sin^i//-cos^0+ sin2t/rsin^0
= 1,

the expression must be of the form

k{coa^\fA+ sin2\/r cos'^0+ sin^x/r sin^^ 1)



a'
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We have thus a score of equations from which' jto determine the

score of unknowns, a, P, y, 8, a
,
...

, G, G', G", G'".

From this point onward the procedure closely follows that of

the preceding paper.

Noting that the specialising substitution

_ G = G' = G" = G'" = l\

a = a' = a" = a" = 1

h' = h" = b'" =

c' = c" = c'" = o;

changes the second set of ten equations into the first, he confines

himself at the outset to the second set. From this four sets of

four equations are selected, e.g., the set

a.G'a + |8.G"^ + 7.G"V + ^.G5 =
aU-'^

a'.G'a + /3'.G"/3 + y'.G"V + ^'-G^ = Vh

a".G'a + ^".G"/3 + y".G"V + ^".G,5 = Kk
a'".G'a + ^"'.G"/3 + y'".G"V + (5'".G(5 = h"'k]

and solved as sets of linear equations, the results being put in

the form

k{ka + A'6' + A"6" + A'"6'") = G'a,

A;(Ba + B'6' + B"fe" + Wh'") = G"^,

/<Ca + C'6' + C"6" + Q!"h"')
= Q!"y ,

k(Da + D'6' + D"6" + D'"6'")
= G^;

k(Ah' + AV + A"c'" + A'"c") = G'a',

k(Bh' + B'a' + B"c'" + B"'c") =
G",8',

A:(C6' + C'a' + C"c'" + C"'c") = G'V.
A<D6' + B'a' + DV" + D'V) = G^';

k(Ab" + A'c"' + A"a" + A'"c')
= G'a",

;t(B6" + B'c'" + B"a" + B"'c')
=

G"/3",

k{Cb" + C'c'" + C"a" + C"'c')
= G"V",

Jfc(D6" + B'c'" + D"a" + D"'c') = G(5";

/<A6'" + A'c" + A"c' + A"V") = G'a'",

k(Bb'" + B'c" + B"c' + B"'a'") = G"^'",

k{Cb'" + C'c" + C"c' + C"'a"') = G'"y'",

k(Db'" + D'c" + D"c' + D"'a"') = G(5'";
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where it is readilj^ seen what is denoted by A, B, C, D, A', B',

, . .* The corresponding results from the other set of ten

equations are

a =
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rise to four equations, the first of which is a quartic in G',

and the second, third, and fourth differ from the first merely
in having G", G'", G in place of G'. This, of course, is the

same as saying that G', G", G"', G are the roots of a certain

quartic in x, which would nowadays be written

a x y h" h"'

h' a'+ x c'" c"

h" c'" a"+x c

h'" c" c a"+x

= 0,

but which Jacobi writes in the form

(a
-

x){a'+ x){a"+ x){a"+ x)

-{a- x){a'+xy-{a- x){a"+ x)c"^ -{a- x){a"'+xy"" \

-{a"+x){a"' ^x)h'^-{a"' +x){a'+ x)h"^-{a +x){a"+ x)h"'^ ]

+ 2c'c''c'\a-x)+2o^%"\a:+x)+2c%'%\a'+x)+2c''Vh\a"'^x)
+ 6'2c'2+ 6"V'2+ 6"'2c"'2- 2h'h"c'c"- 2h"h"'c"c"- 2h"'b'c'"c'

,

just as if he had expanded the determinant according to products

of the elements of the principal diagonal.

Interrupting the process of solution for a moment Jacobi

draws attention to the fact that elegant relations between the

sixteen quantities a, a, a", a", . . . and the sixteen A, A', A'\

A'", . . . have been handed down by Laplace, Vandermonde,

Gauss, and Binet, an interesting remark as showing what

writings on determinants were then known to him. Upon the

subject of these relations, however, he does not enter, contenting

himself with giving two sets of equations derivable from them

with the help of the sixteen results

a = -kA, /3
= -kB, ....

The first set resembles the half-score of equations obtained near

the outset, being

yS -{ y'S' + y"S" + y"'S"'
= 0.
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The other set consists of sixteen of the type

a)8' a'j8
=

{y"8"' y"S"),

where e= dtl, and is in effect a prolix way of stating the fact,

nowadays familiar, that any two-line minor of \a^'y"8"'\ differs

from its complementary minor only in sign, if it differ at all.

Further he inserts at this stage the reverse substitution of

that with which he started, viz.,

, S' -{ a cos P -f- /8' sin P cos -\- v s
cos xjr

= *

sin\/rco8
=

sin ^ sin
<j>
=

s
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and the others obtainable therefrom by the change of

a^ a'^ a"2, a'"\ G, G', G", G'",

into

^2, ,8'2, r', r^ G> G", G', Q'",

y\ y\ y"\ y"\ G, G'", G", G',

_j2^ _^'2^ -^2, -r'2, -G', -G, G", G'".

The difficulty of the double sign which appears in every case is

^ot over by merely fixing at will the sign of a, ^, y, (5, the

reason being that there are rational expressions for

aa , aa", aa", /3/3',
. . .

, yy', . . .
, 8S', . . . ,

and indeed also for

aa, aa , a a , ...,

similar to those just given for a^ . . . . For example

aa; _ h'(a" - G'){a"'
-
G')

- c"b"' (a"
-
G')

-
c"'b"{a"'

-
G')

- b'c'^ + b"c'c" + b"'c'c"

k
"

(G' + G)(G'-G")(G'-G"')

There is nothing to suggest that the numerators of all these

expressions are determinants, and still less that in the case of

a2
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a+G' b' h" h'"

h' a'-G' c" c"

c a u c

c c a Ci

The next and concluding paragraph of the paper is of course

occupied in showing that by making the substitution whose

coeflBcients have just been obtained, the given integral can be

transformed as desired.

It is worth noting here that although this paper and the

previous one are contiguous in the original volume of publication,

and the problem solved in the second is in essence quite similar

to that solved in the first, there is not a word to indicate that

the author viewed them in this common light.

we have
a _*'_*"_ *'"

[Ti]
-

[12]

-
[13]

-
(uy

a _ o' _
~W]~m~ '

a _
"m~

a _~
[ii]-

Multiplying in these lines by a, a', a", o'" respectively we see that

a* _ a'* _ a"^ _ a'"^

[TT]
-

[22]
-

["33]

-
[44]

and therefore that each of them is equal to

g' - g'^ - g'^ - a'"'

[11] -[22] -[33] -[44]'
and thus equal to

[11] -[22] -[33] -[44]-

But by the rule for differentiating a determinant the denominator here is the

differential-quotient of the determinant with respect to G'; and this because

of the theorem

\di{^^-'^i'>^'=-^^'^^^-'^3^ }
=

('i-'2)('-i-*3)-

is equal to -(G'- G")(G'- G"'){G' + G) : consequently

(0'-G")(G'-G"')(G' + G)
~

[11]
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CAUCHY (1829).

[Sur I'equation a I'aide de laquelle on determine les in^galit^s

seculaires des mouveraents des planfetes. Exercices de Math.,

iv. pp. 140-160
;
or (Euvres completes, 2 ser. ix. pp. 172-195.]

The equation as it arises with Cauchy would be more fitly

described as the equation whose roots are the maxima and

minima of a homogeneous function of the second degree with real

coefficients, and with variables subject to the condition that the

sum of the squares equals unity.

Denoting the function by

or for shortness' sake by s, he of course begins with the

known equations for determining the extreme values in question,

viz., the equations
3s 3s 3.S'

?)X _ 'dif _'dz _-
y

~ T ~

An elementary algebraical theorem gives each of these ratios

3s
.

3s
,

3s

?>x
"^

32/ 30

^2 _|_ 2^2 _j_ 2;2 _}_ _ _

and, therefore, by the fundamental theorem regarding the

differentiation of homogeneous functions and by the above-

mentioned condition,
= 2s.

He thus obtains the set of equations

or

,
3s , 3s

,
3s

*3^
= ^^'

*3y
=

'^' *3i
= ^^'
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say, has for its roots the maxima and minima values of s. The

third chapter of the Gours d'Armlyse is then referred to and

taken as warrant that

*' S sera una fonction altern^.e des quantit^s comprises dans le Tableau

A33. s A^ Aj2 ....

-^i* -^n
~ ^

-^r' ....

A_, A, A_ S ....

and the developments of the function are given for the cases

71= 2, n= S,n = 4< exactly in the form adopted by Jacobi.

The question of the particular values of the variables x,y,z ,
...

which correspond and give rise to each of the n extreme values of

8 is next taken up, the equations for the determination of them

being clearly the set from which the equation S = was obtained

(a set, be it remarked, which of itself can only give the ratio of

any tw o) and the additional equation

x^ -\- y^ -{- z^ -\- .... =1.

A series of identities connecting these 71^ values is however first

obtained. Denoting by Xr, yr, Zr, ... the values of x,y, z, ...

which corresponds to the extreme value Sr of s, he has, by a

double use of each equation of the set, the n pairs of equations

{^xz~Sl)Xi + A-By2/j -|- AxzZi +
(A-aa; 2)^2 "^" -^^tyVi "t" Aa;!2^2 "I"

^xy^l + (-^!/!/~*i)2/i + -^yz^i +

A^a*! + Ay^y^ + (A^-sJ^^ +
^xzX<i + ^yzy^ + (Aw 82)^2 "^

:3

:3

From the first pair A^x can be eliminated, from the second

pair A.yy,
and so on. Consequently there is in this way obtained

the n equations

{8^-8^)x^x^ + A^{x.^y^-x^y^) + K{x^^-x^z^ + ... =0
Axy(2/2'i

-
2/1^2) + (2-i)3/i2/2 + Ayz(y2i-2/i2)+ . . =

AxzC^yCi
-

21X2) + A^(222/i- 2x2/2) + (2-l)^1^2 + . . . =0
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and from these by addition

(a;ia32+ 2/12/2+ ^1^2+ )(2-Si) = 0,

the conclusion being

"Done, toutes les fois que les racines s^, s^, seront in^gales entre

elles, on aura

^^2 + ^1^1 + ^1^2 + =
;

et, si I'equation S = n'ofFre pas de racines egales, les valeurs de

a", y, z, ... correspondantes a ces racines verifieront toutes les

formules comprises dans le Tableau suivant :

ti^ + yi^ + . . .
=

1, 0:1X2+^1^2 + =0' ' ^i^n + ViVn + =0

V^i + y2?/i + = 0, x^^+ y2^+ ... =1, , x^ + y^y+ ... =0

li^i + y,&i + = 0, zX2+ y^^ + . . . = 0, ,
a;2 + yJ+...= 0."

This interlude over, the fundamental set of equations is returned

to, and, the first of them being deleted, there is got from the

remainder
sc _ y _ z _
p~

~
~p~

~
~p~

~ ~
^ XX ^ xy ^ %z

where the denominators are seen to be what we now call certain
'

principal minors
'

of S
; or, as Cauchy says, where ? is

" ce que devient S, lorsqu'on supprime dans le Tableau les termes qui

appartiennent k la meme colonne horizon tale que le binome A-s,
avec ceux qui appartiennent a la meme colonne verticale que A^ - s

,

ou bien encore les termes compris dans la meme colonne verticale

que A-s, et ceux qui sont renfermes dans la m^me colonne hori-

zontale que A - s."

The ratios x'.y -.z: . . . . having thus been got, there only

remains, for the determination oi x
, y ,

z ,...., to use the

equation

a;2+2/H2H . . . .
= 1.

But before doing so it is temporarily convenient to introduce an

alternative notation, viz., denoting the signed minors

P P P

X
,

Y
,

Z
,

flo that the values of these corresponding to Xr,yr,Zr, , and
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therefore to Sr , may be denoted by X^ , Y^ , Z^ , . . . We thus

have from the additional equation

a;_2/_s_ _ 1

X
-
Y

-
Z "^

^X2+Y2+Z2+ . . .

and the]
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it follows from the values obtained for Xp, Xq, ..., that

^p^q + ^p^q + =
.

And since they are all zero, and each the sum of two squares,
we are forced to the conclusion that

Xp = Xq =
,

Yp = Yq = 0,

Zp =
Zq =

,

which is the same as to say that the roots Xp, Xq satisfy the

equations
= X =Y =Z =....

i.e.,

= P =P =P =\J ^ XX ^ xy ^ xz ....

The supposition therefore that the equation of the n^^ degree

S = can have a pair of imaginary roots leads us to assert that a

perfectly similar equation, Pa;a;
= 0, of the {niy'^ degree, will

have the same pair of roots. It is thus seen that the supposition

and reasoning, if persevered in, will ultimately land us in an

absurdity, when we reach, as we are bound to do, one of the

equations of the first degree

A-eX
- S = 0, Ayy- S = Q,

" Done I'equation S = n'a pas de racines imaginaires."

The next object being to fix the limits between which the

roots of the equation S = are comprised, a theorem necessary

for the accomplishment of this is first attended to. Formally
enunciated in modem phraseology it is :

S being any axisymmetric determinant, R the determinant

got by deleting the first row and first column of S, Y the deter-

minant got by deleting the first row and second column of S,

and Q the determinant got from R as R from, S, then i/ R= 0,

SQ = - YK

As the mode of proof employed by Cauchy applies equally well

when S is not axisymmetric, let us take
| a^,f^d^^ \

for the given

determinant, and write the proof as it would nowadays be given.

To begin with, if A^, Ag, ... be the complementary minors of

the elements a^, a^, ... in
| a-^b^c^d^ \

we have
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a^Aj a^k^ + r/gAg a^A^ = | a^^c^d^ \

&1A1
-

62A2 + &3A3
-

&4A4 =

CjAj CgAg + C3A3 C4A4 =

c^jAj c?2A2 + ^3A3 d^k^ =

Putting Ai = 0, and leaving out one of the last three equations,

we obtain

a2A2 + 3A3 a^A^ = | a^h^c^d^ \

\

~ ^2^ '^ ^sAs C^A^
= r

d^A^ + (igAg d^A^ = j ,

from which by solving for A^ there results

that is,

|a2C3C^4l

I a2S<^4 I I K^^S^i I

= -
1 !V3<^4 I I Cs^A I

*

and this, when the original determinant is axisymmetric, becomes

I ^^3(^4 I

* = -
I OlV3^4 I I C3<^4 I .

or, as Cauchy writes it,

- Y2 = SQ.

The first four cases of S = are then considered, viz., the series

of equations Si
= 0, 82= 0, 83

= 0, 8^
= 0, .... or, as at a later

date they would have been written,
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where each determinant is the complementary minor of the

element in the place (1, 1) of the next determinant. The root in

the first case is evidently A. In the second case the solution is

where the reality of the roots
s^, Sg is manifest

;
and as their sum

is Agj+A^, it follows that Sg A may be substituted for A^ 8^^

in

^ZZ ^1 Aj^

Ajgtt A Sj

= 0,

with the result that we have

(A S2)(A Sj)
= A^^'

and are able to conclude that the roots
Sj, Sg of ^^6 equation. Sg

=
lie on opposite sides of the root A of the equation S^

= 0.

Coming now to the case of 83 = we proceed differently,

the three roots being localised by observing the changes of

sign in S3 as we pass from one value of the variable s to

another. Four values of s which suflSce for the purpose are

X, 6'j, Sgj +o- No reasoning is necessary to show that,

when 8 is = 00
, S3 is positive, and when ,s = + 00

, S3 is

negative. When s= Sj we have S.2
= 0, and therefore know from

our auxiliary theorem that Sj and S3 must have different

signs, a fact from which we deduce that S3 is then negative.

Similarly, when 8= 82, it is seen that S3 is positive. We thus

have the set of values

S = CC, Si, 8.2, +00,

and S3
= +, -, +, -,

which shows that one value of s which makes S3= lies between

^00 and Si, another between s^ and s^, and the third between

82 aud + 00 . In other words, the roots s', s", s'" of S3= are

such that between each consecutive two of them there lies a

root of S2= 0.

The case of S^
= is treated similarly, the five values given to

8 in S^ being
00

, s', S", S'", + 00 .
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As before, there is no diflBeulty about the first and last of these,

the value of S^ being seen to be positive for both. When 8

is put = s' we know that S3 vanishes, and that therefore Sj

And S4 must have different signs. The sign of S^ is settled

from recalling that s' lies between x and Sj, and that for these

values of the variable S^ is equal + 00 and respectively :

consequently the putting of s= s' makes S^ negative. Similar

reasoning enables us to complete the set

S = - X
, S', S", 8'", + 00

j
84= +, -, +, -, + J'

from which we learn that one value of 8 which makes S^
= lies

iDetween 00 and s', a second between
'

and s", a third between

s" and s'", and the fourth between s'" and 00.

Having reached this point Cauchy adds

*'Les memes raisonnements, successivement ^tendus au cas oil la

fonction s renfermerait cinq, six, . . .
, variables, fourniront 6videm-

ment la proposition suivante :

Tn^GRfeME I. Quel que soit le nombre n de variables x, y, z, . . . ViqttatU/n

S =
I

4it les Equations de meme forme

R =
0, Q =

0, ....

au/ront toutes lews racines rielles. De plus, si Von nomme

8', 8", 8'", . . .
,

8'-'

les racines de Viquation
R =

rang4es par ordre de grandeur, les racines rdelles de I'dquation S = seroni

respectiv^ment comprises entre les limites

-
CO, s' s", s'", . . .

, 8'-% 00."

Considerable space (pp. 188-192) is next given to extending

.this theorem to the case where several values of s satisfy at

the same time two consecutive equations of the series S = 0,

R= 0, P= 0, ....
Then follows a series of noteworthy deductions, which bring

us round to the solution of a general problem of a quite

different character, viz., the problem of transformation which
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we have seen Jacobi attacking in detail. Denoting, as before,

the extreme values, all different, of the quadratic function

by Sj, S2> J s, and by Xr, yr, Zr, . ..
,
the values of the in-

dependent variables which give rise to Sr, we know that we have

{K^^-s^)x^ + K^y-y^ + A3^i + ... = O"

-A-ajt/iCi + \Ayy 8-^)y^ + -^yz^i +

^1 + Ux + ^1 +

\Axx~^l)^2 ^" -^xyy^ "^ Aa;202 +

AjjyCCg + K-Ayy S^jy^ + AyzZ^ +

Aa;2^2 "I" ^zVi ^" (-^22 82)02 +

ir,2 + 2/2^ +

=

=
=

= 1

AxzZn +
Axy^n + \A-yy Sn)yn +
Ax^^n 4" Ayzyn + (A22 Sra)2; +

AyzZn +

+ 2/n' + +

=
=
=

and that, further, when r and s are unequal

a;r + yrys + ZrZ,+ ... =0.

Recalling this, Cauchy says that if a new set of n variables be

taken , c

i, r,, ^, . . . .

related to the old by the equations

X = x^i + X^rt + ajg^ + . .

y = Vi^-^ ViV + 2/3^ +
Z =

Z^^ + Z^r, + %^ + . .

it is at once verifiable that

^2 _|_ y2 _j_ 2;2 _j_ , = f + >;' + r +
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In the second place, if we take any one, say the first, of the set

of equations connecting Sj, x-^, y^, z^, . . . , the corresponding

equation of the set connecting 8^, x^, y2, z^, ...
, and so forth,

writing them in the form

K>^i + ^Vi + ^^1 + . . = ii,

multiplication by ^, 17, ^, ... respectively, followed by addition,

gives

Aaa; + k^y + k^z + . .
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The validity of this rests on the supposition that the equation
R= has all its roots unequal ;

but Cauchy is careful to point out

that even if this were not the case, the requisite inequality could

be brought about by giving an infinitely small increment e to

one of the coefficients A^a,, A.xy . . .
;
and as e could be made to

approach indefinitely near to zero without the theorem ceasing
to be valid, the validity would remain even at the limit.

After a reference to the special case of three variables, the

paper closes with the announcement that Sturm had arrived

independently at the theorems marked I. and II., and had offered

his paper on the subject to the Academy on the same day as

Cauchy's.*

JACOBI (Deer. 1831).

[De transformatione integralis duplicis indefiniti

A + B cos ^ + C sin <^ + (A' + B' cos <^ + C sin <f>)cosrl/ + (A" + B" cos^ + C" sin</))sin^

W in formam simpliciorem I ^i ru -^ tw- = a^
J Ct

- G cos 7/ cos 0-Ki sm
7j
sm a

v,
Crelle's Journal, viii. pp. 253-279, 321-357

;
or Gesammdte

i Werke, iii. pp. 91-158.]

In his previous paper with a similar title to this Jacobi

confined himself strictly to the consideration of his double

integral, without saying a word as to the purely algebraical

problem of transformation which lay at the root of it. Had he

acted otherwise he would have been forced to note that this

*A short account of Cauchy's memoir is given in the Bvlletin den Sciences

Math., xii. (1829), pp. 301-303, by C. S(turm), who says, "M. Cauchy a bien

voulu observer, en terminant son article, que j'^tais parvenu, de mon c6t^, k

des th^or^mes semblables aux siens, sans avoir connaissance de ses recherches.

Le M^moire de M. Cauchy, et le mien, dont je donne plus loin un extrait, ont

^t^ offerts le m6me jour k I'Academie des Sciences." A few pages further on

in the same volume we come to an article entitled ' ' Extrait d'un M^moire
sur I'integration d'un syst^me d'^quations differentielles lin^ires, pr^sente k

I'Academie des Sciences le 27 Juillet 1829, par M. Sturm." The abstract occupies
nine pages (pp. 313-322), and though it does not contain explicit statement of the

two theorems referred to by Cauchy, the theorems themselves are evidently

implied. There can be little doubt, therefore, that the memoir here condensed is

that which was presented on the same day as Cauchy's.
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algebraical problem differed from that dealt with in the earlier

paper of the same year merely in having four independent
variables instead of three. Using modem phraseology, we may
say that the one paper dealt explicitly with the transformation

of a ternary quadric into the form 'L^^-{-M)f+'N^^, and the

other implicitly with the transformation of a quaternary quadric
into the form Gio^+G'^^^+ G"i^^+G"'i^^; and such being the

case, it is a matter for some surprise that the consideration

of the corresponding problem for an n-ary quadric was left to

Cauchy,
In the lengthy paper we have now come to, the algebraical

problem is no longer kept in the background, but forms one

of the three parts into which the subject-matter naturally
divides itself. The first is the "

Introductio," occupying 1-9,

pp. 253-264, and containing a brief account of previous related

work, followed by an indication of the new results reached.

The second is headed " Problema I." and occupies 10-15,

pp. 264-279, its subject being an algebraical transformation pure
and simple. The third and longest is headed " Problema II."

and concerns the closely related, not to say dependent, problem
of the transformation of a double integral. With this clear-cut

subdivision there is no need for any process of sifting : we turn

at once to Problema I.

It is stated by Jacobi as follows: Proponitur, per svibsti-

tutiones lineares

X = as + aV -|- a"8'' w = at + bu -|- cv

y = ^s + |8's' + /SV w' = a't -H b'u + c'v

z = ys + y's' + y"s" w" = a"t -f b"u -\- c"v

quae identice ejfficiant

X2 + y2 + z2 = 8* + s'^ -|- a"^

W2 + w'2 + W"2 = t2 + U2 -h V*,

transformare expreasionem

(Ax+By+Cz)w -t- (A'x+ B'y+C'z)w' 4- (A"x+B''y-|-Crz)w''

in hanc aimpliciorem

Gst + G's'u + G''s''v.
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Among the problems of the previous papers its closest relative is

the first of all, the relation being that of general to particular.

In modem symbolism the expression now given for trans-

formation is

X y z

A
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and that this latter substitution when taken along with the

original condition gives the second set of six relations

a^ + a'2 + a"2 =1, ^y + ^y' + /3"y"
= 0,

/32 + /3'2 + ^"2 = 1, y + yV + yV = 0,

y2 + y^ + V = 1, a|8 + a'yS' + a"^ = 0.

Further, it is pointed out that if we put

e for a(|8y'-|8'V) + /8(yV'-yV) + y(a'/8"-a"i8')

the ordinary solution of the given substitution results in

ea = x{^y" - ^"y') + yiy'o!'
-

y"a') + z{a'^'
- a'^S

es' =
x{/3"y

-
^y") + y(y"a

-
ya") + 2^(a"/3

-
a/8")

-

e8" = x(^y -/8'y) +2/(ya'
-

y'a) + ^^Ca/?-
- a^J,

and that a comparison of this with the reverse substitution

as already obtained produces

ea = ^'y" ^'y, ea = ^'y ^y", ea" = ^y ^y,

ep = y a y a , ep = y a ya , ep = ya y a,

ey = a^" a"^, ey'
=

a"/8 a^", _ ey" =
a/6' a'/8.

In the next place it is noted that with the help of these the

left side of the identity

(y"a ya")(a/8' a'/(3) (ya y'a)(a"/8 a/3")
= ae

becomes first

e\^y" - /8"y')
and then

e^ .ea;
and that consequently

e2= l.

Lastly, attention is very pointedly drawn to the fact that if the

nine quantities a, a, a", /8, /(?', /S", y, y, y" be such as the fore-

going results imply, and any three quantities X, Y, Z be

connected with other three P, Q, R by the equations

X = aP + a'Q + a"R^

Y = /SP + /S'Q + /8"R

Z = yP + y'Q + y"R
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then it follows that

yli

y'Zi

439

and

P = aX + ^Y +
Q = a'X + ;8'Y +
R = a"X + ^'Y + y"ZJ

X2 + Y-2 + Z2 = p2 + Q2 + R2_* (0)

The next preliminary step is to formulate the equations
which result from the identity of (Aa;+ B?/+ C0)iw+ .... with

Gst+ G's'u+ G"s"v. These aret

A = Gtaa + Qc'a'b + G"a"c

A' = Gtaa' +G'a'fe' +G"a"c'

A" = 6aa" + G'o'6" + G"a"c"

B =G/3a +G'/9'6 +G"/S"c

B' = G/3a' +G'/3'6' +G"/3"c'

B" = G/3a" + G'/3'6" + G"/3"c"

C =G70 +GV6 +G"7''c

C =G7a'+GV6' +G"7"'5'

C" = G7a" +GY6" + 6"7"c"-

Along with the twelve relations previously obtained, they give
in all twenty-one equations for the determination of the three

G's and the eighteen coefficients of the substitutions.

The actual process of solution consists in a long series of

deductions from the last-obtained set of nine equations, the

repeated use of the twelve other equations being disguised by

employing the theorem above called (0). Thus from the first

column of equations this theorem gives

Ga = aA -H a'a: + a"A."

G'a' = 6A -t- h'A! + h"M'

G"a" = cA + c'M + c"A."

the second column gives similar expressions for Q^, G'/3', Q"^" ;

and the third column for Gy, G'y', G"y". The whole set is in

later notation

Ga G'a' G"a"

G^ G'^ G"I3'

Gy G'y' G"y''

) ( a
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CI ii Jc

where ~ is used to denote gp-\-li(r+ kr. Similarly by taking
p (T T

the same set of nine equations in rows there is obtained

( ) ( ^ ^ y r )

A
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To make another advance, either of our latest sets of nine is

taken and separated into row-sets of three, and theorem (0)

applied. The result which Jacobi gives in nine separate

equations of the type

B'C"-B"C' _ aa ah a"c~
G "^

G"
"^ G^

may be written more compactly and more instructively in the

form

wc
I I

C'A"
I I

A^B"AAA
B"C

I I

Cy'A
I I

A'^AAA
BC I I CA' 1 I A"B'

) ( aa a'h a"c
+ 7T7 +G

aa'

G'

a'h'

G"

a"c'

G"*''G' """'G"

aa;; o;6;'
aV

G G"

G *'G' *&" G "^G' *&"

G "^
G'

"^
G" G *"

G'
"^
G"

^' s;6"
sv' 7a:\y&\yv;

G ^
G'

"^
G" G *"

G'
"^

G"

Any one of the nine here, however, may be matched by one

deduced directly from the set of nine which we obtained at the

very outset. Thus*

B'C" - B"C' = (G^a' + G'/3'6' + G"^V)(Gya"+GV6"+G'VV)
- (G^a"+ Q'^'b"+ G"^"c"){Qya' + G'y'6' + G"y"c' ) ,

= G'G'XiS'y"
-

/5'V')(&'c"
-

h"c')

+ G"G(^"y -/3y")(cV-c'V)

+ GG' (^y -^'y ){a'h"-a"h'),

= G'G'aa + G"Ga'6 + GG'a"c.

With this we have to compare

A
,

A ,,
,

A ,,

^ ao. +
^,

a + ^ a c,

the result being that we obtain

GG'G" = A,

and thus reach the first resting-stage on our journey.

*
Nowadays we should rather put

I
B'C"

I

=
I

Gi3a' + d'^h' + G"i3"c' Gj8a" + G'/3'6"+ G"/3"c" I

I Qiya' + G'7'fe' + G'V'c' Gya"+ G'y6"+ Q"y"c" |.

^ I
G/S G'/3' G"/3"

I

\a' h' c' \

|G7 GY G'yI
'

I
a" h" c"|,

=
I
GG'.

I /37' I
.

I
a'&"

I
+ GG".

| /Sy |
.

|
a'c"

\
+ G'G", | ^'y" |

.
|
ft'c"

|

.
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At the outset of the next stage it is found desirable, for

brevity's sake, to introduce six additional letters to denote

certain functions of the known quantities A, A', A", viz.

p forA2 +B2 +C2, q for A'A" + B'B" + C'C",

p' for A'2 + B'2 + C'2, q' for A"A + B"B + C"C,

j9" for A"2 + B"2 + C"2, g"forAA' + BB' + CC
These are said to entail the six identities

pY _
^2

= (B'c"- B"C7 + (C'A"
-CAy + (A'B"- A"B')2,

p"p -
g'2

= (B"C - BC" )2 + (C"A - CA" )2 + (A"B -AB" f,

pp' -
q"i

= (BC -B'C f + (CA' -C'A f + (AB' -A'B ),

qq" ^pq = (B"C -BC")(BC -B'C ) + (C'A -CA")(CA' -CA )

+ (A"B -AB")(AB' -A'B
),

q"q -p'q' = (BC -B'C )(B'C"-B"C) + (CA' -C'A )(CA"-C"A')
+ (AB' -A'B )(A'B"-A"B').

qq'
- p'Y = (B'C"- B"C')(B"C - BC" ) + (C'A" - C'A')(C'A - CA" )

+ (A'B"-A"B')(A"B -AB"),
and

A2 = pp'p"
-
pq^

-
p'q'^

- p'Y^ + ^q'q"'

The original set of nine equations, giving A, A', A", ... in terms

of the three G's and the coefficients of the substitutions, is then

returned to, and the following equations derived,

p = G^a^ +G'262 +G"V,
p' = G2a'2 +G'26'2 +G"V2,
p" = GV2 + G'26"2 + G"2c"2,

q = GVa" + G'26'6" + G"2c'c",

q'
= GVa + G'^b"b + G"V'c,

q" = G^aa' + G'%b' + C'Vc';

the first three being got by use of the second part of theorem (0),

but all of them readily verifiable by merely substituting the said

values of A, A', A", ... In exactly the same way from another

set of nine equations, viz., those beginning

^ = (B'C"-B"C')a + (B"C-BC")a' + (BC'-B'C)a",G
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there is obtained

v'v"
~ ^ _ *^

_i_
^^

_i_
^'^

p"p-q'^ a'^ h'^ c"^

^2
-

Q2 +Q'2 + Q"2'

pp'-q"^ a"^ h" c"^

A2 G2 "^G'2
+

G"2'

q'q"-M _ a'a" h'h" c'c"

A2 G2
""

G'2 "''G"2'

q"q-p'q' ^ ^ , ^ ,

c

A2 G2
+

G'2
+

G"2
'

qq'-p"q" _ ^ , ^ , _cc^
A2

~
G2 "'"G'2"^G"2"

Then, by mere addition, half of the first derived set gives

G2 + G'2 + G"2=p+p'+^";
and the corresponding half of the second set

Jl 4. J_ I J_ _ P'P'+P"P +PP' -q^-q'^- q"
^

Q2
+

Q'2
+

Q'/2 ^2

which on putting GG'G" for A becomes

G'2G"2 + G"2G2 + G2G'2 = pY + p'p +pp' -q^- q'2
_

q"2^

Lastly, by taking all of the first derived set and using the first

part of theorem (0), there is obtained a reverse set of nine,

G^a =pa + q"a' + q'a",

GV = q"a+p'a' + qa",

G^a" =
q'a -\- qa' + p"a",

G% =pb +q"h'+q'h",
G'%' =q"h +p'b' +qb",
G'^h" =q'o +qb' +p"h",

G"2c =pc + q"c' + q'c",

G"V =q"c +p'c' +qc",

G"V' =
q'c +qc' +p"c".
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and by the second part of the same theorem

'2 + ^'2 + ^2

The existence of similar results obtainable from the second

derived set is pointed out, but separate investigation of the

two sets is shown to be clearly unnecessary in view of

the following theorem :

"^ qualibet formvlarum propositarum derivari posse alteram, si in

locum quantitatum ABC
A' B' G'

A" B" C"

substituantur respective sequentes:

G, G, G

B'C" -B'C
A
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This means, in modem phraseology and nomenclature, that the

linear orthogonal substitutions which change

X
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Next, as the matrix on the right

G^/3 G'2^ G"2^'

GV G'2y' G"Y

^ y

^ y
^' y

there follows

\G?a G'V G"V'^ ^l n' m'^ ^a a a"^

G2^ G'2^ G"2/8" = n' m V ^ ^ ^'

GV G'2y' G"V" m' r '^l y y' y"

^ la + 71'^ + m'y la' + n'^ + m'y' la" + w'/8" + m'y"
^

n'o + m|8 + Ty n'a' + m^ + I'y n'a" + m^' + ly"

m'a + Z'/8 4- ny m'a' + l'^ + ny m'a + V^' + ny"

whence, by summing the squares of the elements of each row

separately, we have

G"a^ + G'*a'2 + G"*a"2 = l^ + n'^ + m',l

G"^ + G'*|8^ + G"*y8"2 = m2 + ^^ + n'^,

G"y2 + G'V^ + G"V"' = n^ + m'2 + i'".

Among the results obtained up to this point, there are sufficient

to determine the twenty-one unknowns, and to this Jacobi now

definitely devotes a section ( 14). First the G's are dealt with.

There having been obtained

G2 + G'2+ G"^ = l + m + n=p+p' -\-p'\

G'2G"2 + G"G2 + G2G'2 = {mn-V^) + .... = KP'v"-q^) +
G2G'2G"2 = A2,

it is perceived at once that G*, G'*, G"* are the roots of the

equation

a^ a;2(i-fm+7i) + x{7nn-\-nl-\-lm l'^ in'^n'^)
- {lmn+ 2Vm'n' -U'^-mm'^-nn'^) = 0,

or

x^ a^{p+p'+p") + x(p'p"+p"p+pp'^q^ q'^ q"^)

- (ppy+2qqY-pq'-p'q''-p"q"') = 0;
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which respectively are the same as

(x
-

l){x-m){x-n)- l'\x -I)-m'\x-m)- n'\x-n)- 2l'm'n' = 0,

{x-p){x-p'){x-'p")-q\x-p)-q'\x-p')-q"^{x-p")-2qq'q" = 0;

and either of which is

a?-x\A?+ B2+ C2+ A'2+ B'2+ C'^+ A"2+ B"^+ C"^)

( (B'C"
- W(Jf+ (C'A"-C'Mf+ (A'B"- K"BJ\

+J +(B"C -BC")2+(C"A -CA")2+(A"B -AB")2l

i+(BC' -B'C )H(CA' -C'A )2+(AB' -A'B f]

-
{A(B'C"-B"C')+B(C'A"-C"A')+C(A'B"-A"B')}2

= 0.

As an alternative to this, however, it is pointed out that we

might, by putting the equations

G''a=la +n'^+ m'y\ (0 = (l-Q^)a-\- n'^+ m'y
G2/3 = n'a +m^+ ?V

[
in the form

jo
=

n'a-\-{m-G'^)^-\- I'y

GV = m'a+V^ +ny] lo = m'a+ r/3+(7t-G2)y,

eliminate a, ^, y and obtain a cubic in G^
;
then by similar

action obtain the same cubic in G'^ and the same cubic in G"^.

In this way the left-hand side of the equation, whose roots are

G^, G'2, G"2, would naturally recall determinants, althou'gh

Jacobi does not say so; and after Cayley (1841) it might have

been written

l x n' Til'

n' m x V

m' r n x

or

p x q q

q" p'-x q

q' q p" x

c!'\ viz..

In the next place, four equations having been found in a^, a'^

a2 + a'2 + a"2 = 1
,

GV4- G'V2 + G"V'2 = I,

l_ 2 , J_ '2 I J_ "2 _ 'm.n-l'^

Q2^ '

Q'2^
'T' Q"2^

~
^2

'

GV + G'V^ + G"V2 = l^+ m'^+n'\
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if the first three be taken there is obtained for a^ the value

{G-'-m)(G^-n)-l'\
(G2_G'2)(G2-G"2)

'

and, if the 1st, 2nd and 4th, the alternative form

(G2-G'2)(G2-G"2)

where the identity of the two numerators is readily verifiable.

In the same way the expressions for the squares of the six other

coefficients of the first substitution may be obtained. The

difficulty of the double sign resulting from the extraction of the

square root is readily got over, because rational expressions

similar to those for a^, a'^, . . . are given for the nine binary

products a)8, a'/8', a"/3", ay, . . . , from which, when the sign of

one of the coefficients is fixed, the signs of the others at once

follow. It is not noticed, however, that the numerators of these

eighteen values are the principal minors of the three eliminants,

l-G^ n' m'

n' m-G^ I'

m' I' n-G2

above referred to, the corresponding unknowns being

i-G'2 n' m'
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Jacobi drops out the first and finds a : /5 : y, drops out the second

and finds I3:y:a, drops out the third and finds y.a:^. Then

since these three sets of ratios are the same as the three sets

a^ : a/3 : ay, /3^ : |8y : ^a, y^ ya : y^ ;
and as the expressions

found proportional to a/S, ay in the first set are respectively-

equal to the expressions found proportional to the same un-

knowns in the other sets
;
it follows that

a^, a^, ay

are proportional to

(m G^){n G^) r^, l'm' n'(n G^), -nT m'(m G^),

(n-G2)(Z-G2)-m'2, m'n'-r{l-G^),

and therefore that

a a^
(m-G2)(9i-G2)-i'^'

^^
l'm'-n'{n-G^)'

^^

aH/3Hy^
{m-G^){n-G^)+{n-G^){l-G^)-\-{l-G^){m-G^)-r-m'^-n'^'

Here, however, the numerator is equal to 1 : and the denominator,

being obtainable by difierentiating

{x l){x m){x n) l"^{x I) m'^{x 7rt) n'^{x n) 2Vm/n'

with respect to x, and substituting G^ for x in the result, must

be what is obtainable in the same way from

{x-G^)(x-G'-'){x-G"^)

and therefore must be equal to

(G2-G'2)(G2-G"2).

There thus result the same values for d^, a^,. .
,
as before.

The values of a^, aa', . . . are throughout given side by side

with those for a^, a/3, . . .
;
thus

2 _ (G^-m){G^-n)-l'^ 2 ^ (G^-p')(G^-pl-q^-
(G2_G'2)(Q2_Q"2-)

'
-

(G2-G'2)(G2-G"2)
'
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At this point
" Problema I." stands fully solved : one or two

interesting addenda* however, are given in a concluding section

( 15). From the equations

Ga = Aa + B/3 + Cy, 8 = ax + ^y + yz,

G'b = Aa' + B/3' + Cy', and s = ax + ^y + y'z,

G"c = Aa" + B^' + Cy", *" = a"x + ^'y + y'z,

Qa' =

by multiplication and addition* there are obtained

Ax + By + Ca = Gas + G'hH + Q"c8'\
'

A'x + By + C'z = Gas + G'h's + G"cV',

A"x + B"y + C"z = Gas -\- GTa' + G"c"";,

and then from these by the second part of theorem (0)

{kx+Bij^-Gzf + (A'x4-B'2/-|-C'2)2 + (A"a;+ B"y+C")*
= GV + G'V* + G"h"\

which may also be written in the form

te* + my* + 71^2+ 21'yz + 'im'aa; + 2n'xy = GV + G'^'^ + G"h'\

To this of course may be appended the derivative from it by

the substitution of r , .... for A, ... . viz.,A

{(B'C"-B"C')a; + (C'A"-C"A')y + (AB"- A"H)}2

+ {(B"C -BC")a; + (C"A -CA")y + (A"B-AB")}*

+ {(BC -B'C )x + (CA' -C'A )y + (AB' - A'B )}
= G'2G"V + G"^V2 + G^G'V.

We may formulate for use here the following theorem in modern dress :

If I a^'T* I

he an orthogonant, then

A, B, C g. /3. y A. B. C a'. /T. y
'

A, B, C o*^^ y' _ A, B. C
a. /3, V X, y, z o', /3', V

'

x, y, z a", /T, 7"
"

'x, y, z x, y, z
'
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Further, it will be observed that only one substitution is

here involved, and that consequently in connection with the

other substitution there must be analogous results, beginning
with

'pvP' -\-p'w'-^+p"w"2+2qwW+ 2qw"w+ 2q"ww'= G^^^+ G'2^2 _,. q"2^2^

All of them, manifestly, may be described as transformatioTis
simultaneous with the main transformation, and, like one

which appeared earlier in the paper, may be usefully enunciated

in modern form as follows :

The linear orthogonal substitutions which change

X y z

A B
A' B'
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JACOBI (1832).

[De transformatione et determinatione integralium duplicium
commentatio tertia. Crelles JourTial, x. pp. 101-128; or

Gesammelte Werke, iii. pp. 159-189.]

This memoir, although classed by its author with the two

others of which we have given an account, is of much less

interest on the purely algebraical side. In fact it consists

almost entirely of the transformation of integrals like

1 1 -v/R sin d0 cZ\/r, 11 /"r ^^ ^^' ....

by means of substitutions like

m cos (b . r, 'n^ sill cos -yfr . r^ P sin d> sin \/r
cos 17= j=^, smi7cos0= ^ ^, sini7sm0=^- ^= ^,

where

R =
vi^cos^^ + Ti^sin^^cos^i/r -\- p^am^<f>am^\fr.

When, however, an advance is made from R to U, i.e. to

a^ cos^^ + h^ sin*0 cos^ + c^ sin*^ sin*
yfr -\- 2d sin^^ cos

i/r
sin

yjr

-h 2e cos
(f>

sin <p
sin

yjr -j- 2/cos <f>
sin cos

\fr,

the underlying algebraical problem becomes of more importance ;

for example, such a problem (p. 122) as the finding of the

coefficients of the substitution

u = gx ^hy -\- iz/

V = g'x -\- h'y + i'z,

XV = g"x + h"y + i"Zy

which transforms

ax^ + hy^ + cz^ + 2dyz + 2ezx + 2fxy,

a'x^ + hY + c'z^ + 2d'yz + le'zx + 2fxy,
into

u* + V* + t(^,

rn^ v^ p^
'

respectively. Still there is nothing calling for more than this

passing mention.

i
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JACOBI (1833).

[De binis quibuslibet functionibus homogeneis secundi ordinis

per substitutiones lineares in alias binas transformandis,

quae solis quadratis variabilium constant : una cum
Crelles Journal, xii. pp. 1-69; or Gesammelte Werke, iii.

pp. 191-268.]

This memoir, the general plan of which has already been

indicated (see above, p. 354), naturally divides into two main

portions in accordance with the title, these being prefaced by an

introduction referring to both. The first portion, now to be

dealt with, is the natural outcome of a thorough re-examination

of the author's own previous work viewed in the strong light of

Cauchy's memoir of 1829.

In the 'Introduction' (pp. 1-7) the general problem is at the

outset concisely stated and shown to be determinate. The

opening words are (p. 1) :

"
Propositis inter variabiles

Xi, x^, ...., x et ^1, y^, ...., y

n aequationibus linearibus huiusmodi

Vrn
= <\ + <\ + ... + aWa;,

facile patet, coefficientes a^^\ quorum est numerus nn, ita determinari

posse, ut data functio quaelibet homogenea secundi ordinis variabiHum

a;^, cCg,
. . .

,
x transformetur in aham variabiHum Vi, y2i > Vn quae

solis earum quadratis constat, simulque summa quadratorum variabilium

non mutet valorem, sive fiat

x^x^ + x^^ + ... + x^^ =
y^y^ + M2 + + VrHn-

Nam haec altera conditio sibi poscit aequationes conditionales numero

--^ -, porro cum de functione transformata supponatur abiisse

producta e binis variabilibus conflata, accedunt aequationes -L i;

ita ut habeas aequationes conditionales numero nn, qui est numerus
coeflScientium substitutionis adhibitae. Unde problema determinatum
est."

Referring shortly to Cauchy he next intimates the chief of his

own new results, and illustrates it in recounting the contents of

his previous papers.
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Problem ii. is then attacked, the direct consequences of the

condition

ic; + a:^ + ... + < =
2/?
+ 2/2 + --- + 2/*

being first noted, namely

da, + a a" + . . . + a("V"> = Ol

da 4- d'd' + . . . + d*^d^^ = 1 1

from which comes

=
'2/i + y2 + + afVn

and thence

1 l"^ 2 2'^"*'^ n "|_

,()() . a()a() + . . . + aWa<) = 1 1

1 1 "^ 2 2'^'^ n n 7*

In the second place it is recalled that if the determinant of

the coeflScients of the substitution, 2 : d^d^ . . .
aJl*',

be denoted

by A, the cofactor of
a|f'

in A by ^*\ and the determinant

2
/8',/^jj'

...
/8<^"' by B, there are at our disposal three results

independent of the conditioning equation, namely,

2
/8;/q;' .^:'

= a-^ . 2
a'j:+>'a|;+

. . .

aj*' ;

and it is then pointed out that a comparison of the first of these

with one already obtained gives in our special case

/3l->
= A<-',

from which follows by substitution

B i.e. 2
j8;/8';

. . .
iS<;

= A" . 2 zha^;' . . .

a|;'
= A"+'

;

that a comparison of this with the second general result gives

A2 = 1;

and that a like substitution changes the third general result into

A . 2 d,d' . . . a|:'
= 2 ialr+^WjT+f' . . .

a|">.

In later language these are the propositions : The square of
an orthogonant is unity and The product of an ortliogonani
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and one of its coaxial minors is equal to the com'plementary
minor.

The other conditioning equation is next utilized, namely, that

the homogeneous function of the second order

'^a^i.x^), or V,

where a^x = '-(^kK, shall be transformable into and from

The latter transformation at once gives

Taking from this set of n"^ equations the sub-set in which

/f= 1, 2, , n, namely,

G' '
, m " "

I r\ (n) (n) ^

iA i + GJ2A i + + Ga^ . a^ ^

^*2A
=

G}lA 2 + *^^(^K 2 + + ^nX 2

uA
= ^A 1 + G2I .

a',; + . . . . + G^;' .
a<;' ^

and using the result (0), so strongly insisted on in his paper of

the year 1831 (see above, pp. 438-439) and here again spoken
of as something "quod maxime tenendum est," he deduces the

n (or n^) equations

G(i) (') , (m) , , (m)

>.A
=

1 1A + 2 2A++ n Ka
and the equation

pointing out however that from the former a more general result

than the latter is obtainable,* namely,

''^1Aa + 2k2a + + a./^HA

= {G.aX^A) + (G2:)(G2a;) + + (GX"')(GrfO.

The mofle of deduction is not given, but evidently

(<>i:)(Gil) ^ (G.a:)(G,a';) +....+ (Ga<;>)(G,aJ')
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From the same source and in the same way he derives

^A-Vi + G^2'x-2/2 + + GX"'-2/n

= a^x^ + a^x^^- .... + a^x^,

= w^ say,

exactly as Cauchy did (see above, p. 434): but taking X= l,

2, ,
-M and using the second part of the theorem (0) he steps

ahead of Cauchy with the result

i^iVif + (^22/2)^ + . . . + (Gnynf = '^[aiKXi+a^x2-\-
. . . +aAa;n?

and, what is more important, he notes that the n equations on

which (0) has just been used, viewed as connecting

Gi2/i, Gr22/2, ..., G2/ and vj^, w^, ...,Wn

are exactly the equations originally connecting

2/1 > 2/2' ' Vn and Xj, x^, ..., Xn',

and thus draws the important conclusion that any relation

between the y's and the x's will still hold when yn, is changed
into Gnj^m <^i^ x, into a,fXi+a2rX2+ ... +anrXn. For example,

corresponding to and deduced from the relation

yl + yl+\.. + yl
=

x^ + xl + . . . +xl,

we have the result just obtained by means of the theorem (0).

Further, any new relation derived in this way may be treated in

by 2n substitutions becomes
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the same fashion as that from which it was obtained
;
con-

sequently it is seen that for any positive integer jp

may be expressed in terms of the x's.

Returning now to the set of n equations

where the ws are known as linear functions of the y's, and

solving for the cc's we have, on putting h^^ for the cofactor of

iCK . 2 i aiia22 ' O^nn = l>KlWi + b^2W2 + . . . + b^nWn.

Should we now substitute for the w's in this the appropriate

expressions in terms of the y's we should have a set of n

equations corresponding and in a sense equivalent to the original

set

^.
=

l2/i + 1V2 + . . . + a<;Vu- .

By doing this and comparing the two sets there is obtained

G,, A ^ A ' ^
A "

a result distinguished as a " formula memorabilis
"

because of

the fact that on comparing it with the previously obtained

equation

^m ' (^K
=

<^iK 1 + '*2k 2 + + Ct,iK ,i

we are led to the result that all equations involving the a's,

the G's and the as will still hold if a^^ be replaced by b^x-^A,

G^ be replaced by 1-^G^, and the as be left unchanged. For

example, having already found that

and

G-ial^i + G2'^ly2 + . . + Gr,,a^K^y,,
=

a^^x^ + a^^x,^ + . . . + ;,,.
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we conclude at once that

A
and

Ox
+

Grn
+ + .<><:'

G.

Ayi

G,

^(),

+ Vn *U^ + ^iUl*^ + + *nAil

G.

and similarly, from another previous result, that

yl

Gf
^

Gf Gf

can be expressed in tei-ms of the x'a From the n equations
embraced in the second of these we obtain by multiplying

by x^,x^, x^ respectively and by adding

Gj Gg
+ + ^ = S&x^-^A-^A,

a result which may also be viewed as a fourth example of

the efficacy of the general theorem. Lastly it is noted that

the same second example teaches that aU rdationa between

the x's and y's will still hold if for y ttie auhstitvie ym-5-G
and for x^ put

buXi + b2;,X2+ .... +b^x

The next section ( 8) concerns the equation r= for

determining the G's, and need not detain us because the set

of ti equations from which the said equation is derived by
elimination of

a',""', a^^\
. . .

, aj,"'
has already been more than

once referred to, namely, the set
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The only addition to be made to what has been said above

(see p. 229) is that in T the term involving the highest power
of X evidently comes from the determinant-term

( -x)(a^-x) .... (a -x),

and therefore is (-!)'**'. Consequently we must have identically

T = (G,-x){G,-x)....{Gn-x),

which on putting x= gives

2 aiia22 .... ann or A = GjOg .... G.

The ninth section ( 9, pp. 15-19) deals after the manner of

Cauchy with the finding of the values of the coefficients a^;^,

and the character of the roots of the equation r= 0. Denoting

hy Bj what h^K becomes when an G,, 22 G,, ... are sub-

stituted for
ttji, a22' '

* consequence of which is that

Jacobi leaves out the X*^ equation from the set used to deter-

mine the G's, and derives from the rest

and thence
(m)
KA

V{(B<-y-f(By+ ... +(b;;:>)^}

exactly as Cauchy did. He also however supplies an alternative

procedure and result. Writing the above chain of equal ratios

in the form

(to) (r,i) (m) (m) (m) (m) -rj(w) . -pO'O . t>()

whence it is evident that B^j^^af'^a^^ is independent of k,

he puts
T)(i) (rn) Cm) t>(hO
J^A A

= ^kX .

thence derives of course

-pfm) (m) (m) _ -d(to)

^K "a "k ~
-^Ak >

and consequently P = P^
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In other words, he proves that the ratio is independent of X

also, and may therefore be denoted by F*"'. Knowing this, it

only remains to use the equation

(a;"")2 + (4"")2 + ... +(aj'))2
= l

as before, and we obtain

P<"' = BlT' + Bj' + ... +Bi\

whence immediately we have

T>(")

()() _ ^
^11 + "22 + + ^n

and finally
/d()

,(m) _ V^t*

'nn

a"

MU^n + ... +Bi:>)

Although the solution is thus complete, Jacobi takes the

opportunity to add that from the value P, found for the ratio

it follows that

g() g(') _ ^(w) g(0
(cA k'K' kX'

*
(t'X>

and therefore also that

g(m) g(i) _ /g(")\2
k'k' ^ kk' /

Not only so, but he gives another mode of investigating th^

value of F"*) itself. This consists in noting that if n of the

coeflBcients of the original function V, namely, the coefficients

ii. fl^22 . ^nm a-ll receive the same increment ^, the correspond-

ing increment of V will be

^(xJ + X^ + ... + X,);

and that consequently when V by substitution alters its form

into G.y! + 0,2/1 + + 0,3^,.

this increment may, by reason of the relation

xj + a^,
+ ... + x^

=
2/J + 2/1

+ ... + y^.

be written f(y| + J/l + . + y*),

a result which shows that Gj, Gj, ..., Gn all receive simul-

taneously the same increment ^. Now knowing this, and
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applying it with the increment G^ to the previously established

result

I Gj Gg

(n) (n)

&ka = GjGg . . . G i -^ h ~^^ h . . + G

we see that the left-hand member becomes B^^ and that the

terms of the right-hand member all vanish except one, namely,
the term

(m) (to)

1^2 ^i p '

which becomes

(Gi-GJ(G2-G,) . . . (G^_,-G,)(G,+i-G,) . . . (G.-G^) . <>?>.

The new value obtained for the ratio
B^jfH-a^^"'^aJ^'^

is thus the

product of the differences got by subtracting G^ from all the

other G's in succession. Nor is tl)is all, for since

r = (G^ icXGg x) ... (Gm x),

it follows that if we differentiate T with respect to x and

subsequently put x= Gm, we shall obtain this very new value

changed only in sign; so that the equation with which Jacobi

legitimately closes 9 is

d("0
(to) (m) kK

. A
= -

Y'-m
We now come to the section ( 10, pp. 19-21) containing the

notable result to which in his introductory pages Jacobi, as

we have indicated, specially directs attention. Using the fact

that yicL^x^^x is transformed into

by the substitution

X = (")

.2/i
+ ^2+- +;>>

he deduces the results

kK

Va a<>a(;") = G ;^^ k\ K k TO '

the latter of which is more clearly comprehended and easily
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remembered by writing the original function V in the modern
notation

*/l *^a \L/o

^11
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where the numerator is an abbreviation for

it follows that
<^K\^x=G

2a^-^Vr^ = -^ and <%<'"> = -^:
- m -- m

and thence with the help of the last result of 9,

2B(f = 1^" and B^'''^ = |^

a verification of a case of the general theorem regarding the

differentiation of a determinant (see above, p. 212). The section

closes with an extension of the result of 7 regarding

In 11, the last which concerns our present subject, Jacobi

brings himself into touch with Cauchy's starting-point, namely,
the problem of finding the extreme values of ^ci^\X^^. The

other sections (12-16) deal with special forms of V.

Passing over these and the 17 pages devoted to Problem ii.

concerning the related subject of the transformation of multiple

integrals, we find a return made to the original purely-algebraical

subject, the new problem (iii.) being more general than the first

in that for the condition

a^^ + xl + .... + xl
=

yl + yl + .... + yl

there is substituted

S^AKA =
JiiVl + H2I/2 + .... + Hyf,.

The investigation (pp. 51-57) does not, however, so far as deter-

minants are concerned, contain any new departure.

LEBESGUE (1837).

[Theses de Mecanique et d'Astronomie. Joivrn. {de Liouville)

de Math. ii. pp. 337-355.]

Of the two parts into which Lebesgue's memoir is divided

it is the first which concerns us, the sub-title being
' Formules
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pour la transformation des fonctions homogenes du second degr^
a plusieurs inconnues.' The authorities cited are Cauchy, Sturm

and Jacobi, and little credit is taken for novelty. All the same

the exposition is singularly clear and elegant.

The given function 'EA^^, is written in the form

+ 31^2(^21^1 I ^223^2"!" 4" A2,ja;,j)

+
I ^n(Ani^^+ A2a;2++ Aa!),

where A^^=A^ ;
and the substitution

^r = rl2/l + ar22/2+ + ^rnVn (r= 1, 2, . . .
, Tl)

being made, the result is necessarily taken to be of the form

2/i(B2/,+ B,22/2+ ..-. +Bi2/)

+ 2/2(B2i2/i+ B282/2+ +B2,yJ
+
+ y(B,y,+ B22/2+ .... +B,2/*).

As for the values of the B's, if for shortness' sake there be put

^ia for A.-itti. + A,2a2 + .... + A,a^,

it is found that

Baa = laGla + 2aC2a + + dna^na^

B,5
=

l^(^\a + ^2pPia + + (^npPw

Ba/3
=

^S'lp + (^2ap2fi + + ^na^nfif

and, that, because of A^^ and A^a being identical,

Ba^ = B^.

Should it be desired to have the result of transformation in

the form

it is necessary to put

Bu = Ui, B,2=0, B,3
= 0, ..., Bj, = 0,

B.21
= 0, B22

=
Ug, B.23

= 0, . . .
, B,^ = 0,

Bi=0, B,.2
= 0, B,.3=0, ..., B,,= Un
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a set of equations of which only ^(n^+ n) are distinct, but in

which are involved double that number of unknowns, namely
the n^ a's and the n U's.

" On doit done," says Lebesgue,
"encore se donner ^{n^-\-n) equations entre les inconnues, afin

d'oter au probl^me son indetermination, II est bien de manieres

d'obtenir ces nouvelles relations." Taking, first, for this purpose
the condition

a^i^ + 2^ + . -. + xj =
2/1^ + 2/2^ + . . . + 2/n^

and deducing the said relations, he then shows how by partition-

ing the thus completed set oi n^-\-n equations into n sets of u+ 1

equations each, it is possible to find the values of the unknowns

71+ 1 at a time. The passage is (p. 341):

" Par example, si Ton veut obtenir le systeme qui donnera la valeur

des n + 1 inconnues

Ua, aia, a-2a, j Cbna

on prendra les Equations

Bla = 0, Bia =0, . . . , B^ = U . . . , B^ = 0,

auxquelles on joindra Tequation

L + < + +L = 1-

Les n premieres Equations reviennent a

dn^la + (hl^2a + . . + dnl^na =
0,

dliOla + (t2i(^2a + . . . + Cln2Cna = 0.

laCla + 2aC2a + + ?taCna = ^a,

(^In^la + O^rflia + . . + nCa = 0,

d'ou Ton tire tres facilement

la premiere, Cia = rtiaUa, s'obtient en multipliant les equations pre-

cedentes par an, an, ...
, ! (coefficients de Cu) respectivement, et

en faisant la somme des resultats. Les autres s'obtiennent d'une



al + al + ... + al = 1

^-
[1,1] + [2,2] + ... + [n,ny

and generally

[<><]

'-[l,l] + [2.2] + ... + [n,n]-

Since, however, ii. gives us [n, /c]
as a differential-quotient, and

since by reason of the special form of U we know that

_dU ^ dU_ dU_ dV
3u rfAji dA^

' ' '

dAnn'

*
Lebesgue says this proof is essentially the same as Poisson's for the case n= 3,

reference being made to the latter 's memoir of the year 1834 in Mim. de Vacad.

roy. (tea. set. ... (Paris), xiv. pp. 275-432.
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I
mani^re toute semblable. Ilempla9ant Cia, C2 . . .

, Cn par leurs

valeurs, on aura done d^finitivement le systeme

(An -
Ua)aia + Al2a2a + . . . + Mnana =

0,

Aglttu + (A22
-
Ua)a2a + . . . + A2nana = 0,

AsiOia + M2fl2a + + AsnOn. = 0,

A,.iaia + A2a2a + . . . + (Ah - U,)a. = 0,

dent la solution n'offre d'autre difficulte que la simplification des

r^sultats auxquels conduit I'^limination."

Here a digression ( ii.) is naturally made into the subject of

determinants (see above, pp. 301-303), after which (in iii.) the

reality of the roots of the equation in Ua or u (namely, U = 0) is

considered, this being done in three steps: (1) when n= 2; (2)

when all the A's vanish except A^j, A^, ..., A, A^^, A^
An-i.ni (3) when n= m, the previous case n =m l having been

already established.*

The differential expressions for the coefficients of the substi-

tution are then found, the starting point being the equation

On. [n,n]

from ii. By putting [71,11] . [i,i] for [n,iy and using the

equation

<*ia -T "-2.

there is obtained
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it follows that

a

and o? = -

c^U ciU

in the latter of which n is to be changed into Ua after differenti-

ation.

The remaining section ( iv.) concerns a second mode of

obtaining \ivi?'-\-n) equations to make the original problem

determinate, namely, from laying down the condition

^ + ^ + + a^'-i
- < =

2/? + 2/2 + + 2/n-i
-

fn

It has no present interest.

CATALAN (1839).

[Sur la transformation des variables dans les int^grales multiples.

M^moires couronnes par I'Acad de Bruxelles, xiv. 2

partie, 47 pp.]

After his introduction on the solution of a set of linear

equations (see above, pp. 224-226) which he writes in the form

ajXj^ + W^2 + ^1^3 + . . + ^i^n-l + h^n =
i

^

ai + b^x^ + c^ojg + . . . + ^a;n-i + L^n = On

he sets himself to consider the special case where the n^ co-

efficients are connected by the ^n{n l) relations

a-J)j^ + a^^ + agfeg + . . . + arj^n = 0,

a^c^ + a^c^ + a^c^ + . . . + o^nCn = 0,

a^Zi + ^2^2 + %^3 + . + Ctn^n = 0,

\C^ + ^2^2 + V3 + + &wC = 0,

6jdj + 62(^2 + ^3<^3 4- . . . + hndn = 0,

^1^1 + ^2^2 + ^3^3 + . . + bnln .
=

.0,

/ti ti "T" KiaLei 1" "'a^s "T" "T" f^n^n ^ ^>
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with the object "de trouver d'autres relations entre ces co-

efficients."

In the first place, following, as he says, Poisson and Lacroix,

he squares both sides of each of the given equations, and adds,

thus obtaining

if for shortness' sake there be put

1 I 1

In the second place, multiplying both sides of each equation by
the coefficient of Xr in it, and adding, he obtains in succession

the equations

Aojj
=

a^tti + ttgOj + . . . + <xan ,

which constitute of course the solution of the original set.

In the third place he treats the derived set as the original set

was first treated, save that he divides by A, B, . . .
,
L respectively

before performing the addition. This enables him to put his

result in the form

In the fourth place, taking advantage of the fact that the first

and third results have a member in common, he equates the

other members, and thence concludes that

2

C ' "^ L

2
7,

2 ^ 2 7 2

A ^ B ^ ^ -t-...+ ^ 1

A ^ B "^
C 2

C ^
Z2

X + F+C" +
/ 2
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and

A



dj d^ d^ (^4 r/g
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on the subject, it deserves very special attention. The second

theorem enunciated in it is :

"Si Ton nomme s la somme des carres de n variables independantes
X, y, z, u, ... et r una fonction homogene du second degre, compos^e
avec ces memes variables, et si Ton cherche les valeurs maximum ou

minimum du rapport -, la determination de ces valeurs dependra d'une

Equation du ti"* degr^ dont toutes les racines sont r6elles."

To this Cauchy adds the remark that the method followed in

proving it had led him to other propositions, and he quotes one,

namely, that given above on p. 434, adding :

"Le dernier th6or6me entraine evidemment plusieurs relations

entre les coefficients des Equations lin^aires par lesquelles les variables

^, -q, ^, ... sont li^es aux variables x, y, z, .... Ces relations sont

semblables k celles qui existent entre les cosinus des angles que ferment
trois axes rectangulaires donnas avec les axes des coordonn6es supposes
eux-m^mes rectangulaires."



CHAPTER XVI.

MISCELLANEOUS SPECIAL FORMS FROM 1811 TO 1841.

There now only remains to deal with those special forms which

prior to 1841 had not excited much interest, and whose properties

had consequently been little investigated. The most fertile

originator of such forms was Wronski : unfortunately he had

only one follower, and still more unfortunately the work of this

follower, Schweins, was almost immediately lost sight of and

remained of none efTect until 1884 (see above, p. 175). Others,

whose similar contributions fall to be noted, are Scherk, Jacobi

and Sylvester. The writings will not be grouped according to

subjects, but will be taken in order of date.

WRONSKI (1812).

[Refutation de la Thdorie des Fonctions Analytiques de Lagrange.
Dedie'e a I'lnstitut imperial de France. 136 pp. Paris.]

As has already been pointed out (see above, pp. 78-79) Wronski's

first mention of
' sommes combinatoires

'

was in connection with

a special form of them. The form was not the product of fancy :

it made its appearance, like so many others, when a set of

linear equations called for solution in the course of an attack on

a seemingly unconnected problem. This is important to have

noted, and it is made quite clear by a note appended to the

highly controversial ' Refutation
'

and bearing the title
" Sur la

demonstration de la loi g^nerale des series, servant de principe k

cet ouvrage." The law itself is stated as follows (p. 15):
"
Or, si Fa; est la fonction qu'il s'agit de developper en s^rie, <^ la

fonction arbitraire qu'on prend, dans la serie, pour la mesure algorith-
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mique de la fonction propos^e Fa;, c'est-k-dire, pour la fonction

generatrice* du developpement ;
et si, de plus, on considere les series

dans leur plus grande gen6ralit6, d'aprfes la forme donnee plus haut,

savoir.

Fa; = Aq + Ai . <^a; + A2 . i>x^l^ + A3 . <f>x^i^ + ....

qui precede suivant les facult6s progressives <f)X, <^x'^l^, (fix^l^, etc., de la

fonction generatrice, I'accroissement ^ 6tant arbitraire, on aura, pour
la determination des coefficients A^, A,, A3, etc., exprimes generalement

par A^, fi etant un indice quelconque depuis un jusqu'^ Vinfini, la loi

*"
~

A<^<f>x . A&(/)a;2/f . A^c^a;^/^ .... A'<^a;(
-
i)/l

. A<^a;M/l
'

en observant de faire ^gal k ^ I'accroissement dont dependent les

diflP^rences, les valeurs

ft = 1, b = 2, c = 3, d =
4:, . . . .

,
I = fi

-
I, m =

fjL

et k la variable x, une valeur telle que (f>x
= 0. Quant k la quantite

Aq, il faut savoir que, suivant la loi de continuite de ces fonctions,
on a Aq = Fx, en donnant toujours a la variable x la valeur qui resulte

de la relation <f>x
= 0."

No demonstration of the law was given in the original

communication to the Institute. That supplied in the 'Refu-

tation
'

(pp. 131-133) proceeds as follows :

"Prenant done, des deux membres . . . les differences des ordres

successifs 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., et donnant ensuite a a; la valeur qui r^duit

k zero le facteur <^a;, nous aurons, en vertu de I'expression (91)

[i.e. Ai^(f>xyl^
=

0], la suite indefinie d'equations

AFa; = A^ . A<^a;,

A2Fa; = A^ . A^<f>x + A^ . A^x%
A3Fa; = A^ . A^x + A^ . A^xm + A3 . A^a^l^

La premiere de ces Equations donne immediatement

A - ^^1
I
~

A<^a;"

En second lieu, puisqu'en vertu de I'expression (91) on a A<^x2/f
=

0,

les deux premieres des Equations pr6c^dentes sont identiques avec
celles-ci

A Fa; = Ai . A<^ + Ag . A#2/f \
A^Yx = Ai . A^x + A2 . A2^a;2/f J ,

* In Wronski's own use of the word.
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Equations qui donnent de m^me immediatement

In similar manner A3 is foimd from the equations :

A Fa = Ai.A <px + A^.A ^2/f + A3.A ipx^'^

AWx = Aj.A^^ + Ag-A'-^^^/f _,_ Ag.AV^
AWx =

Ai.A'^ic + A^.A^^aj^/f + A^.A^<px^'^,

and the proof is considered complete when it is pointed out that

*'la somme corabinatoire formant le denominateur se r^uit a

son premier terme."

On leaving the matter it may be as well to note that this first

special determinant-form of Wronski's is not only specialized in

having differences for its elements, but in having zeros in all the

places included between the diagonal and the last column. Also,

attention may be called to the fact that on page 33 he has an

instance in which '

differentials
'

take the place of
'

differences
'

as

elements.

WRONSKI (1815).

[Philosophic de la Technie Algorithmique. Premiere Section,

contenant la loi supreme et universelle de mathdmatiques.
xii+ 286pp. Paris.]

Instead of the "loi gendrale des series" we have now the

much more extensive "
loi supreme," which Wronski writes in

the form
Fa; = Ao.fio + A^.^i + A^.Q^ + ...,

and which appears inscribed on the pedestal of the androsphinx

adopted later by him as an authenticating stamp for his works.

Notwithstanding the increased generality, the fi's being now

any functions of x whatever,* the law of formation of the A's is

expressed by means of the same kind of 'schin' functions as

*The interestingly guarded report of Lagrange and Lacroix on Wronski's first

memoir to the Institute (see Oazette Nationale for 15th June, 1810) shows that the

statement

Y{x) = AoO + Ajft, + A2O2 +

however vague and undefined occurred in that memoir.

1
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before. In the short exposition (pp. 175-182) given of the latter

functions preparatory to the treatment of the "loi supreme"
there is therefore little new to be expected ;

and as a matter of

fact it is only the last sentence that is worth transcribing, the

reason being that it brings out a conspicuous width of view in

connection with the functions. The words are :

"II faut enfin observer que si la caracteristique A, au lieu de

designer les differences prises sur les fonctions X^, Xg, Xg, ... denotait

tout autre systeme de fonctions algorithmiques prises sur les mSmes
fonctions X^, Xg, Xg, ... tout ce que nous venons de dire eoncemant
les fonctions schins, se trouverait ^galement vrai."

It may be added that in a later] part of the work specimens of

such '

schin
'

functions actually appear, e.g.

U3[$(M+ iSi)^+l $(ya+ /32);?+2 . *(/X+ ^3)^+3 ....].

The demonstration of the law occupies fifty pages (pp. 188-238),

and is preceded by the intimation that it depends on a higher

theory of the 'schin' functions and that consequently this theory,

reduced to a lemma and a theorem and three corollaries, must first

be dealt with. This is done at considerable length, thirty-four

of the fifty pages being so occupied. The most important portion

to be reproduced is the enunciation of the said theorem, which

stands as follows (p. 193) :

"Soient , Yj, Yg, ...
, Yi"" des fonctions d'une variable z, et soit

pour cette fois, A la caracteristique des differences prises k volenti,

suivant la voie progressive ou la voie regressive, par rapport a un
accroisseraent quelconque de la variable x. Si, avec ces fonctions,

on construit, d'une part, les quantites

X, = tD[AoYo.A.Y,],

X2 = m[AoYo.AxY2],

X3=a}[AoYo.AiY3],

X=m[AoYo.AiY];

.et, d'une autre part, les quantites

Tj
= AoYo + i . AiYo,

Tg = AoYo + 2i . ASiYo + v^.^^Y^,

Tg = AoYo + 3i . AiYo + 2>i^ . AWq + i^ . A^Y^
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et g^neralement, pour un indice quelconque p,

T, = AY +
^i.A.Yo

+ ^^^^t2.AWo

en faisant i = + 1 lorsque les differences A sont prises suivant la

voie progressive, et i = - 1 lorsque ces differences sont prises suivant

la voie regressive; on aura la relation d'egalit^

L^ftXi . A^Xg . AftXg . . . A^-Xo]
=

(T, . T2 . T3 . . . T_i) . m[AoYo . A'Y, . A^'Y^ . . . AY] ;

en donnant aux exposans ^j, ^2> i^3> i^* ^^
S^,, 8j, Sg, . . . ,

8 de
la permutation desquels dependent ici les fonctions schins, les valeurs

suivantes

^1
= 0, (3,= 1+I3 p,= l+f3 ..., ^3,

= 1 +/?,_! = v- 1,

8^
=

8, 5j
= 1 + 80, 2

= 1 + 81, . . .
, 8, = 1 + 8,_i = 8 + 1 ;

8 ^tant un nombre entier quelconque, et v un indice arbitraire."

WRONSKI (1816-1817).

[Philosophie de la Technie Algorithmique. Seconde Section,

contenant les lois des series comma preparation a la r^forme

des math^matiques. xx+646 pp. Paris.]

The contents of this larger volume are more or less

methodically concerned with specializations from the "loi

supreme," the word '

series
'

being used by Wronski in a way of

his own which enables him to view all series as being derivable

from

=
^{x, a, b,c,.. .),

=
<f>(x, a, b,c,...)

. <p(x-\-^, a+a, 6+/8, c+ y, . . .),

=
<p{x, a, b,c,.. .)

. 0(a;+f a+a, 6+A c+y, .)

.0(cc+ 2^,a+ 2a,6+ 2;8,c+ 2y...)

by taking
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This being the case it is natural that the ground covered by his

earlier writings, namely, by his first paper to the Institute

and by the ' Refutation
'

should be partly retraversed, and that

specialized forms of the 'schin' functions which form the

numerators and denominators of the A's should have to be

considered. Thus we at once come again upon the case where

Qi =
cf>x, l^g

=
^^^'^y ^3 = 1>^^'^>

and the sub-case where ^ is indefinitely small, and where there-

fore Q,.= (0a;)''.
In the latter case it is shown that

"
(10/1 _ 11/1 . 12/1 _ . , , l^A) . {d<px)i^<^+^'

and further that the A's are then so related that

^^ ^
Vi'.(d<f>xf

^^' FaJ - Ai . d^^x
- A^ . d^x^],

in all of which, be it noted, x is ultimately to be given the value

a which makes 0a= 0.*

A little further on (p. 60) but in the same connection, and

while considering Burmann's series, the result

(m-1)^'^^^ \
cj)X

) _ , ffi [d:^<l)X
. d^<px^ .... d'^(px^-'^] . dx

1(m-i)/i clx'^-'^
-\-^r

i(^i-i)/i.i(m-2)/i_ _ii/i_((;j!^a;)*'^('*+^)

is reached.

*In a foot-note (p. 13) it is curious to find the identity

+ usK^o^/^ . . .

n(;_-22)ji(p-i)F(p)-j
. a3[o(o)fla) ....

(2(''_-/)o<,''_-/>],

namely, the ' extensional
'

of

"l I ^1^2 i

~
^1 I ^^1^2 I

+ ^1 I ttjig 1=0
reached two years later by Desnanot. This should have been noted in its proper
place.
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Still later (p. 399), when another form of is being dealt with,

a quite different form of determinant makes its appearance,

namely (p. 421) the determinant

ffi[(l,0)(2,l)(3,2)....(a,,-l)] i

where (p,(r)
= when o->p. But although Wronski notes

that it

=
(l,0).a3[(2a)(:3,2)...(a,,a,-l)]

-
(l,l)m[(2,0)(3,2)(4,3) .. . (a>,a,-l)]

and evaluates it in a number of particular instances, he does not

appear to have gone further.

WHONSKI (1819).

[Critique de la Th^orie de Fouctions Generatrices de M. Laplace.

iv+ 136pp. Paris.]

In this his last work on pure mathematics Wronski comes

across (p. 67) still another special form of ' schin
'

function, viz.,

m bip-w^M,* ....
n'^^]

where v^,v^,v^ are indices of powers. Again, however,

in working with them he does not get beyond the use of the

identities

\a^b^c^d^ . . .
I

= aiWc^d^ . . .
|

-
a^lb^c^^ . . .

|
+ a^Wc^d^ . . .

| a^^c^^ .

=
b^lhiC^d^ ...

I

-
b^\b^c^d^ . . .

|
+ b^\b^c^^ . . .

|

-
ftJfcjCjd, .

SCHERK (1825).

[MathematischeAbhandlungen. iv+ 116pp. Berlin, (pp.31-66).]

The second portion of the appendix ( 8) to the second of

Scherk's memoirs (see above, pp. 150-159) concerns the solution

of the set of equations
1

8 = ax,
1 1 1

1 s

8 = oic + ax,
S 8 1 ti

I i s

8 ax + ax -{ ax,
S 3 1 3 8 3 3

18 3 It

= ax-\-ax-\-ax-{- -\-ax.
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This, it will be observed, is exactly the kind of set which

Wronski obtained for the determination of his coefficients in the

Third Note of the 'Refutation.' As a consequence Scherk is

led to seek for the final expansion of a special determinant,

which we should nowadays write in the form

1
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wearisome style of Wronski's works. This appears not only
from the fact that Wronski is repeatedly refen-ed to by Schweins,

but from a striking coincidence which occurs in connection with

their study of determinants. As we have seen there are four

special forms of those functions which are to be found in

Wronski's writings, three of them having appeared there and

nowhere else previously : and these four are exactly those which

receive attention at the hands of Schweins. Therefore, while

refusing to accept the estimate of the 'loi supreme' which its

author in season and out of season insisted upon, let us not

forget that some of the concepts which sprang from the hot

brain of the poor Polish enthusiast provided material for

exercising the industry of an exemplary German professor.

Taking the forms in the order in which Schweins deals with

them, we have, then, first of all, Wronski's

[(!, 0)(2, 1)(3, 2) .... (w, 0,-1)], (p, a\^, =0

or, in modem notation.

b.

C3 C4

. 64

This Schweins treats of in a portion of his treatise which we
have called the fourth 'chapter' of the first Abtheilung (see

above, p. 173), a chapter headed "Aufldsung der Producte mit

Versetzungen, in welchen einige Factoren verschwinden, in

Producte bestehend in gedoppelten Verbindungen." His solution

of the problem set for himself, namely, the finding of the final

expansion of the determinant, is complete though clumsy and

unpleasing in form, being stated as follows:

(n) (n+1)

(n) (n+l) (n+m)

Aft A^i A+
Wm+J ^ D['n, (71+ 1,71+ 2 ,71+ 771)""), 7l+m+ l]

-
D['7?, (71+ 1, 71+ 2, ....

,
7i+ 7ny'-^ n+m+1]

(-)'"D['7l, (71+ 1, 71+ 2, ...., 7l+ 7>^)^ 7i+ m+l],
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(n)

(1) ^
where T>n+s

=
~t^- The notation on the right may be under-

A
stood from the example

D['0,(1, 2,3,4,5/, 6],

which stands for the ten-termed sum
012 3 0124 0125 0346
DiDADe + ADADe + DiDADe + .... + D3D4D6De,

the first part of the symbol, '0, indicating that the upper index

of the first D is always to be 0, the second part, (1, 2, 3, 4, 5/,

that the last three upper indices and the first three lower

indices are to be those of a set chosen from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and

the third part that 6 is to be always the lower index of the

last D. Thus, taking the determinant of the 4th order, we
have

^01 *02 ^03 <^04

(III ^12 ^13 ^14

ft22 0('23 0^24

^33 <^34

<^00^1*22'^33

0123 /012 013 023\
= did^d^di ydid^di + did^d^ + d^d^di)

/Ol 02 03\
-I- ^(^1^4 -I- d^di + d^dj

-
di,

^['01^12^23^^34 /Ot'02^^23^34 . ^01^13^^34
, ^01^*12^^\

'^OO^l1*22*^*33 ^^00*22^33 <3too'XiiM33 0,0^0,110,22^

I f^h^hi I ^02*^24
I

^01^14\

\(Z.qq(X33 Cf'oo(/22 '^OO'^U'

3

^00

and therefore the determinant

=
<XqiO[.j20('23<^34 (^u ^^02^23*^34

The forced introduction of aoo should be noted, and the object

gained in doing so. The form is really the same as Scherk's.

The next special form taken up by Schweins is that to which

the name alternant has since been assigned, and his contributions
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to the theory of it, occupying all the five chapters of the second

Abtheilung, have been already recounted (see above, pp. 311-322).

The third form occupies similarly the whole of the third

Abtheilung, but much less space is given to it, there being only

one chapter of four pages. The title at once recalls the '

loi

supreme
'

;
it is

" Producte mit Versetzungen, wenn die oberen

Elemente hohere Unterschiede angeben." Beginning with the

expression for the A of a product in terms of the A's of the

factors, he deduces from it the A of the special determinant

form in question, his contracted mode of writing the result being

a||aAx.a''A2.a'=A3.a''a,)

=
||aAi.a*A2.a''A3.a''A4)

a h c+ 1 d

a 6+1 c d

tt+1 bed
+

j
AA, . A^-Aa . A^+^Ag . A''+'A4

)

a 6+ 1 c d+1
a 6+1 c+1 d

a+1 6 c d+1
a+ 1 6 c+ 1 d

a+ 1 6+ 1 c d

+
I
AAi . A^+^Aa . A'+'Ag . A-^+^A,

)

a+ 1 6 c+1 d+ 1

a+1 6+1 c d+1
a+1 6+1 c+1 d

+
II

A''+'A, . A^+^Ag . A''+'A3 . A^+'A, )
,

where there has of course to be noted the large number of

determinants which vanish when 6 = a+ 1, c= 6+l, The

only other matter is an investigation of the A of the Wronskian

quotient

I
AM, . A+'A, .... A+"-'A^-i . A^+^-'A^^i )

I
AA, . A+'A, A+"-^A

)'
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The mode of procedure is perfectly straightforward, the results

used being
P\ QAP-PAQMB-.qj Q(Q+ AQ)'

the expression just obtained for the A of a determinant, and a

theorem giving a product of two determinants as a sum of like

products (see above, p. 171, result xlv. 2). Putting A+2 in place
of A+i there is obtained by division the corollary

I
AAi . A+ A2 .... A+"-^An . A^+'^A^+i )

* f A'^Ai . A+'A, A'^+^-^A^.^ . A^+'^-^A^^^ )

_
^

\ A"Ai . A^'+'Aa A"+-^An
)

A
f AAi . A+'A2 .... A+"-2A_i . A+"-'A+i )^
1 AAi . A+iA2 A*+"-iA

)

To the fourth and last special form is devoted the whole of

the fourth and last Abtheilung, which consists of four chapters
and occupies pp. 404-431. The title under which it appears is

" Producte mit Versetzungen, wenn die Elemente das Differen-

tiiren mit abwechselndem Vervielfachen angeben
"

;
that is to

say, the subject is the determinant derivable from that of the
'

loi supreme
'

by changing A into Zd, where by Zd is meant

the double operation of differentiating and subsequently multi-

plying by Z. The first chapter, which closely corresponds to

the first and only chapter of the third Abtheilung, opens with

the expression for the Zd of a product in terms of the Zd's of

the factors : and thence there is obtained the Zd of the special

determinant-form under consideration, namely,

Zd
II
(ZcZ)iA, . {Zd)'^A,^ ....

(ZdynAn)
=

II
{Zdy^+'A^ . (ZdpA^ . {ZdpA^ .... (Zr7) A)

+
II
{Zdy^A^ . {Zd)'^+^A2 . {Zd)'^As .... (Zrf) A)

4-
II

(Zdy^A^ . (Zdy^A^ . (Zdy^+'A^ .... (Zc?) A)
+

+
II
{Zd)<^A^ . (Zd)'^A^ .... (Zf^f

"-1+1A_i .

(Zrf)A,.),
M.D. 2 H 2
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the r*** determinant on the right being derivable from the original

by increasing the r"* upper index by 1. When ar=a+r all the

determinants on the right except the last evidently vanish, and

we have

Zd[{ZdyA, . (Zdy+'A, . . .

(Zdy+^'-'An)

=
I (Zdy^A,

. (Zdy+'A^ . . . {Zdy+^'-'An-i . (Z(Z)+ A).

The Zd oi & generalized Wronskian quotient is next investi-

gated, with the result

^jli^YA, .(zdr+^A, ...(Zdr^-'K )\

l|(Zd)-+'A,
. (Zdy+'A, . . .

{Zdy-^-'An-,)!

{ZdYA, ...{Zdy^-^K-i) \{ZdY+'A^...{Zdf+^
A

)

I

{Zdf+'A, . . . (Zd)+->A.j) \{ZdY^'A,
. . . {Zdf^-'K-x)

Similarly there is obtained

^ \\{ZdYA,.{ZdY^'A, . . . (Zc)-+-^A_, . {Zdy^-'A^)
^

{ZdYA ,
. {Zdy+'A^ . . . (Zdy-^

-
*a _ ^ . {Zdy-^

- 'a
)

II
(ZdyA, . (Zdy+'A, . . .

(Zdy+^^-'A^.,) \(ZdrA,.(ZdY+'A,...{Zdy

II
(ZdrA, . {Zdy+'A, . . . (Zdy+^-'An )

'

I
(Zd)A, . {Zdy+'A, . . . (Zdy

by a double use of which and by division it follows that

(ZdyA, . (Zdy+'A, .... {Zdr+-''An.^ . (Zdy+--'An+,)\

+n-

^n+l.

Zd

Zd

(ZdyA, . (Zdy+'A-^ .... (Zrf)'+-2A_i . (Zd)+"-A )j

(Zd)A, . (Zdy+'A, .... (Zd)+-^A_i . (Zcg)+-A^^,)i

(Z(i)A, . (Zdy+'A^ .... (Z(i)+''-^A_, . (Z(^)+-'A )J

(ZdyA, . (Zdy+'A, .... (z<i)+-'A . (Zd)+ a+,)

{ZdyA,.{ZdY+'A, ....{Zdy^-'A^ .{Zdy+- a+,)'

The second chapter, which is much longer, is devoted to the

consideration of the quotient

II (ZdfA'^ . {ZdfA<^ .... (ZfZ)"-*A"- 1
. {Zd^B)

I f ,
or Q say,

j{ZdyA'^.{ZdfA"^ (ZcZfA"-)
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in other words, to those special eases in which the functions to

be operated on are all of them powers of one function A.

Several interesting results are obtained, such as

/-v Cln-i
_
(^n-i <^i

_
^n-i *^2 .... ^n-i ^n-2

.

'-

f\

the last of them being specialized down until

I {ZdyA"
. (ZdfA^ ....

{ZdfAJ')
= ivi . 12/1 _ _ _ lwi.(Z(ZA)i+2+ +;

and to this is appended the note "Setzen wir noch in dieser

Gleichung Z= l, so erhalten wir endlich jene particulare

Gleichung, welche Wronski Seite 110 findet." The third chapter
of three pages begins with the consideration of

\d{fxY.d^{fxY+^
....

d^-\fxY+^-^.d^Fxy
and ends with the result

II
cZ-''+i(/a;)-9 . (^-'/+2(/ic)"-'/+i ....

d'XfxT'^)

V ; n.]ilK\^-i-'l' -^-'^
'dxAfxJj-^=o

and the sentence "Diesen ganz speciellen Fall findet zuerst

Wronski Phil. d. 1. T Seite 60 auf einem ganz verschiedenen

Wege." The fourth chapter of like extent specializes in a

different direction, but ends in quite the same manner.

JACOBI (1835).

[De eliminatione variabilis e duabus aequationibus algebraicis.

Crelle's Journal, xv. pp. 101-124; or Nouv. Annates de

Math. vii. pp. 158-171, 287-294; or Werlce, iii. pp. 295-320.]

This memoir which we have already referred to (see above,

p. 214) contains an investigation of questions arising out of

Bezout's method of eliminating the unknown from two equations
of the n^^ degree in x. If the given equations be

f{x) = anX"" + a^.iX''-'^ + ... +
()

<}>{x)
= hnx'^ + 6_ia;"-i + ... + h^,

Bezout, as is well known, reached the desired end by deriving
from them a set of n equations of the {n Vf^ degree, and

eliminating x, x^, x^,... ,
x^~^ from the said set. This process
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Jacobi explains at the outset, and, writing for shortness' sake

the set in the form

= a^'^ + aio^ + . . . + an-LoaJ"-'

that the determinant of the coefficients is axisymmetric* Then

he first shows that ar,
=

agr> or, as would have been said later,

denoting the cofactor of Or, in this determinant by A^, he next

proves not only that A^,= A^ but that A^.,
= A^^ in every case

where r+ 8= r'+ s'- A^, thus depending only on the sum of

the suffixes he suggests that in what follows it would be better

to write . _ .

and he thereupon formulates his result as follows (p. 105) :

"Quo adhibito notationis mode, videinus, earn esse naturam co-

efficientium a,., quae aequationes lineares afficiunt, e quibus eliminatione

incognitarum facta aequatio Knalis quaesita petitur, ut posito :

wCo
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aequationes inversae, quibus quantitates x^ per quantitates tw, ex-

hibentur, formam sequentem induant

L . a;o
= AflWo + AjWi + k^n^ + .... f A_i7n_

L . iCi
= AiTWo + A^wij + AgWia + + Am_i

Xi.x^ =
A^rrio + AsTWi + A4Wi2 + + A+im.

L . a;_i = A_imo + Ami + A+^m.^ + .... + A2_2W_j

The determinant of the coefficients of the latter set of equations
here is of the type which Sylvester afterwards distinguished

by the name '

persymmetric' Of course L in the same set

stands for Szhoooan . . . a^-i, -i.

SYLVESTER (1840).

[A method of determining by mere inspection the derivatives

from two equations of any degree. Philos. Magazine,
xvi. pp. 132-135

;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp 54-57.]

As we have already seen (see above, pp. 236-238) the

eliminant of
^2

ao + a^x + a^" + + ttm^*" = 0|

6o + 6,a; + 62a;' + . . . -I- aa;" = j

arising from Sylvester's dialytic process is a determinant of

the {7n-\-ny^ order, in which the coefficients of the first equation

appear as elements of each of n successive rows, and those of

the second equation as elements of each of the remaining rows,

each coefficient appearing in any row one place in advance of

its position in the immediately preceding row. Determinants

of this bi-gradient form, e.g.

a.



CHAPTER XVII.

RETROSPECT ON SPECIAL FORMS FROM 1772 TO 1841.

A GLANCE over the preceding six chapters shows the extent

to which the study of special forms of determinants had been

carried prior to 1841, an extent probably hitherto unsuspected.

In all, ten different forms had made their appearance, and

about half of them had more or less engaged the attention of

several investigators and had had a number of their properties

brought to light. Of the dozen writers to whom one or more

special forms had become familiar, by far the most conspicuous
was Jacobi, to whom six forms were known and by whom five

of them at least were carefully studied. After him came

Cauchy, Wronski and Schweins. The only form to which a

distinguishing name had been assigned was that called syTn-

Tnetric by Lebesgue in 1837. The fruitful era of nomenclature,

but not of that alone, was ushered in by Sylvester shortly

after the date with which we close.
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PREFACE.

The story of the production of this volume is quite similar to

that of the first. Its bibliographical basis was the three "
Lists

of Writings on Determinants" formerly referred to (see His-

tory, I., Introduction). These were followed at irregular

intervals by a long series of papers in the Proceedings of the

Royal Society of Edinburgh, containing historically arranged

accounts of the writings in question up to 1860. A certain

amount of outside attention having thus been attracted to the

subject, neglected writings known to other mathematicians came

gradually to be brought to my notice, and of course these were

steadily supplemented by assiduous research on my own part.

As a consequence, the " Fourth List of Writings," published in

1906,* was able to show a score or so of titles belonging to the

period prior to 1860, and the "Fifth List," published about a

fortnight ago,t a still greater number of similarly belated items.

Considerable intercalations have thus been made in the Edin-

burgh series of papers, and much care has been bestowed on a

complete revision of the whole. It is confidently hoped that

now very little matter of real moment has escaped attention.

T. M.

Capetown, South Africa,
\^th July, 1911.

Qvart. Jowm. of Math. , xxxvii. pp. 237-264.

fQuaH. Joum. of Math., xlii. pp. 343-378.
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CHAPTER I.

DETEEMINANTS IN GENEEAL, PEIOR TO 1841.

Since the publication of the first volume of this History, two

other writings have been discovered which concern the general

subject and belong to the period therein dealt with. The authors,

Bianchi and Chelini, being very imperfectly acquainted with the

relevant literature of the previous part of their own century,

could scarcely be expected to make any advance : and, as the

following notices will show, no advance was really made.

BIANCHI, G. (1839, January).

[Sopra I'analisi lineare per la risoluzione dei problemi di primo

grado. Mein. delta Soc. ital. delle Sci., xxii. pp. 184-227.]

Bianchi's knowledge of previous work on simultaneous linear

equations must have been slight confined, probably, to an

acquaintance with Cramer's rule and with Cauchy's so-called

"symbolical" solution as given in the Cours d'Analyse of 1821 :

unless this were so, he would scarcely have referred to the

methods given in such text-books as Ruffini's Elementary

Algebra and Euler's Eletnents. One is thus prepared to find

little new in his conscientiously laboured monograph, consisting
of an introduction of five pages, a section of twenty-seven pages
on the solution of a set of n equations with n unknowns, and a

section of twelve pages on n equations with fewer unknowns.

The main interest lies in the first fifteen pages (pp. 189-204)
of the earlier section, these being devoted to establishing the

validity of Cramer's rule. The procedure consists in eliminating
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one and the same unknown between the first equation and each

of the other equations of the set, then in treating in the same way
the set of n 1 equations thus derived, and so on until a single

equation Nc =D results. As negligible factors are not struck

out in the course of the work, the discovery of the law of

formation of the coefficients in the successive sets of equations
is made unnecessarily difficult, and N and D are obtained in

unwieldy forms. Thus, in the case of the six equations

the expression found for the last coefficient of x^ is, in later

notation,

and for the term independent of x^

I (^Aczd^e^s^ I

.
I a^b^c^d^ |

.
1 016263 ,2

.
| a^h^

*
. a^^,

with the result, of course, that

^ ^ \(hKcsd^e,8^\

It will readily be agreed that this procedure, though fresh, is

not an improvement on others previously known.

CHELINI, D. (1840).

[Formazione e dimostrazione del la formula che d^ i valori delle

incognite nelle equazioni di primo gi-ado. Giomale Arcad-

ico di Sci. . . .
,
Ixxxv. pp. 3-12.]

The writings known to Chelini were Terquem's Manuel

d'Algebre, Bianchi's paper of 1839, and Molins' of the same

year. The paper, however, which his short and clearly written

exposition most readily calls to mind is Gergonne's of the year
1813. The "formazione" is essentially Bezout's, and the

"dimostrazione" essentially Laplace's.
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Attention must also be drawn to a certain neglect in regard
to the theorem about the effect of increasing each element of a

row (or column) of a determinant by a constant multiple of the

corresponding element of another row (or column). It is un-

questionably curious that this very elementary property should

not have been formulated at a comparatively early date. The

writers whose work came nearest to it were Scherk (1825) and

Drinkwater (1831): indeed it is little short of marvellous that

the latter author should have written his eighth and ninth

propositions in the form

f(v+w, x,y,z,...) =
f(v, x,y,z,...)-\- f{w, x,y,z,... ),

f{mx, y, z, t,...) = m .f{x, y,z,t,... ),

(see History, i. p. 199), and should not have added

f(v+mx, x,y,z,...) =
f{v, x,y,z,... ).

Though not formulated, the property in question, however, may
actually have been used : and there is certainly evidence of such

use in the last year of the period, as may be seen on turning to

the closing lines of Jacobi's De functionibus alternantibus (see

History, i. pp. 341-342).



CHAPTER II.

DETERMINANTS IN GENERAL, FROM 1841 TO 1860.

The number of writings to be considered under this heading is

sixty-six, and the number of writers thirty-eight, both numbers

being slightly in excess of the corresponding numbers for the

period of the whole previous history of the subject. For the

first time a fair share of the advance is contributed by English
mathematicians : indeed, from being practically of no account,

England suddenly leaps to a position of predominating influence.

As, therefore, we have already spoken of a French period (1693-

1812) and a German period (1813-1841), it would not be

inappropriate to style this the English period, or the period

of Cayley-and-Sylvester.* Italy also became notably active,

emerging from a still more unproductive condition : while Ger-

many and France steadily continued their former labours. The

period is also marked by the first appearance of text-books

specially devoted to the subject.

CAYLEY, A. (1841).

[On a theorem in the geometry of position. Cambridge Math.

Joum., ii. pp. 267-271 ; or Collect^ Math. Papers, i.

pp. 1-4.]

Of the two English mathematicians whose nam^s are insepar-

ably associated with the development of what has been called

* It must be remembered, of course, that Sylvester's work began in the latter

port of the previous period (see History, i. pp. 227, etc. ).
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Modem Higher Algebra, Sylvester, as we have seen, was the

first to direct public attention to the functions then partially

known as determinants, but called by him in the heat of

supposed discovery "zetaic products of differences." Cayley it

was, however, who gave the great impetus to the study of

them an impetus due to two different causes, the choice of an

exceedingly apt notation and the masterly manner in which he

put the functions to use. How he obtained his knowledge we
know not. It may be that Sylvester's two early papers had

directed his attention to the matter, and that he had then read

some of the authors who preceded Cauchy; but, whether this

be true or not, it is certain that by his own independent research

he had attained in 1841 a powerful and comprehensive grasp of

the subject. The little paper to which we have now come is

ample evidence of this. A peculiar interest attaches to it also,

as being the first fruits of Cayley's genius, the earliest of that

long and varied series of papers which has done so much to

extend the bounds of pure mathematics.*

With characteristic directness and concision he opens as

follows :

" We propose to apply the following (new ?)
theorem to the solution

of two problems in Analytical Geometry.
" Let the symbols

/5'

ft', i
r, 7' &c.

denote the quantities

a, a^'
-

a'/3, a^'y"
-

a^"y' + a'^"y
-

a'/3y" + a"/?y'
-

a"/?'y, &c.

the law of whose formation is tolerably well known, but may be thus

expressed,
. ft

ft'

= al^S'l-a'l^ei,

*In a strictly chronological arrangement Cayley's paper would not follow,

but precede the papers of Craufurd, Cauchy, and Jacobi of the same year. It

was published in February : Cauchy's note was presented to the Academy on

8th March, and Jacobi's memoir bears the date 17th March, though not published
for more than two months afterwards. As Cayley's first appearance, however,
marks the beginning of a new epoch, and as the other papers referred to belong

by their character to the preceding epocli, a slight deviation from the chrono-

logical order seems warranted.
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Cayley's notation is equally suitable for all. To illustrate by

analogy, the infinitesimal calculus supplied with Lagrange's
notation for the differential coefficient of

<l>{x),
but unable to

symbolise the differential coefficients of such a special function

as aa?+hx\ or log(l ic)/(l+a;) would be in the exact predica-

ment of the theory of determinants prior to Cayley.
Of less importance is the fact, which the quotation indicates,

that Cayley had discovered for himself the multiplication-

theorem, but characteristically hesitated to proclaim it new:

also, that, probably following Vandermonde, he took the re-

current law of formation for his definition, making the signs

all -f in one case and -f and alternately in the next, exactly

as Vandermonde did.

He then proceeds to the seemingly geometrical problem :

" To find the relation that exists between the distances of five points
in space."

" We have, in general, whatever
x-^, y^, z^^, w^, &c., denote,

a^2 + y^2 + ^^2 + ^^2^ _2a; -2t/ -'2z^, -2^^, 1

2' + y2' + +
'2'. -2a;2, -2^2, -2^2, -2w^, 1

^5^ + y5^ +V +
'5'> -2a;5, -2^5, -'2z^, -2w^, 1

1 , , , , 0,0
multiplied into

, 1, ^i, Vx, ^1, Wi, x^^ + y^^ + z^^ + w^

\
1, ^i, Vi, h^ ^2^ ^i'^ry^l^-z^^-w^

1> a;^, y^, z^, w^, x^^ + y.^ + z.^ ^w^^

0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1

^i-^i +yi-yi +i-zi -^wi-wx, xx-Xi +...

^ - Xx+ , X2-j^+...

Xi-Xi + *5-/+

x^-x^+..

Xi-Xi +..., a^i-xj +.

Xi-X^^+..., Xi-Xi-+.

Xi-Xf+..., Xi-Xi+.. Xi-Xi +.
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0,
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0.a + l2'.j8 + ST.y + a^y =
0,

12'. a + 0./8 + 23^.7+ a/Sy
= 0,

Wi^.a + W./S +. 0.7+ a^y =
0,

a + fd + 7 + . a(3y
=

;

from which, eliminating a, f3, 7, 0)87 by the general theory of simple

equations ~ ~
= 0."0,
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TERQUEM, 0. (1842).

[Notice 8ur relimination. Formules de Cramer. Nouv. Annales

de Math., i. pp. 125-131.*]

This is merely a simply written exposition of Cramer's rule,

and of Bezout's rule of 1779, and contains nothing noteworthy.
It is curious, however, to observe the reason given for directing

attention to Cramer's rule, "Comme ce proced^ ne se trouve

decrit, que je sache, que dans un seul ouvrage ^^mentaire

fran9ais, peu r^pandu {Manuel d'Algebre, p. 80, 2* edition, 1836)."

This indicates a sad contrast to the state of matters attested to

by Gergonne,t showing that there is a fashion which changeth
even in things mathematical. The new favourite, it also appears,

was Bezout's rule of 1764; for in passing this over, in order to

give an account of the same author's rule of later date, Terquem

says in regard to it,
" Comme ce procdd^ est ddcrit dans tous les

ouvrages k I'usage des classes, nous ne nous y arreterons pas."

CAYLEY, A. (1843).

[Demonstration of Pascal's Theorem. Catnbridge Math. Joum.,
iv. pp. 18-20

;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 43-45.]

At the outset of this paper two lemmas are given, the second

of which stands as follows :

" Lemma 2. Representing the determinants

''2' ^2' ^2

,
(fee.

by the abbreviated notation 123, &c.
;

the following equation is

identically true :

345 . 126 - 346 . 125 + 356 . 124 - 456 .123 = 0.

* The continuation intimated at the close (p. 131) was never made.

t The passage in question, which we quoted under Cramer, is to be found in

the AnncUes de Math., xx. p. 45.
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This is an immediate consequence of the equations

11

Vs, yx> ^5. 2^6

^2'

^2'

Vz. Vi, Vi,

z.

'
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and (2), (3) and (4), (5) and (6), lie in the same plane, may be written

down under the form.*

A:
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this becomes

6l2 =0,
645 l45 245 .

623 123 . . 423 523

. I56 256 356 456

534

361 46T 56l

13

reducible to

612.534 =145 245

l23 . .423
l56 256 356 456

. 361 46l

or, omitting the factor 612 . 534, and expanding

145. 256. 423.361 + ^45 . I23 . 456 . 36l

- 245. 123. 356.461 - 245 . 156". 423". 361 = 0."

The purely algebraical identity involved in this is in later

notation

yih\\yih\\y^z\\yt^<i\

\^iy2\\^Ay&\\^2yz\\^t2/t\

1^2^3 11^5^6 11^3^4 11.^11

1^2^31 I Vel 1^3^41 l^e^i I

\^xy^z\ 12:4^2^31

\^iyih\\^-2U^h\ '

I ^l^S^e I I %y5^6 I 1 ^3y5^6 I I ^^th I

I %Vl I I ^^6h I

BOOLE, 0. (1843).

[On the transformation of multiple integrals. Cambridge Math.

Journ., iv. pp. 20-28.]

Boole had to use in his paper the resultant of a system of n
linear homogeneous equations, and he therefore thought proper,

by way of introduction, to state a mode of forming the resultant,

and to prove that the result was correct. As the mode is that in

which the rule of signs is dependent on the number of inter-

changes,* or, as Boole calls them, "binary permutations," any

See Rothe's paper of the year 1800.
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interest attaching to the little exposition is connected with the
"
proof." The first essential paragraph is :

" The result of the elimination of the variables from the equations

a^x^ +
a.^r.2 + . . . + ao' =

0,

h^x^ + h^x.2 + . . . + bx = 0,

i\x^ + ux^ + . . . + i\x^ = 0,

is an equation of which the second member is 0, and of which the first

member is formed from the coefficient of x^x^ a; in the product of

the given equations, by assuming a particular term, as aJ)^...r^,

positive, and applying to every other term a change of sign for every
binary permutation which it may exhibit, when compared with the

proposed term a-^b^. . . r."

The curious point worth noting here is that we are directed

first to form the terms of the expression afterwards denoted by

|ai62 '''hI
and called a "permanent," and then to alter the

signs of certain terms of it. Boole then proceeds :

"The truth of the above theorem is shown by the following con-

siderations. The elimination of x^ from the first and second equation
of the system introduces terms of the form a^h^-aj)^, a^b^-a^b^, etc.,

in which the law of binary permutation is apparent, and as we may
begin the process of elimination with any variable and with any pair of

equations, the law is universal. From the same instance it is evident
that no proposed suffix (Jan occur twice in a given term, which con-

dition is also characteristic of the coefficient of x^x^ . . . x in the product
of the equations of the system, whence the theorem is manifest."

It will be observed that neither the word " determinant
"
nor

the word "resultant" occurs: indeed, throughout the paper,

instead of resultant he uses "final derivative," a term which

probably may be traced to Sylvester.*

CAYLEY, A. (1843).

[Chapters in the analytical geometry of n dimensions. Carn-

bridge Math. Journ., iv. pp. 119-127; or Collected Math.

Papers, i. pp. 55-62.]

Of the four short chapters which compose this paper, the only
one which concerns us is the first, although in the others deter-

* See Sylvester's paper of 1840.
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minants are constantly made use of. At the outset an important
notation is introduced which afterwards came to be generally-

adopted. The passage in regard to it is :

" Consider the series of terms

Aj A^ A

Ki K K.
the number of quantities A, . . .

,
K being equal to qj[(i < n). Suppose

q + \ vertical rows selected, and the quantities contained in them
formed into a determinant, this may be done in

n{n- 1) (? + 2)

1.2 .. . {n-q-l)
different ways. The system of determinants so obtained will be

represented by the notation

Ai A

K, K, K

and the system of equations, obtained by equating each of these

determinants to zero, by the notation

(3)
Ax A, A = 0."

A theorem is next enunciated in regard to the expression of

any one of the determinants in terms oi n q of them.

"The ,
^

~
' ' ' ' ^"

r^ equations represented by this formula
\ .2 . . . (n-q-\)

^ ^ ''

reduce themselves to n-q independent equations. Imagine these

expressed by
(1)=:0, (2)=P, , (7i-j)=0,

any one of the determinants is reducible to the form

e,(i) + 0^(2) + . . . + 0_>-j)
where 0^, 02, . . ., 0_, are coefficients independent of x^, z^, . . ., ."

No proof is given.
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The introduction of the notation is fully justified by two

theorems which follow. The first is virtually to the effect that

we may multiply both sides of (3) by the determinant

Aj Aj ... A

/*1 M2 /*n
(5)

Tn

just as if (3) were a single equation instead of C ,+i equations,
and as if the left-hand side were a determinant

;
and the result,

written in the form

(6)
XjAi + . . . +XA ;xiAj + . . . + MnA

XiKi-|-...+XnK^ MiKi+...+MnK

Ti^i +...+Ta;n

TiAi + ...-f-TnA

TiKi-|-...4-TnK

=

will be true
;
that is to say, we shall have a new set of C^q+i

equations, which follows logically from the original set. Further,

and conversely, if the set (6) hold, we can deduce the set (3)

provided that the determinant (5) be not zero. The other

theorem is quite similar, being to the effect that the equations

(3) may be replaced by the set

(8)
XjAj + . . . -1- w^Ki XiAj + .-.-l-WjKj ... XiAn+ ...+WiK, -0,

X,Aj+ . . . + (O^Kj \qA^+ . . . + COqK^ ... XqAn+ ...-\-(i)qKn

and that conversely from the set (8) the set (3) is deducible

provided the determinant

Xi fii ... a

Xj /ij ... a

q fXq
' ' ' a.

be not zero.

As the " derivation of coexistence
"
came prominently before us

in examining Sylvester's early work, it may be noted here in

passing that Cayley's second chapter, extending to about a page,
consists of the enunciation of a theorem on this subject.
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HESSE, 0. (1843).

[Ueber die Bildung der Endgleichung, welche durch Elimination

einer Variabeln aus zwei algebraischen Gleichungen her-

vorgeht, und die Bestimmung ihres Grades. Crelle's Joum,,
xxvii. pp. 1-5

;
or Werke, pp. 83-88.]

Hesse, at this time, must have been unaware of Richelot's

paper (dated from the same University), and Grunert's paper,

not to speak of writings published outside Germany, for the

method which he gives of finding the final equation is nothing
more nor less than Sylvester's dialytic method. His exposition,

to say the least, is nob pi'eferable to Grunert's, and the deter-

minant of the (Tn+ nf^ order which he prints is misleading
in points of detail.

CAYLEY, A. (1843).

[On the theory of determinants. Transac. Cambridge Philos.

Soc, viii. pp. 1-16 ;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 63-79.]

Up to this point Cayley had dealt with determinants, only,

as it were, incidentally. Now, however, he devotes a memoir

of sixteen quarto pages to the study of them.

The introductory page shows a pretty wide acquaintance with

previous writings on the subject, the authors mentioned being

Cramer, Bezout (1764), Laplace, Vandermonde, Lagrange,* Bezout

(1779), Gauss, Binet, Cauchy (1812), Lebesgue, Jacobi (1841),

and Cauchy (1841).

The first section of the paper is said to deal with "the

properties of determinants considered as derivational fuTictions."

* Ka the memoir of Lagrange which Cayley refers to is not one of those

brought into notice in the early part of our history, but is one bearing the title

" Sur le probleme de la determination des orbites des com^tes d'apr^s trois

observations," it may be well to mention that the substance of the only
sentence in it which concerns us had alread}- appeared in the memoir of 1773.

The sentence is

" De la il s'ensuit aussi qu'on aura

{t"u' -t'u"f =
(a^'z' -x'z"f + (y"'z' -y'z"f + (x"y' -x'y"f,

=
(.'c'2 + y'2+2'2)(x"2+y"2+z"2)

-
(x'x' + y'y" + z'z"f."

Nouv. M6m. de VAcad. Roy. . . . (Berlin), ann. 1778, p. 160.
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As a matter of fact, however, a close examination shows that

the functions whose properties are investigated are not strictly

determinants, but belong to a class afterwards named bipartites

by Cayley himself. It is true that it is the determinant notation

which is employed in specifying the functions, but this is due to

the fact that the bipartite under discussion is of a very special

type, and so happens to be expressible as a determinant.

The function U from which he considers his three determinants

to be "
derived

"
is

x(ai-\-l3f]+ . . . .)

+ yiai+ZS'ri-^- )

+
there being n lines and n terms in each line. This at a some-

what later date (1855) he would have denoted by

i, 1, - ^ ^, y, ' ' )

and called a bipartite. A still later notation is

a y8 .

a' ^ .

from which each term of the final expansion is very readily

obtained by multiplying an element, ^ say, of the square array by
the two elements (y, rj) which lie in the same row and column

with it but outside the array. The three determinants which

are viewed as " derivational functions
"
of this function U are
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and
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which is not expressible in the form of a determinant. So far,

therefore, as this section of the memoir is concerned, it is evident

that the title is somewhat misleading, and it is unnecessary to

enter into detail regarding the properties in question.

In the course of the section, however, having occasion to use

Jacobi's theorem regarding a coaxial minor of the adjugate,

Cayley gives at the outset a formal proof which it is most

important to note, as it is the natural generalisation of Cauchy's

proof for the ultimate case, and consequently has since become

the standard proof given in text-books. The passage is

" Let A, B, , A', B', be given by the equations

B =

B' =

the upper or lower signs being taken according as w is odd or even.
" These quantities satisfy the double series of equations

A =
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A .... L

21

A^-. . . . D'-"

which may be expressed as a determinant of the n* order, in the form

A L

A<'-".

.

.

V-^>

1

1

Multiplying this by the two sides of the equation

K = \ a yS ...

a' ^ ...

and reducing the result by the equation (0) [i.e.
the multiplication^

theorem] and the equations (6), the second side becomes

K . . . .

K . . . .

K ,

/i*''
v^^ .

/*"+ v<'"+^* .

which is equivalent to

or we have the equation

A . . . . L ^r-l (r) j^
tr+1) j^+D

A^-^'. . . . L"-

which in the particular case of r= n becomes

A B .

A' B' _ -i
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The Second Section is said to concern "the notation and

properties of certain functions resolvable into a series of deter-

minants," and it is at once seen that the functions in question

are obtainable from the use of m sets of n indices in the way in

which a determinant is obtainable from only two sets. Sylvester

spoke of them later (1851) as eorriTnutants*

CAUCHY, A. L. (1844).

[M^moire sur les arrangements que Ton pent former avec des

lettres donnees, et sur' les permutations ou substitutions a

I'aide desquelles on passe d'un arrangement a un autre.

Exercices d'Analyse et de Phys. Math., iii. pp. 151-252
;

or (Euvres completes, (2) xiii.]

The nature of the connection of this with the theory of deter-

minants is evident from the title. Some of the elementary

portions of the memoir had in fact already appeared in Oauchy's
determinant papers of the years 1812, 1840, 1841, and have been

noted in our accounts of the latter. In these papers, as was

natural, only such isolated properties were given as might be of

immediate application to the main subject: here we have a

methodically arranged and lucidly written treatise. As, however,
in dealing with permutations the question of signature is not

taken up, there is no explicit reference to determinants : and all

that is therefore necessary is to direct attention to a storehouse

of information regarding a subject closely connected with them.

CAUCHY, A. L. (1844).

[Mdmoire sur quelques propriet^s des resultantes a deux termes.

Exercices d'Analyse et de Phys. Math., iii. pp. 274-304 ; or

(Euvres completes, (2) xiii.]

By "resultantes k deux termes" are meant determinants of
the second order. The expression recalls "resultantes a deux

lettres," used by Binet in his memoir of November 1812; and as

* See Postscript to Cayley's paper
" On the Theory of Permutants," Camb. and

Dub. Math. Joum., vii. pp. 40-51 ; or Collected Math. Papers, ii. pp. 16-26.
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the said memoir is here referred to by Cauchy and contains the

foundation of the latter's results, it is not improbable that the

one expression suggested the other.

Five theorems with attendant corollaries are carefully formu-

lated and proved, extreme simplicity and fulness of exposition

being in evidence throughout. The first three theorems are

mere variants of the first case of Binet's multiplication-theorem
for two non-quadrate matrices, namely, in later notation

^liCi -I- ^^^ + /SsO^a -I-

l2/l + 22/2 + 32/3 +
/3i2/i + A2/2 + ^3 +

/3i iS^ A
^1

2/1

"1 "2 + "1 "3 ajj x^

2/12/3

+ .

2/2 2/3

+ '2 3

P2 Pz

*AyQ *A/g

2/22/3

+

The real interest arises when the as and ^'s of this are so

taken that the first determinant of every pair on the right is

of the same form as the determinant on the left, and can there-

fore be expanded in exactly the same way as the latter. The

outcome is

"4* Th^orhme. Soient

P P P

n fonctions homogenes et lin6aires de n variables

X, y, z, ....

[viz., P^ = xP^,-iryP^^^-zP^^^ . . .
, Py= . . .

]
et nommons

P P P

ce que deviennent les fonctions P^, P^, P^, . . . . quand on remplace
les n variables x, y, z, . . . par n autres variables

[viz., P, = xP^, + yP^, + zP,.,+ . . .
, Py= . . .

].
Concevons d'ailleurs,

que I'on ajoute entre eux les termes de la suite

ou de la suite

P P P

p p p
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respectivement multiplies par les variables

X, y, 0, . . . .
,

ou par les variables

X, y, z, . . . .
;

et nommons
P Q
Q P

les quatre sommes ainsi obtenus, P etant celle qui renferme les seules

variables x ,y ,z , .... et P celle qui renferme les seules variables

X
, y ,

z
,

. . .
,
en sorte qu'on ait

P = xP,-^yP, + zP,+ ..., Q = xP, + yP, + zP,+ ...

Q = xP, + yP,, + ^P. + . . .
,

P = xP, + yP, + zP. + . . .

La r^ultante

P^-QQ,
form^e avee ces quatres sommes, d^pendra uniquement des bindmes

qui repr^sentent les divers termes de la serie

xy
-

xy, xz -
xz, yz

-
yz,

et sera une fonction de ces bin6mes, non-seulement enti^re, mais encore

homogene et du second degre."

The full meaning of the theorem and the mode of establishing

it will be readily understood from working out the case where

the number of terms in each element of the initial determinant

is three. The process is

IQP
xP,+yP,-{-zP, xP,+yP,+zP.
xF, + yP,+ sV, xP,+yP,+zP,

P, P,F, X y z

P, P, P. X y z

P,P,P.P.
P,P.

xy +
P P

X Z

X z
+

p pJ.
y

J. g

P P^7 -^X

xPx,x+ yPx,y-\-^Px,z Py,x+ yPy,y+ zPy,

^Px.x+ yPx.y+ zP^.z ^.x+ yPy.y+ zP,>

xPx.x+ yPx.v+ '^Px., xP.,x-^yPu,y+ zP,.z

xP,.,+yP,.,+zP,.. xP..,+yP..,+zi"..,

+ ^Py.x+ yPy.y+ zP^.z

^Py.x-\-yP.y+ 7'Py.z

xP,,,+yP,^,+zP,,,

xP,.,+yP,,,+z/'..,

y z
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X y z

xy z

-
{|

+

+

xy\

|xy|

F P P-* x,x -^
x,y

'-
x,z
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" on obtiendra I'^quation identique

(aa;2 + 6y2 + 2ca^)(ax2 + 6y2 + 2cxy)
-

{axx + bi/y + e{xy + xy)}*

= {ab-c^)(xy-xyy,

qui a 6t6 donn^e par Lagrange dans les M^moires de Berlin de 1773
"

;

in the latter case, it being explained that

K= hc-d-, B = ca-^, C = ab-p,
D = ef-ad, E=fd-he, = de-cf,

and
X = yzyz, Y= zx-zx, Z=xy xy,

" on obtiendra I'^uation identique

(ax^ + by^ + cz^ + 2dyz + 2ezx + 2fxy) (ax^ + by^ + cz^ + 2dyz + 2ezx + 2/xy)

- <axx + byy + czz + d(yz + yz) + e{zx + zx) +f{xy + xy)|
i

= AX2 + BY^ + CZ2 + 2DYZ + 2EZX + 2FXY,

que Ton pourrait d^uire de Tune des formules donn^es par M. Binet

dans le xvi* cahier du Journal de Vcole Folyiechnique."

This latter, for the sake of future reference, it is well to

restate in the form

X
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that therefore

+ 2x7yDJD,P+2a;sD^^+ ....
and

After this the second part of the memoir, consisting of

geometrical applications, is entered upon.

GRASSMANN, H. (June 1844).

[Die Wissenschaft der extensiven GrOsse, oder die Aus-

dehnungslehre, eine neue mathematische Disciplin dargestellt

und durch Anwendungen erlautert. Erster Theil, die lineale

Ausdehnungslehre enthaltend. xxxii+ 279 pp. Leipzig,

1844. Abstract in Archiv d. Math. u. Phys. vi. (1845), pp.

337-369.]

A quite peculiar form of the law of formation of a deter-

minant had its origin with Grassmann. Grassmann, it will be

remembered, was one of the most distinguished of the mathema-

ticians who occupied themselves with the search for an Algebra

of directed quantities, or with the allied problem of the

geometrical interpretation of the so-called imaginary expressions

of ordinary algebra. By the beginning of the third decade of

the centiu"y, the way had been gradually, though intermittingly,

prepared for important discoveries on the subject by the writings
of Wallis (1685), Buee (1805), Argand (1806), Servois (1813),

Mourey (1828), Warren (1828), and Gauss (1831).* With

Hamilton and Grassmann important discoveries came. Hamilton,

whose writings of 1833 and 1835 show that even then he had

meditated to some purpose on the matter, announced in 1843 his

great invention of Quaternions. In 1844 Grassmann followed

with the first part of the Ausdehnungslehre.
In his preface Grassmann explains the steps by which he had

been led to his theory. First, there was the question of the

addition of directed straight lines (Strecken), or vectors, to use

See art. "Quaternions," by Professor Tait, in Encyclopaedia Britannica; or

Hamilton's Lectures on QucUemums.
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Hamilton's widely accepted term. This it was umiecessary to

linger over, as his predecessors had already dealt satisfactorily

with it. Then came the question of multiplication of vectors.

Seeing that when a and 6 represent two lines in magnitude only,

in other words, are scalars and not vectors, the product ah

represents the rectangle of which a and h are adjacent sides,

Grassmann ventured to denote by the product ah, when a and 6

are vectors, a parallelogram having the vectors for adjacent sides.

This definition of multiplication manifestly entailed the result.

a2 = 0;

and along with the definition of addition required further that

a(h+c) = ab+ ac.

These two again involved a third, viz.,

ab = ba;

for from the two we have

= (a+bf,
= (a+6)a+(a+6)6,
= a^+ba+ab-\-b\
= ba+ab.

The remaining steps of the building up of the theory need not be

told, as these laws of outer multiplication (" dtissere Multiplica-
tion ") suffice for the purpose we have in view.

The exposition of the theory itself is broken up into an

introduction and nine chapters, all of them marked by ability

and much originality. It is the second chapter which deals

specially with outer multiplication, and at the end of it (pp.

70-73) occurs the application which concerns determinants. The
matter is introduced by a sentence or two pointing out that it is

scarcely to be expected that outer multiplication can be so

directly applied to ordinary algebra as to geometry and dynamics,
because in ordinary algebra the quantities are essentially alike

(gleichartige, in the sense of the Ausdehnungslehre), and outer

multiplication presupposes the idea of unlikeness. In certain

circumstances, however, we are told that we may impose
distinctions upon the quantities, and then outer multiplication

may be applied with notable results.
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"Um hiervon eine Idee zu geben, will ich n Gleichungen ersten

Grades mit n Unbekannten setzen, von der Form

ttjX^ + ^2^2 + ....+ aX =
Aq,

wo
x-y,

. . .
,

a; die Unbekannten seien. Hier konnen wir die Zahlen-

coefficienten, welche verschiedenen Gleichungen angehoren, sofern wir
diese Verschiedenheit an ihrem BegrifF noch festhalten, als verschieden-

artig ansehen, und zwar alle als an sich verscbiedenartig, d. h. als

unabhangig in dem Sinne unserer Wissenschaft, die einer und derselben

Gleichung als unter sich in derselben Beziehung gleichartig. Addiren
wir nun in diesem Sinne alle n Gleichungen und bezeichnen die Summe
des Verschiedenartigen in dem Sinne unserer Wissenschaft mit dem

Verkniipfungszeichen + ,
indem die gleichen Stellen in den so gebildeten

Summenausdriicken immer dem Gleichartigen zukommen sollen, so

erhalten wir

{a^ +\+ ... 4-Si)Xi + (^2 + ^2+ +^2)^2

+ (a + &+ ... -i-O^n =
o + ^o+ +So.

oder bezeichnen wir (a^ + ^i-t- ... -fs^) mit^^, und entsprechend die

librigen Summen, so haben wir

PV^I +P^2+ + Pn^n =
Po-

Aus dieser Gleichung, welche die Stelle jener n Gleichungen vertritt,

lasst sich nun auf der Stelle jede der Unbekannten, z. B. z^ finden,

wenn wir die beiden Seiten mit dem ausseren Produkte aus den

Coefficienten der iibrigen Unbekannten ausserlich multipliciren, also

hier mit P2P3 - Pn- Da namlich, wenn man die Glieder der linken

Seite einzeln multiplicirt, nach dem BegrifF des ausseren Produktes,
alle Produkte wegfallen, welche zwei gleiche Factoren enthalten, so

erhalt man
P1P2P3 Pn^i

= P0P2P3 -'-Pn-

Also da beide Produkte, als demselben System iv-teT Stufe angehorig
einander gleichartig sind, so hat man

^ P0P2P3 - Pn "
^

PlP2P3"'Pn

The method is thus seen to consist in the deduction of a new

equation by addition, and in the elimination of all the unknowns,

except one, from the equation, by multiplying both sides by the

product of the coefficients of the other unknowns, the multi-

plication in question being
"
outer," and for the purposes of the
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multiplication, any two coefficients of one and the same equation

being considered as "like," and any two belonging to different

equations as "unlike." For example, in the case of n= 3, we have

^ ^ (o+ ^0+ Cq) (^2+ ^2+ ^2) (^3+ ^3+ ^3)
^

(ai+ 6i+ Ci).(a2+&2+^2)-(3+ ^3+<^3)'

^ (a02+%\+ ^0^2+V2+ ^^2+ ) (C^8+ ^3+ ^s)

(a^ttg+ i^2+ <^1^2+ ^1*^2+ ^1^2+ ) (^3+ ^3+ ^3)'

^ (0&2+ 0^2+V2+V2+ ^02+ ^0^2) (3+ ^3+ ^^s)

{a^b^+ ajCg+ 6ia2+ \c^+c^a^+ c^h^) . {a^+ 63+ c^)

'

since aQa^ = h,})^ ... =
c^Cg

=
; and finally

" worin wir, da alles entsprechend geordnet ist, wieder die gewohnliche
Multiplicationsbezeichnung einfiihren konnten."

All this semblance of demonstration for it is nothing else

is of little moment compared with the fact sought to be

demonstrated, viz., that a determinant is expressible as the

outer product of the sums of the elements of its columns.

Grassraan, however, makes no reference to determinants.

In a paragraph of a subsequent chapter (p. 129), he takes up
the problem of elimination between two equations of the in^^

and n"* degrees. What it contains is a reproduction of Sylvester's

dialytic method, without any reference to the author of the

method.

CAUCHY, A. L. (1845 Augt.).

[Mdmoire sur divers theor^mes d'analyse et de calcul integral.

Comptes rendus Acad, des Sci. (Paris), xxi. pp. 407-415 ;

or (Euvres completes (1), ix. pp. 266-275.]

Cauchy's results are arrived at by taking two different ways
of eliminating a, /8, y from the equations

UjO + u^ + Ug-y
= as

]

W^a + w^ + w^y = ys J
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where the u's, v'a, w's are definable in Cayley's notation by

31

u.

U2

^1 '^l
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+ A#

x^ Aj A3
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CAYLEY, A. (1845).

[On the theory of linear transformations. Oamb. Math. Journ.,

iv. pp. 193-209
;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 80-94.]

[Memoire sur les hyperdeterminants. Crelle's Journ., xxx.

pp. 1-37.]*

[On linear transformations. Camh. and Dub. Math. Journ., i.

^. 104-122; or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 95-112.]

These memoirs, afterwards so famous in the history of what is

now known as the algebra of quantics, contain exceedingly little

on determinants. It is important, however, to direct attention to

them, because the basis of them is a generalisation of deter-

minants. Using language which came into vogue two or three

years later, we may say that just as the idea and notation of

determinants provided the means of expressing one of the

invariants (viz., the discriminant) of a function, the idea and

notation of hyperdeterminants were brought forward for the

purpose of expressing all the invariants.! The generalisation is

of great width, hyperdeterminants including as a very special

case the generalisation previously made, viz., coTnmutants.

The first memoir gives incidentally a more general mode of

using what we may call the notation of multiple determinants

than that specified in his paper of 1843. The first usage, it will

be remembered, is exemplified by
a, cio tto (

h 62 ^3 h
=

which is meant to signify that

a^ a^

\ 62
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where six equations are again intended to be specified, viz.,

ttj ttg
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The method of proof is that known as
" mathematical induction."

The details of it need not be given, as they correspond closely

with what are to be found in Scherk's paper of the year 1825,

the main differences being that Ferussac uses no special deter-

minant notation, and, while clear and simple, is not nearly so

lengthy nor so laboriously logical.

TERQUEM, 0. (1846).

[Notice sur I'^liraination. Nouv. Annates de Math., v. pp.

153-162.]

This is a continuation of Terquem's paper of the year 1842.

Just as the previous portion dealt*with Cramer and Bezout, this

deals with Fontaine (des Bertins), Vandermonde, and Laplace,

explaining concisely and clearly their main contributions to the

subject.

The only portion of it calling for notice is that in which

attention is drawn to the curious fact that Laplace makes no

reference to Vandermonde's paper read to the Academy in the

preceding year. In regard to this Terquem's remark is

"
II est extremement probable que Laplace n'a pas pris connaissance

du m^moire de son confrere : on sait, d'ailleurs, que las analystes

fran^ais lisent peu les ouvrages les uns des autres. Ceci nous explique

^galement comment la resolution de I'equation du onzi^me degre a

deux termes, la plus importante decouverte de Vandermonde, soit

restee ignoree jusqu'^ ce qu'elle ait attire I'attention de Lagrange,

apres la decouverte similaire de M. Gauss."

Not only, however, does this explanation not carry us far, but

the question arises whether the point sought to be explained is

really the point which stands most in need of explanation.

Vandermonde's paper was read at the very beginning of 1771

and Laplace's in 1772 : yet in the History of the Academy for

the latter year Laplace's occupies pp. 267-376 and Vandermonde's

pp. 516-532, and neither refers to the other's work.

It may be noted here that, notwithstanding Terquem's know-

ledge of the early history of determinants and his manifest

desire to induce his readers to take up the subject, he does not

himself hold the new weapon with a very firm grasp. For
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example, in giving in this volume an account of a paper of

Grunert's in Grelle's Joui^iaL, viii. pp. 153-159, in which the

author says

"Entwickeln wir nemlich x', y\ i^, durch Elimination aus den

Oleichungen :

X = Ax' + By + Cz\

y = AV + By + CV,
z = A"x' + BY + CV,

so erhalten wir :

, (B'C"
-

B"C')a; + (B"C-BC")y + (BC'-B'C)gX -
j^

,

y'
=

wenn wir

L = AB'C - A'BC" + A'BC - AB'C + A'B'C - A'B'C

setzen
"

he paraphrases the passage as follows :

" Les Equations donnent

, _ a:[B'C'] + y[B'C] + ^[BC']X -
j^

,

y =

/ =

oil les crochets repr^sentent des bindmes altern^ ;

[B'C] = B'C - B'C,

et ainsi des autres : L est la r6sultante, d^nominateur commun."

The simultaneous use of bindme alternd and rSsultante is far

from happy.*

*Two years later we find him, in referring to a paper of Cayley's where

the determinant
L T S f

T M R 1,

S R N f

( V f

occurs, calling it, as he did in 1845, a " fonction cram^rienne," and writing it

C h T S f

S R N f

V $ 1? f

See Nour. Aunalea de. Math., iv. (1845), p. 5.% ; vii. (1848), p. 420.
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de

CATALAN, E. (1846).

[Recherches sur les determinants. Bull, de VAcad. roy.

Belgique, xiii. pp. 534-555.]

As is known, Catalan had already dealt with determinants in

the year 1839 in a memoir regarding the change of variables

in a multiple integral. In the paper which we have now come

to he leads up to examples of the same kind of transformation ;

but the greater part of it seventeen out of the total twenty-two

pages is occupied with determinants pure and simple. Half of

this amount consists of an elementary exposition of known

properties, and calls for no remark save that what Cauchy called
"
produit principal

"
or " terme indicatif

"
is here called

" terme

caract^ristique," and that he makes constant use of the symbolism

det.(A, B, C, . . . )

to stand for the determinant whose first row consists of a's,

second row of 6's, and so on : for example,

det.(B, A, C, . . . )
= -

ddt.(A, B, C, . . . ),

det.(A, A, C, . . . )
= 0,

det.(A + M, B) = det.(A, B) + det.(M, B),

When we come to 13, however, we find fresh ground struck.

The exact words are :

"
Supposons maintenant qu'etant donn6 la syst^me

A

(A)

AJ
dent le determinant est A, on ait combine par voie d'addition et de

soustraction les equations dent les premiers membres sent reprdsent6s

par Aj, Ag, . . . ., A; et, par exemple, qu'on ait deduit du systems

( A) le syst6me suivant

Aj + A., -h . . . +A,'\

Aj Ao,

A_i A

(B)
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dont la consideration nous sera utile plus loin. Soit A' le determinant

de ce nouveau systeme : d'apres les n* (3) et (4), nous aurons

A'= det.(Ai, -Ag, -A3, . . ., -A)
+ det.(Ai, A2, -A3, -A^, . . .,

- A)
+ det.(A^, A,, A3, -A^, . . .,

- A)
+ ....'
+ det.(A A,, A2, . . ., A,._i).

On sait que si Ton change les signes des termes d'une colonne

horizontale, le determinant change de signe ;
done

A' =
(
-

l)"-'det.(Ai, A2, . . .
, A) + (

- irMet.(A2, Ai, A3. . . .
, A,)

+ (-l)-'d6t.(A3, Ai, A2, A ..., A) +

+ (
-
l)d6t.(A_i, Aj, Ao, . . .

, A_2, A) + det.(A,, A^, A2, . . . A_i).

Dans la premiere parenthese, il n'y a pas d'inversion ; dans la seconde,
il y a une inversion, etc.

;
done

A'= (-l)-'nA."

The theorem thus reached may be enunciated as follows: Jf

from a determined A of the n'* order, we form another A' stich

thai the first row of A' is the sum of all the rows of A and every

other row of A' is got by subtracting the corresponding row

of A from the row preceding it in A, then

A'= (-l)''-inA.

In Catalan's notation it is

d^t.(Ai+A2+ . . . +A, AJ-A2, A2-A3, . . ., A_i-A)
=

(-l)"-i7i.dt^t.(A,, A2, ..., A),

although, strange to say, it is never so formulated by him.

A generalisation of it is next given by saying :

" Si la premiere ligne du systime (B) avait renferm^ seulement p des

quantites Aj, A^, . . .
, A, nous aurions trouv^, pour la determinant

de ce systeme,
A' = i-iy-'pA,"

and then there follow a number of applications to the evaluation

of certain special determinants. Thus, to take the simplest ex-

ample, having
A = = 1
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the theorem gives 1111= (-1)34A = -4.

1 -1 .

1 -1
. -1 -1

The other illustrations all concern determinants of the special

form afterwards known as "
circulants

"
;
for example, C( 1, 1,

1, . . .
, 1), C(-l, -1, 1, 1, ...

, 1), etc., C(l, 1, . . .
, 1, 0),

C(l, 1, . . .
, 1, 0, 0), etc. They therefore fall to be dealt with

in a different place.

SARRUS, P. F. (1846).

[Finck, P. J. E. Elements d'Algebre. Seconde edition.

iv+ 544 pages. Strasbourg.]

In the course of his discussion of the solution of a set of

linear equations with three unknowns, the author interjects the

following paragraph (No. 52, p. 95) :

" Pour calculer, dans un exemple donne, les valeurs de x, y et z,

M. Sarrus a imaging la methode pratique suivante, qui est fort

ingenieuse. D'abord on pent calculer le denominateur, et a cet efFet

on ecrit les coefficients des inconnues ainsi

a h c

a' U c'

a" h" c"

On repete les trois premiers a h c

et les trois suivants a' V c'.

Actuellement partant de a, on prend diagonalement du haut en has,
en descendant a la fois d'un rang, et reculant d'autant a droite,
ah'd' : on part de o! de meme, et on a ah"c

;
de a", et on trouve a"bc' ;

on a ainsi les trois termes positifs (c'est-a-dire a prendre avec leur

signes) du denominateur. On commence ensuite par c et descendant
de meme vers la gauche on a d/a", c'b"a, c"ba', ou les trois termes

negatifs (ou plut6t les termes qu'il faut changer de signe)."

This " methode pratique
"

or mnemonic is the original form of

the so-called
"
regie de Sarrus

"
which came later to have

unnecessary prominence given to it by writers on determinants

when dealing with those of the third order.*

* The date 1833 has been assigned to this "rule" in a recent German text-book

on determinants (Weichold's), but without adducing any evidence.
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HANSEN, P. A. (1846, Aug.).

[Ueber eine allgemeine Auflosung eines beliebigen Systems von

linearischen Gleichungen. Berichte . . . k. sacks. Ges. d,

Wiss. (Leipzig), pp. 333-339.]

The solution of a set of linear equations is here looked at from

the point of view of an astronomical computer, and though
determinants are not used are, in fact, eschewed it is interesting

to note that the hidden identities on which the new process of

solution depends are

A^3
I !Vs

3^1

a^b.,

aj),

a^
aA

.,

"iValVA
as^tCg I

I aA
a^b^^\'\aA

and that these are to be found explicitly stated in Schweins*

memoir of the year 1825.

TERQUEM, 0. (1846).

[Note sur les Equations du premier degr^ en nombre plus grand

que celui des inconnues. . . . Nouv. AnnaXes de Math., v.

pp. 551-556.]

Knowing from the four equations (Terquem uses n)

ajX + a^y + a^z + a^w =
a^

b^x + b^y + V + b^w = bA

the usual expressions for w, z, . . . Terquem affirms that if w ia

to be equal to we must have

I 1 ^2 Cs <^6 1

= 0,

and that therefore this last equation is the equation of condition

for the simultaneous existence of four equations between three



!
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correspondant a une permutation quelconque de ces nombres, la fonction

2(1 2 . . . n)

(oil 2 d^signe la somme de tous les tennes qu'on obtient en permutant
ces nombres d'une maniere quelconque) est ce qu'on nomme Determinant.''

It is readily seen that this is much more general than any defini-

tion in use up to that time, and that it agrees with the ordinary
definition only when the function (1 2 ... n) takes the particular

form Xi X^ . . , X,,j or Xi^ \op ... X,. Further, it is not the same

generalisation as we are familiar with from Cauchy's great
memoir of 1812, where determinants are viewed as a special

class of alternating symmetric functions. This is shown quite

clearly by the only other case brought forward by Cayley,

viz., the case where the function (1 2 ... ti) is given the form \^
X34 ... X_i,. Other examples, not given by Cayley, are

y^^^ ig ^12 is gi
I

^23
[

"1 ^^
^2S ^'23 ^32 ^IS ^31 ^12 ^21

There is also in the same paper a more direct contribution

to the theory of general determinants, viz., the theorem after-

wards associated with Cayley 's name, and which, to use later

phraseology, gives the expression for a determinant in terms of

its own devertebrated coaxial minors and its primary diagonal

elements. In the actual wording of the description of the theorem

it is, not unnaturally, applied to a skew determinant only ;
but

there is clearly nothing in the nature of the case to confine it to

this special form. The description is

"En effet, soit fl le determinant gauche dont il s'agit, cette fonction

pent tre present<5e sous la forme

12 =
I2o

+ fijXj^ +
a_jX._,2

+ . . . + iiijXiiXjo + . . .

oil Aq est ce que devient il si A,,, X^, . . . sont rMuits a z^ro. flj
est

ce que devient le coefficient de Ajj sous la meme condition, et ainsi do
suite

;
c'est ^ dire : fi^ est le determinant forme par les quantit^s A en

supposaiit que ces quantit^s satisfassent aux condition (2), et en

donnant h. r les valeurs 1, 2, . .
,

71.
12,

est le determinant forme

pareillement en donnant k r, s les valeurs 2, 3, ...
,
n

; 12, s'obtient en

donnant a r, s les valeurs 1, 3, ...
, n, et ainsi de suite: cela est ais^

de voir si Ton range les quantit^s A en forme de carre."
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CAUCHY, A. L. (1847).

[M^moire sur les clefs alg^briques. Exercices d'Analyse et de

Phys. Math., iv. pp. 356-400, 11
;
or CEuvres completes (2), xiv.]

In this longish memoir it is the second section ( ii.) that is of

interest to us, its title being
"
Decomposition des sommes alterndes,

connues sous le nom de resultantes, en facteurs symboliques.''

The only previous writing with which it is clearly connected

in subject is Grassmann's of the year 1844. To ensure the

possibility of proper comparison between the two, it is necessary
to do now as was done in the previous case, viz., to give the opening

paragraph verbatim. No general explanation of '

algebraic keys
'

need be offered, all that is requisite for our present purpose being
obtainable from the paragraph itself. It runs as follows :

"En efifet, considerons d'abord la somme alternee s, formee avec

les quatre termes du tableau

(1)
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alors, k la place de I'equation (6) on obtiendrait la formule

I V I

= S
I a)3 I,

ou

(8) 8 =
ay8|'

dans laquelle il suffirait de poser | a^ |

= 1 pour retrouver I'^uation (6).

Remarquons d'ailleurs que la seconde des formules (7) pent s'^crire

coinme 11 suit :

(9) |a^| + |/3a|
= 0,

et que la formule (9) donne
|

a^
|

= ou
| ^ |

= 0, quand on y
suppose P = a. Done, et definitive, les transmutations (7) sont

toutes trois comprises dans la formule (9). Done il suffit de recourir

k cette formule et k celles qui s'en d6duisent, pour obtenir I'equation (8),

et, par suite, pour decomposer en facteurs symboliques la somme
altem^e s, c'estr^-dire la rfesultante algebrique form^e avec les quatre
termes du tableau (1)."

From the case of the second order he proceeds at once to the

case of the n*'' order, inquiring as before under what conditions

the symbolic product

.(030 + 63/8+ 037 + + ^31;)

where a, /8, y, . . .
, tj are n distinct

'

algebraic keys,* reduces to

S(aJ)^c^ . . . hn).

Denoting by |

ic
|

the symbolic portion of any term of the final

product, he finds that

" on devra poser

(U) I

K
I

=

quand I'une quelconque des lettres

a, ^. r >;

entrera deux ou plusieurs fois comme facteur dans le produit k
; et

poser, au contraire,

(15) i

'c
I

=
1,

ou

(16) l'c|=-l
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quand le produit k renfermera une seule fois chacune des lettres

, ^, r, , 7.

la formule (15) ^tant relative au cas ou I'on sera obliged d'op^rer entre

ces lettres prises deux a deux un nombre pair d'echanges, pour passer
du produit | a)8y ... ?;

|

au produit |

k
|

."

The obtaining of the results

I a/3y I

=
I /3ya i

=
\ ya^ \ \

= -
I ay^ I

= -
1 /3ay I

= -
I y/3a 1 J

from transformations of the form

, a/3 I

= -
I /3a I

is then shortly considered
;
and this is followed by a concluding

paragraph, in which the statement occurs that "cette decom-

position (des sommes altem^es en facteurs symboliques) une fois

oper^e on peut s'en servir avec avantage pour d^couvrir ou pour
demontrer les principales propridt^s des sommes altem^es."

Cauchy's position is thus seen to be very different from Grass-

mann's. Grassmann was not concerned with determinants: his

problem was to solve the set of equations

a^x + a^y + a^z =
o-q

"j

b^x + b^y + b^z
= bA

c^x + c^y + c^z
=

Co J

and he satisfied, himself by a curious process of reasoning that

^ ^ (0+^0+go)(2+ ^2+ g2)(%+^3+ g3)

(!+ 61+ Ci)(a2+ 62+ C2)(a3+ 63+ Cg)

'

provided that the multiplications indicated be performed according

to the laws of "outer multiplication." Cauchy, on the other

hand, starts with the determinant formed from

Cv-i Ct-rt (Xo

61 62 ^3

Cj C2 C3 ,

his problem being to find under what conditions, as regards the

arbitrarily introduced symbols a, /3, y, the product

(ttia+ ctg^+ ttsyXV+ ^2/3+ ^37)(! + ^2/5+ Csy)

will be identical with the determinant
;
and he is led to the need
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for imposing laws essentially the same as those of " outer multi-

plication." Grassmann's factors are each the sum of the elements

of a column of the determinant, and, according to his quasi-

demonstration, could not be anything else : Cauchy's factors are

each formed from the elements of a row; but had they been

formed from the elements of a column, the result would not have

been different. The root idea, viz., the expression ofa determinant

as a product offactors subject to multiplication of a special kind,

was certainly first reached by Grassmann : Cauchy attained the

same result, adding somewhat to its width, and presenting it in a

fresh and more reasonable form.

HERMITE, C. (1849, January).

[Sur une question relative h. la th^rie des nombres. Jouim. (de

Liouville) de Math., xiv. pp. 21-30; or (Euvres, i. pp.

265-273.]

As a lemma in the process of attaining the main purpose of

his paper Hermite gives an identity which for the 4"' order we
should nowadays write in the form

aA I 1 "3^1 1 I 4^

6jC,

!
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X y z
'
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with the modification of the vertical-line notation which the

printers of Crelle's and Liouville's journals employed for two or

three years in setting up Cayley's papers. That Joachimsthal

was familiar with Catalan's paper of 1846 is made more probable

by the occurrence of a footnote (p. 28) giving

{X

-^l y z \ ( X y z \ ilyz
x' +V y' z' \ = Mt.\ X y'

[
+

det.]
V y' z

x" + I" y" z" J I a;" y" z" J i V y" ^'

the identity which Catalan was the first to formulate in a

similar way.
The second point is the unnaturalness, in view of the mode of

proof, of not writing the second determinant of the theorem in

the form

U ^1 ^2

Towards the close of the paper (p. 44), his geometrical work

having led him to use the identity

(a'^ + a'P' + a"'y8"') (y'S' + y"5" + fT) -
(a'S' + a"S" + a"'5"') (^y' + /8"y" + /?"'/")

= {a"y"'-a"y")(Ji"B"'-/3"'S^') + {a'y'" -a"'y'){^r - /3"'8')

+ {aY-a"y')(/3'8"-P"8'),

he devotes the last two pages to proving a generalisation of it,

a generalisation not so wide as that of Binet and Cauchy, but

interesting because of the way in which it is arrived at. Putting

D = d4t

'

x^
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where

^0,0
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t.e.

+ d^t,

I . d^t.

Ld^.

"n-l "n-l

= d^t.

fcn-l Sn-l

''0,0 ''0,1
....

t'O.n-l

^1,0 ^1,1
....

^l,n-l

/n-1,0 ^n-1,1 ^n-l,n-l ,

Using later phraseology we may say in describing this that from

the theorem regarding the product of two square matrices of

order n+ l there is obtained the theorem regarding the product
of two rectangular but non-quadrate matrices, the latter product

appearing as a principal coaxial minor of the former. Cauchy's

generalisation concerned any minor of the former product, but

even this further extension was not beyond Joachimsthal's reach,

for he ends with the remark " En difF^rentiant de nouveau par

rapport a a;_i, 2/_i, ... on obtiendra d'autres formules; et ainsi

de suite."

SYLVESTEE, J. J. (1850, Sep.).

[Additions to the articles in the September number of this

journal
" On a new class of theorems . ... ." and " On

Pascal's theorem." Philos. Magazine (3), xxxvii. pp. 363-

370
;
Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 145-151.]

Of the three additions referred to in the title it is the last

which concerns us, viz., that in which Sylvester introduces and

explains his use of the term minor as applied to a determinant.

Starting with the '

square array
'

of a given determinant, and

leaving out one '

line
'

and one '

column,' he calls the determinant

of the minor array which remains a '

First Minor Determinant
'

;
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similarly
' Second Minor Determinant

'

is explained ;
and then he

adds,

" and so in general we can form a system of r"* minor determinants by
the exclusion of r lines and r columns, and such system in general will

contain

71(71-1) . . . (7i-r+l)\2
{ 1-2 ... r )

distinct determinants."

It is thus seen that 'minor determinant is used as 'partial

determinant' had already been used by Lebesgiie (1837), and as
' determinant of a derived system

'

had been used by Cauchy
(1812), but that, whereas Cauchy added a distinguishing epithet
to specify the order of the determinant, Sylvester did so to

indicate how many lines or columns fewer it had than the
'

principal
'

or '

complete
'

determinant originally started w: !.h.

The following proposition or ' law '

is next given, viz. : The

whole of a system of r"' minors being zero implies only (r+1)^

equations, that is, by making (r+ 1)^ of these minors zero, all vjill

become zero : and this is true, no matter what Tnay be the

dimensions or form of the complete determinant. Then, after

some geometrical applications concerned with first minors of a

symmetrical determinant, there follows the explanation

"The law which I have stated for assigning the number of inde-

pendent or, to speak more accurately, non-coevanescent determinants

belonging to a given system of minors, I call the Homaloidal law,
because it is a corollary to a proposition which represents analytically
the indefinite extension of a property, common to lines and surfaces,

to all loci (whether in ordinary or transcendental space) of the first

order, all of which loci may, by an abstraction derived from the idea

of levelness common to straight lines and planes, be called Homaloids."

A further advance is made just before the close of his paper.

Leaving the square array and taking m lines and n columns, he

says

"This will not represent a determinant, but is, as it were, a Matrix
out of which we may form various systems of determinants by fixing

upon a number p and selecting at will p lines and 7? columns, the

squares corresponding to which may be termed determinants of the

p*^^ order."

Here there is to be noticed the first use of the word matrix in
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connection with determinants, as well as the change back to

Cauchy's mode of particularising the minors. The corresponding
more general

' law '

is said to be The number of uncoevaneacent

determinanta constituting a system of the p** order derived from
a given matrix, n terms broad and m terms deep, may equal
but can never exceed in number

(n-p+lXm-p+ l).

No proof of this is given, nor does he refer to Cayley's related

theorem of 1843. (See p. 15 above.)

SCHLAFLI, L. (1851, Jan.).

[Ueber die Resultante eines Systems mehrerer algebraischen

Gleichungen : ein Beitrag zur Theorie der Elimination.

Denkschr. d. k. Akad. d. Wiss. (Wien): maih.-nuturw. CI.,

iv. (2), pp. 1-54.]

The last section ( 29, pp. 52-54) of this long memoir bears the

heading
" Ein zur Theorie der Determinanten gehorender Satz,"

being introduced as an aid to the reading of a geometrical

memoir (pp. 54-74) on the ternary cubic.

The ' Satz
'

is not formally enunciated, but we may express it

for ourselves as follows : // a set of n homogeneous equations of
the first degree in n unknowns be given, the determinant of the

set being A, and there be formed another set consisting of all

equations of the v^^ degree derivable from the equations of

the given set by multiplication among themselves, the deter-

minant of the latter set is equal to

For example, the initial set of equations being

a^x + a^y =
0|

b^x + b^y = oJ

and r = 3, the derived set of equations is

(a^x+a^yf =

(a^x+a^yyib^x+b^y) =

(OjX+a^y) {b^x-\-b^yf
=

ib,x^b^yf =
Oj
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and it has to be shown that

3

h\ 36162 36,6^

ai62

To do this Schlafli takes the conjugate of the adjugate of lai62l>

namely,

A, B,

forms with its elements the like determinant

3K SAIB, SA.Bl Bl

A^Aa 2AiB,A2 + A?B2 2AiB,B2 + B?A2 B^B^

A,A^ 2A2B2Ai + A^Bi 2A2B2B1 + B^ B^B^

3A'B, 3A,B' B^

and then in row-by-column fashion multiplies the former four-

line determinant by the latter, obtaining for the product

Cl'ih

cf'A P

aj)^

aA
whence the desired result follows.

It is the penultimate step of the demonstration, namely, the

obtaining of the final form of the elements of the product, that

is attended with difiiculty : and the difficulty is not lessened to

Schlafli by his taking n and r in all their generality. As soon,

however, as the determinant under investigation is known in

this or any other way to be a power of A, the index of the

power is readily found to be

n

by noting that the determinant is of the order C^+r-ur and each

of its elements of the r^^ degree.
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SPOTTISWOODE, W. (1851).

[Elementary Theorems relating to Determinants. viii+ 63 pp.

London.]

This is noteworthy as being the first separately-published

elementary work on the subject, the author explaining that he

had been led to write it because determinants had come to be in

frequent use, and there was no accessible text-book to which

students could be referred. It consists of a preface and ten

short chapters or sections, the mode of partitioning and arranging
the matter being such as has often subsequently been followed.

The preface contains a short sketch of the history of the

theory, the first of the kind that had appeared. In the first

section (1) the reader is introduced to determinants of the

second and third orders as they actually occur in the solution of

geometrical problems, and certain of the simpler properties

are incidentally pointed out; the next seven sections ( 2-8)

deal with determinants in general ;
and the rest of the book

is occupied with determinants of special form, viz., 9 with skew

determinants and 10 with functional determinants. The con-

cluding portions of most of the sections consist of worked

examples illustrative of applications of the theory to co-ordinate

geometry.
The definition employed is that of Vandermonde * as expressed

in Cayley's vertical-line notation, viz.

1(1,1)1
=

(1,1),

(1,1) (1,2)

(2,1) (2,2)

=
(1,1)1(2,2)1 -(1,2)1(2,1)1

* It may be worth noting that while both Vandermonde and Schweins used

the recurrent law of formation as a definition, they did not write it in exactly
the same form. Schweins followed closely the form used by the original

discoverer, Bezout, putting for example

I 0'ib</:^i I

= ^4 I cii&aCs \

-
<h\ i^2<^4 I

+ ^a i Oi''s<^4 I

-
<^ I o^z^i I

the connecting signs being in all cases alternately positive and negative ; whereas

Vandermonde wrote

I ai&s''s<^4 I

= Oi I *uCsrf4 I

-
ou, I ftjc^di |

+ Oj | ft^Cirf, |

-
O4 | b^c^ \ ,

where the cyclical change of suffixes causes the connecting signs to be alternately

positive and negative when the order of the determinant is even, and to be

uniformly positive when the order is odd.
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(1,1) (1,2) (1,3)

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3)

(3,1) (3,2) (3,3)

=
(1,1)

(2,2) (2,3)

(3,2) (3,3)
+ (1,2)

(2,3) (2,1)

(3,3) (3,1)
+ (1,3)

(2,1) (2,2)

(3,1) (3,2)

The quantities (1,1), (1,2), . . . which Cauchy called 'terms'

and Jacobi '

elements/ are named '

constituents
'

;
and the deter-

minant of the n^^ order having these constituents is denoted

shortly by

^{1,1){2,2)... (n,n)

The first result, deduced in somewhat loose fashion from the

definition, is
" Cramer's rule

"
;
but the first that is actually

formulated and numbered is one of much later date than Cramer,
viz.

"Theorem I. If the whole of a vertical or horizontal row be multiplied

by the same quantity, the determinant is multiplied by that quantity."

In this form, as is well known, it afterwards became almost

stereotyped. The second result, which is of about the same age,

is that regarding a determinant whose vertical row consists of

p-termed expressions, second vertical row of g-termed expressions
third vertical row of r-termed expressions, and so on, being to the

effect that such a determinant is expressible as a sum of pqr . . .

determinants with monomial constituents. The next seven results

are, like the first, new only in form, the wording being, as in

Theorem I., more topographical in character than formerly, on

account of the determinant being now more consciously viewed

as connected with a square holding n-n quantities situate in n
vertical rows and at the same time in n horizontal rows. The

tenth result, which is a converse of the ninth, is new but

unimportant, viz.

" Theorem X. If a determinant of the n'* o^xler vanishes, a system of n

homogeneous linear equations, the coefficients of which are the constituents of
the given determinant, may always be established."

The ninth he establishes by the method of so-called 'mathematical

induction,' deducing from it the solution of

(rl)x^ + {r2)x2 + + {rn)x^ = Ur
}|^^"
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and thence the ratios oi Xq, x^^, ...
, Xnin the case of

+ (rn)Xn =
j]]^*(rO)x^ + (rl)Xi + (r'2)x^ +

as originally noted by Jacobi.*

The eleventh result is the multiplication-theorem ;
and here

anything that is noteworthy is not in the enunciation but in the

proof. Beginning with two sets of equations, exactly after the

manner of Joachimsthal, viz.,

a^x + ^22/ + %^ ""-i 1 h'^i + h'^z + ^3^3
=

'^i

bjX + b^y -h b^ =
Ug J- m^Uj^ + in^u^ + Wgitg

=
v^

c^x + c^y + Cg^
=

U3 J , n{u,^ + n^u^ + n^u^ =
v^

he views them as six linear equations in x, y, z, u^ , u^ , Ug ,
and

seeks to find the value of one of the first three unknowns, say x, in

two difierent ways. Firstly, by using the first set to eliminate

u^, u^, 1*3 from the second set, he obtains

{l^a^ + l^\ + Vi ) + QiH + hh + hh )y + (^i8 + ^2^8 + ^3^3 )^
=

^1

{m^a^+ m^^+ m^c^x + {m^a^-^ ^2^2 +
'^3<^2)2'

+ (^1^3+ ^3^3+ m^^)z =
v^

{n^a^ + nj)^ + n^c^ )x + {n^a^ + n^^ + n^c^ )y + {n^a^ + nj)^ + n3C8 )z
=

v^

and thence

Vj \a^ +^262 +^3^2 ^l<*8 +^2^8 +^s''3

Vg "/riiag+ w-gfeg+ W/3C2 'm,ja3+ "m-gftg+ 'm^c^

X =

miai+rngfti+ rjigCi mia2+'Wi2^2+ '^3^2 ''^iO'z+fn^b^+Tn^c^

Secondly, and here he differs from Joachimsthal, by writing
the six equations as one set in the form

a^x + a^y + a^ u^

b^x + b^y + b^z
-

u^

c^x + c^y + c^z

= 0^

=
-

U3 =

hui + ^2^2 + ^3^3
=

'^1

nijUi + mgUg + mgWg =
v^

n^u^ + n^u^ + ^3^3 =
v^j

Crelle's Joum., xv. (1835), p. 104, and xxii. (1841), p. 296.
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he obtains directly for x the value

^2 3

6o &o -1

h I'.

771,

n^

2

-Mo

-1

971,

Tlo

! ^2

6i 62

-1

^1

-1

mo

-1

mg

A comparison of the denominators in the two values of x then

gives the desired result.*

The theorems of 6, though, for some unexplained reason

not formulated and numbered like the others, are of the

highest importance, the subject-matter being the determinant

of what is called the "inverse" system, that is to say, the

determinant
j-j ^^-j [1,2] .... [l,7i]

[2,1] [2,2] .... [2,71]

[71,1] [71,2] [71, 7l]

where [r,s] is the cofactor of (1,1) in
1
1,2, . . .

, 7i|. Cauchy's
theorem regarding the whole determinant is first proved, and

then, instead of Jeujobi's more general theorem, there is established

a theorem said to include Jacobi's, viz.

[i+1, i+1] [i + \,i + 2] .... [i+1, n]

[i + 2, i+1] [i + 2, i+2] [i + 2, n]

[to,
i + 1] [to, i+2] ....

[i+y+1, i+y+1] [i+y+i,i+y+2]...[i+y+i, to]

[i+; + 2, i+y + 1] [i+; + 2,i+y + 2]...[i+y + 2, to]

[to, to]

11,2,..., TO

[to, i+y+i] [/?, i+y + 2] [to, to]

ii 1
1,2,

|l,2,...,i+;|

*Spottiswoode, like Joachimsthal, it will he observed, deduces nothing from
a comparison of the numerators. Thus, by equating the two cofactors of Vj, he

might have obtained
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That it does include Jacobi's is at once seen on putting i +j+ 1 = n,

when we have

[i+1, i+.l] [t+1, i + 2] ... [i+l,n]

[i + 2 i-t-l] [i+2,i + 2] ... [t + 2,n]

=
[n,n].|l, 2, ...,u|-'->.-IllA

|l,2,...,n-l
= |l,2,...,nl-'-^.ll, 2....,,-|.

[n, i+\] [n, i + 2] ... [n, n]

It is equally true, however, that by a double use of Jacobi's

theorem Spottiswoode's follows immediately.
The next section

(I5 7) deals with the differentiation of a deter-

minant, and with an application of the same by Malmsten to find

the n^^ pai-ticular integral of a certain differential equation when
n 1 particular integrals are already known.

The eighth section concerns the solution of what is called a
" redundant system

"
of linear equations, that is to say, a system

of m equations in n unknowns where m>"n. Theorem XII.

is the result obtained therefrom, and this being applied to the

method of least squares, the last formulated result, Theorem

XIII., is reached.

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1851, March).

[On the relation between the minor determinants of linearly

equivalent quadratic functions. Philos. Magazine (4), i.

pp. 295-305, 415; Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 241-250,

251.]

In order to formulate the relation referred to in the title, that

is to say, the relation between any minor of the determinant

(later, discriminant) of a quadratic form and the '

pari-ordinal
'

minors of the determinant of the new form obtained from the

old by means of a linear substitution, Sylvester found it necessary
to introduce "a most powerful, because natural, method of

notation
"
for determinants. He says

"My method consists in expressing the same quantities biliterally
as below :

Cjttj CjOj . . . a^a^

a.,a^ ttjUj . . . a^a^

ai a2 aa
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where, of course, whenever desirable, instead of a,, a^, . . .
,
a and

aj, ag, . .
, a, we may write simply a, b, . . .

,
I and a, ^, . . .

,
k

respectively. Each quantity is now represented by two letters; the

letters themselves, taken separately, being symbols neither of quantity
nor of operation, but mere umbrae or ideal elements of quantitative

symbols. We have now a means of representing the determinant

above given in a compact form : for this purpose we need but to write

one set of umbrae over the other as follows :
(

^ 2 n\ If we

now wish to obtain the algebraic value of this determinant, it is only

necessary to take a^, a^, . . .
,
a in all its 1-2-3 . . . n different positions,

and we shall have

in which expression 6^, 6^, . . .
, 6^ represents some order of the

numbers 1, 2, . . .
, n, and the positive or negative sign is to be taken

according to the well-known dichotomous law."

An obvious extension of the notation is also indicated, whereby
what he calls

"
compound

"
determinants may be appropriately

represented. Since, in accordance with the foregoing,

a h

a 8
is used to denote

he considers that

*' will naturally denote

that is

aa .1)^ a^ . ha,
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where, as before, we have the disjunctive equation

e,,e...,d, =
1, 2, ...,r."

As an example of the power of this notation he gives the

theorem

tti Oj . . . ttr Or+i
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Cv-tOttOoyA

I lV3^5

I ^A^zf^

^A^3^7 I

ai&2<'39'7 I

= laAcgl^.

^4
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and my theorem is that the product of the given couple of determinants is

eqtial to the sum of the products (affected with the proper algebraical sign) of
each of the new couples foi-med as above described."

The same is then stated in symbols, namely,

! ttg
. . . a 1 iay a^ ... an

2 + /i 2 tt
1/ai 2 a*\

\h, h, ...
6p/3<,,+i/3<,,+2

... ^eJW0,^02' - ^0pb^ib^2- ' -K)

where 0,, 62, ..., dp are any p different integers taken from 1,

2, . . .
, n, or where, as Sylvester puts it, O^, d^, ..., 0^ are

'

disjmic-

tively
'

equal to 1, 2, . . .
,
n.

A proof of a verificatory character is given at some length, the

aim being to show that the terms arising from the expansion of

the products occurring on the right-hand side are classifiable

under two heads : (1) those which appear twice, namely, once with

a positive sign and once with a negative sign; (2) those which

appear only once, and which in their aggregate agree with those

arising from the expansion of the single product on the left. An

improvement of it by Fail di Bruno will be given later.

By removing to the right the solitary product at present on

the left, the theorem is seen to belong to the class of vanishing

aggregates of products of pairs of determinants, and therefore

to be not entirely new, the first instances of it, viz.,

|a6'|.|cd'|
-

|ac'|.|6(i'| + |ad'|.|6c'|
= 0,

|a6VnH<^/n-|a^'^'1Hce/'|+ |ac'd''|.|6e'/''|-|^c'<^''|-|'/''l
= 0.

that is to say, the cases where n = 'l,p
= \, and % = 3, jp

= 1, being
found in Bezout (1779). Nothing, however, done by Bezout,

Cauchy, or Schweins ought to dissociate Sylvester's name from

the theorem. His claim, too, is all the stronger from the fact

that he it was who in 1839 first formulated the case n=n,
^ = 1, a fact which seems to have dropped entirely out of

remembrance, writers giving the date 1851 when referring to the

case enunciated a dozen years earlier.
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SYLVESTER, J. J. (1851, Oct.).

[On a remarkable discovery in the theory of canonical forms and

of hyperdeterminants. Philos. Magazine (4), ii. pp. 391-

410
;
Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 265-283.]

Here, amid matter of great algebraical importance, there is

incidentally suggested the discarding of the use of the term

'determinant' as connected with a single function, that is to

say. Gauss' original use of the term, and the substitution of the

term 'discriminant' in its plaxje. The introduction of a new

word, it is explained, is for the purpose of avoiding the obscurity

and confusion which arises from employing the same word in

two different senses, and " ' discriminant
'

because it affords the

discriTnen or test for ascertaining whether or not equal factors

enter into a function of two variables, or more generally of the

existence or otherwise of multiple points in the locus represented
or characterised by any algebraical function." *

CAYLEY, A. (1851, end).

[On the theory of permutants. Cambridge a'od Dubl. Math.

Jowm., vii, pp. 40-51
;
Collected Math. Papers, ii. pp. 16-26.]

The second part of his paper of 1843, as we have seen, Cayley
devQted to the consideration of a class of fimctions obtainable

from the use of m sets of n indices in the way in which a deter-

minant is obtainable from only two sets. The general symbol
used for such a function was

Apropos of this happy coinage, Sylvester uids in a footnote the general
remark: "Progress in these researches is impossible without the aid of clear

expression ; and the first condition of a good nomenclature is that different

things shall be called by different names. The innovations in mathematical

language here and elsewhere (not without high sanction) introduced by the

author, have been never adopted except under actual experience of the em-

barrassment arising from the want of them, and will require no vindication to

those who have reached that point where the necessity of some such additions

becomes felt." The truth of the remark is not appreciably diminished by the

occurrence of the word ' meso-catalecticism
'

in another footnote two pages
further on. The year of the paper (1851) was for Cayley and Sylvester a year

teeming with fresh ideas as well as with fresh words.
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Pi

Pi

/>n (Tfi Tn ' -

this standing for the sum of all the different terms of the form

where

A
P'-i O"*! Tl

X xA
Prn ^n "Ttn

"^l' ^2> '
''

> *1 > ^2 ' > ^n'f f
1 > ^2 > > ^n 5

denote any permutation whatever, the same or different, of the

series of integers
1, 2, . . .

, ti,

and where r denotes the sign + or according as the number

of inversions in r^ r,, . . . ,
r is even or odd. Using a t over the

colymn of p's to indicate that these are unpermutable, he shows

that

t

Pi o"i
fA

= 1-2 m-
Pi 0-1

Pn 0"n Pn (Tn

when the number of columns, m, is even; and vanishes when
m is odd. In the former case it is clear that the placing of

the t over any other column would have had the same result,

and therefore that it is better to mark this indifference by

placing it over the A. The other theorems, including a

multiplication theorem, need not be given, our object being

simply to show the position occupied by determinants among
the new functions ;

and this we can now do by quoting one

sentence, viz.,
" an ordinary determinant is represented by

t t

or

n n}

the latter form being obviously equally general with the former

one."
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In his paper of 1845 a further generalisation was made, the

functions then reached being called '

hyperdeterminants/ and a

hyperdeterminant defined as an expression representable as a

homogeneous p^^'-degree function, H^, of certain of the deter-

minants of a rectangular array, each of whose elements is denoted

by n umbrae, and each umbra one of the integers 1, 2, . . .
,

tti.

Thus when 7i= 3 and m= 2, the array is

or

or

according as the first, second, or third umbra is made invariable

throughout the two rows
;
and if p = l we have the '

incomplete
'

hyperdeterminants

122

111
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the one important point to be noted is the relation between

hyperdeterminants and the functions of Cayley's paper of the

year 1843, and this is shortly indicated by saying that the

latter functions are hyperdeterminants in which ^= 1 and n
is even.

In his paper of the year 1847 an altogether different generalisa-

tion was formulated, the corresponding symbol being

and one of the objects aimed at being to extend the definition of

a determinant so as to include within it the Pfaffian. (See

Collected Math. Papers, i. p. 589.)

Having thus attempted to make clear the stage which the

process of generalisation had reached with Cayley prior to 1851,

we are prepared to appreciate the notable advance made by him

in his paper of that year. The widely embracing conception
therein formulated was that of the functions called on the

suggestion of Sylvester
'

pe)-mutanti*.' For the sake of easy

exposition we shall follow him in his special usage of the words
'

form,'
'

blank,'
'

characters,'
'

symbol.'
" A form," he says,

"
may

be considered as composed of blanks which are to be tilled up by

inserting in them specialising characters, and a form the blanks

of which are so filled up becomes a symbol." If the 'characters'

(previously called by him 'nombres symboliques ') be 1, 2, 3,

4 the '

symbol
'

may always be represented in the first

instance, and without reference to the nature or constitution of

the *

form,' by V1234 . . . ;
for example 1234 . . . may stand for

Pi2Q3l^4 or PigPs* . . .
, or

Now, let the characters 1
, 2, 3, 4, . . . in such a symbol be

permuted in every possible way, and the resulting symbols have

the sign + or prefixed to them in accordance with Cramer's

rule, then the aggregate of all these symbols is a '

siitijile

permutiint' The originating symbol being V1J34..., the corre-

sponding permutant might have been denoted by 2 V1284

as in his paper of the year 1847, but as a matter of fact

Cayley now makes use of

(V,2,,....).
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It is thus seen that, taking for shortness' sake only three

characters, we have

( *^123)~ *123~'" ^23l"r" ^312"" *132~ '^213~ ^321>

( '^
123/

~
\ '

231/
~ "~

\ '
132)

~

These preliminaries having been grasped, "it is easy," in Cayley's
own words, "to pass to the general definition of a permutant.
We have only to consider the blanks as forming, not as heretofore

a single set, but any number of distinct sets, and to consider the

characters in each set of blanks as permutable inter se, and not

otherwise, giving to the symbol the sign compounded of the

signs corresponding to the arrangements of the characters in the

different sets of blanks." Thus, if the first and second blanks

form a set, and the third and fourth blanks form a set, the per-

mutant whose originating symbol is V1234 ^'^

V V V -i-Y*
1234

*
2134

*
1243 '

*
2143'

The idea is hereupon suggested of arranging the blanks of a

compound permutant so as to show in what manner they are

grouped into sets. For example, instead of doing as we have

just done, viz., using Vj234 accompanied by a verbal explanation
as to its sets, we might write

34

and so obtain

("'12) '^12 * 21~ * 12 I 21'

V 34/ 34 34 43 43

From this it is a simple step to the idea of grouping the blanks

in lines and columns, that is to say, to such a symbol as

^", /3^
y

a )8' y

One case of this is that in which it is viewed as a function of

the symbols Vo^^- . > ^a'^y. . . > etc., and a less general case that in

which it is viewed as the product. Cayley then proceeds :

"
Upon this assumption it becomes important to distinguish the different

ways in which the blanks of a set are distributed in the different lines

and columns. The cases to be considered are : (A) The blanks of a
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single set or of single sets are situated in more than one column, (B)
The blanks of each single set are situated in the same column, (C) The
blanks of each single set form a separate column. The case B (which
includes the case C) and the case C merit particular consideration.

In fact, the case B is that of the functions which I have, in my memoir
of Linear Transformations in the Journal, called h5^rdetenninants,
and the case C is the particular class of hyperdeterminants previously
treated by me in the Cambridge Philosophical Transactions, and also par-

ticulariy noticed in the memoir on Linear Transformations. The
functions of the case B, I now propose to call 'Intermutants,' and those

in the case C,
' Commutants.' Commutants include as a particular

case 'Determinants,' which term will be used in its ordinary signifi-

cation."

To arrive at the position of determinanta, therefore, in the

great theory of permutants, we have first to seek out the

particular permutants whose originating symbol is of the form

V
/3 y ....

a ^ y . . . .

then in this restricted field to look for those in which the

symbol just given is viewed as a product of symbols V,^ ,

V^'^j-y , ;
next to confine ourselves in this smaller domain

to those in which the ' blanks
'

of each single
'

set
'

form a

separate column ; and lastly to isolate those in which the number

of such columns is 2.

In his paper Cayley goes on to expound the theory first of

commutants, and then of intemnutants. Neither exposition,

however, needs attention here, because the one has already been

dealt with under the year 1843, and the other is outside our

subject.

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1852, Jan.).

[On the principles of the calculus of forms. Cambridge and
Dublin Math. Joum., vii. pp. 52-97 ; Collected Math.

Papers, i. pp. 284-327.]

A postscript added by Cayley to his paper of the year 1851

makes evident that Sylvester had a share in the latest generalisa-
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tion, and, as was natural, did not wish that share to be lost sight

of. It made clear that the two workers had during the year been

deeply engrossed in what Sylvester then called the ' calculus of

forms/ that they had been in close communication with one

another, and that Sylvester's discovery that the function

ace + 2bcd ad^ b^e (^

could be expressed as a commutant, namely,

by considering 00= a, 01 = 10= 6, 02 = ll = 20 = c, 12 = 21 = c?,

22 = e had led Cayley to the conception of intermutants.

The famous paper which we have now reached, and which was

doubtless completed very shortly after Cayley's, contains the

results numerous and suggestive of Sylvester's labours. The

only section, however, which directly concerns the theory of

determinants is the third, bearing the heading
" On Commutants."

It opens with a page regarding the simplest species,
" the well-

known common determinant," and then proceeds :

"
If, instead of two lines of umbrae, three or more be taken, the same

principle of solution will continue to be applicable. Thus, if there be
a matrix of any even number r of lines each of n umbrae

a^ h-y
....

ly

^2 h h

a^ ft, ... . l^,

the first may be supposed to remain stationary, and the remaining r -\
lines each be taken in 1-2- . . . n different orders : every order in each
line will be accompanied by its appropriate sign + or -; and each
different grouping in each line will give rise to a particular grouping
of the letters read off in columns. The value of the commutant

expressed by the above matrix will therefore consist of the sum of

(1-2- ... nY~^ terms, each term being the product of n quantities

respectively symbolised by a group of r letters and affected with the

sign + or -
according as the number of negative signs in the total

of the arrangements of the lines (from the columnar reading off of

which each such term is derived) is even or odd.
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For example, the value of

a b

c d

e f

g h

will be found by taking the (1-2)3 arrangements, as below,.

ab ah ah ah ah ah ah ah

cd dc cd dc cd dc cd dc

/ / > / / / / /e

gh gh gh gh hg hg hg kg,

the signs of cd, ef, gh being supposed +
,
those of dc, fe, hg will be

each -
. Consequently the sum of the terms will be expressed by

aceg hdfh
-

adeg hcfh
-

acfg hdeh + adfg hceh

- aceh '

hdfg + adeh hcfg + acfh hdeg
-

adfh hceg."

It will be observed that the example here given is the quadratic

function which Cayley would have denoted by

(^ ]\ 0/
\ 111 l/

and which, on the supposition that generally V^, /j, y, j = V.+^j+^+j

and in particular that V^j
= a, Vj = 6, Vj = c, would represent

ae-bd-bd-{-c^ -hd + c^ + c^ - db,
\

i.e. ae 4hd 4- 3c*.

In his applications of the theory of commutants to that of
*

forms,' Sylvester uses for the first time differential operators as

umbrae, speaking, for example, of the commutant

3_ 3_ 9_
BuCj' "dy^ ?iz^

9_ a_ 3_
dT,' By,' "dz^

this being possible from the fact that the coefficients of a
* form

' u are, save for a constant factor, representable as differ-

ential-quotients of XL. This we may illustrate for ourselves by
the result
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dx
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note, headed "Correction of the Postscript to the Paper on

Permutants," and there the matter between the two friends

happily rested.

BETTI, E. (1852, Feb.).

[Sulla risoluzione delle equazioni algebriche. Annali di Sci.

mat. ejis., iii. pp. 49-115
;
or Opere mat.]

In this important memoir dealing with the theory of substitu-

tions, and with the application ot the same towards finding

the conditions of solvability of algebraic equations, the author

following Sylvester* defines on page 80, in the manner after-

wards so familiar, the expression
' determinant of a substitution

'

:

and on the following page there occurs the passage

"Quindi dal note teorema della moltiplicazione delle determinanti 6

facile dedurre che, se si chiama A la determinante del prodotto delle

due sostituzioni (h) e {h') [whose determinants are D and D'], avremo

A = DD';

cio6 la determinante del prodotto di due sostituzioni h egvale al prodotto
delle loro determinanti."

BRUNO, F. FAA di (1852, May).

[Demonstration d'un th^orfeme de M. Sylvester relatif k la

d^omposition d'un produit de deux determinants. Joum.

(de Liouville) de Math. (1), xvii. pp. 190-192.]

The theorem is that which appeared in the Phitosophical

Magazine for August 1851, and which is there formulated in the

umbral notation as follows :

/, a, a| fa, aj a|
\b,b,....bj \fi,/3,.... $J

^[ fdi
(h 1 !! 2 aV]=Z L" 1*1 ^- K Pe,^^ Pe,^.

. PeJ [Pe, P^ . .

Pe^ K^, b,^, . . . 6Jj
where 6^, O^, -

, On a^'e 'disjunctively
'

equal to 1, 2, ... rj. Fa^

di Bruno prefers to write it in the form

* See footnote to p. 52 of his paper just described.
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y](af' at^ . . . a*^ . , . aM y](bf' hf" . . . V^" . . . fe*")^^\ 12 p n / .^^V 12 p n I

"V fy (
*' a*" .

*''
&^^' j*'^' fe*") S ( &!' ft*^' ^^ a"^:t' a'^4

using two other sets of letters like Q^, Q^, . . .
, On- This change

in notation being allowed for, the new proof is in general
character exactly the same as the old; it is, however, more

concise and more clearly set forth. It starts with the fact

that any term arising from the expansion of the typical product
on the right-hand side may be written

a*i a*" . . . a'^p a"''''+^ . . . a'''" ft'^'i b*^ . . . l>^^ 6*^ 6*'+^ ,..h*''.
J 2 p p+1 n

e^ flj Bp Bp+i flp+2 On

Then observing the '

indices superieures
'

attached to the 6's in this,

we are asked to consider two possible cases. In the first place, we
have to note that if no one of the

\//-'s
be identical with any one

of the 0's, the term is a term of the expansion of the product on

the left-hand side, and that the number of such terms in the

expansion of each product on the right-hand side being

(1.2.3 ... n)' (1.2.3 ... p)^ (1.2.3 . . . tj^)
and the number of products

n{n l){n '2) .... {n 'p-\-V)

1.2.3 ... p
the total number of such terms is

(1.2.3 ... ijf,

which is exactly the total number on the left-hand side. In the

second place, if one of the
\/r's

be identical with one of the 0's, say

it is pointed out that there must exist another term in which, in

place of having
Ut' Z;*"^*
" "p+h

we shall have

6*'-
6^"-*-*

and that these two terms having necessarily different signs, must
cancel each other.
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SALMON, G. (1852).

[A Treatise on the Hixsheu Plane Curves: ... By the Rev.

George Salmon, M.A. . . . xii+ 316 pp. Dublin, 1852.]

For the convenience of his readers Salmon appends a fifteen-

page note on the subject of Elimination, and, as was natural,

the note opens with a sketch (pp. 285-292) of the theory of

determinants. Short and simple as this is, it contains one

paragraph (11) worthy of note, namely, in regard to the

multiplication-theorem.
The determinant

Aja^+ Bj/jj-f CjCi A^aj^+ B^bj^-i-CzCi Aga^+ Bgftj+ CjCj

A^ag+ Bifog+ ClCg A g^g+ Bgftg+ C2C3 AgO 3+ Bgftg+ C3C3

he says, is evidently the result of eliminating x, y, z from the

equations

rr,Si + 6182+ 6183
=

0]
agSi+ fegSo+ CoSg

=
()[

agSj+igSg+ CgSg
= 0}

when

Si
= A^x+ A^y+ A^z

S, = B,x + B,y+B,z
Sg

= C,x + C,y+C,z

But this elimination may be effected at once by eliminating Si,

82,83: consequently jaj 6, Cgj must be a factor of the resultant.

In the second place, since a set of values of x, y, z can be found

to satisfy simultaneously the given equations if a set can be

found to satisfy simultaneously the equations 81
= 0, 82

= 0,

83
= 0: and since the condition that the latter shall be possible

is
I Ai B2 Cg I

= 0, it follows that
| Ai Bg C3 |

must also be a

factor of the result. The remaining factor being manifestly 1,

the desired end, in Salmon's opinion, is attained. We only
remark in passing that a little careful scrutiny of the reasoning
would have suggested the need for additional support.

Salmon also proposes a fresh enunciation of the same

theorem, namely, If any t*et of linear equations
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a^x+ h^y-hCiZ+ . . . .
=

O-j

ii^-^h^y+ c^z-\- . . . .
= 0^-

he transformed by any linear substitution

VJ
then the determinant of the new set will be equal to the deter-

nrdnant of the original set niulliplied by the determinant of

transformation. This new wording will be recognised as a sign

of the advent of the "
algebra of linear transformation."

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1852, Oct.).

[On Staudt's theorems concerning the contents of polygons and

polyhedrons, with a note on a new and resembling class of

theorems. Philos. Magazine (4), iv. pp. 335-345
;
Collected

Math. Papers, i. pp. 382-391.]

After a page of introduction, written in a light semi-historical,

semi-critical style, Sylvester prepares the way for considering
his main subject by giving as a basis two algebraical lemmas.

The first he formulates as follows :

"If the determinants represented by two square matrices are to be

multiplied together, any number of columns may be cut off from the

one matrix, and a corresponding number of columns from the other.

Each of the lines in either one of the matrices so reduced in width as

aforesaid being then multiplied by each line of the other, and the

results of the multiplication arranged as a square matrix and bordered
with the two respective sets of columns cut off, arranged symmetrically
(the one set parallel to the new columns, the other set parallel to the

new lines), the complete determinant represented by the new matrix
so bordered (abstraction made of the algebraical sign) will be the

product of the two original determinants."

In illustration he gives three forms for the product of

a b

c d
and

S
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VIZ.-

aa+ bl3 ay+ bS
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a h c

a' h' c

a" h" c" by

a
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be looked on as short and simply-worded abstracts of parts of

that memoir. It is worthy of note, however, that even where

problems of elimination are being dealt with " sommes altemees
"

are not now explicitly referred to.

SAINT VENANT, B. DE (1853, March).

[De I'interpr^tation g^oin^trique des clefs algdhriques et des

determinants. Comptes rendus . . . Acad, des Sci. (Paris),

xxxvi. pp. 082-585.]

De Saint Venant's suggestion is that Cauchy's
"
algebraic keys"

a> ^> y. may be viewed as directed magnitudes, and this

leads up to the so-called geometric interpretation of determinants.
" Un determinant du nihme ordre," he says,

" me parait etre le

produit g^om^trique de n sommes alg^riques de n lignes ayant,
chacune a chacune, les memes directions dans les diverses sommes :

en sorte que Ton a pour celui du troisifeme ordre, par exemple,

xy'z"-xy"z'+ . . . =le produit {x + y+ z){x'+ y'+z'){x"+ y"+7'}

oh X, x', x" ont un meme direction (c'est-ll-dire sont parallfeles),

y, y', y" une autre direction qui est la meme pour toutes trois, et

2, z\ z" aussi une meme troisi^me direction."

HESSE, 0. (1853, April).

[Ueber Determinanten und ihre Anwendung in der Geometric,

Crelle's Journal, xlix. pp. 243-264; or Werke, pp.

319-343.]

The product of two determinants A and B being C, Hesse's pro-

fessed object is to show " wie die partiellen DifFerentialquotienten

der Determinante C nach ihren Elementen c genommen durch

die partiellen DifFerentialquotienten der Factoren A und B nach

ihren Elementen genommen sich ausdriicken lassen." We are

prepared, therefore, to find his ground already pretty well

covered by Joachimsthal's paper of November 1849. The latter

established the result

3C _ 3A _9B ^. 3B BA 9B
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and said that others could be found: Hesse established one of

these others, namely,

32c 1 >:^ ?)^K ?m
1'22j'

and said that the next would be

l-2'S 2jdc^dc^ydCpa- h2-S ^'dUp^dUq^darp dbp^dbq^dbra-

where p, q, ... have the values 0, 1, 2, . . .
,
n.

We can only remark that the second and third results are not

so simple as they ought to have been : for Hesse does not point

out that (1) when p and q are identical the term vanishes;

(2) putting p, q a,^ gives the same term as putting p, q = ^, a',

and (3) therefore the second result should be

Sc^aOC^.- ^'d<lpKSl(-'qij. 'dbpx'db.qj'

where p has any of the values 0,1,2, ..., n 1, and q any of the

values \,2, . . .
, n, subject to the condition that p <Cq- It would

then agree with the extended multiplication-theorem of Binet

and Cauchy, and especially with the latter's form of it.

OHIO, F. (1853, June).

[Mdmoire sur les fonctions connues sous le nom de resultantes ou

de determinants. 32 pp. Turin.]

The title here is not sufficiently descriptive, almost the whole

of the thirty-two pages being occupied with the consideration of

determinants whose elements are binomial. Beginning with the
" tableau

"

o+Wo tti+ Wi . . . ai_i+mi_i

'0 "r^o ^1 I ^1 i-t-i -rCj-i

Chio seeks, of course, to express its determinant as a sum of

determinants with monomial elements, and thereafter applies his

result to particular cases.
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The first matter of real interest is reached on p. 11, where the

following theorem is given :

* Soient s Id rhvltante de I'ordre i

formSe avec les termes du tableau

Oo aj ... a^.i

Lq li ... li-l,

et a" rdsvZtante de I'ordre i 1 forrnde avec les termes compris
dans le tableau

S(ao6i) S(aob2) . . . S(ch6,_,)

S(ztaoCi) S(a^O . . . S{a^i_i)

S(aji,) S(aji^) . . . S(d:a^^_,).

La rhvltante s" sera dgale a s, au facteur pres a^ , en sorte

qu'on aura s"= o^"' s."'

This is one form of the theorem afterwards well known as

effecting the transformation of any determinant into one of the

next lower order. It may be viewed as a case of Hermite's

result of the year 1849.

On p. 17 particular cases cease to be considered, and the

multiplication of an array of i rows and 2i columns by a similar

array is taken up, with a result in accordance with that arrived

at by Binet and Cauchy in 1812. From this result, by specialisa-

tion, the ordinary multiplication-theorem is then deduced, and

with it (Ohio's
" th^rfeme ix.") the first part of the memoir closes.

The second part, which begins on p. 23, concerns the solving
of a set of 2n equations of a type which will be sufficiently

specified by giving the set where n= S, namely,

X +y +z =
d^'

xi +yri +2^ =
d^

xi^-^-yn^-hz^^ = d.

xi'^-yrf>+z^^ = dj.
The connection of this with what precedes consists in the fact,

arrived at by Sylvester in his solution of the problem of the

canonisation of the quintic, that ^, rj, f are then the roots of

the equation in w
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d^ (ad^ c?g wd^ dg ftxZg

= 0.

SPOTTISWOODE, W. (1853).

[Elementary theorems relating to determinants. Second edition,

rewritten and much enlarged by the author. Grelles

Journal, li. pp. 209-271, 328-381.]

A more correct description of Spottiswoode's second edition

would be rearranged, 'partly rewritten, and Tnuch enlarged, the

majority of the titles of the old sections or chapters occurring

again but in a different order, the majority of the sections being

enlarged, and two or three new sections being inserted. Although
the total increase of matter is from 71 pages to 117, there is com-

paratively little to be noted concerning general determinants.

In 2, which bears the title "Addition and Subtraction of

Determinants," the following appears (p. 232) for the first

time : THEOREM ix. The sum of two determiTiants in which i

rows (on a certain level) are respectively equal, is equal to the

determinant whose i** minors on the aforesaid level are identical

with the corresponding i** minors of each of the two given

determinants, and whose (n i)** complementary minors are

respectively the sum of the complementary minors of the given
determinants. No instance is given where the two determinants

have more than one row different.

In 4, which deals with the multiplication of determinants,

much space (pp. 238-248) is given to Sylvester's theorem of

1852 (October). Spottiswoode's own mode of treating the subject

is to begin apparently with the two factors and arrive at the

product, whereas in reality the opposite is the case. For

example, his proof that
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essentially consists in expanding the right-hand determinant in

terms of minors formed from the first three rows and minors

formed from the last two rows. His other fresh proof is

dependent on the connection between determinants and simul-

taneous linear equations. Taking the two sets of equations

au. -{-bU2 -f-Cttg
=

VjaX+ay-\-a z = u^

yx-{-yy-\-y"z = u^j a"u^-\-h"u^-\-c"u^
=

v^

and substituting for u^, u^, u^, in the second set and solving,

there is obtained for x an expression whose denominator is

known to be
a b c

h'

b" y 7 y
In the second place, by substituting for u^ only there is obtained

aax +aay +aa"z +bu2 -\-cu^
=

v^

a ax + ofay -\- a'a'z -|- b'u.j + cu^ =
v^

a"ax+ a"a'y+ a"a"z+ b"u^+ c"u^
=

v^

I3x+ ^y+ ^'z- u, =0
yx+ y'y+ y"z

-
Uj =

whence comes for x an expression whose denominator is

oa
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being used for one of the two determinants, and

(liy (12)' ... {In)'

83

2'

2'
or

(21)' (22)' (2u)'

(ill)' (7^2)' . . . (nn)'

for the other. The reading is thus rendered tiresome, and in-

accurate printing exaggerates the trouble.

In 8 (pp. 335-337) Sylvester's proposition of the year 1850

regarding the vanishing of the minors of a non-quadrate matrix

is attempted to be proved. The matrix being, for example,

11 12 13 14 15 16 17

21 22 23 24 25 26 27
[12 345671

31 32 33 34 35 36 37
^

U 234 j

41 42 43 44 45 46 47

and [rstu] being the determinant whose columns are identical

with the r^^, 8^^, t^^, u*^ columns of the matrix, it is required to

show that if the minors {1234}, {1235}, {1236}, {1237} vanish,

the thirty-one other four-line minors of the matrix must vanish

also. In support of this Spottiswoode says truly enough that if

A, B, C, D
stand for

_n23\ /1231 _fl23l /123\
1234/' 1 134/' U24j' U23r

we know that

{1234} = 14.A + 24-B + 34-0 4- 44-D,

{1235} = 15.A + 25-B-I-35-C-I-45.D,

{1236} = 16-A -I- 26-B -f 36-C + 46-D,

{1237} = 17.A + 27.B -f 37-0 4- 47-0;

but then to this he merely adds, "and, if these vanish, it is

obvious that by direct elimination all the others may be at once

deduced." He notes in addition that in the case of the matrix

11

21

12 13

22 23

14

24
|12

34 . . .

7i|

the vanishing of

112/' 112/' 112/'
'

112/

In

2n
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if brought about by the vanishing of 11 and 21 will not ensure

the vanishing of the other 2-line minors of the matrix
;
but he

does not see that the vanishing of {1234}, {1235}, {1236}, {1237}

in the previous example, if brought about by the vanishing of

A, B, C, D, will be equally ineffectual.

GRASSMANN [H.] (1854, Februaiy, April).

[Sur les diff^rents genres de multiplication. CreUe'n Jov/m.,

xlix. pp. 123-141.]

[Extrait d'un m^moire de M. Grassmann. Comptes rendus . . .

Acad, des Sci. (Paris), xxxviii. pp. 743-744.]

Grassmann, having become aware of Cauchy's three communi-

cations to the French Academy in January of 1853, claims that

the principles there established and the results deduced are

absolutely the same as those published by himself in 1844. He

says (p. 127), "Les clefs algdbriques de M. Cauchy ne sont au

fond que les unites relatives
;
et ses facteurs symboliques con-

viennent, du moins dans un certain rapport, aux quantites

extensives telles que je les ai d^finies. La difference ne consiste

qu'en ce que M. Cauchy regarde les clefs algebriques seulement

comme un moyen pour r^soudre divers problemes de I'analyse et

de la m^canique et qui, les problfemes ^tant r^solus, disparaissent,

tandis que d'apr^s les principes t^tablis par moi, on est en ^tat, k

chaque pas du proced^, d'attribuer une signification ind^pendante
aux unites relatives et aux quantites qui en sont composees,

quelle que soit d'ailleurs la raarche que Ton suive."

MAJO, L. DE (1854, March).

[Metodi e formole generali per 1' eliminazione nelle equazioni
di primo grado. MeTnorie . . . Accad. delle Sci. (Napoli),

i. pp. 101-116.]

This is a carefully written but curiously belated exposition,

the author apparently l)eing quite out of touch with the writers

of his own time, and possibly not familiar with any of the older

writers save Cramer, Bezout, and Hindenburg. In the first six

pages he defines
"

il polinomio P(a,62C3 . . . 8^)
"
after the fashion
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of Bezout (1764), and gives one or two very elementary properties
of it. The remaining ten pages are occupied with simultaneous

linear equations, and are notable as containing ( 15-19) a clear

exposition of Bezout's peculiar rule-of-thumb process of 1779.

Herein lies the value of the paper, Majo being not only the first

since Hindenburg to recall attention to a neglected process of

real practical value, but also the first to give ( 16) a reason for

its validity.

CAYLEY, A. (1854, May).

[Remarques sur la notation des fonctions algdbriques. Crelle's

Joui^nal, 1. pp. 282-285
;

or Collected Math. Papers, ii.

pp. 185-188.]

The notation referred to is that of Tnatrices, and is exemplified by

( "l 2 3 )

/8l ^2 /S3

yi 72 vs

a matrix being defined as a system of quantities arranged in

the form of a square, but otherwise quite independent. With

its help the set of equations

^
= a^x+ a^y+ a^z

rj
= \x+h^y +b^z

^ =
c^x+ c^y -\-c^z

may, he says, be written in the form

i ri,l^ {a^ ^3 I ^' V' ^)>

K K
^1 ^2 ^3

and consequently the solution of the set in the form

x,y,z = {K, Bj C, ^ ^, ,;, 0-
A

C2
A

C3AAA

A
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The latter matrix he calls the inverse of the former, and is

naturally led to propose that it be denoted by

( ttj aj a, )-i

K h h
^1 ^2 ^3

Next, supposing that along with the original set there exists the set

X, y, z =
( uy^ a2 as $ X, Y, Z),

^1 A ^s

Vi Vs Vs

so that by substitution ^, 17, ^ are expressible in terms of X, Y, Z,

Cayley is led by comparison of the old and the new notations to

the conception of the product of two matrices, and to the use of

for

( ! Oj as $ ai oj a,

A A ^s

Vi 72 Vs

fej 6j 6s

( (aia2si^iyi) {<^\<^^i^^iy^ (aitts^s^aAys) )

(6i6j6s$Ayi) (^ ^2^3 "2^272) (^^2^8a3^Sys)

Lastly, he explains his related notations for lineo-linear functions

and quantics.* These we need only exemplifj' by saying that

( tti a^ as $^, ,;, ^a;, y, z),

K K K
( a

h

h

b

f

g ^x, y, z )2,

/
^1 ^2 ^8

are made to stand for

+ (\i+ h^t,+ 63^)y and aa?-{- by^+ cz^+ 2fyz+ 2gzx+ 2Aa;y

respectively, and that the latter is also denoted by

(a, b, c, f, g, h^x, y, zf,

Cayley's first memoir on qwintics was presented to the Royal Society of

London on 20th April, and this paper on the notation of matrices is the first

of five which appeared together in Crelle's Journal with the date 24th May
affixed by the author.
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and the binary cubics

aa^ + ^bx^y + Zcxy^ + dy'^, ajy? + hoi^y + cxy"^ + dy^

by (a, 6, c, d$ic, 2/)^ (, ^, c, cZ5, 2/)^

respectively.

We may suggest for consideration in passing the following order

of ideas, as leading up to Cayley's contracted mode of writing
a set of linear equations. First, a row of separate quantities, e.g.

(a, b, c, . .. ) ; second, the statement of the identity of two rows,

e.g. {a,b,c,...) =
(x, y,z, ...), or simply a,b, c, . .. = x,y, z, ...;

third, the so-called product of two rows, e.g. {a, b,c,...^x,y,z,...);

fourth, a square of separate quantities, i.e. a matrix; fifth, the

result of multiplying a matrix and a row being a row. It is

unfortunate that, from the point of view of notation merely,
this does not at once suggest, in the sixth place, the result of

multiplying two matrices, where, as Cayley is careful to point

out, the multiplication is row-by-column and not row-by-row.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1854).

[La Teorica dei Determinanti, e le sue principali applica-

ziONi; del Dr. Francesco Brioschi; viii-|-116 pp.; Pavia.

Translation into French, by Combescure ; ix-|-216 pp. ; Paris,

1856. Translation into German, by Schellbach; vii-|- 102 pp.;

Berlin. 1856.]

This, the second separately-published text-book on deter-

minants, is mainly on the same lines as the first, but is marked

by greater attention to verbal and logical accuracy. It consists

of an historical preface and eleven short chapters or sections,

seven of the latter being devoted to determinants in general,

and the remaining four to special forms.

Sylvester's umbral notation is given in the form

ki 2 ^n I

but is not afterwards employed. The same author's term
" minor

"
{mnvnore) is adopted, this being represented in the

French translation by
"
mineur," and in the German by

" Unter-
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determinante." "
Complete

"
is used as opposed to "

minor," and
"
principal minor

"
for what nowadays we call

"
coaxial."

Conspicuously frequent use is made of differentiation in the

specification of minors; and it is well to note that, though
the work in this way becomes cumbrous, there is a certain

effectiveness attained by the usage. Thus, A standing for

2(dt:<Xj|a.22 . . . ). Brioschi, like Jacobi, obtains

3A

3a^
= a.

da^ da.

+

+

32A

da,.i da.

+ ..

32A

a^A

Otc>A OCvmi

9A ^ a^A 9^A
+

and then, by using the multipliers a^,, a^,

finds

a., a,.

a.i a,

92A

3a3a-
+

a... a. d^A

9a da^
+

+

. . , a^ and adding,

d=A

3a3a.

which is Laplace's expansion-theorem for the case where the

minors of one set are of the second order. The remaining cases,

he says, can be established in the same way.

Again, having proved the multiplication-theorem (row-by-row)

PQ = R,

where

P = 2(aiia25 . . . a), Q = l{b^^b^ . . . b^J,

R = 2(CiiC22 ,).

he obtains by differentiation with respect to elements of P,

3P ^ 3R , 9R
J

92P

ddnda. :

= Z2 Ka^ bjc

.
aR ,

aR
OCjy OCpx

(1)

(2)

and by twice differentiating with respect to an element of P and
an element of Q,
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3a,., dbp^ dara- dbps jLJ^ bya by.

dm
OCfy OCpx

(3)

Taking w = 4 and r, s, p, o-= 1, 2, 3, 4, we can best illustrate these

by writing them thus :

I a.2i (X33 a^ I ^11 "22 ^33 ^44 i ^12 ^22 ^32 ^42

<?21 <^22 ^^23 ^24

^31 ^32 ^33 ^^34

^41 *^42 ^43 ^44 i

= b
12 I ^^22 ^33 ^44 i (1')

|a2ia43|- 1^11^22 ^33 ^44 ^12
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respectively by | b^^ b^ ^33 ^44 1
5 ^^^ t^*^ similarly the two four-

line determinants on the right of (3) are got by multiplying

and

a a.-, a^

"31

22 ^23 "-24

*S2 S3 ^hi

"SI

"42

''22

''42

*'4S 44

a. a.28 "24

^33 *34

a., a

by

by

'12

^43 44

'21 ^^22

1

'23

'43

as

'23

'43

b^
1

'14

'24

bu

It should be carefully noted also that, while in (2) the number of

terms in the development is ^71(71 1), in (3) the nmnber is

(71-1)2.

Lastly, putting

9P "^

9? 9P
'"'^ +^H3;j^

+ - + ^-ii
= ^

so that H stands for what P becomes when its r"* row is re-

placed by the s*** row of Q, and using the multipliers dQ/'db^^,

3Q/3621, 9Q/96i prior to addition, Brioschi obtains

'96.

and similarly

n^^ - w ^ J. w ^ -1.

'^S^
"

^^>967,
"^

**'^96
"^ + H,

9Q
96^

/-W^P _TT ^llJ ^1 .+H,
9Q

'96..

With this derived set of equations the multipliers tt^i, o.^, . , dm
are then used, and addition performed, the result being Sylvester's

theorem of 1839, namely.
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QP = H^iK^i + ilr2^r2 + ....+ HiK^,
where K^, stands for what Q becomes when its 8^^ row is re-

placed by the r*** row of P.*

In his treatment of the minors of the adjugate determinant

Brioschi (pp. 36-39) closely follows Spottiswoode ;
that is to say,

from a set of linear equations he derives one result, then from

the adjugate set another result, and finally draws a deduction

from a comparison of the two. His thus obtained extension

of Spottiswoode's theorem is open to the same criticism as

Spottiswoode's extension of Jacobi's.

The section ( 7) on " determinanti di determinanti
"

is founded

on Cauchy, and contains known extensions of two or three

theorems above given in the notation of differentiation.

CANTOR [M. B.] (1855, March).

[Th^oreme sur les determinants Crameriens. Nouv. Annates de

Math. (1), xiv. pp. 113-114.]

The theorem in question may be formulated thus // the

permutations of 1,2, 3, . . . n be arranged in order of magnitude
as if they were integral numbers, the sign of the k"' perm,iUation
is independent of n. Reference is appropriately made to Reiss'

paper of 1825, but the theorem is virtually contained in Hinder-

burg's rule of the year 1 784.

Another author who dealt with the '

rule of signs
'

in this

year was Mainardi
;
his paper is referred to along with a kindred

one by Zehfuss of the year 1 858.

* Brioschi does not note the independent importance of his second set of

equations, which may be condensed into

COr, Cbi, "db-2
+ H,

3Q

and which, when r.
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CAUCHY, A. L. (1856, Feb.).

[Sur une formule tres-simple et trfes-gen^ral .... Comptes rendtis

.... Acad, des Sci. (Paris), xlii. pp. 366-374; or (Euvres

completes (1), xii. pp. 302-311.]

The main theorem concerns the set of equations
- r=

J r=l

where the number m of unknowns is greater than the number n
of equations, and the other theorem deals with the case of this

where the it's all vanish. The weapons employed in the discussion

are the '

produit symbolique
'

of the u's and '

clefs alg^briques,' or
'

clefs anastrophiques
'

as they are now called. The paper may be

compared with Sylvester's of the year 1839 on ' the derivation of

coexistence.'

HERMITE, C. (1856).

[Sur la th^rie des polynomes homogfenes du second degrd Note

vi. (pp. 154-190) of Programme d'Arithmetique, dJAl-

ghhre et de G^omStne Analytique, par MM. Gerono et

Roguet: 4" ^d. 215 pp. Paris.]

This note of thirty-seven pages, which is said to be 'd'apres
M. Hermite,' consists of five sections, the first of which (pp.

154-157) deals expressly and the others incidentally with de-

terminants. The latter sections concern the invariance of the

discriminant (called
'

the invariant '), orthogonal transfonnation,

etc., and are simply but suggestively written.

HEGER, I. (1856, July).

[Ueber die Auflosung eines Systemes von mehreren unbestimmten

Gleichungen des ersten Grades in ganzen Zahlen. Denkschr.

d. h Akad. d. Wiss. (Wien): math.-naturw. CL, xiv. (2)>

pp. 1-122.]

Although in this lengthy paper the vanishing of the deter-

minants of a '2-hy-n array is repeatedly under consideration

{e.g. 24, p. 7), nothing new on the subject presents itself.
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SCHLOMILCH, 0. (1856).

[Brioschi's Theorie der Determinante und ihre hauptsachlichsten

Anwendungen. Zeitschrift f. Math. u. Phys., I. Litera-

turzeitung, pp. 80-87.]

After a faithful account of Scliellbach's translation of Brioschi's

text-book, Schlomilch inveighs against the adoption of " die

miserable englische Terminologie," instancing Unterdeterminante,

Determinante mit reciproken Elementen, and Hessian, for the

last of which he proposes to substitute
" Inflexionsdeterminante."

RUBINI, E. (1857, May).

[Applicazione della teorica dei determinanti. Annali de Sci.

mat. ejls., viii. pp. 179-200.]

This resembles Ohio's paper of 1853, having the same funda-

mental theorem, but different illustrative examples. In the mere

enunciation of the theorem Rubini is the more successful. Taking
the '>?-line determinant whose element in the place r,s is ars+ b^g,

and denoting by A the determinant of the as, and by A^ a

determinant obtainable from A on substituting for r columns of

a's the corresponding r columns of b's, he writes the expansion in

the form

A-f-2A,+ SA2-f .... +2A_i-HA.

BELLAVITIS, G. (1857, June).

[Sposizione elementare della teorica dei determinante. Memorie
. . . Istituto Veneto, . . . vii. pp. 67-144.]

Notwithstanding its place of publication, this writing of

Bellavitis' is exactly what its title implies ;
and as a text-book

it could scarcely have failed to be useful, so simple and clear

is it in style. It consists of two chapters, one on determinants

in general (pp. 3-30), and one on special forms (pp. 30-72): a

note of six pages on permutations appears as an appendix.
To Bellavitis we owe the modification of Laplace's notation

which is now in common use. The passage introducing it is :
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"Quando gli elementi sieno indicati in modo che chiaramente

apparisca la loro fonnazione, noi porremo tra le due
|

i soli

elementi della diagonale (intendendo sempre per diagonale

quella da sinistra verso destra descendendo). Cosi

ttjOgCg equivaler^ a w
h K

,WJr)
a, Ug I equivalera a <
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the multipliers referred to can actually be found by solving a

set of simultaneous linear equations.

The multiplication-theorem for determinants A^, Ag of the third

order he seeks to establish (31) by partitioning the product-
determinant into twenty-seven determinants, and showing that

the sum of the six which do not vanish is A^Ag-
Ohio's theorem of 1853 is introduced ( 38) by noting that the

resultant of
, u . , a / \

arX-\-Ory+ Cr = (r= 1,2.3)

may be viewed as the resultant of

I i ^2 1 2/ +
I 1 ^2 1

=
1

I 1 ^3 I 2/ + I 1 ^3 I

=

and that therefore

must be a multiple of
| a^ h^ CgI

I ! 62 I I ! C2 I

I I ! 63 I I ! C3 I

That it is so he proves by diminishing the 2nd and 3rd columns

of
I a^ 62 ^3 I by h-yja^ times the 1st column and cja^ times the

1st column respectively. Further, he points out ( 39, 40) a

practical application, namely, in evaluating a determinant whose

elements are given in figures.

The adjugate determinant (unfortunately renamed associato)

is dealt with ( 55-58) in connection with the solution of a set

of simultaneous linear equations, the special cases being con-

sidered where the determinant of the set is 1 and 0. In the

former special case he notes the theorem, Tha adjugate of the

product of two unit determinants is identical in all its elements

with the product of the adjugates of the said determinants;
and in the latter the theorem all but reached by Jacobi in 1835

and 1841, In a zero determinant the cofactors of the elements of
a row are proportional to the cofactors of the elements of any
other row.

Cauchy's
"
clefs algebriques

"
(chiavi algebriche) are expounded

at some length ( 81-88).

In the last three paragraphs he draws attention to the existence

of expressions which may be viewed as " determinanti simbolici,"

his first kind being those in which symbols of differentiation take

the place of elements
; e.g. the negative of the expression
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Ki-i)-Q(i-I)-H(|-i)>
whose vanishing is the condition for the derivability of the

equation
Fdx + Qdy -\-Rdz =

from a single primitive, is denoted by

a notation which is even less satisfactory than that for which

it is a contraction, namely,

Q

R

The other kind of expressions originated with Binet, who in

1812 gave the identities

5)a6' = 2a26 lab,

lab'c" = 2tt262c + 22a6c - lA:Zbc - Ihl^ca - Iclah ;

p
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cui una disposizione pub mutarsi in un' altra e pari o dispari
insieme col numero di tutte le sostituzioni binomie, quadrinoTnie,

seatinomie, ecc. die occorrono per passare da una disposizione
all' altra"

BALTZER, R. (1857).

[Theorie und Anwendung der Determinanten, mit Beziehung
auf die Originalquellen, dargestellt von Dr. Richard Baltzer

. . .; vi+ 129pp.; Leipzig. French translation by J. Houel,

xii+ 235 pp.; Paris, 1861.]

The good qualities spoken of above as belonging to Brioschi's

text-book are still more conspicuous in the German text-book

of three years later, and the historical footnotes in Baltzer's give
it a special additional value. The theory is dealt with in eight
little chapters or sections, and the so-called applications in ten

;

several of the latter, however, might quite well have been classed

with the former, as they are merely concerned with determinants

of special form.

The first section corresponds closely in subject with Bellavitis'

appendix : and in connection therewith may be noted Baltzer's

remark ( 2, 3) that any term got from the diagonal term by

substituting kj, kg, . . .
, k^ for the second suffixes 1, 2, . . .

,
n

Tnay also be got by substituting 1,2, . . .
,
n for k^, kg, . . .

,
k

in the set offirst suffices.

Brioschi's mode of proving Sylvester's theorem of 1839 is

improved upon ( 3, ll) by taking Q one order lower than P,

and using the multipliers 9Q/96ji, dQ/db^i, . . .
, ^/9&n-i.i ^^

the identities

3P ^ 3P ^ ^ 3P

3P
. 3P. .

9P

*n2^3z:
+ ^-9z: +--"-^ "-aa-

-''

l^Vi ""^'^rV/ ""I'^Tiry

M.D. II.
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the result of addition then being

'11 "^"21

(a ^4.a ^-4- -4-ry
^Q \ ^^ - Q

which, if we bear in mind what single determinants the ex-

pressions in brackets stand for, is seen to be Sylvester's theorem

in its alternative form as the assertion of the vanishing of an

aggregate of products of pairs of determinants.

Of Jacobi's theorem regarding any coaxial minor of the

adjugate an obvious extension is made ( 7, 2), namely, Any m*
order minor of the adjugate of any determinant A is equal to

the product obtained by multiplying the cofactor of the corre-

sponding minor in A by A"'. The mode of proof followed in

Cayley's of 1843.

The theorem formulated by Bellavitis regarding a zero deter-

minant is appropriately based ( 7, 5) on the vanishing of the

two-line minors of the adjugate determinant a course suggested

by what Lebesgue did in 1837.

Cayley's development of 1847 is well stated ( 8, 6) in the form

D -h 2a<iD< + laaa^Dit + Xaffa^^auVai + . . . + (hi(^22- ..

where D is what the given determinant becomes when all its

diagonal elements are made 0, and D^^ ... is the minor of D got

by deleting the i^^, 1^^, . . . rows and the ^*^ k^^, . . . columns
;
and

the proof consists in showing that no term is thus neglected or

repeated.

NEWMAN, F. (1857).

[On determinants, better called eliminants. Proceedings Roy.

Soc. London, viii. pp. 426-431
;

or Philos. Magazine (4),

xiv. p. 392.]

The author's object was merely to recommend the introduction

of the subject into elementary text-books.
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DEL GEOSSO, R. (1857).

[Sulla regola secondo la quale debbono procedere i segni nello

sviluppo d'un determinante iu prodotti di determinanti

minori. Rendic. . . . Accad. Pontaniana (Napoli), Ann. v.

pp. 196-198. See also pp. 198-206.]

When a determinant is expressed in accordance with Laplace's
theorem as an aggregate of products of complementary minors,

Del Grosso directs that the sign of any product is to be ( 1)',

where <r is the sum of the odd row-numbers and odd column-

numbers of one of the factors. The rule is not stated with

sufficient care, and the author in reaching it concludes too

hastily that the simplest case is all that need be established.

JANNI, G. (1858).

[Saggio di una Teorica Elementare de' Determinanti, del

Sacerdote Giuseppe Janni. ... 40 pp. Napoli.]

Janni's professed object was to make determinants more readily

accessible, previous text-books having, he says, either totally

neglected demonstrations or used those of great difficulty. He

speaks of the work as the first of a series, and its contents

certainly look like the first five chapters of a text-book planned
on a fairly large scale. The theorems, twenty-three in number,
are carefully enunciated and are printed in italics ; but, although
the proofs receive every attention, it is very doubtful whether

the object aimed at was to any extent accomplished. There is

at any rate nothing sufficiently fresh in the treatment to warrant

attention here.

ZEHFUSS, G. (1858).

[Ueber die Auflosung der linearen endlichen Difierenzengleich-

ungen mit variabeln Coefficienten. Zeitschrift /. Math. u.

Phys., iii. pp. 175-177.]

His solution suggests to Zehfuss the remark (p. 177) that every
determinant can be expressed as a multiple integral. It will
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suffice to give the result in the case of a determinant of the 4th

order. Denoting cos 2x0+ \/ 1 sin 2ird by 1^ and putting P for

I' 1^ V 1* (1*- r)(i'- i^)(i'- i')(r- i^)(r- r)(i^- r)

and Q for

Zehfuss says that

2 !VsC^* " f f f f
^Q>dad^dydS.

He does not, however, note in passing that

P =

.8a

1^ V
|2

|M

BELLAVITIS, G. (1858, June).

[Studii sulle Memorie pubblicate dal Prof. Mainardi negli Atti

del' i. r. Istituto Lombardo, vol. i., 1855, p. 90. Atti ...

Istituto Veneto ... An. 1857-58, pp. 623-629.]

One note (p. 627), closely following Sylvester's paper of 1840,

points out that if the equations

a -\-hx + ex* = 0\
a + ^x -\- yx^ + Sa^ = 0}

have a common root, it is given by the equation

a -i- bx c

a + ^x y S

ax b c

=

and if the equations

a -\- bx + cx^ -\- da^ =
a + ^x + yx^ + 8xr^ + eX

^ =
0\

1* = 0/
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have two common roots, these roots are given by the equation*

a -\- hx -{- cx^ d .1

a + ^x + yx^ S e
!

= 0.

ax + bx^ c d
I

Another note (pp. 627-628), in view of Mainardi's 'regola'
above referred to, very properly draws attention to the rule

given in the appendix to Bellavitis' Sposizione of 1857.

ZEHFUSS, G. (1858): MAINAKDI, G. (1855).

[Ueber die Zeichen der einzelnen Glieder einer Determinante.

Zeitschrift f. Math. u. Phys., iii. pp. 249-250.]

[Una regola per attribuire il segno proprio ad ogni parte di un

determinante numerico. Atti. .. Istituto Lombardo (Milano),

i. pp. 105-106.]

Neither of these communications is of importance. Zehfuss,

using the recurrent law of formation and giving
"
derangement

"

the very opposite of its original meaning, so that the principal

term of an n-\\ne determinant has ^n{n l) derangements, seeks

to show that the sign of any other term having /j. derangements

ia(_l)in<n-i)-^.

Mainardi, employing Cauchy's "clefs algdbriques," finds him-

self also face to face with derangements, and seriously advises

that in counting them we should say, not 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ... , but

1, 2, 1, 2, 1, ...
,
the sign being or + according as we end with

1 or 2.

GALLENKAMP, W. (1858).

[Die einfachsten Eigenschaften und Anwendungen der Deter-

minanten. 12 pp. Sch. Progr. Duisburg.]

A workmanlike twelve-page exposition.

*No reference is made by either Sylvester or Bellavitis to the two other

similarly derivable quadratics

b + ex + clx^

a + bx + cx^

^ + yx + Sx^

-0,

c + dx

b + ex + d7?

7 + 5x + ear^ a /3

= 0.
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SPERLING, I. (1858).

[Teorija opredelitelej i eja vaznejsija prilozenija.

Petersburg.]

6. 1. St

This dissertation I have failed to see. In English the title is,

The Theory of Determinants and its most important applications.

The letters used here in transliterating the Russian title have

German values.

ZEHFUSS, G. (1858).

[Ueber eine gewisse Determinante. Zeitschrift f. Math. u.

Phys., iii. pp. 298-301.]

From two sets of simultaneous linear equations

arX + hry + CrZ + drW = (r=l,2,3,4)

fJLrX' -\- Vry'
= (r= l,2)

there arises by multiplication a set of eight equations in

xx', yx', zx, wx', xy', yy', zy\ wy',

whose determinant, A say, must contain as factors the deter-

minants D^, D^ of the original sets. This observation leads

Zehfuss to consider generally such determinants as

^1^1 ^i^'i ^if^i ^'i"! <^iMi d^h

&i/*2 h^2 ^i/*2 ^1^2 d\fh. d\^i

Vi

63M1

&s/*2 ^3*'2 <^3/^2 <^Z^2 ^S^2

bjJ^l &4'i C^fX^ C^Vj^ djj.^ d^v^

^4^2 K^l. C4M2 C^Vg d^n^ d^v^

where the elements of Dg are repeated 4^ times and each time are

associated with a different element of D^. Multiplying the first

and second columns by 'dDJ?u^, the third and fourth by dDJdb^,
the fifth and sixth by dDJdc^, the seventh and eighth by
dDJdd^, and performing two additions we obtain

aiM2

a2A*2

s/*2

4/*2

a,v

2'l

3'2

4'2

a"!

b^v^ C2M1 CgJ'i c^aMi c^gJ'i

&2'2 ^2^2 ^2^2 ^2/*2 ^2'2

hh ^3^1 Cjl/i (?sMi d^v^

ds^i

I.e. A
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A4-2 = D4/i 'D^v
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ivhich occupies the corresponding place in Q; then the deter-

minant of the grand array is equal to P*'Qp

SIMERKA, W. (1858).

[Bestimmte Gleichungen des ersten Grades mit n Unbekannten

gelost mittels der Permutationslehre. Sitzungsb. . . . Acad,

d. Wiss. (Wien), xxxiii. pp. 277-281.]

The contents of this simply-written paper are quite in accord

with the title. The author writes as if nothing had ever

previously been done on the subject. The common denominator

of the value of the x'a in

artaJi+ttrtaJs + . . . + a^x =
gA^^

he denotes by ^(aj a^ . . . a).

CASORATI, F. (1858, September).

[Intomo ad alcuni punti della teoria dei minimi quadrati.

Annali di Mat, i. pp. 329-343.]

The title here refers only to the latter half of the paper, the

other half being concerned with an auxiliary series of theorems

on the product-determinant. The first of these theorems is

avowedly old, being that which concerns the so-called product C
of two non-quadrate arrays

rtll ,2 Otis . . . ttj,,, Oil "l2 ^13 ^in

ttoi a.,q <Xo.J . . . (Xon , Oo] UoO Ooo . . . Do~

6m3

where n'^m. The second, though not so spoken of, is only
new in form, and concerns any primary minor of C. Unfortu-

nately, Casorati does not observe that any primary minor of C
is a determinant formed exactly like C after omitting a row

from the first array and a row from the second, and that

therefore his second theorem is unnecessary. Further, his mode
of procedure leads him to an expression for a multiple of the

minor, namely', for
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(_+i)_.,

and making an oversight similar to Hesse's of 1853, he does not

divide both sides by n m+ 1.

His third theorem,

9c da^i 36,1 Stt^j 36,2
' ' * *

'^rm 36'

is more worthy of note. The proof of it depends essentially on

substituting for C in the first factor of each term of the right-

hand member its equivalent,

3C 3C 3C

in which, it is important to note, the differential-quotients are

necessarily all independent oi a^i, a^^, - The said right-hand
member can then be transformed into

^^fh '^A.h ^^^ _lA ^^\
36;A^"3c. +^^^3c,,+ ^^-'dcj

W^V^'^^J^^dc^-^
'

'^^'"'dcj

+
3C A 3C

. , 3C
. . , 3C\

+

+
a6-V^-3^;,

+^-3c+----+^3^>
which, if addition be performed columnwise, becomes

O-1-O + ...-f c|^-|-0-H... + 0,
36',.,

because of the fact that the theorem

30
,

3C
, ,

30 01 , (r = s

holds in reference to the a*s and 6's as well as to the c's a fact

which should be noted for other purposes, and which is readily

seen to be justifiable if we view C in its composite form AB and

bear in mind that the operation

3^
+ ^36 + ^3^

+ '
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when performed on a homogeneous linear function of a,h,c,...
is equivalent to a substitution.

The case where the two given arrays are identical is formu-

lated, due care being taken with the differential-quotients because

of C becoming axisymmetric.
We have only to add that the form in which this new theorem

of Casorati's is stated obscures to some extent its significance.
If we write the case of AB=C where m = S,n= 4i in the form

L-t Ln Lq t,

m, ffla ffh^

Ct Co

a.

"1 ""i ""s

n, n Tio

4 'Zal 'Zam Ixin

"Eel "Ecm 2c7i1 '"2 '"3 '"4

then, freed from all reference to difierentiation, the theorem for

the case r= '2, 8= 3 is

"ZaZ 'Lam 'Zan

"Zcl 2c7M "Zen

"ZaZ "Zam a^

Zal Zam
Zcl Zcm

Zal Zam Zan

Zcl Zcm Zen

Zal Zam Zan
m 71,

'3 ""3 '"3

Zcl Zcm Zen

Zbl Zhm 6i

Zcl Zcm Cj

Zal Zam a^

Zbl Zbm 63

Zcl Zc7n Co

+

+

Zal Zam, Zan

Zcl Zcm Zen

Zal Zam Zan

l^ m^ n^

Zcl Zcm Zen

Zal Zarn,
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by row-by-row multiplication. This is shown to vanish, not by

pointing out that it contains at least one zero determinant of

the third order as a factor, but by partitioning it into eight

determinants with monomial elements, and showing that all the

eight vanish.*

Unfortunately, for terms of a determinant the word " elements
"

is used, and for adjugate the word "reciprocal," although the

elements of the adjugate are spoken of as the "inverse con-

stituents."

SPERLING, J. F. DE (1860, April).

[Note sur un thdoreme de M. Sylvester relatif a la transforma-

tion du produit de de'terminanta du meme ordre. Journ.

(de Liouville) de Math (2), v. pp. 121-126.]

This is a carefully formulated proof of Sylvester's theorem

of 1839 and the extended theorem of 1851, the lines followed

being those suggested and illustrated by Cayley in 1843. Un-

fortunately, however, instead of extending Cayley's method to

prove directly and at once the generalisation of 1851, Sperling

repeats Cayley 's proof of the simpler theorem, and then uses

the method of so-called mathematical induction to arrive at the

generalisation.

The two determinants whose product is the subject of discus-

In using the notation

If it were explained that

he is not more explicit than its author, Cayley.
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sion being \a^^a^. . . a
|

and
| ^n ^22 Kn I

> or. say. ^ and B,

he forms the determinant

ttj,



CHAPTER III.

AXISYMMETRIC DETERMINANTS, FROM 1841 TO 1860.

Under the heading of axisymmetric determinants in our first

volume a reminder ought to have been given that the determinant

of the set of linear equations reached by Bezout in his so-called

abridged method for eliminating the unknown between two

equations of the same degree is axisymmetric, the first appearance
of this special form being consequently thrown back to the year
1764 (see p. 317 of Bezout's Recherches . .

.). Further, it should

naturally thereafter have been recalled that the said axisymmetry
had been discussed by Jacobi in 1835 (see History, i. p. 214,

pp. 485-487) and by Cauchy in 1840 (see History, i. pp. 242-243).

CAYLEY, A. (1841, May).

[On a theorem in the geometry of position. Camhridge Math.

Journ., ii. pp. 267-271 ; or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 1-4.]

A general account has already been given of this interesting

paper interesting as regards the subject, and interesting as being
the author's first 'prentice effort. All that remains to be noticed

here is what may be called Cayley's series of vanishing axisym-
metric determinants. These we may write in the short form

()l2

()21

(33)3^ (a;)32

1 1

()l3 1

(x)^ 1

1

1
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(a52/)i2 (y)i3 {^y\^ 1

{xy)^ . (xy)^ (xy)^ 1

(2/)4i (^y)i2 (^y)i3 ' 11111.
{^yz)n i.^y^\z (^yz)u i^^)i5

{xyz\^ . (xyz)^ (xyz)^ (xyz)^

{xyz\^ {xyz)s2 (xyz)^ i^yz)^

{xyz\^ {xyz\2 (xyz)^ . {xyz)^

{xyz\^ {xyz\^ (xyz)^ (xyz)^11111
if we put

(x)r, for {x^-x,)\

(xyX, for {x^
- x,f+ {y^

-
y,f,

(xyz) for {x^
- x,f+ (y^

-
y,f+ {z^

-
z,^.

The fact that they are identically equal to zero is established by

showing that each one is resolvable into two factors, of which

one or both vanish
;
for example, that the first is equal to

^2 _
2Ci

X^ ^X2

where, for the moment, we use x^r to indicate row-by-row

multiplication.

It should be noted that not more than three of the series are

contemplated by Cayley, as he viewed the identities mainly on

their geometrical side, namely, as giving the relation between the

distances of three points in a straight line, four points in a plane,

and five points in three-dimensional space.*

* To one taking this point of view Sylvester's paper
" On Staudt's theorems . . . ."

will be of interest. See Philos. Magazine, iv. (1852), pp. 335-345; or Collected

Math. Papers, i. pp. 382-391.
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MOON, R. (1842).

[On elimination. Cambridge Math. Journ., iii. pp. 183-184.]

What is here given is a rule-of-thumb for obtaining the de-

velopment of any one of Bezout's condensed eliminants from the

preceding one, the exposition being continued so far as to give

the eliminant, JR^ say, of

ax^ + bx^ + cx^ + dx -\- e = 0]

ax^ + I3x^ + yx2 + ^iC + e = 0^

in the form

{/(e)r + {/(y)}{/(ce)P + .-.

where /(ae), /(ay), .... stand for ae ae, ay ac, . . . .

In a note covering the same ground but free of anything

empirical, Salmon drew attention ten years later to the existence

of three or four incorrect terms in Moon's last expansion. (See

Higher Plane Curves, pp. 298-294.)

HESSE, O. (1844, Jan.).

[Ueber die Elimination der Variabeln aus drei algebraischen

Gleichungen vom zweiten Grade mit zwei Variabeln.

Crelles Journal, xxviii. pp. 68-96 ;
or Werke, pp. 89-122.]

In this paper there appears the first reference to the special

form of determinant which has for its elements the second

diiferential-quotients of a function, and which consequently
is axisymmetric. On account of its importance this form falls

to be dealt with separately : we merely note here that Hesse

himself viewed it as a special form of Jacobian, namely, the

Jacobian whose originating functions are the first differential-

quotients of a single function, and that he called it the determi-

nant of this siTigle function, a practice which, when the function

is quadratic, is not at variance with that introduced by Gauss.

For full information the reader is referred to Chapter XIII.

of the present volume.
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CAYLEY, A. (1846).

[Note on the maxima and minima of functions of three variables,

Cambridge and Dub. Math. Joum., i. pp. 74-75 ; or Collected

Math. Papers, i. pp. 228-229.]

Using A to stand for the determinant

a h g
h b f
9 f c

we may formulate Cayley's first theorem by saying that if

(a+6+c)A and A+B+C be positive, then aA, 6A, cA, A, B, C
are all positive. By way of proof it is noted that the equation

A-o; H G
H B-x F
G F C-x

= 0,

I.e. a? - (A+B+ C)a;2 + {a+b+c)Ax - A^ = 0,

has by reason of the data all its roots positive : that therefore

the roots of the equations

K-x H
H B-x

= 0,

B-x F
F C-x

= 0,

C-o; G
G K-x

= 0,

i.e. x^ - (A+B)a; + cA = 0, x^ - (B+ C)a; + aA= 0,

a;2-(C+ A)a; + 6A = 0,

on account of Cauchy's localisation of them in relation to the

roots of the previous equation, must also be positive; and

consequently that

A+B, B+C, C+A, cA, aA, 6A

must be positive. This last is essentially what was to be

proved; because, for example, to say that A+B and cA are

positive implies that A+B and AB are positive, and therefore

that A and B are positive.

Cayley also puts on record the theorem that the equation in x
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Kxa B. xh Gxg
R-xh B -xb F-xf =

G-xg F -xf C-xc

has all its roots real if either of the quadrics

Aa;2 + B2/2 + Cz^ +2Fyz -f 2Gzx + 2B.xy,

ax^ + hy^ + cz^ + 2fyz + 2gzx + 2hxy,

remain constant as to sign.

113

CAYLEY, A. (1846).

[Probleme de gdom^trie analytique. Crelle's Journal, xxxi.

pp. 227-230; or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 329-331.]

The problem in question depends on an algebraic identity

which, after a little examination, is seen to be a property of

axisymmetric determinants. Cayley writes the identity in the

form

Fpp(U+V2).K(U) - F^(U).K(U+ V2) = {F^(U)P

where

J=A2+ B2/2+ Cz^+ 2Fyz+ 2Gzx+ 2Rxy+ 2Lxw+ 2Myw+ 2'Nzw+ Fv^,

T = ax-\-^y+ yz-{-Sw,

K(U) =

and Fpp(U) is what is obtained from Ppo(U) on changing a, /8, y,

S into ^, r}, ^,
ft) respectively : but freed of all fresh notation it is

nothing more nor less than

A
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A H G L
H B F M
G F C N
L M N P

A+a2 R+a^ G+ay L+aS
H+ /3a B+l^ F+^y M+ /3(S

G+ya F+y(3 C +y2 N+y<5
L+Sa M+ S/3 N+<5y P +^

i
A

y
5 L

7 ^ <

H G L

;8 H B F M
G F C N
MNP

Nothing is said about the mode of proving it.

"H (1)" (1846, Nov.).

[Mathematical notes, ii. Camnh. and Dublin Math. Jov/m.,

i. p. 286.]

A correspondent signing himself as above puts on record with-

out proof two identities which, when the notation of determinants

is used, may be written in the form

aa' hh' cc' ah'-\-ba' ca'+ac'

ah'+ha' hb'-cc'-aa' bc'+cb' = {a^-{-+(^)'(aa'+bb'+cc')

ca'+a^' hc'+cb' ca'-aa'-bb' '(a'^+b'^-\-c'^)

*
If we note that the first determinant can be written in the form

and the fourth in the form

1 .
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and
2aa' ab'+ ba' ca'-\-ac'

ab'+ha 266' bc+ch'

ca'+ac' bc'+cb' Ice

= 0.

It is seen that both determinants are axisyrametric, that the

second is expressible as the product of two vanishing deter-

minants, and that the first is formable from the second by
subtracting act! + 66' + cc from each diagonal element, a fact

which, taken along with the vanishing of the second, shows that

aa! + 66' + cc' is a factor of the first.

CAYLEY, A. (1847).

[Note sur les hyperdeterminants. Crelles Journal, xxxiv.

pp. 148-152
;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 352-355.]

The second paragraph of this note concerns the expression

Qabcd + 36^c^ a^d'^ 4<ac^ 4ib^d, or V say,

soon afterwards (1851) to be called the "discriminant" of the

binary cubic

aa^ + Sbx^y + Scxy^ + y^ ;

and Cayley's proposition is that the determinant whose elements

are the second differential-quotients of V with respect to a, 6,

c, d, namely, the axisymmetric determinant

-2d^ 6cd 6bd-12c^ 6bG-4>ad

6cd 6c2-246c^ 6ad+V2bc 6ac -126^

ebd-l2c^ 6ad+ 12bc 662-24ac 6ab

Qbc-4>ad 6ac -12 6ab -2a^

is a numerical multiple of V"^. As a matter of fact he says the

multiplier is 3
;
but this is because, instead of writing the deter-

minant as here, he removes from it the factors 2, 6, 6, 2. A veri-

ficatory proof, unsatisfactory to himself, is given, the determinant

being as a preliminary again altered into a multiple (by 6*) of

ab 2b^ ac Sbc 2ad

iac- ^62 f6c -I-iad 2c^- bd

f6c+ ^ad ^bd ic^ cd

a"-

ab

2W-ac
Sbc-2ad 2c^-bd

ibd-^c'
cd d^
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a^ ah (xc 3r ad+^q
ha W+2r bc-q hd-Sp

ca Sr cb q c^+2p cd

da-\-9q db Sp dc d^

where

p = %(bd-c^), q = i(hc-ad), r = %(ac-b^),

the last change being probably due to the fact that it was

known that
V = 9(pr-g2)

and that verification would thus be easier.

CAYLEY, A. (1848).

[On geometrical reciprocity. Cambridge and Dub. Math. Journ.,

iii. pp. 173-179 ;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 377-382.]

Incidentally Cayley gives the identity

i n ^

$ 2a a'+b a+c
n a'+h 2b' b"+c'

^ a"-\.c b"+c' 2c"

= 4 a a' a" -

[ax^+hY-{-c"z^-\-{h"-\-c')yz-\-ic-\-a")zx+{a'-Vh)xy)
-

\_x{ah"
- a"h+ a'c- ac')+ y{b'c

- he'+ 6V-
h'a")

+(cV-cV+c6"-c"6)J,
where

^=ax+ a'y-\-a"z, rj
= bx+h'y+ b"z, ^=cx+c'y-\-c"z.

No proof is adduced, and it is not noted that, when the

determinant
|

ah'c"
|

is axisymmetric, the expression in rect-

angular brackets vanishes, and the identity becomes in later

notation

a
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where i, r,, ^ = {x, y, z ^ a h g )

\h h f
\ 9 f <^

This particular result, we may note, is easily verified by per-

forming on the four-line determinant the operation

rowj X rowg y row^ z row^.

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1850, Aug.).

[On the intersections, contacts and other correlations of two

conies expressed by indeterminate co-ordinates. Cambridge
and Dublin Math. Journ., v, pp. 262-282

;
or Collected

Math. Papers, i. pp. 119-137.]

In this paper an important property of axisymmetric deter-

minants is incidentally brought to notice
; but, unfortunately,

the author's intended statement is almost hidden through want

of care. He says (p. 270) that the determinant

A C B' I

C
B'

I

B
A'

A'

C
n

m
n

where

A = bc-a'\

A'=-b'c'+aa',

B = ca-b'-\

B'=-c'a'-}-bb',

C =

C'=
ab-c'\

a'b'-\-cc'.

is
" the product of the determinant

a

c'

b'

b'

a'

c

by the quantity

al^+ bm^ -h cn^ 2a'mn 2b'ln Ic'Ityi."

Now the said four-line determinant is not resolvable unless

A', B', C be changed in sign, and even then the second factor

is not as printed, but is

-
(aZ2+ }yrn? -f cw^+ 2a'mn -f- 2b'nl+ 2c'lm).
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The theorem, in fact, may be viewed as giving an expression for

the product of a ternary quadric by its discriminant; and at

a later date might have been written*

X
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be called L^. Then the determinant of M in respect to the

n r letters above given is equal to the determinant of

U + Lia;+i + L2+2 + + Iv^n+r

considered as a function of the n+ r letters

Xj , 3/2 -'n+r

divided by the square of the determinant

^11 ^21

0^12 0^22

a. a. a^"Ir "'2r ^rr J

As regards this we have to remark (1) that again no proof is

offered, and (2) that the discriminant of

U + LiOJ^+i + . . . + Ijr^n+r

is easily got by
"
bordering

"
the discriminant of U. Taking the

case where U is

ax^+ hy^+ cz^+ dvfi+ '^fyz+ Igzx+ Ihxy + Ipxw+ 'iqyw+ 2rzw

with the discriminant

a

h

9 f
P

and where the linear equations serving to eliminate x, y from

U are

^^x + fx^y + fx.^z + ix^w
=

v^x + 1/.22/ + v^z + v^w = 0,

we have, according to Sylvester, the discriminant of the altered

U equal to

a h g p ^i^

h b f q fx^

p q r d ^^

/*1 M2 f^3 ^4

V, l/ Vo V, .

h
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SYLVESTER, J. J. (1852, July).

[A demonstration of the theorem that every homogeneous

quadratic polynomial is reducible by real orthogonal sub-

stitutions to the form of a sum of positive and negative

squares. Philos. Magazine (4), iv. pp. 138-142
;
or Collected

Math. Papers, i. pp. 378-381.]

What is really proved here is the important proposition in

the theory of orthogonants regarding the reality of the roots

of Lagrange's determinantal equation, or, as it was then called,

the equation of the secular inequalities. Our present interest in

the demonstration, however, lies merely in the fact that it is

based on two properties of axisymmetric determinants which it

is desirable to isolate and to have more carefully formulated

than it was Sylvester's wont to do. They are

(1) If 1(11) (22) .... (nn)\ be axisymmetric, and the result

of multiplying it by itself be |[11] [22] .... [nn]]; and if f(x)

be the determinant got from the former by adding x to each

element of the principal diagonal, and F{x) the determinant got

similarly from the latter
;
then

f{x)'f{-x)^ {-x^).

(2) If F(a;) be expanded and arranged according to descending

powers of x, so that

{x) = a; 4- Ci"-i + C^aj^-^ + . . . + C ,

then C,. is the sum of the squares of all the r-line minors of the

original determinant, it being understood that the one-line minors

are the elements and the n-\ine minor the determinant itself.

Both are taken for granted, a liberty which is not so de-

fensible in the second case as in the first
;
for C,. is at the outset

obtained merely as the sum of the r-line coaxial minors of

I [11] [22] .... [nri] \
,
and use must thus be latently made of the

not quite self-evident theorem that if A be an axisymmetric

determinant, the sum of the r-line coaxial minors of A^ is

the sum of the squares of all the r-line minors of A. As an

illustration of the whole, let us take the case where the given
determinant and its square are
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^1 Vi
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Sylvester arrives at it by squaring

Ci 2/1 ^ 1

^2 2/2 1

C3 2/3 1

^4 2/4
1 I

in a special fashion, and then performing certain transformations

on the result.

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1852, Nov.).

[Sur une propriety nouvelle de I'dquation qui sert a determiner

les inegalitds seculaires des planetes. Nouv. Annales de

Math., xi. pp. 434-440; or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp.

364-366.]

This paper of composite authorship probably originated in a

letter from Sylvester giving his theorem and demonstration,

with a remark or two additional. To these, which were made

^ 7, 7', 8, the editor prefixed an introduction ( 1-6) on

determinants and determinant-multiplication.*
The theorem is an extension of one which is the basis of his

paper in the Philosophical Magazine of the same year, and may
be shortly enunciated as follows: // | (11) (22) . . . (wn) |

he

axisyjmnetric and have |[11] [22]

then the roots of the equation

[n]-x [12] . . .

[21] [22]-a; .-. . . ,_.., ^ ^

[nn]] for its p^^ power,

[In]

[2n']

[nl] [^2] .... [nrij x

are the p*^ powers of the roots of the eqvxxtion

{\\)-x (12) .... {In)

(21) (22)- a; .... (2^^)

{n\) (w2) {nn) X

= 0.

*In the Coll. Math. Papers 1-6 are omitted, and

6, 7, 8. The theorem of the original 6 is incorrect.

7, 7', 8 are numbered
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The " demonstration
"
leaves a good deal to be desired. In effect

it amounts to saying that if ^^, ^2' ^p ^ ^^^ P"* roots of

unity, and D^ the determinant got from |(11) (22) . . . (nn)\ by

subtracting ^^a; from each of the diagonal elements, then

D1D2D3 ... D, = [ll]-ic^ [12] .... [In]

[21] [22]-a;P .... [2n]

[nl] [7i2] .... [nn]-xf

pNow it is well known that the multiplication of Dj, Dj, . . . , D.

enables us to arrive at the equation whose roots are the p^^ powers
in question, but this and Sylvester's statement are not by any
means identical. The separate points to be established are

(1) that the element in the r^^ row and s"* column of the

determinant which is the product of D^, D,, . . . , Dp consists

of [rs] and a tail of other terms, (2) that this tail vanishes in

the case of every non-diagonal element, (3) that in the case of

the diagonal elements it reduces to xP; and Sylvester's only

justificatory statements are that the product of the p determinants

is independent of the order in which they are taken, and that

all the terms containing a ^ in any other power than the p^^ will

vanish.

Another true proposition made on insufficient foundation is

that the p*"^ power of an axiaymmetric detentiinant is itself

(ixisyminetric. The foundation here is the incorrect proposition

of 6.

CAYI.EY, A. (1852, Dec.).

[On the rationalisation of certain algebraical questions. Cambridge
and Dub. Math. Joum., viii. pp. 97-101

;
or Collected Math.

Papers, ii. pp. 40-44.]

The equations first considered are of the type

a^+b^-\-c^-\- =0,

and the fresh departure consists in viewing such an equation as

the outcome of the set of equations

aj+2/+2+ . . . = 0, x^= a, y^
= h, z^= c, ....
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Taking the case where the number of variables in the set is

three, Cayley operates on the equation x+y+z= with the

multipliers 1, yz, zx, xy, thus obtaining with the help of the

other equations a set from which the variables x, y, z, xyz may
be eliminated, with the result*

= 0.

= 0.

Also and, so to say, conversely he operates with the multipliers

x,y,z, xyz, and eliminates 1, yz, zx, xy, with the result

. a h c

a . 1 1

6 1.1
ell.

Similarly, when there are four variables, the multipliers are

1, yz, zx, xy, xw, yw, zw, xyzw,

and the eliminands

X, y, z, w, yzw, zwx, ivxy, xyz,

or vice versa; but in this case the two resultants are not

essentially distinct, the one being derivable from the other by
mere transference of lines. Cayley then adds, "And in general
for any even number of quadratic radicals the two forms are not

essentially distinct,! but may be derived from each other by

interchanging lines and columns, while for an odd number of

quadratic radicals the two forms cannot be so derived from each

other, but are essentially distinct."

The equations next dealt with are of the type

a*+6*+c^+ =0,

*
Already thus formed by Cayley in his first paper of all (1841).

t Observe that, although Cayley considers the two determinants of the previous
ease to be essentially distinct, the second is derivable from the first by multiplying
the columns by abc, a, b, c respectively, and then dividing the rows by 1, be, ca,

ah respectively.
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Sylvester having suggested the extension of the process. Taking
the case of three variables, that is to say, when the set of

equations is

x+y-\-z= 0, a?= a, y^= b, z^= c,

he first uses the multipliers

1, xyz, xh/H'^, xH, y^x, z^y, a?y, yH, z^x,

the eliminands then being

X, y, z, yH^, x^yz, yHx, z^xy, z^x^, x^y^;

next he uses the said eliminands as multipliers, the new
eliminands being

x\ y\ z\ yz, zx, xy, xy^z\ yzhi?, Z7?y^\

and finally using the new eliminands as multipliers, he eliminates

1, xyz, x^yH^, x^z, yhc, z^y, xhf, yH, z^x,

that is to say, the first set of multipliers. Only in the case of

the second elimination is the determinant axisymmetric, namely,

. c h . . .1 .

1

1

1.1..
^..111...

which must thus be equal to {a-\-h+cf 1*labc. In the two

other cases the determinants are not essentially distinct,* the

rows of the one being columns of the other; and this is said

to be true of two of the three forms whatever be the number

of variables.

*Cayley fails to notice, however, that each of these is readilj' transformable

into the second. Thus, taking his first form, we have only to multiply the 4th,

8th, 9th columns of it by a, and divide the 2nd, 4th, 7th rows by a, when we

, , , ,
,..,..,., , .,

'419368o2y
and subsequently of the columns li6549873 2/
axisymmetrio form.

becomes identical with the
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SYLVESTER, J. J. (1853, March).

[On the relation between the volume of a tetrahedron and the

product of the sixteen algebraical values of its superficies.

Cambridge and Dub. Math. Journ., viii. pp. 171-178
;
or

Nouv. Annates de Math., xiii. pp. 203-209; or Collected

Math. Papers, i. pp. 404-410.]

Denoting the vertices of a tetrahedron by a, b, c, d, its volume

in terms of the edges by V, and the areas of its faces by \JY,

\jG,ls/B., Is/K, we know that

144V2= (bcfidaf {(cay+ (dbf+(abf+ (cdf- {bcf
-
{daf)

+{ca)\dbf[{abf+{cdf+{bcf+{daf-{caf-{dbf]

+ {abf(cdf {{bcf+ (daf+ {caf+ {dbf- {abf- {cdf)
- (bcf{caf{abf- {bcf{dbf{cdf- {caf{cdf{daf- {abf{daf{dbf

= W say,

and

F = -{bcf-{cdf-{dbf + 2{cdf{dbf + 2{dbf{bcf +2{bcf{cdf
G = -{acf-{cdf-{daf+2{cdf{daf+ 2{daf{acf + 2{acf{cdf

H = - {abf- {bdf- {daf+ 2{bdf{daf + 2 {daf{abf+ 2{abf{bdf

K = -{abf -{bcf -{caf +2{bcf{caf +2{caf{abf +2{abf{bcf.

With this notation Sylvester points out that the condition for

the vanishing of the surface of the tetrahedron is

n/F + s/G + v/H + x/K = 0,

and that this when freed of root-signs is

2f* - 42F3G + 62F'G2 + 42F2GH - 40FGHK = 0,

or say
N = 0,

where N consequently is of the eighth degree in the squared

edges. His reasoning then is that as the vanishing of the

surface and the vanishing of the volume are necessarily coinci-

dent, it follows that W, having no rational factors, must itself

be a factor of N
;
and that, W being of the third degree in the

squared edges, the quotient N/W must be of the fifth degree.
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Relying on this he proceeds to determine the quotient by

considering the cases where (1) ab = = cd, (2) ab= = ac,

(3) ab = ac= ad= bc= bd= cd 1, his result being

{day+(dhy-h(dcy

-{{daf+{dbf+{dcf}{{abf+{bcfHc(if}
+ (abfibcf+ (bcficaf+ (ca)\abf

+ 2^(abf(bcy(cdf(daf(acf,

^{abfiboficaf

where there are four expressions under the first 2 and six under

the second ; or

(- (da)*+(dby-{-(dcy

-{(day+(dbf+(dcy){{aby+(bcf+(cay}

-\-{da)\dbf+{dhf{dcf+{dcf{daf

L +(a6)2(6c)2+(&c)2(ca)2+(ca)2(a6)2

^{abf{bcf{caf

where there are four expressions under the 2, one corresponding
to each face.

Although there is no explicit mention here of determinants, it

being unnecessary, it has now to be noted that Sylvester had the

determinant-form of W before him throughout : he even says
that he had tried to express the quotient as a determinant, but

had been unsuccessful. Without further restriction, then, as

to form, his proposition is // F, G, H, K be the comple-

nientary minors of the elements in the places 11, 22, 33, 44 of
the determinant

{abf {acf (adf 1
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between the perimeter and area of a triangle, namely, the fact

that

{ahf

(acf

1

{ahf

{hcf

1

{acf

{hcf
i.e. J^{aby-2j^{ahf{bcf

is a divisor of the result of rationalising

n/2(6c)2 + v/2(ca)2 + J2{ahf

where the radicands are the complementary minors of the

elements in the places 11, 22, 33 of the determinant, boldly

extends the proposition (without proof) to any triangular

number of arbitrary quantities, taking occasion also to point

out that when we leave geometry {ah), {ac), .... may be written

for {ahf, {acf, ....

HESSE, 0. (1853, April).

[Ueber Determinanten und ihre Anwendung in der Geometric,

insbesondere auf Curven vierter Ordnung. Crelle's Journal,

xlix. pp. 243-264; or Werke, pp. 319-343.]

The main subject of the first half of Hesse's paper (pp. 243-253)
is a property of axisymmetric determinants required for the

establishment of the geometrical results contained in the second

half. In the first three pages he considers the relations between

the minors of two general determinants A, B, and the minors of

their product C ; or, as he unfortunately feels himself compelled
to put it,

" wie die partiellen DifFerential-quotienten der Deter-

minante C nach ihren Elementen c genommen durch die

partiellen DifFerential-quotienten der Factoren A und B nach

ihren Elementen genommen sich ausdriicken lassen." What
follows thereafter may be described as the establishment of the

simple identity

^11
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where U2i
=

Ui2, by multiplying together

Jx -y-i

u u.

u u
tta a.

72 71

in row-by-row fashion
;
and then the generalisation of this

identity in two different directions.

The first generalisation consists in the proposition that the

two-line axisymmetric determinant

Uu U,2 .
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the former is the differential-quotient of the product of the two
determinants

yi y2 73

3B
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^1 u
12

U
13

21 U,22 U,23

U,
'31

U.
32 Uo

after the equivalents of P and N have been substituted therein.

The final result is

1^11
(^273

-
"372)^+ ^22(3yi

-
"irs)^+ ^33("172

-
27l)'

+ (^23+ ^32)(37l
-

l73)(l72
-

27l)

+ (^31+ ^13)(l72
-

27l)(273
-

372)

+ (^12+ ^21)(273
-
a372)(37i

-
l73)

The case where 71= 4 is similarly dealt with ; but as it is neces-

sarily more complicated, it is not carried quite so far, the cofactor

of
I Uji U22 'M'33 v,^ I being merely stated to be of the desired form

and easily calculable.
" Sie hat aber zu viele Glieder, um sie

berechnet hinzuschreiben." The general proposition, as above

given, is then formally enunciated.

The other generalisation made of the case where 71 = 2 is to

the effect that the product of an axiaymmetric determinant

by the square of any other determinant is expressible as an

axcisyrriTnetric determinant. In connection with this the

interesting point is the notation used for the elements of the

product-determinants. Since the differential-quotient of

h{'^u^x+'^^i + +^na;'+2ui2a;ia;2-f- . . .

},

or Y{x^, x^, . . ., xj say,

with respect to Xp is

'^It^l ' ^2P*^2 "I" ~r UpppCp -|- . . . -f- UnpXn

the result of annexing g'
as a second suffix to the x'b in this

may be suitably denoted by

so that in accordance with this the product of

and

2^

will be

u. UkX= U\k

XIS X.a

^ X,

F'(x) FXx,,)

n^^n) no . . no
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"
Multiplicirt man diese Determinante nochmals mit der vorhergehenden

und setzt :

so erhalt man

a^ipFX^i,) + a;2pF'(x2,) + . . . +a;^'(^,),

Fn Fi2

F21 F22

11
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gives rise to the same result, it is easily seen how he reaches

the identity

= {x+y+z)(x+y-z)(x-y+z)(-x-\-y+z).

An alternative form of A is introduced by the words " Observons

qu'on a ^videmment*

.
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an alternative form being stated to be the axisymmetric deter-

minant

X y
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Following Cayley's paper still further, Brioschi similarly

makes clear that one of the nine-line determinants there

obtained, namely

1 1

1

1

1

1

. 2r^ y^ X^

111.. .

may be viewed as originating in any one of the nine equations

X -{- y + 3 = 0, X + y + az = 0, x+ y + fiz
= 0,

X + ay + I3z
= 0, x -\- ay + z = 0, x + ^y + z = 0,

x + ^ij -\- az = 0, ax + 2/ + z = 0, )8a; 4- y + z = 0,

where a, /3 are the imaginary cube roots of unity, and could thus

be shown to be equal to the product of the nine left-hand

members of those equations.

SPOTTISWOODE (1851, 1853).

[Elementary theorems relating to determinants. Second edition,

rewritten and much enlarged by the author. Crellt's

Journal, li. pp. 209-271, 328-381.]

The information given by Spottiswoode regarding axisym-
metric determinants appears under a variety of headings. What
little the first edition contained (pp. 33-34) as a part of vi.

on " Inverse Systems
"

is placed in the second edition under
"
Compound Determinants

"
(pp. 368-372). Sylvester's mode of

reaching Cayley's determinants connected with the mutual

distances of points is given under "
Multiplication

"
(pp. 250-53) ;

and the chapter or "
section

"
( iv.) on

"
Homogeneous Functions,"

which of course has to deal with quadrics, goes so far as to
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assign the name determinant of a quadratic form to any deter-

minant possessed of axisymmetry.* (See pp. 329, 336.)

That the mere number of available coeiRcients in a quantic

may suggest a form of determinant which has no connection

with the properties of the said quantic is enforced when in the

same chapter (pp. 331-333) the ternary quantic is reached, and

it is pointed out that the number of coefficients, ^{n-\-l)(7i+ 2),

is the same as in the case of the (n+l)-ary quadric. Thus the

axisymmetric determinant

a
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and similar non-determinant forms are given for the whole of

the thirty-six primary minors and for the first fifteen of the

secondary minors of the second determinant. Thus, the primary
minors which are the cofactors of the elements in the places

(1, 1), (1, 3), (1, 5) are

l-V-V-&s'-^l'-^2'-C3'+ (V3-63C2)2-f-(Vl-V3)'+(&iC2-Vl)'.

(lCi -I- agCz+ tts^sXl
-

^1^
-

^2^
-W)+ (^1^1+V2+ hH)i^Hh+ 2^2+ ^8^3) .

I f^ACz I I ^1^3 I

-
1 (

1 - ^1^
-V-

^3^
-

(^X
-

<^i
-

(^z)
- Ki^A+ ^2^2+ <*3^3)

all the others being similar in form to one or other of these

three
;
and in like manner the secondary minors are exemplified

by 1 - c,
-

c,2
_

c^\

i(^i<^i+ ^2^2+ Vs) -
^1 (CiOi+ c^(h+ Cjag),

-
Ci I a^Cjl + 1026,1 .

CAYLEY, A. (1853).

[Note sur la m^thode d'elimination de Bezout. Crelle's Joum.,
liii. pp. 366-367

;
or Collected Math. Papers, iv. pp. 38-39.]

The determinant, to which Bezout's so-called
'

abridged method
'

leads, we have already seen dealt with by Jacobi (1835) and

Cauchy (1840).t Cayley's noteworthy contribution to it is con-

tained in a single sentence, namely,
" Pour ^liminer lea variables

X, y entre deux equations du 71*^* degr^

(, ... $ a;, yr =
0|

(a', ... $ a:, 2/)"
= Oj

on n'a qn'k former I'^uation identique

(a, ...$, 2/)" -(a', ...$X, yu)-(a'. ...^x, yY'{a, . . . $ X, m)"

IM - \y

* The author's date is April 1855 ; but the rule was published as Cayley's by

Sylvester in 1853. See 62 of the memoir 'On a theory of the syzygetic rela-

tions . . .' ; and note also that Sylvester there first introduced the closely related

idea of the Bezoutiant. (See footnote on p. 137 above.)

tSee History, i. pp. 214, 243. 485-7.
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( a.00 ''Ol ''0, n-1

n , n - 1

$a;,i/)-i(X,M)"-';

ttn-n-i, '"n-i, 1 Ctn-n-i, n-i

le resultat de r^limination sera

''0, n-1

i, n-i

'fn -
1 ,

^n -1,1

= 0."

Instead of paraphrasing this by means of a more familiar

notation, as the editor of Crelle found it necessary to do, it will

be better to apply it to a simple case, namely, where the given

equations are

a^ + a^^ + a^x -|- o.^
= 01

63^^ -I- h^^ + bjX + b(^
= 0/,

being careful to proceed in such a way as also to justify the
*

rule.' Beginning with

a^+a^x+a^^+a^ aQ+a^y+ a^y^+n^y^
^{y-^\

60+ &! + h^^+h^ \-^\y+ Ky^+ hy^

which vanishes for all values of y, we change it into

|ao^ol +\<'o^i\y +\f^oh\y^ + \(^oK\y^]

+ \a^bQ\x+ a^bi\xy -\- l^(y-x),

then into

ko^il + ko^oKy+aj) + \o-oK\{y'^+y^+^^)

+
1 <hh \^y +1 i^3 1 ^y(y+^)

and finally into

1 x x^

^1

y

y^

where the elements of the square array are those of Bezout's

condensed eliminant, as we have already found in a footnote

when dealing with Jacobi's paper of 1835.

1
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BRIOSCHI, F. (1854, March).

[La Teorica dki Deteuminanti, e le sue puincipali Applica-

ZIONI, viii+116pp. Pavia.]

Unlike Spottiswoode, Brioschi in methodical manner defines
" un determinante simmetrico," and gives four known properties

expressed in clear language, all within the space of one page

(p. 70).

BRIOSCHI, F. (1854, Dec.
; 1855, Apr.).

[Sur quelques questions de la g^om^trie de position. GreUe's

Journal, 1. pp. 233-238
;
or Opeie mat., v. pp. 259-265.]

[Relations de distance entre des points. Nouv. Annates de

Math., xiv. pp. 172-173 ;
or Opei-e mai., v. pp. 123-124.]

The first title here recalls that of Cayley's maiden efibrt;

and, as a matter of fact, the paper of 1854 had its origin in the

paper of 1841. Cayley, it will be remembered, obtained the

relation connecting the mutual distances of five points in space

by multiplying the two determinants

Stj* -2xi -2i/i -2z^ -2^1 1

2x^i -2x2 -22/2 -2^2 -2^2 1

Ix,^ -2x, -2y, -2z, -2w,
1 . . . .

1
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column is a sum of multiples of the other columns, he multiplies

it by ^ of itself, namely by

X,

and, putting d^.^.

(J 2
"ex

1 2/(a;g iCg) 2^5

1 1

. for 2(a76-a;i)2,

^61^62+ ^12

"'62

2/l

^^2 2/2

=5 2/5

. .
, obtains the relation

^61^65+ <^i5 ^61+ '

^62'^65+ ^25 ^62+ ^

^61^65+ ^15 ^62^65+ ^25

^61+1 ^62+1

<^K+ 1

1

which degenerates into Cayley's result when we put

2/6' 2/i

and make certain easy transformations.

In a similar manner the relation between the distances of

five points on an ellipsoid is found, and the relation
" entre les

plus courtes distances respectives et les inclinaisons mutuelles de

sept lignes quelconques."
The second paper contains nothing new.

FERRERS, N. M. (1855, Dec).

[Two elementary theorems in determinants. Quarterly Journ.

of Math., i. p. 364; or Nouv. Annales de Math., xvi. pp.

402^03, xvii. pp. 190-191.]

The first theorem referred to is

= a,a

1
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the proof being dependent on the fact that, if any one of the a's

be put equal to 0, the determinant vanishes. The second is

l+tti 1 1 ... 1

1

1

l+On

= a,a.l"'2 .On

which is made to rest mainly on the fact that if any one of the

a's be put equal to the determinant takes the form of the

preceding determinant. Note is taken that Sylvester's theorem

on p. 55 of the same volume is a special case of this second

result.

BRUNO, F. FAA DI (1855, Dec.).

[Addizione alia nota inserita nel fascicolo di ottobre ultimo.

Annali di Sci. mat. e Jut., vi. pp. 476-479"; or vi. of his

Th^orie ofeN^RALE DE l'^limination, x+ 224 pp., Paris,

1859.]

The note referred to in the title professed to be " Sulle

funzioni simmetriche delle radici di un' equazione," and contained,

besides other things, the final expansions of the resultants of two

quadrics, two cubics, and two quartics. The "
addizione," on the

other hand, draws attention to the axisymmetric determinants

which represent those resultants, the author being apparently
unaware that Jacobi had already done this in 1835 and Cauchy
in 1840. His rule of formation is the same as Sylvester's of

1853 (June).*

In his " Th^rie Gdndrale de I'Elimination
"
the matter is gone

into in greater detail, the rule of formation occupying a full

page (pp. 55-56). He there also devotes a section (ix. pp. 66,

67) to an account of Jacobi's relations between the elements of

Bezout's condensed eliminant.

* See our chapter on Persyinmetric Determinants.
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BEIOSCHI, F. (1856, Jan.).

[Sur une nouvelle propri^t^ du resultant de deux Equations

alg^briques. Crelle's Jourii., liii. pp. 372-376
;

or Opere

mat, V. pp. 277-282.]

Bezout's condensed eliminant of the equations

a^x" + a^c"-i + . . . + a = 01

6o" + &ia^"-' + . . . + 6 =
Oj

being denoted by l/^n ^22 - /^nnL ^^ ^ ^7' ^^^ ^^^ property-

referred to is

r=n

2
r=l

The proof given is of no interest in connection with the theory
of determinants.

CAYLEY, A. (1856, March).

[Note upon a result of elimination. Philos. Magazine (4), xi.

pp. 378-379
;
or Collected Math. Papers, iii. pp. 214-215.]

If the quadric

ax^+ by^+ cz^+ 2fyz+ 2gzx+ 2hxy

have a linear factor, ^+ rfy+^z say, it must vanish identically

where we make the substitution

Oi, y, z = ^^-yri, yi-a^, at]-0i,

where a, ^, y are any quantities whatever
;
and consequently the

co-factors of a^, /3^, ... in the result must vanish, that is to

say, we must have

c^2 + 5^2
_

2fy^ =

c^2 + aP -
2g^i =

bf + ar,^
-

2hiri
=

-
2/^2

_
2ar,^ + 2h^^ + 2giri

=
-

2gr,' + 2hr,^
-

2b^i + 2/^^ =
-

2h^^ + 2gr,^ + 2f^i
-

2cin =
j
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and therefore
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as a consequence of the relation

22(^1 -a'aX^i-a's) = 2(a^i -^2)^+ 2(^1- a^s)'- 2(^2-^3)^-

Another form of the relation between the mutual distances of

four points in a plane is thus brought to light.

EUBINI, R. (1857).

[Applicazione della teorica dei determinanti. Anncdi di Sci. Tnat.

efis., win. pp. 179-200.]

Rubini starts with the theorem which expresses a determinant

with binomial elements as a sum of determinants with monomial

elements, and then considers a long series of special cases.

Among these Ferrers' theorems of the year 1855 occupy the

first place ( 2, 3, pp. 181-184).

BELLAVITIS, G. (1857, June).

[Sposizione elementare della teorica dei determinanti. Meraorie

.... Istituto Veneto .... vii. pp. 67-144.]

Besides the paragraphs ( 42, 43, 44) specifically devoted in the

second half of the exposition to axisymmetric determinants, there

are two others ( 9, 35) connected with the same subject in the

first half. One of the latter (35) draws attention to the fact

that any coaxial minor of the axisymmetric determinant which

is the square of a determinant is expressible as a sum of squares.

What is new in the former is the definite reference to determinants

which are doubly axisymmetric (" doppiamente simmetrici "),

the examples given being
*

a
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the last of which is noted as being equal to

-(a+b+c-dXa-hb-c+dXa-b+c+dX-a+b+c+d),
whereas in reality it is equal to

{a+b-{-c-\-d){a+b-c-d){a-b-{-c-d){a-b-c+d).

BALTZER, R. (1857).

[Theorie und Anwendung der Determinanten, mit

vi+129 pp. Leipzig, 1857.]

In five different sections (3, 8, 9; 5, 2; 6, 2, 5; 7, 6;

18, 12) Baltzer gives attention to determinants whose elements

a^, a^i are identical. In 3 he notes that conjugate minors are

equal, and proves Jacobi's theorem regarding the differential-

quotient of a determinant with respect to a non-diagonal element

by using the fact that if u be a function of x and y, and ^ be a

function of x, then

du
__

du du dy
di

~
"^^d^'ic'

the whole matter being

= Aa +A^ = Aa + A = 2A.

where it will be observed 3*8 only are employed. In 7, 5 is

given the result which we have already seen in Lebesgue's paper
of 1837, namely, that for a vanishing axisymmetric determinant

A^. = VAAtt ;

and there is thence deduced

A-n : Aj, : A<3 : . , . . = vAjj : vA^ v Ajj : . . . .

Lastly, in 18, 12 he applies this to Cayley's vanishing determi-

nants of the year 1841
;
for example, to the determinant

d

13

12

"28

1

<^18

1

d^
d. d."U "'24 "'S4

This being equal to zero, if we write [r, a] for the cofaetor of the
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element in the place (r, s), we have of course

[12] + [13] + [14] + [15] = 0,

and consequently also

n/[22] + v/[33] + x/[i4] + V[55] = 0,

a result hitherto only obtained independently from geometry.*

BORCHARDT, C. W. (1859, May).

[Ueber eine der Interpolation entsprechende Darstellung der

Eliminations-Resultante. Crelle's Joum., Ivii. pp. 111-121
;

or Monatsb. d. Akad. d. Wiss. (Berlin), pp. 376-388; or

GesaTnmelte Werke, pp. 133-144; also abstract in Annali
di Mat ,

ii. pp. 262-264.]

Following a suggestion of Rosenhain's, Borchardt seeks to

obtain an expression for the resultant of two equations of the

w*^ degree (f){x)
= 0, \jr{x)

= Q in terms of the valuesf which

0(iB) and x/r(c) assume when x receives any n+ \ values

"c i. n-

* Baltzer gives (p. 20) Cayley's determinant form for

-
(\/a + ijb + >Jc)-(- '>Ja + \/6 + */c) (n/o

- Jb + Jcj- {s/a + s/b- s/c) ,

placing in front of it what looks like a generalisation, namely

Oj b-i Ci

Cj 62 "2 ,
.

but is not really such. We can easily show that if o^ , fcj , Cj be multiplied and

Oj, 62' ^2 be divided by z, y, z respectively, the determinant is unaltered ;

consequently it

111 . v/oiOj s/bjb^ VC1C2

1 . CjC.2 6162 _ 'JOiO^ '^CiC2 V6162

1 CjCj . 0^10^2 'Jb-^b^ sCyC^ fjor^a^

1
fejftj <*l<^2 */ClC2 V6162 fJa-fl^

OrjOU^ &1&2 C^C^

UjCUi . 1 1

6162 1 1

C1C2 1 1

t He does not mean in terms of these alone, but in terms of these and

o
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The basis of his procedure is Cayley's result that

0() 0(2/) ^(y-x) = 1 X

D
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of <}>{x) by the corresponding term of
\//-(2/)

is cancelled by the

product of the corresponding terms of ^(2/) and yp-{x), the

number of terms then remaining is

2(7i4-iy^
-

2(?i+ l), i.e. 2n{n-\-\).

Next, taking the product of the (r+ 1)*^ term of 0(a;) by the

(s+ iy'' of \p-{y) and subtracting the product of the (r+ 1)*'* of

(j>{y) by the (.s+ 1)"' of \l/{x), we have

f{x)l{x- Or) , . /(y)/(3/-a,) fiy)/(y-ar) . f{x)Kx-as) ,

f'(a^)
^(^)-

/(a.)
^^"^>

-
-TKr''^^"^^'~7K)~^^ ^^'

f'M'fias) \{x-ar){y-a,) (2/-a^)(a;-a,)J
'

fix)-f(y)-<l>M-i^(as) (y~x)(ar-as)
I.e.

fM-f'{a,) (x-ar){x-as)(y-ar){y-asy

in which y x is a visible factor. From this, by the mere inter-

change of r and s, we secure the combination of another pair of

terms ; and by adding the two results we see that F(x, y) or

(y, x) can be expressed as a sum of ^n{n-i-l) terms of the form

the individual terms of the sum being got by giving r, s the values

0, 1
; 0, 2

;
. . .

; 0, n

1,2; ...; 1,7^

n l,n.

We thus arrive at

Zjf\^r)-f\a,)-{x-arf{x-a,f
'

r, 8 = 0, 1 ; . . . ; n 1, n

and so see that if x be put equal to one of the a's, say a^, all the

terms under 2 which have r and s both different from i must

vanish because of the presence of the first factor of the numerator.

We have only therefore to consider the terms got by putting

r, s = i,0; i,\; . . .; i,i\; 1,1+^ ;
. . .-. i,n.
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and thus have

-{/(i))'-F(r,a,)-(ar-,)^

r,$ = i,0;i,l;...:i,i-l

J^(aaj -
2jf(ar)'f{as)-(a,-a,f{a,-a,f

n

'F(aa,).

* = i+I

2/(i)
/(a.)

= 0, 1 i-l

What was desired has thus been fully attained; it happens,

however, that because of the peculiar constitution of this ex-

pression for F(a<, a<), it being such that

* = i+l

F(a<, g,) _ _ VN F(aa,)

=0. 1, . . . . <-i

we can proceed a little further and throw
|
D

|

into a more elegant

form. Thus, dividing the rows of

|F(ai,a,).F(aaJ....F(a,,an)|

^y f(^i)> f{^)> ' /'(^n) respectively, and thereafter the

columns by the same, we have, on putting

(rs) for F(ar,a,)/f(ar)'f(a,),

IDi _ 1 (11) (22) . inn) \

. {/(a.) -/(a,) . . . /(a,)}'

|a,a,...a 1

= |(ll)(22),..(n7i)l.laja;...a:|,

where

(ii)
=

-{(iO) + (il) + . . . + (i,i-l) + (i,i+l) + . . + (in)},

that is to say, where each diagonal element (ii) with its sign

changed is equal to the sum of all the other elements of its row

together with the additional element (iO).

Borchardt's treatment of this peculiar axisymmetric deter-

minant is dealt with elsewhere. (See Chapter XVI. under

Unisignants.) Meanwhile a remark incidentally made (p. 114)

should be noted, namely, that Any axisymmet'ric determinant

having the sum of every row equal to zero has all its primary
minora equal.
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CAYLEY, A. (1859, June).

[Note on the value of certain determinants, the terms of which

are the squared distances of points in a plane or in space.

Qvuirt. Jowm. of Math., iii. pp. 275-277
;
or Collected Math.

Papers, iv. pp. 460-462.]

The determinants referred to are those occurring in his first

paper of the year 1841
;
but the expansions of them which are

given do not assume that 12 = 21, etc. Sylvester's related paper
of March 1853 is also referred to, the 2W of which is put in the

form
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interest of the paper is mainly geometrical. Use is made of

the proposition that if the quadric

ass?- + ^y^ + C2^ + dv?

+ llyz + ^mzx + Inxy + 2/xny + Iqyw + ^rzw

he increased by (ax+^y-^yz+Swy, the discriminant

is increased by

a n
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it is readily seen that, in the special case where n = 2 and where

therefore I is the discriminant of the quantic, the evectant is

expressible as an axisymmetric determinant, namely, that ob-

tained by 'bordering' the discriminant by the contragredient

variables
;
for example, taking the ternary quadric

y ^

a h



CHAPTER IV.

ALTERNANTS, FROM 1832 TO 1860.

Note ought to be taken of the fact that the first three papers
here to be dealt with, namely, the papers by Murphy (1832),

Binet (1837), and Haedenkamp (1841) belong to the previous

period. Nothing, however, appearing in the former chapter on

the subject requires modification on that account.

Further, as exaggerated statements regarding Vandermonde's

contribution to the subject have been widely accepted, it seems

desirable to point out the exact foundation on which such state-

ments rest. In a paper* read in November 1770 Vandermonde

says (p. 369), "Or a%-\-h^c-\-c^aa^c h^a c^b, qui ^gale

(a 6)(a c)(6 c) a pour carre a*6-+ . . . ." This is the whole

matter, t

MURPHY, R. (1832, Nov.).

[On elimination between an indefinite number of unknown quan-
tities. Transac. Cambridge Philos. Soc., v. pp. 65-76.]

Murphy's third example in illustration of his method is the

set of equations

1+ x^+ x^ + + x^ = 0\

1+2x^+2% + ....+ 2X =
o|

I + Sx^+ S% + -I- 3"ir =

1 -I- nx^ -f n^rcg -I- .... -I- n*^x^
= 0,

* Vandermonde, N. M^moire sur la resolution des ^uations. Al6m. de FAcad.

dea Set. (Paris), Ann^e 1771, pp. 365-416.

tSee Nouv. AnncUee de Math., xix. p. 181 footnote.
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1
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BINET, [J. P. M.] (1837).

[Observations sur des theoremes de G^mdtrie, ^noncees page
160 de ce volume et page 222 du volume pr^edent.
Journ. {de Liouville) de Math., ii. pp. 248-252

; or, in

abstract, Nouv. Annales de Math., v. pp. 164, 165.]

The main object of this short paper of Binet's was to draw

attention to the fact that a theorem regarding homofocal surfaces

which Lame had just published was originally given by Binet in

1811. He thus has occasion to say that the form under which he

had considered the equation of homofocal surfaces was

tt* ^^
a.

^^
1

r
where a, b, c are the co-ordinates of any point on the surface,

A, B, C are positive constants such that A>-B>-C, and K is a

quantity which may be of any magnitude greater than C. And
as Lamd had obtained expressions for the co-ordinates in terms of

three values given to K, Binet intimates that many years before

he had not only done the same but had extended the solution to

the case of n equations. It is this purely algebraical problem
which is of interest to us, and fortunately Binet gives it in full.

Taking the set of equations in the form

a h c

IT^A ^ K-B
""
K-C + =1'

Ki-A
^
Ki-B

^
Ki-C

^

+
^

+
^

, + ....=l.
Kg A Kg B Ko C '

he introduces, for temporary purposes, two functions, F(a;), f{x),

the former being

{x-k){x-B){x-C)

and therefore of the ti"* degree, and the latter being any integral

function of a degree less than n. He then recalls the fact that
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f(x)-i-F(x) can be partitioned into n fractions having a; A, B,

ic C, . . . for denominators, the result as given by Euler being

fix) _ /(A) /(B) f(C)

F{x)
-

(x-A)f{A) -^{x-B)f(B)
+
(x-C)/(C)

"*""

Substituting successively K, K^, Kg, . . . for x in this, a set of

equations is obtained from which it is seen that the solution

of the set

. _J_ , _^ . _ /(K)
K-A "^ K-B "^ K-C "^ -

F(K)'

^
,

^
, _^ . _ /(Ki)

K,-A
"^
Ki-B

"^
Kj-C

"^ ~
F(K,)'

O'
, __&_ . ^ 4. _ /(K2)

K2-A
"^
K.3-B

"^ K,-C -^ -
F(.K^)'

is

_ /(A) _ /(A)
""

F(A)
~
(A-B)(A-C)(A-D) . . . .'

u_ im - .m" ~
F'(B)

~
(B-A)(B-C)(B-D) . . . .'

Now the set of equations here solved is more general than that

with which we started, the latter being the particular case of the

former where

/(K) _ /(K^) _ _
F(K)

-
F(K,)
-- ^-

To effect this specialisation it is only necessary to make the

arbitrary function f(x) equal to

(x-A)(x-B)(x-C) - (x-K){x-K^){x-K^)

or equal to

(x)-i(x) say;

(where, be it observed, the condition as to the degree of f(x) is

fulfilled); for then, since i'(x) vanishes when ic = K, K^, K.,, . . .

we have

/(K) = F(K), /(K,) = F(K,), /(K,) = F(K,), ....

The corresponding change in the values of the unknowns is easily
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made : for example, in the case of a, we have only tx) substitute

F(A) f(A), or, what is the same thing, f(A), for /(A) in

the numerator, the result being

_ (A-KKA-K.KA-K^)....
(A-B)(A-C)....

We have thus as Binet's theorem :

Hie solution of the set of equations

+
h-^^ ^x-^z h-^z

*^t *^o *Co

+ +
^2-A ^

62-^2
"

^>2-A

+

+ +

= 1

= 1

+ + a:.

+ +
%8

(/82-i8i)....(^2-^)'

= 1

a, =

the binomial factors of the numerator in the case of x, being

got by subtracting from ^^ all the h's in succession, and the

similar factors of the denominator by subtracting from /S, all

the other ^'s.

Remembering tHat Binet had originally been an expert in

working with determinants, it is not a little curious to note that

he did not compare with these expressions for x^, x^, x^, . . . .

the expressions in terms of determinants, viz.

X, =

Xo =

l(6a~/32)-i...(6,-/3J-i {K-^i)-'(hx-^,)-'...(b,-^J-^

(&2-A)-Mfc2-)82)-^..-('2-/9n)-*

Had he done so he would undoubtedly have reached a result

which was not brought to light until four years later by Cauchy.
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HAEDENKAMP, H. (1841).

[Ueber Transformation vielfacher Integrals. Crelles Journ.,

xxii. pp. 184-192.*]

The transformation referred to in the title has its origin in a

special equation of the n*'^ degree in y, viz.

+ -^^ + .... + -^ = 1 ;

(^1-y ^2-y <^n-y

and, as Haedenkamp gives the values oi
x-^^, x^, . . . , x^ in terms

of the n roots
2/i, 2/2 > 2/n of this equation he may of course

be viewed as having solved the set of linear equations

ai-2/i ^2-2/1 n-2/i

X.
_f.
_^2_ + .... + _3^ = 1,

l-2/2 ^2-2/2 n-2/2

which Binet had explicitly dealt with four years before.

BORCHARDT, C. W. (1845, Jan.).

[Neue Eiigenschaft der Gleichung, mit deren Htilfe man die

secularen Storungen der Planeten bestimmt. Crelle's

Journ., XXX. pp. 38-45
; or, in extended form, Journ.

{de Liouville) de Math., xii. pp. 50-67 ;
or Gesammelte

Werke, pp. 3-13.]

For the present this paper is only noteworthy as containing
the square of the difference-product in the form of a determinant

of the particular type soon after to be named "
persymmetric

"

by Sylvester. M being used to stand for

*See also Crelle's Journ., xxv. pp. 178-183 (1842), and OrunerVs Archiv d.

Math. u. Phys., xxiii. pp. 235, 236 (1854).
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Borchardt says "Es wird also M die Deterrainante aus dem

System
Sq .Sj 8.2

.... 8^_i

wo
S^ 8,M+1 **-l

= 97-^97 + --'-\-9:-"

ROSENHAIN, G. (1845, Sept.).

[Neue Darstellung der Resultante der Elimination von z aus

zwei algebraische Gleichungen f(z)= und <p(z)
=

Crelles Joum., xxx. pp. 157-165.]

Although the subject of alternating functions is incidentally

dealt with in Rosenhain's paper (p. 161), nothing of importance
occurs. The identity

*

y^ t,| k,\
r=i+I '

C (ttp 2. . h)
= b (Ci, Ctp. ~) b (ttm+l, <*+. . .

, Om)- n(ar-.) ;

appeal's in the form

n (! , 2> > '^) = ri(rti, 2, . .
, ft*) n('<+i, +, ..,) m, ^

wliere the mode of denoting the rectangular array of differences

cannot be commended.

* A still better form for the right-hand member is

'="+1 " 1

C (oi. -2. . O n(ar-a.) r("+i. +2. >)
tsl.S m

where the sufiixes are seen to run twice from 1 to 71. Another identity, just as

worthy of note, is

, ,
r m+ 1 M ,

f*(a,, a,2, . . .
, a) = ^{a^, , , O ' 11K "

.)
*
C (-,. +i . )

=1,2 m-1
The one is exemplified by the partition

03-<9 ; 4~"i "s-'^a 06-!l
a4-aj ns-Oj o,-Oj

a,
-
04 a,

-
04

Og-Oj,

the other when instead of this the right-to-left dotted line is made to separate

the third row of differences from the second. The former is that to which we
have drawn attention when dealing with Jacobi's memoir of 1841.
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What the title refers to is a new variant of a form of the

resultant given by Euler in 1748, namely, the variant

f*(A. ^2' ' ^n> 1. 2' ' ") -^ f^(A' ^2'--' > ^n)- C^i^i, "2. n),

where the a's are the roots of f(z)= and the ^'a the roots of

0()=a

STURM, R. (1845); TERQUEM, 0. (1846).

[Cours d'analyse de I'ficole Polytechnique. 4to, lithogr., Paris.*]

[Sur la r^olution d'une certaine classe d'(^quations k plusieurs

inconnues du premier degr^. Nouv. AriTiales de Math., v.

pp. 67-68, 162-165.]

Employing the method of
" undetermined multipliers

"
Sturm

here supplies the want left by Prony, namely the solution of

a'x^ + alx^ + . . . + aX =
^%l7'-

The said method may be generally described as making the solu-

tion of a set of n equations dependent on the solution of a set of

-n, 1 equations, the latter set being related to the former in

having its determinant conjugate to a primary minor of the

determinant of the other set. Thus the given set being

\X-^ + h^^ + ftgajg + h^X^
=

65

11 ' ^'Z^i ' *^y^3 ' ^4*^4.
^^

^5

d^X^ + d^2. + ^3^3 + ^4^4
=

<^5.

we conclude therefrom that the equation

{a^+\h^+ lxc^-\-vd^Xy + {a^+ \h^-\-fic^+vd^x^ +
=

ttg + X65 + MC5 + vd^

holds for all values of \, n, v', and in order to obtain the value of

x-^,
we have to solve the set

ttg + h^ + c^ \- d^v
=

'\

^3 + 63X + c^ + d^v
= y '

4 + 64X + c^fx + d^v = ]

*Not the posthumous book with this title edited by Prouhet and published
in 1857.
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where the determinant of the coefficients of the unknowns is the

conjugate of the complementary minor of Oj in
| ajb^^^\. With

this fact in view, and along with it the nature of the relation of

Murphy's set to Prony's, it will be readily seen that both sets

appear in Sturm's procedure.

Terquem follows Sturm, and extends his method to the set of

n equations

Xi + O.x^ -i-Xi + . . . + a;, =60
aiXi + 1.0:2 + a^3 + . . . + ,, = 61

OiiCi + 2 a^Xi + 03X3 + . . . + a^x^ = b

UiXi + 3 ttiXg + a^3 + . . . + ,
=

h.

where the coefficients of x^ are the differential-quotients of the

corresponding coefficients of x^ The possibility of this solution

rests on selecting x^ as the first unknown to be determined, and

on the set being thus reducible to one of the previous type.

CAYLEY, A. (1846, Aug.).

[Note sur les fonctions de M. Sturm. Joum. {de Liouville) de

Math., xi. pp. 297-299; Collected Maili. Papers, i. pp.

306-308.]

The functions referred to, which are really Sylvester's substi-

tutes
* for Sturm's functions, are introduced in the form

f{x) = {x-aj)(x-ai)(x-a^) ... (x-an)

fi{x)
= ^{x-a^Xx-a^Xx-a^)

/s(a;)
= l,{a^-a^f.{x-as)(x-a^)

/^{x)
= 2(ai-aj)*(aj-as)2(as-ai).(a;-a^)

P*
Mx) = fix) .

S(a,a,)(a;-a3) . . . (x-a^)
'

Sylvester. On rational derivation from equations of existence,

Philos. Mag., xv. (1839), pp. 428-435 : CoUtcltd Math. Papers, i. pp. 40-46.

Sturm. Demonstration d'un thtereme d'alg^bre de M. Sylvester, ^ovm.

(de lAouvilh) de Math., vii. (184^), pp. 356-368.
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where P stands for the difference-product of a^, ag, . . .
, a^, or

for what Sylvester afterwards denoted by ^ (<Xi, a^, . . . , a^ :

and the problem is professedly to express fm{^)
"
pa-r l^s coeffi-

cients de f{x)" but in reality to express it as a series arranged

according to descending powers of x.

This is accomplished by partitioning Vj{x a^{x a^ . . .

(x am) into an aggregate of fractions having x a^, x a^, . . .

for denominators,* namely,

(-)'
i-l a \^l> ^2> ' > ^m) ^ ((J^2 ^3 > > ^m)

{x-a^){x-a^) ... (x-am) x a.

^^(CTi, gg, . . ., am)

so that the coefficient of a;"*" is seen to be

and therefore to be

+ ..

(-)"

1
! ttj

.

1 tto a! .

,m-2 r-l

1 a, a! ,m-2 r-l

where a^, a^, . . .
, am are the first 9% a's chosen from

^l> ^2' > ^w

Multiplying both sides by P and performing the requisite

summation we find that the coefficient of cc"'' in/^(aj) -i- f(x) is

1

Si 2 .
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It only remains now to multiply by f{x) in the form

obtaining

+
and then to condense the coeflBcients, an easy operation, since

all the V's are identical save in their last columns : for example

^m+l-Pl^m+P2^m-l =

*m-i * ^im-3 ^2 Pi^2m-iiPi^im-i

CHELINI, D. (1846); LIOUVILLE, J. (1846).

[Determinazione geometrica in coordinate ellittiche .... Raccolta

8ci. di Palomba, ii. pp. 109-113, 126-131; see also v. pp.

227-263, 333-374.]

[Sur une classe d'equations du premier degrd Joum. {de.

Liouville) de Math., xi. pp. 466-467
;
or Nouv. Annates de

Math., vi. pp. 129-131
;
or Archiv d. Math. u. Fhys., xxii.

pp. 226-228.]

The set of equations referred to is that dealt with by Binet in

1837. Chelini and Liouville arrived at a new solution, much

simpler than Binet's, and related to that used by Murphy in 1832

in solving other sets of linear equations.

GRUNERT, J. A. (1847).

[VoUstandige independente Auflosung der n Gleichungen der

ersten Grades . . . Archiv d. Math. u. Phya., x, pp. 284-302.]

The equations are

A,+A2a^+A3a*+ . . . +Aa""' =
ar)[^~~.

that is to say, are of the type to which Murphy's belong, and
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with which a problem in interpolation is connected; and the

solution, rather tardily reached (p. 301), is

(-1)A ^ = K(ag, gg, 04, .
, gJ ^

(ai-a2)(i-3)(i-4) (i-n) ^

m

_|
K(a^, gg, a4, . . , aJ ^

("2-i)(2-3)(2-4) (a2-n)
^

m

_|
K(g^, gg, g^, . . . , gj ^

(a3-l)(3-2)(3-4) (3-n) ^

+
m

_|
K(g^, g^, ((3,

. . . , an-i) ^
(n-l)(n-2)(n-3) .(- a-i)

m
where by K is denoted "die 'Wite Klasse der Kombinationen

ohne Wiederholungen."

ROSENHAIN, G. (1849).

[Auszug mehrerer Schreiben .... tiber die hyperelliptischen

Transcendenten. No. IV. Grelle's Journ., xl. pp. 347-360.]

In the course of an investigation regarding the relation between

two Abelian integrals Rosenhain is brought up against the

determinant

2^^.-!- '

already dealt with by Cauchy in 1841, and afterwards known as
"
Cauchy's double alternant." The multiple integrals in question

have to suffer transformation of the variables, and as a pre-

liminary it is ascertained that the Jacobian [not yet so called]

'V* . ^1
^ ^2 9^Tt-i _ p 'v^ _,

1
^

1 ^ 1^
dti dt^

' ' ' '

dt,^_i
^ ~

ti ai <2-a2
" * ' '

^n-i -!

and
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where C and D are specified functions of the a's and t'e. From
this by multiplication it follows that

Iv + -i ^ 1 V = J_

and thence ultimately that

v_!-.JL.... 1

^ (-l)i"<"-n(a,.a,. . . . , a,,0n(<., <,..... ^-,)

^(l)-0(2)- . ^(-l)

where ^(^) = (i^t,){i-t,) . . . (^-,_0.

There is then added a simple verificatory proof which consists

in noting (1) the double alternating character of the function *

<f>M <t>M . . ^(an-i) S =t r^ 7^ . . . I : ;

(2) its degree in any one of the a's or t's
; (3) the sign of any one

of its terms. The exact words are

" Der Beweis der obigen Formel ergiebt sich durch die Betrachtung,
dass

,.,).*w....*K.,)S*v^-^----j::r^.
eine ganze rationale alternirende Function sowohl in Bezug auf die

n-l Grossen t^
als auch in Bezug auf die w - 1 Grossen a^ ist. Es

iibersteigt aber in dieser Function weder eine der Grossen t^ noch eine

*The product (^(aj). 0(cl,) . . . f>(an-i) is arrangeable as a square array of

binomial factors, being in fact, save as to sign, the product of all the denomi-

mtors in the double alternant, and is thus seen to be symmetrical with respect
both to the o'a and to the f's. If therefore we multiply each row of the alternant

by the product of the denominators of the row, or each column by the product of

the denominators of the column, we multiply the alternant by

(_l)(-i,(-2|^(a,).^(a3)...0(o,_,).

The two determinants thus resulting have elements which are the product of

n - 2 binomial fttctors, and are equal to

(_i)4("-)(-2)n(a,, o^, . . . , _,) nu r^, . . . , <-i).

If, on the other hiind, we multiply each element l/(ar
-

(,) of the alternant by
a"" -<"~ W3 obtain the product of the two II's as reached by the ordinary

multiplication-theorem of determinants.
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der Grossen a den (n
-
2)ten Grad : daher ist sie nicht bloss durch

das Product

n(ai, 02, ...
, a_i) .

n(/j, ^2, . . .
, ^-i)

theilbar, sondern, abgesehen vom Zeichen, diesem Producte selbst

gleich, da ihre einzelrien Terme keine anderii Zahlencoefficienten haben,
als 1. Da nun die Determinante positiv sein soil, so musste reehts

vom Gleichheitszeichen noch der Factor (-1)*"'""^' hinzugefiigt
werden."

CAYLEY, A. (1853).

[Note on the transformation of a trigonometrical expression.

Cambridge and Dublin Math. Journ., ix. pp. 61, 62; or

Collected Math. Papers, ii. pp. 45, 46.]

In order to show that the vanishing of the alternating
function

1 X {a+x)Jc+ x)

1 y (a'+ y)^/c+ y)

1 z {a-\-z)'Jc-\-z)

implies the vanishing of

tan-i ^/ h tan-\/ h tan-\/^^-^yc-\-x \c+ y \c+z

the determinant is proved to contain the factor

Va
c l^~^ \ l^~^ la c la c la

cTx
"^

"Sc+ y
""

Vc+
~
y~c+x^c+yyc

with the cofactor

{c+xf{c+ yf{c+ zf
I

c

yMc+z

(a-cf V;

ac ac
c+x c+x

c a c

+y c+y

Va
c a c

^+z c+ z

This is done by writing A, r],
t for J , Jr, \ rJ to b ' 5

yc-\-x yc+ y \ c+z
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respectively,* and so changing the given determinant into

1 (a-cXl + t^) {a-c)Ht'+t'')
1 (a-c)(l+^-2) (a-c)Hr'+v-')

thence into

and finally into

e f + i ^ + 1
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be determined from the n equations thus resulting. His proof,

obtained in this way, that the common denominator of the A's is

resolvable into binomial factors is not of consequence. It is

more important to note that, as an alternative, he proceeds
"facendo uso di sole proprieta dei determinanti," obtaining in

the first place

1 2

= (-1)"

,
1

1

-n 1

2

from which he removes the factors a^ a^, a^ a.^,...; then

repeating the first set of operations he removes the factors a^ Og,

Og a^, . . .
, and so on.

After this an application is made to the solution of a set of

linear equations which differs from Prony's set by having
sP, z^, 2^ . . . in place of z^, z^, z^, . . .

,
and where therefore, as

Cauchy in 1812 had pointed out, the numerators of the un-

knowns, as well as the common denominator, are resolvable into

binomial factors. Borchardt's and Cayley's persymmetric
determinants in

Sq, Sj, s^, . . .
, got by multiplication, are also

given. The remaining pages (77-84) contain illustrations.

JOACHIMSTHAL, F. (1854, May).

[Bemerkungen iiber den Sturm'schen Satz. Crelle's Joum.,
xlviii. pp. 386-416.]

In the course of his investigations Joachimsthal evaluates ( 5)

the determinant
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seven determinants with monomial elements, he shows next that

all of the twenty-seven except six vanish
;
that the six contain

the common factor

{X Xj^){X X2){X X^) . (iCg X-^){X^ ^2/V^2 ^1/ '

that the aggregate of the cofactors is

x-^^ x^x^-\-x.^x^ x^x^-t-x^x^ x-x^

or

{X^ X^){X^ X2){X2 X^) ',

and that therefore finally the given determinant is equal to

{(x^-x^Xx^-x^Xx^-x^jy. {x-x^)(x-x^){x-x^).

This is followed by the assertion that if 8, were made to stand

for 8^+ 82+ +^^' the determinant could be partitioned into n^

determinants, of which n{n l){n 2) would be non-evanescent;

and that these could be grouped into sets of six and condensed,

the ultimate result being

8, 80 8, X

03 ^^

8. S

8^ X^
=
S{(^3-^"2)(^3-'i)(^2-^l)} (^-^iXa^-a^sK^-^s)-

A large generalisation is then made, the exact words being
" Genau eben so beweist man folgenden allgemeinen Satz :

Bezeichnet man die Potenzsumme
a;|+ a;*+ . . .

-f-8^
durch 8,;

femer das Quadrat des Productes, welches aus den ^i{i l)

Diflferenzen der i Grossen
ajj, x^, . . .

, Xi gebildet ist, durch

8{Xi, X2, . . .
, Xi), so ist
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wo die rechte Seite eine Summe von V:^ ) . . . n a^ )

12 a
ahnlich gebildeten Glieder enthalt."

The known result (Cayley's) obtained from this by equating
coefficients of x" is pointed out : also the extension

8

S.

S3 S4

S b . 1 Sa+1 "^0+2

(x-x^Xx-x^) (x-x^)

where S^ = iX\ + 62*2 + +ea;*. It may be noted that the

reason for discussing such determinants is that the series of them

obtained by giving a the values n, n l,n 2,...,2, 1, is

put forward (p. 400) as a substitute for Sturm's series of

functions.*

Towards the end of the paper ( 17, p. 414) the determinant

ia^-\-\r' K+ &2)"' ("i+ ^)"'

(2+^)"' (2+^2)"' (2+U''

K+ 61)-^ (n+ ^2)'' K+6)-^

or A say,

is evaluated. The process consists at the outset in subtracting
the first column from each column after the first, removing the

factor

(h,-b,){b,-b,) . . . (b,-K)
^

(tti+ 6i)(a2+ 61). ..(, + 61 )'

and writing the cofactor in the form

1 (a,+ b.,)-' .... (ai+6)-i
1 (a^+b^)-' .... (a2+&)"'

1 (a^+ b^y .... (a + 6)-'

The latter determinant is then transformed by subtracting the

*In this connection papers by Cayley (1846) and Borehardt (1845) are referred

to by Joachimsthal, but no mention is made of Sylvester's (1839).
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first row from each row after the first, when it is found that the

factor

(i-2)(i--3)
K+Mai + feg). (ai+6.)

can be removed, and that the cofactor is a determinant similar to

the original but of the (71 1)^'' order, namely, the determinant

which is the cofactor of the element in the place (1, 1) of the

original. The final result thus obtained agrees with Cauchy's
save in having no sign-factor, the latter being only necessary
when the 6's are all made negative.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1854, Oct.).

[Intomo ad alcune formole per la risoluzione delle equazioni

algebriche. Annali di Sci. raat. e Jls., v. pp. 416-421
;
also

reprinted as half ( 2) of the last note in the French trans-

lation of Brioschi's text-book
;
or Opere mat, i pp. 157-161,]

All that occurs in this paper in connection with our subject is

the statement

where A is the determinant-form of the difference-product of

ajj, Xj, . . . , x^. No explanation of the statement is given, nor

the mode of arriving at it. All is made clear, however, if we
note first that by x on the right hand is meant any x chosen at

will from the set x^, x^, . . .
, x^: second that the differential-

quotient on the left is intended to stand for the cofactor of the

{n 1 )" power of that particular x in A, and therefore merely
denotes the difference-product of a certain n\ of the x%.

What the statement thus gives us is an alternative form for the

square of the difference-product of ?i 1 quantities.
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If we use column-by-column multiplication, and put s^ for

a""+ 13''+ y'' -\- S^, we clearly have

1 13 ^

1

1
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a, ttj, Og, . . .
,
a which originate by permutation from a single

product of integral powers of the said variables. The determina-

tion of such functions is thus reduced to the problem of trans-

forming T so as to have no longer occurring therein the single
elements a, a^, a^, . . .

, a, but instead those combinatory sums
of them which are the coeflScients of the powers of z in the

development of (z a)(z a{)(z a^) . . . (z a^) or f(z) say.

Without further preparatory statement the announcement is

made that the solution is readily reached when the relation of T
to the determinants

Zi ; i i
or A,

V4-_l_ 1 1 T.

is known, namely, the relation

D = TA.

In proof of this relation it is pointed out that

being an integral alternating function both with respect to the

elements t, t^, t^,
. . .

, t^ and with respect to the elements

a, a^, Og, . . .
,
a is exactly divisible by the two difference-

products

n(^, <i, ^2 ' U' n(' flp Og, . . . , aj,

and that although we cannot with equal promptness tell the

remaining factor, we are able to determine it from knowing a

suflScient number of its special values, namely, those values got

by putting each t equal to one of the as. Since the number

of ways in which the n+ l a a can be taken when repetitions

are allowed is (n-|-l)"+^, this gives us (n+ l)'*"^^ values, of

which, however, only two are diflferent, namely, the value

{-lf'^''+'Kf(a).f(a^).f(a^) . . . f'(aj obtained in the nl cases

where all the as used are different, and the value obtained in

every other case. The determination, we are told, can be made

by using an extension of Lagrange's interpolation-formula, the

outcome of the work being ^
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-pv _ m / ^\^(+i)n(^, ^1, t^, . . ., t^)
' n(a, Ui, a^, , g^)

^^ ^
fit) -fit,) -At,) f(tj

which, of course, gives us

D = T-A.

This relation having been established, Borchardt then proceeds

in a line or two to use it for the main purpose of his paper. As

the determinant D, he says, arises out of the determinant A by

performance of successive differentiation with respect to all the

variables i, i^, ^2> ^n' there is obtained at once an alternative

expression for T, namely,

rp
. ....J(t)'f(tl)-"fitn) lA g

( Il(t,t...,tJ \
^ -

^ '^
Uit, t...,tj 'dtdt,--- dt, \f(t) -fit) . . . fitJ

or say rather

T = / _ 1 ^n+x dfdt,'-- dt, fit) -fit,) . . . fjQ

f{t)-fik) ..-fitj

and so the transformation aimed at is accomplished.

PEOUHET, E. (1856, March).

[Note sur quelques identites. Nouv. Annales de Math., xv.

pp. 86-91.]

In order to generalise certain algebraical identities published

by O. Werner in Grunert's Archiv, xxii. p. 353, Prouhet first

establishes the theorem in alternants foreshadowed by Prony and

Cauchy, and readily derivable from Schweins' first multiplication-

theorem. His mode of treatment may be concisely stated as

follows:

To say that a, b, c, d, e, f are the roots of

a^ p^oc^ + p^^ p^^ + p^x^ p^x + Pq = ^

implies that

Pi = 2a, P2 ^^^> Ps 2a6c, . . .;
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and as it also means that

a PjO,^ + p^a* + Pe = ^

from which we have

Pi =

P2 =

ftg a^ ttg ttg ttj
1

6g ^4 ^3 ^2 ^1 ^

/e /i Is Jt J\ ^

a^ % a2 i
1

^5 ^ ^3 ^2 ^1 1

A A /s A /i 1

as
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the relation between four of the six roots is evidently111
177

1 1 1

1 1 1

{a+u^f {h+u^f {c-\-u^f

1 1 1

{a+u^f (6+u,)2 {c+u^f

= 0.

Joachimsthal knowing this, and having obtained by an entirely

different process the result

V ^ + y ^

UgXc+u^)

+ S + S;
{a-\-u^){h+ u^){c-\-u^ ^^{a+u^){h+u^){c+u^)

= 0,

where the sign of summation refers to permutation of the u's,

is naturally led to inquire into the connection between the two

results, and to extend the inquiry to the higher cases of the same

kind, including, therefore, the evaluation of the determinant

1
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or, say,

[1,2,... ,71+ 1].

On multiplying each row of J by the product of all the

denominators occurring in the row there is obtained a determinant

V whose r^^ row consists of elements which are expressible as

polynomials arranged according to descending powers of Ur, the

index of the highest power of Ur being 2n 2 in all the places

except the last where it is 2n. V, which is equal to

if we put
A, = {(it+u^Xus+u^) . . . (at+Un+i),

can thus be partitioned into (2n l)"(27i+ l) determinants, each

expressible in the form

a

u: uaii41

1

u;
*"

U*""*"*

u;n+l
U u:

n+l
UOn+l
n+l

where a is an integral function of the as. Further, V in this

way is seen to be not of higher order with respect to the u's than

the determinant

n-l
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where U cannot contain any of the differences of the u's, and in

its order-number cannot exceed 7^(}^+ l) w^ i.e. n^, Joachimsthal

concludes that V^ and U can only differ by a factor dependent on

the a a. He thus has the two results

and

J A'A' . . . A^ = A(Ui, Ug, . . .
, u^+t) Vi

where ^ is a rational function of the a's : and by combining the

two there is deduced

J = ^[l,2, ..., ^+i]- ^^^\'^^'----^-+A

At this stage, we are told, the investigation rested for five years
until the publication, in 1855, of Borchardt's paper in the Berlin

Monatsbericht, Taking a hint from this, Joachimsthal, in order

to determine ^, multiplied both sides of this result by the product
of all the denominators occurring in the diagonal of J, and then

put iti= !, U2= a^, . . . , UJ^= a^. The left-hand side was

thus changed into

1 ....

1 ....

or 1
;
the second factor of the right-hand side, being equal to

(^l-'*+l)K-'^+l) (^n-'W'n+l) A(%i, Ug, . . . , Uj,

was changed into

(-l)"(ai-f-u+i)(a2+u+i) . . . K+u+i).(-l)i"<"-^A(ai, a . . .
, aj;

and the third factor [1, 2, ...
, ii-f IJ/A^Ag . . A into a fraction

with the numerator 1 and with the denominator

(!- agX^i
-

ttg)
. . . (a^

- an) (o-i + Un+i)

. (ttg
-
aiX^a

-
^3^ (<^2

-
^n) (a^ + '^n+i)

. (a ai)(a ag) {an <'n-i){an-\-Un+i)
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or

(-l)*"^''"^^A(ai,a2, . . ,a)*-(ai+^+i)(a2+^+i)- (++!)
The result of the whole change was therefore

A(ai, ag, . . .
, an)'

whence it followed that

f = (-l)"A(ai, a2, ...
, a);

and so the longed-for result was reached

J = (_i)n
A(ai,a., . . ,an)-Mu,u . . . , u,.,,)

^^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^_^^^
AjAg . . A

Thereupon additional results came with ease. First we are

told that in a similar manner the determinant got from J by
changing the second power in the denominator of every element

into the first power* is found equal to

A^A^ . . . An

Then " E combinatione aequationum prodit

= [1.2,...,n + l].
^

,
^- ^ ,i!-det. ] ;

,
1

,
. . , : ,

1 r

M= ttj, =ttj,
= . . . , Un+l

Faciendo Un+i = quantitati infinite magnae, aequatio in re-

lationem a cl. Borchardt inventam transit, scilicet in

^^^ j

1
'

1 1 I ^(i+uj (ag+ u^) . . . (a + Un>

Previous suggestions of such a determinant appear in Binet's paper of 1837

and Joaohimsthars of 1854.
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BELLAVITIS, G. (1857, June).

[Sposizione elementare della teorica dei determinanti. Memorie
.... Istituto Veneto . . .

, vii, pp. 67-144.]

Bellavitis reaches the subject of the difference-product first in

7 and then in 47 of his exposition, and his proof of the

results dealt with in the preceding year by Prouhet is his

own and interesting. Denoting the equation whose roots are

!, ttg,
. . ., a by

x'^p^x'^-^+p^x^-^ =

and the difference-product of the roots by H, he multiplies both

sides of the identity

(x a^)(x a2) . . . (a? aj =
x^p^x'^-'^+p^x''^-^ ....

by n ;
and as the result on the left-hand side is evidently

* the

difference-product oi a^, a^, . . .
, a^, x, he obtains

I
1 n-1 ?i

I / n n-1 , xtt
I
a^a^ . . . a^ x

\

= {x piX + . . . . )n.

It only remains then to equate like powers of x and there

results

I
a^a^as .... a_ia,

|

= pjl,

I

1 n-3 n-1 n i tt
I
CL1CL2 ' ' (^n-V^n-V^n

\ P^^^t

I
1 2_3 -l n

I TT
I
aya^a-i . . . . tt_ia

|

= pjl.

He points out also that as an alternative to this we may begin

with laiagCtg . . . a^'^aj"], express it as a detewninant of the next

lower order, remove the factors {x a^, (x a^), . . . , (x a^),

change the product of these into x'^px^~'^ -\- , . . .
,
and then

equate coefficients of like powers of x as before.

Multiplying again by 11 he lias of course

I
012 n-1 n

I TT /Ti -l
I \T12

I
a^a^as . . . a a;

|

11 = ( p^x -f- . . . ) 11"=,

See footnote to page 163 above.
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and by changing IE on the left into

1
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observation of his own, namely, that the said symmetric function

is likewise the coefficient of ^-(i+i)^-^'^^^^ ^;^"""^^^
in the

similar development of

r{t,)-f'{t,) ...fXQ-nHt,, t ...,u .

and by comparison of the two results draws the conclusion that

if Borchardt's generating function be denoted by

and his own after removal of Tl?{x^, x^, . . .
, ajn) from the

denominator be denoted by

* the squared difference-product of the a;*s is equal to

\<f>{t^, t^, . . .
, tn)\

Cl 1-2 f-n

{('' '-.')>^< +l)/-(^'l!+l) f-(a +1)
1 ''2

' ^n

where the notation used is sufficiently explained by saying that

in accordance with it the coefficient of x^ in the expansion of

V{x) is denoted by

BALTZER, R. (1857).

[Theorie und Anwendung der Determinanten,
vi+ 129 pp., Leipzig,]

The section (12) dealing with the "Product aller Differenzen

von gegebenen Grossen
"
belongs to the second part of Baltzer's

text-book, that is to say, the part concerning
"
applications." It

occupies eleven pages, those devoted strictly to alternants being
the first three (pp. 50-53).

At the outset he establishes the determinant form for

the difference-product P(ai, Og, , a): then he gives two
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determinant-forms for P(ai, Og, . . . , a).P(/8i, ySg, . . .
, j8):

passes thence to the persymmetric determinants in 8^, Sj, Sg, . . . :

and finally gives Cauchy's evaluation of the double alternant

I (i - /^i) ^"2- /S2)
" '

(n- )Sn)
"
M The applications, which

come next, concern the solution of Lagrange's set of linear

equations, Sylvester's transformation of a binary quantic of odd

degree into canonical form, and the discussion of the equality of

two roots of the equation a^x^-\-a^_^x^~^ + . . . +a(,= 0, or say

f(x) = 0, viewed in connection with what, following Salmon,

he calls the " determinant
"
of the equation, although Sylvester's

use of the word "discriminant" is explained a page or two

later.

Under this last head an interesting transformation falls to be

noted. Calling the roots of the said equation a^, a^, , n,

and taking the determinant which is the square of their difference-

product, namely,

8.

*H-1

or Z say,

he substitutes for it a determinant of the {2n 2)"' order

10
10

1
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in the last place of the v}^ row, and so on. He then multiplies

every row by a, and performs the operations which we may
indicate by

coL -i
^^

col, ,

C0I3+ '-^colg +

C0I4 +
a.

coL +^
coll ,

C0I2 + -"coll,

thus obtaining

Z-a'r' =

n
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and that the said function becomes homogeneous on multiplica-

tion by <x^"~l The actual result is not given, but in the second

edition (1864) it is stated to be

a
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n rowi row2,_3,

n ' rowg row2_4,

n - row_2 row, .

BRIOSCHI, F. (1857, Oct.).

[Sullo svillippo di un determinante. Anncdi di Mat., i. pp.

9-11 ; or Opere mat., i. pp. 273-275.]

Brioschi enunciates without proof the proposition that the

even-ordered determinant

1 1 1__ 1 1 11111 11
a-g -! (ajg -ajf x^ -a^ (x^ -a^

'"
x^ -a^ {x^ -aj*

^^-'h (2-J^ ^2n-'^2 (2n-2)^
"*

^2n-^n i^in-^^nf

which is seen to be a function of 27i cc's and n a's, is equal to

/_ 1
xnllHai. ft2 . tfn)-n(a;i . a?2- -

._^2n)
^ ^

0Hl)-<^H2)--- 0>)
where 0(aj)

= {x x^ix x^ . . . {xx^. He then obtains

similar expressions for the principal minors, namely, (1) for the

cofactor of any element in an odd-numbered column, and (2)

for the cofactor of any element in an even-numbered column, his

procedure being to express the minor in question in terms of

determinants like the original but of the order 2n 2 and then

to make the substitutions, which are thus rendered possible.

PROUHET, E. (1857, Nov.).

[Questions 410, 411. Nouv. Annates de Math., (1) xvi. pp. 403,

404
;
xvii. pp. 187-190.]

By reason of the existence of the identity

2''~^cos*a = cos sa-|-8COs(s 2)a-|-i8( l)cos(8 4)a -f- . . .
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where the number of terms on the right is s and the last term

has to be halved when 8 is odd, it is clear that the determinant

coanaQ cos{n l)aQ cos{n2)aQ ... cosO.Oq

cosna^ cos(n l)aj co9(n 2)a^ ... cosO.aj

cosTiOg coa(n I)a2 cos(n 2)03 ... cosO.o^

cos-nan co8(n l)an cos(n 2)an ..

may be transformed into

2"-icosX 2''-2cos-^ao 2'-cos'-2a(,

2'-icosai 2''-2cos''-iai 2"-'co8*'-2ai

2'-icos"a2 2"-2cos''-^a2 2'-'cos'-'a2

cosO.o*

cos'oj

COS^^Og

2''-ico8'*a 2''-*cos'*-^a 2'*-'co8'*-^a, cosset*

by increasing the Ist column by multiples of the 3rd, 5th,

7th, . . .
, the 2nd column by multiples of the 4th, 6th, 8th, . . .

and so forth. In this way there is deduced the result

Ai = 2*"^"-'>.D,

where A^ is the first determinant, and D is the determinant got
from Ai by changing the multipliers of a^, a^, a^, . . . into indices

of powers of cos a^, cos a^, cos a^, . . . .

Again by using the similar expansion for

8in(4-l)a sin a

on every element of the determinant

sin (n+ 1 ) Cq ^^^
'"'"0

II

1

sin('M+l)ai sin naj

ama

sma,
or A, say.

8in(n+l)a sinna ... sina
,

it is seen that the factors sinog, sina^ can be removed

from the rows in order, and that the determinant so produced is

simplifiable into a multiple of D : so that tl.ere is obtained the

second result

A2 = 2**^*"*^ sin a^ sin a^ . . . sin a^ D.

The two results are Prouhet's, who set them for proof by others.
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CAYLEY, A. (1858, Feb.).

[A fifth memoir upon quantics. Philos. Transac. R. Soc. (London),

cxlviii, pp. 429-460 ;
or Collected Math. Papers, ii. pp. 527-

557.]

When dealing with the subject of the equivalence of two

anharmonic ratios, Cayley gives (p. 538) the result

1 a+ a' aa

1 ^+ ^' ^^
1 y+y yy

(u a.)(u a) (v a)(v a) {w a){w a)

{u-^){ii-^') (v-^)iv-l3') {w-^){w-^)
(u-y)(u-y') {v-y){v-y) {iv-y){w-y)

This, if we put a, ^, y = a, /3, y, becomes
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ZEHFUSS, G. (1859).

[Ueber die Determinante Qp= 2(ao+^o)^(i+ ^i)'' (^n+^nV*-

Zeitschrift f. Math. u. Phys., iv. pp. 233^23a]

Zehfuss having drawn attention to the known results when

p= 1 and p= 2, and having asserted that there are no similar

simple results when p is less than 2, confines himself to the

cases where p is a positive integer. He first shows in the usual

way that Qp is divisible by the difierence-product of a^, o^, . . .
,
a

and by the difference-product of
6(j, 6^, . . . , 6, Then he points

out that Qp is of the p^^ degree in
a^, while the difference-

product of a^, a^, ..., a is of the 'n}^ degree, and thence draws

the conclusion

if p < n Qp = 0,

giving the example deduced above from Cayley,

The case where p=n he deals with differently, namely, as

might have been suggested by Cayley's paper of the preceding

year. By the multiplication-theorem he derives

Qn =

where rir = n(n-l)(7i-2) .... (n r-}-l)/l .2-3 ...r; and from .

this there is readily obtained m

Qn = (
-
l)^''''"\n,n, . . . ^\a,a, ...aj- ^\b,b, . . . 6J

the illustrating example being again that which we have^
deduced above.

1



CHAPTER V.

COMPOUND DETERMINANTS, UP TO 1860.

Determinants whose elements are themselves determinants made

their appearance at a very early stage in the history of the

subject, the first foreshadowing of them being contained in

Lagrange's "equation identique et tres remarquable" of 1773,

namely,
'

+ vC'^" + C$'v"
-
$Cv" - v^'C"

-
Cv'$"

=
i^y'^" + y^'^" + ^^'y"

-
^^'y"

-
y^z"

-
zy'x"}\

where

^. ri, g, . . .
= yz -y z, zx -z x, xy -x y, . . .

This, viewed as a result in determinants, is a case of Cauchy's
theorem of 1812 regarding the adjugate, and the adjugate of

course is an instance of the special form to which we have now
come. Jasobi's theorem regarding any minor of the adjugate
has a like history and may be similarly classified. Passing from

the case of the adjugate, where each element is a primary minor

of the original determinant, Cgiuchy also considered the deter-

minants, of other "
systemes derives," that is to say, the deter-

minants whose elements are the secondary, ternary, . . .
, minors

of the original, and gave the theorem that the product of the

determinants of two "
complementary derived systems

"
is a power

of the original determinant, the index of the power being

n(n-l)(n-2) . . .

(?i-_p-|-l)/l
2 -3 . . . p,

where n is the order of the original determinant and p the order

of each element of one of the " derived systems." He also in the
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same memoir established the theorem that the determinant of

any
" derived system

"
of a product-dete^^minant is equal to the

product of the determinants of the corresponding "derived

systems
"
of tlte two factors.

Those are all the general results that fall to be noted prior to

the middle of the nineteenth centuiy; and, as is readily seen,

they all concern what at a later date came to be called the

"compounds" of \a^\. With one exception they are due to

Cauchy.*
The fact has also to be recalled, however, that compound

determinants of a special type were considered by Jacobi in

1841, namely, those whose elements &re functional determinants,

his main theorem being

2^.
T(.)T( T(m) ^ rY + 94 .M ^r"' V +^ ^

where /i./j, . . . ,/+ are functions of ajj, iCj, . . . , ar,+, and

This theorem and certain deductions therefrom have been already

dealt with in another connection (see pp. 381-385 of History, i}.

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1850).

[On the intersections, contacts, and other correlations of two

conies expressed by indeterminate co-ordinates. Cambridge
and Dub. Math. Joum., v. pp. 262-282 ; or Collected Maih,

Papers, i. pp. 119-137.]

In a footnote to this paper the name "
Compound Dete:

minants
"

first appears. The passage is (p. 270) : "... a theore;

given by M. Cauchy, and which is included as a particular

in a theorem of my own relating to Compound Determinan

i.e. Determinants of Determinants, which will take its place

an immediate consequence of my fimdamental theorem giv

They are numbered xx., xxi., xli., xlii. in History, i.
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in a memoir about to appear. The well-known rule for the

Multiplication of Determinants is also a direct and simple con-

sequence from my theorem on Compound Determinants, which

indeed comprises, I believe, in one glance all the heretofore

existing doctrine of determinants."

It will be of interest as we advance to try to identify the

theorems of this perfervid statement, namely, (a) Sylvester's

"fundamental theorem"; (b) his widely general "theorem on

compound determinants
"
deduced therefrom, and including as a

particular case a theorem of Cauchy's, and giving rise to the

multiplication-theorem and many others as corollaries.

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1851, March).

[On the relation between the minor determinants of linearly

equivalent quadratic functions. Philos. Magazine (4), i.

pp. 295-305, 415
;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 241-250,

251.]

As we have already had occasion to note,* there is here given,

by way of illustrating the power of the umbral notation, a

theorem regarding a compound determinant, namely, the theorem

which Sylvester writes in the form

OiOj.
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No proof of it is given. At a later date it would have been

viewed as the "
extensional

"
of the manifest identity

6r4.i hr

Ctr+2

^r+2

(lr+2

Or+2

ar+2

br+i K+2

Ctr+t

br+i K+2

Later on in the same paper Sylvester gives for a particular

purpose what he calls an "
important generalisation." His words

are (p. 304) :

"
Suppose two sets of umbrae

6.

a, ttj .

Oi Oj . . . ^m+n)

and let r be any number less than n, and let any r-ary com-

bination of the m numbers 1, 2, S, . . . , m be expressed by

'^1, '02 ^^rn, where q goes through all the values intermediate

between 1 and ^, fi being

m(m l) . . . (w, r+1).
r^ 77. r

'

then I say that the compound determinant

a, a,

bi Ih

^1- *m+i (^m+i

&1. hTO+l "OT+2

^2- ^m+i Ot'm+2
"lit

.6,* ^m+i Om+2 ^m+n

^"tf, "'^Oj % ^'^^^ *^+ *m+

K *-m+j ''m+2

is equal to the following product

M

^m+i ^m+2 Om+n 6i bi 6'm+n>

where

M = (m-l)(m-2) . . . (m-r+l)
1-2 ... (r-1)

'
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and

A*
(m l)(m 2) , . . (m r)

n2 rr r

In reference to this one must remark at the outset on the

inappropriateness of the notation

"l > "2 '
' '

> "m

for the 5*^ combination of r integers taken from 1, 2, . . .
,

-wi.

Manifestly

though equally awkward, would have been less misleading.

Indeed, as there is one clear misprint in the enunciation, namely,
"
less than n "

for
"
less than m "

;
and as Sylvester is known to

have been inaccurate in the correction of proofs, we might

suspect 6m to be a misprint for 6^., were it not that 6m occurs

four times in the short passage and 6r not once * For ^6p it

would have been much more convenient to write pq, which

would thus have stood for "the p^^ integer of the q^^ combination" ;

and Sylvester's theorem might then have been written

(Xji U21 . . dry <^m+i <^m+2 ^m+n

Oil O21 . . . Ori Om+i t>m+2 ^m+n

<^12 <^22 ^r2 ^*m+l ^m+2

O-IO Oao . , . Oro. 0.n '-'m+x '^m+2 'm+n

G
^m+i ^m+2 ^m+n

Om.4-1 Otn.4-9 0-,'m+i ^m+2 'm+n

m-i,r

d-ifj^ (l2fji d^fji ^-im+i dfn+2 djYi+n

1
I

c

^IM ^2/i. ^r/i ^rn+i (^m+2 ^m+n

Cii 0,2 Cim+n

bi 62 . . . Om+n

'm-\,r-i

jjL being used as before for C^.r- To help towards clearness let

us illustrate by means of the case where m= 4, %= 3, r= 2. We
then have yu

= ^ ; each set of O's equal to a binary combination of

the first four integers, that is to say,

equal to
^6^'6^, '6,'6 '6,^6,, ..., %'6,

12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34;

* was actually a misprint. Sylvester himself had to draw attention to it a

year later in the Cambridge and Dvb. Math. Joum., viii. p. 61.
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and the theorem in the form

Oj ttj ttg ttg aj

C4 Oj, ttg a<, ay

K h h K ^7

1 "2 6 6 ^
^1 ^3 ^6 ^6 ^7

1 8 *5 6 ^
^1 ^8 ^6 ^6 ^7

Oj ag ttj a, a,

6s K h K ^7

! <^8 ^6 ^''b ^
^8 ^4 ^8 ^e ^

aj a^ ttg ttg Oy

6i 62 65 6fl 67

a, a^ ttg ag a,

^1 ^8 ^6 ^6 ^7

s

a^a^a^a^ia^

6 ^ ^7

CtgOfl t/7

65 6g 67

Oj a, a, a^ a^ a^ a^

61 6, 65 6^ 65 6. bj

No proof is given by Sylvester : attention is merely drawn by
him to the fact that when r is put equal to 1 we obtain the

theorem with which his paper commences. It is rather remark-

able that he should not have singled out the case where 11= 0.

For then the theorem becomes

Oil 21
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We thus learn that Sylvester's general result may be accu-

rately described in later phraseology as the,
" extensional

"
of the

theorem regarding the r"' compound of a determinant, and that

the discovery of both the said theorem and of its
" extensional

"

is almost certainly due to him. At the same time it is hard

to believe that this
" extensional

"
is the all-embracing theorem

refeiTed to by him in a previous paper: for by no stretch of

imagination could we see comprised in it "all the heretofore

existing doctrine of determinants." His last words thereanent

are :

" This very general theorem is itself several degrees
removed from my still unpublished Fundamental Theorem,
w^hich is a theorem for the expansion of products of deter-

minants."

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1852, Dec).

[On a theorem concerning the combination of determinants.

Cambridge and Dub. Math. Joutm., viii. pp. 60-62; or

Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 399-401.]

The statement of the theorem referred to in the title unfortu-

nately shows want of proper care,* with the result that it is

unnecessarily lengthy. It may be recast as follows :

Iffrom the array

a
"'11 "'12

or A, say.

C^TOl (^m2

we form, eveinf possible array of r rows (r > m < n), calling the

said arrays A^, Ag, . . .
, A^, ivhere of cour.'^e /A

=
Cu,_r; dnd if the

con^esponding arrays formed from

K K K
hi ^22 hn or B, say,

See especially line 8 from bottom of p. 61, where in every case m should be m - 1.
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be denoted by B^, Bg, , B^ ;
then

... A,.B^A,.B, Ai-Bg

Au.* Jji Au^'Jjo A^-B^

= (A.B)<^-i.'-i.

By way of proof, Sylvester merely states that it is obtainable

from his general theorem of March 1851, "by making

aTO+l a,

bm+l ^m+2 b+nj

m+2

m+2

represent a determinant all whose terms {i.e. elements) are zeros

except those which lie in one of the diagonals, these latter being
all units."

His only other remark is that when r=\ and when r= 7n the

right-hand members are identical, and that the equating of the

two left-hand members which is thus legitimised gives Cauchy's
extended multiplication-theorem.

The former remark, unfortunately, is another troublesome

instance of inaccuracy. The specialisation given therein is only
one of two which are needed, the other being that every element

of the determinant

a^a^a^ . . . a^

b^b^b^ . . . br,

be made 0. To make the matter clear, let us take the case of

the general theorem where m = 4, n = o, r= 2, and perform the

requisite specialisations. The general theorem then is

a^a^a^a^ .
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By changing now the matrix of the determinant

a56
.k

into matrix unity, and the matrix of the determinant

I
rtj Ctg% ^4 ;

i fel 62 63 64 i

into matrix zero, the tirst element of the compound determinant

becomes, if we write aj)g.m place of
j/,

a^h^ a^bQ . . . a^hg
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As for the right-hand member of the general identity, the first

determinant in it becomes 1, and the second becomes

.
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SPOTTISWOODE, W. (1853).

[Elementary theorems relating to determinants. Second edition,

rewritten and much enlarged by the author. Grelle's

Journal, li. pp. 209-271, 328-3S1.]

In his first edition Spottiswoode had a section ( vi.) headed

On Inverse Systems and Determinants of Determinants
;
but

in it, as we have seen, he dealt merely with the adjugate
determinant and its minors. Now, this is supplanted by a

section ( x.) of considerably greater extent (pp. 350-372) with

the short Sylvesterian title On Compound Determinants.

Although it is the original definition of a compound de-

terminant which is given on starting, the name afterwards

seems to be unconsciously limited to compound determinants

whose elements are minors of a given determinant of the n^^

order. This limitation leads to the introduction of the word

class in connection with compound determinants to indicate " the

degree of minority of the constituents" (i.e. elements), a com-

pound determinant of the i^^ class being one whose elements are

minors of the (n if^ order; thus, the adjugate determinant is

a compound determinant of the n^^ order and 1*' class. If a

compound determinant of the i^^ class be of the highest possible

order, namely, the

n{n 1) . . . (n i-\-l\^

1.2 ... i
^^'

that is to say, contains all the minors of the (n if^ order

Spottiswoode calls it the "
complete determinant of the i*^ class,"

a name equivalent therefore to the more modern "(n if^

compound."
One of the notations employed is essentially the same as

Sylvester's that is to say, he uses

j li 2i . . . w^ I2 22 . . . Ug _ ,

1 2 . . . u

\ ll 2^ . . . Ui I2 22 ... 1*2 In 2 . . . U

for what at a later date would have been written

li 2i . . . ih

li 2i . . . Wi

'2 ^2 * ^'2

I2 22 . . . U2

^n ^n "^n

In ^m y^n
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The other notation is his own, and is worthy of careful note.

It differs from Sylvester's in making use of row-numbers and

column-numbers not of the retained elements but of the elements

omitted, the said numbers being enclosed in brackets for the

purpose of recalling this difference.
"
Thus," he says (p. 352),

" the complete compound determinant of the first class may be

written

that of the second class

and generally that of the i*'^ class

f/l, 1, . . . lA
(2,

2, . . . 2A /M, yu, . . . Ml
\\1, 1, . . . 1/ V2, 2, . . . 2,y V;x. M, . . Ji

where _ nin-1) . . . (n-i+l),
M =

1-2

and where, it should have been added, r, stands for the s*** integer

in the r^^ combination of i integers taken from 1, 2, . . . , n.

These preliminaries having been attended to, a discussion of

the properties follows. The first five pages (pp. 353-358) and

two later pages (pp. 3G6-368) are mainly concerned with com-

pound determinants of the first class (that is to say, with the

adjugate determinant), and they do not break fresh ground.
The same, however, cannot be said with reference to the next

two pages (pp. 358-360), which concern those of the second class.

The result first reached is that the complete determinant of this

class, namely.

{(1 Dd 3) (2 3) }
^"-^^

~
ll 2 . . . nj,

say,

where v=i^{n l)(n 2). Although there is a semblance of

reasoning, no real proof is given. Passing then to any first
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minor of A2, say the first minor got by leaving out
[ j

from

the detailed symbol for Ag, he finds that

{00-0--} = mA:::.
It is next pointed out that if we proceed to the second minors of

A2 it becomes necessary to distinguish two cases, to distinguish,

for example, the case where we leave out (
),(-, )

from the

(1

0\ /Q A\

1 9/ (^ 4./"
^^ *^ latter case the row-

numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 are all different, and the result is

r/5 6\/7 8\ A3\/2 4\ 1 ri2 3 4Ul
1\5 6/ \7 8/ Vl 8/ V2 4/ J U 2 3 4j U

2 . . . 7iV-2

2 ... n\

in the former case the row-number 1 occurs twice, and the

result is

{C^Xt)--Alt)----}--m\ll}{\l:.:T

Generally, if
(J ^), Q ^). (5 g),

,

(^Jl J f^
be left out,

we have

/2^-hl2^-^-2^/2^-|-3 2^+ 4\ /13\/24\ ^_(12...2i] (I2...7

\2i+ l 2i+ 2A2i-|-3 2i-f 4/
' " ' '

Vl 3/ \2 4/
' ' "

J

~
tl 2 . . . 2i) ll 2 . . . 7

and if (
"j, ( 1 q)> >

(-, )
be left out, we have

'\i+ l\ni+ 2\ /2 3\ 1 /l"\^-2ri 2 . ..
i| fl 2 ... TiV-^+i

vl^-f-lAl^-h2/ V23/ J llj [12 ... ij\l2 .., n

Again, a fresh variety of minor may be got by leaving out

(1 9)' (i *^)' (9 ^)'
^^ row-numbers being then two I's, two 2's,

and two 3's, and the result is

f /I 4\
(1

5\ /2 4\ 1/12 3\ I'l^ J12S\ \12 . .. n
2 ... n

" and so on."
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From these cases of compound determinants of the second

class, the author passes to those of the i"* class, but contents

himself with stating only two results. The first is that the

complete determinant of tliis class, denoted as above by

r/l,l,...lA A2....2A (/^^M\ orA^say,

^ (12...nY
\l2...n),

where v =-
g. ^-^j -, a result which a^ees

with that obtained on putting n = in Sylvester's general

theorem of March 1851
;
and the other is that any first minor

of A<, say the minor

r/2,22...2A A:i,...3A /MiM2.../*Al

\\2^ 2^...2j V3i 82 . . . 3/
' '

Vyui Ms . . . tnn

^ f 1, 1, . . .

1,|
ri 2 . . . nK-i

111 1,... ij \l 2...n/.

He appends, however, the words " and so on," and tells us that
" other formulae may be written as required."

Two theorems of Sylvester's are next given, the one being the

general theorem just alluded to, and the other that contained in

the paper of 16th December, 1852. In the case of the former

he varies the notation, and probably by reason of the above-

mentioned serious misprint of an m for an r in the original he

misses Sylvester's meaning, and makes an incorrect statement.

In the case of the other no risk of this kind is incurred, because

he takes the unusual course of reproducing Sylvester's words

letter for letter to the extent of almost two pages (pp. 361-363).

The original two pages, however, being, as we have seen, not

without evidence of Sylvester's carelessness, this course also was

unsafe.

Lastly, he shows how the multiplication-theorem may be

deduced from Sylvester's first theorem of March 1851 regarding

compound determinants, by taking as a example of the latter

the identity
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1 . a
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where

that is to say, is Sylvester's first result of March 1851.

The same course is followed by Bellavitis in his Sposizione of

1857 (see 71, 72, p. 56).

BAZIN, H. (1854, April).

[Sur une question relative aux determinants. Jouim. (de

Liouville) de Math., xvi. pp. 145-160.]

Bazin's problem being to find an array of n rows and n-\-h

columns such that its -n-line minors shall have given values, he

notes at the outset that the said values cannot in general be

independent of one another. There thus arises the preliminary
task of finding the connecting equations, and his first conclusion

is (pp. 148-149) that if the value of one of the minors be given,

and also the values of the nh other minors obtainable from the

said minor by interchanging any one of Its n colum,ns with any
one of the rem,airt,ing columns, then the values of all the other

minors are known. This is established by actually showing how
to obtain the expression for any one of the unknown minors in

terms of a number of the known. As the underlying theorem

is one of considerable importance in regard to compound de-

terminants, we separate it from its surroundings and enunciate

it in our own way, namely. If the first of the n-line minors of an

array of n rows and n+ h columns (h;:^n) be denoted by D, and
the minor got from D by supplanting its first h columns by the

last h columns of the array be denoted by E, and iffurther there

be formed a square array of new detei'-minants obtained by

supplanting separately and in order each of the first h columns

of D by each of the first h columns of E, the determinant of this

square array is equal to D^'^ E.* Thus, using rstu to stand for

*In connection with this see the footnote on pp. 384, 385 of Hist., i. Note
also how from the second example with the help of the first we have

1274(1234-6634) - 1734(1324-5624) + 7234(2134-5614) =
( 1234) - 6674,

I
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the determinant whose columns are the r^^, s*'^, t^^, u^^ columns

of the array, if the array consist of four rows and six columns,

we have
5234 6234 ,, ^,
1534 1634

= ^23* ^3*'

and if it consist of four rows and seven columns, we have

5234 6234 7234

1534

1254

1634

1264

1734

1274

= (1234)2
.

(5674).

K being the compound determinant Involved, Bazin's mode of

proof consists in expressing K/D'' in the form of a determinant

of the same order as D, then multiplying D by K/D'', and with

the help of a lemma finding the product to be E. This at once

gives
K = D'^-iE

as desired. Thus, taking the first of the two examples just

given, we have

ttg 4 5234/D 6234/D . .

63 b^ 1534/D 1634/D . .

C3 c^

'

1254/D 1264/D 1 .

d^ d^ 1235/D 1236/D . 1

<h
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The lemma referred to we may formulate for ourselves as

follows : Iffrom any determinant D a row of new determinants

he formed by supplanting in order each column of D by one and
Hie same new colum^n, the product of this row of deterTninants by

any row of D is equal to the product of D by the corresponding
element of the repeatedly substituted new column. This is little

else than the elementary fact regarding a determinant with two

rows identical. Thus

01-5234 + 02-1534 + a8-12o4 + a^-1235 I
!
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COMPOUND DETERMINANTS (CAYLEY, 1854)

there is obtained

a b a ^
a' h' a /3'

a" h" a" 13"

or, say A^+Brj+ Cfx^+'Dfxr] = 0.

As this holds for all values of ^, t],
we have

A+Cfi = 0, B+Dm = 0,

and .-. AD-BC = 0,

that is,

ab'a"\ \ab'fi"

a^"a\ \a'^"b

209

= 0.



CHAPTER VI.

RECURRENTS, FROM 1841 TO 1860.

Like Wronskians, and for the same reason, recurrents were dealt

with in our first volume among
" Miscellaneous Special Forms

"
:

their previous history is thus to be found under Wronski 1812,

Scherk 1825, and Schweins 1826 in the chapter so entitled.

{History, i. pp. 472-474, 478-481.)
The name is quite recent, having apparently been first used by

E. Pascal in 1907 in a paper published in the Remdiconti . . .

Ist. Lmnbardo (2), xl. pp. 293-305.

SPOTTISWOODE, W. (1853, August).

[Elementary theorems relating to determinants. Second edition,

. . . Crelle'8 Joum., li. pp. 209-271, 328-381.]

In the last chapter or section ( xi.), which is headed

"Miscellaneous Instances of Determinants," Spottiswoode gives

(pp. 373-374) an expression for the n*'^ differential-quotient of

u/v in terms of the n^^ and lower differential-quotients of u
and of V. The first four cases are

C)"=

a'= V

u
V
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where the arithmetical coefficients appearing in the elements of

the determinants are those of the binomial theorem.

He also notes that any binary quantic may be expressed as

a determinant: thus a(fc''^-{-a^x^~'^y-\-X2a'^~h/^-\- .... is written

by him in the form

y
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similar to that of the first determinant of like kind, namely, that

occurring in the statement of Wronski's "
loi gdn^rale des series."

A few months later we find on p. 240 of vol. 1. of Crelle's

Journal Brioschi himself enunciating and proving with some

trouble the theorem that if

and

then

<f)(x)
= Cf^ + c^af-^ + . . . + c,

f(x) =
Qfpc* + aio;"-' -f . . . + a,

= aQ{x-x^){x-x^) . . . {x-xj,

= (-ir-v Co
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then

^'"^"^^V+i ^'o ,
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Here Faure leaves the subject, but he might equally easily have

established Brioschi's more general result. Instead of specialis-

ing by putting \jAx)
= x^ he might have made \j/{x)=x*'^x)f'(x)

and so have got

fix,)
+

fix,)
++

fXx^)
- ^^- m <pix)

Bearing in mind that ^x) as used by Brioschi was of the n*''

degree, we have from Faure's fundamental theorem the said

coeflBcient

1

c, a, a

Ar+, = (^iy+1.
,r+l

as it ought to be.

Cr Or Ur-i

'r+i Clr 1

BRUNO, F. FAA DI (1855, December).

[Note sur une nouvelle formule du calcul diff^rentiel. Quart.
Journ. of Math., i. pp. 359-360; or, with a different title,

Annali di Sci. mat ejia., vi. pp. 479-480.]

The formula referred to is

0{VKa:)}
= Vr>
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BRUNO, F. FAA DI (1856, February).

[Sulle funzioni isobariche. Annali di Sci. mat. e fis., vii.

pp. 76-89.]

On p. 81 Bruno enunciates, as having been recently (" ultima-

mente ") discovered by him, a theorem which is essentially Faure's,

the A;, of Faure being given by Bruno as the coefficient of x^ in

the expansion of

aQ+ ay^x-\-a^^+ . . . .'

The reason for A^ being the same in both is evident on putting
m= n= in Faure's.

ALLEGRET, A. (1857).

[Solutions de quelques problfemes curieux d'arithmdtique. Nouv.

Annales de Math., xvi. pp. 136-139.]

In the course of Allegret's work, the determinant

1

a.

appears, which he says

=
a^a2a^a^ + = a.aM,oa.

and, the four-line determinant now reached being similar in

form to the original, he concludes that the final expansion of the

latter must be

a^a^a^a^^ a-^a^a^ + aia2 i + !

By passing the first row over the others to occupy the last

place the determinant is recognisable as a special case of re-
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current, and it is seen that the expansion in terms of the

elements of the last row and their cofactors leads at once to

Allesrret's result.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1857).

[Solution de la question 350 ( Wronski). Nouv. Annales de Maih.,

xvi. pp. 248-249.]

The problem having been set to find what Wronski called the
"
Aleph

"
functions * of the roots x^, x^, . . .

, x^^ oi the equation

ttoX" + aitc^-i + agic''-^ + . . . +a =

in terms of the coefficients, Brioschi begins by saying that the

7*^ of the said functions, being the complete homogeneous
function of degree r, is the coefficient of z^ in the product

{l-\-x^z+x^^z^+ . . . )(1 ^x^z+x^z^-^ ...)... (1 +a;2;+a;nV+ . . . )

i.e.

1 > 1
or

0()(1 -X^Z){\'-X^) ... (1 -XnZ)

He thus has

^ = i+.z+^'+

and therefore by differentiation

_ 0^) ^ Si+ 2X2^+ 3X32-+ . ..

<i>{z) 'H-S1S+ N202+ ...

But having also by a well-known theorem

<j>{z) l'X^Z lx^
=

iCj-f Xi^2+ aJi^2*+ .

-\-X^+X^^Z-\-X2^Z^+ .

+
+X^-\-XnH+Xn^Z^+ .

=
8^ + 8^-\-8^^-\-

say.

+ Xf^

1-Xn

*
Wronski, H. Introduction a la Philoaophie dea Mathimatiqtus

(pp. 65, . . .) vi + 270 pp., Paris, 1811.

I
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he deduces

, 2. Ni+2S22+ 3.V'+----
1-r 2 -T- 3 -r

1 +5^^2+ ^252+ ....

whence by equatmg like coefficients of z there results

^1 =
i.

3^3 =
83+ 5^182+ ^2*1'

r'^r - r+ NiSr-i+ +5<r-iSi

Multiplying now by ttr-i, r-2> . "0 ^'^^ adding, he has, on

using Newton's relations between the a's and s's,

ar_iSi+ 2a^_2S2+ +raoNr = {rar+ (r-l)ar_iXi+ +ai8<r-i},

whence comes Wronski's relation

ar+ ar-i&^i+ +ao>^r =
;

I and, on solution of the set of relations obtained from this by
I putting r= 1, 2, . . .

, r,

Sr = (-ir
!
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he merely draws attention to the fact that the denominator on

the left being

=
(aQ-\-a^z+a^^-\- .... +a2") .

there results

tto
= (H-s^2+ S2s24- . . . )(ao+C4+aj2+ . . . +a^a"),

whence Wronski's set of relations follows at once.

This, of course, is much preferable to Brioschi's procedure.
It has to be noted, however, that by taking a roundabout way
Brioschi came across the equations connecting the R's and

the s'a*

!

* Aftr all, it is this set of equati<His and the two other similar sets that

are worth knowing, namely,

Newton's, a^,. + o,<,_,+Oj,_,+ . . . +a,._,j + m, = 0.

Wronski's, ar + Siar-i + Ssar-a+ . +|t,a, = 0.

Brioschi's, -v + X,r-i + Sar-j+ Xr-ii = rjir-



CHAPTER VII.

WEONSKIANS, FEOM 1838 TO 1860.

The previous history of Wronskians being not at all lengthy,

was included in the chapter on "Miscellaneous Special Forms"

{History, i. chap, xvi.), and is to be found there under Wronski

1812, Wronski 1815, Wronski 1816-17, and Schweins 1825

(pp. 472-478, 482-485).

The name dates only from 1882, being first suggested on p. 224

of my Text-book on Determinants.*

LIOUVILLE, J. (1838).

[Note sur la theorie de la variation des constantes arbitraires.

Journ. {de Liouville) de Math., iii. pp. 342-347.]

The Wronskian which incidentally appears here is of a special

kind, namely, that in which the originating functions are in the

so-called relation of being first differential-quotients of one and

the same function, for example, in later notation.

dx
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quotient of this with respect to t is obtained in the form which

accords with the case of Schweins' theorem of 1825 {Hist, i.

p. 484).

Zd\\{MYk^-{7dY+'^k^
....

{7dy+''--'k^

where Z = l and a= 0.

MALMSTEN, C. J. (1849).

[Moyens pour trouver I'expression de la n-ifeme integrate particu-

li^re de I'^quation 2/<"+P2/<*-"+ . . . +Sy<'+Ty = k I'aide

des 71 1 valeurs y^, y^, . . .
, 2/_j qui satisfont k celle

^nation. Grelle's Journ., xxxix. pp. 91-98
;
or abstract in

Catmhridge and Dub. Math. Journ., iv. pp. 286-288.]

The result obtained, after an introductory note on Deter-

minants, is

yn =
212/1+ 222/2+ +2n-iJ^n-i,

where

r
= ("l^""

jrfyr^'-'"^'"^'
and R = l/S y,yWs 2/'::?.

Only one special property of the Wronskian is used, namely, that

regarding its differential-quotient.

MAINARDI, G. (1849, December).

[Sulla integrazione dell' equazioni differenziali. Annali di Sci.

mat. efis., i. pp. 50-89.]

Mainardi in speaking unapprovingly (p. 70) of Libri's expres-

sions for the coefficients of a linear differential equation in terms

of its particular integrals gives his own instead, his statement

being that

r=l

is the linear differential equation of the m*** order whose particular

integrals are Pi, p^, P3, . Pm- With the explanation that the

i
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upper indices represent differentiations and that S( ) stands for

the same as Cauchy's S( ) a glance suffices to raise doubts as

to tlie accuracy of the atatement. For one thing p^ does not

occur in the equation, ana there are other objections equally

serious; but in any case it is clear that Mainardi had in his

mind the correct result, his process probably being in the case of

y"+Ay"^By'+ Cy =

to solvfe the equations

^r + A.-p[ + Bp'i + Cp, =

P2" + A292 + B^2 + Cp2 =

Ps + Ap3 + BjOg + Cjh =

for A, B, C and then substitute in the original. This of course

might be accomplished by eliminating A, B, C from the four

equations, with the result

|2/">;3i = ^'

just as when a, /3, y are the roots of a^+Aa;2+Ba;+C = we have

In the analogy, therefore, between linear differential equations
and ordinary algebraical equations the Wronskian is the analogue
of the alternant.*

It may be added that the identities given on the same page

by Mainardi as examples of his discoveries in the general theory
of determinants are included in an old identity of Desnanot's

numbered xlv. in History, i. p. 145.

PUISEUX, V. (1851).

[Sur la ligne dont les deux courbures ont entre elles un rapport
constant. Journ. (de Liouville) de Math., vi. pp. 208-211.]

At the close of his paper Puiseux remarks that his proof
would have been shortened by using the theorem, "Les lettres

* We may appropriately note that in the same volume of the Annali are two
short papers by P. Tardy on Malmsten's theorem just referred to (pp. 136-139,

337-341).
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t, u, V, . , .
,
w cUsignant n variables, si le determinant du

systeme de n quantites

t u .... w
dwdt du

dH dhi d^v)

d'^-hv

est 4gal d z4ro, on a necessaireinent Viquation

at-\-hu-\-cv-\- . . . -^-gvj
=

oit a, b, c, . . .
, g sont des constantes." The theorem is spoken of

as known, but no reference is given.

TISSOT, A. (1852).

[Sur un determinant d'int^grales ddfinies. Joum. {de LiouviUe)
de Math., xvii. pp. 177-185.]

Tissot incidentally asserts that ii y,yj^,y^, . . . , y^ all satisfy a

linear differential equation similar to that dealt with by Malmsten

above, then

J^i^yy'iy'i j/;')
=

y^--^*'

where y is independent of x. It is further stated that LiouviUe

proved this in vol. x. of his journal, but such is not the case, the

subject being not even referred to in that volume.

PROUHET, E. (1852).

[M^moire sur quelques formules g^n^rales d'analyse. Joum.

(de LiouviUe) de Math. (2), i. pp. 321-344.]

The third and last section (40-45) of Prouhet's memoir is

headed "Theorfemes sur quelques determinants de fonctions."

The first theorem proved is that just mentioned as having been

used by Malmsten. He then takes the set of m+l equations,

x^'dP{u<f!>) + a;i-#(w0") + + a;,-cZ*"(u0<>)
= d'^+^u^")

x^'d\u^'^) + x^'d^{u(}^) + . . . -f a;-(Z"'(w0i)
=

d'^+\u<f>'^)

x^'d^utp"^) + x^'d^Uip"^) + . . . + Xm'd'^iutp"*)
= d+i(t*0"*).
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and with the help of the said theorem obtains at once

where A stands for

Next, by using in connection with the same sets of equations the

multipHers

and performing addition, the coefficients of Xq, ajp . . .
, ajm-i are

found to vanish, with the result

this being due to the theorem in differentiation* that the ex-

pression of 171+ 1 terms

d'-{u<f>'^)
-

m<l>.d%u<p'^-'^) + |m(m+l)02 c2''(u0'-2)
_

has the values

0, m!u(cZ0)"', ^m(m+l)-m!u((^0'"-i)c?20 + (m+l)!du.(d0"')

according as r<;m, =m, or =9?i+l. An alternative value for

Xm is thus found, namely,

im(m+l)f^+(m+l) i.e. cZ log [u^+H^^)*"^'"'"'^] ;

and from the two values it follows that

A =
u'+H(^0)^"'^"'"^'^x a constant,

the constant being determined to be

2[l"2i32. . .(m+in or 1!2!3!. . .ml

by considering the particular case where u= <p
= e''. The final

result thus is

U0O d{u(f/>) d'^iutp^)

u<f>^ d(u^^) d'^{u<f>^)

u<f>'^ d{u<t>"') d'^iu^'^)

= 1!2!3!.. .m\u"'+\d<f>)
j7n(TO+l)

'Attributed in part to Lexell (1772) and to Arbogast (1800).
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which on putting u=l becomes Wronski's result of the year

1816, and therefore a case of Schweins' generalisation of 1825.

A[BADIE, T.] (1852).

[Sur la difft^rentiation des fonetions de fonctions: series de

Burmann, de Lagrange, de Wronski. Nouv. Annates de

Math., xi, pp. 376-383; or French translation of Brioschi's

Teorica del Determinanti, pp. 182-193.]

By a method similar to Prouhet's, namely, by solving a set of

equations in two different ways, Abadie obtains

l-2.3...n
~
SL^I^V'I^V- -D^-i^^-i.D^*]

where 6 and D*"^* stand for

respectively. Thence, by equating coefficients of D^F, Wronski's

result

S[D^0-DV- -D"^"] = l!2!3!...n!{0'(a;)}"*'*+"

is reached; and this in its turn is then used to simplify the

result which has just originated it, another of Wronski's formulae

being thus arrived at.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1855). |

[Sur une propri^t^ d'un determinant fonctionnel. Quart. Journ,

of Math., i. pp. 365-367 ;
or Opere tnat, v. pp. 389-392.]

In later phraseology the property in question is that if ths

Wronskian, W say, of y^, y^, . . . y^, he a known function of

the independent variable x, then any one of the ys, y, say, can

be expressed in terms of the others and W. Denoting the *

differential-quotient of y,. by 2/r
' we have of course

^
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W ^

2/1

y\
(1)

2/2

y?

Vn

<7 n

y(n-\) tf2 t(-l)

and using
"
cof

"
for

"
cofactor of

" we readily see that since

-^(cofy;-^')
=

-cof2/^"-2)

we have

d /cof i/i"-'>\
- cof

2/1"-^'
cof

2/i"-2)+ cof
2/<;-^'

cof
y^"'')

^Vcofl/^"-^'/

"^

(cof iy|"-2))2

^~

w.cof(i/<;-^)i/|"-2))

(cofi/"-^'/

Integration of both sides with respect to x then gives

cofy(-i) = cofy<"-" )^^ f;
^
dx;

and it is seen that for the cofactor of any element in the last row
of W except the r*** there is an expression in which the function

2/r never explicitly occurs. It only remains then to take the

well-known identity

=
2/iCof2/'-"-|-2/,cof 2/<"-^' + . . . +2/rCof2/;."-^' + . . . + i/ncof 2/|f-^',

write therein for cof^""^' the substitute thus provided, and

divide both sides by cof 2/^"-^' ; for, this being done, there results

=
2/1I1 + 2/2I2 + +2/r + .' +2/nIn

where I stands for the integral above written.

Brioschi then proceeds to establish Malmsten's theorem of

1849.

CHRISTOFFEL, E. B. (1857).

[Ueber die lineare Abhangigkeit von Functionen einer einzigen
Veranderlichen. Crelle's Journ., Iv. pp, 281-299.]

The results directly bearing on the subject specified in the title

of the paper are summed up in five propositions (pp. 293-294),
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the one comparable with Puiseux's of 1851 being that //
S f(x) fj(x) . . . f

|,'(x)
vanisites for all values of x from, x= x^j to

x= Xi, where Xo-<Xj, then the functions f(x), fi(x), . . .
, fn(x)

are for those values linearly dependent. In a concluding section

are brought together (pp. 297-299) the properties of the

determinants which had been used in reaching the said results.

The first theorem is

2 =t
'^'^'I'^t '"'n'

= S U'^u'-^^u". . . A"it'"' (1)

where

Au^^ = u^L - n^\ A'^^^ = Au^i, - ^u^\

This, it is stated, can be proved in the same way as the theorem

S /(m)-/i(w+l) /n(m+7i) = 2;db/(7n).A/i(m) .... A/n(m) (Y)

given earlier in the paper (p. 293), namely, by evolving the

left-hand side from the right-hand side after substituting for

the differences in the latter their equivalents obtainable from

the identity

A'/(m) = f,{m+i) - if,{m+i-l) + lfc:iL>/,(m -h i- 2)
-

. . . .

There is next derived the theorem

S vu-^{vu'y^\vu") . . . A(vu<')

= w^v^ ^n S =t It- Au'- A^tt" A"u"*' (2)

and from this again by putting Vr=l/ur there is obtained

2 u . Au'.AV. . . A^u*") = uu,u^ . . . u . 2 a(^')
.

A^(^)
. . . A(^) .

Then, by using this last theorem on itself, and continuing in

like manner, there is finally reached the result

2 U'Au'-A^u". . . Au'*

= (uui . . . u)(it*u,; . . . M;;'_,)(u"uf . . .

u^^_^)
.... (u-''-*u;-* -*)%- (8)

where

f

U**" = A . U'^'^ = A-r7i' U''>2 = A-5-T
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In order to pass from differences to differentials Christoffel

then puts

u^"^ = fy{m+fjL6) , v^
=

^{m6-\-/ji6), me = x, e = dx,

the result obtained from (2) being

and from (3) being

where

There is next given a result dealing with change of variable,

namely,

^ -^'dx 9x2
' *

-Q^n Vax/ ^-''' ^t dt^
'"

dP"

which is proved like (1) and (!'), the identity used for sub-

stitution purposes being now

where
a'j'"'^ a}'^\

... do not involve differential-quotients of /.

Lastly, denoting the cofactors of /"*', /["',
. . .

, /jj''
in

v + z-M ^^ '^^ ~-^ dx' dx^
" '

dx^

by Wo, Wj, . . .
, W^ he announces the set of results

SWoW;w;'... wL"' = W",

2 WoW;w;' . . . wt"/' =
(
-irw-'% ,

2 WoW;w;' . . . wtf =
(
- i)^'*w-2 .^ f^_j'^ ,

S WoW;w;' . . . wtf = (-i)^'w-3.2/-2/'-i/;',

2; + WoW; = (-i)<"-^'"W.2/2/; . . ./""

Wo = (-irS/i/2/3 ./:"

2)
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In regard to these we may note in passing that as

WW w*'
1 > **n

are themselves Wronskians, the name "
Compound Wronskian

"

would not be inappropriate for the determinants on the left. Also,

that in form the results bear a resemblance to those included in

Jacobi's theorem regarding any minor of the adjugate of a general

determinant.

HESSE, 0. (1857).

[Ueber die Criterien des Maximums und Minimums der einfachen

Integrale. CreUe's Journ., liv. pp. 227-273
;
or Werke, pp.

413-467.]

In the course of his investigation Hesse pauses (p. 249) to

enunciate the result which we have numbered (4) in dealing
with Christojffel's paper. He also gives Christoffel's fifth result,

having arrived at it, however, by a different method, namely, by
the repeated use of the immediately preceding result. Thus, in

the case of the 3rd order, the first part of his procedure would be

u u

V V

w w

u-1

V

u
w

-

= u**

1 (1)' (1)"

V /vV /v\"

u \u/ \uJ

w /w\' /wV

(u.iy (u-i)"

and he would next treat this two-line determinant in similar

fashion, the result being

'01S* uvw - HOT
.'J
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MONTFEERIER, A. S. DE (1858).

[Encyclop^die Math^matique, ou exposition complete de toutes

les branches des mathematiques d'apres les principes . . . , de

Hoene Wronski. Premiere Partie : Mathematiques Pures.

Tomes i.-iv., Paris.*]

Although, from the nature of this work, it cannot be expected

to contain fresh results, it would be a mistake to undervalue it,

as in the matter of exposition the disciple had more skill than his

master. Whether, therefore, as a substitute for, or a commentary
on, the original, it deserves attention. It is only in the third

volume that the " Schin
"

functions appear, a short general

account being given in 1041, 1042 (pp. 423-428), and special

instances dealt with under the headings
" Les Series

"
( 953-960,

pp. 267-276) and " La Loi Supreme
"

( 1006-1023, pp. 358-391).

* None of the four volumes is dated, but they appeared in 1856-59 : they
do not complete the First Part.



CHAPTER VIIL

JA(X)BIANS, FROM 1841 TO 1860.

When one recalls the exceptional fullness of Jacobi's memoir on

this special form and the fact that it belongs really to the first

year of the period now under discussion, one cannot be surprised
that during the remainder of the period little was added save

commentaries and suggested amendments. Even Bertrand's con-

tribution, the longest and most interesting, is practically of this

character.

JACOBI, C. G. J. (1844-1845).

[Theoria novi multiplicatoris systemati SBquationum differenti-

alium vulgariura applicandi. Crellea Joum., xxvii. pp.

199-268; xxix. pp. 218-279, 333-376; or Math. Werke

(1846), i. pp. 47-226 ;
or Gesammelte Werke, iv. pp. 317-509.]

The portion of this long memoir which is of interest to us in

the present connection is the first section (pp. 201-209) of the

first chapter, the heading being
" Lemma fundamentale eiusque

varii usus : de determinantibus functionalibus partialibus." Pass-

ing over the treatment of the first two cases of the lemma we
come upon the general enunciation of it, which is

^/A.AA, A^ be the cofactors of '^, ^, ^'"^
in the determinant y](J^ 4^ j^ . . . ^), tlusn

3AaAj3A2 4.^ = o
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Preparatory for the proof it is pointed out that since

an alternative form of the lemma is

?ix
?)X-^

' ' '

dXn ^\ dx BiCj

* '

'dXnJ

Then calling the given determinant R, and noting that A,

Aj, . . .
, A^ are themselves functional determinants, A^ being

the determinant of /j, /2, , . . ,/ with respect to x, x-^^,
. . .

, Xt.i,

^i+i, ' - '
, ^n' Ja^obi seeks to prove the lemma true in the case of

R from assuming it true in the case of A^ . To be able to formulate

it in the latter case he takes each element of the first row of R
along with each element of the second row, thus forming (n+ iy
products whose cofactors in the determinant he denotes by

(00) (01) (02) ... (On)

(10) (11) (12) ... (In)

(20) (21) (22) ... (271)

(nO) (nl) {n2) . . . (nn),

that is to say, he puts

(ck) for the cofactor of :4~^i^ iii I^>

a notation which necessitates

(ik) = (ki) and (w) = 0.

It follows on this that the cofactors of

ti, 34, ..., _M., _M_, ..., M
?ix' dx^ '^i-i "^i+i 9^n

in Af are (i, 0), (i, 1), . . .
, (i, n), and thus the assumption

above made takes the form

g(i 0) . g(i 1) .

. . . + ^(^> ^) ^
dx dx^

' ' ' '

dXn
'

3x dx^
' ' ' '

dXn
'*
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Since, however, (i, k)f^= (k, i)f^ and (i, i)f^
= 0, we can apply to

the latter the general proposition that if b.^ he any quantities

whatever siuih that 84^= a^, aii
= 0, and H, starid for

'dx ?)X^ 'dXn

ilien

'dx
^

-dx^

^ " ' ^
-dxn

and so reach the first of our aims as desired. There only then

remains to show that the lemma holds in- the case of two

variables, and this is unnecessary because it is then identical

with the familiar proposition

_M ^.
'dx'dy dydx

In addition to this gradational proof Jacobi gives one of a

different kind. Since A^, he says, does not involve differential-

coefficients with respect to aj,, it follows that ^ and ^^
cannot involve differential-coefficients taken twice with respect
to any one variable. Further, second differential-coefficients

taken with respect to different variables a;,, aj, cannot occur

anywhere save int

"dXi 9xj
*

All we have got to show therefore is that the cofactor of ^^^

3A 3A ^<SXt
in :^--+rr-^ vanishes. To do this we express A< in terms of the

ox^ ^^k

elements of one column and their cofactors, say

ST Sx"
The reason for this, of oourae, is that _ + _ = 0.

tit would have been well to make clear here that every term of the final

expansion of 2 -"i contains one and only one second differential-coefficient.

I
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and thus know as above that

where a^, ag, ... involve no differential-coefficients taken with

respect to Xi or with respect to x^.

The observation made in the course of the first proof that

A, Aj, . . .
, A^ are themselves functional determinants leads

Jacobi to the conception of "partial functional determinants"

on the analogy of partial differential-quotients. The funda-

mental lemma then becomes viewable as the analogue of

al^i 3^.
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Viewing x, x^, x^, . . . . x^ b,s functions of /, /j, /g, . . -
^ fn ^^

obtains of course {De determ. funct 8)

'dx_A dx^ _ Aj

3/~R' 3/~R'
""

df

so that'by substitution the lemma becomes

'^n_K
R'

= <^l) Kt)

or

df (
dx dx^

7&. 7&1

3a;

where firstly R and the x's have to be viewed as functions of the

/'s and all differentiated with respect to /, and secondly the

differential-coefficients thus obtained have to be expressed in

terms of the a;'8 preparatory to performing the final set of

differentiations.

Here the consideration of functional determinants would have

come to an end in the present memoir, had it not been that a

theorem on the subject which had been given incorrectly in

1841 (De detei'Tn. funct 14) was now wanted in 3 for use.

Two and a half pages (pp. 215-217) of matter are consequently
intercalated in order to enunciate the theorem correctly, to prove

it, and to elucidate it by a commentary. The enunciation is

If i^
=

a^, f^ ^i' ^n
=

ii. where the a'8 are constants, the

functional determinant
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3/l ^A ^fn

^
\~'dx^ 3a;2

'
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From a well-known theorem regarding the differentiation of

homogeneous functions he has, on putting wj^' for
^-^'

x,v}^ + x.v}? + x^y}? =
2/,

^

cTi w-*2

' + x^v}^^ + x^uf =
2/2

-

;

x{iJif + x^uf + ajjuf
' = 2/3 ,

and, being Jacobi's determinant of f^, f^, f^ with respect to

ajj, ajg, ajg,
there thus follows

(a) x,<l>
= 2Mufuf-ufuT) + 2/2(u'^f'-i;?'u?>) + 2/3(uW-uW),

with similar expressions for x^ip, x^^ ;
so that any set of values

of a;
J, fljg, 353

which makes f^, f^, /j vanish will make
<f>

vanish

also. The formal enunciation of this result is then given, and it

is pointed out that the like theorem holds when there are n

homogeneous functions all of n variables and of the r*-^ degree.

From (a) by differentiation there is next obtained

= 2',"(!,"r-t4V) + 2i"(.4"i"-',V?') + 2uy'(.eiV-r?')

I

+ 2/,Aaf-iV) + 2/,|-(,4"<-iV) +
2/,|-^(tti='-W

and thence
2)d>

9/"-^/,,(2),,<3> -,<'>-<*'\ _L 9/
^

/--/^L/S) ,(3)(2)\ 10/^ /-.<*',.'> W (-~
-^'aX ^^ ^ ~^ ^ ^ '2^^ 3 Wi U3 U, ) + 4/3^(U, Uj tti U,

so that any set of values x^, x^, x^ which makes the ternary

quadrics/1,/2, /j vanish, will make the first differential-quotients

of the determinant of f^, /g, /g vanish also, a second theorem

which is asserted to hold when the number of homogeneous
functions is n, the number of variables n, and each function of

the r*** degree in the said variables.

Combining the two re.sults, and using later phraseology, we
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may say that Whev, n n-ary r*'^-ics vanish, their Jacobian and
eoxh of its first differential-quotients will vanish also.

The connection of this with the problem of elimination can be

indicated in a few words. Jacobi's determinant
<p being of the

third degree in x^, x^, x^, its first differential-quotients are like

fi> fi' fz liii^ar in x^, x^, x^, x^^, x^^, x^x^; and consequently
the resultant is at once obtained as a six-line determinant.

CAYLEY, A. (1847, February).

[On the differential equations which occur in dynamical problems.

Cambridge and Dub. Math. Journ., ii. pp. 210-219
;
or

Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 276-284.]

This is a short exposition of Jacobi's elaborate memoir of 1844

with considerable variation in the details. The portion (1)
which concerns us is of course that referring to the "fundamental

lemma." This is established in its third form, the proof, like

that originally given by Jacobi, being dependent on the theorem

CXjc

but differing in appearance, mainly because of the use of

differentials.

BERTRAND, J. (1851, February).

[M^moire sur le determinant d'un systfeme de fonctions. Jowm.

(de Liouville) de Math., xvi. pp. 212-227; abstract in Comptes
Rendus .... Acad, des Sci. (Paris), xxxii. pp. 134-135.]

Recalling how Jacobi had insisted on the marked analogy
between a functional-determinant and a differential-coefficient,

Bertrand at once intimates the adoption of a new definition of

the former, which in his opinion makes the analogy still more

striking, and from which the properties of the determinant are

deducible like mere corollaries.

Save that A and S are used where Bertrand without distinction

uses d, the following is the definition: If /i, /g, ...,/ be
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, Xn, and the latter receive n distinct setsfunctions of x^, x^_,

of increments

11 ^1^9 \x^

An^l A^2 Aa;,

with the result that the corresponding increments of the functions

are

Ai/i Ai/g- .... Aj/

A2/1 A2/2 A2/,

AJi AJ2 Aj; ,

then the limiting value of the ratio of the determinant of the

second array to the determinant of the first array as the elements

of the latter array are indefinitely diminished is called the

determinant of the n functions. Since in the circumstances

mentioned

i

A./,
=
gA^,+gA^,+ + "A^'

for all values of k and i not greater than n, it follows from

the multiplication-theorem that the aforesaid limiting value is

equal to

9A ^/i

"dx^

'dx.

dXn

dXn

'dfn

dx^

-dfn

dXo
5A
dXn t

and, this determinant being independent of the increments given
to the independent variables, it is held that the definition is

legitimised. It might have been added that the name assigned

to the limiting value is also thereby justified.

The more important of Jacobi's results, eight or nine in number,

are then re-established, precedence being given to those regard-
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ing the vanishing of the determinant. Supposing, first, that

the functions are independent of one another, he asserts that

x^, X2, . . .
, x^ may be conceived as expressed in terms of

fi> f2> -
} fn'i ^'^^j ^^^ latter being viewed as independent

variables, the determinant of their increments can be considered

as completely arbitrary and can thus have a value different from

zero. Further, in relation to this determinant the determinant of

the increments of x^, x^, . . .
, x^ cannot be infinitely great,

because the terms of both determinants have the same number of

infinitesimal factors of the first order. It thus follows that their

quotient that is, the functional determinant is not zero. Next,

supposing that the functions are not all independent of one

another, but that^+i,^+2j - ,fn are functions oif^,/^, . . . ,fp,

and that the latter alone are mutually independent, Bertrand

asserts that we may suppose

Ai/i = 0, Ai/2 = 0, ...., Aj; = o,

this in fact being possible in an infinite number of ways, because

only p relations are thereby established between the increments

A^x^^, AiCCg, . . .
, \x^- It will then result that the increments

of fp+i,fp^2> >/ being sums of multiples of the increments

of /l, /g, . . .
, _^ will also be zero; and thus the whole of the

first row

Aj/i A1/2 Aj/

will be composed of zeros, and the determinant to which it

belongs will vanish. On the other hand the determinant of the

increments of the x'a can at the same time be made different from

zero, the increments in the first row being not necessarily all zero

and those in the other rows being what we please. The ratio of

the two determinants therefore vanishes.

Following this are given the theorem regarding the relation of

^\-dx^ -dx^'" dxj ^
V-3/i 3/2 dfj

'

the theorem for finding the functional determinant when the

/'s are given mediately as functions of the a;'s, that is to

say, as functions of

0l(^l) ^2' ' ^n/' 02\'^1' ^2' ' "^nf^
. . . . , (pp\X^, X^, . . . , X^) :
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and the corresponding theorem when the functions are only

implicitly given, that is to say, by means of connecting equations

r-y^X^yX^, . . . , Xn, Ji, J2^ t Jn) == ">

^ nKp^lt ^2' ' "^nt Jii Jif '
> Jn) ^^ '-'

The mode of treatment will be readily guessed from what has

gone before.

The same cannot, however, be confidently aflRrmed in con-

nection with the theorem which expresses the functional deter-

minant as a single product. This is found grouped under the

heading
" Diverses formes que Ton pent donner k un determinant

"

(fonctionnel), the said forms being obtainable on varying the

systems of increments assigned to the variables. In the first

example, the array of increments of the x'a is taken to be

A^aJi

A^z

Aa;

which necessitates the other array being

Ma ^^2 a Ma

Ma Ma ^/ a

and the ratio of the determinants of the arrays to be

3/i 3/2 .. . 3/^

To this there is added "C'est I'expression donn^e comma
definition par M. Jacobi," a remark, however, equally applicable

when, as at the outset, the increments of the a;'s were taken in
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their most general form. Preparatory to the next example it is

pointed out that any n of the variables

^l ^2' > ^n' /l'/2> ' 'Jn

may have arbitrary values, the other n being then determinable
;

and that therefore ii n 1 of them be taken to be invariable, the

ratios of the increments of the others may be considered known.

We thus see that the two arrays

AJ, ...

AJ, AJ, ...

A3/1 A3/2 A3/3 ...

\^l
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may be held to give implicitly the/'s as functions of the x'a, and
therefore by a previous result

SO 'dx, dXo i) =(-!)"
y>j_p0l902 ^ _ ^

90n^
dXr,./

301 301

i 9/2

902 902

9/1 9/2
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SYLVESTER, J. J. (1853, June).

[On a theory of the syzygetic relations .... Philos. Transac. R.

Soc. (London), cxliii. pp. 407-548 ;
or Collected Math. Pwpera,

i. pp. 429-586.]

In the present connection the only interest of this long and

important memoir lies in the fact that Sylvester at page 476 of

it uses for the first time the term Jacobian and the symbolism

J(/, g). Hia words are "J indicates the Jacobian of the given
functions f, g, . . .

, meaning thereby the functional determinant

of Jacobi."

CAUCHY, A. L. (1853, July).

[Memoire sur les difF^rentielles et les variations employ^
comme clefs algebriques. Comptes rendus .... Acad, des

Sci. (Paris), xxxvii. pp. 38-45, 57-64; or (Euvres complHes

(1). xii. pp. 46-63.]

The first section of the memoir opens, like his memoir of 1841,

with the theorem

S(D^ D,t/ D,z ...) S(D,x D^y D^ . . .)
= 1,

and then proceeds to the consideration of the arrays

(aa) (ab) (ac) . . . [cui] [ah] [ac] . . .

(ba) (66) (6c) ... [6a] [66] [6c] ...

(ca) (cb) (cc) . . . [ca] [c6] [cc] . . .

in which any element {hk) of the first array stands for

+

and any element [hk] of the second array stands for

D,x + +

and a, 6, c, . . . . are 2n functions of two sets of n variables

X, y, z, . . .
, u, V, w, . . . . Of course both arrays are recognised
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to be zero-axial and skew, and under certain conditions it is

shown that the elements of the one are expressible in terms of

those of the other, and that the product of the determinant

of the two arrays is 1.

The language and notation of
'

clefs algebriques
'

are used

throughout, but nothing is brought forward as justification for

so doing.

DONKIN, W. F. (1854, February).

[On a class of differential equations, including those which

occur in dynamical problems, Part I. Philos. Transdc. R. Soc.

(London), cxliv. pp. 71-113.]

It is only the first four pages of Donkin's memoir that concern

us, these being introductory and referring to properties of a set

of n functions of n variables without any regard to possible

connections with dynamics. Drawing attention at the outset to

the analogy remarked on by Jacobi and Bertrand, he proposes
to signalise it by denoting the determinant of /j, /g, . . .

, /
with respect to x^, x^, . . .

, x^hy

^(/l. /2> ' fn)

\ 1' 2' J ^n)

Further, he views the numerator and denominator here as

standing for the determinants of Bertrand's arrays of differences,

remarking pointedly that the fraction indicated "is a real

fraction, provided its numerator and denominator be interpreted

in a manner exactly analogous to that in which the numerator

and denominator of an ordinary total or partial differential-

coefficient are interpreted."

Having thus explained his notation he proceeds to generalise

the proposition that

-^dXj^ %.dx^ + M: ?^^. = 1 or
dXj^ dfg dx^ dfs

' ' '

dXn ^fs

according as r and s are equal or unequal. He recalls Jacobi's

theorem {De determin. fund. 11) that if u^, u^, . . .
, Um be
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functions oi y^, y^, . . .
, y^y n being greater than m, and the y's

be functions of
ajj, iCg,

. . .
, a;, then

diXy^Xy^
. . . Xyj ^PmyP^yP^ . . . ypj

'

^Xy^Xy^
. . . XyjJ

where a^, a^, . . .
, a^ and y^, y^ y are fixed sets of

m integers chosen from 1, 2, . . .
, -n, and ^j, ^2 > i^m as any

such set whatever. Taking then what he considers to be a

particular case of this, namely,

he points out that if the sets Oj, Oj, . . . , a^ and y^, yj, . .
, ym

be identical the determinant on the left is equal to 1, and that

on the other hand if even one of the y's be not included among
the a's the determinant will have a column of zeros and

therefore be zero itself. The generalisation aimed at thus is,

that // y^, y2> . > yn ^^ functions of Xj, x^, . . .
, x^, and m be

less than n, then

^p \,d{xp^xp^
. . . xpj ^{yy^yy,

. . yyj)

according a^ the a set of m integers chosen from 1, 2, . . .
,
n is

identical or not with the y set. The illustrative example taken

is the case where n= 2, and the mode of stating it is that

according as a, ^=p, q or not, it being understood that i, j is in

succession

1,2; 1,3; ...
; \,n

2, 3
;

. . .
; 2, n

n 1
,
-n.
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DONKIN, W. F. (1854, February).

[Demonstration of a theorem of Jacobi's relative to functional

determinants. Cambridge and Dub. Math. Joum., ix. pp.

161-163.]

The theorem or identity in question is that of the year 1844.

The functions being u^, Uc^,
. . .

, u^ and the independent variables

iCj, x^, . . .
, c, Donkin says that the functional determinant

may be represented by
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column, and therefore vanishes. The identity is thus thought
to be established.

In regard to this so-called demonstration we need only remark

in passing (1) that the subject operated on is written in too

product-like a form; (2) that an appropriate substitute for it

would be (Uj, u^, . . . , u^), this being explained to be such that

and
dXt

dUr
(Ui, Uj, . . . , u) = ^,

^>'^- +

(3) that the assertion (A) is unsubstantiated, the fact

|a,62C3|
=

a,| 6,6,1
-

aj| 61C3 1
+ a,] 6,c,|

being nothing more than a suggestion that

JL _^ A
"dXi Bxj dXi

fei 6j h,

Ci Cj C3

may be a suitable abridged notation for

|;|fe, 0,1-1^16,
c,| + A,6,c

BRIOSCHI, F. (1854, March).

[La Teorica dei Determinanti, e le sue principali Applica-

zioNi. viii-l-116 pp. Pavia.]

Like Spottiswoode, Brioschi devotes his tenth chapter or

section ( 10) to
" determinanti delle funzioni

"
;
but his exposi

tion is much more extensive (pp. 84-106), and, although of~

course he follows in Jacobi's footsteps, he does so less closely

than Spottiswoode.

Thus the fact that the cofactor of :^ in R is R^t^, a fact
dxt

which we may write temporarily in the form
^/i

L9xJ
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he obtains by solving n+ 1 sets of equations like

249

dx df dx 9/i

dx 9/ , 3^^ ,

dfdx^'^df.dxj

and by using the same sets of equations after row.-by-row

multiplication he obtains

or, say, S R = 1.

Further, he notes that as a consequence of these two theorems

there results

which he might well have generalised by changing the i, k of

the second factor of both sides into r, s.

In dealing with the "fundamental lemma" his order of

procedure is the reverse of Jacobi's, that is to say, he deduces

the form of 1844 from the original form of 1841. Thus, using
the latter in regard to S, he has

3S

9/*

*=" d^
^ dXi

whence, because of R being the reciprocal of S, he obtains

SR

3A

i= 3

-^l^-O;
80 that on substituting

^dXi 3/fc

^^
dfk
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there results , rx^\
i=n ^f-R^]

t=0

which on further substituting ^ for R ^ becomes the for

desired
LaxJ 3/,

The next fresh paragraph (p. 91) appears, although un-

necessarily, as an addendum to Jacobi's solution of a set of ^

simultaneous linear equations whose determinant is a functional

determinant (De detemn. fund. 8). If the square of R be

obtained by row-by-row multiplication, and the square of S

by column-by-column multiplication it is easily verified that

(h''^ row of S2) X (/c'*' column of R) = ^,

i.e. =
{k, hf^ element of S,

thus incidentally giving S^R= S as it should do. From this it is

deduced that

(h^^ row of S2) X (A;^" row of R^) = 1 or

according as h and k are equal or unequal,* and that therefore

R2 and S- as just defined are in the matter of their primary

minors related as R and S have been shown to be.

In the remaining fourteen pages (pp. 92-106) the only matter

calling: for attention concerns Jacobi's theorem

I

where

From this Brioschi, by taking the /s to be linear functions of

the x's, obtains Sylvester's theorem of March 1851 regarding a

compound determinant.

*
Viewing R and S as matrices of which the conjugates are R and S we have

as an equivalent of this _ _ _ _
So RR= S SR R

=sR=i.
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PEIRCE, B. (1855).

[A System of Analytical Mechanics. (Chap. X. i. : De-

terminants and Functional Determinants, pp. 172-198.)

xl+496 pp., Boston (U.S.A.).]

At the outset of his Tenth Chapter, which deals with the

integration of the differential equations of motion, Peirce feels

the need for making his reader acquainted with the properties of

functional determinants. He accordingly gives as a preparation
a brief account ( 327-348, pp. 172-183) of determinants in

I general, and then expounds within the space of sixteen broad-

margined pages the main theorems of Jacobi's 'De deter-

minantibus functionalibus.' The treatment of the original is

free and masterly, the order being altered with good effect. For

example, Jacobi's incorrectly stated proposition is brought
forM^ard to occupy the second place, the enunciation being

If either (i.e. any one) of the given functions contains any of
the other functions, these (latter) functions may be regarded as

constant in finding the functional determinant. There is

j

thence deduced Jacobi's last proposition of all, namely, that

expressing the determinant as a single product : and this in turn

is used to discuss the connection between the vanishing of the

determinant and the interdependence of the functions.

Had Peirce's exposition been less condensed and been pub-
lished as part of an ordinary text-book of determinants, its

value at that time to English-speaking students would have

been considerable.

BELLAVITIS, G. (1857, June).

[Sposizione elementare della teorica dei determinanti. Memorie
.... Istituto Veneto .... vii. pp. 67-144]

To the subject of a " Determinante formato colle derivate-

prime di alquante funzioni di altrettanti variabili" Bellavitis

devotes nine and a half pages (pp. 52-61, 65-78), that is to

say, about the same as Spottiswoode, though his selection of
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theorems is not quite the same. In substance he gives nothing
'

fresh. His symbolism for the determinant oi u, v, . . . with

respect to x, y, . . . resembles Cauchy's of 1841, being

I D^u, ByV, . . .
I

;

other changes made by him in notation are less satisfactory.

BALTZER, R. (1857).

[Theorie und Anwendung deu Determinanten, mit ....
vi+ 129 pp. Leipzig, 1857.]

" Die Functionaldeterminante
"

is the heading of Baltzer's'

thirteenth chapter or section ( 13, pp. 61-72). Though the

exposition is neither so full nor so fresh as Brioschi's, it has the

advantage in arrangement, concision and clearness. Jacobi's last

theorem (De determ. funct 18), expressing the determinant as

a single product.

\dx/ \dXiJ Kdx^/ \dXn/

Baltzer makes his first, the proof being readily altered to suit.

He then, following Peirce, uses it effectively in dealing with the

proposition regarding the vanishing of the determinant. For

example, if the determinant vanishes, he can assert that one of

the factors of the said product must vanish
;
and thence step-by-

step can infer the vanishing of the succeeding factors including

the last, a result which entails / being expressible in terms of

the other /'s.

A footnote recalls the fact, which we should have noted before

this, that Mobius had given in Crelle's Journ., xii. p. 116, in the

year 1834, the equation

{t^Uy-t^u^)(v,w^-VuW,)(xy-xy) = 1,

where t stands for dt/dx.
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MALMSTEN, C. J. (1858, October).

[Om differential-eqvationers integrering. K. Svenska Vet.-AJcad.

Handl. (Stockholm), iii. No. 2, 94 pp.]

On pp. 9-11 Malmsten enunciates and proves Jacobi's "funda-

mental lemma" of 1844 without contributing any improvement.

SALMON, G. (1859).

[Lessons Introductory to the Modern Higher Algebra.

xii-l-147 pp., Dublin.]

Salmon gives little, and certainly nothing fresh, on the sub-

ject; but his unreserved adoption of Sylvester's word "Jacobian"

( 53, 54
; p. 37) doubtless helped greatly to spread the usage.



CHAPTER IX.

SKEW DETERMINANTS, FROM 1846 TO 1860.

Unlike the special form of the preceding chapter, Skew De-

terminants received little attention in our first volume, even

although in their case the period was extended to 1845 in order |

to include the whole of Jacobi's work. Unless by implication,

indeed, they do not belong to that volume at all, the chapter
there assigned to them being really occupied with the related

functions afterwards named PfaflBans when the connection

between the two came to be recognised. The new form is thus

strictly viewable as one of the products of the Cayley-Sylvester

period.

ICAYLEY, A. (1846).

[Sur quelques propri^t^s des determinants gauches. Crelle'a

Journ.y xxxii. pp. 119-123; or Collected Math. Papers, i.

pp. 332-:33e.]

This paper, with its author's usual directness, starts at once

with a definition, the first words being

* Je donne le nom de determinant gauche k un determinant form^ par
un syst^me de quantit^s K,, qui satisfont aux conditions

K.. = - Kr {r 9^ s).

J'appelle aussi un tel syst^me, systtme gauche."

So far as can be ascertained, the English equivalent 'skew'

although it probably was the first of the two in order of thought,
did not appear in print until a few years later.
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As has been pointed out elsewhere, the title of the paper is

quite misleading, the real subject being the construction of a

linear substitution for the transformation of x^-\-x^+x^+ ....

into ix+i2-\-iz + . . . All that can be said in defence of the

inaccuracy is that skew determinants are made use of in obtain-

ing the desired substitution. The proper place for giving an

account of the contents of the paper is thus under the heading of
'

orthogonants,' if we may so name the determinants of an

07'thogonal substitution.

CAYLEY, A. (1847).

[Sur les determinants gauches. Grelles Journ., xxxviii. pp.

93-96
;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 410-413.]

Here the title and contents agree. At the outset the former

definition is repeated, and then for a particular kind of skew

determinant, viz., those in which the condition

^r.s
= ~

\,r (1)

is to hold even in the case where s and r are equal,
" ou pour

lesquels on a

Ks = -Kr (rj^s), X,,,
= 0," (2)

the name 'skew symmetric' ("gauche et symdtrique") is set apart.

The reason for this is evident on the statement of the first

theorem, which is to the effect that any skew determinant is

expressible in terms of skew symmetric determinants and those

elements of the original determinant which are not included in

the latter.
" En efFet," he explains,

"soit i2 le determinant gauche dont il s'agit, cette fonction peut Stre

presentee sous la forme

12 = J2q + iZjAii + 12.2A22 + . . . +I2i2^ii^22+

oil Oq est ce que deviant J2 si Aj^, X^^, . . . sont reduits k zero, 12^ est

ce que deviant le coeffieiant da A^^ sous la mme eondition, at ainsi

da suite
;

c'est a dire, 0^ est la determinant forme par les quantites
A, , en supposant qua cas quantites satisfassant aux conditions (2) at

en donnant a r,s la valeurs 1, 2, 3, . . .
, ?i; fi^ est le determinant

form6 paraillamant an donnant k r,s las valeurs 2, 3, . . .
, n; fig
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s'obtient en donnant k r,s les valeurs 1, 3, . . .
, n; et ainsi de suite ;

cela est aise de voir si Ton range les quantit^s k,, en forme de
carr^."

At this point a digression is made in order to establish a

theorem regarding skew determinants of odd order, and another

regarding skew determinants of even order, and thus be enabled

to make certain substitutions for the i7's in the development
here announced. Further, as the said substitutions for the fi's

of even order involve the functions dealt with by Jacobi in

his paper on the " Pfaffsche Methode," functions which Cayley
here calls "les fonctions de M. Jacobi," but which at a later

date he designated
"
Pfaffiuns" the digression is lengthened

by having prefixed to it an account of these functions.

So curious is this account and so likely to be misrepresented

by condensation, that the best way of treating it is to reproduce
it in the original words.* It stands thus :

" On obtient ces fonctions (dont je reprends ici la throne) par les

propri6t^s g^n^rales d'un determinant d^fini. Car en exprimant par

(1,2, . .
, n) une fonction quelconque dans laquelle entrent les

nombres symboliques 1,2, . . .
, n, et par le signe correspondant

k une permutation quelconque de ces nombres, la fonction

S (1 2 . . . n)

oil 2 d^signe la somme de tous les termes qu'on obtient en permutant
ces nombres d'une mani^re quelconque est ce qu'on nomme BSterminant.

On pourrait encore g^n^raliser cette ddfinition en admettant plusieurs

syst^mes de nombres 1, 2 . . . ,
n

; 1', 2' . . .
,
n'

; . . . qui alors devroient

fitre permutes independamment les uns des autres ;
on obtiendrait de

cette maniere une infinite d'autres fonctions, mentionn^es (T. xxx. p. 7).

Dans le cas des determinants ordinaires, auquel je ne m'arrSterai pas

ici, on aura (1, 2 . . . n) = \a^\\p^i . . . A.,,n. Pour les cas des fonctions

dont il s'agit (les fonctions de M. Jacobi), on supposera n pair, et Ton

^crira

(1 2 . . . n)
=

A-i 2X3^4 . . . X_i.,

oil Ay , sont des quantit^s quelconques qui satisfont aux Equations (1).

La fonction sera compos^e d'un nombre 1 . 2 . . . n de termes
;
mais

parmi eux il n'y aura que 1 . 3 . . . (n
- 1 ) termes difF6rents qui se

trouveront r^p^t^s 2*" (1.2 . . . ^n) fois, et qu'on obtiendra en per-

mutant cycliquement d'abord les w - 1 demiers nombres, puis les

* The paper, as it appears in Crelle'a Journal, is disfigured by misprints, which

have not been fully corrected in the Collected Math. Papers.
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w - 3 derniers nombres de chaque permutation, et ainsi de suite
; le

signe 6tant toujours +. II pourra etre d^montre, comme pour les

determinants, que ces fonctions changent de signe en permutant deux

quelconques des nombres symboliques, et qu'elles s'evanouissent si

deux de ces nombres deviennent identiques. De plus, en exprimant
par [12 ... w] la fonction dont il s'agit, la r^gle qui vient d'etre enone^,
donnera pour la formation de ces fonctions :

[1 2...n] =
Ai2[3 4.. .n] + Ai3[4.. . n, 2]

+ +Ai[2 3.. .n-\y

Dismissing, as not of present interest, the sentence regarding
the generalisation obtained by admitting more than one system
of symbolic numbers, we note first of all the peculiar general
use of (1 2 ... 71) for any function the expression of which

involves* as suffixes or otherwise the numbers 1, 2, 3, . . .
, w.

Then we are struck with the fact that the use of this along
with 2 gives a notation for a genus of functions of which

determinants, as understood up to the date of the paper, formed

a species : thus

is the case of 2 (123), where (123)= 0-162^3- In the third

place we are surprised to find that Cayley seems to propose
to extend the meaning of the word deterrninant by transferring

the name of the species to the genus, and to call by the name
of "

ordinary determinants
"

the functions formerly known as
" determinants

"
merely.

All this is in itself comparatively unimportant, serving perhaps

only to recall to us Cauchy's famous paper of 1812, where we
have K, the originating term of an alternating function to

compare and contrast with Cayley 's (12 ... -n), and 'alternating

function
'

to compare and contrast with Cayley's extended

meaning of ' determinant.' But what follows by way of second

example is very noteworthy, because the originating term taken,

viz., X12X34 Xn-i.n> is one that could not possibly have been

used by Cauchy, with whom 2 denoted an operation of a much
less simple character than permutation of the integers 1,2, ... ,n.

Apparently it is meant to be implied that each of the numbers occurs only
once in the expression.
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Unfortunately the example is not fully exploited.* We are only
told that in a certain special case, viz., where the elements are

such that rs is always equal to sr, there are only 1.3.5 . . .

(2?i 1) different terms in

Xv X12X3 ^2n-\,i

* Supplying this want we see that in strict accordance with Cayley's definition

2 12-34
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that the aggregate of these is also got without repetition in a

particular way already announced by Jacobi
;
and that it is this

aliquot part of 2Xi2X34 . . . X2-i,2n which constitutes 'la fonction

de M, Jacobi.' Jacobi's theorem regarding the effect, on the

function, of interchanging two indices, is then restated; and a

step further is taken in affirming that the function vanishes

when two indices are equal. Finally, another law of formation

the recurrent law is given in the form

[12... 2n] = 12[345...2w]+13[45...27i,2]+14[5... 271,2,3]+...

which, of course, is in substance not different from Jacobi's

The digression on '

les fonctions de M. Jacobi
'

being exhausted,

Cayley returns to skew symmetric determinants with the requisite
material for proving the two theorems above referred to. The
first of them, which is not new, is, in later phraseology that
"
Any zero-axial skew determinant of odd order vanishes

"
;
and

the second, which is Cayley's own, is that "
Any zero-axial skew

determinant of even order is the square of a Pfafian." In both

cases the method of proof is the gradational or so-called
' mathe-

matical induction'; and in both cases the main auxiliary theorem

used is Cauchy's regarding the expansion of a determinant

according to binary products of the elements of a row and the

elements of a column.

When n is odd and the elements of the first row and those of

the first column are 0,Xi2,Ai3, . . . , Xi and 0,X2i,X3i, . . .
, Xi

respectively, he says it is easy to see that for each term having

XiaX/31 for a factor, where aj^/3, there exists an equal term of

opposite sign having XijsXai for a factor
;
and that therefore, since

XiaXjsi
=

XijsXai ,
these two terms must cancel each other. As for the

terms which have XuXai for a factor, the cofactor is a deter-

minant of exactly the vsame form as the original, but of the order

n 1; consequently the theorem is seen to hold for any one case

if it hold for the case immediately preceding. But for the case

where 11= 3, the theorem is self-evident; therefore, "Tout deter-

minant gauche et sym^trique d'un ordre impair est z^ro."
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When n is even, the determinant dealt with is purposely taken

more general than one with skew symmetry, although, strange to

say, Cayley calls it 'gauche et symdtrique,' the elements of the

first row and those of the first column being Xa^,X2,Xa3, , Xn
and Xa/5,X2^,X3/J, . . .

, Xn^, and his aim being to prove that such a

determinant is equal to the product of two of the functions treated

of in the digression, viz., [a 2 3 ... n] and [/8 2 3 . . . w]. Develop-

ing as in the preceding case, there has this time to be considered

the element common to the first row and first column, viz., X^,
the cofactor of which is seen to be a skew symmetric deter-

minant of odd order n \, and therefore, as has just been shown,
is equal to zero. As for the cofactor of Xaa'X/r/s> where Xa' is

any element of the first row except the first, and X/r^ is any
element of the first column except the first, it will be found to be

a determinant which Cayley again mistakenly but consistently

calls 'gauche et sym^trique,' obtained by giving to r all the

values 2,3, . . . , n with the exception of a, and to 8 all the values

2,3, . . .
, n, with the exception of

/S'.
This determinant of the

(n 2)*'' order is expected to be seen to be of the same kind as

that with which we started, and to be temporarily admitted to be

equal to

[a'+l,...,n,2 a'-l].[/9'-Hl,...,n,2, ...,^'-l].

The typical term of the expansion will thus be

X..'[a'-1-1, . . . , TJ, 2, . . . , a'-l]. X^7,[/3'-|-l, . . . . n, 2, . . . , /S'-l];

and the sum of all such terms

=
{Xa2[34

. . . 7i] -I- Xas[4 . . . n1-\ + . . . + Xan[23 . . . (ti- 1)]}

.

{X^2[34 ...n] + X^3[4 . . . n2] + . . . -|- X^n[23 . . . (n- 1)]}

and therefore

= [a 2 3 . . . . n]
. [^ 2 3 . . . n] .

This means, of course, that if the theorem holds for a determinant

of order n 2 it will hold for the next succeeding case. But in

the simplest case, viz., where 71 = 2, it is self-evident that the

theorem holds, for the determinant then
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Aaj3A22 X2/sAa2 >

=
X/32Xa2>

= [^2].[a2];

consequently "Ze determinant gauche et symetrique qu'on 6b-

tient en donnant cb r les valeurs a,2,3, . . .
, n, ei d- s tea valeurs

^,2,3, . . .
,
n (oil n est pair) se reduit a

[a 2 3 . . . n]
.

[/3 2 3 . . . n] ;

et en particulier, en donnant d r, s les valeurs 1,2, . . .
,
n ce

determinant se rSduit d [1 2 3 . . . np."

Going back now to the expansion of the skew determinant 12

with which the paper opened, and taking for simplicity's sake*

X,.,.
= 1 in every case, Cayley readily obtains,

for n even. n [123 ...nf
+ [34 . . . wp + [24 . . . Tip + . . .

+ [56...TIP + ...

+
+ 1,

and, for n odd, Q = [2S . . .nf + [13 . . .nf + . . .

4- [45 . . . -Tip + . . .

+
+ 1.

A special example of each identity is given, namely, the

examples in which 71= 4 and 3 respectively. If we make a

slight change in the left member, viz., write in Cayley's

vertical-line notation (which, by the way, considering the help

it would have given, and the fact that it had been introduced

six years previously, it is surprising not to find employed in

this paper), these examples take the form,

1 ^12 -^13
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1 ^12 \3
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whose determinant is got from the determinant of the former

set by the change of rows into columns, and may therefore be

denominated by the same symbol A. Solving the two sets of

equations, we have

X,A = [ll]Ui + [12]U2 + . . . + [ItlJUn ]

x^A = [21]u, + [22]U2 + . . . + [2n]un

and

a;A = [nljui + [n2]u2 + . .

x,A = [ll]vi 4- [21]V2 + . .

x^A = [12]Vi + [22]v2 + . .

XnA = [ln]v^ 4- [2n]v2 +

+ [nn]Un ,

+ [n2]Vn

+ [nn'jvn

where, be it remarked, it would have been much better if in

every case the coefficients of Ur and Vr had been interchanged,
for then [rs] would have stood for the cofactor of (rs) in A.

From these by addition and subtraction and by utilising the fact

that Ur+Vr= Of two others are obtained, viz..

2a;iA
=

2a;2A = ([21]
-

[12]) u, +
+ ([12]

-
[21])U2 + . . . + ([ln]-[nl])u^

+ ... + ([2n]-[n2])u î
2x,A = ([7il]-[ln])i^, + ([7i2]-[2n])u2+ .

and

0= 2[ll]u, +([l2] + [2l])u^+ .

=
([21] + [12])Ui+ 2[22]U2 +.

+

+ ([ln]+ [nl])u^^

+ {[27i]+ [n2])u^

=
([7il]+ [ln])ui+ ([n2J+ [2n])u2 + . . . + 2[nn]u^ J

Then follows the very curious sentence curious, that is to say,

from a logical point of view

* There is herein used the fact, first noted by Rothe in 1800, that the cofactor

of rs in any determinant is equal to the cofactor of ar in the conjugate determinant.

t Along with this fact Spottiswoode associates the statements that

which are manifestly incorrect.
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" The comparison of these three systems gives either

A =

[1-2]
=

]21] . . . [ln]
=

[nl]

[21]
=

[12] [2n]
=

[n2]

[nl]
=

[l7i] [?t2]
=

[2n]

or

[11] =0

[21] + [12]
=

[12] + [21]
=

[22]
=

. [In] + [n\]
= \

. \2n\ + rn2l = I

J[wl] + [ln]
=

[n2] + [2n]
= ... [wn]

=

and consequently either a symmetrical skew determinant of an even
order or a determinant of an odd order vanishes."

What the first half of the sentence asserts to be proved is the

proposition that If ^ be a zero-axial skew determiTMnt, then

dthei'

(1) A= and [r8]
=

[8^-],

or (2) [rr]= and [r8]=[8r].

In this there is evidently included the assertion that A zero-axial

akevj determinant either vanishes itself, or all its principal
coaxial minors vanish : but what Spottiswoode finds in it is the

much wider assertion that Either all even-ordered or all odd-

ordered zero-axial skew determinants vanish. If however his

accuracy be granted up to this point, there is little objection to

the cogency of the next step in the reasoning, which is worded

as follows:

"But since it is found on trial that for n= 1, 3, . . .
,
A vanishes,

while for n = 2, 4, . . .
,

it does not, the following theorems may le

enunciated :

"Theorem XIV. A symmetrical skew determinant of an odd order in

general vanishes, and the system has for its inverse an unsymmetrical skew

system.

" Theorem XV. A symmetiical skew detei-minant of an even order does

not in general vanish, but the system has for its inverse a symmetrical skew

system."

The only difficulty to be raised is in regard to the name given
to the "

inverse system
"
in the first case.

"
Unsymmetric skew

"

is clearly inappropriate when, as we have seen, [rv]
=

[sr] ;
and
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it is not improved in the second edition by alteration into

"quadratic skew," the fact being that the system is not skew

at all, but is symmetric with respect to the principal diagonal,

or, in later phraseology, is axisymmetric.
The treatment of the next theorem taken up is happier than

the foregoing, and is after the outset no less fresh. Taking an

even-ordered skew determinant with zeros in the principal

diagonal he develops it according to products of an element

of the first row and an element of the first column, the result

being written in the form

* 12

21 *

. In

2n

nl n1

= (12)2 *
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but of odd order n S, and therefore have the value zero. The

development as thus changed has the form of the square of a

polynominal; and consequently by extracting the square root

there results

*
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general functions under this name assigns to determinants and

Pfaffians their proper niches in the new structure, the scheme of

classification being

((a) Pfaffians

1
((^) Determinants.

\b) Commutantsj

'(A) (no name)

Permutants-

XB) Intermutants"

(or hyperdeter-
minants)

CAYLEY, A. (1854).

[Recherches ulterieures sur les determinants gauches. Grelle's

Journ., 1. pp. 299-313; or Collected Math. Papers, ii. pp.

202-21%]

The development with which this paper of 1847 closes is here

recalled and repeated for the case where the skew determinant

is of the 5th order and the elements of the diagonal are special-

ised, the form in which the identity appears being

12345
1

13345 = 11
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where the symbol on the left stands for the determinant whose

elements are 11, 12, , . . , 21, 22, . . . and the peculiarity of skew-

ness is understood but not expressed. Had the specialisation

of the elements of the diagonal been as before, the development
would clearly have been

1

+(45)2+(35)H(34)2+(25)2+(24)2+(23)2+(15)2+(14)2+(13)2+(l

+(2345)2+(1345)2+(1245)2-f-(1235)2+(1234)2,

which, if the order be reversed, agrees exactly with the result of

putting 71 = 5 in the identity towards the end of the paper of

1846. By way of explanation Cayley adds the sentence "Les

expressions 12^ 1234, etc., a droite sont ici des Pfaffi^ens," which

is noteworthy as being the first intimation that he desired "
les

fonctions de M. Jacobi," as he had formerly called them, to be

known by the name of the mathematician whose integration-

method had led Jacobi to the discovery of them. The change is

easily accounted for by the fact that it was more appropriate to

attach Jacobi's name to another class of determinants which

were of greater importance and to which Jacobi hskl given far

more attention.

Immediately following this there comes the announcement :

"
J'ai trouv4 r^emment una formule analogue pour le d^veloppement

d'un diterminant gauche bord^, tel que

2)2

al234
I ^1234

Cette formule est :

al234
I ^1234 =

2/3

4/?

ol

11

21

31

41

a2

12

22

32

42

a3

13

23

33

43

a4

14

24

34

44

aft

+ a/i

+ a/3

+ a/8

11
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+ a^l 234. 1234*

+ al .

/81
. 22 33 44

+ a2-/82.11.33-44
+ a3-^3-11.22.44
+ a4.^4.11.
+ al23.;8l23
+ al24-/3l24

+ al34-/il34
+ a234 ^234

Naturally enough it is noted by Cayley that the writing of

a=^=o gives us the less general theorem with which he

started
;
but he does not explain why a third way of arranging

the terms of the development is adopted. Stranger still, he does

not remark on the fact that by making 11, 22, 33, 44 all vanish

there is obtained the identity

al234
I ^1234 = a/31234-1234,

rs=-r, rr=0

which is the twin theorem to one given in his previous paper

regarding a bordered skew symmetrical determinant of even

order. It will be remembered, however, that in the statement of

this latter theorem, the peculiar narrow use of the word ' borde
'

did not occur.

Although what may be called Part Second of the paper (pp.

301, 302) may seem at first sight to concern something else, it

really only draws attention to the fact that the minors (by which

he means those afterwards named primary minors) of a skev)

determinant are themselves skew, being "gauches ordinaires
" when

their cofactor in the original determinant is of the form rr, and
"
gauches hordes" when their cofactor is of the form rs. Con-

siderable space is occupied in verifying by two examples that the

same result will be reached whether we apply the theorem of

Part First directly to

123 ... u
I

123 . . . 7i

or to the primary minors in its equivalent

11 23 ... 71 23 ... n - 12 . 23 ... n
I
13 ... 7t +

' A serious misprint in the original is here corrected.
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What may be called Part Third (pp. 303-305) is very forbid-

ding, by reason of the defective mode of exposition and of the

awkwardness of the notation employed. Probably this accounts

for the fact that the interesting theorem which it contains has

never emerged until now from its place of sepulture. A portion
of it must of necessity be given verbatim, if only for the purpose
of preserving historical colour. It commences

" Je remarque que le nombre des termes du d6veloppement (p. 299)
du determinant gauche est toujours une puissance de 2, et que de plus,
ce nombre se r^duit k la moiti^, en reduisant k z^ro un terme quelconque
aa. Mais outre cela, le determinant prend dans cette supposition la

forme de determinant [gauche] d'un ordre inferieur de I'unite. Je

consid^re par exemple le determinant gauche 123
|
123. En y faisant

33 = et en accentuant, pour y mettre plus de clarte, tous les symboles,
on trouve

123
I

123' =
ll'.(23')2 + 22'.(13')2.

De \k, en ecrivant

11 = 13'- 11', 12 = 11'- 23',

22 = 13'- 22',

on obtient

12
I
12 = 11- 22 + (12)2,

= 11'. {22'-(13')2+ll'.(23')2},
c'est k dire

12
I
12 = 11'. 123

I

123'.

On a de mme
1234

I

1234'= ll'.22'-(34')2+ll'.33'.(24')2 + 22'.33'-(14')2 + (1234')2,

et del^, en ecrivant

11 = 14'. 11', 12 = 11'. 24', 23 =1234',

22 = 14'. 22', 13 = 11'. 34', ^
33 = 14'. 33',

on obtient

123
I

123 = 11. 22. 33 + 11 (23)2 + 22. (31)2 + 33. (12),
- 11'. 14'

c'est k dire

I' r22'.33'.(14')2 + (1234')2 \

\ +11'. 22'. (34')2 +11'. 33'. (24')2/

123 I 123 = 11'. 14'. 1234 I 1234'."

The remainder is devoted to the next two cases, the verification

of which, of course, occupies still more space. The theorem thus
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dealt with may be roughly described as giving the transforTna-

tion of a skew detenninant, having one zero element in its main

diagonal, into a skew detenninant of the next lov^er order ; and

in a notation which needs no explanation and which was per-

fectly familiar to Cayley at the time, the four examples may be

written thus :

11 12 13
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The rest of the paper deals with inverse matrices, and with

the application of them to the problem afterwards known as the

uutomorphic transforTnation of a qv/idric.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1854).

[La Teorica dei Determinanti, e le sue principali Appli-

CAZIONI. viii+ 116pp. Pavia.]

In this, the second text-book, the same importance is given to

.skew determinants as in Spottiswoode, the first part of the eighth
section (pp. 55-72) being devoted to them under the heading

" Dei

determinanti gobbi," which Schellbach translates by vherschlagene.

The arrangement and treatment of the matter, however, are much
more logical, zero-axial skew determinants being taken firat,

then the functions connected with these, namely, PfaflSans, then

skew determinants which are not zero-axial, and lastly the use

of skew determinants in the consideration of the problem of

orthogonal transformation.

The precedence given to determinants which are "
gobbi sim-

metrici
"
over those which are "

puramente gobbi
"

is explained at

the outset by reference to Cayley's theorem regarding the ex-

pressibility of the latter in terms of the former, the quite general

theorem from which Cayley's immediately follows being carefully

enunciated thus :

"Indicando con P il determinante nel quale si pongano equali a

zero gli dementi principali; e con ("Pw), un determinante minora

principale delle' m-esimo ordine del determinante P nel quale siensi

annuUati gli elementi principali si ha :

P = Po+Srrr(^P)o + SrS.arra('-^PJ.+ . . . + an22 ' ' ' -"
J

The proof given of Jacobi's theorem regarding the value of an

odd-ordered skew determinant with zeros in the principal

diagonal is essentially the same as Cayley's proof (1847), but

fuller and clearer. The proof of the corresponding theorem

for a determinant of even order resembles Spottiswoode's, the
|

diflerence lying mainly in the use of the notation of differen-

tial-quotients in specifying the minors of the determinant. .

i
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Denoting the determinant of even order by P, he starts with

the development

^^
da.r'da

i* 3a,3a, 3a,r3a

Then since a previously obtained general identity, originally due

to Jacobi, viz.,

^ 32P 3P 3P 3P 3P
^

dargdapq dars
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of P, implies the property that the determinant P is a square

(" nella quale equazione trovasi appunto espressa la proprieta che

il determinante P ^ un quadrato ").

On looking now to the development with which the demon-

stration opened, Brioschi is led to an expression for the square in

question, viz. :

P _ / ( '^^ ^^ ( ^^^ ^ ( ^^ \^v

or, more generally.

where he notes that in every case arr= and ??-YI'darr'^m being a

determinant of the same kind as P, is a square. The example
added is
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being used conventionally to denote a certain minor of P, and

the differentiation on the right being real. By squaring we have

XoUrsy \oars/

and since, as we have seen, it is permissible to substitute

32P /-dPV
for

there results

/ a^P \^ _ ^ 3H.
K'darr'^aJ

~
dars

'

so that the expansion for P above obtained may be altered into

^ =
ls.(-f.)}

from which by extraction of the square root we have

H =
S.(^j-

This will be recognised as a third mode of writing an already
well-known result, and, as Brioschi notes, gives a property of

the function H similar to a property of determinants (" la quale

equazione contiene una proprieta della funzione H analoga ad

una nota dei determinanti ").

From this he passes to what he calls the characteristic

property of H, viz., its change of sign consequent upon the

transposition of two indices. Calling H' what H becomes when
r and s are interchanged, he notes that in those terms of H in

which the element a^g occurs there can be no other element with

the same indices, and that therefore

Then since the same interchange made in P leaves P in reality

unaltered, that is to say, since H^= H'^, he obtains
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and, it having been shown that the two differential-quotients

here appearing are of opposite signs, it follows that so also are

H and H'.

Lastly, he passes on to skew determinants in general; and,

using the theorem and notation introduced at the outset, he

writes Cayley's propositions in the form

n even, P = P^ + Sr S^^rrM^l^u^o + + ttu^zs nn.

n odd, P = ^/lJ}pido + . . . + C4l22 nn.

which, he says, when the principal elements are all unity, become

n even, P = Po + Si(V)o + . . . + 1,

71 odd, P = ^iCpido + Si('^)o + + !,

the development now being in each case a sum of squares, as

all the minors appearing in it are even-ordered.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1855, March).

[Sur I'analogie entre una classe de determinants d'ordre pair et

lea determinants binaires. CreUe's Joum., lii. pp. 133-141 ;

or Opere mat, v. pp. 511-520. See also AnnaZi di Sci.

mat. e jis., vi. pp. 430-432.]

After explaining that his purpose is to generalise a result of

Hermite's (Comptea rendtbs . . . Acad, des Sd., Paris, xl. pp.

249-254) regarding determinants of the fourth order, Brioschi

sets out by establishing a necessary lemma regarding deter-

minants of any even order whatever. It is this lemma which is

of importance to us in the present connection. Taking the

determinant

S(aiiaa a2m.2m). or A say,

he multiplies it by the equivalent determinant

''2m, 2 a2m, 1

(hi

''2m, 4

-^13

(ha

a1,2m
aI,Sm-l

a.
'Sm,S

(h,im ~^tm-l

(hM,tm (hm,tm-l
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obtaining the result

277

A2 =

U Ir

^21 I
'2,2m

^3, 2m

^2m, 1 ^2m, 2 ^2m, 3

where

^r ^rl ^2 ^r2 ^1 i ^r3 ^s4 <^r4 ^3 "T

and where therefore

(/rs
^^ ^

f/ar

Using then Cayley's theorem regarding a determinant which is

"gauche symetrique," he concludes that A is expressible as a

rational function of the Vs. This result he might have put in

the form Any even-ordered determinant is expressible as a

Pfajffian : and at a later date it would have been written

S(u< <*2m,2m) ^12 ^13 ^14 ^l,2m

^2, 2m

2m -1,2m

The rest of the paper is occupied with the consideration of the

special case where

^12 ^34 ^56

and all the other I's vanish.

^2m-l,2m>

BELLAVITIS, G. (1857).

[Sposizione elementare della teorica dei determinant. MeTnorie

. . . Istituto Veneto . . . vii. pp. 67-144.]

For the determinant which Cayley named "
gauche," Bellavitis

introduces the term pseudosimTnetrico, and for
"
gauche syme-

trique
"
he introduces emisimmetrico ( 41). In the matter of
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notation also he suggests a change, denoting ( 54) the Pfaffian

which is the square root of

1

ha

h
ha

Ca

Cb

Cd

da

dj,

dc

by
Pf. (a, b, c, d).

Nothing else is worth noting save the carefulness of the exposi-

tion ( 51-54, 59). Part of Cayley's theorem regarding a

bordered skew symmetric determinant appears as a theorem

regarding a non-coaxial primary minor of a skew symmetric
determinant ( 59).

CAYLEY, A. (1857).

[Th^orfeme sur les determinants gauches. Crdle's Joum., Iv.

pp. 277, 278
; or Collected Math. Papers, iv. pp. 72, 73.]

This is practically a note to rectify the oversight made in the

paper of 1854, where, as has been pointed out, he omitted to draw

attention to the case in which the skew determinant submitted to

the operation of 'bordering' has zeros for the elements of the

principal diagonal.

*' Un determinant," he now says,
" de cette esp^ce se r^uit toujours

au produit de deux Pfaffiens. En efFet en ^crivant dans les examples
11 = 22 = 33 = 44-0, onobtient:

ol23
I /S123 = al23./8123,

al234
I ^31234 = 0^1234.1234,

et de mSme pour un determinant gauche et sjonetrique borde quel-

conque, suivant que I'Drdre du determinant est pair ou impair."

To this there is added the suggestive commentary :

" Je remarque i propos de cela, que dans le cas d'un determinant
d'ordre pair, le terme a^ est multiplie par un mineur premier lequel
(comme determinant gauche et symetrique d'ordre impair) se reduit

k zero; le determinant ne contient done pas ce term a^, et sera par

consequent fonction lineo-lineaire des quantites al, a2, etc., et 1/?, 2/3,

etc. ; de mani^re qu'on ne saurait Stre surpris de voir ce determinant

li
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se presenter sous la forme d'un produit de deux facteurs, dont I'un

est fonction lineaire de a\, a2, etc., et I'autre fonction lineaire de 1^,

2/3, etc. Mais pour un determinant d'ordre impair, le coefficient du
terme a/3 ne se rdduit pas a zero

;
en supposant done que le determinant

puisse s'exprimer comme produit de deux facteurs, il est n^cessaire

que I'un de ces facteurs soit (comme le determinant meme) fonction

lineaire de afS et lineo-lineaire de al,. a2, etc., et 1/3, 2f3, etc.: de cette

maniere on se rend compte de la difference de la forme des facteurs,

qui a lieu dans les deux cas dont il s'agit."

It is finally pointed out that by writing /3
= a we are brought

back to

al23|al23 = (al23)2,

al234|al234
= 0:

"
la propri^t^ fondamentale des determinants gauches et sym^-

triques." There is again, however, an oversight here, for the

element aa is taken to be equal to 0, whereas it is only necessarily
so in the second case.

BALTZER, R. (1857).

[Theorie und Anwendung der Determinanten, mit

vi+ 129 pp. Leipzig, 1857.]

Following his two predecessors Baltzer also assigned a separate
section of his text-book to skew determinants, but without

giving them any special designation of his own or even taking
over that used by Schellbach. The title of the section ( 8,

pp. 29-34) is thus a little lengthy, viz.,
" Determinante eines

8y8tem.s von Elementen, unter denen die correspondirenden

ajk und ajti entgegengesetzt gleich sind."

It must be noted, however, that before this section is reached

some theorems which strictly belong to the subject of the section

have been already dealt with. These are in the first place ( 3, 8
;

p. 12) Jacobi's theorem regarding the vanishing of a zero-axial

skew determinant of odd order, and Spottiswoode's theorems

regarding conjugate elements of the adjugate or inverse of a

zero-axial skew determinant, the mode of proof for all being
that used by Jacobi for his own theorem, viz., the multiplication
of all rows or all columns by 1, and then comparing the

resulting determinant with the original. In the second place
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( 3, 10
; p. 13) we have Brioschi's theorem regarding the

differential-quotient of a zero-axial skew determinant of even

order, and a suggestive proof of the same which it is desirable to

note. It is as follows : Let the determinant

Oil

be denoted by A, and the eofactor of a in A by A. Then,

bearing in mind that A is a function of a and that a is not

independent of a, we have

^ _ A 4- A ?^.

= A A^.

But when n is even we know from Spottiswoode, as above, that

A = A^ ; consequently we have in this case

3A = 2A.

as Brioschi affirmed In the third place ( 7, 5 ; pp. 28, 29) he

applies Jacobi's general theorem

I

Arr A
^tr A

= A
3*A

dada.

as Brioschi did, to the case where A is zero-axial skew and of

odd order to obtain the result

A^^
= A,.^'Ar, ;

and he takes the further step of deducing from it the result

Ari A^ : A,.j : . . . . = ^A,j : ^Ajj : vAss

* It ought to be noticed also that Baltzer uses the equation

3A
^.

= Ar, - A,r

to verify Spottiswoode's theorem for the case where A is odd-ordered, the

reasoning being that as A is then known to be identically zero, so also must

9A/9ou and that therefore A = Atr.
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thus showing, as he says (1) that the ratios on the left are inde-

pendent of r, and (2) that, when the sign of one of the roots has

been fixed, the others are known (" dass durch das Zeichen einer

unter diesen Wurzeln die Zeichen der tibrigen Wurzeln bestimmt

sind)."

Turning now to the section specially set apart for the con-

sideration of skew determinants, we find that it opens with

Cayley's theorem regarding a zero-axial determinant of even

order, the requirement being, as here worded, to prove that such

a determinant is the square of a rational integral function of
the elements. The proof is essentially the same as Spottis-

woode's and Brioschi's, and differs from Cayley's merely in

that it does not begin with a determinant of a more general
form than is necessary, a point which it is desirable to

insist upon, as Baltzer ignores the fact, and then does not

hesitate to say in a footnote that Cayley's proof "leaves

manifold doubts unrelieved." In fact the theorem which

Cayley proves is, that if a zero-axcial skew determinant of
odd order be ' bordered

'

the resulting determinant is the pro-
duct of two Pfafians: whereas what the three others prove,
is the particular case of this in which the skewness extends

to the bordering elements.

The development with which the proof begins Baltzer writes

in the form

A = anAn -
S^ri^i^;.,,
r

where A' is the cofactor of a in Aj^, and r and s have the

Values 2, S, . . .
, n. He then uses the fact that A^^ is a zero-

axial skew determinant of odd order, and that therefore by a

preceding result

A' = A' = x/A' A'
;

80 that there is obtained

A = y]a, a, \/A' A' :^-^ Ir Is
^

rr $s '

ra

and since in this aggregate the values possible for r are exactly
those possible for s, he concludes (without knowing the signs of
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the terms of the aggregate, be it observed) that it is resolvable

into two factors, viz.

(S,.Va;)(S..7a;,)

It is then argued that the two factors are identical even in the

signs of their various tenns " da durch das Zeichen einer Wurzel

die Zeichen der iibrigen bestimmt sind
"

;
and that therefore

\2

and JA = ^a,^JA^,
r

an aggregate of n 1 terms, since the values to be given to

r are 2, 3, . . .
,
n. The next step consists in pointing out that

A'rr being a determinant similar to A but of order n 2, it must

follow that JA'rr can in the same way be expressed as an

aggregate of n 3 terms, and that this process can be continued

until the minor under the root-sign is of the 2nd order, when

manifestly its value is the square of one of its elements. The

final result thus is that ^A is expressible as an aggregate
of (n 1) (71 3) . . . 3.1 terms, each of which is the product of

in elements whose collected suffixes form a permutation of

1,2, ...,n.

By way of corollary to this it is pointed out that

ciu^34 ^-i,

is one of the terms of the aggregate ;
and the same is proved by

showing that the square of this is a term of A, the reasoning

being as follows : Since in every case a = a^ we have

{Oyia^t . . . a_i,J2 = (ajjOj^ . . . a,_,.,)-(-)*(asia a^n-i\

and .-. = (-)*"(ai2aa34a43 -i.iiam-i).

which clearly contains n elements, one from every row and one

from every column of A, and will therefore be a term of A if only

we can show that the number of inversions of order in

2,1, 4,3,6,5, ...,n,n-l

is hn, a fact which is self-evident
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Baltzer's proof that the rational integral function H, which is

the square root of A, changes signs when two sufl&xes, r and s,

are interchanged is a simplification of Brioschi's, the operation
and even the notion of differentiation being dispensed with.

The function resulting from the change being H' he concludes

like Brioschi that

H2 = H'2
;

also the aggregate of the terms in H which contain a being

aB, say, he infers as Brioschi does that B cannot be affected by
the change, and that therefore a^^B will be altered into agrB

or aB. Here, however, he brings the demonstration quickly
to a satisfactory end by saying that since some of the terms

of H' are thus seen to differ in sign only from the corresponding
terms of H, the equation H^ = H'^ shows all of them must so

differ
;
and this is what was to be proved.

Jacobi's notation for the function H is then introduced, the

formal intimation being that (1,2,3, . . .
, n) is used to denote

the aggregate whose first term is 0-12 ^34, . . .
, C6_i and whose

square is A. The other value of ^A is thus of course represent-

able by (2,1,3, ...,%), or (2,3, . . .
, n,\), or ... . As this implies

also that

JK'rr =
(2,3, . . .

, r-1, r+1, ... ,n)

we have now the means, so far as symbolism is concerned, of

removing the ambiguity from the various terms of the identity

V^ =
(112^A22+ (Xi3^A33+ .... -\- airi\J -^nn'

As for the knowledge necessary to use the symbolism aright,

Baltzer's dictum is that the sign taJcen to precede

(2,3,..., r-1, r+1, ,n)

in substituting for Jk'rr must he such that the equation

will be satisfied; and this he proves will take place when the

sign-factor of (2,3, . . .
,
r 1, r+1, . . . , n) is ( l^. By hypo-

thesis, he says, the left-hand side

=
(-l)'-(2,3,...,r-l,r+l,...,7i).(-l)*(2,3,...,s-l,s+l,...,n)

=
(-l)'-+''(2,3,...,r-l,r+l,...,7i)(2,3,...,s-l,s+l,...,n).
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and therefore by a previous theorem

the first term of which is

(
-

IX'^'ftis a-i.n Os* a.i ,

or -
(
- ly+'a^a^t . . . a,_,,a^ ;

and the right-hand side

= cofactor of On in

= (-ir+'!a

On da Oft.

^112 ^na ii

2S

32
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( l/'S or indeed ( 1)''"', instead of ( 1)'' for the sign-faxjtor

of (2,3,...,r-l,r+l, ...,n).
The very next step taken, in accordance with the above

mentioned dictum, is to make the substitution in the right-hand
side of the equation

JA = a^2s/^^ + aiss/A^a + + Ctms/Kn ,

the first term being used to decide whether (1,2,3, ..., tj.) or

(1,2,3, ..., -m) has to be substituted for the left-hand side, and

the final result being

(1,2,3, ...,n) = ai2(3, . . . , n)+a^s{^, ..., n,2)+ . . . -l-ai(2, ...,n-l).

Since (3,4 . . .
, -m) is the cofactor of a^, in (1,2,3, . . . ,n) and

the differential-quotient of the latter with respect to a^2 ^^ ^^

same, it immediately follows from this that

Baltzer, however, obtains a more general result by going back to

the corresponding more general theorem in determinants, viz.,

the theorem

A =
<x^iA^i -}- dr^A-j^ -\- . . . -{- a,iA^^ ?

with which he associates

=
driA-gi + Cir2-^r2 + + (f'm-^m 'j

substituting ^A~^ for A^, ;
and then dividing both sides by

v/A. In the results,

/A VA^ ^ VA

it has to be noticed that there is no term in ?iy/A/?Kirr-

By comparison of the first of these with the immediately

preceding result (the recurring law of development) he deduces

the quite general identity regarding the two forms of the
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cofactor of a in ^A the identity, that is to say, with which

we were inclined to start. His words are

" Setzt man
JA =

(r,l,2, ...,r-l,r+l...,w)
=

art(2, ...,n) + a^{3, . . .
, w, 1) + . . .

so findet man

^ = (s+1, ...,n,l, ...,s-l),

in welchem Cyclus die Suffixe r and s fehlen."

In regard to this the reader has, of course, to note that

(r,l,2, . . . , r l,r+l . . .
, n) being only one of the two values

of ^A, the differential-quotient obtained is also only one of two
;

in other words, that the result reached is really

3(r,l,2, . . . ,r-l,r+l, . . . , nySa^
= (s+l, . . . ,n,l,. . . ,8-1),

where from 1 to s 1 and from s-fl to -n, the integers appear in

natural order, save that r is omitted.

The remainder of the chapter or section, which contains no new

feature, refers to Cayley's expansion of a determinant arranged

according to products of elements of the principal diagonal, and

the application of this to skew determinants whose diagonal
elements are each equal to z.

SCHEIBNEE, W. (1859, July).

[Ueber Halbdeterminanten. Berichte . . . Ges. d. Wias. (Leip-

zig) : math.-'phys. CI., xi. pp. 151-159.]

This paper is not put forward by its author as containing
new matter, being in fact such an exposition of the theory of

PfafEans as would suitably have formed a chapter, and a gcd
one, of a text-book like Brioschi's or Baltzer's.

From the vanishing of a zero-axial skew determinant of odd

order Scheibner reaches the already known fact that the product
of two of its coaxial primary minors is equal to the square of a

non-coaxial primary minor. In a quite fresh manner it is then

shown that the square root of this is a rational and integral

expression (Pfaffian), whose law of formation is thereafter estab-

<
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lished. Naturally following on this comes the proof (p. 156)

that each of the non-coaxial primary minors is the product of

two Pfaffians, the result being written in the form

^pq
= (P+ 1. ..., 2m, 0,...,p-l){q+ l, ..., 2m, (),..., g-1),

where the suffixes of the elements of the original determinant

are 0, 1, ... , 2m. On a later page (p. 158) it is shown that a

similar proposition holds when the original determinant is of

even order, namely,

A^5 = (-1)^(0,1,2,..., 2m+ l)(g+ l,...,p-l,p+ l,...,g-l).

Cayley's theorem regarding a "bordered" skew symmetric
determinant thus appears broken up into two parts.

The paper concludes with the suggestions that a skew sym-
metric determinant should be called a Wechseldeterminante, that

its square root should be called a Halbdeterminante, and that the

latter should be denoted by

"01 *'02 "03 "OP

"2?

4^p
_

1 p

an expression which would thus be an alternative for (0,1,2, .

and which would vanish for even values of p.

^V)

SOUILLAET, C. (1860, Sept.).

[Note sur la question 405 et sur une composition de carr^s.

Nouv. Annates de Math., xix. pp. 320-322.]

Souillart's subject is the skew determinant

a h c d

h a d c

e d a b

d c b a

and his observations are (1) that it is equal to

{a^+b^+c^-\-d^f.

i.
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and (2) that if it be multiplied by the similar determinant which

is equal to

the result is a determinant of the same form, whether the multi-

plication be row-by-row or column-by-column. The object, of

course, is to prove Euler's theorem * that the product of two
|

sums of four squares is a sum of four squares.

CAYLEY, A. (1860, Dec).
'

[Note on the theory of determinants. Philoa. Magazine, xxi.

pp. 180-185
;
or Collected Math. Papers, v. pp. 45-49.]

After expounding his, or rather Cauchy's last, mode of par-

titioning the ordinary expansion of a determinant, and giving his

own diagrammatic representation of the partition, Cayley applies

it to the expansion of a zero-axial skew determinant, showing, of

course, that when of odd order it vanishes, and that when of even

order it is expressible as a rational integral function of the

elements.

TRUDI, N. (1862).

[Teoria de' Detkrminanti, e loro applicazioni, di Nicola

Trudi. xii-f 268 pp. Napoli.]

To " determinanti gobbi" Trudi devotes sixteen pages (pp

78-94) of his text-book, the exposition, which is not a little

influenced by Brioschi and Baltzer, being full and simple. There
\

are only one or two points in it worth noting. In the first place,

there is his opening proposition that in any zero-axial shew

determinant, conjugate minors, if of even order, are equal, and

if of odd order differ only in sign : this is a slight generalisation

of a previously known result. In the second place (p. 80), Jacobi's

general theorem

= A X compl. mmor of
|

:

* Novi Commentarii Acad^ Petropolitanae, xv. (1770), pp. 75-106. For the

conclusion reached see Notiv. Aimalee de Math., xv. pp. 403-407.
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is applied to the ease where A is a zero-axial skew determinant

of even order, A2, say, and where, therefore, Arr= = A,g and

Agr= A, and the said complementary minor is a determinant

of the same kind as A^^ but of the order 2m 2: and it is thus

seen that if A^^-i be a square, so also must Agm- The use to

which this is put is evident.

JANNI, G. (1863).

[Teorica di determinanti simmetrici gobbi. GiomaXe di Mat,
i. pp. 275-278.]

Janni's final result is a troublesome rule for finding the

expression whose square is a skew determinant of even order,

the line of thought, so far as it goes, being similar to Scheibner's

(1859).

CREMONA, L. (1864); D'OVIDIO, TORELLI, MAGNI (1865).

[Quistione 32. Giomale di Mat, ii. p. 62; iii. pp. 5-7, 7-10,

10-14.]

The theorem proposed by Cremona is Spottiswoode's of the

year 1853, namely, if A he a skew determinant having its

diagonal elements a^^, agg, . .
, a^n ^CLch equal to z, then the

product of any two rows or any two columns of the adjugate
deterTTiiTiant contains A as a factor, and the detemdnant of the

V? cofactors equals A"~^. Proofs are given by E. D'Ovidio,

G. Torelli, and A. Magni ;
but the second alone need be attended

to here, as the two others are less direct, being connected, as

the theorem originally was, with the subject of orthogonal
substitution.

Starting with the known result

anKi+ . . +arrA.-t- . . . +amAw = A when 8=r^
= when s^rj,

Torelli by subtraction of 2arrAgr and change of signs obtains

a,^+a2rAj+ . . . +a^Ag^+ . . . -fa^g = - A+ 22;A. when 8= r'k

= 2zAgr when s^rj.
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But airA.ig+a2rA2s+ . . . +arrKg+ . +anrAa = A when 8=r\
= when sj^rj,

and thence by addition, whatever s may be,

a,^(Ag,+ Ai,) + . . . + a;.(Agn+A^) = 2zA.

Writing w^ for (Agy+A)-r-22; he thus has the set of n equations
in o), cog2, . . .

, ftJwi,

^llft'si + .... + ain^OTi = Ajg'

O^m^gi + .... + Clnn^wi A^
the peculiarity of which is that the right-hand members are

cofactors of a column of elements of the determinant formed

from the coefficients on the left. The solution thus is

AiAjr4- A2,A2r+ .... +A,A,

whence

( Ajg, Agg, . . .
, An, y i'"' "2"> > A,,^ I ^f^ A,

Agy-r Ay,

2z

as desired. Using this n^ times, he, of course, obtains for the

square of the adjugate the expression

A".

and, it being known otherwise that the square of the adjugate is

A2"-2, it follows that

j

a) 0)22 . . . f^nn
I

= A'*-^,

which is the other result wanted.

In regard to the elements w one fact is noted, and is worth

noting. Since Agr may be expressed as an aggregate of terms in

2^, z^, z\ . . .
, namely, say

A = Qo + e^z + e^z'- + ....
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and since A^g is got from A^ by altering the signs of all the

(n iy elements and then changing z into z, there results

when n is even,

A. + Ars = 2010 + 2932^3 + ....;

in other words, Agr+ Ay is then divisible by 2z.

Two " observations
"
are added, the first in regard to the case

where z= 0, and the second in regard to an alternative proof of

the first part of the foregoing. The latter is interesting in that

the expression for (Agy+A) A is not found at once as a whole,

but is viewed as consisting of two parts corresponding to Ag^A
and A^gA, the reason being the known existence* of a general

theorem of determinants to the effect that if the product of

|<*ii rm| and
I 6x1 ^nn\, obtained in row-by-row fashion,

be
I Cjj . . . Cnn

I
J
then

Arg
I
^11 . . .

, Onn
\

= OigCn+ . . . -|- OmCm-

This is seen to be immediately applicable on making | a^j . . . a
|

identical with A above and the 6's identical with the as
;
and it,

of course, implies that if the product obtained in column-by
column fashion be

|
c'n . . . c'

|,
then

A-r
I &11 . . i>nn

\

= OgjCir-f . +0g7,Cnr-

Making the said necessary specialisations and noting that the

two differently formed axisymmetric products are then identical

(in other words, that Cr = Cgr= C = C^), Torelli obtains

A,,.A = ai,-SAriA-f ... +a<SA,^A^-f- ..
i=l 1=1
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CAYLEY, A. (1865, Oct.).

[A supplementary memoir on the theory of matrices. PhUoa.

Transac. R. Soc. (London), clvi. pp. 25-35
;

or Collected

Math. Papers, v. pp. 438-448.]

The expression of an even-ordered determinant, Atm, as a

Pfaffian being necessary for the second of the two investigations

contained in his paper, Cayley effects the transformation ( 15-17)
in substantially the same way as that devised by Brioschi ten

years previously, the one point of difference being that the form

of Aim which is employed as a multiplier is got from A by

reversing the order of the columns and then changing the

signs of the elements in the last m columns. Thus, A4 being

a h c d

e f g h

i j k I

m n o p

the square found for it by row-by-row multiplication is, in

Cayley's notation,

{d, c,-b,- a) (h, g, -/,
-

e) (I, k, -j,
-

i) (p, 0,
- n, - m)

I

(a, b, c, d)

( e, f, g, h)

(i, j, h I)

(m, n, 0, p)

which is readily seen to be zero-axial skew.

Another expression is, of course, got by treating the conjugate
of A4 in the same manner.

Brioschi's paper of 1855 is not referred to.

HORNER, J. (1865, Oct.).

[Notes on determinants. Quart Joum. of Math,, viii. pp.

157-162.]

The second of Homer's three notes consists of a fresh proof

that a zero-axial skew determinant of even order, Aj,, say, is the

square of a rational function of the elements.

1

I

I
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Ajjot multiplied by the square of the product of the non-zero

elements of the first row is evidently equal to a zero-axial skew

determinant of the same order, ^^m say, having 0, 1, 1, . . .
,
1 for

its first row. But by performing in order the operations which

we may conveniently specify by

row2 row2,_i, rowg^.i - row2^_2, . . rowj - rowg,

COlj^n
-

COlg^-l, C0l2^_i
-

COl2^_2, . . . C0I3
-

cola,

it is seen that for A^w we may substitute a zero-axial skew

determinant of the next lower even order, A2TO-2 say. The factor

thus shown to connect Aj^ and A2TO-2 being a square, the little

that needs to be added is evident.



CHAPTER X.

ORTHOGONANTS, FROM 1841 TO 1860.

Notwithstanding the generalisations made by Jacobi and

Cauchy, the special case with which the whole theory originated

continued from time to time to attract attention. In 1843

William Thomson, afterwards known as Lord Kelvin, published
under the signature "T." in the Cambridge Math. Jov/rn., iii.

pp. 247-248, a short note in which he proved the detached

theorem that \il^,'m^,n^,l^, . . .\)% nine quantities such that

^ + w^ + rij
= 1, ^1^8 + Tn^Tn, + n{n^ = 0,

ll -\- Tn^ + v^ = I, Ua + rn^Tn^ + n^n^ = 0,

ll -\- ml + Til = 1, Vi + '"^^1 + '^3'h = 0,

then it follows that

^1 + ^8 + ^3
= 1. k>^i + ^"^ + hi^ = 0,

ml -\- ml + ml = 1, m^Ui + m^n^ + m^n^ = 0,

wj + nl + 713= 1. f^ih + '^A + '"^3 = 0.

This led to a short paper by A. Gopel in the Archiv d.

Math. u. Phya., iv. (1843), pp. 244-246. The subject was again

taken up in 1848 by L. Schlafli in the Mitteilungen d. naiurf.

Oes. in Bern, Nos. 112, 113, pp. 27-33,* and in 1850 by V.-A.

Lebesgue in the Nouv. Annates de Math., ix. pp. 46-51. Details

of these papers need not be given. We may take the opportunity

^Published also in Archiv d. Math, u. Phj/s., xiii. pp. 276-281.
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to note, however, that after the appearance of Cayley's paper on

matrices in 1857 the known general theorem embracing the one

just mentioned might have been briefly formulated by saying
that If MM'=1, where M is any square matrix and M' its

conjugate, then also M'M= 1.

KUMMER, K E. (1843).

[Bemerkungen iiber die cubische Gleichung, durch welche die

Haupt-Axen der Flachen zweiten Grades bestimmt werden.

Crelle's Joum., xxvi. pp. 268-272.]

To prove the reality of all the roots of the equation mentioned

in the title of his paper a problem first solved by Lagrange in

1773 Kummer sought to show that the expression for the

product of their squared differences was inherently positive.

This he succeeded in doing by transforming the said expression
into a sum of squares, the result being reached by proceeding
firom particular to general, and by a combined process of guess
and test. The equation being

=

or, say, a^ Pic^ + Qa; R = 0,

the expression referred to is*

p2Q2 _ 4p3R + 18PQR - 4Q3 - 27R2;

and Kummer's equivalent for it is

15[9h{b-c)+f(g^-h^)J

+ ^[2(b-c){c-a)h + (2c-a-b)fg + (2h^-f-g^)hJ

+
^{h-c){c-a){a-b) + (b-c)f + {c-a)g^ + {a-b)h^'J,

*
I.e. -

J of what afterwards came to be called the discriminant of

x^ - Px^y+ Qxy^ - Ry^.

a a?
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o

where we use 2 to indicate the summing of the expressions
obtained by performing simultaneously the cyclical substitutions

/a b c\ /f g h\
\ib c a J, \ig h fJ,

JACOBI, C. G. J. (1844, March).

[Sulla condizione di ugualianza di due radici dell' equazione

cubica, dalla quale dipendono gli assi principal! di una

superficie del second' ordine. Qiomale Arcadico, xcix. pp.

3-11; or Crelles Journ., xxx. pp. 46-50; or Gesammelte

Werke, i. pp. 271-276.]

By using A, B, . . . for hcf^, cag\ ... Jacobi first puts
Kummer's sum of squares in a neater form, namely,

IsSCyH-ZiG)* + l;(6F-/B+cF-/C-2aF+ 2/A)*

+ (6C-cB+cA-aC+aB-6A)*,

and he then gives a lengthy but thorough verification of its

accuracy.

From the fundamental identity

ax^+ hy^+ cz^ 4- 2fyz+ 2gzx+ Ihcy

where L, M, N are, as in his paper of 1827, the roots whose

reality is to be established, he obtains at once

a = La\+Mal +NaL / = L^.y^+ M^^y^+ l^fi^y^,

b = L|8!+My^+N^, h = Ly^ai +My2a2+Ny8a
C = LyJ+My^+ Nyl, g =

La^/S^ h'M.a^^ + 'Na^^,

and thence derives

A = MNa! H-NLa,' +LMa;, F = MN|8iyi+ NL^2y2+LM/8sy8
B = MNy6^+ NL^+LM|8i, G = MNy.ai +NLy2a2 + LMy3a3,

C = MNyJ+NLy^+LMyL H = MNai/8j +NLa2^2 +LMa3^,.
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From these ifc can be shown with more or less trouble* that

6F-/B+cF-/C-2aF+2/A = U'(a^j3,+aj3j3,-]-aj3,l3^

6C cB+cA aC+aB feA = ^ '

(ai^iVs"^ '^i^s'Yi'^ <^z^iY2

+ i^3y2+ 02^173+ ag^aVi)'

where 11 stands for (L M) (M N) (N L). Rummer's sum of

squares is thus made to take the form

n^{l52;(aia2a3)H2;{ai(^2iS3-y2y3)
+ 2(/8A-y3yi)+ a3(Ai82-yiy2)}'

+
(aiC^ays

+ ^sYi)+ 02(^371+^73)+ "sCAVe+AVi)} ^J
>

where we use Z to indicate the sum of a set of terms produced

by the cyclical substitution a->/8, 6-^y, y->a. After this the

cofactor of 11^ is shown with seeming ease to be 1, and the desired

result is reached.

A knowledge of the relationships existing between the

elements of the orthogonant lojiSgysl is, of course, a constant

requirement throughout the demonstration ; and to two of these

relationships special attention is drawn by Jacobi himself. The
first is

2{aXaI+^^+y?^yI}
= aiAVs* "2/^371 + a2^3yra3Ay2 + aAy2'aAy3
+ Ay2'a2Ays + aa^iys-asAyi + a3^2yi-aAy2>

and the second is

a\alal + ^^^3 + y^y|y|
=

al^y^ + a^^ +a|/3^y|.

The modern reader would do well to use Binet's theorem regarding the

determinant which is viewable as the product of two rectangular arrays. Thus

A =
I

^ /
I
= p/3i M/S^ N/3,

II

.

II

A p^ ft
II ^

I / c I 11 Lvi M72 Nyj II II 7i 72 73 II

'

= LM|/3i72|2+ MN|i3273|2+ NL|ft73|2 = LMc^+MNaJ+ NIx^
and

I
gr

A |_ I

L M N
|| ||

71O1 y./i.^ y^^
||

I
G H I

~
I MN NL LM Ir II Oift a^, Oj/Sj II

= N(L2-M^)-aia2|7i/33| + ....
and so forth.
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the latter's existence being due to the fact that the right hand

member of the former is not altered by the interchange

f2 3 ^3\

VA 71 72/*

BORCHARDT, C. W. (1845, January).

[Neue Eigenschaft der Gleichung, mit deren Hiilfe man die

secularen Storungen der Planeten bestimmt, Crelle's Joum.,
XXX. pp. 38-45 ; or, in an extended form, Joum. (de LiouvUle)

de Math., xii. pp. 50-67 ;
or Werke, pp. 3-13.]

Borchardt's
" new property

"
is the naturally desirable general-

isation of Rummer's identity. In his mode of designating the

equation
* he does not follow Kummer and Jacobi, but goes back

to Cauchy (1829), the implied reference being to Laplace's

Mecanique Celeste, partie i., livre ii., 56 (1799).

The set of equations, from which by elimination there is

obtained the equation referred to in the title, being

gx^ =
a^^x^ + 012*2 + + (hn^n

"

gx^ = a^x^ 4- a^x^ + . . . + a^r^n

9^n = ^nl^^l + n22 + + j

where a^= a^, Borchardt multiplies the two sides of each

equation of the set by g, and then on the right-hand side

substitutes for gx^, gx^, . . . , gx^ their equivalents as given.

There thus results the new set

g% = afX + af>2 + + <; ]

Sf2a;2
= <*i + <*2 + + <>

g^Xn = <'a;i + a^^lx^ + ... + a^% J

where S^ =
a[*'

=
"y^aj^a^. Repeating this operation he finds

* The most appi-opriate designation would seem to be '

Lagrange's determinantal

equation," because of this mathematician's early (1773) and successful investi-

gation of the cubic. See his (Euvres completes, iii. pp. 600-603.

I
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generally that

ff Xy dii flJj + (Xi2 a!!2 i" r ^in '^n

ff 3/2 C('21 "^1 ~r ^22 ''^2 ~T" -f- Ct.2n^n

where

a

^ a; of'ni ''^ ~r ct2 3/2 + ... + ci a3
^

''m-it'

In the next place, Oi, g2y y 9n l^ing the roots of the resultant

of the initial set of equations, it is readily seen, from the

expression for the said resultant when arranged according to

descending powers of g, that

91+92+ '" +9n =
ll+ a22+ +,m-

Similarly, by considering the resultant of the second set of

equations we learn that

9l+9l+ . . +9l = <+<+ . +<i,

and generally that

9T+97+ -'+9: = <'+<+ . . +<>.

Consequently, if we use 8, to stand for the sum of the 7n^^

powers of the g'a we have
t=n

8 = W."'.m / < It

i=l

In the third place the difference-product of the ^'s being

i:{gWs - ' - 9:-'\

Borchardt has only to use the multiplication-theorem of deter-

minants to obtain as an equivalent for the product of the

squared differences the determinant of the system

So
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It is this last detenninant, therefore, which he has to aim at

expressing as a sum of squares.

The process devised by him for doing so is very interesting.

Returning to the original set of equations and the sets derived

therefrom, he takes the fj}^ set and multiplies both sides of each

equation by g" and then on the right-hand side substitutes for

gfiCj, yx^, ..., g'x^ their equivalents as obtainable from the i/*^ set.

A comparison of the results with the equations of the (/z+ i/)'*'

set, he says, gives the noteworthy result

or
f=n

a^. 2^ a^i a^

This includes, of course, the recurrent law of formation

"tk

if we remember that by implication a^* must be viewed to be the

same as a^. The variety of expressions for a^' which the

identity gives makes possible a like variety for

air + a5' + ... + aS,

that is, for 8. We may, in fact, put as an equivalent for s^ any
one of the m 1 expressions got from

% S :;'?-'

by taking r=l, 2, . . , , in 1. We may even obtain an m^
equivalent by making r = if we agree to consider aj^'

= or 1

according as s is different from i or the same as i: in other

words, if we agree to place before the original set of equations

the set

^x^ = \x^ + Oa^a + +
Oa^]

/ajg
= 0x1+ 1*2 + + 0^

i

^Xn =
Oa-'i + O-iCg + . . . + lajj
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the truth of which is incontestable. As a consequence the array
of s's above given may be replaced by

SSr^"'-'"'I <m^'ik 2j 2^ ^He *<* 2Lj 2u *t* <^;

2;SM SSM' 22:22'

S^SaS SSaM SSttM

SSS"'2 ss^r^^S SS2:"'2 ... SS2"'2;-''

where Sg, for example, is represented in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd

rows by

respectively, and where by reason of the range of the two S's

each element is the sum of n^ binary products. Any said

element may thus be represented as the product of two rows

of n^ elements each, and a little examination shows that only
n rows of the latter kind are necessary for the representation of

all. In other words, the array of s's can be represented by the

product obtained by multiplying the array

II

a'(1)

2 ,(0)

AD

,(0) ,(0) a(0)

a(1) a(1) a(1)

r(0)

,(1)

a'(0)

,u)

j(n-l) ^(n-1) a(-l) ^(n-1) .(n-l)a] a'l ,(-!) (n-l) a"(n-1)

by itself, and therefore is, by Binet's theorem, expressible as a

sum of squares.

By way of illustration, Borchardt takes the case where n= S.

The product of the squared differences of the roots is then, in

later notation,

1 ... 1 . . . 1

a h g h h f g f c

'I'l 'l'2 ' l'3 '2'l '2' 2 '2' 3
'
3' 1

'
S' 2 '3' 3
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where r^r^ means the product of the a*** and /3"* rows of

a h g
h b f
9 f c '

By performing on the 3-by-9 array the operation

rowg (a+6+c)row2 + {ab+hc-\-capg^ h?')vo'W^

there is obtained

1 . . . 1 ... 1

ahghhfgfcAHGHBFGFC
which is readily shown to be equal to Rummer's sum of squares.

It is a little curious that Borchardt nowhere draws attention

to the fact that the determinant of the coefficients in the right-

hand members of his m*'' set of equations is the Tn*"^ power of the

determinant of the corresponding coeflficients of the original set.

JACOBI, C. G. J. (1845, August).

[Ueber ein leichtes Verfahren die in der Theorie der Sacular-

storungen vorkommenden Gleichungen numerisch aufzulosen.

Crelle's Journ., xxx. pp. 51-94; or Oesammelte Werke, i.

pp. 227-270
;
or Nouv. Annales de Math., x. pp. 258-265.]

This long memoir being intended for astronomical mathema-

ticians and computers, there is little of it that concerns us except

two of the introductory sections ( 2, 3, pp. 52-56); and even

these need not detain us, as they are in effect but a well-

constructed abstract of Cauchy's paper of 1829, the starting-point

being the set of n -f- 1 equations

(aii-e)Xi + ai^2+
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considered without any regard to the mode in which they may
have originated.

CAYLEY, A. (1846).

[Sur quelques propri^tes des determinants gauches. Grelle's

Joum., xxxii. pp. 119-123; or Collected Math. Papers, i.

pp. 332-336.]

There is clear evidence that Rodrigues' paper of 1840 made
a strong impression upon Cayley. In a paper published in 1843*

he introduces his subject by speaking of Rodrigues as having

"given some very elegant formulae for determining the position

of two sets of rectangular axes with respect to each other,

employing rational functions of three quantities only
"

;
and he

proceeds at once to demonstrate these formulae as a necessary

preliminary to the essential part of his paper. In another

paper published in 1845,-f- the first part of which deals with a

quaternion identity, he makes the important observation that a

set of nine coefficients which occur in the identity is precisely

the same as the set of nine given in Rodrigues' transformation;

and he adds,
"
It would be an interesting question to account d,

priori for the appearance of these coefficients here." We are

thus not wholly unprepared for a communication from Cayley
himself on the subject of the construction of a linear substitution

for the transformation of
a;i+ a;2+ ... into ^1+ ^2+ '^^^

following is his procedure, four variables being used in place of

his n.

With unity and any six quantities whatever there is first

formed the square array

1
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remembering that ^^= 1 and 1^= Iw Then taking a new set of

four variables 6^, 62, 0^, 6^, and using for their coeflBcients the

quantities in the square array, firstly as disposed in rows, and

secondly as disposed in columns, he puts

^1^1 + ^12^2 + ^3^3 + ^14^4
=

^1
'

^21^1 "I" ^22^2 "I" ^23^3 "J" ^24^4
~ *2

^31^1 "t" ^32^2 "J" ^33^3 "^" ^34^4
~

^3

^41^1 + ^42^2 + ^43^3 + ^44^4
=

^4

and

^1^1 + ^21^2 + ^31^3 + ^41^4
=

^1

^2^1 + ^22^2 + ^32^3 + ^42^4 iz

^13^1 + ^23^2 + ^38^3 + ^43^4
=

^3

^4^1 + ^24^2 + ^34^8 + ^44^4
=

^4 .

thereby ensuring that

Solving the two sets of equations separately for each of the B's

and equating the results, he next obtains

L^aji + L^ajj + I^^x^ -\- L^^x^
= L^fj + L^^it + ^siz + 1^4^41

LjgjCi + L^^ + Lggajg + L^4 =
Lji^i + L^i^ + ^iz + ^$4^4

^14^ + W^2 + I*>4^8 + I^44a'4
=

^41^1 "pL^fg + ^43^3 + L^^* ^

where I^, is used for the cofactor of l^ in the determinant (A say)
of the initial array. It only then remains to obtain from this

the x'a in terms of the ^'s, or the ^'s in terms of the ic's. This

Cayley does by using as multipliers, in the former case the

elements of any row of the original array, and in the latter case

the elements of any column. Thus, multiplying by l^^^, l^, l^, l^^

respectively and adding, he obtains

^1 = (2^11^11- A)^i + 2l,,L,^^ + 2l,,L,,i,+2L,,-L,,i,,

i

>$
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the full substitution being

305

^ =
(^-i)^-+ %f^+

ajo =

Xo =

x^ =

A

2L23,

2Lu^
^

A ^*

^^x+

21^
A

2L3,

A

2L2L4I /'
I

2L^2 fC I
2L43e /2L^ ^\^

-^^1+ -^^2+ ~A~^"^V A )^\

We may add, that had the relation of the reverse substitution to

this not been already known it would have been evident from

the set of equations which here produce both. The result

reached is that the n^ coeficients a^^, . . .
, ann/o^ ^'^^ transforma-

tion of rectangular co-ordinates can be expressed rationally in

terms of |n(n 1) arbitrary quantities 1 satisfying the con-

ditions 1= Igr, 1 = 1 by forming the determinant
\ I11I22 ... Inn I.

or A say, and thereafter the adjugate determinant \ L11L22 ^nn|.

and taking

2Lr ^Lif^ -1

By way of illustration Cayley works out the cases where n= 3

and where 71 = 4. For -n- = 3 he begins with three quantities

V fi

X

and obtains the substitution-coefficients

2(t/X+/i) 2(^,.-X)

2(v\-iui)

2(/i/+X)

l+XHyuHv^

1+i/^-X^-M^
1 + X'-+ mHv2'

remarking, in passing, on Rodrigues' introduction of them (but

on this point see Euler's memoir of.1770) and on their connection
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with the theory of quaternions,
six arbitrary quantities

a b

For n= 4! he begins with the

-h 9

-f

and obtains for the substitution-coefficients the following quan-
tities all divided by A :

A-2(a2+&2+c2+ ^)

2(-/0-a+ bh-cg)

2(-ge-b + cf-ah)
2{-he-c + ag-b/)

2(fe + a + bh-cg)

2{ce + h+fg-ab)
2{-bd -g+ hf-ca)

2(ge + b + c/-ah)
2{-c9-h+fg-ab)
2{h^+P+ b^ + e^)

2{ad+f+gh-bc)

2(he + c + ag-bf)
2(be+g + h/-ca)
2(-ae-/+gh-bc)
2(P + g^ + c^+e^)

where e=af-{-bg+ch and A = l-\-a^++<^+P+g^-\-h^+e^.
Before leaving Cayley's very interesting paper it should be

noted that the essential part of it is contained in the first few

lines, where in effect he says that if we put

01 + X02 + M^3 + =
1

-
X^i + 6^+ ve^-\- . . .

=
x^

-fid,- V02+ 03 + --- =
^3

and

J

d,-\e,-fie,-... =
i,

\di + 6^ vO^ - =
ii

M^l + "^2 + ^3
- =

^3

then X,, x^, x^, ... and ^,, ^^, ^g, ... are orthogonally related,

the coeficients of the linear substitutions connecting them being

rational functions of \, fx, v, . . . The rest of the paper is taken

up with the finding of these coefficients, that is to say, with the

elimination of 6,, 62, 6^, ... and the expression of each of the

remaining variables as a linear function of all the variables of

the set to which this variable does not belong.

I

HERMITE, C. (1849, January).

[Sur une question relative k la thdorie des nombres. Journ. (de

Liouville) de Math., xiv. pp. 21-30
;
or (Euvres i. pp. 265-273.]

The problem here solved has only a distant connection with

our subject. What is given is a set of mutually prime integers

forming the first column of a determinant, and the requirement
is to find all the other elements so that the square of the

determinant may be 1.
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SPOTTISWOODE, W. (1851).

[Elementary Theorems relating to Determinants

viii+ 63 pp., London.]

Following Cayley, Spottiswoode places the construction of an

orthogonal substitution at the opening of his section ( 9) on skew

determinants. The mode of treatment differs from Cayley's in

being verificatory rather than investigative. Starting with the

two sets of equations

and

he does not seek to ascertain therefrom the linear substitutions

connecting the x's with the ^'s, but bringing forward the co-

efficients of these substitutions as found by Cayley, namely,

2Lij_ 2L^2 2L^3 2L^^
A A A Ah

he affirms that by using as multipliers, along with the first set of

equations, the elements of the various columns of this array in

succession we shall have

/2Lj^j
-,

\ j^ 2L21 ^Lg^ ^L^j _ <f 1

and that by using along with the second set of equations the

elements of the various rows of the array in succession we shall

have

At the close of a preceding section ( 6) he devotes three pages

(pp. 35-37) to an investigation of the conditions under which
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Lagrange's determinantal equation shall have all its roots

positive. The result is not so interesting in connection with our

present subject as a theorem made use of in the process of

attaining it, namely : 7/ we have given the set of equationa

filial + ^2^2 + . . . + aia; = Bx^
'

where a =
ag^ , and ifxm 'put A for \^xi^--- *

|
>
then

"12*^1 ^" ^22'^2 "J"

^VlJ^X + A-2flJ2 + 1 -A^n^n /i*^ii

No proof of this is given, but one is readily got by using the

elements of the r**" column of the adjugate of A as multipliers in

connection with the given set of equations and performing

addition, when there results the r''' equation of the required set
*

*It shoald be noted that the theorem holds when A is any determinant what-
ever. Fiirther, there is implied in it another of at least equal importfuice,

namely : If A stand for | aj^asg . . . ann
I

the equation whose roots are A times the

reciprocals of the roots of the equation

an - ^ ai2

=

Au-e A .

"*1 Aoo tJ .

Ai An2

Am
A2

A-e
= 0.

An independent proof of this is readily obtained by substituting A/0 for in the

original equation, expanding the determinant in a series arranged according to

descending powers of A/6, using 0"/A as a multiplier, substituting An , A^ . . .

for their equivalents, and returning to the determinant form.
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HESSE, 0. (1851, April).

[Ueber die Eigenschaften der linearen Substitutionen, durch

welche eine homogene ganze Function zweiten Grades,

welche nur die Quadrate von vier Variabeln enthalt, in eine

Function von derselben Form transformirt wird. Crelle's

Joum., xlv. pp. 9:3-101
;
or Werke, pp. 307-317.]

Starting with the supposition that the substitution

Vk = afciOJi + a^2 + . . . + a^X^ }*^"
makes

Ky\ + hvl + + Kvl = ^A + %K + +<>
Hesse obtains by differentiation with respect to x^, x^, x^, x^, the

reverse substitution

*;* = au&i2/i + a2jfc&22/2 + . . . + a,tt&n2/n }*l" ;

and having thus found that the latter substitution will make

a,x[ + a^xl + ... +axl =
h^^ + Kyl + ... +Kyl

he is able by putting rjk for a^ic^. and
^^j.

for 6^?/^ to say that the

substitution

will make

The result is the theorem that // the substitution

}k=n
changes

\y\ + hvl + + &n2/^
^"^i^ ^A + a^a;^ + . . . + a a;

the conjugate substitution will change

n n

-2/! + -2/I + .-. + -i/^ into
-^a.^

+
-^x^

+ ... + ^
x

The rest of the paper is occupied with theorems which hold

only in the case of four variables.
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SYLVESTER, J. J. (1852, July).

[A demonstration of the theorem that every homogeneous

quadratic polynomial is reducible by real orthogonal sub-

stitutions to the form of a sum of positive and negative

squares. Philos. Magazine (4), iv. pp. 138-142 ;
or Collected

Math. Papers, i. pp. 378-381.]

The terms "
orthogonal transformation

"
and "

orthogonal sub-

stitution" date from the year 1852, the former appearing in a

paper of Sylvester's published in the February part of the

Cambridge and Dub. Math. Jowm. (see vol. vii. p. 57), and the

latter in the title of the paper now reached. In the former

paper, too, the word "
unimodular," as applied to a transforma-

tion, is first used (see p. 52), the meaning being that the

modulus that is to say, the determinant of the coeflBcients of

transformation is then unity.

As has been already noted * when dealing with axisymmetric

determinants, this opens with the proposition that when ar = <*>

a^i+x a
12

a^-\-x . . a,2n

a.nZ . . . a+a;

?a 922"'^

Oji X
!

aoo a; a2

9ln

where

^ni ?2 ?-'

and where therefore

\9n9t2-'-qnn\ =
I ana22 ^nn 1^

It is then pointed out that the last determinant multiplied by
( 1)" is expressible in the form

W -
Qiix'r-' + Q,(x'r-' - ;

* On verifying this, see also the account of the related paper published in the

Nouv. Annalea de Math, for November 1852.
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that Qj, Qg, ... can be shown to be sums of squares; that

consequently the values of 7? in the equation

(a;2)
-

Qi(a)2)-i + ^{x'Y-^ _ . . . =

are all positive; and therefore, finally, that the values of x

in the equation

(J/Ofi
^" X

^nn. ^

=

are all real *

The remainder of the paper deals with the " Law of Inertia for

Quadratic Forms," this law being "that by whatever linear

substitutions, orthogonal or otherwise, a given polynomial is

reduced to the form SA^^^^, the number of positive and negative

coefficients is invariable,"

LAME, G. (1852).

[Lemons sur la Th^orie Math^matique de l'Elasticiti5 des

Corps Solides. xvi+336 pp., Paris.]

While discussing ( 18-22) the axes of the ellipsoid of

elasticity Lame gives in substance the theorem that if | a^ ^2 Vs I

be an orthogonant, and the ordinary multiplication-theorem

produce the identity

^1 71
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There is thus obtained

=
4/(0,. d,,...)- 2(i,^+i,^+

. .

.)
+ M, i... ),

so that in order to have/(a;i, x^, . . . )=/(^i, ^2> ) i^ is ^^^^ ^^

be necessary that

Now this condition is manifestly satisfied by putting ^= 6r, but

"la maniere la plus gen^rale de la verifier en expnmant les

quantity ^ en 6 sera de faire

les ind^termin^es X ^tant assujet^s a la condition X = ^w--"

This of course implies that

Xr = "r ^ / J Ar ^^ >

and there have thus been obtained in their general form the

two sets of equations with which Cayley started in his special

case.

For those who may wish to pursue the subject of "auto-

morphic transformation
"
farther than these papers of Hermite's

we may note that the actual expression of the x's in terms of

the ^'s was given by Cayley in a paper dated 24th May 1854,*'

and that he extended his result to a bipartite quadric function

in a paper dated 10th December, 1857.t

Another problem, which in the early history of orthogonants
we have seen to be of interest, namely, the simultaneous trans-

*
Cayley, A., "Sur la transformation d'une fonction quadratique en elle-m6nie

par des substitutions lin^aires," Crdle's Jouni., 1. pp. 288-299 ; or Collected Math.

Papers, ii. pp. 192-201. See also Brioschi in Annali di Sci. mat. e Jia., v.

pp. 201-206.

t Cayley, A., "A Memoir on the Automorphic Linear Transformation of a

Bipartite Quadric Function," Philoa. Tranaac. R. Soc. (London), cxlviii. pp. 39-46 :

or Collected Math . Papers, ii. pp. 497-505.
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formation of two quadrics, Cayley also dealt with, the first time

in 1849 and the second in 1857.*

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1853).

[The algebraical theory of the secular-inequality determinantive

equation generalised. PhUos. Magazine, vi. pp. 214-216;

or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 634-636.]

The fundamental theorem here is that if

ax-^a 6a;+/8 dx+S
= ax+ a, Xj =

a^+ a

bx+ S
bx+^
cx+y X3 = bx+^

dx+S
cx-\-y

ex-\-e

ex +e

fx+4>

and the coefficients of the highest powers of x in Xj, X<j, Xj, . . .

have all the same sign, then the roots of X, will be all real and

will lie respectively in the intervals comprised between 4- , the

successive descending roots of Xj_,, and . The mode of

proof is Cauchy's (1JS29).

SPOTTISWOODE, W. (1853, August).

[Elementary theorems relating to determinanta Second edition,

rewritten and much enlarged by the author. Crelle's Joum.,
li. pp. 209-271, 328-381.]

In trying to insert in his second edition an alternative process

for establishing Cayley's result of 1846, Spottiswoode is very

unfortunate. The place selected by him is immediately after

the sentence defining skew, and therefore immediately preceding

the former process; but in making the insertion (p. 260) the

predicate of the important sentence in question has suffered

excision, along with a very necessary explanation regarding

the diagonal elements of the initial determinant. Further, at

the utmost all that is established is the fact that the determinant

of Cayley's substitution is equal to +1. Such neglect, however,

can well be overlooked in view of certain deductions which he

*
Cambridge and Dublin Math. Journ., iv. pp. 47-fiO; and Quart. Joum. of

Math., ii. pp. 192-195; or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 428-431, and iii.

pp. 129-131.
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records, and which he says can be made from Cayley's result.

These may be enunciated in more modem form as follows :

If \&ii Si'22 ^-nn I

<^ ^ ^^ ^ unit-oxiol skew determinant,

I All A22 -^nn
I

'^^* adjugate, and \(jo^^(jo^ ...
| Cayley's

orthogonant formed therefrom, then

A!,+ AL + ... + AL = A.A, 1

^^^

and

Cti/)i3 + Cf'2i02ss + . . . + Ctnr^ns
=

^^rsj

The former, (a), belongs strictly to the theory of skew deter-

minants, as has already been mentioned in the proper place.

CAYLEY, A. (1853, November).

[On the homographic transformation of a surface of the second

order into itself. Philos. Magazine, vi. pp. 326-333; or

Collected Math. Papers, ii. pp. 105-112,]

Here Cayley recalculates the general orthogonant of the 4th

order, taking note in passing of the related identity

( ax by cz+wY

-\-{x-{-vyiiiz+awf+{ vx+y+\z+bwY+(fjLX\y+z+cwy
= x^+y^+z^+v^+iax+by+czf

{{vy iuiZ-\-awY-{-{~vx+'\z+bw)^+(imx \y-\-cwf.

We may add that if the last eight squares be subtracted from

both sides of this there remains on the left-hand side a quadric

having a zero-axial discriminant.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1854, March).

[La. Teorica dei Dkterminanti, k le sue principali Applica-

ZIONI. viii4-116 pp., Pavia.]

In Brioschi's text-book, the paragraphs dealing with a
"
sostituzione ortogonale" are somewhat scattered, most of them

appearing among the applications (pp. 24-26, 47-51, 62-69).
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The first deserving of notice (p. 49) concerns the product QPQ,
where P and Q are determinants of the same order and Q is the

conjugate of Q. Viewing the product as Q-(PQ) Brioschi first

uses a result of Cauchy's to express any m-line minor of Q'(PQ)
in terms of 7n-line minors of Q and PQ : then for the said m-line

minors of PQ he substitutes with the same assistance expressions

involving m-line minors of P and Q : there is thus obtained for

any m,-line minor of QPQ an expression involving only m-line

minors of P and Q. The result may be put in the form

(QPQ)?! =
Sr[Qin{Pl-T'Qir + PS^QlT' + . . . + PS'QlTJ],

if be put for 7i{n\) . . . (n 7n+l)/1.2. . . . m, and if gen-

erally we use A*^^ to stand for an m-line minor of an n-line

determinant A, the rows of A taken to form A' being those

whose numbers constitute the r*'^ combination of m of the

integers 1,2, . . .
, 7i, and the columns those whose numbers con-

stitute the s'** like combination. Putting v = 8 we obtain the

expression of an m-line coaxial minor of QPQ, and thence for

the sum of all such minors the expression

2. S. [Q?'{P!-T'Qlr'
+ PS'Ql^' + . . . +

PS'QlTJ] .

which changes into

S. {PtT'MtT' + pS'm? -f . . . -h p!:'m!:'} ,

if M be the determinant which equals Q*. Specialising still

further by making Q the determinant of an orthogonal substi-

tution so that

M;::!'
= 1 and MtT* = 0,

Brioschi finally obtains the important
" formula nota

"

I:,(QPQ^ = I;.pl^^

which we may express in words for ourselves thus : If Qbe an

orthogonant and P any other determinant of the same order,

then the sum of the m-line coaxial minors of QPQ is the same as

the sum of the m-line coaxcuil minors of P.

The other paragraph requiring notice concerns the determinant

arising from Cayley's of 1846 by subtracting 1 from each diagonal
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element. The value of this is shown (p. 65) to be when n is

odd, and 2"Ao/A when n is even, A being the basic determinant,

and Aq what A becomes on making all its diagonal elements zero.

The result is easily reached on multiplying the given determinant

by A and showing that the product is ( 1)"2"A0.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1854, August).

[Note sur un th^oreme relatif aux determinants gauches. Journ.

(de Liouville) de Math., xix. pp. 253-256 ;
or in the French

translation of his Teorica del Determinanti, pp. 144-147
;

or Opere mat, v. pp. 161-164.]

Brioschi's subject is really the equation

a'n X

COoo^ oc
"2*1

O^nn "^

= 0,

in which the left-hand member is the determinant of Cayley's

orthogonal substitution with x affixed to each diagonal element.

He notes at once, of course, that if the basic determinant be

1^11*22 ^nn\. Or A Say, the equation may be changed into

Ki-y ^12

^22-^ = 0,

^nl -^112 -^-nn V

where y is put for ^(l+a;)A. A further transformation is then

effected by multiplying both sides by A and putting z for

1 A/i/, the result being

= 0.

Using Cayley's expansion (1847) for the determinant on the left,

it is seen that when n is odd the equation resolves itself into

z= and an equation in z^ with positive coefficients, and that
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when n is even it is already of the latter form. All values of z^

thus obtainable must be negative, and consequently all the values

of z save the value must be imaginary and must occur in

pairs whose sum is zero. But as

and

1+z
X =

1-z'

it is clear that for every pair of values of z that differ only in

sign there must be a pair of values of x that are reciprocals.

The theorem reached by Brioschi we may thus enunciate for

ourselves as follows : The roots of the equation

ft)ii X

Wcc X
"214

a>nn X

= 0,

where
| <Bu ^ss

*
Wnn |

is Cayley's orthogonant, are arrangeahle
in pairs of reciprocal imaginaries, save when n is odd, in which

case there is the single real root 1.

When instead of the a)'s we take the coefficients of the

substitution which transforms a general quadric into itself, the

words "reciprocal imaginaries" need to be changed into "re-

ciprocals." This generalisation Brioschi published a month or

two sooner (see Annali di Sci. mat. ejls., v. pp. 201-206).

BRUNO, F. FAA DI (1854, September).

[Note sur un th^oreme de M. Brioschi. Joum. {de LiouviUe) de

Math., xix. p. 304.]

On multiplying both sides of Brioschi's equation (1854,

August) by I
(0,1 0)22 <'nn

|

^ud dividing by ( x)" an equation is

obtained which differs from the original simply in having x'^

for X. The portion of the theorem which concerns "
reciprocity

"

Bruno thus readily establishes.
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CAUCHY, A. L. (1857, Feb.).

[Sur les fonctions quadratiques et homogenes de plusieurs

variables. Gomptes rendus . . . Acad, des Sci. (Paris), xliv,

pp. 361-370, 416; or (Euvres completes (1), xii. pp. 421-432.

444-445.]

The second section of this bears the title "Sur I'equation

qui determine les maxima et minima d'une fonction r^elle

quadratique et homogene de plusieurs variables dont les carres

donne pour somme I'unite," and at once recalls the important
memoir of 1829. The subject is the same, and any additional

result obtained is quite unimportant. Fuither, the mode of

treatment is not essentially different, the language and

notation of
'

clefs anastrophiques
'

being for some obscure

reason substituted for those of
' sommes alternees.'

We have only to add, as being well worthy of note in

passing, that this was Cauchy's last contribution to the

literature of our subject, his first and greatest, and probably
the greatest of all, having been made so long before as forty-

five years. Three months after the last was presented to the

Academy he was dead.

BALTZER, E. (1857).

[Theorie und Anwendungkn der Determinanten, mit

vi+ 129 pp. Leipzig.]

Baltzer devotes a whole section (15) of seventeen pages

(pp. 80-96) to the subject of "Die lineare, insbesondere die

orthogonale Substitutionen." The section, like its fellows, is

noteworthy, not for freshness of matter, but for good arrange-

ment, clearness and compactness.
In treating of Cayley's orthogonant (15, 6) he takes I, not 1,

as the constant element of the basic determinant : and, when in

the course of the proof he obtains the two values for each of

Cayley's d'a, he does not equate them, but uses with each of them
Hermite's observation
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thus reaching the elements

A A
I

of the desired substitutions without more trouble. On the other

hand, he fails to note that Cayley's 0's are so introduced as

to ensure from the outset the equality of x^^+x^+ . . . and

ii^+i2^+ ,
and thus he is led to prove propositions already

established (15, 5).

Brioschi's equation of August 1854 being denoted (15, 9)

by f(x)= 0, he multiplies f(x) by f{x). and obtains for

f(x) /( )/** a skew determinant having each diagonal element

equal to 1/xx. This determinant being therefore expressible

as a sum of squares when n is even, and as 1/x x times a sum

of squares when n is odd, the part of Brioschi's proposition

which asserts the unreality of the roots follows by a reductio ad

ahsv/rdwm.

SALMON, G. (1859).

[Lessons Introductory to the Modern Higher Algebra, . . .

xii+ 147 pp., Dublin.]

In Salmon's treatment of the subject ( 118, 139, 142, 156-7,

163-4) only two points call for remark. In the first place,

"orthogonal transformation" with him is not as with his pre-

decessors a transformation which merely changes

Q^-\-y^-{-z^+ . . . into f+.7*+^^ . . ,

but one which at the same time changes 1

<jaii+hyi^cz^^... + 'lfyz-\-2gzx+2}ixy+... into A^2+Bi;+C^2+i

In the second place, he has a fresh mode of arriving at the

equation for determining A, B, C, . . . Calling the four quadrics

just mentioned V, V, U, U', he forms the discriminant of U XV,

and asserts that the coefficient of all the several powers of X in it

must be invariants, and that, therefore, if the said discriminant

be put equal to and the equation so obtained be solved for X,
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the roots resulting must be identical with the roots of the

equation
Discrim. (U'-XV) = 0;

in other words, that we must have identically

a \ h g . .

h b-X f ..

9 f c-X ..

A-X
B-X

C-X

so that A, B, C, . . . are the values of X in the equation

Discrim. (U-XV) = 0.

HESSE, 0. (1859, October).

[Neue Eigenschaften der linearen Substitutionen welche gegebene

homogene Functionen des zweiten Grades in andere trans-

formiren die nur die Quadrate der Variabeln enthalten.

Crelle's Journ., Ivii. pp. 175-182; or Werke, pp. 489-496.]

Hesse's object is that of Kummer (1843), Jacobi (1844, March),
and Borchardt (1845, January), namely, to prove the reality of

the roots of Lagrange's determinantal equation by showing that

the product of their squared differences is essentially positive.

Taking the linear substitution

k=l

we readily see that ^^^2 in^^ expressible as a sum of terms

of the form Cx\^x'^ . . . a;^",
where

e-^-\-e^-\- . . . -\-en=n and C
is an integral function of a's a result which Hesse writes

the coefficient of any term being denoted by an A with n suffixes

identical with the n exponents of the x'a. Now let us suppose
the substitution to be orthogonal, in which case we know that

fc
=

ciikii + aat^2 + . . . +
anfc^njj^j ;

and let us thereby transform ^A^.^, . . . ext^xl^ . . . x'^ so as to
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have it again in terms of the ^'s. In doing this Hesse pays
attention only to the term in ^^^2 - in, making the assertion

that the coefficient of ^^^^ . . . ^^ in Xj*x^ ... x^ -is either the

same as the coefficient of Xj'x^ . . . x^" in ^^^^ $n ^ differs

froTTi the latter coefficient by a merely arithmetical multiplier.

From this it follows that the coefficient of ^^^2 ^n in any

term Ae^e^ . . . en^^^t' ^^n" is ^ merely arithmetical multiple

of
A^j^j ...; and, if the multiplier in question be denoted by

eiej ..., there results irom the equatement of coefficients

Next, let us suppose in addition that our substitution trans-

forms an Ti-ary quadric

/i(i, aja, . . .
, Xn) into g^H + g^H + ..+ 9nil,

a step which, as we know, introduces the quantities whose reality

is in question. In regard to them Hesse fifst recalls Jacobi's

proof (1833) that they are such that

m + 9iil + --- + fji 9lil-^9iii + --'-^9iil

are also expressible as homogeneous quadric functions of the x's,

and that the coefficients of these quadrics are rational integral

functions of the coefficients of the original quadric f^. It is

seen to be not inappropriate therefore to use

fp{x X,,..., Xn) for g^Jl + glU + . . . + glU

and to denote the partial differential-quotient oi fp{x^, x^, . . . , x^)

with respect to x^ by fpix^), thus giving

The next step is the deduction of an important result from the

consideration of the determinant

i/n-iCa^i) i/n-l(a'2) ^Jn-l\^n)

, or A say.
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Each element being linear in the x's, the determinant is of the

n*"^ degree in those variables, and therefore we may put

On the other hand, if we substitute for each element its expres-
sion in terms of the ^'s, the result is manifestly a product-

determinant, and we learn that

A =

= (l)l9^^^^rl^.^24

Equating these two values and substituting the expression found

at the outset for ^^^3 in^^ obtain

ail ai2 ai3 ... ai

^21 ^22 "23 a2n



CHAPTER XI.

PERSYMMETRIC DETERMINANTS, FROM 1841 TO 1860.

As has already been pointed out (History, i. pp. 485-487*), tlie

special form of determinant named "
persymmetric

"
in 1853 by

Sylvester came first to light in 1835 in a paper of Jacobi's on the

elimination of the unknown from two equations of the ti**" degree,
the fact being that the adjugate of Bezout's condensed eliminant

in other words, the adjugate of the determinant resulting from

Bezout's "abridged method" of elimination is there shown to

be such that the elements of it whose place-numbers have the

same sum are equal.

The essentials of the proof are easily made clear if we accept
the fact that from the equations

a^x + a^y + a^ =

b^x + \y + 63^
=

c^x + c^y + c^z =0

it can be shown for non-zero values of x, y, z that

X : 2/ : 2 : : Ai : Ag : A3
: : Bj : Bg : B3
: : Cj : Cj : C3 .

This is something more than what Jacobi had then occasion to

use, but in 1841 the portion of it which holds when there is one

equation fewer was stated by him in all its generality in 7 of

* The 7th and 8th lines of p. 486 have unfortunately been transposed by the

printer. Also, in the first determinant of the footnote on the same page the

first bi should be b^.

i
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the De Formatione . . . Specialising from it in two directions,

namely, (1) by taking x, a?, c(? instead of x, y, z, and (2) by

taking the determinant of the coefficients to be axisymmetric,

we can assert that if the equations

OAa -^ fx^ -\- eci? = 0\

fx + hx^ + da^ ^ Oi
ex + dx^ + ca^ =

j

hold for a non-zero value of x, then

x\x^:a?::K:
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that in Borchardt's paper of 1845 (January) a determinant

of the special form we are now considering appeared as an

expression for the square of the difference-product, and that

a generalisation of this result was given by Cayley the year

following. These two papers as well as four others dealt with

under Alternants should be kept in view in reading the present

chapter. The full list is

1845 Borchardt, C. W., p. 159. 1854 Brioschi, F., p. 172.

1846 Cayley, A., p. 162. 1857 Bellavitis, G., p. 181.

1854 Joachimsthal, F., p. 169. 1847 Baltzer, R. p. 183.

JACOBI, C. G. J. (1845, August).

[Ueber die Darstellung einer Reihe gegebner Werthe durch eine

gebrochne rationale Function. CrelWa Joum., xxx. pp.

127-156 ; or Gesammelte Werke, iii. pp. 479-511.]

The subject here dealt with by Jacobi is that first considered

by Cauchy in the fifth note to the Analyse Alg^brique of 1821,

namely, the extension of Lagrange's interpolation-formula, or

the finding of a function u of the form N(x)/M(a;) which shall

have the values u^, Ug, 'W-n+m+i when x has the values

a?!, x^, . . . .
, fl5++i, it being understood that N and M are

respectively of the n*"^ and m}^ degi-ees in x.

The given n-\-7n + l equations

v^'M.(x^)
=

N(a;i), u^Mix^) =
l^ix^)

are first used to eliminate the n-\-l coeflicients of N(), and

thereby obtain m equations for the determination of the ratios

of the coeflBcients of M.{x). This is interestingly accomplished

by using the multipliers a^/f{Xi), a^/f'{Xi) , where

f(x)= {x Xi){x X2) .... (x aj+^.i), then performing addition,

and finally utilising a known theorem regarding "partial

fractions." The result is that for any one value of p we have

i=n+in+l

UiXiM(Xi)

t=i-m-t-i

I
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and that therefore when p has any one of the values 0, 1, 2, ... .

m1, we have
i=ji+m+l

= 0.

By putting
F P P

1) for ^1 '^1
I

^2 '^2
_, _, ^?i+m+l'^Ti+?H-i

and
a + Qi^ + ttg^^ + . . . + a^a;"* for M(a:)

these last im equations become

Voa + flOi + i'2a2 +
Via + yaOi + v^Ui +

+ ^^ma;
= 1

whence for M(a;) there is obtained the expression
*

1
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or, by further putting w =
Vp+i xVp,

Wo

Wi W2

w.

w

w w "^im-i

After finding other forms for M(ic), and varying ( 2) the mode

of finding them, Jacobi proceeds ( 3, pp. 140-146) to deal with

N(a;), first remarking, of course, that the one function is

immediately determinable from the other, because the problem
of representing u,, Ug, . . . . by N(a;)/M(a;) is the same as the

problem of representing u~^, u~^, . . . . by M(ic)/N(a;). Instead

of utilising this, however, he takes from the theory of
"
partial

fractions
"
the result

Zj{x,-x)f\x,)

N(x)

whence follows

so that if we put

N()
fix)

i)

<sn+ai+l

2Jfl{Xi-

M(x,) .

i-x)f{x,y

i=n+m+l

we have

R^ for y ^^ .

^7(x)
~

^o+iI^i+ +a^.

From these two equations on solving for a, : a^ : Oj and substituting in Oo + a^x + o^x*

we obtain

1 X a*

M{x) =
Vo fi fa

Ki fa "s

where vp =
\ x^" x^^ x^ x/w^ | ,

or

M(;

where Wj,
=

Vp^.^-xvp
=

| x-^ x^ x^ x/u^(x^- x) |.

M(x) = P'o
i

I io^ Wa
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and therefore, by substituting the already found values of

a : Oi : Oo : . .

N()

Ro
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For ourselves we may add that the theorem becomes still more

interesting when it is pointed out that, by reason of the identity

y\y\
^,?l-2Y I

.1.
I
I/O -1/1

yT-\yV\ __^
0'(2/i) <t>'{y^)

+ ...+
<^'(2/n)

where cf>{y)
= (y yiXy y^) (y yn), the R's like the wa

are all expressible as determinants of the order n+ 7n-\-l, that

these determinants in both cases belong to the special type known
as alternants, and that Rp differs from Wp in the last column

only ;
in fact, that

-^.
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where
ajj, iCg,

. . . are the roots, and therefore by

1, Sq, '0 "1

Si s.2 *3

where 8^
=

x'^-\-xl+ . . . +x^. All this, however, is practically

implied in Cayley's paper of 1846 (August).*

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1851, May).

[Essay on Canonical Forms: Supplement to a "Sketch of a

Memoir on Elimination, Transformation, and Canonical

Forms," 36 pp., London. Or Collected Math. Papers, i.

pp. 203-216.]

In giving a preliminary notice of his general method for

reducing odd-degreed functions to their canonical form, Sylvester

says he based his method on the proposition that every one of

the -n-line minor determinants of the array

Tx
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this year that Sylvester made the fruitful observation, already

chronicled,* that the persymmetric determinants

ac- b\ ace+ Ihcd- ae^ -b(P-c^
,

are expressible as "
commutants," or rather that these special

determinants could be represented in the umbral notation by

using umbrae not wholly unconnected with one another. Thus,

while

stands for the general determinant

00
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This is at once seen to depend on the solution of the peculiar set

of 2n-\-2 equations

"^1
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where A^ is the determinant whose array is got by deleting the

(r+1)'^ column from the array

*'n+l

*'n+2

a-,

''n+l

do

From this it follows that the X's are the roots of the equation

AoX"+^-AiX"+ A2X"-^- . . . = 0,

^.e. X"+' X"

n+l

'n+2 a

%.e.

n+l

-aX a -a-iX

*2n+l ^2nX Ot-gn Cf^2n-1^

x

a.

= 0,

a'n+l

a^ o-iX

*n+l
"~

<*n^

1
= 0.

On substituting in the first n+ l equations of the original

set the values of Xi, Xg, . .
, Xn+i thus found, the values of

TTj, TTg, . . ., TTn+i are obtainable from a set of linear equations of

the type associated with the name of Lagrange.
The latter part of this procedure is not given by Sylvester,

who on reaching the set of equations in 2Xi, SX^Xg,

suddenly draws the seemingly irrelevant conclusion " that

{x+\y){x-\-\y) (a;+Xn+i2/)

is a constant multiple of the determinant

a.n+1
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As a matter of fact (Pv>c-\-q^y){p^+ q2y) (Pn+iX+ qn+iV)

= p^p^ . . . pn+i(i>'^+\y){x+\y) (x+K+iv),

= p,p^ . . . Pn+l("+' + S\-a;"2/ + 1^W'X''-Y +)'

A)

_ p^p^ . . . j?n+i
A,

_ P1P2 Pn+i
I

^n+i2/ + (^ny -\-(ln~iX

^271+1 2/ I* ^2n'^ ^2n2/ ~T~^2n-i'^

from which we see (1) the point which Sylvester wished to

make, namely, that p^aj+ g'jy, P^+ fl^y > being viewed as the

original unknowns, it is important to know that their values

are multiples of the linear factors of A, and (2) that

^^Klx-lt-\y){x+\y)

Of course the conclusion drawn is that the transformation of

a binary (2n+ l)-ic into the sum of %+ l powers depends on

the solution of a determinantal equation of the (n+ 1)"* degree.

As examples, the quintic and septimic are taken, the latter

mainly for the purpose of drawing attention to the fact that

the conditions of
"
catalecticism," that is, of (a, 6

, . . . , A-
ij^ a;, yy

being expressible in the form of the sum of three seventh

powers instead of four, as the general rule provides require
that the cofactors of the elements of the first row of the

determinant

y'
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The analogous problem for even-degreed functions is next

taken up, a beginning being made with the transformation of

the quartic {a,h ,
. . .

, e\x, y)^ into the form

(p^x+ q^yY + {jp^+ q^yf + ^e{p^x-^q{yf{p^+q^y)\

On putting

gi
= Px\, P2 =

72^2' ^P\VI
=

f^> ^1+ ^2
=

1.' W =
2

there is obtained by equatement of like powers of x and y

a =
Pi* +K + 6m

b = p^% + P2% + 3/iSi

c = p^%^ + p^%^ + fis^^ + 2fjiS^

d = p^%^ + ^2*^2^ + 3miS2

e =PiV+P2*V+6rf
and from these by operations which lead to the elimination of

Pi^> V-t from every consecutive triad of equations

osg 6si + c /^(Ssg 281^) ^\
hs^ cs^+d iji.{^^ s^)s^

~
^\

cs^ ds^ + e fiiSs^ 28^^) s^
=

J .

or, if we put v for jm.{88^28^^),

as^ 6si + (c + J/) =01
6S2 {c \v)8^ + c? = V

(c+v)s2 ds^-^ e =
J ,

From the resulting cubic equation

a b c -{ V

b c ^v d =
c + V d e

V can be determined, and thence in backward order Sj, 82^ /*5

^1.^2 5 Pi'Pi'^ ^1' ?2; w.

In passing, note is taken of the fact that the said cubic when

arranged according to powers of v is

'

a

i^ - (ae-4^bd+Sc^)v + 2\b

I

= 0,
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and that ae ibd+ '3c^ and the determinant here appearing are

the two invariants * of the quartic under investigation.

The reduction of the octavic (a^,, a.^,
. . .

, a^ ^ x, y)^ to the form

where Ur=PrX+ qry, is shown in similar fashion to depend on

the solution of the quintic equation

a, V

a^ V

a^ + Iv

4
- h

a^ + iv

= 0,

where

V = llep^^^p^p^l and l = s^- \s^s^+ tV2^

I being the quadratic invariant of

x^+ s^a?y+ SgOjY+ ^k^V^+ s^^ or {x+\y){x+ \y){x+\y){x+ \y) .

The fact that the coeflScients oi i^, v^,v^ , v'^ are invariants of the

octavic is insisted on, and generalisations are effected for functions

of the degree 4m and the degree 4s7n+ 2.

Further, it is pointed out that when the said even-degreed
functions after transformation are without the last (or unique)

term, that is to say, are in Sylvester's phraseology "meio-

catalectic," the last of the series of invariants must vanish :

for example, the condition that {a^, a^, . . .
, a^^ x, y)^ may be

expressible as the sum of three sixth powers is

cfc
!
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SYLVESTEE, J. J. (1852, April).

[On the principles of the calculus of forms. Cambridge and Dub.

Math. Journ., vii. pp. 52-97, 179-217; or Collected Math.

Papers, i. pp. 284-327, 328-363.]

Here the same subjects and the same special determinants

are dealt with as in the preceding ;
and the determinant

whose vanishing has been seen to be the condition for "meio-

catalecticism
"

is denominated (p. 62) the catalectieant* of the

even-degreed function in question, while the determinant whose

resolution into linear factors furnishes Sylvester's canonical form

of an odd-degreed function is called the canonizanti of the said

function. As the former is an invariant of its function, so the

latter is a covariant.

BKUNO, F. FAA DI (1852, May).

[Demonstration d'un the'orfeme relatif k la reduction des fonctions

homogfenes k deux lettres a leur forme canonique. Journ.

(de Liouville) de Math. . . . xvii. pp. 193-201.]

The subject of the whole of this paper is simply the solution

of the set of equations dealt with in Sylvester's paper of 1851

(October). The process is lengthy and uninviting, the sole point

of interest being that the equation in X comes out in the form

O^oX ft2 <XiX C3 .... a^iA (^n+2

a^A a^^i a^A ~~
0^11^2 anA "~

(i^n+i

= 0,

where the determinant is easily shown to be the same as one of

Sylvester's forms by diminishing each row in order, beginning
with the last, by X times the row immediately preceding.

* "
Meicatalecticizant," Sylvester truly says, would have been the more correct

word, but even he took alarm sometimes.

t The name would have been equally appropriate for the determinants of the

preceding paper which have v in their diagonal.
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CHIO, F. (1853, June).

[Mdmoire sur les fonctions connues sous le nom de rdsultantes ou

de d^terminans. 32 pp., Turin.]

The second part (pp. 23-32) of Ohio's memoir, which is headed
"
Exemples," mainly concerns Sylvester's set of equations of 1851

(October). His procedure is much more interesting than Faa di

Bruno's. Using any multipliers A^, A^, . . . . with the first n+ 2

equations he obtains by addition

<^o(\+K\+^M+ +K+^^'r)

+ ^i(Ao+A,\+A,X^+ .... +A^,X+^)

+

+ a^(A+A,X+AX+ .... + A+,Xr) = A(X + A,a,+ .... +A^^^a^^^ ;

and, the ratios of A^, A^, . . . . being supposed to be determined

so as to make the coefficients of Xq, x^, . . . , x^ vanish, there

results

Aotto "i~ AiO-i + .... + An+i(ln+i
= t).

If each succeeding set of ti+ 2 consecutive equations be treated

in the same manner, it will be found that the same multipliers
will make the coefficients of the x'a vanish in every case : con-

sequently there is obtained

A^jC^i -j" AiCl^ + + -^n+i^n+i
=

*^>

This derived set of w+ l equations suffices to give the values of

the ratios of Aq, Aj, . . .
, A+j in terms of the a's, and the

substitution of the said values in

Ao + AiX + A^X^ + . . . . +A+iX"+' =

gives the equation for the determination of the X's.
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It is not noted by the author that having n+2 equations linear

and homogeneous in the A's he could at once deduce

= 0. l-TOT)':'
-^

The other forms of the equation, however, he gives full atten-

tion to.

1
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In regard to these arrays he says in a footnote (p. 424),
" A

square arrangement having this kind of symmetry, namely, such

as obtains in the so-called Pythagorean addition-table as dis-

tinguished from that which obtains in the multiplication-table,

may be universally called persymmetric." This is apparently
the first use of the word.

SPOTTISWOODE, W. (1853, August).

[Elementary theorems relating to determinants. Second edition,

Crelle's Journ., li. pp. 209-271, 328-381.]

Just as Spottiswoode viewed an axisymmetric determinant as

the determinant of an n-axy quadric, so he closely associated a

persymmetric determinant with an even-ordered binary quantic.

Taking, for example, the binary quartic which Cayley would a

year later have denoted by {a^, a-^,
. . .

, a^^x, yY, namely,

()* 4- 4iaja^y -f Ga^x^y^ 4- ^ouz^y^ + ^hV^'

Spottiswoode writes it in the form *

{affc^+ 2a^xy+ a^y^)x^

-\-2(a^x^+2a^xy+asy^)xy

+ {a^^+2a^y+a^y^)y^;

*A preferable form, because making the " catalecticant
"

still more prominent, is

x^ 2xy y'^

tto
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and calling it U points out that

^j-
= 12{aQX^+2a^xy+a^y^)

dxdy
= 12{a^x^+2a^y+a^^)

^ = 12{a^^+2a^y-hay)

and thus like Sylvester concludes that the evanescence of

^0 1 2

! 2 <*3

^2 % <*4

is the condition that the second differential-quotients of U shall

simultaneously vanish, or, say, that we shall have

32U

d{x,yf
= 0.

BRIOSCHT, F. (1854, March).

[La. Teobtca DEI Determinanti, e le sue principali Applica-

ziONi. viii-fll6pp. Pavia.]

Denoting by s,. the sum of the r^^ powers of the roots of the

equation
a + an-iX + . . . + aia;"-^ + a;" =0,

Brioschi recalls the n known relations

ClnSo 4- n-iSi + . . . + a,s_i + * =0
aSi + a_iS2 + . . . + ttjSn + s+i =

and thus derives by elimination

2

X

'n+1
= 0,
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and therefore

On ^~
S-t 30

I

~"
S-tX

*3
~

'^2^

lie onj-i
~~ S.33 Son-i ~"S -2^

= 0.

Further, he points out that if the last determinant be denoted by
V, and the cofactor of its last element by V_i, and so on, then

V being axisymmetric it follows from Cauchy's theorem of 1829

that V, V_j, , . .
, Vj, 1 possess the characteristic property of

Sturm's remainders.

It is not noted that the set of n relations used gives each of

the a's in terms of the s's, and that substitution in the original

equation then gives

'n+i

1 X

= (a;"+aia;-i+ . . . +a)
8q Sj

*1 *2

'n-1

^n-i *n

as may be otherwise seen.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1854, February).

[Sur les fonctions de Sturm. Nouv. Annales de Math., xiii.

pp. 71-80; or Opere mat, v. pp. 89-97.]

Brioschi in effect here recalls that if /, Z^, /g, . . . . be the series

of Sturm's functions originating in the consideration of the

equation

a;" + a^a;"-^ + aga;"-^ + .... + a" = 0, or, say, f(x) =
,

and q^, q^, .... be the linear functions of x which are the

quotients obtained in the process of finding f^^f^,-.-- then

(1) f=^Jl-U /l
= ?2/2-/3. fr-2

= qr-ifr-x-fr;

(2) fr is of the {n rj-^ degree in x
;
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(3) from (1) 4 = - - -

(4) the successive convergents ,
^^ r ,^

Qi 5^192-1

continued fraction being N^/Dj, N2/D2,

to this

N, =
92 1

. 1 9,

D, =
q, 1 .

1 q, 1

(5) from (1) after eliminating /g, /g,

substitution or otherwise

, /r_, by repeated

(6) from (1) after eliminating /i,/2, . . . ,fr-2

J L'r-l/r-l
~

L'r-2/rJ

With these facts before him he seeks to find expressions for fr,

Df, Ny, or, say, for the coefficients in

A,.,a;-'- + A^.ja;--i + .. .,

B,^,x^ + B^.^x'-i + . . . ,

Ciaj'-i ^ Cr,2X'-^ + . . . ,

failing to note that, Cayley having in 1846 found such an

expression for Sylvester's substitute for /., the annexure of a

known multiplier to Cayley's result would have given him the

most important of the three expressions sought.
In the first place he deduces from (4) that the coefficient of the

highest power of x in I>r-i is always of the coefficient of

the highest power of x in N^-i, because q^=-x-\ \; and from

(6), by equating coefficients of ic", that the coefficient of the

highest power of x in /, _
,

is the reciprocal of the highest power
of X in Dy_i : in other words, that
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In the next place, denoting the roots of the given equation by
x^, x^, . . .

, x^he has from the theory of
"
partial fractions

"

i=n in i=n

A{x,)
- "' Zj Mx,)

- "' Zj Mx,)
- ^'

=1 1=1 i=l

1=1 t=l

and therefore from (5)

SD,.,(a;,) = 0, ^^x,\)r-y{x^ = 0, S*|Dr-i(a;,) = 0,
i=l 1=1 1=1

, SV'D,-i(^i) = 0, %xr'V>r-,ix^ = Ky,

and consequently on putting

and s^ for ccf + a; +

there results

4- ^r-\,r for I)r-\{X)

, m,

B._
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whence,

and

for r even

for r odd

^'^ -
U,A3 . . . AJ ^'

_ /A1A3 . A._3Y .

a result in agreement, as far as it goes, with Sturm's of 1842,

Sturm's non-determinant pr being the equivalent of Brioschi's A^.

The obtaining of A^ in terms of the coefficients of f{x) is next

illustrated by changing A^ into the form *

8tf 80

S, 8q

8, So 80 8.

and performing operations which we may denote by

colg + a^colj + Ogcol^ + ....+ agColi,

C0I5 + ttjCol^ +....+ a^co\,

Colg + rtjColp

Oj
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the result being

\ =

2a,

1

Sa, 4a.

a.

oa^

a.

6^6

a.a,

Oj-t t(^ O/a (La

n (w l)(Xi {n 2)a, {n 2))d^

n {n \)a^ {n T}a, {n ^)a^ {n ^)a^

n (n l)aj {n T)a^ {n ^)a^ {n ^)a^ (n 5)a^

To obtain the desired expression for Dr_i(ic) Brioschi takes the

set of equations in the xs together with the equation from

which the set was derived, and eliminates the B's, the result in

the case of r = 3 being

X x^ -Do
Sn S- = 0,

whence of course he deduces for D, the expression

-^3,1

X a^

*2 *3

or m
X X'-

^2 S,

and the alternative form

n^

n (n !)!

a^ la,

n {n V)a^

1 aj+ a^

3a3

(%-2)a2
ic^+ a^x+ ag

The process of finding /. is quite similar to this but much more

troublesome, the equation taken along with the set of equations
in the s's preparatory for elimination being

f{^)
=

B^-l,>'i*0 + B,-l,r-l^^l + + Br-l.lr-l

where u = a;"

+
XI

<//
"~~

l//l %A/
^^ tvO

+ . +
X x
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The two previous steps necessary to reach this are

and the result of the elimination is
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BRIOSCHI, F. (1854, August).

[Intomo ad alcune questioni d' algebra superiore. Annali di

Sci. mat. e fis., v. pp. 301-312
;
or French translation of

Brioschi's Teorica dei Determinanti, pp. 151-170; or Opere

mat, i. pp. 127-142.]

The questions referred to are much the same as those of his

paper on Sturm's functions (1854, February), the first function

Ooa3"+ctia3'*"^+ . +a or aQ(xXj}(x Xi)...{x Xn) or f(x)

being, however, no longer connected with the second

b(fic^+hiX^~^-^ . . . +h^ or <p{x) where m.<Cn.

Putting

fix,)
+

fix,)
+ +

f(x)

he first proves the interesting theorem

aoS^+aiS,._i+ . . . +aA = K+m-n+i (^<'^).

i

Then temporarily denoting

{<p(xr)^f(x,)y by A,

he squares in two ways the determinant
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determinant on the right* and substituting for the A's, he

deduces

So

Sx

s,

Ss

Sn-1

s

Sn-1 S ^2n-s

= (-l)"'''"V'l).0(a:,) 0(n).

This result, be it noted, is not given in the original paper, but

appears first in Combescure's translation (1856), which contains

six pages (pp. 153-159) more than the original. Brioschi does

not point out its significance in connection with Euler's first

form of the resultant of /(a;)
= 0, <f>(x)

= 0.

The remainder of the paper is of little interest in the present
connection.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1855, January).

[Sur les questions 241 et 141. Nouv. AnnaZes de Math., xiv.

pp. 20-24; or Opere mat, v. pp. 107-111.]

If for all positive integral values of r and 8 we have

A^+ = aiAr+,_i + ctjAr+j-j + + ctArf

in other words, if this last be a "recurrence-formula," it is

readily seen that the last column of the persymmetric determinant

Ar -^r+l -A,-+-l

Ar+l -A^+S Ar+#

I

I

Ar+-l. A,4. A.+2-

or A say,

may be legitimately changed into

(IgAf^i , ct,A^ ,
. . .

, (l,A^^,_j

80 that there is deducible

*Brio8ohi unfortunately neglects the sign-faotor. See History, i. p. 340,

where the footnote might have made mention of the fact that the identity

there spoken of as used by Jacobi had already appeared in one of Cauchy's own
memoirs of the year 1813. (See Jmim. de Vic. polyt., x. oah. 17, p. 485.)
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and thence

A,.,
=

(-i)'-<-%:;Ao..,

thus implying that Ar,* / ( l)''**"^^^ is independent of r, a result

suggested to Brioschi by an old proposition of Euler's which is

referred to in our chapter on Continuants.

CAYLEY, A. (1856, March).

[A third memoir on quantics. Philos. Transac. R. Soc. (London),

cxlvi. pp. 627-647 ;
or Collected Math. Papers, n. pp. 310-335.]

Among Cayley's tables of invariants there naturally appear
the catalecticants of the binary quartic, sextic, and octavic

;
so

that we have from him the final expansions of the persymmetric
determinants of the 3rd, 4th, 5th orders. Of canonizants only
that of the quintic is given. The four results are those which

he numbers 10, 34, 35, 16. The first and last we need not

reproduce. The second is

d
faceg ac/^ ad^g+ 2adef a^ h^eg+ h^p

= \+ 2bcdg
-
2bcef- 2bdJ+ 2hde" -(^g+ 2cHf

{ + c^e^-'^cdh+ d\

a b c

bod
c d e

d e f

where the terms are arranged, as with Cayley, in alphabetical

order. The third, altered in form, is

b c d e

c d e f
d e f g
e f g h

f 9 h i

= e^-e^(ai-\-3cg+4!df)

+e^{2{afh+bdi)+ {ag^+cH)+Mbfg+cdh)+ S(cf+d^g)}

-e{{ach^ + b'^gi)+ 2{adgh+ bcfi)+ 3(afg+ cdH)

+ 4>(bdg^+cjh)+ 2{bp+d%)-acgi
-
2adfi

-bW- 2bcgh
- 2cY+ ^cdfg+ Sd^f}

+ 1 {acf^i+ ad-gi)+ 2 {acfgh+ bcdgi) (acg^+ (^gi)

+ {ad%^+ b^fi)
- 2(adfh+ bd^fi)+ 2 {adfg^+ c^dfi)

+{af+dH)-2(bjgh+ bcdh^)+(by+ c^h^)

+ 2(bcfh+bd^gh)- 2(bcfg^+c^dgh)+2{bdfg-\-dJh)

+(cn-^cdY)-2{cdf+ d'fg)}.
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It is the term, L, independent of X in the almost persymmetric
determinant which Cayley

* on Sylvester's suggestion calls the

lamdaic, namely,

a
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in this expression being determinants which resemble in outward

form those of Cayley's analogous expression of 1846 (August),

but which have for elements the coefficients of a; "^ a? "^ .... in

Q/P. He says that the expression
" salvo qualche modificazione

"

was found by Cauchy, but gives no reference.

BELLAVITIS, G. (1857, June).

[Sposizione elementare della teorica dei determinanti. Memorie

. . . Istituto Veneto .... vii. pp. 67-144.]

Although the persymmetric determinant

2 3

So S.

where Sr is the sum of the r'** powers of the roots of the equation

x'^-{-a^x^~^-\- . . . +a = has repeatedly come before us, it has

always been with the understanding that no two of the roots

were equal, and the order of the determinant has never been

greater than the n^^. Bellavitis takes up the subject ( 45-50)
with these conditions removed. He affirms that when the

number of rows exceeds the number of different roots, the per-

symmetric determinant

*0+r h+r

*2+r

*2+r

'3+r

4+r

vanishes, and when the numbers are the same the determinant is

a TTiultiple of the square of the difference-product of the said

roots. By way of proof of the second part of the proposition the

special case is taken where the roots are a, a, a, b, b, c, and where,

since

= 6, s,
= 3a + 26 + c, s, = '^^^ + ^^^ + c^
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we have

On 8q

3
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which if we put v for | I x^dx take the form

an% + a_i'ii + + tti'in-i + '^n
=

1

(Xti + a_it2 +.... + ciiin + ^71+1
=

<^n'''2 ~r Cf'n-i'^3 I" r (^i^n+i "r '^n+2
^ *-'

^n^n-i ~r <^n-i'^n 4" + 0^11271-2 "T '^2n-i '-'>'

Solving for a^, ctg* %> > *i ^iid substituting in V Rouch^ of

course obtains

V = %
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and the result may consequently be put in an alternative form,

namely,

^2n 1

1

3

1

5
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SALMON, a (1859).

[Lessons Introductory to the Modern Higher Algebra, ....

xii + 147 pp., Dublin.]

In Salmon's treatment of the foregoing subjects (p. 14, 119-

126, 162-165, p. 146) there are several points of freshness. His

proof, for example, that if

the persymmetric form of the canonizant is equal to

I l{m^ |2 1 Z^mj |2 1 l^m^ |2 (l^x+m^y){l^-\-m^y)(l^x+m^),

is accomplished (119) by using four differentiations to show that

ax + by = l^\l^x+m^y) + l^\l^-\-m^y) + l^^{l^x+m^y)
=

lj*u -\- l^v + l^w, say,

hx -\- cy = l-^m^u + ^i'^'iP + li^ni^.

substituting these trinomials for ax -{-by, bx+ cy, ... in the

canonizant, and then examining
* the twenty-seven determinants

into which the latter can be partitioned. He also gives (121) a

new mode of arriving at the canonizant in the form

abed
b c d e

c d e f
In the course of a short " Note on Commutants "

he suggests

}x.y)[

(p. 146) that the two rows of umbras

/

\

2

2

/

should stand for

ttn a.

in which case the three suffixes of any term of the developed
determinant are got by adding the first row of umbrae to a

permutation of the second row.

*
It is better to note at this stage that the determinant is the product of

l^hi l^ l^w l^ l^ li

liTn^u l^m^v l.^ni.^iv and /i?% l^m^ lafn^

m^i m^v m^io m^ m^ m^
and therefore is equal to

| /j- ^gW^j m^^ \^ . uvnv.



CHAPTER XII.

BIGRADIENTS, UP TO 1860.

As we have already pointed out {History, i. p. 487), bigradients
were first brought to light by Sylvester in 1840 in the paper
in which he made known hia so-called "dialytic" method of

eliminating the unknown from two equations of the same or

different degrees. Shortly afterwards Richelot and Cauchy
recalled attention to Euler's and Bezout's method of 1764, as

giving substantially the same result as Sylvester's, the fact

being that the determinant obtained by Sylvester differs from

that obtainable in the other case merely by being its conjugate.
The details of these papers and of others related to them have

already been given.

CAYLEY, A (1844).

[Note sur deux formules donn^es par MM. Eisenstein et Hesse.

Crelle'a Joum., xxix. pp. 54-57
;
or Collected Math. Papers,

i. pp. 113-116.]

Although Eisenstein's property
* of the discriminant

a^^- 36V+ 4mc^+ ^b^d- eabcd, or A say,

of the binary cubic aa:^+Sbx^y-\-3cxy^-{-dy^, namely, the pro-

perty that

A2D2- 3B2C2 _,. 4ACS+ 4B3D- 6ABCD
= (a*a

- 362c + 4ac -f 46'd- 6abcdf

Creile'aJoum., xxvii. pp. 106-106, 31&-321.
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when

A,
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of which a generalisation of A, namely,

a%^ + hY + c^P + d^^^ + ^adfg + 46ceA
1 or O sa

2ahhg 2ahcf 2ahde 2bgcf Ihgde Icfde J

is an invariant
; expresses Q as a two-line determinant

\ah hg cf -\- de 2{ehfg)

2{adhc) ah hg cf + de

makes the substitution

a?!
= {ah-bg-cf+de)i^ - 2{eh-fg)i^

|

and, as the multiplier connecting the new Q and the old is now
the second power of the modulus, he obtains what was wanted.*

The substitutes found turn out to be

13Q laQ laQ
23a' 236' 2 3c'

but no explanation of this is vouchsafed.

Eisenstein's case is the degeneration reached by putting

a, 6, c, d, e, /, g, h

= a, b, b, c, b, c, c, d.

Had the two other sets of variables been at the same time

transformed with the same determinant for modulus, we should

have had the new Q equal to Q^.

BOOLE, G. (1844, June).

[Notes on linear transformation. Cambridge Math. Journ., iv.

pp. 167-171.]

The third note being devoted to the proof of his well-known

theorem of 1841 regarding what afterwards came to be known

* This short paper of Cayley's teems with misprints, both in the original and

in the Collected Math. Papers.
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as
' the invariance of the discriminant,' the fourth gives at full

length and correctly the discriminant of

that is to say, the elirainant of

aa? + ^hx^y + ^cxy'^ -\- dy^ =

hot? + Zcx^y + ^dxy^ + ey^
=

HEILERMANN, [H.] (1845).

[Ueber die Verwandlung der Reihen in Kettenbrtiche. Crelle's

Joum., xxxiii. pp. 174-188.]

The determinant which here appears for the first time is

different from but resembles those to which Sylvester's dialytic

method of elimination leads, being exemplified for the 4*** and 5***

orders by

tto a.

. 6

63 64

6a h.

Calling these A3, A^ Heilermann writes his main result in the

form

Ao
6. -

a-o 4- a^x + -\-(in^'^

60 + \^ + +&ma;'"

the end on the right being

A2Tt-3^2n'^

A2n-i

according as ?u-< or '^n.

Aj^
^0

A2' A. - =F _M AA^

or
A2OT-4A2)

Aom-2
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CAYLEY, A. (1848, August).

[Nouvelles recherches sur les fonctions de M. Sturm. Joum. {de

Liouville) de Math., xiii. pp. 269-274; or Collected Math.

Papers, i. pp. 392-396.]

Recalling his former paper on the same subject in Liouville'a

Journal, xi. (1846), pp. 297-299, where Sturm's functions had

been expressed in terms of sums of powers of the roots of the

original function, he intimates now the discovery of more simple

expressions in terms of the coeffi,cient8 of the said function. At

the same time he draws attention to the fact that his result may
be viewed as unconnected with Sturm's division-process, and it is

in this general light that he prefers to state it. Beginning with

two functions V and V of the n*-^ degree, namely,

ax'' + ?>x-' + a'ic + b'x'*-^ +

and formins: therefrom the series of functions

V V
a a

xY

a

b

c

xY' V
a

b'

c'

a

b'

x^Y xY

a

b a

c b

d c

e d

x^Y'
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where by P^, Pg, Pg, . . . . are meant the determinants

a
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Following the ordinary division-process for expressing the ratio

of the second function to the first as a continued fraction of the

form

^ V

and denoting the remainders in order by

;Mco3a;'-Hci3a:-Hc23a;'*-*+ . .

.}
C02I )

he finds that

Po =
Pr+l

-
f, f.

1>2-1
= ^1.2n-2

^0,2-2

The second suflfix of any one of the new c's is seen to indicate

the remainder-function to which the c belongs, and the first

suffix the position of the c in that remainder. To obtain

expressions for these in terms of the original two sets of c's

it is taken for granted, and with reason, that as a result of

the process we have generally

Cr, Co,-l^r+l,-2 Co,-2^r+l,-l
~ ^0,-l %,-%

^r+l,-l 'r+I.a-a
(1)

By using this twice upon itself, so as to lower the second suffixes

of the first column, there is found

Cr

^0.-2 ^"o,*-3

'l,-2 'l,-3 ^0,-2

^r+2,-2 ^r+2,a-3 ^r+l.j-S

(2)

where the second suffixes are now s 2, s 3. A page is then

occupied in ridding (2) in the same way of the elements which

have 3 for a suffix, the result being
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^0,s-3

^l,s-3 ^1,8-4 ^0,s-3 ^0,8-4

^2,s-3 <^2,8-4 ^1,8-3 ^1,8-4

C,.

(3)

'r+3,s-3 ^r+3,8-4 ''r+2,s-3 '^r+2,8-4

With increasing tediousness a five-line determinant is reached

having elements with s 4 and 8 5 for second suffixes, a six-line

determinant having elements with s 5 and s 6 for second

suffixes, and so on. The form of the determinant of the

{2q-\-2f^ order is thus deduced, the factor preceding it being
said to be

\^0,-3^0,-4}(^0,8-5^0,s-6/ v'^0,8-7<^0,s-8/ v'^0,8-2(/+1^0,8-2q) \pO,s-2q~l)

Sturm's division-process, in which each remainder is of a lower

degree than the remainder preceding it, and for which, therefore,

the corresponding continued fraction has each partial denominator

a linear function of x, has close relationship with the above

division-process, because the continued fraction already obtained

is identical with*

?^0
.p^j,

Expressions for the remainders corresponding to this continued

fraction are thus readily obtainable, and a section ( 3) is devoted

to finding simplified substitutes for them. The remaining section

concerns the strictly Sturmian case, where one of the original

functions is the derivate of the other.

BRUNO, F. FAA DI (1855, July).

[Sulle funzioni simmetriche delle radici di un' equazione. Annali

di Sci. mat. ejis., vi, pp. 412-419.]

As evidence of the value of a certain theorem Bruno adduces

the ease with which the expansion of the resultant of a pair of

* This identity Heilermann published again separately in 1860 (see Zeitschrift

f. Math. u. Phya., v. pp. 262-263). It is included, however, in a result given by
Stem in 1833 (see Crelle's Journ., x. p. 156) ; and a still more general identity

will be found in the Proceed. Edinburgh Math. Soc. , xxiii. p. 37.
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equations may be calculated, and he prints at full length the

resultants R2,2, Rs,,, ^4,4, that is to say, the final expansions of

a h <

a h c .

. 'P q 1

p q r . , etc.,

the arrangement of the terms being such as to make evident the

fact that each resultant is unaltered by reversing the order of

the two sets of coefficients of which it is a function : for

example :

*

^2.2
= (aV^+c^) (abqr+bcpq) 2acpr + acq^ + b^pr.

CAYLEY, A. (1856).

[A second memoir on quantica Philos. Transac, R, Soc. (London),

cxlvi. pp. 101-126; or Collected Math. Papers, ii. pp. 250-

275.]

In addition to previously calculated discriminants Cayley gives

(No. 26) the discriminant of the binary quintic, that is to say,

the eliminant of

aoe* + 4hx^y + Qcxhf^ + ^dxy^ + ey*
= \t

fex* + ^jc^y 4- Qdx^y'^ + ^exy^ + fy^ = J

CAYLEY, A. (1856, December).

[Memoir on the resultant of a system of two equations. PhUos.

Transac. R. Soc. (London), cxlvii. pp. 703-715; or Collected

Math. Papers, ii. pp. 440-453.]

As the resultant, B^^ ^^7' ^^ ^^^ P*^'^ ^^ equations

aa^-\-bxhf-\'Cxy^+dy^ = 0, px^+qxy-\-ry^ = 0,

is homogeneous and of the 3^^ degree in the coefficients of the

second equation, and at the same time homogeneous and of

the 2"^ degree in the coefficients of the first equation, Cayley

* The expression for R4,4 is full of inaccuracies.

tin the reprint, p. 288, the coefficient of b*cef^ should be -
1920, not + 1920.
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seeks a convenient form of representation in which this double

homogeneity will be prominent. What he obtains is *

V/
X

"^z 4

where the first square represents aV^, the second ahqr^, the

third ^OAypT^+h^pr^+ acq^r, and so on. The result is reached in

two ways, the second being by developing the dialytic eliminant

abed
abed.
. . p q r

. p q r .

p q r . .

' Three misprints being corrected.
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The two-line minors of the first two rows of this determinant

being denoted by 12, 13, ...
, 45, and the three-line minors of the

remaining rows by 123, 124, ...
, 345, it is seen that

R3.2
= 12-345 - 13-245 -|- 14235 - 15234

-I- 23-145 - 24-135 + 25134

-f- 34-125 - 35-124

- 45-123]

and it will be found that

12-345, -13-245, 14235+ 23145, -(lo-234-|- 24135), ...

correspond to the 1**, 2""*, 3""*^, 4'^, . . . squares of Cayley's

expression.

The paper closes with the six resultants B^g* ^s.2> ^4.2' ^s.3'

^4,3 > ^4.4 printed each in the new form as a chain of squares;*

they occupy four quarto pages.

ZEIPEL, V. V. (1858, June).

[Demonstration of a theorem of Mr. Cayley's in relation to

Sturm's functions. Quart. Joum. of Math., iii. pp. 108-117,

or Nouv. Annates de Math., xix. pp. 220-224.]

The theorem referred to is that of August 1848. Zeipel's

proof (pp. 108-114) is lengthy and unattractive, and scarcely

warrants reproduction. The remaining pages are occupied with

the curious identities

Pr-X
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HESSE, 0. (1858, October).

[II determinante di Sylvester ed il risultante di Eulero. Annali

di Mat. . . . ii. pp. 5-8
;
or Werke, 475-480.]

The determinant referred to is that to which Sylvester was

led in 1840 by his so-called "dialytic" method, and which, as we
have already seen, Hesse himself arrived at in 1843 ;

and the

resultant coupled with it is Euler's of 1748, which takes the

form of a product of differences of the roots of the two given

equations. Both forms, as well as others, are treated of by

Cauchy in his paper of 1840, already dealt with.

The equations being

a^a^ + a^^ + a^x^ + a^
=

b^^ + b^x^ -\- b^
= or say

(f){x)
=

ir(x)
= 0,

Hesse multiplies Sylvester's eliminant by s^s^ s-^^,
the squared

difference-product of the roots ^^, /Sg of the second equation,

with the result

a.

o-A a.

6 &i

ag
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But the determinant on the right is resolvable into

1 1

that is, into
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Brioschi's of 1854 for comparison. In 2 (pp. 12-15) he works

out for himself a third form, which, in the case of tti= 4, gives

Ri =
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remainders," but its main subject is Cayley's relation of August
1848, and the obtaining of others like it.

Lastly, a chapter is devoted to the bigradient compound deter-

minants which he (Zeipel) drew attention to in his paper of 1858,

and which when of the (2r 1 y^ order are equal to

Pr'P+. and K-' p(r)

respectively. Even to-day these excite a real interest, and a

purely determinantal proof of the identities is much to be

desired.

BRUNO, F. FAA DI (1859).

[Th^orie G^NifiRALE DE l'^limination. Par le Chevalier

Fran9ois Faa di Bruno. . . . x+224 pp. Paris.]

In his section (pp. 32-40) dealing with the dialytic eliminant,

Bruno, besides reprinting B^^, R4,4, gives the full expansion of the

discriminant of the equation

aoc* + 46a^ -I- 6cx^ + ^dx + e =

and of the discriminant of

aa^ + 5bx* + lOcor* + lOdx^ -^ 5ex -\- f = 0.

In the printing of the latter discriminant, however, there are at

least seven mistakes. In the next section (pp. 40-46) he seeks

to improve on what we have called Cayley's
" chain of squares

"

by combining the last square with the first, the second from the

end with the second from the beginning, and so on

example, his expression for B^3, that is to say, for

{a^^-dY) + i-a^iyr^+cdYq) + {2(-a^cqs'-\-bd^h') + ...} +

is

For

f
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a marked improvement on which would be

^3 ^.52

cd'^\dA -^ , a-b\ _ ,

+ .^2 +1

the second term in each binomial being derived from the first

term by the change of a, b, c, d, j), g, r, s, into d, c, b, a, s, r, q, p,

that is to say, by the interchange

*(X b p q\

id c s rJ'i:

Further, he improves upon Cayley's squares by so transposing
their rows, where necessary, as to bring about axisymmetry.*

Lastly, he tries (pp. 43-46) to justify Cayley's rule for calculating

the coefficients placed inside any square of the chain.

SALMON, G. (1859).

[Lessons introductory to the Modern Higher Algebra. . . .

xii+ 147pp. Dublin.]

Having stated Euler's and Bezout's method of 1764 for

eliminating the unknown from two equations (see Cauchy's
account of it. History, i. pp. 241-242), and having previously
defined such eliminant as the expression whose vanishing is

the condition for the two equations having a common root,

Salmon naturally thinks (p. 32, 47) of extending the method

to find the conditions for the equations having two common
roots. The equations being

ax^ + bx^ + ex- + dx + e = \ (<Pix)
=

ax^ + I3x^+Sx + = 0)
^^ ^^^

\x/.(x)
= 0,

he asserts that if ^(x) and \f/-(x) have two linear factors in

common the result of multiplying ^(a?) by the remaining linear

factor of \fy{x) must be the same as the result of multiplying

*The expression for R4,4, though now given more accurately than before, is

still disfigured by at least ten misprints.
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yff{x) by the remaining quadratic factor of (f>{x). Taking,

therefore, these remaining factors to be

Arc + B and AV + B'x + C,

and performing the multiplications, he is entitled to equate the

coefficients of like powers in the two products. He thus obtains

Aa -Ma = Q\

A6 + Ba - A'y8
- B'a =0

Ac + B6 -
A'y

- B'^ - C'a =
Ac? + Be - A'<5 - By -

C'/3
=

ke + Bd - B'(5 - C'y =
Be -C'8 =

from which the deduction is

= 0.

h
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Now, E being Euler's product of differences, the first determinant

on the left is resolvable into

as was first observed by Rosenhain in 1845 (Sept.) ;
and the

determinant on the right is resolvable into

{^\A. A) . 0(/3x) .

0(/32)}{^\ai.
a as) . yfria,) . yfr(a,) .

yj^ias)}
.

We thus have

ES =
{0(A)0(/32)}{V'(al).^A(a2).^A(a3)},'

and

.*. S = a^b^^E, as before.



CHAPTER XIII.

HESSIANS, UP TO .1860.

Special cases of the determinant

2^ 2Hl dhu

dx^
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first differential-quotients of the homogeneous function of the

third degree
^K,K,^x^s!^^ , or / say,

where each of the suffixes k, X, ju may be 1 or 2 or 3. The deter-

minant, afterwards called the Jacobian, of
f-^, f^, f^ he says may

in that case be styled
" the determinant of /." This expression

at once recalls that used by Gauss in 1801, namely, "determinant

of a form of the second degree," the determinant of

a^^ -f Ihxy+ cy^,

according to Gauss, being IP- ac, and the determinant of

OjX^ -f- a^y^ 4- a^z^+ '2\yz+ Ih^zx 4- 2h^xy

being a^^+ ajj.^+a^^ a^a^a^ ^b-Jj^h^ . The two usages, when
Hesse's is restricted to the second degree, are not so far apart :

for, according to Hesse, the determinants of the same two forms

are

x.e. -
22(6'

2a 26
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where U33 and u'33 stand for ternary cubics, and v^ is the

unknown.

The effect of linear transformation, so strikingly brought to

the front by Boole three years before, is then ( 19) entered on,

f being no longer a ternary cubic, but any function whatever of t

x^, X2, . . .
, Xn, and supposed to be expressed also as a function j

of the variables 2/i, 2/2 2/ ^7 means of the equations
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The ternary cubic u^ is next returned to and shown to be

transformable by a linear substitution into the form

2/1^ + 2/2^ + 2/3^ + 67r2/i2/22/3

and to be such that constants c^, c^ are determinable which make

resolvable into linear factors.

CAYLEY, A. (1845, early).

[Note sur deux formules donnees par MM. Eisenstein et Hesse.

Grelles Journ., xxix. pp. 54-57
;
or Collected Math. Papers,

i. pp. 113-116.]

Cayley, who had, like others, been attracted by Boole's epoch-

making paper on Linear Transformations, and was about to

publish his own first paper on the subject {Gamh. and Duhl.

Math. Journ., i. pp. 104-122), was naturally interested in that

part of Hesse's paper which concerned the " determinant of /."

He consequently wrote the note we have now reached, for the

purpose of adding to Hesse's results and of extending an identity

of Eisenstein's not distantly related to the same subject.

The "
equation remarquable

"
of Hesse's which he starts with

he writes in the form

V(U+aVU) = AU+ BVU,

noting that its author had not given the values of the coefficients

A, B, "ce qui parait etre tres difficile a efFectuer." He then

announces the analogous theorem :

" Soit U une fonction homo-

gene et de I'ordre v des deux variables x, y, et VU la determinante

\dx dyJ
Ton a

-2)(v-S)'V(U+aV\J) = {- v(v-l)(v-SfaJ -f v{v-l){2u-ofan}u

-f-{(v-2)(v-3)3-K(v-2)(/-3)(2v-5)a2j}vU.
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En representant par i, j, k, I, m les coefficients difFerentiels du

quatrieme ordre de U, on a

I = ikm il^ mj^ }<^ + 2jkl,

J =
4ijl 'Sk^ mi,

de manifere que I, J sont des fonctions de x, y des ordres 3(i/ 4)

et 2(i/ 4) respectivement." To this he adds the remarkable fact,

that if the binary quartic

where i, j, k, I, m are now any quantities independent of
^, 17,

be

transformed by the substitution

^ = X^' + fxn

ri
=

X'^' +
and I and J thus become I' and J', then

r = (XAt'-XV)I, J' = (Xa*'-XV)*J

In other words, he makes known for the first time the two
" invariants

"
of a binary quartic, and notes the curious fact that

expressions of exactly the same form occur in his equivalent for

V(U2,,+aVU,,,).
Another remark is equally suggestive, namely, that simpler

results might be reached if U were taken a homogeneous function

in x', y' as well as in x, y, and VU were defined as

'dx'dx'' 'dx ?iy' dy dy'

'

dydx''

For example, U being a quadric in both sets of variables, namely,

U = x^^{Xx^+2Bxy+ Cy^)

+ 2x,y,{A'x^+2Bxy+Cy)
+ y^\k"x^+ 2B"xy+C'Yl

or in later notation

^ ^ x^ 2xy ygx^
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then we should have*

VVU = 2" u.ABC
A' B' C
A" B" C"

In connection with the first of these results of Cayley's the

reader should note that on putting i/
= 4 we obtain

V(U+aVU) = (-6aJ+54a2I)U + (l + 3a2J)VU,

or V(aU+y8VU) = (-6a^J+ 54;82I)U + (a^+ Sl3^J)VJJ,

and .-. VVU = 54I-U+ 3J.VU.

Further, if the particular form of U be

ax^+ 46a^2/+ 6cx^y^+ ^dxy^+ e^/*,

this gives
VVU = 123(432 I-U-J-VU)

where I = axie+lhcd ad^ eb'^ c^,

and J = ae+ Sc^ Aibd.

In his famous first paper (February 1845) "On the Theory of

Linear Transformations," of which this is merely an offshoot,

Cayley states that the invariance of I had been communicated

to him by Boole, along with the still more interesting fact that

Boole's invariant (i.e. the discriminant) is equal to J^ 27P.

CAYLEY, A. (1846).

[On homogeneous functions of the third order with three

variables. Cambridge and Dub. Math. Journ., i. pp. 97-

104
;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 230-233.]

One of such functions, U say, being taken in the form

ax^ + by^ + cz^ + "^iyH + ^z^x + %kx^y

+ Si^yz^ + fij^zx^ + Sk^xy^ + Qlxyz,

Cayley calculates VU, and writing it in the form

Ax^ + By^ + Cz^ + Sly-'z +

gives the values! of A, B, C, 31 in terms of a,b,c,i

* Instead of 2^ we find in the original 25, and in the Collected Math. Papers 2*.

t In the value of 3Kj there is printed
-
2hi^l instead of -

2bjil.
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CAYLEY, A. (1847).

[Note sur les hyperdeterminants. Crelle's Journal, xxxiv.

pp. 148-152; or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 352-355.]

As already noted, the second section of this short paper
concerns what would, a few years later, have been called "the

Hessian of the discriminant

6abcd+ 362c2-aW- ^a^- 46cZ

of the binary cubic." The result, which is rather inelegantly

verified, is that the said Hessian is a numerical multiple of the

square of the discriminant.

HESSE, 0. (1847, August).

[Ueber Curven dritter Classe und Curven dritter Ordnung.
Crelle's Joum., xxxviii. pp. 241-256

;
or Werke, pp. 193-210.]

Any homogeneous function of the m*'' degree in the variables

x^, iCg, ajg, being denoted by u, its first difierential-quotients by

Uj, u^, Ug, and its second differential-quotients by u^, u^g, ,

there is obtained from Euler

^11^1 + '"'12^2 + "^13^3
= (m l)Ui

Uaia?! + Uggag + ^33^3
= (^^-1)%

and thence, on solving.

m

m j-iCg

= U21U14-U22U2+ U23US

yXg
= UgiUi-i-UggUj+ UggUj

J- J

where, evidently, A is used for Hesse's determinant of u, and U,^

for the cofactor of u^, in A . Using in connection with the latter
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three equations the multipliers u^, Ug, u^, and adding, Hesse

derives the interesting result

m juA
= Uii^i^+V^u^+ U33U32 4- 2U23U2U3+ 2U31U3U1+ 2Ui2'^'i'W'2 >

and this by a process of differentiation leads to six results of the

type

The rest of the paper is geometrical.

HESSE, 0. (1849, January).

[Transformation einer beliebigen gegebenen homogenen Function

4ten Grades von zwei Variabeln Crelles Journ., xli.

pp. 243-263
;
or Werke, pp. 223-246.]

A binary quartic u^^ being the only other homogeneous integral

function whose determinant, in Hesse's sense, is of the same

degree as the function, there was naturally an inclination to

make a study of its properties in the same fashion as has been

followed with the ternary cubic. Analogous results are reached,

such, for example, as the theorem that it is possible to determine

constants c^, C2 so that

CjU24+ C2uH(24)

may be an exact square. Most of the matter, however, more

directly concerns the quartic than its so-called determinant.

ARONHOLD, S. (1849, July).

[Zur Theorie der homogenen Functionen dritten Grades von drei

Variabeln. Crelles Journ., xxxix. pp. 140-159.]

This is an inspiration from, and a striking development of, the

latter part of Hesse's paper of the year 1844, and like that paper

may be said to concern itself more with the ternary cubic than

with the so-called determinant of that function. In regard to

the latter, however, there is one very noteworthy result: for.
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just as Cayley in 1845 established the two invariants I and J of

a binary quartic u^, and used them for the expression of

H|a"M-24+6'H(u24)| in the form A'U2^+B''R(u^), so Aronhold

here announces the two invariants S and T of a ternary cubic,

and gives the similar expression for

H{a-U33+6.H(U33)}.

Obtained from this by putting a = is the result

H{H(U33)}
= 3S3.'?t33-2T.H(U33)

the longed-for definite form of Hesse's theorem of the year
1844.

We may also note in passing that the result of eliminating

X, y, z from the equations

^33 ^ ^ = ^ =
'dx

'

^2/
'

3

is expressed in terms of S and T, namely,

T2-S3 = 0;

or, in later phraseology, that the discriminant of u^ is "P S*.

HESSE AND JACOB! (1849, December).

[Auszug zweier Schreiben des Prof. Hesse an den Herm Prof.

Jacobi und eines Schreibens des Prof. Jacobi an Herm
Prof. Hesse. GreVies Joum., xl. pp. 316-318.]

Hesse having communicated to Jacobi a theorem regarding

a homogeneous function of three variables, Jacobi sent back

a proof showing that the theorem held in the case of n variables.

The function being noted by u, and being of the m}^ degree

in the variables ajj, ojg,
. .

, ic, Jacobi, like Hesse himself in his

paper of 1847 (August), obtains the equations

X^Uu + X2U21 + . . . + XnUni = (in-l)Ui
'

X1U12 + X^U^ 4- . . . + XnUni = (m 1)^2

XiUin+ X^Uin + + a;7i = (m-l)unj.
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and thence

ajjA
=

(m-l){U"(iUi + 13,2^2 + ... + Uiu,J. (a)

Differentiating both sides of this with respect to x^, we have

dA
""'dx. (m-l)|UiiU

+ Ui2U;t2 + . . . +
UfUfc|

if A; be" different from i. A second differentiation, but this time

with respect to Xi, gives

^,
?f'A

(rri-l)iu ?^ + u -^1+ +u ^^\
^dXidXfc ^\

^

dXidXk ^dx^dx^
' ' '

'^'dx^xj

+ ( ^>h^ +^-3^ + +^-^T
But on the supposition that I is different from i we have

uUii + Uj2Uf2 + . . . + UjUi = 0,

and therefore by differentiation with respect to Xj^

+ ^mUii + Uu^i^ + . . . + u^JJir, = 0.

Consequently by substitution

9'A , ,J 3=^U,i
,

SU,2
, , 32U,\

dXidx^
^

t ?iXidXj, ^x^dxjc ?iXidxJ

-(m-l){%jiUa + UK2Uf2 + . . . + UaJJi^}
> (y)

where Z and k are each different from i.

If now special values of x^, x^, . . . x^ make u^, Ug, . . .
,
u all

vanish, then, Jacobi says, we shall also have

A = 0, ^- = 0, Vrs = '^XrXg
OXj.
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for all values of r and a
*

; and consequently from (y)

^^ / 1\ fxT ^U , XT ^ 1

whence

= (m l)(m 2)Nic<Ui,,

^''^
/ -IX/ ox XT 9^

3^^^
= -(m-l)(m-2)N. -.

This result we may formally enunciate as follows : If the first

differential-quotients of a homogeneous rationxxZ integral

function all vanish, the elements of the Hessian of the function
are proportional to the elements of the Hessian of the Hessian.

TERQUEM, O. (1851, March).

[Note sur les determinants. Nouv. Annates de Math., x. pp.

124^131.]

This is an elementary exposition of Hesse's determinant, with

simple illustrations from algebraic geometry, the property of
" covariance

"

being made prominent. A curious distinction is

made between what are called the "first" and "second"

determinants : for example,

4ac h^

* The first two of these results, which follow from (a) and (/3), there is no

pressing reason for mentioning : it would have been equally pertinent to note

that = 0. The third result Jaoobi probablj' obtained (see Crelle'a Journal, xv.

p. 304) by taking in every possible way 7i-l of the initiatory set of equations
and deducing

Xj : Xj : . . . . : x = U,! : Uji : . . . . : Ui,
= U : Uj2 :....: U^,

= U,.. : Ua : . . . . : U.
This implies that Vn - Un' = x, : x^

and U,/r : U,r' = ajr : av ;

and from these, by reason of the equality of Un' and \J^r there is got by mul-

tiplication
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is styled "le premier determinant de la fonction hexanome du

second degre a deux variables," and

Sacf + ^hde - 2ae^ - 2cd- - 2fb^

the "second determinant de la meme fonction rendue homogene
et temaire." The former is, in fact, the determinant of

ax^ + bxy + cy^ + dxz + eyz + fz^

or ax^ + bxy + cy"^ -\- dx + ey + f
with respect to x, y; and the latter the determinant with

respect to x, y, z.

HESSE, 0. (1851, March).

[Ueber die Bedingung, unter welcher eine homogene ganze
Function von n unabhangigen Variabeln durch lineare

Substitutionen von n andem unabhantjigfen Variabeln auf

eine homogene Function sich zurtick fiihren lasst, die eine

Variabel weniger enthalt. Crelle's Joum., xlii. pp. 117-

124
;
or Werke, pp. 289-298.]

Hesse here returns to the subject of 19 of his original paper,

calling ^u^-yU^2 '^nn ^^ ^ ^^^ determinant of u with respect

to the variables
x-^, x^, . . . Xn, and Siu^^u^- . . . u^"^ or V the

determinant of u with respect to y^, y^, . . . , y^, and proving
once more his theorem that

V = r2A.

He then supposes that in the result of the transformation yn does

not appear, and says that as this implies that u^^ u^", . . .
,
it""

all vanish, it follows that V = 0, and that therefore from the said

theorem A also must vanish. There is thus obtained the result

that,
" Wenn eine homogene ganze Function der n unabhangigen

Variabeln x^, Xg, . . .
, x^, durch

Xk
= ^'yi+aJy2+...4-aJy

in eine Function der Variabeln y^, j^, . . .
, j^ ubergeht, in

welcher eine dieser Variabeln fehlt, so ist die Determinante

di^ser Function in Rilcksicht auf die Variabeln x^, Xg, . . .
, x^,

identisch gleich 0."
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The rest of the paper is occupied with the converse theorem
;

but as the author himself came to be dissatistied with his attempt
at a proof and returned to the subject seven years later, it need

not be entered on here.

SYLVESTEE, J. J. (1851, April).

[Sketch of a memoir on elimination, transformation, and canonical

forms. Cambridge and Dub. Math. Joum., vi. pp. 186-200 ;

or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 184-197.]

The expression
" determinant of a function

"
or, more definitely,

" determinant of a function in respect to certain variables
"

occurs repeatedly in Sylvester's writings of the year 1850, the

accompanying notation being*

a(u);

for example, when dealing with ternary quadrics U and V,

expressions like

X/i xyz

are in constant use by him. It is clear, however, that the

determinant which he had in mind was not Hesse's, but that

which the year following he named the " discriminant." t

The interest of the present paper lies in the fact that, amid

much other matter, not only are the said two determinants

clearly defined and distinguished, but are shown to be viewable

as having a common parentage, being indeed two extreme

members of a family group. In the first place, the determinant

of any homogeneous integral function is incidentally defined as

the resultant of the first partial differential coefficients of the

function, when drawing attention to Boole's proposition (1843)

that the said determinant "
is unaltered by any linear transforma-

tion of the variables, except so far as regards the introduction of

* D was used by Cayley in 1846 the symbol of hyperdeterminant derivation.

See Collected Math. Papers, i. p. 97.

t See Philos. Magazine, ii. (1851), p. 406, and Cambridge and Dttft. Math. Joum.,
vii. (1852), p. 62 ; or Sylvester's Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 280, 284.
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a power of the modulus of transformation." It is spoken of later

in the paper as the "common constant determinant" or the
'

ordinary determinant
"
of the function, the word discriminant

not being proposed until a later date in the same year. In the

second place, there is brought into notice in connection with any

homogeneous integral function ^(x,y, . . . ,z) of the n'^ degree
the family of functions

where r has the values 1, 2, . . .
,
n. Corresponding to these

there is a family of determinants {i.e. discriminants), namely

(^l+''l;+'--+^iy^(^'2^'---'^>'

where r= 2, S, . . .
, n, the first being according to Sylvester the

" Hessian
"
or "

First Boolian
"
determinant * of

<f),
and the last

the " Final Boolian
"

or "
ordinary determinant

"
of 0. The

reader is left in the former case to reconcile the new definition

with Hesse's own definition, and in the latter case to observe that

The notation used for the Hessian of ^ is H(0): by "second

Hessian
"
he says he means " Hessian of the Hessian

"
; by

"
post-

Hessian
"
the determinant of the function got by taking ? = 3 ;

and similarly for
"
praeter-post-Hessian

"
!

We may at once remark that much of this nomenclature had
a very short life, being supplanted by other coinages made by
Sylvester himself. The functions

(^^+'^^+--y^(^'2/, )

*Onp. 194 he says the Hessian of F(a;, y) is "the determinant of the deter-

minanty in respect of ^ and ij, of

an error which is repeated in the Collected Math. Papers.
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he soon named the emanants of (p : and thus the Hessian, post-

Hessian, praeter-post-Hessian, and other determinants forming the
" Hessian (or Boolian) Scale

"
became known as the discriminants

of the emanants of 0. To the first member of the scale, how-

ever, the word " Hessian
"
became permanently attached, although

Sylvester's mode of defining it as the "discriminant of the

quadratic (or second) emanant
" * did not spread. It was intro-

duced by Salmon into the first edition of his Higher Plane

Curves (see p. 72) about a year after. Sylvester's first use of it,

and met with rapid acceptance.

SALMON, G. (1852).

[A Treatise on the Higher Plane Curves xii -1-316 pp.

Dublin.]

In sect. ix. (pp. 181-195) Salmon deals with the "General

Equation of the Third Degree
"
on the lines of Aronh old's paper

of 1849, and the Hessian naturally comes in for attention. The

ternary cubic U which constitutes the non-zero side of the

equation he writes in the form

OjOC^+ b^y^ -\-c^+^^^y+ 3632/^2; -f- ScjZ^x

-f- Sa^^z+ Sb{y^x+ Sc^^y+ 6dxyz,

and following Cayley gives its Hessian t as

&^a^+\y^+C3S^-\-S&^^y+ ,

where

aj
= a^d^ + b^a^^ + c^a^ a.J)^c^ ^da^a^,

\ =
b^d^ + c^^ -f a^^ a^b^2 2dbjbi,

C3
=

c^d^ -\- a^c^ -f b^c^
-

a^b^c^
-

2dc^c^,

* See Philos. Magazine, v. p. 122 ; or Collected Math. Papers, i. p. 591.

t It should be noted that this is -^{^ of the Hessian as defined, that a, is ex-

pressible as a three-line determinant, that Sa^ and Sog are expressible as the

sum of two such determinants, that 6d is expressible as the sum of three such

determinants, and that the performance of the circular substitutions

Oi, 62* C3=fta C3 "i <*ia> *''3> ^1=63, c,, otj, O3, bj, (-,
= 61, Cj, O3,

on the expressions for a^, Sa^, Sa,, gives us six other of the expressions.
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Sag = c^a^ + '2^i&i 2a2a363 a^d?- + la^^d + \a^ a^c^^.
~

<^i^i^2'

Sbg =
ttgfcg^ + h^a^c^ 26361C1 &3(i^ + 2\c^d + Cgt^^ \a^c^ h^c^a^,

Scj
= \c-^ + c^fegag 201020-2

~
^'i<^^ + 20302^ + a^Cg^ c^h^a-^ c^a^-y,

Sag
=

6303''^ + d^xCy 20.30202 ci^d^ 4- 2O1C2C? + 6302^ o^ftjCg OjC^ftg,

Sbj =
0^61^ + &1C2O2 26^6303 h^d^ + ^b^a^d + 0^63^ 626205^ b^a^c^,

Scg = 0262^ + c^a^b^ 2C2C161 c^d^ + 2cJ)y^d + 62^1^ c^aj)^ c^b^a^,

Qd = 2CZ^ + 2(^(6101+0202+ 0363) + (OiftgOg+fegOjOg+ CgOgM ~ '^A^s
-

3(026301+036102).

The invariants S and T are also printed in full, viz.

S = c?* 2^2^^^^1+ 0202+0363) + 3(^(02^3^1+ 036102) d'a-jb^c^

+ ^(016302+ 62O1O3+ O3O261)
-

(61O1
.
OgOg+ C2O2 O363 + O363 61C1)

+ (6i2Ci2+C2W+ 0^3^^3^)
-

(%^2
'

C1C2+ 62O3 O2O3+ O3O1 6361)

+ (63O3O22+ C1O1632+ O262C12+ 620203^+ O3O3612+ a^yC^),

T = - 8cZ6 + 24^(6101+ 0202+0363)
-

As these differ from Aronhold's by numerical factors, we are

prepared to find corresponding differences in the expressions for

the Hessian of the Hessian and for the discriminant, namely,

4S2.U - T.H(U) and T^ - 64S3

respectively.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1852, August).

[Sur les determinants des formes quadratiques. Nouv. Annates

de Math., xi. pp. 307-311
;
or Ojjere mat v. pp. 81-85.]

After an introduction of two pages on determinants in general,

the determinant of a quadratic form is defined as the determinant

whose elements are the second differential-quotients of the form,

the editor adding in a footnote the words,
"
c'est le dt^terminant

hessien des Anglais." Starting then from the known fact that

if O1O2 61
=

a^xl + a.^xl + 2biXiX2 =
(aiXi+ biX2y,

Oi
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Brioschi states that similarly, if the determinants of

Oifl^ + a^l + a:fi + ^hjpCiX^ + 262X10^ + 2ciOC^ ,

Otxl + a^l + 2b^iX3 ,

all vanish, the ternary quadric is equal to

(aiXi+ biX^+b^Y;

and if the determinants of

Oixl + OjXj + a^l + atx] + 2biXiXi + ib^^Xs + ^byXiXt \

+ 2ciav3 + ^c^r^t + ^d^x^fCt J ,

a,*? + ajajj + Oja^ + ^b^x^x^ + ib^^x^ + 2ciX^ ,

OjO^ + Ogx! + atxl + 26ia;,a:2 + 2b^Xt + 2cja;ja:4 ,

ttjajf + a^l + 26ja;ia;g ,

Gix] + Oycl + 262a;,a;3 ,

OiO^ + atx] + 2b^lX^ ,

all vanish, the quaternary quadric is equal to

-
(a^Xi+ 6,0:,+ b^3+ b^^y ;

and so on generally. An alternative set of conditions is referred

to, and is exemplified by the case of the ternary quadric, where

the vanishing of
a^c^^ bj)^ is substituted for the vanishing of

OiOjO, + 26162C1 aicl aj)] 036, ,

the latter being equal to

{ {(h(h-^\){(h<h-bl)
-

(<hCi
-hAY } ^(h-

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1853).

[On the conditions necessary and sufficient to be satisfied in order

that a function of any number of variables may be linearly

equivalent to a function of any less number of variables.

PhUoa. Magazine, v. pp. 119-126
;
or Collected Math. Papers,

i. pp. 587-594.]

The title at once suggests a connection with Hesse's converse
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theorem of 1851 (March) : the investigation, however, proceeds

on totally different lines, and only concerns us because of the

doubt thrown on the truth of the said theorem by Sylvester's

assertion that the Hessian "
is really foreign to the nature

"
of

the question under discussion.

SPOTTISWOODE, W. (1853, August).

[Elementary theorems relating to determinants
;
second edition,

rewritten and much enlarged by the author. Crelle's

Journ., li. pp. 209-271, 328-381.]

The latter portion (pp. 343-350) of his chapter ( ix.) "On
Functional Determinants" Spottiswoode devotes to one or

two theorems connected with Hessians, and mainly to Hesse's

theorem of the year 1849 (December): his proof of the latter,

however, is not an improvement on Jacobi's. One of his

notations for the Hessian, U being the function and x, y, z, . . .

the variables, is

'A ^ A ]
dx 'dy "dz

' ' '

\

[dx c)y dz
' ' '

J

suggested, doubtless, by Sylvester's general umbral notation.

Further, he uses the word " Hessian
"

in a geometrical sense,

namely, for the locus represented by

H(U) = 0.

SALMON, G. (1854, Feb.).

[Exercises in the hyperdeterminant calculus. Cambridge and
Dub. Math. Journ., ix. pp. 19-33.]

Of these exercises, which usefully served as an exposition
of Cayley's so-called hyperdeterminant method of deriving
invariants and covariants, it is the seventh (pp. 24-25) which

here concerns us, the subject being the calculation of the

Hessian of the Hessian of a binary quantic. In this method
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the symbol 12^, primarily introduced to stand for the operator

3
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The bordered Hessian, B say, being equal to

(tTI l)Ui Wji W12

(m-l)u2 -Mai 'W'22

395

inl Uzr

Ur(jn .)Ur Uri Ur2

and Euler's theorem regarding the differentiating of homogeneous
functions giving

TnU = XqUq + X-^Uj^ + . . . + Xj.Ur
'

(m- 1)^0 =
XqUqq + x^Uq^ + . . . + XyU^

(7nl)u^ =
XqU^q + XyU-^^ + . . . + XrU^r

(7nl)Ur = XqU^ + XiUri + . . . + XrUrr^

there is obtained

B =
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SO that finally we have

B = -
7n l

uRr + H,
(m-lf ""+"

as desired.

As a corollary it is noted that if H^+i vanishes identically, then

(m-DB + muE^ = 0,

I.e.

Tnu u^ . . . Ur

(m-l)u2 U21 ... U2

{7nl)Ur Uri Ur.

= 0,

"
et I'dquation

U{X^ , OJg ,
. . .

, ,.)
=

est elle-m^me homogene
"

a sort of converse of Euler's theorem

above referred to.

BRIOSCHI, F. (1854, March).

[La Teorica dei Determinanti, e le sue principau Appli-

CAZIONI. viii+ 116pp. Pavia.]

The last section (11, pp. 106-116) of Brioschi's text-book is

headed " Del determinante di Hesse." Opening with the definition

of "
I'Hessiano," it gives a clear and orderly exposition of a

goodly number of the main theorems up till then discovered,

with geometrical applications.*

Separated altogether, however, from these is a demonstration

(pp. 20, 21) which strictly belongs to this section. Recognising
that Hesse's expression (1847, August) for the product of u and

its Hessian A is in reality obtained by eliminating ic^, x^y x^ from

four equations, Brioschi performs this elimination openly, with

the result:

The reason given for the deduction Un =Na;ra',, which occurs in his presenta-
tion of Jacobi's proof of the year 1849, is disappointing.
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m1u u.

u, u.

Uo

u.

m
tnl

u u

uA +

u.

u. Uo

U-, Ujj Uj

^21 "^22

'1 "'11 "^12

Itcf Uoi Ua

u u.nl U.n2 U

CAYLEY, A. (1856).

[A second memoir on quantics. A third memoir on quantics.

Philos. Transac. B. Soc. (London), cxlvi. pp. 101-126, pp.

627-647; or Collected Math. Pajpei^s, ii. pp. 250-275, pp.

310-332.]

In his tables of invariants and covariants Cayley gives the

Hessian of the binary quartic, binary quintic, binary sextic,

binary octavic and ternary cubic. The results are those num-
bered 9, 15, 33, 42, 61.*

BELLAVITIS, G. (1857, June).

[Sposizione elementare della teorica dei determinants Memorie

. . . Istituto Veneto .... vii. pp. 67-144.]

Bellavitis ( 79, 80) denotes " VHessiano delle funzione
"
by

1
D^D, DyDy I 0,

calling it also "il determinante delle derivate-seconde." He
confines himself to three of the main theorems. Hesse's theorem

of 1851 (March) he amplifies, his enunciation being: If u, a

homogeneous integral fu7iction of the variables
x.^, Xg, . . .

, Xi,,&e

transformed by means of the substitution

^k
= <'yi+<'y2+ +a'y

* In the third column of this last in the Collected Math. Papers, cij and fM
should be c/j and gU, and in the eighth column ach should be ach.
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into V, and one of the new variables, say y^, be absent from, v,

then (1) the Hessian H of u must vanish identically, (2) the

cofactor of the elements of any row of H must be proportional
to the coejfficients of y-j

in the substitution, (3) the product of the

first differential-quotients of u by the said column of coejfficients

is equal to 0. The third of these Bellavitis reaches very easily,

because generally we have

3v _ 9m- dXj^ ?^u SXg du ^j
dyr

~
dx^' dyr 'dx^' 'dyr

'"
dXn' dy/

and therefore when r= l

=
^/-+^<+-+^;"'

or = itial*'+U2af'+ . . . +uX- (tt)

As regards the second he notes that on account of the vanishing
of H we have in the first place

U:U:...:U,, = U.,:U.,:...:U,.

and in the second place
* the set of equations

uJJ^^+ u^JJ^-h . . . +uU2 =

from which there is the evident deduction that the said set

reduces to a single equation : the identity of this equation with

(tt) is then assumed.

Hesse's converse theorem he treats with a wise caution,

deducing as before from the vanishing of H the existence of a

single equation of the form

a +B+ .. . =
dx^ "dx^

' ' ' ' '

but then adding,
" ma rimane da dimostrare che le a, /8, . . . sieno

quantity costanti."

Lastly, he notes that if there be two such equations with

constant coefficients, the function is transformable into one with

two fewer variables, and all the primary minors of H vanish.

* See (a) in Jacobi's proof of 1849.

I
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BALTZER, K (1857).

[Theorie und Anwendungen der Determinanten, mit

vi+ 129 pp. Leipzig, 1857.]

In Hesse's converse theorem of 1851 (March) Baltzer ( 13, 3)

wisely substitutes for A = the condition

CjU^ + C2U2 + . . . + cu =

(which by a property of Jacobians implies A = 0), his proof being
that the substitution

ajfc
=

&fci2/i + Ky2 + . . . + h,n-iyn-l + C^Vn

will then give 'du/dy^
=

, for

dy^
~

dx^ dy^ dx^ dy

du dXn

U-^C-^ + u^c^ + . . . + u^c^ .

In the second place, from the same w+ 1 equations, namely

- (m-
1)^-^^--^

+ u^x^ + . . . + Ur^x,,
=

- (m-l)u^ + iv^^x^ + . . . + u^iX^ =

- (m-l)u^ + U^^Xi + . . . + U^n^n =
^

he obtains ( 14, 4)

(m 1) : x^ : X2 : . . . : Xn = A : V
1

'
2

= V V V

= V V V V

where the Vs are the cofactors of the corresponding u's in the

resultant of the set of equations. The first and (r+lf^ lines

imply respectively

(m 1) : a;^
= A : V^,

and - (m-1) : x, = Y^ : Y^,

the former of which gives

V. = -
m 1

A, (a)
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and the two together

The result (a) is essentially the same as the first result reached

in Jacobi's proof of 1849 (December) a proof which Baltzer

restates ( 14, 7, 8) without noting the fact; and (y8) is essentially
the same as the second of the two results given in Hesse's paper
of 1847 (August), it being noted, however, that the case of this

where r= 8 had been established by Hesse in 1844 (see GreUe'a

Journal, xxviii. p. 103, lines 1 and 2).

HESSE, 0. (1858).

[Zur Theorie der ganzen homogenen Functionen. Crelle'a Joum.,
Ivi. pp. 263-269; or Werke, pp. 481-488.]

The first part of Hesse's attempted proof of his converse

theorem of 1851 (March) was to show that the vanishing of

"the determinant of u" led to the establishment of a linear

relation connecting the first differential coeflBcients of u. In

this there was an oversight, which Brioschi repeated, but which

Bellavitis and Baltzer, from the course followed by them, must

have been conscious of. Accordingly, Hesse now returns to the

subject, the one object of his six-page paper being "diesen

Lehrsatz stronger zu begriinden." He first clears the ground
a little by setting aside the case where one, and therefore all,

of the primary minors of A vanish, merely stating that a linear

substitution is then possible which will transform u into a

function with two variables less than before. He then sets

himself to supply the want which Bellavitis had drawn attention

to, the result being a lengthy (pp. 265-268) and still unconvincing

argument.



CHAPTER XIV.

CIRCULANTS, UP TO 1860.

So far as mathematical writers have as yet noted, a set of

equations of the type

aiXi + 02X2 + . . . + aa; = Uj
'

a^Xi + aiXi + . . . + a^-iXn = u^

a^i + asXa + . . . + OiXn = u

had not made its appearance in mathematical work prior to the

year 1846: and it is almost absolutely certain that before that

year the determinant of such a set had never been considered.

It is not at all unlikely, however, that the expression

which is the case of the determinant for n equal to 3 had more
than once turned up in other connections, and that its divisibility

by a+6+c had been noted : but of this, too, there is no record.

CATALAN, E. (1846).

[Recherches sur les determinants. Bull, de I'Acad. roy
de Belgique, xiii. pp. 534-555.]

As has been already explained, about half of Catalan's paper is

occupied with an elementary exposition of known properties of

determinants and with the establishment of a fresh theorem of
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his ovni, which in his notation might have been written in the

form

det. (Aj+ AgH- . . +Ajj, A^ A^, Ag A3, . . . , A^.j A)
= (_l)n-i.-^.det.(Aj,A...,AJ,

and which is to the effect that // from a determinant A of the

n'* order we form another A', such that the first row of A' is the

sum of all the rows of A, and every other row of A' is got by

subtracting the corresponding row of A from the row preceding
it in A, then

A'= (-l)-'nA*

Strange to say, almost all the examples given in illustration of

this theorem (of 13) are of the special form distinguished at a

later date by the name "
circulant," and consequently fall now to

be considered. He says ( 17) :

" Afin de sortir de ces g^n^ralit^s, consid^rons les Equations

Zi-X^ + X^ + + X^ = M,

Xi+X^ + X^+ ... -x = u_
Pour obtenir le determinant A, je remplace d'abord les Equations
donn^es par les suivantes :

(n
-

2)x^ + {n- 2)a-2 + ... + (n
-
2)x =

t^ + Wg +
-

2xi + 2a-2
=

t^
-

ttg

-2x2 + 2x3
= U2-W3

+ u.

2x , + 2x = u 1

D'apr^s 06 qui pr^c^de, le determinant A' du nouveau systems sera

(
-
l)"~^nA. Mais, d'un autre c6te, en comparant A' au determinant

A" du syst^me
X,+Xo +
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on a A'= (7i-2)2"~W. Enfin, d'apres le n" 13, et en observant que
les quantit^s A^

-
Ag, A2

-
Ag, . . . ont ici change de signe

A"= n.

On d^duit, de ces diverses formules

A = (n-2)(-2)"-V'

This result, which at a later date would have been written

C(-l, 1, 1, ..., 1) = {n-2){-2f-\

and which, we may point out in passing, could also be reached by
the operations

rowj^ 4- rowg + . . . + row,
removal of factor w 2,

row row_i, row_i row_2, ....

is then attempted to be generalised (18) by withdrawing the

restriction as to the number of negative units in a row. The

reasoning, however, seems to have been incautiously conducted,

the extension arrived at being

C(-l, -1, . . .
, 1, 1\,,.,

= {n-2p)i-2r-\

where the number of consecutive negative units in the first row

is 'p,
and the number of positive units np.

Catalan then passes ( 19) to the consideration of the similar

circulant whose first row consists of p consecutive positive units

followed by np zeros, separating the investigation into two

parts, (1) the case where p and n have a common factor other

than unity, (2) where they are mutually prime. In the former

case he shows that the equations which have the circulant in

question for determinant are " indeterminees ou incompatibles
"

;

in the latter case he shows that the equations are determinate.

He thereupon goes on to supplement the information in the

second case by proving that the circulant is equal to p: he omits,

however, any similar proof that in the first case the circulant is

zero.*

Catalan proposed a question on this subject in Nouv. Annales de Math. xv.

(1856), p. 257, and returned again to it in Nouv. Corresp. Math. iv. (1868), p. 78.
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Lastly, he attacks the general cireulant, or, as he calls it,
"
le

determinant du syst^me

1
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BERTRAND, J. (1850).

[Traits El^mentaire D'ALGfeBRE, avec un grand nombre

d'exercices : par Joseph Bertrand. 407 pp. Paris.]

On page 25 the student is asked to prove that if

A = 6c' + cb' + aa',

B = a6' + 6a' + cc,

C = ac' + ca + hh',

then

A+ B+ C = (a+ 6+c)(ft'+ 6'+ c'),

A2+B2+C2- AB-AC-BC = (aH6Hc2-a6-ac-6c)
.

(a'2+ 6'2+ c'2- a'h'- a'c'- h'c'\

A3+ B3+ C3 - 3ABC = (a3+ 6Hc^-3a6c)
.(a'3+ 6'3+c'3-3a'6'c').

These results may possibly have been got by the multiplication

of two circulants of the third order, but as against this it

has to be noted that determinants are not referred to in the

book.

SPOTTISWOODE, W. (1853).

[Elementary theorems relating to determinants. Rewritten and

much enlarged by the author. Crelle's Journ., li. pp. 209-

271, 328-381.]

In the section ( xi.) which did not appear in the first edition,

and which bears the title
"
Miscellaneous instances of determi-

nants," the following is given (p. 375), being the fourth of the

said instances :

" Let 1, ij, ig,
. . .

,
i be the n + 1 roots of the equation

a;"+i -1=0,

then, whatever be the values of A, A^, Ag, . . .
,
A

A Ai ... A

Ai A2 ... Aj =(A + Ai+ . . . +A)(A + i,Ai+ . . . +irA)
(A + iA.+ . . . +iZA^y'

A,. Ai ... A_i
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No word of proof is added : probably the result was reached by
Sylvester's

"
dialytic

"
method of elimination. But, however this

may be, it should be noted that resolvability into linear factors

soon came to be looked on as the fundamental property of the

circulant.

It has to be noted that Spottiswoode makes a slip in omitting
the sign-factor ( i^i"'"-!' from the right-hand member ;

and that

he writes his determinant in such a way as to have it per-

symmetric with respect to the principal diagonal, whereas Catalan

wrote his so as to have it persymmetric with respect to the

secondary diagonal. Putting C for the functional symbol in

the former case we have

C{a a ..., aj =
(-l)*''*-''<"-^'. C^, a,, . . .

, aj.

If therefore Spottiswoode had followed Catalan's mode of writing,

his result would have been strictly accurate.

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1855, April).

[On the change of systems of independent variables. Quart.

Joum. of Math., i, pp. 42-56
;
or Collected Math. Papers,

ii. pp. 65-85.]

Having reached in the course of his investigation (p. 55)
a determinant of the form

a^+a^-^-a^ -63
tto

tto -feo

-^2

-C3

^1 ' ^2 ' ^3

the final expansion of which, he says, contains only positive

terms with the coefficient unity, Sylvester naturally notes that

the number of such terms must be

3 -1 -1
-1 3 -1
-1 -1 3
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He is thus led to the consideration of the n-line circulant

407

a
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and obtains a product-determinant from whose columns, he says,

the factors $1,62, , Bn niay be removed in order, so that

there results

11 1 ... 1

1

1DA = OA e -2 Ct,-2

1

H-1
n-l

and .'

= eA...0-(-l)*"<"-"A.

D = (-i)*^-''-eie,...0,.

The proof, which is said to be due to Brioschi, is not improved in

neatness by introducing the conception of a primitive root, nor by

writing the root 1 in a different form from the other roots.

The second lemma concerns the differential-quotient of D with

respect to any variable of which the a's are functions. Denoting
this differential-quotient by D', and by Dr the determinant got
from D by substituting for each element in the r"* column the

differential-quotient of that element, Cremona of course has

at once

D' = D,-hD2-h...-hD.

As, however, D^ here can be shown by translation of a number of

rows and the same number of columns to be equal to any one of

the D's following it, there results

D' =
TiDj

= TiDg = . . . .

The third lemma is to the effect that the quotient of the

determinant

mo 9o

qid

qxd

q4'

qn-.d'^-'

qn-.d'^-'

Tn_,c?""' qn-id*-' q^ . g.-jd-'

by d is a rational function of d**. By multiplying the 2"*', 3"*,

4'**, .... columns by d^, d^~^, d"-* respectively, and then
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dividing the corresponding rows by d, d^, #, ... respectively,
there is obtained

qn-xd^

go

Wn-l qn-ld"" qo qn-3

where no power of d occurs except the n^^. But, if the original
determinant be H, the latter is

mo
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integers, and by Michael Roberts the circulant whose elements

are a, a+ d, a+ ld, . . . .
,
the result in regard to the former

circulant being

C'(l, 2, . . . , 71)
= (-l)*""*-i^|n"-i(^+ l),

and in regard to the latter

C\a, a+d, ..., a+^ir^.c?) = (-l)*^^"-"-('yici)-i. (a+^-^d).

The first to offer a proof was Cremona, who, after repeating

(xix. pp. 151-153) Brioschi's demonstration regarding the re-

solvability of a circulant, says that in Roberts' case 0^ being

-rA~^r,j{ l-r nc^-l= a + a
\ ar-p. ^2 ^j

1 >

l ar [ {iarr 1 OrJ

for r = 1, 2, . . .
,
w 1,

a^ 1

and On = na + ^n{nl)d,

and that consequently

0A . . . e =
,,,_i)(,i"y.'.(,.,_i){"+i(-i)'^}

;

whence the desired result readily follows, because the denominator

is equal to

(_l)n-i(i_2a, + 2a,a2-2aja.,a3+ . . .
).

where 2ai = 1, 2aia2 = 1, ^a^aiUs = 1, ....

A proof was also given by G. F. Baehr of Groningen (xix.

pp. 170-173), who changes

C'{ai, ttg, . . .
, a) into (- l)*"*""'*C(a, a_i, . . . , a,)>

performs on the latter determinant the operations

coll C0I2, C0I2 C0I3, ....

row, + row2 + . . . + rown,

removal of factors cZ" and ( l)'"^^7i|2a+('n. l)d|,
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leaving as cofactor a determinant of the {n iy^ order whose

diagonal elements are all 1 n and non-diagonal elements all 1.

On this new determinant Ije then performs the operations

rowi + rowa + . . . + row,i_i,

rowg + rowj, rowg + rowj,

and so finds its value to be

(_l)r-l.^n-2^

which gives for the circulant with which he started the value

(-l)^"'"-''.('/icZ)-i. (a+
'^-^d).

SOUILLAET, C. (1858, May).

[Solution de la question 405. Nouv. Annates de Math., xvii.

pp. 192-194: xix. pp. 320-321.]

Michael Roberts having in November 1857 set the problem
of finding X, Y, Z as functions of x, y, z, x', y', z', so as to have

(a;3+ 2/H2^-3iC2/s)(a;'3+2/'H'^-3x'2/V) = X^+Y^+Z^-SXYZ,

in other words, having resuscitated Bertrand's exercise of

the year 1850, Souillart showed that the solution

X = {x,y,zl^x',y',z')\

Y = {x,y,zi^y',z',x') I

Z = {x,y,z'(fz',x',y')]

is comprised in a general theorem, namely, the theorem which
at a later date would have been expressed by saying that the

product of two circulants is a circulant. In 1860 he returned to

the subject in order to point out that a second suitable set

of values is

X = {x, y, z\z',y',x'),

Y =
(03, y,z\x',z',y'),

Z = {x, y,z\y\x', z').
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In illustrating he uses the fourth order, that is to say, where

the initial expression is

X



CHAPTER XV.

CONTINUANTS, UP TO 1870.

The more or less disguised use of continued fractions has been

traced back to the publication of Bombelli's Algebra in 1572,

eighty-four years, that is to say, before the publication of Wallis'

A'nthmetica InJInitorum, in which Brouncker's discovery was

announced and the fractions explicitly expressed
* The study of

the numerators and denominators of the convergents viewed as

functions of the partial denominators was first seriously under-

taken by Euler in his Specimen Algorithmi Singularis of the

year 1764, in which denoting by

(a),
(a, b) (a, b, c)

(6) (b,c)

the convergents to

c -H

he established a long series of identities, such as

{a, b,c,d,...) = a(b, c, d, ...)-{ (c, d, .

(a, b,c,...l) = (l,...,c,b, a),

(a, b)(b, c)
-

(b)(a, b, c)
= 1,

(a, b, c){d, e,f)
-

(a, b,c,d,e,f) = -
(a, b)(e,f),

* For the early history see Favaro's Notizie storiche stdle frazioni continue dal

secolo decimoterzo al decimoaettimo published in vol. vii. of Boncompagni's Boll-

ettino ; and as regards Bombelli see a paper by 6. Wertheim in the Abhandl. zur

Oesch. d. Math., viii. pp. 147-160.
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The study was pursued by Hindenburg and his followers during
the last twenty years of the eighteenth century, but not with

any great profit ; and, although in the first half of the nineteenth

century considerable attention was given to the theory of con-

tinued fractions as a whole, little advance was made in elucidating
the properties of the functions referred to.* Their connection

with determinants, after the awakening of interest in the latter

about 1841, was sure sooner or later to be detected: there is no

evidence, however, of the discovery having been made before the

year 1853.

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1853, May 13).

[On a remarkable modification of Sturm's theorem. Philos.

Magazine (4), v. pp. 446-457; or Collected Math. Papers,
i. pp. 609-619.]

The mention of Sturm's theorem in the title of a paper renders

not improbable the occurrence therein of matter connected

with continued fractions. Especially likely is this in the case

of a writer like Sylvester when in a characteristic mood
; and,

assuredly, the present communication is in structure, style, and

originality redolent of its author. It must have been written in

the white heat of discovery. The main part of it consists of six

pages: this is followed by a "Remark" a page and a quarter

long ;
then comes a "

Postscript
"
of three and a half pages ;

and

finally a small-page footnote as long as the " Remark."

It is the postscript which particularly concerns us. It begins

thus :

"
Suppose that we have any series of terms, u^, u^, u^, . . .

, u, where

Mj
= Aj, M2

= AjA2 1, 1*3
= AjA2A3 Aj Ag, ...

and in general

then Mj, Mg, M3, . , w will be the successive principal coaxal determi-

* The state of the theory in 1833 can best be gathered from Stem's monograph,

published in vol. x. of Crelle'a Journal.
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nants of a

the matrix
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and represent umbrally as

! ^2 *3 <*4 "5

&I 62 *3 ^4 h'>

and if, by way of example, we take the fourth and fifth convergents,
these will be in the umbral notation represented by
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Following on this comes the assertion that

"We may treat a proper continued fraction
[i.e.

with positive unit

numerators] in preciselj) the same manner, substituting throughout
\/ - 1 in place of 1 in the generating matrix, and we shall thus, by the

same process as has been applied to improper continued fractions,

obtain

= (-l)V'

This would seem to implj^ that as yet Sylvester had not observed

that an alternative mode of representation was obtainable by

merely changing the sign of the units on one side of the diagonal.

The footnote contains two additional observations, the first

being to the effect that the new mode of representation

"
gives an immediate and visible proof of the simple and elegant rule

for forming any such numerators or denominators by means of the

principal terms [term 1]
in each

;
the rule, I mean, according to which

the i^^ denominator may be formed from

(?ij 2'2 -i ii heing the successive quotients) and the i^^ numerator
from

M3?4 ?i

by leaving out from the above products respectively any pair or any
number of pairs of consecutive quotients as (?p?p+i. For instance, from

21M3M6 ^y leaving out q^q^, q^, q^ and q^r, we obtain

and by leaving out gig2-?3?4 li^'Mh^ g'2?3-?4?5 ^e obtain

?5 + ?3 + ?l5

so that the total denominator becomes

<liMz1i% +%mt + ?i?4?5 + 1i%% + ?iM3 + ?5 + ?3 + ?i ;

and in like manner the numerator of the same convergent is

^ ^ ^^
I Ms Ma Mf> MzM^ J

%.e.

M4df> + Mf> +?2?5 + Mz + 1-"

The "rule" here spoken of is that enunciated for the more

general case of

"^ + ^ + ^^
3 + ....
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in Stem's Theorie der Kettenbrilche, the fourth section of which
is given up to the consideration of such rules {Crelle's Joum.,
X. pp. 4-7).

The other observation is to the effect that

"every progression of terms constructed in conformity with the

equation
u = au_i - ftM_2 + cM-3

may be represented as an ascending series of principal coaxal determi-

nants to a common matrix. Thus if each term in such progression is to

be made a linear function of the three preceding terms, it will be

representable by means of the matrix
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is the differential-quotient of the numerator, Spottiswoode did

nothing but report the fundamental result reached by Sylvester.

The full passage (p. 374) is as follows :

" The improper continued fraction

where

A-l 1
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then

(dj, . . . , (lm> ^TO+1> ' > ^m+n)
~

v'^H > *m)\^m+l> > <*m+)

+ \<h, > <^OT-l)(^m+2 > (^m+nh

a possibly new result which he considers "the fundamental

theorem in the theory of continued fractions." This, he says, is

an immediate consequence of the fact that (a^, . . .
, +) can

be expressed as a determinant, all that is further necessary being
the application of the " well-known simple rule for the decom-

position of determinants. Thus, e.g., the determinant

a 1

-16 1

-1 c 1

-1 d 1

-lei
is obviously decomposable into

a 1 X d 1 + a 1 X e 1

-16 1 -lei -16 -1 /,

-1 c -1 /

or into

a I X c I -{ a X d 1

-16 -1 d 1 -lei
-lei -1 /,

or intoax61 +cl
-1 c 1 -I d 1

-1 d 1 -lei
-lei -1 /.

-1 /

Following this is what is called
"
Corollary I.," namely,

(ai, tta, . . .
, o-m) (<*2> as,. . .

, a^^+i) {(h, a^, . . . , a^) (aj, ag, . . .
, a,+<)

= {-Tiam+iam+i-i . . . to i-1 factors),

its connection with the expression for the difference of two con-

vergents being illustrated by the instances i= l, 2, 3, 4, . . .
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The next "
corollary," namely,

(ai, . . . , ftp, ttp+i,
. . . ,ap+f){ai, . . . ,ap, cip+i, . . . , cip+k)

(!, . . .
, ttp, ttp+i, . . .

, ap+g)(ai, . . .
, ttp, ctp+i, . . . , ap+h)

is clearly incorrect, it being impossible for the value of the left-

hand side to be independent of the elements a^, a^, . . .
, dp.

Further, as the author gives no accompanying word of comment,
the difficulty of suggesting the true theorem is increased. A
"
sub-corollary

"
is appended dealing with the case where all the

a's are equal, and leading up, not without some misprints or

inaccuracies, to a theorem of Euler's quoted from the Nouvelles

Annates de Math., v. (Sept. 1851), pp. 357-358, to the effect that

if ^n+i = ciTn 6T_i be the generating equation of a recurrent

series, then

)}

T _ T T^n+l "'-^n-'-Ti+l -\-bTl

6

is a constant with respect to n. Of course the more natural form

of this expression is

T2 T T
n+i -Lji-^n+2

^n

the numerator of which being

Tn+i

T
Tn+2

is successively transformable by means of the recursion-formula

into

b\Tr,
T. T

T

T.
63 IT.n-2

T
T

SO that the constant in question is

\T^ T,

'To T,

This, however, Sylvester does not show.

An interesting extension of this is given by Brioschi in the Xouv. Annales
de Math., xiv. (Jan. 1854), p. 20;
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Finally, and to more purpose, it is noted that if we pass from

(^i, 0-2, . . .
, a^ to the readily-suggested extension

7}^ mg Zg

%-i mi li

the corresponding fundamental theorem is

(
h ''i+j \ / h ^t-i \ / k+i h+j \

^ ^1 ni+j I \n, Tii.i /\ Tij+i Tii^j I

(l\

h-2 \ / 't+2 h- \

mj, ^2, . .
, -"li-i

j j
mi+2, -w^i+s. . ^<-H+i

n^ iij-2 / \ ''^t+2 ''^t+z
^

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1853, Oct., Nov.).

[On a theory of the syzygetic relations of two rational integral

functions, comprising an application to the theory of Sturm's

functions, and that of the greatest algebraical common
measure. Fhilos. Transac. R. Soc. (London), cxliii. pp. 407-

548
;
or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 429-586.]

Although this lengthy memoir in its original form bears date
" 16th June, 1853," it is the equally lengthy

"
supplements

"
added

later while passing through the press that claim attention in the

present connection. In the first of these ( i., p. 474) the de-

nominator of the fraction

i 1

'^-.

<ln

is denoted by \c[x, q.^,
. . .

, q^, and termed a "cumulant," and

throughout the later portion of the paper this name constantly

recurs. It is not, however, until we come to the second "
supple-

I
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ment" that anything apparently new in substance is met with.

There, in a (p. 497), the following lemma occurs :

"The roots of the cumulant
[q-i, q-z' > ']'

^^ which each element is

a linear function of x, and wherein the coefficient of x for each element
has the like sign, are all real : and between every two of such roots is

contained a root of the cumulant
[q^^, q^, . . .

, g',-_i]
and ex converso a root

of the cumulant [q^, q^, . . . ,qi]: and (as an evident corollary) for all

values of ( and C intermediate between 1 and i the greatest root of

[Sn q^i '
1 qi\

will be greater, and the least root of the same will be
less than the greatest and least roots respectively of

Even this, however, may be placed under the well-known theorem

regarding the roots of the equation

a,, X

^12

"n

a.

a
13

Ct/QQ fcC*

"23

<X.o

Cvqq
"^ JU

=

which had been enunciated by Cauchy in 1829.

The next noteworthy result occupies i. (p. 502). As a pre-

paration for it the theorem

-
[%, a^,..., am-i][&2' ^3' ' ^n]

may be recalled, the group of elements on the left being now
viewed as consisting of two sub-groups. This theorem Sylvester
writes in the form

[aa] = [a][i:2,]-[Q;][u],

and he succeeds in including it in a general theorem, not ex-

plicitly formulated, in which the number of groups is i, the next
two cases being

[f},QA] =
[fi,][a][Q3]
-

[q;][U][03] - [Qx][o;]['a] + [^nm'jLU],
and

-
[Q;][U][03][ft4]

-
[a][fi;][U][fi4]

- [ajLajraroj

-
[^;]['f2;][T2;][U].
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The general theorem is described as giving an expression for

[fijQa ^'] ^^ terms of

[U], . . .
, [U-i], [U]

[U], ..., ['QUI;

that is to say, in terms of all the unaltered O's, all the curtailed

Q's except the last, all the beheaded Q's except the first, and all

the "doubly-apocopated" Q's except the first and the last; and

it is pointed out that the number of products (or terms) in

the expansion is 2*"^
"
separable into i alternately positive and

negative groups containing respectively

1, (i-1), |(i-l)(i_2), ..,, i-1, 1

products." Further, it is noted that "in every one of the

above groups forming a product the accents enter in pairs and

between contiguous factors, it being a condition that if any Q
have an accent on the right the next Q must have one on the

left, and if it have one on the left the preceding Q must have an

accent on the right, and the number of pairs of accents goes on

increasing in each group from to i 1." *

In a footnote the case where each Q has only one element, and

where, therefore, each singly-accented Q becomes 1, and each

doubly-accented Q vanishes, is stated to be identical with the

"rule"

[a,, ttg, . . . , aj = a^a^. . .a^ 2 i2- <

formerly given by him in words.

*
It is to be regretted that Sylvester did not give the recurrent law of formation

[fijA, . . . n,-in,] = LOifl, . . . o,-a][Or]
-

[ii,Q, . . . o;_i][U],

as this wonld have made all his statements clear and a number of them unneceasarj'.
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SMITH, H. J. [S.] (1854, May).

[De compositione numerorum primorum formae 4X+ 1 ex duobus

quadratis. Crelle's Joum., 1. pp. 91-92
;
or Collected Math.

Papers, i. pp. 33-34.]

Pointing out, as Sylvester had already done, that the writing
of Euler's algorithm {qi, 22' -

> 9n) ^^ ^ determinant leads easily

to the properties

{q q^,..., qi)
=

(qi, g<_i, . . .
, ^i),

(5 ^2, . . .
, g) =

{qi, q^,..., qdiqi+i, . -qn)

+(^1, 92'- '
' qi-i){qi+i, -.qn).

Smith therefrom deduces that for centro-symmetric series of

elements

(gi, q^,..., qi, qi,..., q^, qi)
=

qi, ^2, , qif+ iqi, q^, -
, qi-i)\

and

{qi, q2,'-', qi-i, qi, qi-i, , gO = (qu ^2. , qi-i){qu -, qd+iqu , qi-2},

noting in regard to the former that the two numbers squared on

the right are mutually prime. He then makes application to

the theorem referred to in the title of his paper.

SYLVESTEE, J. J. (1854, August).

[Theoreme sur les determinants de M. Sylvester. Nouv. Annales

de Math., xiii. p. 305
;
or Collected Math. Papers., ii. p. 28.]

This communication in its entirety is as follows :

" Soient les determinants

A, A 1 A 1 A 1

lA, 2A2 3A20
1 A, 2 A 3

1 A,

A 1

4 A 2

3 A 3

2 A 4

1 A,
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la loi de formation est evidente
; effectuant, on trouve

A, X2_i^ A(X2_22), (X2-12)(A2-32), A(A2-22)(A2-42),

(A2
-

12) (A2
-

32) (A2
-

52), A(A2
-

22)(A2
-

42) (A2
-

62),

et ainsi de suite."

That Sylvester was the author of the implied theorem may be

considered proved by an entry in the index of the volume (See

p. 478), and by a statement of Cayley's in the Quarterly Jour^ud

of Mathematics, ii., p. 163. Probably the title of the communica-

tion was prefixed by the editors, who, knowing of Sylvester's

papers in the Philosophical Magazine, felt themselves justified

in applying the name "
Sylvester's determinants."

SCHLAFLI, L. (Nov. 1855).

[Reduction d'une int^grale multiple qui comprend Tare de

cercle et I'aire du triangle sph^rique comme cas particuliers.

Journ. {de Liouville) de Math., xx. pp. 359-394.]

Here there appears the equation

A(a,/3, .
, ^.7)

A(^, . . .
, Ir,)

= 1 - cos'a
cos*j8

1 -'t _
COs2^

1 COS^i;'

where, in view of the contents of a subsequent paper (see under

year 1858), it would seem that A{a,/3, . . . , ^,t]) was used for

1 cos a

cos a 1 COS /3

cos |8 1

cos ^ 1 cos
rj

cos
1/

1

No properties, however, of this determinant are given.
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EAMUS, C. (1856, March).

[Determinanternes Anvendelse til at bestemme hoven for de

convergerende Broker. Oversigt . . . danske Vidensk. Selsk.

Forhxindl. . . . (Kj^benhavn), pp. 106-119.]

Ramus' introduction consists in recalling the result of the

application of determinants to the solution of a set of linear

equations, his mode of stating the result being that given by
Jacobi in the De formatione ... of the year 1841, that is to

say, he takes for his set of equations

oVo + l2/l + <2/2 + + <-lnyn
= Uq

0^2/0 + ^1^2/1 + 2^2/2 + + anVn =
-U'l

V2/o + l"2/l + 2"2/2 + + an^Vn = Un ) ,

and puts the solution in the form

R2/r = A^o^o + A^^Ui + A/u^ + . . . + A^"u, (w)

where

R = 2 W2^ '

Af =
2^zt.(iQ a^ . . . a^.^a,-^! . . . a,

Ai X~* . ft 1 t-l K. i+l -l^,f+l n *
\
= -2i0% Cii-l(^i(^i+l ' aK-i+i . n*

He then recalls the further fact that if ^/c 2/i' 2/2' ' 2/n ^ ^^

numerators of the convergents of the continued fraction

a +h k K
"

tti + ^2 + + (*

*It is in this mode of M'riting A*, namely, with the negative sign, that Jacobi's

peculiarity consists. Not content with removing from R the row and cohimn

in which a' occurs and prefixing to the minor thus obtained the sign-factor

(-1)'+*, he takes the further step of moving the row with the index k over

K-i + \ rows, thus arriving at

A'=-2aX
Of course there is at this second step the option of moving the column with the

index i over K-i-\-\ columns, and this Ramus does.
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there exists the set of equations

2/0
=

o

-
ai2/o +2/1 = ^

- hy^ - a^Vi +2/2 =0
-

^32/1
-

^32/2 + 2/3
=0

-
&n2/n-2

-
n2/n-l + 2/

= ^ >

and he thereupon draws the natural conclusion that the previous
result can be applied to the determination oi y^, y^, y^, . . . , y^.

Making the necessary substitution for the w's and for R he of

course obtains

i/
= ajL^ + 6iA^> ,

A, A^ being now determinants which for want of Cayley's
notation he cannot accurately specify, but which he persists in

writing in the form

From this result he calculates in succession the values of yi, y^,

Vsi 2/45 ^"^ ^^ ^^^^ readily be understood that the process is

neither elegant nor short.

In the remainder of the paper ( 4-9) no further use of the

properties of determinants is made, the contents of the last ten

pages being such as might appear in any ordinary exposition of

continued fractions. First there is established the old "
rule

"
for

writing out the value of 2/, above referred to as being found in

Stern's monograph. This is followed by the results

^^"^?::^=:::=? N/a2+46lV 2 ; "V 2 J r

which by putting a= l = b give the number of terms in y, a

number also obtained in the form

On+i "i ^w+^.l "'" ^n+2,3*5 + ^n+2.6'5 + f *

Anything else is of small moment.

i
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ai
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while the other is obtained from this by putting x = n l. De-

noting his own form by U, Cayley, with Sylvester's results

before him, found

Ug = (02-1) _ (x-1),

U3 = 0(02-4) - 3(-2)0,

U4 = (02-l)(02_9) _
6(.'c-3)(02_i) + 3(a;-3)(a;-l);

so that, if he put H for the value of U in Sylvester's case (viz.,

when 33=^1), he could write

U3 = H3-3(aj-2)Hi

U4 = H, - 6(a;-3)H2 + S(x-'S){x-l)K,,

and thence, doubtless, divined the generalisation

U = H - B.,.(a;-n+l)-H_2 + B,y{x-n+ l)(x-n+ S)'E^.^- . .

where

H = (e-\-n-l)(e+n-3){e+n-5) to n factors

and

^ _ n(n-l)(n-2) (n-2s+l)
^^ ~

2.l-2-3 8

The establishment of the truth of this is all that the paper is

occupied with, the procedure being to expand U in terms of the

elements of its last row and their complementary minors, thus

obtaining

U = eU_, - (n-l){x-n+ 2)\J.

and thence

V, -\- {(n-l){x-n-^2) + {n-2)(x-n+ S)
-
^}V,.,

+ (n-2)(n-3)(a;-7i+3)(a;-u+4)U_4 = 0,

and showing that the above conjectural expression for Vn satisfies

the latter equation. The process of verification is troublesome,

and was not viewed with satisfaction by Cayley himself.

As a preliminary the coefficients of the H's in the value of Un
are for shortness' sake denoted by A^o> -KiAy .

^^^ for
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the same and an additional reason the coeflBcient of U,j_2 in the

difference-equation is denoted by

M,,-{e'-in-2s-lf},
which is equivalent to putting

M., = (n-l)(x-n-\-2) + {n-2)(x-n+ S)
- {n-2s-iy.

The operation to be performed being thus the substitution of

for U in the expression

it is readily seen that the result will be an aggregate of

expressions like

Now if we bear in mind that by definition

the second of the three terms of this

or, if we write s 1 for s in one case,

_M A TT A TT
"^n,s-l"-n-2,s-l^-'-n-2s -^n-2,s^-'-n-2

and the third, by writing s 2 for s,

= (n-2)(n-S)(x-n-\-S){x-n+ 4<)A^_i^,_Ji^_^,

Consequently the sum of the three will vanish if

Ks-i^n.s-iK-2,s-i-\-K-2.,)+ (n-2)(n-3Xx-n+S)(x-n+ 4>)A^_,^,.,
= 0,

and therefore if

Bn,s(x-n+ l)-B^_2,s(x-n-\-28+l)

-
B_2.-iM.,_i + B^_,^,.,{7i-2){n-SXx-n+4>) = 0,
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that is, if

(a;-n)[B..
-

B_2,,
- (2u-3)B_o,_, +(,,_2)(n-3)B_,^_J

+ [b^,
-

(2s+l)B_2.,
_

{5n
- 8 - {n-2s+lf]B,_^_,

+ 4(ii-2)(7i-3)B_.,_J
= 0.

But this is the case
; for, as Cayley shows, both the cofactor of

x n and the other similar expression following it vanish identi-

cally. The verification aimed at is thus attained.

PAINVIN, L. (1858, February).

[Sur un certain syst^me d'^quations lin^aires. Joum. {de

LiouvUle) de Math. (2), iii. pp. 41-46.]

The system of equations referred to in the title of Painvin's

paper had presented themselves to Liouville in the course of the

research which led to his
" M^moire sur les transcendantes ellip-

tiques ..." (Joum. de Liouville (1), v. pp. 441-464). Painvin's

reason for taking up the subject was his belief that one of

Liouville's results could be more simply arrived at by the use of

determinants; and in a few lines of introduction he succeeds in

showing that the result in question can be viewed as merely the

resolution of the determinant

r a . . .
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will suflBce. Increasing each element of the first row by the

corresponding elements of the other rows, an operation which

as before we may symbolise by

rowj 4- rowg + rowg + ,

he removes the factor r+3a 3 and finds left the cofactor

1 11
3(a-l) r-1 2a

2(a-l) r-2
a-1

Ba

r-3

On this are performed the operations

colj colg, colg colg, colg C0I4,

the result being a determinant of the next lower order

3a-r-2 r-2a-l 2a

2-2a 2a-r r-Sa-2
1a a r+2

Finally, after changing the signs of all the elements here, the

operations

roWi+ row2+row3+ . . . ,

row2+row3+ . . .
,

row3+ .......

are performed, the result

ra a

2(a-l) r-a-1 2a

a 1 ra 2

being a determinant exactly similar in form to the original, but

with r a instead of r. This, therefore, in turn may be trans-

formed into

^v r'2a a I

(r+a-2) a 1 r 2a 1
|,

and so on.

The value thus obtained for the above-written determinant of

the (71 4-1)*'' order is

{r+na n){r+na n 2a-\-l)(r-^nan 4!a-^2) . . . (rna),
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each factor being less than the preceding by 2a 1, and the whole

a function of a(a 1).

The special case is noted where a = |, and where therefore all

the n+ 1 resulting factors are alike. This Painvin writes in

the form

n
"2

1

2

r 1

nl
2

2

r-2

u-2

3

2

r-3

r n-\-l

_1
2

but a preferable form is, evidently,

1

p-2 2

-n+l p-4 3

-71+ 2 p-G

P
n

n
2

rn

p 1n-\-1 n
-1 p-1n

= <'n-'n>+l(p-u)

HEINE, E. (1858, Sept.).

[Auszug eines Schreibens Uber die ia'wWschen Functionen an

den Herausgeber. Einige Eigenschaften der Zaw-^schen

Functionen. Crelle's Journ., Ivi. pp. 79-86, 87-99.]

In the case of Heine the functions afterwards known as

"continuants" made their appearance under totally different

circumstances, namely, while he was engaged in transforming a

special homogeneous function of the second degree by means

of an orthogonal transformation. It will be remembered that

if the quadric
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11 1 "' 12*^1 2 "* ^^13*^1*^3 i~

be transformed by an orthogonal transformation into

^11^1^ + -^22^2 + -^33^3^ + .

the coefficients of the latter expression are the roots of the

equation

= 0,

ttii-A
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where either cl^ is c^_j, or Cgo-.i is c^_i and, if the latter, c^= 0.

From a knowledge of Painvin's paper he recognised the left-hand

side of the equation as being the numerator of the continued

fraction

z-c^^ -
c%V
C/ Co"

<\^C3^
^2 / .2_

but he ventured nothing in elucidation of it. Even the special

case where 6 = and where therefore /c= 1 appears to have proved
at the time too troublesome, although he knew otherwise that in

this case the continued fraction

even,

and
(-l)(-32) (z-n-1^)

(z-2^)(z-4>^) (z-n-P)

for his words are " Einen directen Beweis ftir diese Summirung
des Kettenbruchs habe ich noch nicht aufgefunden."

SCHLAFLI, L. (1858).

[On the multiple integral I dxdy . . . dz whose limits are

^1 =
ajtc + 6i2/ + . . . + A^a;> 0, ^2> 0, .

, p > 0, and

x^ -{ y^ + . . . + z^'^1. Quart. Joiim. of Math., ii. pp.

269-301
;

iii. pp. 54-68, 97-108.J

The determinant which makes its appearance in the course of

Schlafli's research is

1 cos a

cos a 1 cos /S

cos/8 1

1
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which for shortness' sake he denotes by

A(a,/3,y, ...,^,0)

and whose connection with continued fractions he therefore

specifies by the equation

A(a,/3,y,.

A(Ay,..
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which by reason of the first property can be shown equal to

or

A{^,y,...,r,,e) -A(y,...,^,0)

A(^,y,...,r,) -A{y,...,^)

My,.,., ^,6) M^,y,...,ri,e)

A{y,...,fl) A{^,y,...,r,)

cos'^a,

cos^'a,

and ultimately, "by repeating this sort of transformation," equal to

cos^a cos^/S COS^y . . . cos^^.

If we use for a moment the present-day notation for continuants,

viz., where

h
k( ^1 ^2 \

Vfti ftg a^...J

k(
''^

)

Schlafli's results are seen to be

<iW^'.:) =
^(iY'.;:)+A^(iY'.::),

VI 1 ...1 1... 1/
~

Vl 1 ... 1/ Vl 1... 1/,

-P'Hl 1... l)'^\\ 1... l), ^

Vl 1... 1 ]/ Vl 1... 1/

Vl 1... 1/

Vl 1... 1/

Vl 1... 1/,

= (-l)/3,A^3...^n,

the only change being the writing of (Si, ^g* ^^^ cos^a,

cos-|8, . . .

i
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WORPITZKY, [J. D. T.] (1865, April).

[Untersuchungen liber die Entwickelung der monodromen und

monogenen Functionen durch Kettenbrliche. (Sch. Progr.)

39 pp., Berlin.]

Of the six sections into which the paper giving the results of

Worpitzky's painstaking investigation is divided it is only the

first headed " Fundamentalrelationen
"
which concerns us, these

relations being nothing else than what we should now call
"
pro-

perties of continuants."

He takes his continued fraction in the same form as Schlafli,

viz.,

where

^^^-tV
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a,, a^+i dieser Reihe in den einzelnen Producten zugleich vor-

kommen." By way of proof it is pointed out (1) that the term

independent of all the a'a is

i.e. +1;

1
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shown to be equal to ^k.s-i''^s+i,n ^-nd '^k.s-i'^s+2,n respectively,

and he thus reaches the result

^k.n ^k,s-l^+l,n + ^s^ k,s-2^ g-\-2,n

already obtained in a different way by Schlafli.

Lastly, taking a determinant of the same form as N;^^, but

having

for its minor diagonal of a's, he obtains for it by isolating the

first ttfc the expression

I and by isolating the second %
^s,k^k+\.n + %-'^,*;+l-'^fc+2,n>

and thus deduces

-^*;,n-'^*+l,
~

^k,s^k+\,n
~

(^k\^k+l,n^k+2,s~ ^k+l,s^ k+i,n)-

It is then noted that the bracketed expression on the right differs

from the expression on the left merely in having A;+l in place of

k
;
so that there results

'^fc.n-'^fc+M ^k,s^k+l,n {~^) ^k^k+l\^ k+2,n^ k+3,a
'~ ^

k+2,s
^ k+3,n)

( 1) %%+l . Cis+l^s+3,n'

This also, it will be seen, is connected with a result of Schlafli's
;

for putting s = 7i l we have *

^k+l,n ^k,n

= {-If "a^a^+i . . . a.

which becomes identical with Schlafli's last proposition on trans-

posing the two rows of the determinant and (what is equally

immaterial) putting k=l.

*In giving to N,+i.,, N+2,,, N,+3,, the values 1, 1, which are necessitated by
assuming the generality of the recursion-formula

Nt, = Nt+i.n + atNt+2,,

Worpitzky forgets to note that in these cases the proposition N*, = N,i, used

by him in the demonstration, does not hold.
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MAZZA, F. (1866).

[Elementi di Algebra, par R. Rubini. Terza edizione, accres-

cinta e migliorata. iv+ 295 pp. Napoli.]

In his chapter on determinants (Cap. x. pp. 249-292) Rubini

gives (p. 270) the result

<x.X

tin X

where a^, a^,

difference a, .

<t.n-i

X a,

a, X

X a

X

X a^
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^^1 h

where (a^, a^.

\S^2^ > ^n)

, an) is used to stand for

! ^1

- 1 ^2 62

1 a

There is nothing to indicate that this is not viewed as a fresh

discovery, notwithstanding the fact that Ramus' paper of 1856

containing virtually the same identity had been published in the

same city.

The other paper may be described as a careful study of finite

continued fractions with the help of determinants. Instead of

ftj, bc^,
. . . are used a^g, ^23' 5

^^^

Op

1

*p.p+i

a.p+i a.'P+l,P+2

Clo-q-1 "9-1.9

is denoted by
K(p,q).

Further, this determinant is spoken of as a "
Kjaedebr^ksdeter-

minant," or, shortly, a " K-Determinant
"

;
and a section ( 3, pp.

149-152) is devoted to a statement of its properties.

There is no need to rehearse all of these, the last portion (D)
of the section being alone that which contains fresh matter.

Opening with the double use of a previous property, viz.,

K(h,m) = K{h,k-l)'K(k,m) - a^_,^j,K(h,k~2)-K(k+l,m),

K{h,n) = K{hJc-iyK(k,n) -
a,_,,kK{h,k-2yK(k-hl,n),
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where h, k, tu, n are in ascending order of magnitude, the author

eliminates K(^,A; 1) and obtains

K(/i,m) K(k,m)

K{h,n) K(k,n)

= a,.,yK(h,k-2y
K(k,m) K(k+ 1,7)1)

K(k,n) K(k+l,n)
(a)

Then by taking the particular case of this where k appears in

place of h and A:+ 1 in place of k there results

K(k,7n) K{k+l,m)

K{k,n) K{k+l,n)
= a

*.*+!

K{k+l,m) K{k+2,m)

K{k+l,n) K{k+2,n)

which when applied to one of the determinants occurring in itself

gives

K(k,m) K(A;+ l,m)

K{k,n) K(k+ l,n)

and finally

^ Ctt 1.J.1 Uv

= a,kJi+l^k-H,le+2

K(k+2,m) K(A:+3,m)

K(/c+2,n) K(/c+3,n)

^m,w+l
*

K(m+l,w) K(m+2,m)

K(m+i,n) K(m+2,n)

tn.,m+i- K(m+2,n). (0)

Further, by using this to make a substitution in the previous

result (a) there is obtained

= t-u%.t+i a^,,+^'K{h,k-2)K{m+2,n), (y)|

K{h,7n) K(k,m)

K{h,n) K(k,n)

which on putting k= h+ l and m = n 1 becomes

K(h,n-l) K(h+l,n-l)

K{h,n) K(h+ l,n)
^h,h+l^h+l,k+a 'n-l,n>

a result which may be compared with one of Schlafli's and

Worpitzky's, but which is more general in that the main diagonal

of each " K-Determinant
"
does not consist of units.



CHAPTER XVI.

THE LESS COMMON SPECIAL FORMS, UP TO 1860.

There now only remain for consideration those special forms

which, prior to 1860, had not received any noteworthy attention.

These will be found to include: (a) permanents, which are

touched on by three authors
; (^) determinants with the typical

element arg+ brgi, which are referred to in four memoirs; (y) two

other forms, which are each dealt with in two papers; and

(S) nine others, which make their appearance only once. It will

also be appropriate to collect in a note (e) the facts ascertained

up to 1860 regarding the census of terms in special forms of

determinants.

(a) PERMANENTS.

As we have already seen, Cauchy, in his memoir of 1812,

widened the ordinary meaning of the term "
symmetric function,"

and was consequently led to call such expressions as

a^b^ + Og&i, d-fi^ + a^b^ + aj).^ + 0.^63 + ag&i + ag^g , ...

"
fonctions symetriques permanentes," denoting them by S^ia^b^),

S\a,b,l ....

In the same year, as we have also noted, Binet gave the

identities

2a6' = 2a26 Xab,

lab'c" = SaZ&Sc + 22a6c - I^llbc - I,bXca - Hclab,
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which in Cauchy's notation would have been written

S-{a,h,)
= S"(a,)S(6,)

-
S"(aA),

S-{a,b^c,)
=

S-(a,)S-{b,)S-(c,) + 2S-(a,b,c,)
-

,

but which, in reality, are due to Waring, who, denoting the sum
of the jp^^ powers of a, /3, y, . . . by Sp asserted in his Miscellanea

Analytiac of the year 1762 that

2aP/3? = Sp-Sq- 8p+q,

2a^)^V =
Sp-Sq-8r+ 2Sp+g+r

-
. . .

Proofs of Waring's identities were given by Paoli in his Supple-
viento agli Elementi di Algebra, published in 1804 (See Op.,

ii. 28), and by Meier Hirsch in his Sammlung von Aufgaben
au8 der Theorie der algebraischen Gleichungen, published in

1809 (See pp. 34-41).

It is only symmetric functions like S^{a^b2), 8^(0^62^3),

S^a^b^c^d^), . . . , whose every term involves the full number

of letters, that at the present day are spoken of as permanents.

BORCHARDT, C. W. (1855).

[Bestimmung der symmetrischen Verbindungen vermittelst ihrer

erzeugenden Function. Monatsb. . . . Akad. d. Wiss. (Ber-

lin), 1855, pp. 165-171 ;
or Crelle'a Journ., liii. pp. 193-198;

or Geaammelte Werke, pp. 97-105.]

Having already fully dealt with this paper under the heading

Alternants, it suiBces merely to recall the identity therein given,

namely,

^-^\t a
^1 Oj tn aj ^^\ t a

t^ a^ tn Ony

-Zj\^^t-af {t^-a^f
'

(<-a)V'

where the first factor on the left differs from the determinant

which is its cofactor merely in having the signs of all
its]

terms positive.
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JOACHIMSTHAL, F. (1856, September).

[De aequationibus quarti et sexti gradus quae in theoria linearum

et superficierum secundi gradus occurrunt. Grelles Journ.,

liii. pp. 149-172.]

Joachimsthal, requiring the use of the so-called
" Binet's

"

identities, devotes section iii. of his paper to them, combining
them in one proposition, and showing more or less satisfactorily,

after the manner of Meier Hirsch, how the proof of each case

can be made dependent on the previous case. His proposition
is Inhere being m rows each of z quantities

Oj Og .... a^

/3i ^, .... /3.

Xj \ .... Xz

yi ^2 Mz

and z being not less than m, the sum

consisting o/z(z l)(z 2) . . . (z m + 1) terms, can be expressed

as an integral function of the sums arranged in the following
rows:

Sa^ 2|8i .... X/m-y

Soji^i Sa^y^ 2Xj/x^

2iAyi 2ai/3i^i S^iXi/Xi

each sum consisting of z terms : further, the said function when
z <i m vanishes identically.

To prove the proposition when 7n= 3 he takes the previous

case

and multiplies both sides by Sy^, thus obtaining
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in which the previous case enables him to replace

and

2Ayi2 by 2/3iyi-2ai
-

^a^^^y^,

with the result that

as desired. Similarly, on multiplying both sides of this by 2^^
there is obtained on the left

^"lAys^* + 2ai<5i^2y3 + 2A^i2y3 + '^yAct2^3,

the last three terms of which have only to be replaced by

expressions warranted from (x^) in order to give the desired

equivalent* for 2ai/32y3^4-

It is then pointed out that when z= 7n the sum 1,0^^2 Mw
"tantum a determinante differt, quod omnes ejus termini sunt

positivi," and that therefore when <[ m the sum vanishes.

The three sections following (iv., v., vi.) are occupied, as has

been noted elsewhere, with the generalisation of Borchardt's

theorem of the previous year.

CAYLEY, A. (1857).

[Note sur les normals d'une conique. Crelle's Journ., Ivi. pp.

182-185
;
or Collected Math. Papers, iv. pp. 74-77.]

In dealing with essentially the same geometrical subject

as Joachimsthal, Cayley gives, in support of part of his

demonstration, the identity

2/i
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(/?) DETERMINANTS WITH COMPLEX ELEMENTS.

HERMITE, C. (1854).

[Extrait d'une lettre .... sur le nombre des racines d'une Equation

alg^brique comprises entre des limites donndes, Grelle's

Jouim., lii. pp. 39-51
;
or (Euwes, i. pp. 397-414.]

On p. 40 it is pointed out that any determinant whose conjugate
elements are of the form ars+brsJl, (trg hraJl, and whose

diagonal elements are therefore of the form a^, must be real, for

the reason that it is not altered in value by changing J \

into J1.

HERMITE, C. (1855, August).

[Remarque sur un th^or^me de M. Cauchy. Comptes rendus ....

Acad, des Sci. (Paris), xli. pp. 181-183; or (Euvres, i.

pp. 479-481.]

The remark concerns the determinant just referred to, and is

to the effect that the equation

^12+^12'^ .
+ &,

,+& >.
+K ax

= 0,

where ars
=

agr, &r== b. i= V 1, has all its roots real if the a's

and 6's be real, a result which degenerates into one previously
known (Lagrange, 1773; Cauchy, 1829) when all the 6's vanish.

No proof is given, but it is stated that one is obtainable by
transforming

"
le determinant en un autre a elements r^els, d'un

nombre double de colonnes et symetrique par rapport a la

diagonale." A rule is formulated for determining the number
of roots of the equation which lie between two limits. Lastly,

it is remarked that the equation arises in connection with the

study of forms of the type

x-\-x'i y+ y'i

"12-^2^

"12+ 1^12''!' 2

x x^

y-y'i
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that is to say,

+ a^ic'^ + 2a'^;'::::4-^^'=i--i-

RUBINI, R. (1857, May).

[Applicazione della teorica dei determinanti. AnnaZi di Sd.

mat. e jis., viii. pp. 179-200.]

In treating of determinants with binomial elements Rubini's

most interesting example is that in which the element in the

(r,s)*'' place is ars+ h^gsj 1. By substitution in his general
result he readily obtains the expansion of the determinant in

the form C+DV 1, which is seen to alter into C D\/ 1 on

changing the signs of the 6's. The product of
| ai+6i\/ 1

1

and
I ai 6in/ 1

|

is consequently expressible as the sum of

two squares. His next point is that on using the ordinary

multiplication-theorem the same product is got in the form

12+ A2^^~^ "22

Ola /3i V 1

o-m+AnV^-^ a2 + j82nv/--l Om

and that a comparison of the two forms may be fruitful of results.

When n= 2, the identity resulting from such comparison is

{ad-hc-aS+fiyf + {aS-hy+ad-^cf

a result which gives the product of two sums of four squares

as a like sum.

In connection with this special example, however, note should

be taken that Hermite in a letter to Jacobi published in 1850

(see Crelles Jo\irn., xl. p. 297), had pointed out that it followed

from the row-by-row multiplication of

a+aj 1 6+iSv/-l

-fe+zSV-l a-aJ-\ by
-C-\-ysh^ -d-\-8s/-l

d-\-8sf^ -C-ysT^
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CLEBSCH, A. (1859).

[Theorie der circularpolarisirenden Medien. Grelle's Journ., Ivii.

pp. 319-358.]

In 3 (pp. 324-330) Clebsch is led to consider the nature of

the roots of the equation dealt with by Hermite in 1855, not

knowing, apparently, what the latter had done. Unfortunately
the proof given of the reality of the roots is not effected without

the use of a set of unessential equations of which the determinant

is the eliminant.

The interesting fact is noted that when n= S the equation can

be changed into

^12

"11

a
13

Cvoo
^~

t)U

"23

"'13

23

'^33~'^

-h
a^^ x
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a\ ^, y\ 8' : and the second that the said equation may also be

expressed in the forms*

Ka =
-{y5(y_^)(a'-^) + ^^(^-^)(a'-y') + /8y(i8'-y)(a'-<r)},

K(a-/8) = (8-^W-y)(y-S'){a'-n
K(a-y) = {^-y){y-SXS'-^)(a-y),

K{a-8) = (y-S){S-m^-y)(a-n
if we use E to stand for

/8(y'-<5')('-/3') + y(5'-)8')(a'-y') + Si^-y'){a-Sr^.

Accepting the first statement, and knowing that the equality

referred to is

(y-a)(^-S) _ (y-a'X^^S')
(a-|8)(y-<S)

-
{a-^){y-S^y

we readily make the deduction that

^ = (y-aX/8-(S)(a -/S-Xy'-O - (a-/S)(y-SXy'-a')(^-0

By accepting the second statement, like conclusions may be

drawn; for then the elimination of K from any two of the

'These may be established as follows. By separating the terms of K which

involve a' from those which do not, we see that

K= -
,
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equations involving it must of course lead us back to some

form or other of the equation with which we started. Thus,

multiplying K by a and using the first of the four derived

equations we obtain by subtraction

-
(ay+ l3SW-S')ia'-y) + (aS+l3y){^'-y'){a'-8'),

whence we deduce in the same manner as before that the

expression* on the right when changed in sign is equal to S^;

and using any pair of the remaining equations we reach either

the form of ^ previously obtained or one of the two forms

derivable from it by means of the simultaneous circular

substitutions

^,y,S =
y, S, /3,

^, y, S' = y, S, /3'.

CAYLEY, A. (1858, February).

[A fifth memoir on quantics. Philos. Transac. R. Soc. (London)
cxlviii. pp. 429-460 ;

or Collected Math. Papers, ii. pp. 527-

557.]

The second part (^ 96-114) of the memoir deals with two or

more quadrics, and forming part of it is a digression ( 105-114)
on involution and the anharmonic relation. The determinant "^

thus again makes its appearance, and associated with it is the

determinant

1 a+ a' aa

1 ^+^ /3^
1 y+ y' yy'

for the reason that, when S = a and ^= a, "^ is readily shown to

be equal to

(a'-a)Y.

or Y say.

* This second form of 'I' may be got directly from the determinant by expanding
in terms of the two-line minors formable from the first and third columns, and
the minors complementary to these. Of course we also have

^ =
(a'/3' + 7'5')(a-/3)(7-5)

-
{a'y' + p'S')(a-y)(p-d) + (a'S' + p'y'){a-S)(p-y).
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To obtain the required non-determinant forms of the two the

multiplication-theorem is used with pleasing effect. In the first

place Y is multiplied row-wise by

U2
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the product becomes

(y-a){8'-a) (S-a)(y-a)
(7-/3)(^'-/8') (^-/3)(y'-^')

(a-y)(^'-y) (/3-y)(a'-y')

and there is obtained

1 a a aa

I 13 13' 13^'

1 y y yy
1 S S' SS'

1 a
/3' a/3'

1 )8 a' ^a'

1 y ^' yS'

1 S y' Sy'

(a-yW-S){a'-S')(^'-yy
(a-S)(^-y){a'-y){^'-S')^

From this Cayley concludes (1) that ^ is not changed by the

transposition

\I3' sy,

and (2) that either form equals

(a-y){/3-S)(a'-S')(/3'-y)
- (a-SW-y){a'-y)(l3'-Sy

SARDI, C. (1864).

[Quistione 39. Giornale di Mat, p. 256, pp. 315-316.]

On the determinant "^ Sardi performs the operation which we

may indicate by

C0I4 j8 C0I3 S' C0I2 + ^S' colj ,

thus obtaining
1 a a' (a-/3)(a-S')
I ^ ^'

1 y y (y-/3)(y'-^')
18 8'

in which the cofactor of {a ^){a' 8') is

)8-y /3'-y
8 y 8' y

and the cofactor of (y /3)(y' ^') is

/3-a 3'-a'
^ a 8' a
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where, be it observed, it is the rows 1, y8, /8' and 1, ^, ^ that are

diminished on both occasions. There is thus obtained

^ =
(a-^){a'-S'){(^-y)(6'-y')

-
(S-y){^-y')}

= (a-l3)(a-S')(y-S)(/3'-y') + (y
-
^){y'

-
S')(I3'

-
a){S- a),

= -(a-^)(y-8)(a'-S')(y'-0') + (a'
-
^){y'

-
S'Xa -S)(y-^y

(72) SYLVESTEE'S UNISIGNANT.

SYLVESTER, J. J. (1855, April).

[On the change of systems of independent variables. Qtuart.

Joum. of Math., i. pp. 42-56
;
or Collected Math. Papers,

ii. pp. 65-85.]

In the course of Sylvester's investigations a peculiar three-line

determinant turns up, which he considers deserving of attention

on its own account, namely, the determinant

ttj+ Ct2 "^ *3
~

^2
~

^8

-\ 61+62+ 68 -63

Cj "~^2 ^l+ Cg+ Cj

the final expansion of which consists of 16 terms, all positive.

To obtain this expansion a "
simple rule

"
is laid down, namely,

to substitute

for

It will be seen that merely by accident the three ways in which * can be

expressed as the difference of two products have turned up in succession, and
that they may be written

|PQ'|,1QR'1,|PR'|
if we put

(a-/3)(7-) =P,
(o-7)(i3-) = Q,

(a-)(/3-7) = R.
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and then multiply together the elements of the diagonal, reject-

ing every term such as ajba, (hbfia, .... in which the letters form

a cycle. Two examples are given, but no justification of the
" rule

"
is vouchsafed. The examples are

-ha 6+ 6c+&a -he

Ca Cj, C+ Ca+ Cb

a+ab+ac+aa ha

-6 h+hc+hd+ha
-ttc -he

ad bd

abc+{Ca+Cb)ah+(ab+ae)bc+{bc-{-ba)ca

+ CL{haCa+ haCi+ Cahc)

+ h {c^ai,+ ci,ac+ ai,Ca)

+ c {ache+ acba+ bgai,),

Ca ^a

C-\-Cd-\-Ca-\-Cb -de

Cd d+da+di-\-dc

= abed + ^abc{da-{-dj,+dc) + ^ab(Cdda+ ) + ^a{beCdda+ ).

The arrangement of the two developments almost raises doubts

as to whether the "rule" had been utilised, suggesting indeed

that in the latter instance, for example, the cofactor of a6 was
first obtained in the form

Cd+ Ca+ Cb -de

Cd da+db+dc

and the cofactor of a in the form of a similar determinant of the

third order. The "
rule," however, is noted by Cayley in Grelle's

Journal, Hi. (1855), p. 279.

The number of terms is (n+iy-\ n being the order-number of

the determinant. This Sylvester obtains by putting a, a^,, a^, . . .

all equal to 1. It will be observed that from the form of the

development we thus have

1 -f- 3-2 4- 3-3 = 42

1 -I- 4-3 -I- 6-8 + 4-16 = 53

1 + 5-4 + 10-15 + 10-50 -h 5-125 = 6^
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BORCHAKDT, C. W. (1859, May).

[Ueber eine der Interpolation entsprechende Darstellung der

Eliminations-Resultante, CreUe's Joum., Ivii. pp. 111-121 ;

or Monatsh. d. Akad. d. Wiss. (Berlin), pp. 376-388; also

abstract in Annali di Mat, ii. pp. 262-264.]

The representation in question is in terms of the values which

the two functions ^(x) and \fr(x), both of the v}^ degree, assume

for the values an, a., aQ, W/j, M/2> a^ of X. It emerges as a special

determinant of the form

ai-(ll) -(12)

-(21) <T,-(22)

-(In)

-(2n)

(nl) {n2) .... oTft (nn) ,

where

0-,
= (rO)+ (7-] )+ +(m) and (rs)

=
(sr),

a form which we readily recognise to be the axisymmetric case

of Sylvester's determinant of the year 1855. To the considera-

tion of it Borchardt, probably supposing it to be new, devotes

the last six pages of his paper.

Denoting it by (0, 1, 2, . . . , n), since it is a function of the

^71(71+1) quantities,

(01) (02) (On)

(12) .... (In)

(n-l,n),

he first shows with some prolixity that the cofactor of (01) in it

is (0+1, 2, 3, ... , n), next that the cofactor of (01)(02) . . . (Oi) is

(0+1+.... +i, i+1, i+2 n),

and finally that

(0, 1, 2, . . . , n) = S(01)(l, 2, . ..,71)

+ 2;(01)(02)(l + 2,3, ..., 71)

+
+ S(01)(02) . . . (0k)(T+2+777+k, k+1, ...,

+
+ (01)(02) . . . (On).

n)
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Resuming consideration, but proceeding on a different tack, he

arrives at Sylvester's
"
rule," namely, that (0, 1

, 2, . . .
, ti) is

"
gleich der Summe aller nicht-cyclisehen Producte, die aus je n

jener ^n(n+ l) Elemente (i k) gebildet werden konnen." Unlike

Sylvester, however, he is careful to give a justification of it

based on four observed facts, namely, (1) that (0, 1, 2, . . . , n)
is unaltered by interchanging any two of the umbrae; (2) that

the coefficient of the term (01)(02) . . . (On) is 1
; (3) that none

of the terms is free of the umbra
; (4) that, as already

mentioned, the cofactor of (01) is (0+ 1, 2, ...
, n).* As the

proof, which extends to two pages (pp. 119-120), applies only
to the case of axisymmetry, it need not be given.

Lastly, the number of terms in the development of (0, 1, 2, . . .
, -n)

is investigated, the result obtained agreeing with Sylvester's.

We may note for ourselves in passing that the first three of the

basic facts of the proof are, like the last, most readily appreciated

by observing the determinant form, the case where n= 'S, namely,

10+12+13 -12 -13
-21 20+21 + 23 -23
-31 -32 30+ 31 + 32

being amply sufficient. Thus, increasing any column by all the

others, and thereafter increasing the corresponding row by all

the other rows, we obtain the first result, learning at the same
time that it only holds when axisymmetry exists; the second

is self-evident; and the third follows from the fact that the

aggregate of the terms which are free of 0, being got by
deleting 10, 20, 30, is expressible as a vanishing determinant,

(S) MISCELLANEOUS SPECIAL FORMS.

CAYLEY, A. (1845).

[On certain results relating to quaternions. Philos. Magazine,
xxvi. pp. 141-145; or Collected Math. Papers, i. pp. 123-126.]

Assuming that in each term of the development of a deter-

* As (01) occurs only in the element
(Tj

-
(11), its cofactor is the primary minor

obtained by deleting the first row and the first column, and this is seen to be

(0+1, 2, . . . , 7i) by definition.
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minant the elements are arranged in the order of the columns

from which they are taken, Cayley points out that if the elements

be quaternions
nr IT

= tttt' xtt' =
,

but

TT
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but that for higher orders the result is 0.

identity

He next notes the

X
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where

the m's are all less than 1, and a^+i= oo . The simplest example is

dx I ^ dx

J^
dx i

xdx

J^
xdx

j
,xdx

= r(l -m^) r(l -m^) (!- aoy-'"*-"^ -"-.

In establishing the result, use is made of the fact that the

determinant is expressible also as a multiple integral: for

example, the two-line determinant just written is equal to

(a x^y^ia^ a;)"i(a;i aQ)'^{Xj^
-

a^)"^^

'

Joum. (de

BAZIN, [H.] (1854, July).

[Demonstration d'un thdorfeme sur les determinants.

Liouville) de Math., xix. pp. 209-214]

The theorem in question is to the effect that if there be two

Ti-by-m arrays R, R' with integral elements, and such that

the ratio of any ti-line minor of R to the corresponding minor

of R' is constant and integral, and if the w-line minors of R
have 1 for their highest common factor, then it is possible to

lind a determinant S of the n^^ order with integral elements so

that the product of S by any ti-line minor of R' shall equal the

corresponding minor of R. For example, it being given that

6i 62 ^8k
'^1

2/1

^2

2/2

3

2/3

where all the letters denote integers, and that the highest common

factor of I61C2I, l^jCgl, \b^c^\ is 1, four integers a, 0, y, 8 can be

found such that

a ^
y 8

61 62 ^3 X^ X^ X^

Vi 2/2 2/3
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BEIOSCHI, F. (1855).

[Additions a I'article No. 15, page 239 de ce tome. Grelle's Journ.,

L. pp. 318-321
;
or Opere Tnat, v. pp. 271-276.]

The determinant here (pp. 320-321) dealt with is, for shortness'

sake, taken to be of the 4th order, namely, | m^ S^, &3 c^ |,
in which

S^, 8<2.' ^z' ^4 stand for

aa?! + 6332 + f^z + 9^4. '

ex^ + bx^ + hx^ + kx^ ,

gx^ + fccg + l^z + ^4 '

and where the.^'s, 6's, c's are such that

\x^ + 62^:2 + h^^ + 6^33^
=

,

The cofactor of tyIj. in
| m^ 8^ b^ c^ \ being denoted by M^, we see

that, as an example,

M,2 = -

a

e

f

^1 &i

5 60

which after performance of the operations

C0I4 ojjcoli a;2Col2 ajgcolg,

row, aJiTOWi ojorow, ajorow.

becomes

M/ = -

a

e

f
9

f
h

c

I

h

9
k

I

d

h

^4 > or say x^A.
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As it can be shown similarly that

M32 = _
ajg^A, Mg^ = - x^^, Mj^ = -x^^^,

Brioschi obtains *

I ''^1^2^3^4 I

=
(wiiCCi+ TTljajg+ '"^y^+ 'm^x^'J A ,

nothing being said as to the sign to be taken in extracting the

square root of x^^.

We have only to add for ourselves that the first of the

conditioning equations is the vanishing of the quaternary quadric

^ ^t "^S ^4
I

a
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that the first was obtained by multiplying the given determinant

columnwise by itself in the form

Ci Co

do d^

c.

-K -h
a. a.'*1 "2

A generalisation by Brioschi (1855) has already been dealt with

under Skew Determinants.

ZEHFUSS, G. (1858).

[Uebungsaufgaben fiir Schtiler. Archiv d. Math. u. Phys., xxxi.

p. 246
;
or Nouv. Annates de Math., xviii. p. 171

; (2) ii. pp.

60-61.]

The proposition offered for proof by Zehfuss is in modem

phraseology to the effect that the determinant of the difference of

the two square matrices

a^ a^ tti \ K K
ttg a2 a^ hy 6, 6

a ^n . ^1 ^2 K
vanishes for all orders higher than the second. The proof given

by Gustave Harang in the Nouvelles Annales rests on the

operations

colj colg, colg C0I3,

When 71 = 2 we have

61 a^-b^

a^-\
= (l-2)(^l-^2)-

CAYLEY, A. (1859, March).

[On the double tangents of a plane curve. Fhilos. Transac. R.

Soc. (London), cxlix. pp. 193-212
;
or Collected Math. Papers,

iv. pp. 186-206.]

The theorem on which an important part of this investigation
rests is enunciated by its author as follows : // the 2n 1 columns
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of the special three-row matrix

%
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their values are written by Cayley in the form

(12) = -e"g +ff,
(13) = 67+ c"e+ d"d+ e"c -

h'f
- c'e' - d'd'- e'c' -fh',

(14) = -h"e-c"d-d"c +h'e' -\-c'd' +d'c' -\-e'h',

(23) = - a"f- h"e- c"d- d"c- e"h + a'f+ 6V + c'd' + d'c'+ e'h' -\-f'a'

(24) = a"e+ h"d+ c"c+ d"h - a'e' - h'd'- c'c' - d'h'- e'a',

(34) = -a"a + aV.

The final lemma used in the verification may be formulated

thus:

Iffrom the n quantities Xj, Xg, . . .
, x^ and the ^n(n 1) otJters

12, 13, . . .
,
In

23, . . .
,
2%

nn

there he formed n lineo-linear functions of the two sets, namely,

/i
= x^'O +x^il2) +x^{lS) + ...-[- x{ln)]

f^
= ^ x^'iyi) + X^'O + C3(23) + . . . + Xni^n)

fz
= -

^\<X^)
-

2(23) + iCg-O + . . . + xj^^n)

f^z= x^{ln) x<^{2n) x^{Sn) . . . + Xn'O )
,

then

^1/1+ ^2/2
" i^njn^^-

It may be viewed as included in the identity

*X/i *^o *^o ^ti
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HIRST, T. A. (1859)

[Question 489. (A defcerminant which vanishes for every order

higher than the fourth.) Nouv. Aniiales de Math., xviii.

p. 358; (2) ix. pp. 661-563.]

Hirst's theorem is that if

c^rs
=

{ar-\- /SfS) cos s<p + (y^+ SfS) sin 8<f>

then the deteryninant

a,
i,

(h.s

''l.s+l

*2.+l

^,-Hi-l

vanishes when n > 4, and has a non-zero value independent of

a when n= 4; and the real significance of it is best grasped

by noting as is not done in the Annates that the determinant

is the product

! A Vl ^1

2 A 72 ^t

On ^n yn ^

COS 80 cos(s-Hl)0
S COS 80 (8+l)C0s(s+ 1)0

sin80 sin(s-|-l)0

8 sin 80 (8+1) sin (8+ 1)0

The vanishing of it when ti > 4

value when 7i= 4 being

COS(8+ 7l 1)0
.. (8+ 71 l)C0S(8+n 1)0

810(8+711)0
.. {8-{-nl)am(s-\-n l)<p

is then self-evident, and its

1^2y8^4 I

COS 80 8 COS 80 sin 80 8 sin 80

cos(8+l)0 (8+ l)cos(8+ l)0 sin(8+l)0 (s+l)sin(8+l)0

cos(8+ 2)0 (8+ 2)cos(8+ 2)0 sin(s+2)0 (s+ 2)sin(8+ 2)0

cos(8+ 3)0 (s+3)cos(8+ 3)0 sin(8+3)0 (s+3)sin(8+3)0

we have only to show that the second determinant here is

independent of s. The solver (Lucien Bignon) does this by

multiplying the determinant by itself in the form
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s cos 80 CO8S0 ssins0 sins0

(s+I)cos(s+l)0 cos(s+ l)0 (6'+ l)sin(s+ l)0 sin(s+l)0

and so finding for its square a determinant whose every element

is independent of s, the element in the place i,j being in fact

{j-i)co8(j-i)<f>.

He does not note, however, that such a determinant is zero-axial

and skew, and that its value is thus readily seen, by a theorem of

Cayley's, to be

(cos^ 4 cos^ 20+ 3 cos cos 30)"^,

I.e.

(-4 sin* 0)2.

CAYLEY, A. (1859).

[Note on the value of certain determinants, the terms of which

are the squared distances of points in a plane or in space.

Quart. Jowm. of Math., iii. pp. 275-277
;
or Collected Math.

Papers, iv. pp. 460-462.]

The five results given in the paper are more important than

the title would imply, being true when instead of Cayley's

elements 12^, 13^, ... we write any elements whatever, namely,

12, 13, . . . This change being made, the fourth and fifth are

. 12 13 14

21 . 23 24

31 32 . 33

41 42 43 .

2 12 21 . 34 43 - 2l2 23 24 41,

. 12 13 14 15

21 . 23 24 25

31 32 . 34 35

41 42 43 . 45

51 52 53 54 .

2 12 23 34 45 51

-21^23 31 . 45 54,

where the 2's cover 3, 6, 24, 20 terms respectively. No

commentary is added, nor any indication of a law including
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both results. The three of the other set are less general, namely,

. 12 12 1

21 . 23. 1

31 32 . 1

111.
= Sl2 21 -2 12 23,

where the 2's cover 3 and 6 terms respectively ;

. 12 13 14 1

21 . 23 24 1

31 32 . 34 1

41 42 43 . 1

1111.
^ 2 12 23 34 -21 12 34 43 -212 23 31,

where the 2's cover 24, 12, 8, terms respectively

. 12 13 14 15 1

21 . 23 24 25 1

31 32 . 34 35 1

41 42 43 . 45 I

51 52 53 54 . 111111.

'-S12233445 -21221.3443
+212 23 . 45 54 +2 12 23 34 41

^+212 23 31 . 45,

where the S's cover 120, 15, 60, 30, 40 terms respectively. Here

again no generalisation is attempted.

(e) CENSUS OF TEEMS IN SPECIAL DETERMINANTS.

The first instance of the finding of the number of terms in

the final development of a determinant of special form has

already been drawn attention to, the investigator being Scherk,

and the date 1825.

During the period now occupying us, the earliest suggestion

on the subject occurs in 1844 in Crelle's Joum., xxviii. pp.

191-192, the determinant being of the 8th order, and the
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specialisation consisting in having a zero in the places

16, 17, 18, 27, 28, 31, 38, 41, 42

83, 82, 81, 72, 71, 68, 61, 58, 57.

The proposer of the problem, so far as it appears, received no

satisfaction. The next instance occurred to Sylvester, who in

1855 having hit upon a peculiar determinant whose terms were all

positive, ascertained the number of them by evaluating a special

circulant. (See Quart. Journ. of Math., i. pp. 42-56, or our notice

of it given above, pp. 406-407.) The third instance, like the first,

arose as a problem and remained long unsolved. It appeared
in 1858 in the Nouv. Annates de Math., xvii. p. 262, under the

heading
"
Question 445," the requirement being to find the

number of terms remaining in the case of a determinant of

the n*'^ order when all those terms have been deleted which

contain two or more diagonal elements. The fourth instance

which is more closely connected with the third than might
at first appear was the actual but incidental determination by

Cayley in 1859 of the number of terms in a zero-axial determi-

nant whose order is not greater than the 7*'^. The numbers

found were 9, 44, 265, for the 4*^'', 5*'', 6*'' orders respectively.

(See Quart Journ. of Math., iii. pp. 275-277, or our notice of it

given above, pp. 469-470.)
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